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EDITORS' PREFACE.

There are now before the public many Commentaries,

written by British and American divines, of a popular or

homiletical character. T/ie Cambridge Bible for Schools,

the Handbooks for Bible Classes atid Private Students The

Speaker s Commentary, The Popular Comrtientary (Schaff),

The Expositors Bible, and other similar series, have their

special place and importance. But they do not enter into

the field of Critical Biblical scholarship occupied by such

series of Commentaries as the Kurzgefasstes exegetisches

Jfandbuch zmn A. T.; De Wette's Kurzgefasstes exegetisches

Handbuch zum N. T.; Meyer's Kritisch-exegetischer Kom-

mentarj Keil and Delitzsch's Biblischer Commentar iiher das

A. T.J Lange's Theologisch-homiletisches Bibelwerk ; Nowack's

Ha/idkommenfar zum A. T. ; Holtzmann's Handkomtnentar

zum N. T. Several of these have been translated, edited,

and in some cases enlarged and adapted, for the English-

speaking public ; others are in process of translation. But

no corresponding series by British or American divines

has hitherto been produced. The way has been prepared

by special Commentaries by Cheyne, Ellicott, Kalisch,

Lightfoot, Perowne, Westcott, and others ; and the time has

come, in the judgment of the projectors of this enterprise,

when it is practicable to combine British and American

ocholars in the production of a critical, comprehensiv<

(\
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EDITORS PREFACE

( :ommentary that will be abreast of modern biblical scholar-

ship, and in a measure lead its van.

Messrs. Charles Scribner's Sons of New York, and Messrs.

T. & T. Clark of Edinburgh, propose to publish such a

series of Commentaries on the Old and New Testaments,

under the editorship of Prof. C. A. Briggs, D.D., in America,

and of Prof. S. R. Driver, D.D., for the Old Testament, and

the Rev. Alfred Plummer, D.D., for the New Testament,

in Great Britain.

The Commentaries will be international and inter-con-

fessional, and will be free from polemical and ecclesiastical

bias. They will be based upon a thorough critical study of

i;he original texts of the Bible, and upon critical methods of

nterpretation. They are designed chiefly for students and

cler^'^^men, and will be written in a compact style. Each

book will be preceded by an Introduction, stating the results

of criticism upon it, and discussing impartially the questions

!>till remaining open. The details of criticism will appear

m their proper place in the body of the Commentary, Each

rjection of the Text will be introduced with a paraphrase,

or summary of contents. Technical details of textual and

iphilological criticism will, as a rule, be kept distinct from

•matter of a more general character ; and in the Old Testa-

ment the exegetical notes will be arranged, as far as

possible, so as to be serviceable to students not acquainted

with Hebrew. The History of Interpretation of the Books

will be dealt with, when necessary, in the Introductions,

with critical notices of the most important literature of

the subject. Historical and Archaeological questions, as

well as questions of Biblical Theology, are included in the

plan of the Commentaries, but not Practical or Homiletical

Exegesis. The Volumes will constitute a uniform series.



PREFACE

The agreement to prepare the volumes on the Minor Prophets

for this series was entered into in 1890,— fourteen years ago.

I did not then anticipate the serious obligations which were

shortly to be assumed in other directions. But in all these

years of administrative concern I have had recourse for change,

comfort, and courage to my work on the Twelve Prophets.

A large portion of the work had been finished as early as

1897, when the essential results on the structure of Amos
appeared in The Biblical World. It is a significant fact that

during these fourteen years there have been given to the world

the noteworthy contributions of Oort (1890), Mitchell (1893,

1900), Miiller (1896), Cheyne (in W. R. Smith, Prophets', 1895),

Nowack (1897, 1903), George Adam Smith (1896), Volz (1897),

Driver (1897), Wellhausen (3d ed., 1898), Budde (1899), Lohr

(1901), Sievers (1901), Baumann (1903), Meinhold (1903), and

Marti (1903).

The plan originally included two volumes for the Minor

Prophets ; this has been enlarged to three, of which the pres-

ent volume, containing Amos and Hosea, is the first. Vol. II.

will include Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Obadiah

;

Vol. III., Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, Joel, Jonah. It is hoped

that the second and third volumes will appear within the next

two years.

It cannot be said that the Twelve Prophets lack, either in

the comprehensive relation which they sustain to the entire

history of Hebrew life and thought, in the interest of the prob-

lems which they suggest, or in the almost infinite variety of

these problems. In every field of study, the textual, the literary,

the historical, the archaeological, and the theological, they fur-

nish facts and suggest questions than which few others, perhaps,

possess greater significance. One need only mention, by way
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of illustration, the questions involved in determining the place

of Amos in the development of Hebrew thought, the problems of

criticism and interpretation which are suggested by the early

chapters of Hosea, the text and historical distribution of the

chapters now joined together under the name of Micah, the

complexity of the data included in the several portions of

Zechariah, not to speak of the fragmentary character of Oba-

diah, the peculiar phenomena presented in Jonah, and many

other equally puzzling but significant aspects of literary and

theological inquiry. These facts and problems connect them-

selves with every important phase of the Old Testament activity

between 900 b.c. and 300 b.c.j in other words, with the entire

creative period.

The books which occupy our attention in this first volume go

well together, not only because one follows the other chrono-

logically, but also because one supplements the other logically,

the two presenting a totality of expression in the light of which

each receives a clearer interpretation. It seemed necessary to

take up, in connection with these first two of the immortal

Twelve, many questions that concern just as closely the others.

Especially was the force of this point felt in the Introduction
;

for an introduction to Amos and Hosea is really an introduction

to Prophecy.

Nowhere is it more necessary to distinguish sharply between

the actual words of an author and those that have been added

by later writers than in the case of Amos and Hosea. The his-

tory of the Messianic idea, in whatever sense we employ that

term, is fundamentally involved in this distinction. Care has

been taken, therefore, to keep separate the quite considerable

proportion of material (ascribed by tradition to these authors)

which may confidently be treated as of later origin. This in

the case of Amos is about one-fifth of the whole, and in the case

of Hosea about one-fourth.

It is unquestionably the first duty of a commentator to recon-

struct the text as best he may. The contributions to the text-

criticism of Amos and Hosea, made within two decades, are

striking; but not more so than the unanimity with which the

more important emendations have received acceptance. More-
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over, many of the changes originally suggested, perhaps on

one or another basis {e.g. grammar, history, the versions, or the

strophic structure), have later received corroboration on other

grounds than those on which they rested primarily. This has

frequently occurred in my own experience ; and when I recall

how often a twofold or even threefold substantiation of a con-

jecture has thus taken place, I am compelled to defend myself,

and others like myself, against Professor Driver's suggestion

that " it is precarious to base textual and critical inferences "

upon the "strophe."* I venture to suggest that in the near

future this comparatively new phase of critical study will be

"brought forth into a large place."! It is worthy of notice

surely that nearly every important piece of work on the Twelve

Prophets in fifteen years has taken into consideration the ques-

tion of the measure and strophic arrangement (pp. clxv f.).

My own interest in this subject was aroused in 1887 by the

articles of Professor Briggs in Hebraica. No one can doubt

the good results in general which have followed the turning of

attention in this direction. It is unnecessary, and in a com-

mentary impossible, to take up this phase of treatment in all

the detail worked out by Sievers ; but it is equally impossible

now to study the thought of these prophetic sermons without

recognizing fully this fundamental factor in their form of com-

position. As a matter of fact, " strophic structure " is only

another name for " logical structure."

The textual notes preceding the general treatment and the

grammatical and philological notes following it have been in-

tended to furnish the student of ordinary advancement the

more important data with which to reach his own conclusions.

I fear that in some cases these suggestions are too elementary

in their character ; but I have had in mind that student of

Sacred Scripture who, with such help, might enter into a fairly

critical appreciation of the points raised ; and I have felt that I

might advantageously omit a portion of this kind of material in

the succeeding volumes. The presentation of different read-

ings which are not accepted, as well as of all the principal

* Joel and Amos, p. ii6. t ^- P- clxix.
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interpretations in every case, seemed to me to be required by

the emphasis which the editors of the series have placed upon

the importance of providing the history of the interpretation.

I am perfectly aware that the history of interpretation does not

consist in placing one after another a series of differing interpre-

tations ; but it is quite clear that space would not permit a fuller

discussion in every place, nor was such discussion necessary.

At the same time, upon the basis of the interpretations as thus

given, even when no comment is added, it is not difficult for

one to construct the history. I have endeavored to note all

opinions really worthy of consideration ; and I trust that the

fulness of citation in some passages may not prove too weari-

some to the reader who is not a student.

It is a source of great satisfaction to make acknowledgment

of the indebtedness which I owe to those who have preceded me
;

and especially to Baur, Wiinsche, Cheyne, Wellhausen, W. Rob-

ertson Smith, Nowack, Driver, George Adam Smith, Budde,

and Kautzsch (v. his article, "Religion of Israel," in Hast-

ings's Diciionary of the Bible). I have tried in each important

instance to indicate the position taken by those who have dis-

cussed that particular case ; and likewise to recognize the

author who first suggested a reading or interpretation after-

ward adopted by others. I regret that my manuscript was

already almost wholly in type before the appearance of No-

wack's second edition and of Marti's commentary. Use has

been made of these volumes in the revision of the sheets. I

ought perhaps to mention that a considerable portion of my
manuscript has been thrown out because I had transgressed the

Hmits set for the volume.

A word more concerning the Introduction seems to be neces-

sary. It appeared to me that a brief summary of pre-prophetism

was required as the basis on which to place the work of Amos
and Hosea. This would have been unnecessary if it were cer-

tain that all Hebrew thought really began with Amos, But this

view I cannot accept, and so I have enlarged the Introduction

to include a rdsum^ of the pre-prophetic activity. In the pres-

entation of this I have found myself greatly embarrassed for

lack of space.
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The list of literature will be found fairly exhaustive as far as

half a century back. Lists of the literature before that time

are accessible in Gunning's De Godspraken van Amos, Driver's

article on Amos in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible (2d ed.),

Wiinsche's Hosea, and in Lange's Commenta?y, Vol. XVI. The
reader is requested to note the Addenda and Corrigenda on

pp. XV, xvi, as well as the abbreviations on pp. xvii £f.

In conclusion, I wish particularly to acknowledge the help

which has been given me in the preparation of the volume

by my former pupil, now my colleague, Dr. John M. P. Smith.

The assistance which he has rendered in gathering material,

in verifying references, and in revising the manuscript and the

printer's sheets, and the suggestions which he has made from

time to time upon the subject-matter itself, have been of the

greatest value. Without this help I doubt whether I should

have been able to bring the work to a completion. My thanks

i;re due also to my former pupil. Professor George R. Berry

of Colgate University, for aid furnished, and to my colleague,

Professor George S. Goodspeed, for important suggestions in

connection with the historical material in Amos.

The publishers have cooperated most generously in securing

a typographical excellence which, I am confident, will be greatly

appreciated.

I think that I realize most keenly some of the defects of

this commentary. Doubtless many that I do not perceive will

be pointed out to me. I shall hope to make good use of all

such criticisms and suggestions in connection with the two

remaining volumes.

Chicago, November Twenty-four,
Thanksgiving Day, 1904.

;
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ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA.

p. Iv, line I. The first mention of Phoenician prophets is found in the report

of Wenamon, an Egyptian envoy to Byblos, in the reign of Ramses XII.,

probably about i loo B.C. See J. H. Breasted, " The Report of Wena-

mon," AJSL. XXI. (Jan. 1905), pp. loi f., 105.

p. Ixxxix, line 14. For " Ju. 5*V' read "Ju. 5'*f-."

p. ex. On the teachings of Amos, Hosea, and preceding prophets of the

eighth century, see Koberle, Sunde und Gnade i?n religioscn Leben des

Volkes Israel bis auf Christum (1905), pp. 96-153.

p. 4, line 12. For ^jJA^, read *jL&-|.

pp. 15 ff. On the nations dealt with in Am. i^-a*, see the article "Semites,"

in DB. v., by J. F. McCurdy. ^ ^ , ^ , ^

p. 42, line 6 (from bottom). For ,.^ -1 w iV?, read « nmV?.

p. 257, line 4. Omit against me, with ,S, as a gloss; see p. 256.

p. 277, note J., For GVL, read GI.

p. 2S0, lines 27-29. The text of strophe i, lines 7 and 8, is better arranged

as in the translation on p. 283, viz.

:

: vish n^nji uDpi

p. 281, lines I, 2. Transpose "6II"
is, of course, a gloss," to follow "In

strophe 4 (6^1-7-)." Dele "(i) v.i^'' is suspected, but v.i." For
"yiic" read "v.ii\"

* ^ -^ ^

p. 287, line 2 (from bottom). For >c.*i^l, read >c.<i.2|.

p. 291, line 15. For "also rejects," read "rejects all of."

p. 313, line 20. Orelli reads xanS; see p. 320.

p. 329, line I. Insert it after cat.





PRINCIPAL ABBREVIATIONS

I.

w

General.

abs. absolute. lit. literal, or literally.

ace.

adv.

accusative.

adverb, or adverbial.
m., or masc. masculine.

apod. apodosis. Ni. Niph'al.

art. article. om. omits, omit, etc.

Ass.jOrAssyr ., Assyrian.

P- person.

ca., or cir. circa, about. pass. passive.

cf. confer, compare. pf. perfect.

circ. circumstantial. Pi. Pi' el.

cl. clause. pi. plural.

cod., codd. codex, codices. prec. preceding.

cog., or cogn. cognate. pred. predicate.

com. commentators, or com- prep. preposition.

mentaries. pron. pronoun, or pronominal

cons. consecutive. ptcp. participle.

cont.

cstr.

continue, continuing,

construct.

etc.
rel.

rm.

relative,

remark.

dat.

d.f., or dag. f.

dative,

dagesh forte.
Stat.

singular,

stative.

f. or fem. feminine. str. strophe.

fol. following, follows, etc. subj. subject.

freq.

gen.

frequentative.

genitive.

suf.

sugg.

s.v.

suffix.

suggest, suggestion, etc

sub voce.

Hiph. Hiph'tl. trans. transitive.

impf. imperfect. v. verse.

imv. imperative. V. vide, see.

indef. indefinite. vb. verb, verbal.

inf. infinitive. v.i. vide infra, see below.

intrans. intransitive. T.S. vide supra, see above.



XVIU PRINCIPAL ABBREVIATIONS

2. Text and Versions.

A.V, Authorized Version(i6ii).

'A. Aquila's translation, cited

from Field's Hexapla.

Bab. Cod. Prophetarum posteriorum

codex Babylonicus Pe-

iropolilaiiHs auspiciis

aiigustissim i Impe)'atorJs

Alexandri II. Edidit

H. Strack (1876).

Complut. The Complutensian Poly-

glot.

(5 The Septuagint, cited from

The Old Testament in

Greek according to the

Septuagint; edited by

H. B. Swete; Vol. Ill

(1894).

(5^ Codex Sinaiticus.

(@^ Codex Alexandrinus.

(5^ Codex Vaticanus.

(5Q Codex Marchalianus.

@^^ Lucian's Recension.

Kt. K'^thibh.

3L The Old Latin Version,

cited from Oesterley's

O. T.

Qr.

RV.

RV.m,

Studies in the Greek and
Latin Versions of the

Book 0/Amos (1902) and

"The Old Latin Texts of

the Minor Prophets,"

Journal of Theological

Studies, V. 76-88.

The Massoretic Text.

Old Testament.

Q«ri.

Revised Version (1885).

Revised Version, margin.

^ The Syriac translation, cited

from the Paris Polyglot,

2, Symmachus's translation,

cited from Field's Hex.

apla.

Syr.-Hex. Syro-IIexaplar.

2r The Targum, cited from the

Paris Polyglot.

9. Theodotion's translation,

cited from Field's Hex-

apla.

U The Vulgate, cited from the

Paris Polyglot.

3. Authors and Books.

Abar. or Abarb. Abarbanel (f 1508).

ABL, Assyrian and Babyloniajt Literature. Selected Transla-

tions. Edited by Robert Francis Harper (1901).

AE. Aben Ezra(t 1167).

AJSL. America}! Jouriial of Semitic Languages and Literatures,

edited by William R. Harper.

AJT(Ji). American Journal of Theology, edited by the Divinity

Faculty of the University of Chicago.
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Ba. Baur, Der Prophet Amos erklart (1847).

Bach. Bachmann, Alttestamentliche Untersuchungen (1894)

Bach. /'r. Praeparationen zu den kleinen Propheten (1890).

Bad. Badecker's Handbuch 2. Paldstina und Syrten (5th ed.

19CX); English, 1894).

Baethgen, Baethgen, Beitrage zur semitischen Religionsgeschichte

Sem. Pel. (1888).

Earth, NB.
J. Barth, Die A^otninalbildung in den semitischen Sprachen

(1889-91).

Barth, ES. Etytnologische Studien (1S93).

BAS. Beitr'dge zur Assyriologie und semitischen Sprachzvissen-

schaft, herausgegeben von Friedrich Delitzsch und Paul

Haupt (1890 ff.).

Baud. Ei7il. Baudissin, Einleitung in die Biicher des Alten Testaruentes

(1901).

Baud. Pel. Studien zur semitischen Religionsgeschichte, I. (1876), II.

(1878).

Bauer, G, L. Bauer, Die kleinen Propheten i'lbersetzt und mit Com-

mentarien erlautert, I., Hoseas bis Micha (1786).

Baumann, Der Aufbau der Amosreden (Beihefte zur ZA IV. VII. 1903),,

BDB, A Hebrew and Etiglish Lexicon of the Old Testament, with

an Appeiidix containing the Biblical Aramaic, based on

the Lexicon of William Gesenius as translated by Edward

Robinson, edited by Francis Brown, with the cooperation

of S. R. Driver and Charles A. Briggs (1891 ff.). Eleven

parts have appeared thus far, extending as far as -\-±\

Benz. I. Benzinger.

Benz. Arch. Hebrdische Archaologie (1894).

BL. Schenkel's Bibel-Lexikon. Realworterbttch zum Handge-

brauch fur geistliche und Gemcindeglieder, 5 vols.

(1869-75).

Bl. Einl. F. Bleek, Einleitimg in das Alte Testament (5th ed. by

Julius Wellhausen, 1886).

Bockel, Hoseas (1807).

Buttcher, Ausfiihrliches Lehrbuch der Hebrdischen Sprache, I. (1866),

II. (1868).

Briggs, Hex. Chas. A. Briggs, Higher Criticism of the ILexateuch (1897).

Brugsch, Hist. Heinrich Brugsch-Bey, A History of Egypt under the

Pharaohs (1881).

Briill, "Beitrage zur Erklarung des Buches Ilosea," fahrb.
f.

jiidischen Geschichte und Litteratur, 1883, pp. 1-62.

BSZ, Wilhelm Gesenius' Hebrdisches una Aramdisckes Hand-

worterbuch iiber das Alte Testament in verbindung mit

Prof. Albert Socin und Prof. II. Zimmern bearbeitet von

Dr. Frants Buhl. 13th ed. (1899),
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Bu.

Bu. Rel.

Buhl, Pal.

Burkius,

Burney,

BW.

Cal.

Cap(pellus),

Che.

Co.

Co, Einl.

Karl Buckle.

Religion of Israel to the Exile (1899).

Geographie des alien Palaestina (1896).

Gnomon in 12 Prophetas Minores (1753).

Notes on the Hebreiu Text of the Books of Kings (1903).

The Biblical World, edited by William R. Harper.

Calvin, Commentaries on the Twelve Minor Prophets;

transl. by
J. Owen. Vols. I., II. (1846).

Critica sacra, sive de variis quae in sacris Veteris Testa-

menti libris occurrunt lectionibus libri sex. Kecensiiit

multisque animadversionibus auxit Geo. lo. Lud. Vogel.

Tomus I. (1775), II. (1778).

T. K. Cheyne, Hosea luith Azotes and Introduction (The

Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges, 1884). In

the commentary on Hosea, " Che." always means this

work, unless otherwise indicated.

C. H. Cornill.

Einleitung in das Alte Testament (1891; 4th ed., 1897).

Cornelius a Lapide (f 1637), Comtnentarii (1664).

COT. The Cuneiform Inscriptions and the Old Testament (1885;

English transl. of KA T.^).

Crit. Bib. or CB. Critica Biblica or Critical Notes on the Text of the Old

Testament Writings, by T. K. Cheyne. Part II., Ezekiel

and the Minor Prophets (1903).

Crocius, Johannis Crocii . . . hypotyposes conciotium in Prophetas

Minores, etc. (1673).

Cyril, Cyril of Alexandria (t444 A.D,).

Da.

Da. §,

Da. Theol.

Dahl,

Dathe or Dat.

DB.

DB?

De.

deR.

A. B. Davidson.

Hebreiv Syntax (2d ed., 1896).

The Theology ofthe Old Testament (1904).

J. C. Dahl, Amos neu i'lbersetzt und erlautert (1795).

Prophetae minores ex recensione textus Hebraei et versionum

antiquarum latine versi tiotisque philologicis et criticis

ilhtstrati a J. A. Dathio (1773).

A Dictionary of the Bible, edited by James Hastings. 4 vols.

(1898-1902) and an "Extra Volume" (1904), cited here

as Vol. V.

A Dictionary of the Bible, edited by Sir William Smith and

J. M. Fuller. 3 vols. (2d ed., 1893).

Franz Delitzsch.

de Rossi, Variae Lectiones Veteris Testamenti, etc.. Vol. III.

(1786), and Scholia Critica in Veteris Testamenti libros

(179S).
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DI. Friedrich Delitzsch.
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DI. Pa. or Par. Wo lag das Paradies (1881).
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Dru. or Drus. Drusius, Commentary on Minor Prophets, in Critici Sacri:
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INTRODUCTION.

A. FACTORS IN THE PRE-PROPHETIC MOVEMENT.

§ I. The Pre-prophetic Movement in General.

For a proper understanding of the place of Amos and Hosea in

connection with Hebrew prophecy it is necessary to consider

briefly the principal manifestations, during the two preceding cen-

turies, of what may be called " pre-prophetism "
;
* the basis of

this movement and its chief characteristics ; hkewise its funda-

mental thought (concerning God, man, worship, life, and the

future),t as wrought out in this period. In the same connec-

tion some attention must be given to Assyria, which in these

times touches Israel so closely and exercises so marked an in-

fluence upon the development of Israelitish thought. % With some

of the data relating to these subjects in our possession, we shall

be better prepared to take up the subjects connected with Amos
and Hosea, viz. in each case the personal life, the message, the

pubhc ministry ; likewise the literary form of the prophetic work,

* The distinction between prophetism proper {i.e. written prophecy) and that

out of which it sprang is important, and may be maintained by using for the latter

the word " pre-prophetism." For the same reason, we may use tiabhi' (pi. nebluini)

in speaking of those (not seers) who preceded Amos. Cf. the use of the terms

Nebiismus and Prophetismus by R. Kraetzschmar in Prophet iiiid Seher im Alten

Israel (1901).

t In other words, the theology of these times, as it has been preserved in con-

temporaneous writings and in tradition.

X A striking characteristic of Israel, in comparison with its sister nations, was

a readiness to receive, from the outside, contributions in the form of new institutions

and new thought. Much of this was bad and in time was lost ; but much of it,

being good, was retained. The gradual accumulation and assimilation of this

outside material, under the guidance of an all-wise Providence, ultimately lifted

Israel to a position of influence in world-history.

xxxi
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the versions in which it has come down to us, and the more

important Uterature.*

The spirit of pre-prophetism was always alert and aggressive. Its manifes-

tations were frequent, strong, and of a unique character. These manifesta-

tions were factors in preparing the way for that " point in the history of

prophecy at which this great religious phenomenon rises— apparently, but

surely not really— on a sudden to a higher level" (Che. EB. 3855); in

other words, the point at which Amos and Hosea appear upon the scene of

action. Unless a better explanation of the forward step taken at this time by

the so-called ivriting prophets can be furnished than that which Budde (AW.

131) proposes (viz. their utter failure to impress the people by oral speech),

the question is to be regarded as a problem still unsolved.

§ 2. Pre-prophetic Participation in the Revolt of

Jeroboam I.

The participation of the nebhPim in the revolt which resulted

in the disruption of the united kingdom may be assumed,t not-

withstanding the late date of those portions of the narrative \ in

which this participation is especially described.

* Much is gained in thinking of Amos and Hosea as together presenting a single

unit of thought ; for, while each is in sharp contrast with the other in tempera-

ment and in message, neither, by himself, is complete. They must both be taken

to secure the whole idea.

t Kue. {^Rel. I. 198 f.) says, "The revolt of the ten tribes from the royal house

of David was undoubtedly countenanced by the prophets, especially by those of

Ephraim "
; We. {Prol. 458), declares that they " actually suggested and promoted

it"; Kit. (//«/. II. 188) says, "Jeroboam was supported in his enterprise by a

prophet, Ahijah of Shiloh "
; Kent {Hist. II. 20) maintains that it was supported by

prophets who selected the leader. So also Gu. {GVI. 130-132), Wade {O.T. Hist.

313), Paton {Hist. 191). Cf. Che. {EB. 2406), who, though treating the narratives

as unhistorical, regards it as possible that Jeroboam had friendly relations with

Ahijah who lived at Shiloh, and certain that the northern prophets were on Jero-

boam's side; and contra Winckler {GI. I. 159 f., 11. 273) and H. P. Smith {O.T.

Hist. 1903, pp. 177-80), who make no reference to prophetic influence; Sta. {GVI.

I. 306 f.), who declares the narratives concerning the prophets to be without

historical basis.

X There are four stories : (i) Ahijah, i K. ii29-40, of which vs. 29-31 may be early

(so Kit. and Skinner) ; but all is considered late by Wkl. (
U7itersuch. 8 f.), Kamp-

hausen, Benz., and Sta. {SBOT.)
; (2) Shemaiah, i K. i222-24_ clearly late

; (3) " the

man of God out of Judah " and " the old prophet at Bethel," i K. \'^-'^-, all of which

is late
; (4) the visit of Jeroboam's wife to Ahijah, i K. 14I-I8, which, if early, has

been thoroughly worked over by a later editor, the Hebrew text seeming to be a

late recension of ®.
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This assumption is based upon (i) the fact that the early prophets in their

intense conservatism stand opposed to every advance of civilization; cf. the

general policy of Elijah (p. xxxvi), the attitude of the Judean narrative toward

the beginnings of civilization in Gn. 4^^-*, and the opposition of Isaiah (2^^-

216-26-) iQ everything that seemed to favor luxury in life ; not to speak of the

representation of this same idea by the Nazirites and Rechabites who were

closely associated with nebhVism and prophetism (p. xxxi); (2) the probabil-

ity that the spirit which later actuated Elijah (as well as Amos and especially

Hosea) in reference to the acknowledgment of other gods existed, at least

in germ, in the minds of these earlier nebhVitn (so e.g. WRS. Proph. 48 ff.;

Bu. Rel. 102); (3) the consistency of this pre-prophetic action with that

of Elijah and Elisha in the conspiracy against the dynasty of Omri, as well as

with the alleged conspiracy of Amos himself (Am. 7IO-13) against Jeroboam II.,

at which time the prophetic temper was at all events regarded as revolu-

tionary ; and (4) the extreme likelihood that the prophetic stories, while late,

represent in the main a true tradition, since they, at least, indicate one school

of later opinion, the other school, led by Hosea (cf. Ho. 8* 13^^) regarding

the revolt or schism as a great blunder.

The effect of the disruption, in so far as the pre-prophetic

movement is concerned, appears (i) in the fact that this move-

ment takes place in the North, rather than under the Davidic

dynasty in the South,* for until the last twenty years or so before

the end of the Northern kingdom (721 B.C.) Judah produced

little or nothing except the Judean narrative (p. Ixix). This was

true in part, because (2) a much greater liberty existed in the

North, as a consequence of the failure of the Solomonic regime to

maintain in Israel the obligations which it succeeded in imposing

upon Judah; and with this liberty, there was possible also (3) a

far greater simplicity of life than in the South ; there existed, in

fact, a more democratic atmosphere, the extreme class distinctions

being less emphasized;! while (4) there was less interference

from outside influence than would have been felt under a con-

tinuation of the Solomonic policy; likewise, (5) the disruption,

* Che. {EB. 3863), after making the words " Gilgal," " Carmel," " Ephraim,"

"Jordan," " Ramoth-gilead," etc. (as they occur in the narrative), corruptions of

the all-pervading Jcrahmeel of North Arabia, and after assigning the homes of

Elijah and Elisha, as well as of Amos, to this region, says, " We cannot therefore

be certain that there were any settlements of prophets in Northern Israel."

t Meinhold (p. 25) suggests that Yahweh was the champion of every Israelite

against the despotism of Solomon, and that the nabhi' , therefore, as in later times

the prophet, took the side of the deify against the despot.
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in spite of the calves of Jeroboam, contributed very largely toward

preparing the way for that ultimate separation of Yahvveh from a

place among the gods of the nations, and his elevation into the

god of the heavens,* The revolt, in a word, was in some slight

sense an anticipation of the later and more radical steps taken by
Elijah and Elisha.

§ 3. The Pre-prophetic Manifestation under Elijah's

Leadership.

1. Prophetic interference in the affairs of state took place

under Elijah's leadership in the days of Ahab {ca. 875-850 B.C.).

In estimating the importance of this very notable and unique

manifestation of the pre-prophetic spirit, account must first be

taken of the different strata of material preserved. On this point

students are practically agreed.

Certain stories come from about 800 B.C., i.e. from within fifty years or

so of Elijah's own times, viz. (a) the early trouble with Ahab and the

drought; the contest on Carmel ; and the visit to Horeb (i K. 17I-1830. 5-30

i8326_ig!)a.iii-2i). (3) thg gtory of Naboth's vineyard (i K. 2ii-20«-2");

(c) Elijah's encounter with Ahaziah's messengers (2 K. I'-^-^-S), From a
period twenty-five to fifty years later comes the account of Elijah's last days
with Elisha and his translation (2 K. 2^-^). To a much later time belong
the story of Elijah's treatment of the companies sent out by Ahaziah (2 K.
i9-i8) and certain additions to the early stories (e.^. I K. i8^b.i.?A.?y^a j^gs-Ua

2i9ft.26.28f.. Benzinger makes 2 K. i^-s also late, and Kamphausen the entire

account, 2 K. i^-is). So substantially Kit., Benz., Kamphausen, Burney, and
Skinner ; but Sta. (SBOT.) calls all the Elijah and Elisha material late except

I K. l83I-32a i995.10.Ua.c. 2l206.21f.24 3 K. 2l''-2.56
(cf. G lY. I 522, note);

Meinhold (pp. 17-21) places the stories about 750 B.C. on the ground that

such legends could not have developed in fifty years ; and Todd {Politics and
Religion in Ancient Isr. (1904), I95.ff.) minimizes Elijah's significance and
makes the entire Baal-story an allegory coming from Manasseh's times.

2. In the interpretation of these stories, the earlier, as well as the

later, must be acknowledged to show two tendencies of a decided

character. The narrator's point of view is one strongly biassed by
the attitude toward Baalism which prevailed in the times succeeding

* Cf. K. DB. V. 646 f.
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Jehu. The picture of Ahab and his relation to Baahsm is greatly

overdrawn, a very large legendary element having entered into it.*

Besides this, Elijah, called nabhi\ or prophet, only once in the

entire narrative (viz. i K. 1 8" where no other designation could

have been employed), is everywhere (especially in i K. 17*"-^ 2 K.
j9-i2

28^ represented as possessed of magical powers.

t

3. But after making full allowance for these elements, we may

feel confident that Elijah represents a true historical character of

a remarkable type, and that a proof of his greatness is this very

" stupendous and superhuman " image of him here sketched. \

We are not compelled to choose between the two extreme views,

according to one of which, the prophet Elijah, while above the

level of the Tiebhi'im of his time, is presented in greatly magnified

form, the prophets of this period having had no such prominence

as the narratives assign to them ; § while the other treats him as a

Titanic character creating a new epoch in Israel's history, to be

placed side by side with Moses himself.
||

His proper place may

be determined by observing certain secondary points in connec-

tion with his contest with Ahab regarding Baalism, and with

Ahab's relations to Naboth, and all of this must be studied

in the light of the issue of the whole matter as it appears in the

case of Jehu under Elisha's ministry.

Among other points, outside of the two main stories, the following should

not be overlooked: (i) Elijah {v.s.) is not called nabhV, because even at

this time he is recognized as something different. He may not, however, be

placed in the class of the writing prophets, because, unlike them, he has left

* This is the unanimous voice of critical opinion ; cf. e.g. Kue. Ei.nl. ^ 25

;

Kit. Hist. n. 267; Addis, art. "Elijah," EB.; We. Prol. 292 f. ; Co. Proph. 29;

Che. EB. 3859 f.; Meinhold ; Sm. AW.2 175 ff.; H. P. Smith, O. T. Hist. 188;

K. DB. V. 655.

t This is in accordance with the earlier conceptions of vcbhi'ism which Israel

held in common with other nations ; cf. the power of Moses with his magician's

staff (Ex. 42 tf- 720 923^ etc.), that of Joshua and his spear (Jos. 18-20), and the use

of the arrow in divining referred to in 2 K. i3i5ff. See K. DB. V. 650 f. ; Sm.

Rel?' 154; Kit. Hist. IL 266 f.; Che. EB. 3856 f.

\ Cf. Co. Proph. 29.

\ We. Prol. 291; Sta. GVI. \. 526 f. ; Todd, op. cit. 195 ff. ; H. P. Smith, O.

T.Hist. 191 ff.; Meinhold, 1-32.

II
Co. Proph. 29; Kit. Hist. U. 266 f. ; Addis, art. " Elijah," EB.\ Strachan, art.

" Elijah," DB.
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nothing in written form ; and unlike them, he is closely associated with man-
ticism and magic. On the other hand, the facts seem to make him both seer

and nabhV. Witness the point already suggested in reference to manticism and
magic, and, in addition, the fact of his close relationship with the societies of

nebhVim, and his apparent leadership among them, his farewell visit to the vari-

ous headquarters of these societies, their strong interest in the occasion and the

manner of his final departure ; and, still further, those great characteristics

of sturdiness, strength, and courage which bespeak for him a place side by
side with the seers of the past, viz. Moses, Joshua, Samuel. (2) The sud-

denness of his appearances and disappearances, so frequently a subject of

comment (i K. 17I 18^ ff- 2 K. 2^^), is to be attributed to the lacunae of the

narrative, rather than to any effort upon the part of the writer to cultivate an
atmosphere of mystery.

(3) The impression of a magical personality (cf. the story of Samuel and

the witch of Endor) is conveyed, not only in the miraculous power ascribed

to him in general, but also in his special power over dew and rain (l K.

172 iSi-''!-^), the deference paid to him by Obadiah (i K. iS'^), the use of an

extra quantity of water to prevent suspicion (iS-^'^ff), the physical performance

in connection with his premonition of rain (iS"*-"^^), the ecstatic condition

in which he ran five hours from Carmel to Jezreel (18*^), the magical power

ascribed to his mantle (19^^ cf. 2 K. 2*'-i3ff), which Elisha may not resist,

and with which the waters are divided ; and especially in the account of

his marvellous translation by means of a chariot and horses of fire (2 K. 2'i *'),

a later expression of the feeling that his activity was enduring, and that his

fellowship with God was "so close that its interruption seemed inconceiv-

able" (K. DB. V. 655). In close connection with all this is (4) the strongly

pronounced nomadic spirit, which, naturally, stands opposed to everything

that indicates progress in civilization. This spirit appears in the simplicity

of his food and dress (i K. 19^- ^^ 2 K. i^), in his isolation from his fellows,

and in his opposition to the religious policy of Ahab (v.i.). Perhaps this

furnishes the explanation, also, of the sudden character of his appearances

and disappearances (v.s.) : it is surely in accord with this that he is repre-

sented as living by the brook Cherith, which flows into the Jordan (i K.

172-'^); sojourning outside of his own country at Zarephath in Phoenicia

(i K. I7^ff)
; paying a visit to Horeb, after a journey of forty days and forty

nights (i K. 19^-^); and moving about from place to place (2 K. i, 2);

cf. the nomadic character of the Rechabites (p. lii), who arose about this

time (v.u). (5) Not a little light is thrown upon the story of pre-prophetism

by the two incidents in Elijah's life, in connection with which he left his

native land and visited foreign countries. The earlier sojourn in Phoenicia,

at Zarephath, together with the nature of the work performed, indicates, on his

part, not only the nomadic tendency (in this case encouraged, doubtless, by

fear of Ahab), but also an attitude toward non-Israelites which is broad and

liberal, in spite of the narrow and intense zeal ordinarily attributed to him

;

and besides, a leniency which meant that the hatred shown in connection
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with Baalism was not against that religion in itself, but only against its

encroachment upon the realm of Yahweh (Sm. AW.- 178; Co. Proph, 31),

who had now become recognized as, indeed, the god of the land of Israel,

although not god also of Phoenicia. The visit to Horfeb (i K. 19^*), while

illustrative of many elements in the prophet's character {e.g. the longing for

solitude characteristic of the nomad, and a deep spiritual nature, as well as a

tendency to deep despondency), also calls attention to the prophet's idea of

Yahweh's original home and dwelling-place, i.e. the place in which one can

most easily secure his oracle ; and is better understood in the light of Ju. 5^

(cf. also Dt. 33- Hb. 3^ Ps. 68^). This journey, although undertaken in a fit

of discouragement, and because of Jezebel's inimical attitude, cannot be easily

explained on any other supposition than that the nabhf , in accordance with

the general conviction, makes this pilgrimage, in the fashion of all ages, to a

place regarded as sacred from the oldest times, because there Yahweh had

dwelt in the beginning (Bu. Rel. 18 ; K. DB. V. 626 f. ; Barton, Semitic

Origitis, 277 ; Sta. GVI. I. 130 ff.).

(6) The chief elements in certain situations described in the Elijah-stories

had already been anticipated in earlier history, e.g. Solomon had erected

sanctuaries for his foreign wives (i K. ii''*^-) just as Ahab does for Jezebel

{v.i.), and probably this constituted one of the charges in the prophetic

indictment of that monarch. Even earlier, Nathan had taken precisely the

same stand against the abuse of royal power (2 S. 12^-^^) as that taken by

Elijah in the case of Ahab. Still further, the thought of Yahweh's using

Syria (l K. igi^-i") in order to punish Israel for wrong-doing, does not, of

itself, imply that Yahweh is other than a national god, as is clear from the

presence of this sdme conception not only in earlier Israelitish times (Nu.

14*'^ ff-

[J, E] Jos. 7 [J]), but also among other nations (cf. the part played

by the gods in the fall of Babylon in the Cyrus Cylinder,* and the representa-

tions concerning Yahweh's power at the time of the Exodus [J, E], and in the

confusion of tongues at Babel [in J]; cf. Meinhold, 30 f.). On the further

bearing of this, v.i. (7) Much turns upon the exact meaning assigned

to the utterances concerning Yahweh and the Baalim in i K. 1
8-<- ^- 3'- 31.

(Sm. Relr 178), v.i.

4. The uncertainty of the facts in the story of Elijah's strtiggle

with Ahab and the priests of Baal explains, if it does not justify,

the varying interpretations which have been founded upon them.

We may consider here those points which relate to the form of

* The words of Sennacherib's general (2 K. i825 = Is. 36IO) might also be cited,

were it not probable that they represent a later Israelitish view rather tlian the

thought of the Assyrian (cf. Sta., Benz., Marti, Duhm, in loc). It is hardly likely

that the haughty Assyrian would represent himself as acting in obedience to the

command of the god of a small, despised people.
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the story, the actual facts as nearly as they can be determined,

and the problems raised by these facts. But since Elijah's contest

is only part (or perhaps the beginning) of the great struggle which

was closed, under the direction of Elisha, by Jehu, we shall state

the problems and reserve a decision upon them until the additional

help has been gained which is furnished by the events of Elisha's

career and a consideration of the actual denouement (pp. xlviii f.).

(i) Reference has been made to the date of the material (v.s.), as well as

to its prejudiced character. We cannot fail to note also its fragmentary form,

e.g. its failure to furnish any introduction to the story of the challenge, from

which an adequate knowledge of the events leading up to it may be obtained;

the lack, also, of the end of the story, in which one might have expected to

find out how Elijah executed the commission given him at Horeb, for surely

1 K. 1919-0 cannot be accepted as a fitting conclusion; and, still further, the

absence of anything that will throw light on the fulfilment of the prediction

in I K. 19!^. Perhaps the story of Naboth was intended, as Wellhausen sug-

gests, to be the beginning of the judgment which overtook the worshippers

of Baal. (2) The facts in the story itself are not always mutually consistent,

and the statement throughout bears evidence of being too strongly colored

against Ahab. The formal charge in i K. i630"33 represents him as being

actually the greatest sinner that has yet occupied Israel's throne. But every

accusation made, except that of building an altar in the house of Baal (v.^^^^

comes from the Deuteronomic period, nearly two and a half centuries later,

when the official spirit had altogether changed. Was the extension of this

courtesy to his wife worse than the similar act of Solomon ? And then, we
may not think that Ahab had altogether forsaken Yahweh, or that Yahwism

was in so bad a state, when we learn that of Ahab's children, three (i K. 22*°

2 K. 3I 81*- ^) were given names containing the word Yahweh as one element;

that Ahab is able to find four hundred Yahweh prophets in one place, when
there is occasion for their service (i K. 22^); and that the number of those

who had not bowed the knee to Baal was seven thousand, while, on the

other hand, all of the Baal adherents are able a little later to be accommo-

dated in one house (2 K. lo-^-'^^). If, now, we add to this the statement of

Jehu that Ahab served Baal only a little (2 K. lo^^), and the evidence

that Jezebel was, indeed, a malicious and vindictive woman, we may well

suppose not only that the situation was less serious than it is represented,

but also that Jezebel, rather than Ahab, was the chief sinner. Ahab, follow-

ing the policy of David and Solomon, sought to strengthen his throne and

benefit the nation by alliance with outside powers, and did not appreciate the

full meaning of the struggle as it presented itself to Elijah. He regarded the

question as one in which the royal authority was involved, and, encouraged

doubtless by the Tyrian influence, acted accordingly (WRS. Proph. 76 ff.).

But, on the other hand, Jezebel was zealous and persistent in her efforts to
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build up the Baal-party, for political as well as for religious purposes. The

Tyrian Baal-worship threatened to a greater or less degree the Israelitish

Yahweh-worship. (3) But these facts, even in this simpler and less sensational

form, represent a contest. What was the point at issue ?

The question, in general, is this : Does EHjah here draw the line

between the spiritual Israel {i.e. the seven thousand), and Israel of

the flesh, who, though of the nation, are not members of the elect,

known later as " the remnant " ? * Are the spiritual and the worldly

here for the first time brought into conflict ?t Does Elijah, then,

give evidence of a conception of God higher than any that has yet

been held? Or, on the other hand, shall we throw out this entire

narrative of the Baal-struggle as absolutely unhistorical
; \ and

understanding that it had its origin a century or a century and a

half later than was indicated above, regard it as consequently the

expression of a time not earlier than that of Amos and Hosea ?

In either case may we suppose that, after all, Elijah's position is

nothing more than Ahijah might have taken against Solomon, the

fact being that the struggle is on behalf of the old idea, viz. an

undefiled cultus, through a correct performance of which Yahweh's

demands are satisfied, § and not in behalf of the new idea, empha-

sized by the writing prophets, that Yahweh's religion was something

other than a cult ? Does Elijah represent Yahweh as about to

bring great punishment on Israel, through Syria, because of failure

to observe a pure cult, or because of ethical shortcomings ? This

is the question at issue. The answer to it is of great con-

cern in determining the value of the contribution of Amos and

Hosea.

5. The Naboth story is perhaps more significant than anything

else connected with the life of Elijah, for here there is spoken the

condemnation of governmental unrighteousness which receives so

large a notice from later prophets.

Some difficulties exist, likewise, in the form, as it is given us, of this

story (i K. 21). It is easy to see that it interrupts the connection of chaps. 20

and 22. If to this we add that in © it immediately follows chap. 19, and that

it has many points of affinity with the narrative in chaps. 17, 19 {e.g. the

« We. Isr. u. jiid. Gesch.^ 54, note. t Sm. Rel."^ 177 ff.

X Sfa. GVI.l. 526 ff. ; Todd, op. cit. 195 ff. \ Meinhold, 24 ff.
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representation of Ahab as a weak man controlled by Jezebel; also the appar-

ent dependence of ai-**" upon iS^'^), sustaining no relation to chaps. 20, 22,

we have a fairly strong case for the order given in (S (^v.s.). But now, if

we put together the fact that Elijah is being introduced again by the same

writer after his successor has been appointed (i K. ig^^-^^); the fact that the

murder of Naboth contributed more largely to the ruin of Ahab's house than

did his religious policy (Ew. //is/. IV. 71, 107; Co. Proph. 31 ff.; Skinner, 255)

;

and the better understanding gained of the Carmel episode if we suppose the

murder of Naboth to have preceded it, and to have excited the feeling of the

people against Ahab (Skinner, 255 ; WRS. EB. 2670),— we are compelled to

assume either that chap. 21 originally stood between vs.i***"'^^^ of chap. 19,

or that it is an independent document (cf. its resemblance to 14^"^^ and the

view of Burney that it belongs to the same source as 2 K. g^-io^^).*

Keeping in mind the difficulties which the form of the story

presents, we may note in reference to its content : (a) that the

main point, rebuke of the king for an outrageous act, is the

same as that found in the Nathan-David story {v.s.^, and forms

one of the principal topics in the discourses of Amos and Hosea

;

{b) that, after all, Ahab's act was not an unusual thing for an oriental

monarch {iks.') ; but, in this case, the ancient spirit of freedom is

again aroused (as in the days of the disruption) against a personal

despotism; ((f) that it was this crime {t'.s.^, rather than Ahab's

defence of Baalism, that cost him his throne, a significant fact in

the history of national ethics and of a true conception of religion.

In this same connection we may observe further : {a) the thing

which Yahweh is here represented as doing is something quite

unusual ; the threat that Ahab's house is to be destroyed by a

foreign power, viz. Syria, plainly makes Yahweh something other

than a merely national god {v.i^
;

{b) the Naboth-story is to

receive practically the same interpretation, whether we suppose it

* To this may still be added the lack of harmony between chap. 21 and 2 K. 9

;

cf. the position of Naboth's "field" in 2 K. gi^ff-, a little way from Jezreel, and

Naboth 's "vineyard" close to Ahab's palace (in Samaria?), i K. 21^8^ and the

variants of © in v.i; the visit of Ahab to his ill-gotten prize on the day after the

murder in 2 K. 9^6, but apparently on the same day in i K. 21 ; also, the words of

Jehu in 2 K. 9^6 tell us a fact not in i K. 21II-I6, viz. that Naboth's sons were killed.

On the basis of these and other facts chap. 21 is assigned to an independent source,

as an appendix to chaps. 17-19'-!, by Kue. Eiril. fH- 78; Meinhold, 12 ff.; Gunkel,

Preussische Jahrb. XXVII. (1897) , 18 ff. ; Skinner ; but cf. We. Hex. 283 ff. ; WRS.,
art. " Kings," ED. 2670; Kit. 159-162; Benz. in loc.
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to have preceded the Carmel event, and to be closely connected

therewith (furnishing, in fact, the basis of that popular uprising),

or to have followed it and been entirely independent of it. In

either case it is a cry for justice to those oppressed. Upon the

whole, something tangible is gained if the two stories are joined

together
;

(c) with both stories there may be connected logically

the opening message of Elijah to Ahab (i K. 17^) containing the

threat of drought ; for, after all, this is the question at issue ; Who
grants rain? Who is God? Yahweh or Baal? The chief purpose

of this threat was " to demonstrate that the God, whose servant is

Elijah, is the sole ruler of nature, against whose will no power

in heaven or earth can prevail " (Skinner) . This, in brief, was

Elijah's great message {v.s.).

§ 4. Pre-prophetic Influences in the Time of Elisha.

I. Close cooperation of the prophet with the government, a

conspiracy against the government and its overthrow by the insti-

gation of the prophet,— all this took place in the days of EHsha

{ca. 850-800 B.C.). In this we have the completion of the work

initiated by Elijah.

The portions of 2 K. concerned with the life of Elisha may be classified

:

(1) 2^'^ 4i-6''^3 31-15 1314-21^ a series of early prophetic narratives of a personal

or biographical character, loosely strung together and laying special emphasis

on Elisha's activity as a wonder-worker (to be designated by the symbol E')

;

(2) 3^-2'' 62*-7" 91-6- n-28. 3o_io27^ a different collection of early prophetic narra-

tives giving special attention to Elisha's influence in affairs of state and in the

campaigns against Syria and other nations (E'') ; (3) 3^-3 f^-^
8i«-24. 25-29 g7-io

lo28-3i. 32-36^ a scrics of later additions chiefly from the pen of the Deuteronomic

compiler of Kings. Cf. the comm. of Kit., Benz., Burney, Skinner; and Kue.

£inl. I"- 80 ff.; We. I/ex. 286-90; Addis, art. "Elisha," £B.; Dr. LOT.

196 f.; WRS. and K., art. "Kings," EB.
This material presents some of the characteristics named above, notably,

g.g. (a) the magical element (strikingly similar, and even stronger), but there

is little or no basis for the opinion (H. P. Smith, 0. T. //is/., p. 194, and

others; cf. contra, Addis, £B. 1276; Strachan, art. " Elijah," DB.; and the

comm. of Kit., Benz., and Skinner) that the Elisha-memoirs are in large part

a duplication of those of Elijah, and consequently unhistorical. (/') The lack

of chronological order, as well as of chronological indication; and the result

of this is to create a wrong impression of Elisha's career (cf. Addis, EB. 1276;
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Strachan, DB. I. 694; Benz. 129; Kit. 185) ; for who really gathers from the

narrative that Elisha lived forty-five years after the revolt of Jehu? A true

conception of the case is prevented by the placing of this story at the end,

with all the anecdotes but one preceding.

2. The following points, although of secondary interest, may

not be ignored :
—

(i) The first meeting, at which the call was extended (by Elijah, it would

seem, rather than by Yahvveh himself),* took place at the home of Elisha's

family (which must have possessed substance ; and consequently Elisha, like

Amos, was not an ordinary nabhi'), some time after Elijah's visit to Horeb,t

perhaps six or seven years before Elijah's final disappearance, J in all a dozen

years or so before the great revolution which unseated the dynasty of Omri.

Elisha differed greatly from Elijah in appearance (cf. the phrase hairy matt,

2 K. 18 [unless with Kittel, Benzinger, and Skinner, we refer this to the hairy

mantle], with the epithet bald-head, 2 K. 2^3) and in dress (cf. the mantle,

1 K. 19^^ which Elisha does not seem to have worn in later life; note anJD,

2 K. 4^^). He used a staff, which, with the mantle, served him in his work as

a magician. In a true sense he was a successor, since he it was who gave

political effect to Elijah's teaching, § or, in other words, faithfully and

resolutely carried out the policy of annihilating Baal and all that belonged

to Baal, which was Elijah's great legacy to the nation.
1|

In this case there is

no exegetical nor historical sense in calling Elisha a " demagogue, conspirator,

revolutionist, and agitator " (Co. Proph. t,^^ ; the phrase " father and guide of

the Northern kingdom" (Addis, EB. 1276) seems more appropriate (p. xliv).

(2) The story of the separation is late, and exhibits some peculiarities, two or

three of which deserve mention ; e.g. how comes it that Elijah, who has

always lived a solitary life, now sustains close personal relations with the pro-

phetic societies? Perhaps he sees fit to change his habits now that the end

is coming (Ew. Hist. IV. 80); or does this document present a difl'erent

conception of Elijah (Skinner)? It is, rather, Elijah's emphatic way of intro-

ducing his successor, to whom he intrusts a task so terrible in its seriousness.

The passage, therefore, has closer connection with the " Elisha-stories " than

with the " Elijah-stories." The " double portion " (2^) is not the portion

of the first-born, Dt. 21^^ (Thenius, Benz., Kit., Skinner, in loc. ; and Addis,

EB. 1277); nor may we follow the literalizing view of Sirach (that Elisha

performed twice as many miracles as did Elijah)
; \ but rather it expresses

Elisha's desire that, having an even larger enduement of the divine spirit

than his master, he may be able to carry the struggle of Yahweh begun by

* Cf. cases of second-hand inspiration noted by Sm. RelP- 80, note,

t Addis, EB. 1276 ; cf. Skinner, 242 ; Benz. 113 ; Kit. 153 f.

+ Strachan, Z)i5. I. 693. § WRS. /^/-c//5'. 85. ||
Kit. //«/. II. 279.

II Ecclus. 4812, in^D NX13 Sd d\-'D1C1 r\-^-\T\ m.iN z^Vi^ ifi.
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Elijah to a successful issue (Maybaum, Proph. 76). On the purpose of the

picture, as a whole, v.s., p. xxxvi. (3) The fact that Elisha's habits were those

of an agriculturalist at first, and later of a city dweller (in Jericho, 2 K. 2^8,

Samaria, 6^^, Dothan, 6i^, Shunem, 4^'', Damascus, 8^), plays an important

part in contrast with Elijah's nomadic manner of life (p. xxxvi). It is not

enough to observe simply that here, as frequently, those are associated who

differ greatly from each other {e.g. Amos and Hosea, Isaiah and Micah) ; or

that one kind of mind is needed for initiation, another for final execution.

The case is incomplete, unless we realize the full significance, in this long

ministry of, perhaps, fifty years, of Elisha's " easy familiarity " and gentle

manners, not only when he is sought out by kings (2 K. 6"-^^ 13^*), but also when

he is visited on new moon or Sabbath (2 K. 4"ff-) by the people who trust him

implicitly. Was this deniagoguery ? Then Jesus also must have been a

demagogue. Elijah's whole career was a protest against civilization. Not so

Elisha's ; but rather an example of wise and effective adjustment, in spite of

his strict religious views, to the new environment created by Ahab. This

suggests (4) other points of character which come out in connection with

some of the smaller events, such as the remarkable spirit of toleration (cf.

Elijah during his residence in Zarephath) in the advice given Naaman the

Syrian (Strachan, DB. I. 694) ; of humaneness, in his attitude toward the

Syrian captives (6^2) ; of intense love for Israel, in his reply to Hazael's

question. Why does my lord weep ? (S^i-i'') ; * of widely recognized sympathy,

as shown by the coming to him of widows and orphans (4^) ; of the tremendous

energy and fruitfulness of his work, if we may accept the estimate placed in

the mouth of king Joash (13^*), for had he not been more to Israel than its

chariots and horsemen ?t It will be noted that the data suggestive of these

elements in Elisha's character lie, for the most part, outside of the field of his

political activity, and the circumstances connected with the revolution, on

which v.i.

3. Nothing in prophecy, or indeed in the entire Old Testament

scripture, is more suggestive of wonderland than the stories which

recount Elisha's miracles. This idealization finds explanation in

more than a single way ; e.g. the writer thus makes expression

of the profound feeling of love and esteem entertained by the

people for Elisha, as well as of an equally profound belief in the

love of Yahweh for his people, a love exhibited in the beneficent

activity of the great representative, Elisha, Whether emphasis

is to be placed upon the first or the second of these ideas will be

determined by one's final estimate of Elisha's work as a whole.

* With the reading, ab''^ his face took on a fixed look of unutterable horror

(Skinner, X.; cf. Klo., Kit. J. f Addis, EB. 1278 ; Skinner in loc.
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We cannot fail to make three comparisons: (i) Of these miracles with

those of Elijah (v.s. p. xxxvi) ; but here we should regard Elisha's miracles

neither, on the one hand, as grotesque and vulgar in so far as they are not

pure imitation, and as altogether lacking in sanctification and grandeur,* nor,

on the other, as something altogether ideal and above criticism of any sort.f

(2) Of Elisha's relation to Samaria during the Syrian wars, with Isaiah's

relation to Jerusalem in 701 n.C. during Sennacherib's invasion; but in making
this comparison, we must remember that a century and a half full of good

teaching for Israel has elapsed, and that while Elisha, as a matter of course,

appears to less advantage than does Isaiah, it may well be questioned whether,

upon the whole, the latter event was more critical than the former, and

whether, likewise, the doctrine of Zion's inviolability established in connec-

tion with Isaiah's preaching in 701 B.C. was not far more injurious to the

Israel of the future, both ethically and politically, than the severe and, indeed,

terrible measures apparently sanctioned by Elisha in the uprooting of Baalism.

(3) Of Elisha's miracles with those of Jesus Christ; were they not of the

same general character ? Omitting the treatment of the children slain by

bears, do they not represent the single idea of beneficence, that is, love ?

From no other source does prophecy receive a contribution which so defi-

nitely represents or anticipates the Christlike element (Addis, £B. 1277).

Surely this thought of love is a new idea in Israel's religion. But is it just to

attribute it to Elisha ? His life and work furnished the conception. Even if

the stories are very late, and even if little historical fact may be found in them,

they, at all events, reproduced Elisha's character as it appeared to the people

of his own times and of those that followed.

Much in these miracles relates to the pre-prophetic societies (§ 5). Elisha

was strengthening and developing these societies for purposes of propaganda

(Che. lEB. 3863). These societies were capable of exercising great influence

on Israel. This method of warfare was more diplomatic than that of Elijah.

It does not mean, however, that Elisha lacked courage (2 K. s''^'-)- ^^ is

probable that in view of his feeling toward Joram, he did not use his house in

Samaria to any great extent until after Jehu's accession, but lived much of

the time with the societies. This work was to have great significance in the

further development of prophecy.

4. The political activity of Elisha is full of interesting problems,

(i) Pre-prophetism, acting through him, now controlled the state.

He was not merely an adviser like Isaiah. He was himself an

active participant in the affairs of administration, " a decisive

power in court and camp " (Addis, ^.5. 1277). In this he followed

the example of a// his predecessors. The time had not yet quite

* So Co. Proph. 33; of. Addis, EB. izjj.

t So most of the older commentators.
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come for the introduction of a new policy, viz. that of non-inter-

ference except in so far as moral suasion might exert an influence.

(2) His relations with foreign kings and potentates are of a re-

markable nature. They seek him out. His reputation must have

been widespread. Meinhold is right in pointing out that Well-

hausen underestimates the influence of the prophets in these

times. It is quite inconceivable how certain writers * count Elisha

as of so small a value to IsraeUtish thought. Greater justice is

shown him by others.

f

(3) The account of the Moabite campaign of the king of Israel (2 K. 3''"^)

with his vassal kings of Judah and Edom possesses for us a larger interest

even than that which its relation to the well-known Mesha inscription (a

voucher for the historicity of this story) occasions, J because, being evidently

from the series of political stories (p. xli), it assigns to Elisha an important role

as political adviser, and, besides, refers to certain facts in connection with the

prophet which aid us in formulating our estimate of him. We observe (a) the

custom of making inquiry of the fieMi'im concerning war (cf. I K. 22^*^), and

when we recall the times of Saul and the beginning of the work of the

nebhi'im, we find ground for the supposition that the primary aim of these

dervishes was to awaken the spirit of the nation for purposes of war (Schwally,

SetJiitiscke Kriegsaliertume?;!. {igoi), lOT, a.; K. Z)^. V. 653) ; but (^) Eli-

sha being discovered in the camp, the mere mention of his relation to Elijah

(as the pourer of water on the hands = servitor) gives him standing in the

eyes of the king of Judah, who in i K. 22 seems not to have known the

Northern prophets. There is to be noted next (f) the statement of the king

of Israel (v.^^) which implies that the kings, in this case as in i K. 22,

have undertaken this expedition by prophetic advice for which Yahweh

was responsible; but {d) Elisha, following Elijah's policy, will have no

dealings with the king of Israel (whichever king it was) § ; for the sake,

however, of Judah's king he will speak. But he cannot speak except in trance,

and so (if) as was his custom (nim, and it used to be, is frequentative), he asks

for a musician (v.^^) in order by the influence of music to excite himself into

the ecstatic condition. This act, attested by i S. 10^, alluded to frequently

in Arabian literature (WRS. Proph. 392), and recognized to-day as a powerful

incentive to religious emotion (cf the influence of music on Saul's evil spirit,

I S. 16^^), seems to bear witness to three things : that Elisha (^contra Elijah)

* Co., Sta., H. P. Smith, Marti.

t Ew., WRS., Addis, Gu., Meinhold, Sm., Kit.; K. DB. V. 655 f.

X Mesha's inscription relates to the revolt in which he secured independence

from Israel. The campaign of Jehoram seems to have been an unsuccessful

attempt to reduce Moab to submission again.

§ Cf. comm. on 2 K. 3^, and ©i^'s substitution of Ahaziah for Jehoshaphat.
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is in close companionship with the nebhVim; that, while the spirit of Yahweh
takes hold of Elijah spontaneously, artificial means are resorted to in Elisha's

case ; and that consequently he belongs rather with those that preceded him in

the prophetic work {i.e. a lower order) than with those who followed {i.e. Amos
and Hosea). The first of these all will accept; but are the other inferences

strictly legitimate ? May not this act in his case have been merely the con-

ventional way of announcing the oracle ? Is it really any more derogatory to

his standing as a prophet than the ecstatic visions of Amos or Isaiah or Jere-

miah or Ezekiel (w.z.) ? (/) The method adopted to secure water (vs.i^i^^)

was adapted to the possibilities of the locality (known for its sand-pits) ; cf.

the plagues of Egypt, {g) The evident recognition
(s'-^--''^) of the efficacy

of the sacrifice of the king's own son to Chemosh is of interest in fixing the

theological point of view of the writer.

(4) Evidence of Elisha's political activity is seen, still further, in the stories

of the healing of Naaman (5^'^^), of the entrapping of the Syrians in Samaria

(6^-23), of the siege of Samaria by Ben-hadad (6-*-72'^), with each of which

important difficulties are connected ; * but, in general, they show the high

esteem in which Elisha was held by all classes of men, his international as well

as national reputation, his almost unlimited influence at home and abroad,

and, at the same time, the great breadth of his mind, and his entire devotion

to the nation's God, Yahweh. We may not go so far as to infer that Elisha's

international greatness and his international relations furnished the basis for

the idea of an international god, which, in turn, prepared the way for Ames's

position taken in chaps, i and 2; yet the high character of his work must be

recognized.

5. The great revolution instigated by Elisha and executed by

Jehu, described in 2 K. 9, 10, is one of the most important events

in Israel's history; this importance relates to the political situation,

but also, and especially, to the history of the pre-prophetic move-
ment, the relation, in that movement, of both Elijah and Elisha to

the history of Israel's religion. This revolution placed on the throne

the dynasty under which Amos and Hosea (in part) did their work.

That Omri's dynasty had greatly strengthened Israel at home and
abroad is universally acknowledged.! That seed was sown in this

revolution, which in the end proved Israel's ruin, has not been

denied since Hosea (i^) first announced it. We may call Jehu

ambitious and bloodthirsty, and, since he undoubtedly believed

* E.g. the latter event is assigned to the reigns of Ahab (Benz.), Jehoram (We.

;

H. P. Smith, O. T. Hist. 196), Jehoahaz (Kue. Einl. I"- 81 f.).

t Kit. Hist. II. 262; We. Prol. 458 f.; Sta. GVl.l. 518, 522.
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himself to be acting for and in the name of Yahweh, a fanatic*

Sacred history fails to furnish a more ghastly series of official mur-

ders, beginning with the shooting of Jehoram in his chariot, and

closing with the horrible blood-bath of the Baal-worshippers in the

temple. But there was prophetic precedent for the revolution,

and the total destruction of the royal house, when dethroned,

has been the regular routine in all Oriental revolutions.f Al-

though by the revolution there was gained a destruction of the

Baal cult, and although it was strictly in accord with Oriental

policy, from the political point of view it was a blunder. I

It is more difficult to reach a decision as to the meaning of this

event in connection with the pre-prophetic movement, and of the

role played by the individual prophets. Apparently no great fault

has ever been found with Elijah because of his share in it, and

yet it was he who conceived and initiated the movement, indi-

cated the exact lines of its execution, and selected specifically

the agents who were to complete its execution. On whom, then,

rests the responsibility ? If one may judge Elijah's character by

the -impression which it produced upon his contemporaries and

upon those immediately following him, he himself would have

done, in detail, just what Jehu did; for did he not (i K. iS'**')

actually slay the prophets of Baal (four hundred and fifty)? Did

he not foretell the awful events which were to rid Israel of Baalism

On the other hand, severe criticism has been meted out to

* Cornill's characterization is too strong, viz. " one of the most contemptible

characters known in the history of Israel" {^Proph. 33).

t Cf. Ju. 95 I K. 15-'' 16II; the Panammu Inscription from Zinjirli, line 3, men-

tions a slaughter of seventy kinsmen of the king in a conspiracy against the throne,

Che. EB. 2355.

+ Sta. GVI.l. 545; Gu. GVI. 178; Co. Proph. 33.

\ Bu. {^Rel. 122), concerning the reason for the prophets' support of Jehu, says

:

" There can be no doubt that the reason why Jehu was made the candidate of the

prophets for succession to the throne was that he was known as a zealot for the

pure worship of Yahweh. For this reason alone we might be sure that he and his

successors were unremitting in their zealous endeavor to maintain the worship of

Yahweh in Israel pure and uncontaminated. This inference is fully confirmed—
if we may trust the popular tales of the Second Book of Kings— by the fact th.it

for full two generations the prophet is found firmly established alongside the king,

as the bulwark of the throne." Cf. also K. DB. V. 653.
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Elisha, who, it is maintained, is scarcely to be justified for his

participation in the deeds of Jehu, even from the point of view of

his own times.* It is suggested that he was entirely deceived as

to Jehu's character ; t or, in any event, though meaning well, lived

on that lower plane of religious life which, as in the case of the

patriarchs, did not forbid intrigue and bloodshed. J Now, in

making our estimate of Elisha, let us recall (a) the lack of any

word of disapproval from the pen of the narrators
; (^) the won-

derfully beautiful character portrayed by these writers, in which

the features especially emphasized are humaneness, tenderness,

compassion, and love,— the very opposite of those ascribed to

Elijah (who can imagine Ehsha as suggesting or favoring the

poUcy of Jehu, except under the constraint of a controlling reli-

gious conviction?); (c) the strangely solemn circumstances of his

appointment to office, and of his reception of Elijah's legacy; (i/) the

opinion of Joash, when Elisha's life is just closing, a strong testi-

mony in favor of its magnificent value, while the estimate of Hosea

is to be treated as we treat the anachronistic utterances of other

prophets whose judgments concerning earlier events are deter-

mined by the sympathies and antipathies of a later age.

With these points in mind, the question briefly stated is this :

Was the religious crisis one of sufficient magnitude to justify the

revolution? We do not wish, in any sense, to justify the intrigue

and bloodshed connected with the revolution.

6. It remains to present, in the form of propositions, the answers

to the questions that have thus far been raised (cf. pp. xxxviii ff.

and xliv f.), all of which pertain to the significance of the revolution

in connection with the progress of Israel's religion.

(i) The contest, initiated by Elijah and completed by Jehu

under Elisha's direction, was one for which the higher prophetism

of the period (860 to 800 B.C.) was responsible. It signified for

pre-prophetism a great victory, and lifted it higher than it had

before reached.

(2) The contest was a struggle, not so much with the old

Canaanitish Baalism, which had largely disappeared, but with

* Co. Propk. 33; Addis, EB. 1278.

t Cf. Kent, Hist II. 68. J Kent, /oc. cit.
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Phoenician Baalism, a new form of syncretism which, in view of

all the circumstances, involved far greater danger to the interests

of the Yahweh-religion (z'.s.)*

(3) The point at issue was nothing more nor less than that of

Yahweh's existence ; it was not simply that of giving him a lower

place, but rather of his complete rejection
; f for if Baalism had

conquered, Yahwisni would sooner or later have disappeared, just

as Baalism disappeared after the victory of Yahwism.

(4) The conception of Yahweh which the prophets represent is

higher than that of the past. For them he is, to be sure, a

national God, but he sustains relations also to other nations, and

exercises over them a large controlling influence. This is moving

in the direction of an international God, although it has not

reached that point.

(5) The religion for which they contend is something other

than a cult such as had existed in the past, but with its corruption

eliminated. J It may be elected or rejected. It is one which

makes ethical demands. Its ideal life for men is that of sympathy

and love.

(6) The distinction is now for the first time drawn (though very

vaguely) between the spiritual and the worldly, in other words

between a true spiritual religion and nature-worship. §

The content of these propositions prepares the way for an

examination of other pre-prophetic influences which antedated the

work of Amos and Hosea ; but before it receives a final formu-

lation it requires a consideration of the other influences.

§ 5. The Pre-prophetic Societies.

I. The pre-prophetic societies constitute a phase in the devel-

opment of pre-prophetism which bears closely on later prophecy.

Omitting many points which do not stand in close relationship

with the later development, the following may be regarded as

the essential features for our immediate purpose, viz. (i) the

numbers of the nebhrivi, including the closely related sects of the

Nazirites and Rechabites
; (2) the general purpose, character, and

* K. DB. V. 647. \ Contra Sm. Rel?' 155; but cf. Meinhold, 28.

X Contra Meinhold. \ Contra Meinhold; but cf. Sm. Rel?- 177 ff.
;
We.
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habits of these associations ; and (3) the question of their origin,

their external and internal relations, and their place in history and

prophecy.*

2. That these societies represented a large movement (whether

patriotic, or religious, or both) is clear from the great numbers of

nebhVim referred to (viz. the one hundred hidden by Obadiah,

I K. 18''; the four hundred in conference with Ahab, i K. 22^;

the fifty or more residing at Jericho, 2 K. 2'-^*'), as well as the

citation of some by name,! among whom we must select Micaiah

ben Imlah for special mention, since a true estimate will place

him side by side with Elijah and Elisha, and, in some respects,

above both. These numbers signify not only deep interest in

Yahweh-worship, but also an intense excitement because this

worship was in danger from the Baalism of Tyre.

The failure of E^, which describes the public activity of the

nebhVim, to make any definite reference to the societies (but

of. 2 K. 9^ = EP, and i K. 20''', probably late), as well as the

silence of E'' concerning any public activity on their part, is not

to be interpreted either as destroying the value of the represen-

tations made in each (for the narratives need not be taken as

mutually exclusive X), nor as giving special weight to the opinion

that the life of the societies was exclusively retired and devoted to

worship and meditation, or, on the other hand, that it was largely

public. As a matter of fact, it was both, the two narratives pre-

senting different phases of the life of the nebhVim.

From the lack of any mention of the societies between the days

of Samuel and those of Elijah and Elisha, a period of more than

one hundred and fifty years, we may not assume that with the pass-

ing of the PhiHstine struggle they had died out and were later

revived by Elijah. Against this may be urged, not only the num-

bers just mentioned, but also the standing which they had in

Ahab's time as an order that must be consulted (i K. 22^*').

* The most satisfactory treatments of this subject will be found in Kue. Proph-

ets and Prophecy, 46 ff., and Pel. I. 193-202, 316 ff. ; WRS. Proph. 85 f., 389-392;

GAS. I. 20-30; Maybaum, Die Entwickelung d. isr. Prophetenthums (1883), 30-

59 ; Da., art. " Prophecy," DB. IV. 109 f. ; Bu. Rel., 93-103; K. DB. V. 652 ff.

t Viz. Micaiah and Zedekiah, i K. 2211^-; Jehu, i K. i6t.

X Cf. K. DB. V. 656 f. ; note also the failure of the Elijah stories to mention the

societies.
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This silence may be accidental, or it may be due to the frag-

mentary and incomplete character of the narratives as they have

come down. So few are the names of preexilic writing prophets

preserved in the historical narratives (Isaiah alone, and in Je.

26^^*^^, Micah) * that, but for the preservation of their utterances,

one might deny their very existence.

In addition to the many nebhPim, named and unnamed, and

the societies which are so marked a feature of the times, cognizance

must be taken of two sects, perhaps orders, viz. the Nazirites

and Rechabites, the members of which, while not reckoned as

nebhPim, share to some extent their ideas and their work as ser-

vants of Yahweh.

The Nazirites (pp. 56 f.), rarely mentioned, were individuals especially

consecrated to Yahweh, the consecration taking the form of a vow or dedi-

cation in which some restriction was assumed (^e.g. in the case of Samson,

his unshorn hair, the possession of which secured to him Yahweh's spirit

;

note also the obligation placed upon his mother, during pregnancy, in refer-

ence to wine and unclean food). We are not here interested in the later

codification (Nu. 6'^'^-^^-^^),hvii two things seem very suggestive : (c) the

fact that Samson's Nazirate involved exhibitions of great strength against

Israel's enemies, and was, in fact, a vow of abstinence solely for warlike

purposes.! Was this perhaps the motive that led also to the organization

of the bands of nebhtim (v.i.)l (d) The reference of Amos (a^*'-) to Nazi-

rites, in parallelism with prophets, who had been caused to drink wine, a sin

as great as that which was committed in forbidding the prophets to prophesy.

From this we must infer that the prohibition of wine (which was regarded

by all nomadic tribes as a luxury belonging to agricultural life, J and was, like

sensuality, a part of the routine of Baal-worship §), as well as that of cutting

the hair was, at one time or another, the restriction assumed in the con-

secration ; but further, that this service was one which, like the prophetic

service, received Yahweh's approbation and was worthy of being cited along

with it. Whether, now, this abstinence represented merely a service in war,

uninterrupted by periods in which one yields himself to pleasure, that is, an

absolutely unbroken service,
||

or rather (as with the Rechabites, v.i.) a

sworn protest against Baalism (wine being a special product of Baal's land),

* Bu. 7?el. 103.

t Now. Arck. II. 134 ; Schwally, Semit. Kriegsaltertuitter, I. loi ff. ; K. DD. V.

657 f.

X WRS., Proph. 84, 389; Schultz, Theol. I. 163; Kue. Rel. I. 316 f.

§ Cf. also the attitude of the ancient Greeks, and of Mohammedans to-day.

II
Schwally, loc. cit. ; K. loc. cit.
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the general meaning is the same ; for in both cases the purpose is protest,

that is, consecration to war.

Another society or sect which seems to have been prominent in these

times was that of the Rechabites, who appear and disappear in Israelitish

history almost mysteriously. Assuming* that the Jehonadab whom Jehu

took up into his chariot and thus joined with himself in his bloody work for

Yahweh (2 K. iqI^*') was the Jonadab cited in Jeremiah, chap. 35, as the

ancestor of the Rechabites, who prohibited to his descendants the drinking

of wine, we may make three assertions : {a) in Elisha's times a sect or family

or perhaps order existed, pledged not to drink wine (the symbol of a cor-

rupted civilization), not to engage in agriculture or in the building of homes

(that is, pledged to the primitive nomadic life)
;

{l>) this pledge was made in

the service of Yahweh (cf. the names of those whom Jeremiah brought into a

chamber of the temple, all of which end with Ya/i, and also Jeremiah's closing

words, viz. that for Yahweh's service there shall always be sons of Jonadab)

;

{c) the life of this society was a protest against luxury, intemperance, and

idolatry, and against the Canaanitish civilization of the times; and was a

reaction tc^ward the primitive simplicity of Israel. We may leave unsettled

the question whether this order was founded on the model of the Kenites f

(cf. I Ch. 2^, Ju. i^^, I S. 15^), or was really a family descended from them.

"They represented in either case a type of anchoritism " (Kautzsch) which

was closely related in form, and especially in spirit, to that of the nebhiHm

and the Nazirites, the three together constituting a comparatively new and

extraordinary propaganda for the old-fashioned idea of Yahweh as the god

of the desert, and of storm and battle,— an idea which carried with it sim-

plicity both of life and of cult.

3. A few points relating to the general character and the habits

of these prophetic associations deserve consideration.

(i) While in Samuel's time these societies were bands of men
roving from place to place (probably in order to draw others into

their association by the contagion of their enthusiasm), in Elisha's

time, they had adopted, more or less fully, a settled mode of life,

their residences being at great sanctuaries like Gilgal (2 K. 4^^),

Bethel (2 K. 2^^, or at political centres like Samaria, bands of fifty

or more living together (2 K. 2^), and sometimes at a common table

(2 K. 4^^^), while some among them were married (2 K. 4^).

(2) Samuel, although a prominent adviser, was probably never

really a head (notwithstanding i S. 19^"), and surely never lived

* So Bu. Rel. 120; Sm. Rel.'^ 152 f. ; K. DB. V. 659.

t Bu. Rel. 20, 30, and Neiv World, 1895, P- 729; cf. Ew. Hist. IV. 79; Schra.

BL. V. 46; Sm. AV/.2 93 f. ; K. DB. V. 659.
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with them (i S. 19^*), unless Naioth means "dwellings" ;
* while it

was a common custom for them to sit before (2 K. 4'^, cf. 6^) Elisha,

as disciples before a master.

(3) These associations have been improperly termed "schools"!

since the members are already engaged in public work, and some

of them are married, while no phrase occurs which would justify

the use of the word. Moreover, the idiom of the title, sons of the

nebhi'lm, together with Semitic usage, requires the conception of

guilds or corporations. Nevertheless, we are warranted in sup-

posing that instruction was imparted (cf. 2 K. 4^* 6') ; and proba-

bly the prophetic technique and nomenclature which Amos found

in existence had its origin among them. \

(4) The members of the association did not prophesy as indi-

viduals, but jointly in a body, and in their processions (i S. 10^)

they were, in fact, conducting a kind of public worship at the

various high places or sanctuaries (cf. Is. 30-"").

(5) The ecstasy (i S. 19'^-^) was the physical and psychological

condition § in which they performed their service, "the hand of

Yahweh" (i K. iS'**' 2 K. 3^^) being upon them; and this "holy

frenzy," which was frequently induced by music (cf. especially the

case of Elisha), passed, according to E (Nu. ii^^-^*), in part,

from Moses to the seventy elders, and lifted them into the condi-

tion of ecstasy. Still further, it may be inferred from i K. 20'*^

that the nebhVim bore a peculiar mark, which distinguished their

service.
||

(6) In Samuel's time this uprising had its occasion in the Philis-

tine crisis, when Israel's existence was threatened, and the result

* So Schultz, Theol. I. 241; WRS. Proph. 392; and most of the older com-
mentators ; but ni: denotes a pastoral abode, and is hardly appropriate as a desig-

nation for a prophetic residence. Moreover, the absence of the article here counts

against any appellative signification. It is now generally taken as the name of some
locality in Ramah, the precise meaning being unknown. See especially, Dr. Sam.

124 f, and art. " Naioth," Z?Z?; H. P.Smith and Bu. on i S. 19I8; Che., art. " Naioth,"

EB\ BSZ.,and BDB.

t By Ew. Hist. III. 49 f. ; Da. DB. IV. 109; Kue, Rel. I. 195; but v. WRS.
Proph. 85.

t So Da. DB. IV. 109; cf. K. DB. V. 656.

\ Bu. Rel. 100 f.; Che. EB. 3872 f. ; Giesebrccht, Die Berufsbegabung d. alttest.

Propheten, 38-72.

II
Kraetzschmar, Prophet u. Seher im alt. Israel, 9; K. DB. V. 656.
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was "a national religious enthusiasm," which again came forward,

perhaps more strongly, in the crisis of the Tyrian Baalism in the

times of Elijah and Elisha. These national disasters are the

expression of Yahweh's anger ; hence the reaction in the form

of patriotic spirit, in other words, the spirit of battle.

(7) That Saul is thought to be insane, Elisha's messenger "mad"
(2 K. 9") ; that the word ^'^rj, to prophesy, means literally to drop

(sc. foavi), i.e. to foam at the mouth ; and that the insane were

looked upon in all Semitic antiquity with respect and awe as being

controlled by demons (cf., e.g., David at the court of Achish,

I S. 21'-*),— all point to the presence of a large element of

superstition upon the subject of prophecy, and also show its emo-

tional and ecstatic character. With these facts before us, we may
conclude in general that the spirit of these associations, while

intense and upon the whole correct, was nevertheless as narrow

as it was intense, as crude as it was correct ; and that it partook

largely of the spirit of the four hundred and fifty Baal-prophets,

an association of very similar nature (z'./.).

4. The questions of their origin, their external and internal relations, are

of great interest. (l) Concerning the origin we actually know little, but

certain points may be grouped for consideration : The character of ancient

Semitic life {y. e.g. WRS. Se»i. ; We. SV. III.; Barton, Sketch of Semitic

Origins ; Lagrange, Etudes sur les religions semiiiqiies'), especially as seen in

its purest form in Arabia,* was but slightly changed in these early days of

Israel ; and Palestine, like Arabia, with its desert life, its compulsory fasts

(" in which the soul easily detaches itself and hunger lends the mind a curious

passion, mixed of resignation and hot anger " [GAS. HG. 29 ; cf. Schultz,

Theol. I. 102 ff.]), its habit of continuous war, its uniformity of religious life

(growing out of the exclusive attention to a tribal god), was well fitted to

produce and develop fanaticism, as is shown by every century of past history,

and by the presence to-day in the Mohammedan world of the dancing and

howling dervishes, who, by a peculiar life and in strange ecstatic cries, seek

to secure and to express their religious exaltation. Amid such surroundings

the religious feeling, if at all awakened, becomes intense, and tends to an
" entire self-surrender," which finds concrete expression in a frenzied state,

that sometimes involves self-mutilation, human sacrifice, and the tribute of

maidens (Schultz, Theol. I. 104).

* Every year since the work of WRS. brings Israel into closer relationship with

Arabia; cf. the recent opinions of Barton, op. cit. 287 ff. ; S. I. Curtiss, Primitive

Semitic Religion To-day ; and Che.'s Jerahmeelite hypothesis in £B., CB., and
elsewhere.
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(2) The presence of Baal-prophets among the Tyrians, together with the

facts that most of the growth in Israel's ritual (and especially that of mantic

and sorcery) came from the Canaanites, and that the idea of prophets or

nebhVim first appeared at this time, leads us to suppose that the pre-prophetic

societies also were originally Canaanitish.* The occurrence of the word nabhV

in Phoenician, as well as in the Assyrian Nebo (= Hermes), points in the

same direction. The Israelites, observing the prophesying (that is, the trans-

port and frenzy) of the Canaanitish worshippers, adopted it, as they adopted

many other rites (cf. the view that Yahweh himself was a Canaanitish god

adopted by Israel ; so Land, ThT. II. 160 ff.; Wkl. Babel-Bibel unci Bibel-

Babel; but v. Kue. Rel. I. 398 ff.; Ko. Neue kirchl. Zeitschrifl, XIII. 828-

883). This, of course, implies merely that the external form, as in the case of

circumcision, was taken by the Israelites, for within a short time it was spirit-

ualized. The connection of all this with the spirit of war developed by the

Philistine oppression has already been noted. Cf. i S. lo^, in which Saul is

represented as entering into the state of frenzy at the very place in which the

garrison (so AV., RV.), or pillar (so @, Thenius, Dr., Kit.; K. DB, V. 653),

or administration (so H. P. Smith, BDB.) of the Philistines was placed.

(3) While in the earliest times, priest, seer, and nabhi' were one, they now

begin to differentiate. But, until later, the relation of priest and prophet was

very close, as, in these early days, was that of priest and seer (cf. Samuel, and

the Arabic kdkin, denoting seer, or soothsayer, probably, in early times, one in

charge of a shrine). In later days, when there seems to have been antagonism

between priest and prophet, this difference existed, not so much between the

two orders, as between the priestly order and individual prophets who had

risen above their fellows, and represented the prophetic order in general as

being on the same low level with the priests (cf. WRS. Propli. 85, 105 ff.). In

Isaiah's time a priest (8") was selected to witness concerning a prophecy, while

Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and other prophets of later times were themselves priests.

It is probable, therefore, that in the early times the nebki'im were closely

associated with the priests (McCurdy, HPM. § 488, note), as was true of the

priests and prophets of Baal, and in Judah ; cf. Je. 20^- 2 with 29™ Lam. 2^'^

{v.i.'). The bearing of this upon the attitude ofAmos and Hosea is significant

;

cf. Am. yi'^-i^ Ho. 4^^ 5I 69.

(4) The unity, or joint action, of the nebhVim has been mentioned (j'.j.).

This was an essential element in their strength. Elijah and especially Elisha

seem to have worked harmoniously with the various societies, although they

stood far above them. In Elisha's own days, however, there lived a man who

stood above and against his itWow-neb/tVim, and to whom the word prophet

in its later and higher usage might well be given. This was Micaiah ben

Imlah, whose story is told in i K. 22" ff- (EP).t The essential point for us in

* K. DB. V. 653 ; Co. Proph. 13 f. ; Kue. Rel. I. 216 f., 317 ; Toy, New World,

V. 139; contra Schultz, Theol. I. 240 f. ; K6. Offenbarungsbegriff d. A. 71 I. 63 ff.

t This is not from the narrative which furnishes the Elijah-stories, but from the
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this story is neither («) the large number of prophets living at the time,* nor

(F) the fact that the word of Yahweh is called for through the body of

prophets as if it were a matter of regular routine; nor (c) the fact that their

advice is asked in reference to a matter of war, and that they return a unani-

mous answer. These things are interesting, but they do not constitute the

essential element, which is (<:/) that Micaiah (who not infrequently prophesied

in opposition to the king's wishes, and was for that reason obnoxious to him),

when sent for, delivers a message which is remarkable in the history of pre-

prophetism. The position taken by Micaiah in opposition to the others

deserves notice, since he is the first to break the unity which had thus far

existed,— "a cleavage in the ranks of the prophetic body, which runs through

the whole subsequent history of the movement" (Skinner, in loc). The

significance of this cleavage is enhanced by certain features in the narrative,

viz. the attitude of the king (already mentioned) (v.^); the earnest effort

made by the messenger to bring Micaiah into harmony with those who have

already spoken (v.^^) ; the symbolical action of Zedekiah to corroborate and

support the prediction of the four hundred (v.^^) ; the statement of Micaiah

that he will speak what Yahweh has sent to him (v.i*)
; and his first utterance,

which, after all, is identical with that already given, and promises success (v.^^).

This was probably a piece of irony, and was so recognized by Ahab. When
adjured to speak the whole truth, and with the background thus indicated, he

announces two visions, the first, a prediction of Ahab's death, and without

special interest ; the second, a vision in which (a) he distinguishes between

Yahweh on the one hand, and on the other a spirit, evidently recognized as a

superhuman power, which produces the prophetic ecstasy; (/3) he clearly

recognizes the independence of this agent, but this spirit, we are told, be-

comes a lying spirit in the mouths of the iiebkrim, and thus deceives them

;

(7) he thus makes two strange representations, viz. that he, Micaiah, rather

than the spirit, knows the will of Yahweh ; and further, that the falsehood

which the four hundred have just spoken is to be charged, not "to the imper-

fection of its human medium," but to the superhuman agent acting with

Yahweh's approval (K. DB. V. 656; Che. EB. 3859). In all this, however,

it is to be understood that (5) he takes a position far above the ordinary

nebhiHm, that knowledge comes to him which they do not share; in other

words, that there are grades, or ranks, in the order, some higher and others

lower. These " lower " or " narrow " or " false " prophets are thus pointed out

even at this early time, although they are still understood to be made use of by

Yahweh (Volz, EB. 3874 f.). They have been called "prophets of a narrow

range of vision" (Volz), "the belated representatives of an earher stage of

Ephraimite national narrative ; it contains no reference to Elijah, and, in view of

the four hundred prophets of v. 6, contradicts the impression (i822) that Elijah

was the only Yahweh-prophet left (cf. also i8l3 igl*).

* Che.'s assumption that four hundred here and in the case of the Baal-prophets

is a corruption of Arab-Jerahrneel is altogether groundless.
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prophetic development," who " had closed their minds against the deepening

of the idea of God to an unconditionally ethical conception, and were thus no

longer able to penetrate into the depths of his counsel" (Bu. Rel. 131). We
are immediately concerned with the bearing of this on the actual condition of

the nebhVifn in the days of Elisha, and on Elisha himself (for if he occupies a

high place, one, for example, side by side with Micaiah, how can he, neverthe-

less, work harmoniously with the rest ?), and on the nebhVim of Amos's day.

It is not quite fair to say that " under the protection of Jehu's dynasty proph-

ecy so-called sank to depths of hypocrisy and formalism " (WRS.). A better

statement would be that at this time pre-prophetism continued to occupy the

low place which it had always occupied, save when some great personality

like Elijah, or Elisha, or Micaiah was raised up ; or, better still, let us dis-

tinguish between prophecy, for which these great souls stood, and manticism

{i.e. the ttebhVismus), which is all that the others yet knew or cared for

(Davidson, 0. T. Proph. iii ff.; Kue. Rel. I. 196-7). Amos plainly shows

his estimate of this crowd of 7iebhi'im, when he maintains very forcibly that

he is not one of them, and his words perhaps imply that it is no great honor

to be regarded as one of their number (but v.i.^.

5. It remains only to note the stages of this development and

to indicate its place in the history of the pre-Amos time. Starting

on the Israelitish side with seers (who are closely akin to priests),

and on the Canaanitish side with nebhVim (or dervishes^, we see the

two classes gradually growing together. From among them, or in

close association with them, there arise from time to time certain

great characters who share their peculiarities and adopt their

methods, but at the same time reach far above them in their

knowledge of the divine will. These men, not yet prophets in the

technical sense, are the forerunners of the prophets, the connecting

link between the old and the new, which begins with the writing

prophets. This is their place in the development. What did

these societies of nebh^im do for the people among whom they

lived? What influence did they exercise upon them?

It is certainly unjust to characterize them as " hotbeds of sedition " and to

limit their activity almost entirely to the sphere of politics (MPS. O. T. Hist.

193), or to consider them " a species of begging friars," with but little influence

among the people (Co. Proph. 13), It is with a truer appreciation of their

services that Cheyne {EB. 3857 f.) declares them to have been "a recognized

sacred element in society, the tendency of which was to bind classes together

by a regard for the highest moral and religious traditions." Compare also

the view of Kittel (^Ilist. II. 266), that their chief interest was the " fostering
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of religious thought," and that, as compared with the priests, they were "the

soul, the latter the hand and arm, of religion"; the opinion of Marti {Rel.

8i f.), that in times of peace they had little influence, but in national crises

were invaluable in kindling a spirit of patriotism and devotion to Yahweh

;

the estimate of Wellhausen {Prol. 461; similarly, WRS. Proph. 85 ff,), that

they were not of " first-rate importance," historical influence having been

exercised only by exceptional individuals among them, who rose above their

level and sometimes opposed them, though always using them as a base of

operations.

They constituted one of Israel's greatest institutions, which, Hke

many others, came by adoption from the outside. But in its com-

ing it was purified and spirituahzed, and itself gave rise directly to

an influence perhaps the most distinctive and the most elevating

ever exerted on Israelitish life and thought.

§ 6. The Older and Younger Decalogues.

Two important documents known as decalogues were formu-

lated, and probably promulgated, in the pre-prophetic period.

These decalogues now form a part of the Judaean and Ephraim-

itic narratives, and might be considered in connection with those

documents ; but they were originally independent of them, and

their especial importance warrants a separate treatment. It is

essential to ask : What was their origin ? What was their message

to the times in which they were published? What prophetic

element do they contain? What is their relation to prophecy in

general? We may not suppose that these, with the Book of the

Covenant (§ 7), are the only laws of this early period that have

been handed down ; others are probably to be found in Deuteron-

omy and in the Holiness Code ; but these will be sufficient for the

purpose we have in mind.

I. TJie older decalogue* found in Ex. 34^'""", consists, as recon-

structed,t of ten regulations. These deal with the worship of

* Cf. We. Hex. 331 ff.; Bu. ZAW. XI. 216 ff. ; Bacon, Triple Tradition of the

Exodus, i^g-i^iS ; Sta. GF/. I.510; Holzinger, Exodus, 119 f. ; Stark, Deutero-

nomiuni, 30 f. ; GFM. EB. 1446 f. ; G. B. Gray, EB. 2733 f
. ; Bantsch, Exod.-Lev.-

Num. xlvi. f.

t We. {Hex. 331); cf. Holzinger, Bantsch, Briggs {Hex. 189-210); contra

K. DB. V. 633, who characterizes the so-called decalogue as " only an appearance,"

being " ceremonial prescriptions [inserted by the Redactor] which can be recognized

at the first glance as parallels to the laws of the Book of the Covenant."
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other gods, the making of molten images, the observance of three

feasts and the sabbath, the offering of firstlings and first-fruits, and

the avoidance of certain rites commonly practised in non-Israelitish

religions.

This code, as well as the chapter of which it is a part, belongs to the Judaean

narrative, but fits in badly with what precedes and follows it. It would seem

to follow logically J's introduction to the Sinaitic Covenant (Ex. 1920---- 25), for

one would scarcely expect new legislation to be given after orders had been

received (cf. Ex. 32^* 33^'^) to leave Horeb. In Ex. 34^8 it is called the (en

words, and so naturally constitutes J's decalogue, corresponding to that of E in

Ex. 20 and Dt. 5. (The discovery of this decalogue was made by Goethe in

Zwei wichtige bisher laierorterte Fragen, 1773 A.D.) While there may be some
doubt whether this decalogue was a part of J from the beginning or found its

present place in J at the hand of the editor who much later joined J and E, no one

disputes its very primitive character, and, consequently, its early age. Arising

in connection with some Judaean sanctuary (GFM. EB. 1446), it represents

a ritual of worship which is not only of an early age, but also indicative of a

national religion. The very fact that it is so strongly ritualistic shows the pre-

prophetic age ; and this is further attested by the pains taken to forbid cer-

tain rites (1?.^. seething of a kid in its mother's milk) which were common in

non-Israelitish religions. It is, as Moore {^EB. 1446) says, " the earliest

attempt with which we are acquainted to embody in a series of brief injunc-

tions, formulated as divine commands, the essential observances of the religion

of Yahweh." But, on the other hand, it had its origin after the conquest of

Palestine, because the background is agricultural throughout.

The message of the Judaean decalogue might thus be expressed :

" Worship Yahweh, and Yahweh alone, without images (such as

Northern Israel uses) ; let the worship be simple and in accord

with the old usage ; forbear to introduce the practices of your

Canaanitish neighbors."

This message, notwithstanding its extremely ritualistic content,

shows a perfect consistency with the pre-prophetic thought of

775-50 B.C.; for in three of the ten injunctions (viz. "Thou
shalt worship no other gods," "Thou shalt make thee no molten

gods," "Thou shalt not seethe a kid," etc.) we have representations

exactly in accord with the prevailing thought of the pre-prophetic

reformers, while the other injunctions emphasize the simplicity

of Yahweh's requirements in contrast with the elaborate and sen-

suous ritual of Baalism.

The earlier decalogue thus connects itself with the pre-prophetic
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movement as it has thus far found expression, and prepares the

way for a higher expression later on. At the same time it was not

instituted as a measure of reform, but rather as the codification

of existing practice. The pubHcation, however, was not simply

for the sake of providing a law-book ; it was rather an expression

of the general prophetic (sometimes called historical) spirit illus-

trated by J (cf. Gray, EB. 2732).

2. The yo!/7iger decalogue, found in two forms, viz., Ex. 20 (E")

and Dt. 5 (D), presents a much larger field for conjecture and

consideration.* This code consisted originally of ten injunctions,

positive and negative, covering the relation of man to God and to

his fellow-men.

In Ex. igSa. 9-19 we find, in a passage ascribed to E, the preparations lead-

ing up to the giving of the laws, and in Zi^~^ occurs the ratification of the

same. The intervening chapters contain two important pieces of legislation,

the decalogue (chap. 20) and the Book of the Covenant (chaps. 21-23).! In

spite of the appropriateness of the present order {i.e. a body of general and

fundamental principles, followed by a series of detailed laws dealing with the

life of Israel in all its aspects), we are compelled to believe that the two codes

have no direct relationship to each other, because (i) no such relationship is

recognized in the historical part of the material ; (2) chap. 20'*"-'' contains no

reference to CC; (3) chap. 24 shows no evidence for connecting the two;

(4) chaps. 32-34 make no mention of CC; (5) Dt., while it adopts the deca-

logue as the basis of its code, shows no acquaintance with any other law given

at Horeb ; (6) Jos. 24 makes no reference to any other law. In view of

these facts, it may be concluded that E's original Horeb legislation was not

CC, but the (later) decalogue.

But we are confronted with two or three important questions :

(i) Is there other E material which could possibly have been

connected with the Horeb legislation? (2) Is the decalogue in

its present form (either Ex. 20 or Dt. 5) the original? (3) How

* That this decalogue was not an original constituent of the E narrative is held

by Sta., Co., Carpenter and Battersby, who assign it to a Judaean recension of E;

by Stark {Deuteronomium) ,v,\\o finds the original decalogue of E scattered through

the Book of the Covenant; by Kue., We. {SV. I. 68), Meissner (Der Dekalog),

Biintsch, Sm. {RelP- zjz), Marti {Rel. 174), Addis {EB. 1050), and Matthes {ZA W.

XXIV. 17-41), who assign it to the seventh century. Holzinger {Exod., in loc.)

places it in the latter half of the eighth century.

t This may be called the Covenant Code, and represented by the symbol CC.
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early in the history of E did the original decalogue occupy its

present position?

(i) It is probably true * that there was an earlier legislation (E^) of which

only fragments now exist, viz. the account of the tent of meeting (33'"^^),

with, perhaps, an account of the construction of the tent (for which P's elab-

orate description was substituted), and of the ark for which the tent was

made, together with the ritual found in 2o2*-26. It will be noted that this

earlier legislation of E, according to this hypothesis, was supplanted, partly by

P's material concerning the ark and the tent, partly by the decalogue (and the

story of the golden calf, Ex, 32, which may be called E^), leaving certain

fragments only (z'.-f.).

(2) The present form of the decalogue gives evidence of considerable

expansion from the original ten words, e.g. the very striking differences in the

two versions as given in Ex. and Dt., the great difference in the length of

the injunctions, and the internal character of the material itself. The original

ten words, stripped of all these later additions, were probably as follows :
—

1. Thou shalt have no other gods beside me.

2. Thou shalt not make for thyself any graven image.

3. Thou shalt not utter the name of thy God for an evil purpose.

4. Remember the sabbath day to sanctify it.

5. Honor thy father and thy mother.

6. Thou shalt do no murder.

7. Thou shalt not commit adultery.

8. Thou shalt not steal.

9. Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbor.

10. Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's house.

(3) How early, then, is the younger decalogue ? {a) It cannot f come

from the times of Moses, for tradition regards Ex. 34 as "the ten words";

it is unknown to CC ; it is in a measure inconsistent with the ritualistic religion

of the pre-prophetic time, {b) Is it then as late as the days of Manasseh (cf.

Mi. 66-8), J and if so, is it the product of the ripest prophetic thought? The

answer turns upon the fulness of interpretation given to the several command-

ments, the turning-point in the whole matter being the specific prohibition of

ike use of images in the second commandment, and the alleged highly devel-

oped ethical system underlying the whole. The former, it is claimed, cannot be

earlier than the eighth century, for until this time there seems to have been no

knowledge of such a prohibition. The latter must, it is thought, represent the

* GFM. EB. 1445; Stark, Deuteronomium
, 40 ff. ; Meissner, Dekalog, 33.

tSo We. Hex. 331 ff
.

; Bantsch, Bundesbuch, gaff.; Sm. Rel. 2r]i f. ;
Marti,

Rel. 68; Addis, EB. 1050.

X So Kue., Meissner {Der Dekalog), Bantsch, Addis {EB. 1050).
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result of the prophetic teaching at least down to and including Isaiah. The
question, therefore, of the prophetic character of the decalogue and of its

relation to prophecy depends wholly on the date, and this on the degree of

ethical development which it is found to contain.

(<r) We may not accept Eerdmans's suggestion {TkT. XXXVII. i8 ff.,

made with a view to placing the original as early as Moses) that some other

commandment originally stood in the place of what is now the second (the

present second belonging to the seventh century), or that in the original form

there were seven instead often; but the principle underlying this suggestion,

which has been accepted by Kautzsch {DB. V. 633''), is sound and is to be

allowed a controlling place in our decision ; viz. that the commands and

prohibitions of the decalogue " have not an absolute, but a relative scope "

(K.). This means that the ethical conceptions which are connected with the

decalogue in our modern times have been read into it, and were not originally

so understood. The earlier thought was one not of morals but of rights.

Eerdmans goes still further and limits the application of the commandments,

e.g. the killing to one's countrymen, and the coveting to the appropriation of

property that was ownerless. Nor is Wildeboer's criticism ( ThSt., 1903, 109-

118) of this valid when he says that thus the deeper moral sense of the

decalogue is degraded.

(rt') Concerning the second commandment in particular, it may be said in

passing : Its close association with the chapter on the Northern calves

(Ex. 32) has some signilicance. The fact that the central sanctuary in the

times of Eli, David, and Solomon seems to have had no image indicates the

presence of a strong sentiment opposed to image-worship, if not an actual

prohibition. The non-observance of such a prohibition in Northern Israel is

no evidence of the non-existence of the law. Account must also be taken of

the sentiment in the South (as represented by Isaiah in his early ministry),

which must have existed some time before Isaiah. The presence of a similar

law in the older decalogue of J supports the early origin of the prohibition.

Upon the whole we shall be justified in assigning the formulation

of the younger decalogue in its original form, even with the second

commandment, to a period not much later than 750 B.C., the

arguments for a still later date * not being convincing.

f

The message of this younger decalogue to its times was three-

fold : (i) Acknowledge (cf. in the older, wotship) no other

god, and follow not other religions in making images, or in using

* Addis, art. "Decalogue," EB.; GFM. EB. 1447; Marti, Rel. 174; We.;
Kue. ; Sm. Rel. 273 ; et al.

t So Gray, EB. 2733 f. ; Paterson, art. "Decalogue," DB.; K. DB. V. 634;

Wildeboer, loc, cit.; Kit., Hist. I, 248 f. ; Montefiore, Rel. of Anc. Hebrews, 553-7

;

et al.
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the divine name for purposes of sorcery ; but observe the sabbath

(as representing Yahweh's ordinances), and pay respect to Yah-

weh's representatives. These are Yahweh's rights; do not do

violence to them, (2) Do not do violence to the rights of your

neighbor, as they relate to his person, his wife, his property, or

his reputation. Still further, (3) do not even think of doing

violence to any of your neighbor's rights.

The younger decalogue thus harmonizes completely with the

growth of the prophetic thought as thus far (760 B.C.) developed.

With the higher conception of God {i>.i.) a more rigid adherence

to him is demanded, and a more concrete separation from the

ritual customs which had been in vogue. Still further, sorcery

must be banished. While as a corollary it follows that the insti-

tutions of Yahweh in their simplicity must be observed ; and re-

spect will be shown Yahweh by honoring those who, in his place,

have power of life and death.* The prophetic element, in the

first table, is clearly seen in the first, second, and third command-
ments ; but did the prophets really advocate the observance of insti-

tutions ? Yes ; for (i) they could not do away with «// institutions,

and in the very act of rooting out the Baal ritual, they must fall

back on something; and besides (2) their connection with ritual

is seen in J's including the earlier decalogue, in E's including

another decalogue, in D's including an enlarged code of ritual.

As to the fifth commandment, while we are unable to distinguish

the extent to which the spirit of ancestor-worship still influences

opinion, it can hardly be supposed that all trace of it has yet

disappeared.

The original obligation in the fourth commandment was (not

that which P or D later inserted) to treat the Sabbath as Yahweh's

property, and therefore not put it to the profane uses which had

formerly been customary in connection with the heathen cult f (cf.

Am. 8^ Ho. 2").

* V. references on ancestor-worship, pp. 40 f., note.

t The need of such a law and the prophetic character of it at once become ap-

parent, if the supposition be correct that the sabbath was taken over from the

Canaanites, who had themselves gotten it from Babylonia (so Reu. Gesch.d.Alt. Test.

^ 71, Anm. ; Sm. /vV/.2 i6o; Now. ^rc/4. L 144; ^<ivi.z. Arch. 202,465; Holzinger,

Exodus, 73). The task of prophecy was to purify it from its Canaanitish associa-
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In the commandments of the second table the case is even

clearer. With the examples of David and Solomon and Ahab, in

connection with whom the prophets have actually said the same

things that are found in the sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth com-

mandments, it is easy to see that a prophetic redaction after Elijah

must contain just these points (v.s. as to meaning of each). The

important step forward which the tenth commandment contains,

viz. not to think of violating one's neighbor's rights, is noticeable,

but, after all, in harmony with the active intellectual effort of the

times which produced the philosophical work of J and E {v.i.).

(6) With this understanding of the message, and of the pro-

phetic element in it, we can discover its close connection with

the pre-prophetic movement. Its formulation can be ascribed

to the intense religious feeling which is just beginning to recog-

nize the rights of Yahweh and of men ; it is in a sense the product

of prophetic thought, but, more strictly, that of pre-prophetic

thought.

§ 7. The Book of the Covenant.

The Book of the Covenant (= CC), to which reference has

already been made, was promulgated, substantially in its present

form, with prophetic sanction, as early as 800 B.C., or half a century

before Amos and Hosea. We may ask, as before, as to its origin

and marks of date, its message, the prophetic element in the

message, and its relation to the pre-prophetic movement.

I. This book (Ex. 21-23) contains two kinds of material. The

first part (2i--2 2^^) is a series of " hypothetical instructions, based

presumably on precedent" (Gray, EB. 2734) ; in a single word,

Judgmejits (cf, Ex. 2i\ 24', Nu. 35"*), or judicial decisions ; regu-

lations, seemingly intended for the use of judges, and dealing with

questions of civil and criminal law.* The second part (2 2'*-23'^)

is a series (with some interruptions, <?.^.
22--'-^ 23^*-'-"'i3-^^*i^-i9")

tions and to transform it into an institution thoroughly consonant with the spirit of

Yahwism.
* The following subjects are treated in this portion : (i) Regulations regarding

slaves, 2i2-ii
; (2) personal injuries, 2i'2-27| (g) injuries and damages in connection

with cattle, 2i28-36| (4) theft, 22^-*; (5) damages to crops, 225-^; (6) breaches of

trust, 22^-15
; (7) seduction, 22^6 f.
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of precepts relating to life and worship,* evidently other than

legal in character ; regulations of a moral and religious character,

having especially to do with the deity and worship.

f

2. An examination of the material soon discloses that (d) the original form

of this material has suffered both in the way of mutilation and in actual loss, J

for all of which full allowance must be made; while (d) a considerable

amount of new material, joined with the original text, must be set aside (v.s.)

if we are to reconstruct the original document or documents; still further,

(c) the laws on ritual (23"-i3) are practically identical, even verbally, with
24I8-26 (tije earlier decalogue), and belonged originally in chap. 34, whence
they have been transferred by an editor; § (d) the second part (22^^-231'^) is

more diverse in character than the first, and is itself plainly a compilation of

different elements,
1|
some of which betoken a Deuteronomic origin

; (e) the

narrative (23-0-33)^ which in its present form is late, contains old material that

originally stood in close connection with CC, viz. vs.^''-^^- 25. 26^ ^^^ especially

Y5_2S-3i. ^ ^y^ thg regulations in 2o23--6 have no connection with the preceding

decalogue (vs.^'i"), and should be taken** with the "words" (cf. 22-^"3i)_

3. CC, with such modifications as are involved in the preceding (cf. 2),

now suggests two series of questions : (i) Did the author of the judgments

also collect the precepts ? or is CC, as we have it, a growth ? Various

schemes of reconstruction have been proposed,ft of which G. F. Moore's is,

* The chief subjects of this portion are : (i) three precepts on sorcery, bestiality,

and worship of foreign gods, 22IS-20
; (2) humanitarian laws, 2221

; (3) reverence

and offerings, 2228-31; (4) testimony, 23I-3;
(5) impartial administration of justice,

236-9; (6) Sabbath and sabbatical year, 2310-13; (7) feasts and offerings, 23'-*-i9.

t Kent, Student's O. T., in loc, describes 2o23-26 2229- 31 23l"-i9 as duties to Yahweh
in connection with the ritual which constitute E's terms of the covenant with

Yahweh.

X E.g. 222- 3a seems to be a fragment now misplaced ; so also 23**' 13.

^ GEM. EB. 1448; cf. Julicher, JPTh. VIII. 300 f. ; Briggs, Hex. 190 ff., 229 f.

Accordingto Bu. {ZA IV. XI. 217 ff.), the presence of these laws in Ex. 34 after this

transfer is due to another still later editor; cf. also GFM.
II
GFM. EB. 1448 ; Gray, EB. 2734.

H GFM. EB. 1448.

** Contra GFM. EB. 1444; cf. Kent, Studcjit's O. T. 184.

ft Sta. {GVI. I. 636) recognizes two divisions, viz. " words" and "judgments,"

questions whether they originally had any connection with each other, and suggests

that the words originally all stood together under their own superscription ; and

that when the latter was dropped the present confusion arose. Rothstein {Buttdes-

buch, 1888) regards CC as an expansion of the decalogue and attempts by a series

of violent transpositions, resuhing in worse confusion than that which now exists, to

rearrange its contents in an order corresponding to that of the subject-matter in the

decalogue. Stark {Deuteronomium , 1894, 32 ff.) finds three strata of laws : (i) six

laws, somewhat later than the J decalogue, viz. 21I-'. i5-i'jj (2) the "judgments" of
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perhaps, the simplest, viz. there existed originally (a) a book of judgments;

to this was added {6) the " main stock " of 22i^-23i3,
i.e. the Horeb legis-

lation of E ; then (c) the ritual 23'*-i9 (taken from J,
34"'''-) was attached,

probably by the editor who (^) wrote the closing story (2320-33). In this

case the substance of CC is as early as E {v.s.).

(2) Some suppose that CC formed a part of the original E; * in this case

CC would be : («) the law given at Horeb as the basis of the Sinaitic Cove-

nant (but we have both what may fairly be regarded as the original basis (Ei),

as well as the decalogue substituted (v.s.) for the original) ; or (<5) a con-

tinuation of the decalogue (Ex. 20^"i7) and so z. part of the Sinaitic Covenant

(t'.j.); or (f) the document which led up to the renewal of the covenant

and so was connected with Moses' parting words in the plains of Moabf ; or

(t/) the " statute and ordinance " of Jos. 24^^^, thus representing the law

given as the basis of the covenant made at that time, whence it was removed

by R^ to its present position. J But no one of these suggestions is free from

difficulties, although the consideration in favor of the proposition is impor-

tant, viz. the general similarity of CC to E.

It seems upon the whole easier to believe that CC was a separate book

from E, § inserted in E by the editor who was himself the compiler of CC.

2i2-22^6, from a later date than the preceding; and (3) a group of ethical and reli-

gious laws, a sort of programme of the prophetic activity, viz. zd^^^- 221'- 20. 24 f. 27 f.

23I-3. 6f. 10-12. 14_ Bertheau {Sieben Griippen Mosaischer Gesetze, 1840) first arranged

CC in decades, viz. (i) 2o3-i7; (2) 2i-'-n, (3) 21I2-27, (4) 2128-22I6, (5) 2217-30,

(6) 23I-8, (7)
23i'*-i9

; this involved the treatment of 2022-26 as four introductory com-

mands, 238-13 as an interpolation, and 2320-33 as a closing decalogue of promises.

Briggs {Hex. 211-232) includes in the original CC only four pentades and one

decalogue of " words," viz. 2o23-26 2227-29 23I-3 236-9 2310-1'''. This was enlarged

by the addition of tvvo pentades, three decalogues, and a triplet of "judgments,"

viz. 2i2-ii 21I8-2S 2i26-36 2i3~-223 22* f- 22*^-1'^. The remaining laws are later inser-

tions showing traces of Deuteronomic redaction. Paton (JBL. XII. 79-93), by

supposing Ex. 34 to contain another recension of CC, from which he supplements

defective decalogues in CC, by considering 2122-25 22I f- n 23* f- 9- 13. 14. I5c as later

additions, and by restoring two pentades from Dt. 22, obtains an original CC
consisting often decalogues, each being symmetrically divided into two pentades.

* So Di. Exod. 219 f.; Julicher,//'7'/4. VIII. 305; Kue. Hex. 152 f.; Co. Einl.

73 ff. ; Carpenter and Battersby, The Hexateuch, II. 113, et al.; contra Bantsch,

Bundesbuch, chap. II.

t So Kue., Co., Carpenter and Battersby, et al.; in this case either (i) RD (the

editor who joined J and E with D) put D in the place formerly occupied by

CC, at the same time removing CC to the earlier place which it now occupies; or

(2) RJE (the editor who joined J and E) took Ex. 34 (which was the basis of the

Sinaitic covenant according to J) and used it as the basis of the renewal, at the

same time pushing back CC to the decalogue and making the two {i.e. the deca-

logue and CC) the basis of the covenant.

X Holzinger, Einl, 179.

$ So Rothstein, Z?ai Bundesbuch; Bantsch, Bundesbuch, 77 ff.; We. frol. zur

Gesch. /J/-.3420; GFM. EB. 1449.
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The material in this case may have had its origin as follows (v.s.) * : (a) Ex.

23"^- = 34 (J); (^) the judgments may have been a part of E standing

after chap. 18, which itself originally stood later in the narrative; (f) the/r^-

cepts, now somewhat obscured in t.-^^^- 23, were probably that part of the

Horeb legislation (E^) for which the decalogue (z'.j.) was substituted.

It is to be observed that all of these various hypotheses agree in

assigning to the substance of CC and in large measure to the form

which we now have, an age contemporaneous with or preceding

that of E (z'./.). CC embodies "the consuetudinary law of the

early monarchy." f

4. The presence of CC in E (or JE) is due to a religious purpose

on the part of the author or editor ; this purpose, however, par-

takes of the historical spirit rather than of the legal or reformatory

spirit. In other words, no effort was being made, as later in the

case of the Deuteronomic code or the Levitical code, to gain rec-

ognition from the people for a new legislation. \ This appears,

not only from the small proportion of the whole of E which CC
constitutes, but also from the fact that its laws are based on long-

established usage, or codify moral precepts which had already

been taught ; the presence of CC indicates also, from the point

of view of E (or the editor), a complete harmony of thought

between the content of CC and the material of E ; the message

of CC, therefore, becomes a part of the larger message of E, and

receives interpretation from the latter.

The regulations ("judgments" and "precepts") are entirely

consistent (i) in treating the deity as the direct and exclusive

source of judgment and authority
; (2) in recognizing that a time

has now come in the affairs of the nation when the rights of the

community are to be considered, with a view to restricting the

action of individuals in so far as they are injurious to the com-

munity (cf. the decalogue)
; (3) in continuing to accept certain

principles which have long prevailed in Semitic life, e.g. (a) that

of retaliation, which included the /ex talionis,
(Jj)

that of blood

revenge, and money compensation for injuries committed, there

* As suggested by GFM. EB. 1449; cf. Bu. ZA W. XI. 218 f.

t Co. EM. 75; cf. Dr. DB. III. 68; WRS. 077^.2340 ff.

X Cf. G. B. Gray, EB. 2731 f.
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being no punishment by way of degradation
; (4) in having as a

basis on which everything rests the agricultural form of life.

The regulations, as already indicated, (a) when studied from

the point of view of worship, represent the customs of the past * in

their comparative purity and simplicity, but at the same time

emphasize the restriction of such worship to Yahweh (monolatry)

;

nothing new is here presented
;

{l?) when considered from the

point of view of ethics, emphasize two or three important points,

viz. the setting apart of the sabbath as a day of rest, the giving to

the poor of the produce of the land during one year in seven,

t

the distinction between murder and manslaughter, the securing

of justice to the foreigner, the restoration of ox or ass to one's

enemy, the urgency against oppression and maladministration of

office.

In general, then, the message was one of an elevating character

in its moral attitude, advocating, as it does, absolute " rectitude

and impartiality " in methods of administration ; mildness, pro-

tection and relief from severe life for the poor, the foreigner,

and the slave ; a generous attitude even toward one's enemy

(23*')- X

5. The prophetic element is manifest ; so manifest, indeed, that

many have regarded CC as the result of the later prophetic work.

It is more correct, however, after making proper allowances for

the Deuteronomic additions, to regard this as the expression of

that religious and ethical development which had its source and

strength in the movement of the times of Elijah and Elisha, and of

J and E, and, therefore, as preparatory to the period of prophecy

beginning with Amos and Hosea. § This view is to be accepted

because of (i) the marked linguistic and phraseological affinity of

CC to E
; (2) the large proportion of the code given to the

treatment of secular matters (cf. the similar nature of the Code

* Viz. rude and simple altars, firstlings and first-fruits, three pilgrimages, no

leaven, destruction of fat, burnt-offerings and peace-offerings, etc.

t V. my Constructive Studies in the Priestly Elemetitin the O. T. (1902), 108-118.

+ K. Z?5. ¥.664(^,665.

\ So K. DD. V. 664 f. ; Carpenter and Battersby, The Hexateuch, I. 119; Dr.

Z>5.III.68; C0.Einl.7s; WRS. (9 r/C.2 340 ff. ; Bacon, Triple Tradition, 110 &.;

Gray, EB. 2733 ; We. Hex. 89 f. ; Addis, Doc. of Hex. 1. 142 f. ; contra Sta. G VI. I.

634; Steuerndge], Deuteronowium 2<./osua. 278; Bantsch, Bundcsbuch, 122; et al.
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of Hammurabi), a sign of a comparatively early date ;
* (3) the

primitive character of many of the regulations and ideas, e.g. " the

conception of God as the immediate source of judgment"

(Driver) ; the principle of retaliation and the law of blood

revenge, ideas still dominant among the Bedouin ; the more

primitive tone of 22-^ as compared with 34^; and the conception

of woman which appears in the provision for the estimate of a

daughter's dishonor, as so much damage to property, to be made

good in cash (cf. the higher ideal of Hosea).

§ 8. The Judaean Narrative (J).

This narrative of world- and nation-history had its origin within

the century 850-750 B.C., and, with the closely related Ephraimitic

narrative, is at once an expression of the pre-prophetic thought

and the basis for a still higher development of that thought. What

may be gathered from this most wonderful narrative, throughout

prophetic in its character, for a better understanding of the pre-

Amos period ?

I. Four propositions relating to the Hexateuch are now all but

universally acknowledged and may be stated without discussion :
—

(i) The Hexateuch is made up in general of three distinct

elements, viz. the prophetic (JE), the prophetico-priestly, found

mostly in Deuteronomy (D), and the priestly (P), these elements

being joined together, first JE with D, and later JED with P.f

* It is still a question whether the relationship of CC to the Code of Hammurabi
is (a) one of direct dependence (as close, indeed, as the relation of the early stories

in Genesis to the Babylonian legends), since, in a number of cases, the laws are

practically identical (so Johnston, /c^/^wj Hopk'ms University Circular, June, 1903) ;

or (2) one of racial affinity, i.e. of common tradition, without any direct influence,

much less, borrowing (so Cook, D. H. Miiller, Kohler) ; or, perhaps, (3) one of

entire independence, with CC, however, greatly influenced by a Babylonian envi-

ronment (so Johns, DD. V. 610 ff.). While the existence of such a code as that of

Hammurabi, at the early date of 2250 B.C., strengthens the arguments for an early

date of CC, it does not furnish any proof that CC could have existed in its present

form earlier than the stage of civilization (viz. the agricultural) in which it is plainly

imbedded.

t The details do not concern us in this connection ; for the most recent dis-

cussion of these details, v. Carpenter and Battersby, The Hexateuch, Vol. I.; Hol-

zinger, Einleitung in den Hexateuch ; Dr. LOT.; and the introductions to the

various commentaries on the Hexateuch by Gunkel, Steuernagel, Bantsch, G. F.

Moore, Gray, Bertholet, Holzinger, and Driver.
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(2) The prophetic element, with which alone we are now con-

cerned, is itself the result of a union of two distinct documents

;

and while these two documents may not be clearly distinguished

from each other in certain phases, they nevertheless stand apart,

in the greater portion of the material, to an extent which is no

longer seriously questioned.*

(3) J is a Judaean narrative, having its origin in the king-

dom of Judah, while E {v.i.) arose in Northern Israel. The

evidence of J's Southern origin is not so clear as is that of E's

Northern origin, but with the practical certainty of the latter, the

probability of the former follows. This, moreover, is strengthened

when we observe {a) the prominence attached to certain distinc-

tively Southern sanctuaries in the patriarchal narratives
;

{l>) the

conspicuous place assigned to Judah among Jacob's sons (Gn.

37-" 43^ 44^''- ^^ 49'") > cf. the corresponding place assigned to

Reuben and Joseph in E, and the absence in J of any very sure

allusion to Joshua
;

{c) the improbability that two such similar

narratives as J and E circulated side by side in the Northern

kingdom, and {d) the presence in Gn. 38 of traditions con-

cerning families of Judah, which would have little interest for a

non-Judahite.f

(4) J, although for the sake of convenience spoken of as a

narrative, or indeed as a narrator, represents a school of writers

covering a period of perhaps a century or more. It is necessary,

therefore, in the use of J to distinguish with care the different

strata. For practical purposes, however, we may speak of J^ as

the original J, and of the material assigned to Y or
J''

as ad-

ditions. X

* Cf. the practical agreement existing among recent analysts, e.^f. Carpenter

and Battersby, Addis, Bacon, Driver, Kautzsch.

tCf. Holzinger, Ei/il. 160-5; Kit. ffisi. I. 83-5; E. Meyer, ZAW. I. 138;

Sta. G VI. I. 547 ; Co. EM. 51 ; Carpenter and Battersby, The Hexatetich, I. 104 ff.

X Cf. Carpenter and Battersby, op. cit. I. 108 f. ; Holzinger, EM. 138-60. This

material is of more than a single kind, including, as it does, (i) additions to the

Urgeschichte, having a different point of view or background, e.g. the narrative of

the Deluge, which is unknown to Jl ; (2) parallels in the patriarchal narratives, e.g.

the story of Abraham and Sarah at the court of Pharaoh is a later form of the tra-

dition as it appears in connection with Isaac and Rebekah at the Philistine court;

(3) insertions pervaded by a loftier ethical and spiritual tone than the context, e.g.

Gn. iSii'ff- 22i--'3a Ex. 346-9 Nu. 141''; (4) editorial additions made in connection
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The time relations of J^ seem to be those of 850 to 750 B.C., or possibly a

little later. Only a few would assign a later date.* This unanimity of

opinion rests upon (a) the fact that the prophetic character of J is less

definite than that of Amos and Hosea, seeming, therefore, to belong to a more

primitive stage in the development of the spirit of prophecy ;
{b) the proba-

bility that Am. 2^ Ho. g^" 12^^- '^^- are based upon the written narrative of

J ;
(r) the literary style and the religious development found in Amos and

his immediate successors imply the existence of religious writings with which

they and their listeners were familiar
;

(r/) the fact that the narrative of J

continues into the days of Joshua implies its post-Mosaic origin
;

(ir) the

national spirit everywhere characteristic of it did not exist until the age

of the monarchy, when Israel for the first time realized its unity
; (/) the

probability that the same school of writers has contributed to the Books

of Samuel and Kings; (^) the friendly attitude toward the Philistines

appearing in the narratives concerning the dealings of Abraham and Isaac

with them could not have arisen until a long time after the hostilities

of the reign of David ; (/?) the reign of Solomon is evidently looked back

upon as a sort of golden age (cf. Gn. 15I8 and I K. 4-I; Gn. 9-^ and i K. 92")
;

(?) such names as Zaphenath-paneah and Poti-phera are unknown in Egyptian

writings until the post-Solomonic period ; (/) Jos. 6^^ points back to the

reign of Ahab ; cf. 1 K. 16^*.

2. The scope of J includes the history of the world from the

creation of Adam down to Abraham, the history of Israel's

patriarchal ancestors from the selection of Abraham down to

the residence in Egypt, the history of the nation under the

leadership of Moses and Joshua (?) down to the conquest of

Canaan. It is altogether probable that the same school {v.s.)

of writers continued the work down through the times of the

monarchy, giving us the earlier portions of Samuel and Kings.f

The general framework of the narrative from the story of Eden

with the union of J and E, e.g. Gn. 22I5-I8 Ex. 328-"; (5) Deuteronomic additions

to the legislation of J, e.g. Ex. igS^-".

* Schra. (in De Wette's Einl.^) places J between 825 and 800 ; Kit. {Hist. I. 86),

between 830 and 800 ; Kue. puts Ji in the latter part of the ninth or the first years

of the eighth century, and
J'-^

in the latter half of the seventh century ; Bu. ( Urgesch.)

assigns Ji to the ninth century or the latter years of the tenth, and J^ to the reign of

Ahaz ; Di. dates J somewhat after 750 B.C., but prior to Hezekiah's reform ; Car-

penter and Battersby say, "J may, perhaps, be the issue of two centuries of literary

growth, 850-650 B.C."; Steuernagel, Deuteronomium u. Josua, 280, names 900-700

B.C. as the period within which J arose (so Holzinger, Genesis).

t So Schra. in De Wette's Eitil.» 327-32 ; Bu. Richtcr u. Samuel; GFM.
Judges ; Now. Richter-Ruth ; Sta. ZA W. I. 339 ; Co. ZA W. X. 96 ff. ; et al.
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to the settlement in Canaan discloses a definite purpose in the

mind of the author of this literary creation.* The purpose is

twofold, relating on the one hand to the origin of Israel as a

nation and Israel's relation to the neighboring nations, and, on

the other, to the close connection of Yahweh with this origin and

development. Nearly every story in the long series finds its true

interpretation from this point of view.f This is in perfect har-

mony with the national motive which underlies the work of Elijah,

Elisha, and other nebhiUni (§§ 3-5), with the higher place which

Israel is just at this period taking among the nations, and, hke-

wise, with the new ideas of Yahweh which were appealing with

such force to those who breathed the prophetic inspiration

(p. xlix). This religio-political motive includes also the desire

to give expression to new and larger conceptions of God and man
and life {v.i.). This historical interest does not concern itself

with matters of an institutional character (this was P's great

responsibility). It is the heroes of ancient history and the scenes

of the olden times that the Judaean narrative delights in. For this

reason practically no care is given to providing chronological

indications, and hardly more to the chronological arrangement

of the material. J It is the spirit that controls throughout, nowhere

the letter. It is not difficult to connect this expression of a true

religious spirit with the reformation in Judah, almost contempo-

raneous (six years later) with that of Elisha and Jehu in Israel,

which was, after all, only the conclusion of the former, resulting,

as it did, in the overthrow of Athaliah, the daughter of Ahab and

Jezebel.

3. One of the principal problems of the Judaean narrative

requires at least a passing glance, viz. that of the world-stories

with which the narrative of J opens. § What was their origin ?

What was their place in the narrative as a whole? We cannot

* Reuss ( Gesch. d. heil. Schrift d. A. T. ^ 214) not inappropriately characterizes

J as a " national epic." Dr. ( The Book of Genesis, p. xiv ) declares J to be " the

most gifted and the most brilliant " of all the Hebrew historians.

t This is true {contra Dr.) even of stories like that of the mission of Abraham's

steward (Gn. 24).

X V. the author's articles in Hebr. V.-VI.

§ Viz. the stories of the Garden of Eden, Cain and Abel, the Deluge, and the

Tower of Babel.
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longer deny the close formal connection of these traditions with

the similar traditions of other peoples.* Nor can we suppose

that the various forms which these same stories take on among
other nations are derived from an original Israelitish form. Israel

received this material from the same sources as those from which

other nations received their stories. It is a heritage common to

many nations. At the same time it is quite certain that Israel

came into peculiar relations with the older Babylonian tradition,

not so much in a direct way through the earliest ancestor Abraham,!

as in a more indirect manner, viz. through the Canaanitish ele-

ment, which itself contained much that was Babylonian. J The
transformation which these stories have undergone is strictly in

accordance with the spirit of the narrative as a whole, and might

well be taken to represent the whole, since it shows the prophetic

motive, not only in general, but in detail, and illustrates practi-

cally every phase of that spirit. Moreover, these stories (found in

Gn. 2-1
1 ) furnish not only the starting-point, but the basis, for the

Judaean narrative, establishing at the very beginning the essential

view-point of the narrative. This is seen especially (i) in the

place assigned Yahweh in reference to the outside nations
; (2) in

the importance attached to the conception of sin, and likewise

that of deliverance
; (3) in the attitude shown toward the progress

of civilization
; (4) in the preparation already made for giving

Israel her place among the nations; and (5) in the details of

prophetic method and procedure.

4, This prophetic factor appears in several of the most important

characteristics of the narrative. § Only a few of these may be

mentioned :
—

(i) The purpose and spirit {v.i.) are distinctly prophetic, since

the writer assumes to be acquainted with the plans of the deity,

and in fact to speak for that deity under all circumstances ; e.g. he

declares the divine purpose in the creation of woman (Gn. 2^*'-'*)

;

* V. Lenormant, Beginnings of History ; Davis, Genesis and Semitic Tradition ;

Gunkel, The Legends of Genesis ; and the enormous Babel u. Bibel literature result-

ant upon Friedrich Delitzsch's famous lectures.

t Jastrow, /(3A'., 1901, p. 653.

X So Gunkel, Genesis, p. xli ; Dr. Genesis, 31 ; Sayce, Wkl., Zimmern, et al.

^ Dr. Genesis, pp. xxi ff. ; Holzinger, Einl. 129 ff. ; Carpenter and Batfersby,

Hex. I. 99.
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he assigns the cause and motive of Yahweh's act in sending the

Deluge (Gn. 6^"')
; he knows the exact effect of Noah's sacrifice

upon the divine mind (Gn. 8^^*^-)
; he sees the divine purpose

in the confusion of tongues (Gn. ii^*^) and in the selection of

Abram (Gn. 12^"^)
; he also describes the scene between Moses

and Yahweh on the top of Pisgah (Dt. 34^''^).

(2) The national element, so prophetic in its character, dis-

plays itself {a) in the great prominence given to stories in which

the principal heroes are reputed national ancestors, such as those

concerning Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Judah, Joseph, Moses
; (p) in

the recital of events which had to do with the national progress,

such as the journey into Egypt, the Exodus, the covenant at Sinai,

the conquest, the settlement,— these being the very foundations

of the national history; (c) in the evident desire to represent

Israel as unique among the nations, since she, a direct descendant

(through Noah, Abraham, and others) of the first man Adam, had

been definitely chosen by Yahweh as his own peculiar people ; and

to represent the affairs of the world as arranged in such a way as to

secure the best interest of a single people, Israel ; * (d) in the naive

and primitive method adopted to show Israel's superiority to their

more closely related neighbors, viz. by connecting some form of

reproach with the origin of the nation concerned, e.g. Canaan in

the story of Noah (Gn. ()^^) as a slave to other peoples; Moab
and Amnion (Gn. i(f^^) as the offspring of Lot by incest

; t

Ishmael (Gn. 16"*^) as the son of a handmaid ; Edom as inferior

in ability and character from the beginning ; various Arabian tribes

as being descended from Keturah, Abraham's second wife, and as

not receiving a share in Abraham's property (Gn. 25^''^).

(3) T\\Q pi'edictive element is, of course, prophetic ;
" the patri-

archal history is, in his (J's) hands, instinct with the consciousness

of a great future" (Driver), {a) The history of sin is pictured

(Gn. 3") with unerring accuracy, as a long and painful struggle

* This conception is clearly found in J (of. 13'^ 22I8 26^), although the word
" choose" is used first of Israel in Dt. ^'

.

t Cf., however, Gunkel's conjecture that this story is of Moab-Ammonite origin,

and in early times bore no tinge of reproach ; but on the contrary was a eulogy of

the daughters of Lot, who took such heroic measures to secure children, and also

preserved thereby the purity of the tribal blood.
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between humanity and the influences which tempt man to evil,

a struggle which in the very nature of the case must mean victory

for humanity ; * (<5) Israel's relations to other peoples are pro-

phetically interpreted in Gn. 9-^--'^
; f (c) glimpses of Israel's

future numbers and power are given to the patriarchs, Isaac

(Gn. 27-''^), Jacob (Gn. 48'^'^ 49^--^)
; while {d) a forecast of

Israel's future relations to the world at large is placed in the

mouth of a foreign prophet (Nu. 24^'"^^).

These predictions represent the very thought of the prophet

concerning the Israel of his own day, the position already gained,

or that which, with the encouragement thus given {i.e. by the rhe-

torical and homiletical use of prediction), may be expected. They
are, in other words, " prophetical interpretations of history

"

(Driver).

(4) The prophetic element is seen also in the idealism which

permeates the narrative throughout. The writer makes word-

pictures of events and characters in life, in order that his contem-

poraries, observing the ideal life thus represented (whether it is an

ideal of good or an ideal of bad), may lift their life from the lower

plane to a higher.

The story of Abraham is a pen-portrait presenting the ideal of intimate

acquaintance and communion with Yahweh, and consequent faithfulness and

obedience (cf. Che. EB. 24). In the story of Joseph, he pictures the final

victory of purity and integrity in spite of evil machinations on the part of

those who are rich and powerful (cf. Dr. DB. II. 770). In the picture given

us of Israel's oppression in Egypt, and deliverance from the same by the out-

stretched hand of Yahweh, we see Israel as a nation brought face to face with the

mightiest power on earth, and triumphing over that power with all its gods. J

* This passage implies, if it does not promise, victory ; cf. Dr. Genesis, 48,57,
and contra Holzinger, in loc.who denies to it ethical content and limits its meaning

to an explanation of the well-known antipathy of man to the serpent family ; also

Gnnkel, who interprets it as explaining the perpetual hostility of man and the

serpent family, as a punishment for their league against Yahweh.

t Whether we understand (i) as formerly (also recently by Dr. op. cit. p. iii)

the three great powers of civilization, the Semitic, the Japhetic, and the Hamitic,

or (2) with We., Sta., Bu., Meyer, Holzinger, merely Israel, Canaan, and Philistia

or Phoenicia; or (3) with Gunkel (Shem =) the Aramaean-Hebrew peoples,

and (Japhet =) the northern peoples {i.e. the Hittitcs).

X On the Musri hypothesis of the Exodus this exalted conception of Yahweh's

power disappears from the story in its original form, but, even if the hypothesis be

accepted, the transformation into an Egyptian Exodus must liave taken place prior

to the times of J.
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Stories of this kind, and there were many such, were intended to lead men
into a higher life, and to give the nation a confidence in its destiny.*

(5) A true prophetic conception expresses itself in the attitude

of the Judaean narrative toward the progress of civilization. Here

J follows in the footsteps of those who preceded him, and joins

hands with the Nazirite and the Rechabite (zls.).

This antagonism, a corollary of the views entertained concerning sin (y.i.^,

shows itself in connection with («) the story of the murder which accompanied

the building of the first city (Gn. 4^^*")
; ((5) the beginnings of the arts, all of

which led to the further spread of sin (Gn. 4-'*"-'' 11^"^); (r) the evident

reproach joined to the beginning of the culture of the vine (Gn. gSOff.^j and

((/) the beautiful representation everywhere made of the charm and simplicity

of the pastoral life.

(6) The Judaean narrative clearly presents the prophetic idea

of the covenant relation entered into between Yahweh and the

people of Israel, with the circumstances leading up to the making

of the covenant, the basis on which it was to rest, and its formal

ratification (Ex. 19^^ 24^"^ 34^'^^)- We do not see the proof of

the non-existence of this idea at this time in the assertion that

the narratives (including that of E, cf. Ex. 20 and Dt. 5, and

Ex. 24^^'*) are legendary and self-contradictory, that the early

writing prophets make no use of the conception, and that, conse-

quently, we are to understand the entire covenant idea to be the

result of prophetic teaching,! rather than one of its fundamental

positions from the very beginning.

This question will come up again, but it is well at this point to observe

with Giesebrecht (^Die Geschichtlichkeit d. Sinaibundes) : {a) that while

references to the fact of a Sinaitic covenant outside of JE are few and

doubtful {e.g. I K. ig'"- 1"*, in which nna is probably a later insertion, cf. @;
on Ho. 6'^ and 8^ v. commentary in loc.') until Jeremiah's time, this is not con-

clusive that such a covenant was unknown ; since (o) Hosea in chap. 1-3

* This work oi transforming appears all the more clearly, if we understand with

Paton {AJT. VIII., Oct. 1904) that the real basis of these patriarchal stories is

found in traditions concerning the relation and movements of the early tribes.

t We. Isr. u. jiid. Gesch. 12 f. ; Sm. RelP- 117; Schwally, Semitische Kriegsal-

tertiimer, I. 2; Schmidt, art. "Covenant," EB.; contra Giesebrecht, Geschichtlich-

keit d. Sinaibundes (1900) ; and K. DD. V. 630 ff.
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plainly presents the fact of a covenant, although no name is used; (/3) the pri-

mary meaning of nna (cf. Val. ZA IV. XII. i ff., 224 ff., XIII. 245 ff.; Kratz-

schmar, Die Bundesvorsielluitg im A. T. ; K. DB. V. 630 ; contra Schmidt,

EB. 928 ff.) is covenant, agreement, the only way of putting a law into force

being that of mutual agreement
; (7) the lack of more frequent reference to

the existence of the covenant is explained in part on the ground that no writ-

ings from the older prophets have come down to us ; in part, because few

particular occasions called for such mention, and, besides, after the expiration

of so long a period it was unnecessary to make allusion to the initial act,

especially when, as history shows, every great change in the national situation

was accompanied by a new pledge of Yahweh's loyalty and love. Further-

more, {b) the leaders, in their continuous effort to use the cultus as an example

of the demands growing out of the covenant-relation, and at the same time to

adapt the instruction to the changing needs of the people, emphasized the

new relations, rather than the old covenant made by Moses. And if it is

asked why should such emphasis have been placed on it in the days of Jere-

miah, the answer is close at hand : Israel's religion is preeminently an

historical religion ; the time had come when the covenant was to be broken;

this fact necessarily brings the old covenant into great prominence. Concern-

ing the relation of Amos and Hosea to this covenant-idea v.i.

(7) The prophetic element is seen still more strongly in the

controlling place occupied in the narrative by the characteristic

prophetic conception of sin and deliverance.* This factor seems

to underlie everything else, beginning, as it does, with the story

of the origin of sin in Eden and the forecast of its struggle with

humanity (p. Ixxv), and continuing with each forward step in the

progress of civilization, until because of its terrible growth the race

itself (except a single family) must perish. Starting again in the

new world, it reappears in the account of Noah's vine-culture and

in the scattering of the nations ; while the stories of the patriarchs,

one after another, illustrate, for the most part, their deliverance

by God's grace from evil situations consequent upon sin ; and the

national stories seem to be chronicles only of sin and deliverance

from sin,— in other words, of disgraceful acts of rebellion and

backsliding, and rescue from enemies who, because of such sin

on Israel's part, had temporarily become Israel's masters.

5. The messaf^e of the Judaean narrative was a rich and varied

one, lifting the minds of the Israelites (of pre-Amos times) to the

contemplation of :
—

* Contra, Tennant in The Fall and Original Sin (1903).
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(i) Yahweh, as a God who had controlled the affairs of human-

ity, since he first brought humanity into existence ; a God also

who is celebrated for mercifulness and long-suffering, and for

faithfulness (cf. Gn. 6'^ 8'''- i8-''«'- 32^2 gt^.) ; a God, not only

all-powerful, but ever-present with his people (Gn. 26^" 28^^ 39^

Nu. I4''"').

(2) The origin of sin, and with it of human suffering ; the power

of temptation and the terrible results which follow its victory over

man ; the awful picture of the growth of evil in civilization ; and,

likewise, the possibility of deliverance from evil and distress through

the kindness and love of Yahweh.

(3) Great characters, who, while not without fault, " on the

whole maintained a lofty standard of faith, constancy, and upright-

ness of life, both among the heathen in whose land they dwelt,

and also amid examples of worldly self-indulgence, dupUcity, and

jealousy, afforded sometimes by members of their own family "

(Driver, (i/). cit.). This life is intended to bring about the establish-

ment of a holy people in the world (Gn. 18'^*).

(4) A future mission in the world (perhaps not yet to the world),

where Israel is to be conspicuous by reason of the special privileges

accorded. These blessings will take the form of material pros-

perity (cf. the spiritual gifts so great as to attract the envy of all

nations, suggested later in Gn. 22^^ 26* [R.])-

6. The place of the Judaean narrative in prophecy and its rela-

tion to the later prophets may receive only a brief statement.

(i) The ideas of Yahweh as just and hating sin, as merciful,

and as faithful, are the very ideas afterward emphasized, respec-

tively by Amos, Hosea, and Isaiah ; the representation of him as

all-powerful, and ever-present with his people, precedes Amos's

representation in chaps, i, 2, and that of Isaiah's Immanuel.

(2) The conception of sin, and the statement of its evil effects,

contain the very substance of all subsequent prophetic utterance.

(3) The germ of the Messianic hope, here appearing, in later years

is to occupy a large place in religious thought. (4) The concep-

tion of Israel's mission in the world ultimately develops into the

doctrine of the servant of Yahweh.

Besides this, the more specific allusions to J which are found

in Amos and Hosea may be noted, e.g.: Am. 3-, cf. Gn. 18^^;
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Ho. 4«-^'' g\ cf. Nu. ii-^; Am. 4^' Ho. ii\ cf. Gn. 18^-19=^; and
the relation of the two conflicting estimates of Jacob in Ho.
chap. 12 to J's attitude toward the patriarch.

§ 9. The Ephraimite Narrative (E).

This narrative of Israel's early history took form as early as

800 B.C., and, with the Judaean narrative already discussed, fur-

nishes us a remarkable picture of the life and thought of the

period.

I. Certain preliminary points concerning E require brief consideration :

(i) The evidence of E's Northern origin is found* in its interest in the

sanctuaries of Northern Israel ; its assignment of the leadership in the Joseph

story to Reuben (cf. J's assignment of it to Judah) ; its giving of a conspicu-

ous place to Joseph in Dt. 2)2if the account of his covenant with the tribes

at Shechem, and the interment of his bones at Shechem ; the mention of the

tombs of many prominent persons, especially those located in the North ;

some points of contact with Aramaic in its language ; the prophetic spirit

which breathes through it and is characteristic of the North, the home of

prophecy, f

(2) The date of E is 800 B.C. to 750 B.C. J The general historical situ-

ation of the writers seems to be the same as in the case of J, namely, the

period of the monarchy. But the general theological standpoint of E is

unanimously conceded to be more advanced than that of J ; e.g. the concep-

tion of the deity is less anthropomorphic (cf. especially, Ex. 3^*) ; the idea

of progress in revelation appears ; the whole representation of the method

* V. Carpenter and Battersby, Hex. I. 116 f
.

; Dr. LOT. 122; Holzinger, Einl.

212 ff.

t The oldest form of J has been assigned to the North by some scholars, e.g.

Schra. in De Wette's Einl.^ 321; Reuss, Gesch. d. heil. Schriften d. A.T., § 213;

Kue. Hex. 248 ff. ; but this view does not commend itself.

\ That E was prior to J was the prevailing opinion until the appearance of We.'s

Gesch. Isr. (I. 370 ff.) in which the opposite view was adopted, wliich is now gen-

erally accepted. For the old view, v. Di. Num.-Dt.-Jos. 620 ff., 630 ff. ; Kit. Hist.

I.76ff. Kue. {Hex. 248-52) dates £1 about 750 and E^ about 650 B.C.; so Co.

Einl. 51. Sta. {GVI. I. 58 f.) places E about 750 B.C., and maintains the possibility

of additions to it after 722 B.C. (p. 582, note i). Holzinger {Einl. 225 f.) puts El in

the latter half of the eighth century and E2 early in the seventh century. Carpenter

and Battersby assign El to the first half of the eighth century, and " affirm that E,

like J, contains elements of various date, some of which may have been contributed

to it after it had been adopted into the record of history and law preserved in

Judah"; similarly Steuernagel, Deuterofiomiutn, etc., 282 f. Wildeboer puts El

about 750 B.C. and E^ somewhere before 621.
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of the divine activity in the world is in the reahn of the supernatural and

superrational ; the transcendent God makes known his will to men in

dreams and visions and through angels, not by direct, personal speech as in

J. Furthermore, in the case of stories common to J and E, not infrequently,

the earlier form of the tradition is evidently that in J ; ^^. in Gn. 2626-'53
(J)

and 21-2-31 (E), according to E the covenant is binding upon posterity, the

oath becomes one of exculpation, and seven lambs are introduced in an

attempt to explain the origin of the name Beer-sheba (cf. also Gn. 30^^^^
[J]

with 30I' f- [E], and 30^* [J] with 30'^ [E])- For a terminus ad quern 722 B.C.

is the lowest possible date, since nowhere in E is there any allusion to the

overthrow of the state, which a Northern writer must have mentioned had he

been through that experience. The same may safely be said of the events of

734 B.C. The whole character of E's narrative reflects a period of prosperity

such as the reign of Jeroboam II.; the tone is one of confidence and hope,

with no consciousness of recent disasters nor premonitions of approaching

misfortunes. The points of contact between Hosea and E (v.i.^ also seem to

point to the priority of the latter, and so confirm the assignment of E to the

date 800-750 B.C.

(3) In comparing the scope of E with that of J, we observe

{a) that in E the relation of Israel's tradition to the outside world

is altogether ignored, the barest allusion {e.g. Gn. 20^^ Jos. 24^)

being made to the Mesopotamian antecedents of Abraham's

family ; but {b) the history of the family, and later of the nation,

proceeds on lines quite parallel to those of J. The more inter-

esting variations are {c) the story of the intended sacrifice of Isaac

(Gn. 22), the fuller statement of Jacob's intercourse with Laban,

the special attention given to the Joseph-episode, the very inde-

pendent account of Moses and his times, as well as of the cere-

mony at Horeb where the " ten words " are proclaimed and the

covenant instituted, after which (Ex. 24'''"^) follow the reception

of the tables of stone in the mountain and the apostasy of the

golden calf. Out of this came the establishment of the tent of

meeting (Ex. 33"'"),* in connection with which certain events of

important prophetic significance occur (the prophetic inspiration

of the seventy elders, Nu. n^^-^o^ the vindication of Moses' pe-

culiar prophetic office, 12^"^^). Thence the narrative passes on to

the conquest and the distribution of the land and Joshua's final

* E's description of the tent of meeting has been omitted to make place for the

more elaborate account of P.
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leave-taking at Shechem (Jos. 24). The narrative unquestionably

continues through Judges and Samuel,* thus reaching down at least

into the early history of the monarchy, perhaps even to the Elisha

stories in 2 Kings.f

(4) The purpose of this narrative is evidently to magnify the

office of the leaders, and these leaders are prophets, e.g. Abraham

(Gn. 20''), Isaac (Gn. 2 7'^^*'), Jacob (48-"^), Joseph (so'-"'), and

Moses (Nu. 12^"^^), to all of whom visions are granted of the future

prosperity of the nation. Israel's government is a theocracy, in

which the prophets speak for God. When Israel has obeyed the

theocratic representatives, she has always been the recipient of

divine favor, which signified peace and plenty. When Israel dis-

obeyed, the divine anger was visited upon her in the form of

disaster. It is not the secular rulers upon whom her success

depends, but the theocratic guides. This teaching, which the nar-

rative throughout was intended to convey, is admirably summed
up in Joshua's farewell address (chap. 24).

2. The prophetic element in E, as has been said, is most

conspicuous
; | and the narrative, for this reason, is of especial

interest to us. We may recall the representation of Abraham as a

prophet (Gn. 20''), the ascription to Joseph of the spirit of Elohim

(Gn. 41"'^), the unique place in pre-prophetism assigned to Moses

(Nu. 12^""
; cf. Dt. 34^""^"), the treatment of Miriam as a prophetess

(Ex. 15™), the recognition of the non-Israelitish Balaam as a

prophet (Nu. 23^"-^), the prophetic inspiration and authority

accorded to the seventy elders (Nu. nisf-s^ft-so^^ ^^ characteriza-

tion of Joshua as the minister of Moses and the servant of Yahweh,

the forecasts of Israel's greatness made in the visions ascribed

« CYyi.Judges, XXV. ff. ; Bu. Richter {Kurzer Hand-Comm. z. A. T.), XII.-XV,

and Samuel (SBOT.).

t It is important to separate E^, so far as possible, from El, for it is only the

latter that preceded Hosea. Concerning the limits of E^, however, there is as yet

little agreement, the exceedingly fragmentary character of E as a whole rendering

it peculiarly difficult to determine definitely the different strata within the docu-

ment. The more important passages assigned to E^ are : Gn. 34 25^-* Ex. 32^-338

Nu. n". 16 f. 24 6-30 12--S 21'-'^-^''', and, by some, the Decalogue of Ex. 20 (but v.s.),

Cf. Kue. Hex. 251 f
.

; Co. Einl. 48 ff
.

; Wildeboer, Litteratur d. A. T. 140; Car-

penter and Battersby, Hex. I. 119 f.

X V. Holzinger, Kiiil. 209-11; Carpenter and Battersby, Hex. I. 113.
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to dying patriarchs (Gn. 27''^*"- 46'' 48^), the hero-stories which

were pictures intended to serve as the ideals of the times in

which the narratives were written, and, in fact, as anticipations or

predictions of Israel's future glory, and the general representation

of theocratic guidance and control which is always present. In

all this the prophetic element is pronounced. Furthermore, the

emphasis of E upon ethical matters and everything pertaining

to the impartial administration of justice is in keeping with its

prophetic character ; cf. the large amount of legislation concern-

ing the rights of individuals and their mutual responsibilities incor-

porated in E, and especially the ethical character of E's decalogue

(p. Ixi ff.) as compared with that of J, and the evident effort to

remove from the old traditions everything detrimental-to the repu-

tation of the prophetic heroes. This ethical interest is in the

direct line of the development of thought which culminates in

Amos and the writing prophets. E possesses also a larger interest

in priestly matters than J, but this is wholly subordinate in com-

parison with his prophetic tendency.

3. The message of E * is after all quite distinct from that of J,

although it contains very much, indeed, that is the same :—
(i) The teaching concerning God is characterized by (a) a

recognition of three different stages of growth through which the

conception has passed, viz. that of Israel's early ancestors, poly-

theism (Jos. 24-), that of Abraham and Jacob, cf. the reformation,

instituted by the latter after seeing Elohim's angels at Bethel

(Gn. 35""*), and that connected with the revelation of Yahweh

(Ex. 3^')
; (^) the important place assigned to representatives

(viz. prophetic spokesmen or angelic messengers Ex. 14'^), as

agents of the deity in his intercourse with the people, and to

dreams as a method of communication, and the consequent absence

of the crude, though picturesque, anthropomorphisms found in

J ;
(c) the treatment of important events as the result, not of

human effort in a natural way, but of the direct action of the deity

(Ex. 17^" Jos. 6^), and in this same connection, the employment

by the deity of men to accomplish his plans in spite of their igno-

rance or hostility (Gn. 50^ 45^*)
;

(d) the use in connection with

* V. especially Holzinger, £in/. 201-12.
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the deity of certain peculiar forms and phrases, e.g. the plural of

the verbal form (Gn. 20^'^ 31'^ 35' Ex. 22^ Jos. 24'^), the phrase

"fear of Isaac" (Gn. 31*^'^), the reference to the sacred stone

(Gn. 28"), the pillar at the door of the tent speaking (Ex. 33'),

the stone of witness (Jos. 24-'), the "trying" of the people by

the deity (Gn. 22^).

The whole idea of God is more theological and abstract (cf the

new interpretation given the word m.T, viz. .THK "irx TTry)^) than is

the case in J. E's God is an exalted personality far removed from

his people, and working almost entirely in the realm of the super-

natural. He is a God of transcendent power and majesty and of

unchanging purpose.

(2) Other characteristic elements in E's message, already mentioned, ma)'

be briefly summarized as follows: (a) A keener ethical sense than J's, as

seen particularly in the evident desire to shield the reputation of the patriarchs

by relieving them of the responsibility for certain transactions {e.g. Abraham

expels Hagar only when commanded so to do (Gn. 2ii''^), Jacob in his shrewd

dealing with Laban is acting under the direct guidance of God (Gn. 31-*- '^^'),

{b) A very definite recognition of the patriarchal cultus, with its tent of meet-

ing (Ex. T,^'^^), placed under the charge of Joshua, rather than of Aaron and

his sons (Nu. 11 •''-s*'), together with altars and pillars (Gn, aS^^- ^^ g^. 24''),

but no priests, (c) An utter lack of interest in the outside world, or in the

connection of Israel's history with the outside world.

(3) E's message, briefly stated, was this : Israel's God is a being

of wonderful majesty and exalted personality, with unlimited power.

His purpose concerning the nation is unchanging. He is not close

at hand to communicate with you in person, but makes known

to you his will through definite agents, prophets, and messen-

gers ; there is no occasion to be ignorant of his wishes, which

have been declared so clearly by these agents raised up to repre-

sent him. History has shown conclusively that when the voice of

these agents has been heeded, the nation has had peace and pros-

perity ; but when there has been rebellion against their injunc-

tions, there have come ruin and disaster. In every important

crisis of national history, Israel's God has shown his interest by

direct action on Israel's behalf; but he has never hesitated to send

punishment when Israel deserved the same. Israel may learn how

Yahweh would have the nation act, if attention is given to the lives
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of the old patriarchal ancestors and to the great events of early

national history. These experiences of honor and glory will again

be enjoyed, if only Israel will give heed to the lessons of the past,

improve the standards of conduct, and worship Yahweh as did

their ancestors.

4. The relation of E to other prophets is quite clear. It is

more advanced and higher than J. In many points it is on a level

with Amos and Hosea. It is like Hosea, rather than J and Amos,

in showing little or no interest in the larger world-view. It is

interesting to note that the broader conception is confined to the

two documents of Judaean origin. E sees no such danger in the

cult as is evidenced by Amos and Hosea. E's thought of sin is

that of J. While E's ethical standards (cf. p. Ixxxiii) are higher

than those of J, they do not reach the level on which those of

Amos and Hosea rest.

In E we have the close of the pre-prophetic movement, for with

Amos, as all agree, real prophecy has begun. We may now ask,

what was the basis and character of this movement, taken as a

whole ?

B. THE BASIS AND CHARACTER OF THE PRE-PROPHETIC
MOVEMENT.

§ 10. The Relation of Pre-prophetism to Mosaism.

The question of the connection of pre-prophetism with Mosaism is

as interesting as it is difficult. Such connection is taken for granted

in J and E (likewise in D).* But does this assumption stand the

historical test ? f The answer to this question bears most directly

* Both J and E narrate the circumstances of Moses' work with great minuteness,

and on all the main points there is a fair agreement. They unite in ascribing to

him (i) leadership in the deliverance from Egypt and in the journey to Canaan;

(2) the position as the representative of Yahweh to Israel
; (3) the place as mediator

in the making of a covenant between Yahweh and Israel
; (4) the honor of founding

Israel's legislation.

t Che. i^EB. art. " Moses") makes the name Moses that of a clan; Wkl. {GI. II.

86-95) makes the entire Moses story a transformation of an original Tammuz myth
;

but the historicity of the narratives, in a greater or less degree, is maintained by Sta.

GVI. I. 130; We. Prol. 429-40; Sm. Rel?- 15 ff
.

; Kit. Hist. I. 227-39; WRS.
OTJC.^ y>2> ff-

'•
Giesebrecht, Geschichtl. d. Sinaibundes ; Bennett, art. " Moses,"

DB. ; H. P. Smith, O. T. Hist. 56 ff. ; and many others.
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upon the estimate which we shall finally place upon the work of

Amos ; for, in the fewest words, the case may thus be stated : Did

the ethical idea which formed the essence of prophetic teaching

have its origin in Amos ? or is there clear trace of its existence

before the days of Amos ? Is it seen in the transforming work of

J and E in their stories dealing with world-history and nation-

history {v.s.)? Is evidence of its presence to be seen farther back,

in the legal formulations found incorporated in J and E(v.s.)? Is

it seen still earlier, in the motives and methods of Elijah, Elisha,

and the nebhrim, whose work began in the days of the seer

Samuel ? And is the germ of it all to be discovered in Mosaism ?

If we are to reach a safe conclusion concerning Moses and his

relation to the subsequent history of Israel and Israel's religion,

more, perhaps, is to be stated in the form of negation than in the

form of affirmation. This is true, partly because so much that is

unfounded has been affirmed, partly also because it is practically

impossible to draw a sharp line between Mosaism and the pre-

prophetic religion, or to trace with perfect satisfaction the relations

between the two.

1. It may safely be said that the pre-prophetic religion, even if

this includes Mosaism as its basis, has Uttle to do with Egypt or

Egyptism ;
* while, on the other hand, its relation to the desert of

Sinai (or Horeb), and to the tribe of which Jethro was priest is

very close. This locality, according to all tradition, was the scene

and source not only of Moses' education, but also of the call from

the deity, as well as of the work of Jethro, who became the guide

(religious and secular) of Moses (and likewise his father-in-law) ;t

and this, also, was the place, according to all tradition, in which

Israel later entered into covenant with Yahweh {v.s.').

2. We must relinquish the conception (old and widely accepted

as it may be) that Mosaism and the developments from it are

identical, | an idea which has been the occasion of much error

* This is granted by those who hold to the Egyptian bondage, e.g. Sm. Rel. 2 37

;

Marti, Rel. 55 f. ; Schultz, Theol. I. 127 ff. ; Kue. Rel. I. 275 ff.; and follows as a

matter of course upon the adoption of the Musri hypothesis.

t For explanations of the two names Jethro and Ilobab, see the commentaries

in loc, and the articles " Hobab" and "Jethro" in DB., EB., and PRE.^

X Bennett {DB. III. 446) rightly recognizes the necessity and the difficulty of

making this distinction.
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and confusion ; but we may regard it as established that Moses

represents historically (a) the deliverance of Israel from Egypt,*

(/>) the union of several clans into one community (perhaps not

yet a nation),! and (r) a new conception of deity expressed in,

or in connection with, the word "Yahweh." J

3. We are no longer to argue, a priori, that the Moses of tradi-

tion must have been just what the tradition represented him as

being, for, on this basis, we cannot explain "the ethical impulse

and tendency, which, at any rate from the time of the prophet

Amos (and Amos, be it remembered, presupposes that this impulse

is no novelty), is conspicuous in the history of the Israelitish reli-

gion" (Cheyne); but we are entirely justified in believing that

Moses was the founder of a religion, and " brought to his people a

new creative idea (viz. the worship of Yahweh as a national God),

which moulded their national life" (Stade, GVI. I. 130; oi.Akad.

Reden., 105 ff.)- §

4. We may safely deny the ascription to Moses of literary work

of any kind, even the songs with which his name is connected

{e.g. Ex. 15^'^* Dt. 32'"^
2i'^''^^i or the "judgments and precepts"

ofCC (§ 7), and the decalogues of E (Ex. 20), and of J (Ex. 34) ; ||

but, without much question, we may hold him responsible for the

institution of the tent of meeting as the dwelling-place of the deity,

together with the ark, and the beginning of a priesthood, and this

* Ew. Hist. II. 75; We. Prol. ^zg ff.; Sm. 7?e/.^ 15 ff. ; Kit. Nisi. I. 227 f.

t See especially Eerdmans, TAT. XXXVII. 19 ff.; Bu. JieL 35 ff.

+ Bu. J?el. 35 f. ; K. DB. V. 624 ff.

§ Cf. We. (Prol.), "Moses was not the first discoverer of this faith (viz. that

Yahweh is the God of Israel, and Israel the people of Yahweh), but it was through

him that it came to be the fundamental basis of the national existence and history "

;

WRS. {OTJC? 305), " He founded in Israel the great principles of the moral reli-

gion of the righteous Yahweh." Co. {Hist. 0/ the People of Isr.) says of Moses"

work at Sinai, " It is one of the most remarkable moments in the history of man-

kind, the birth hour of the religion of the spirit. In the thunderstorms of Sinai the

God of revelation himself comes down upon the earth ; here we have the dawn

of the day which was to break upon the whole human race, and among the

greatest mortals who ever walked this earth Moses will always remain one of the

greatest."

II
Moses was preeminently a man of affairs ; the strenuous nature of his activities

as leader and organizer of the tribes of Israel left no opportunity for literary pur-

suits. His work was " rather practical than didactic, the influence of an inspired

life rather than the inculcation of abstract dogmas" (Bennett, DB. III. 446).
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is the germ of much of the institutional element that follows

in later years.

5. We may find greater or less difficulty in discovering the basis

of an ethical development in Mosaism, either (a) in the essentially

ethical character of the claim upon Israel, which grew out of the

great act of mercy performed by Yahweh at the crossing of the

Red Sea, Israel's religion taking on gradually thereafter a moral

character, because she is constantly impelled to pay due regard to

the claim ;
* or {l>) in the new conception of God, viz. that he

controls nature and history, involving the truth that Yahweh was

not the God of a country but of a people, the relation of a deity

to a people being more spiritual than that of a deity to a country ;t

or (r) in the mutual loyalty of the tribes to one another and their

common loyalty to one God, in contrast with the individual heno-

theism of Moab, Ammon, etc.

It is probable, on the other hand, that a more reasonable hy-

pothesis will be found in the view J that this development has its

roots in the fact that Israel's relation to Yahweh was not that of

blood-kindred, as in the case of nature religions, nor that simply

of long observance which had become something inevitable ; but,

rather, a relation entered into by choice, one which, unlike that

of a nature religion, could be broken, but also one which Israel

was led to preserve, because Yahweh had wrought great works in

her behalf. Budde's summary (p. 38) expresses this thought

most exactly :
" Israel's religion became ethical because it was

a religion of choice and not of nature, because it rested on a

voluntary decision, which established an ethical relation between

the people and its God for all time."

6. We may acknowledge quite freely the insufficiency and

uncertainty of the materials at our command, and, as well, the

difficulty of giving proper credit to the various agents and move-

ments concerned with the development of the great ethical ideas

concerning righteousness, which had before been unknown ; but,

at the same time, we. cannot fail to recognize that certain facts

• Che. En. 3214. t Bennett, DB. III. 446.

X So Tiele, Manuel de I'histoire des religions (1880), 84, and His/oire comparie

des anciennes religions {1ZZ2), chap. IX.; Sta. GVI. I. 130 flf. ; Bu. Rel. 1-38;

Barton, Sketch 0/Semitic Origins, 275 ff.
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have been established which fit into hypotheses more or less satis-

factory, the fundamental factor in which is the close logical and

historical connection between pre-prophetism and Mosaism. In-

deed, it may be asserted that Mosaism is as fundamental to pre-

prophetism as is pre-prophetism to prophetism itself.

§ II. The Essential Thought of Pre-prophetism.

Is it possible now to think of this movement in its unity, and,

in spite of the many difficulties which exist, to separate and dis-

tinguish its thought from that which precedes and follows it? In

making the effort to draw historical fines, we may observe : (i) That

the case before us is, in some sense, a definite one, since we are

concerned with Israel's religious thought during the period in

which Yahwism is in contact with Baalism as a rival religion.

This contact began when Israel entered Canaan ; it ended in the

century in which Jehu, under the influence of the nebhVim, up-

rooted it.* We might go farther and say that we are dealing

with Yahwism itself; for, pure Yahwism, at the end of this period,

passes into prophetism, which, still later, becomes Judaism.

(2) Consequently, our question is a threefold one : What was

Yahwism at the time of the entrance into Canaan? With what

did Yahwism have to contend in the centuries from 11 00 to

800 B.C. ? What had Yahwism become at the close of the con-

test? Two or three subsidiary questions will arise, viz.: How
was it that, in the end, Yahwism became supreme? Is the differ-

ence between the Yahwism of 1 100 b.c. and that of 800 b.c. the sum

contributed by the nebhVim ? or did Yahwism draw from Baalism

itself much that was of vital significance? And further, were the

institutions of Baalism made use of by Yahwism in securing this

position of superiority?

I. It is natural to consider first the idea of God.

(i) When Yahwism, whatever may have been its origin,! came

* The effects of Baalism continue down to Hosea and later; some of them are,

indeed, incorporated in Yahwism {y.i^.

t Whether, e.g. (i) in an original direct revelation (so most old interpreters)

;

(2) in the old Arabian tribal religion (Schultz, et al.)
; (3) in the religion of the

Kenites (Stade, Budde, et al.) ; or (4) in the esoteric monotheism of the Egyptian

priesthood.
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into Canaan, it was, so far as the conception of God was concerned,

simple and primitive, very crude and naive, monotonous and severe.

This appears in («) the conception of Yahweh as the god of the mountain

(Sinai), a conception which continued in one form or another until late in

Israel's history (Dt. 332 f- i K. 198 Ps. 68^ Hb. y^). (6) The more widely

prevailing conception of Yahweh as the god of war, an idea which found

strong justification in the issue of the contest with Egypt (cf. also, the war-

song with which camp was broken, Nu. 10**), as well as that with the

Canaanites (cf. the fear of the Philistines, I S. 4''*-, on account of Yahweh's

presence in the ark). This is seen also in the allusion to Israel's armies as

Yahweh's armies (i S. ly'^^ 25^8), and in the very name, Yahweh Sabaoth

(cf. 2 S. 5^°).* {c) The conception of him also as the God of the desert

{i.e. of the nomad), and especially in connection with storms, e.g. at the giving

of the law (Ex. 19), in the battle of Deborah (Ju. 5**'), in the storm exhibited

to Elijah at Horeb (i K. 19^^^), and in later times, v.s. It is here that the

nomadic temperament of pre-prophetism {v.s.') finds its basis.f {d) The

conception of the ark, a materialistic symbol of Yahweh's presence, which

plays a great role in this early period, J actually representing Yahweh, and

not merely containing some image or symbolic stone. The history of its

presence or absence in Israel's armies, its transportation hither and thither

until at last it is deposited in the Temple (l K. S^-^^), is full of significance

in showing the crude and crass conceptions of deity entertained, not only by

the people, but also by the leaders.

{e) The use of images, involving family and clan conceptions of deity,

distinct from that of Yahweh. § Some of these images, unquestionably, were

employed to represent Yahweh, e.g. the '^x>^, originally of wood or stone, and

probably of human form (Ju. \f^'), ||
likewise, the T'BN(p. 221), perhaps origi-

nally the garment used to clothe the image, and later, the image itself, and used

in obtaining oracles. But \htteraphim (p. 222),used very frequently of Yahweh,

are also images of ancestors, of the tribal or family gods, as in the case of

Rachel (Gn. 3119- »4f- cf. 30.32)^ and of the king of Babylon (Ez. 2i26).^ It is

understood that all of these usages existed in the earliest times of the pre-

prophetic period.

* Cf. especially Schwally, Setn. Kriegsalterfumer, I. 4 ff.

t Cf. Bu. Rel. 27, who adds, also, the representation of the burning bush, the pillar

of fire and smoke, the lightning as Yahweh's " fire " or " arrow," the thunder as his

" voice," the rainbow as his " bow."

% K. DB. V. 628 ; cf. his foot-note for a careful survey of recent literature.

§ K. DB. V. 641 f.

II
Not referred to in Ex. 34!^, and probably not in Ex. 20*-<5.

H So Schwally, Das Leben nach d. Tode ; Matthes, ThT., 1900, pp. 97 ff.. 193 ^'<

1901, pp. 320 ff.; but cf. K. DB. V. 614 f., 642, who wrongly denies the existence of

even survivals of ancestor-worship in Israel.
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(2) What, now, did Israel find in Canaan that required to be

either assimilated or destroyed ? To what extent, and through what

means, in the course of the struggle was Yahwism itself modified?

(a) The distribution of the clans among the Canaanites in-

volved a serious risk, for they now acted more or less independently

of each other, and much that had been gained by their union was

lost. With Canaanites on every side of them, they were com-

pelled to give a certain recognition to the gods of the people, who

were, likewise, the gods of the land; and especially was this true in

view of the fact that they were unable to drive out the Canaanites,

but lived with them side by side (Ju. i^ 18^"). How could they

do other than express gratitude to the Baalim, i.e. the gods of the

land, for the fruits which they gave?

(d) The new life, moreover, was an agricultural rather than a

nomadic life, and demanded many modifications. The Israelites

were the pupils of the Canaanites in all "the finer arts of field and

vine culture," and the association needed for this could not fail to

exert a great influence on Israel's life and thought.*

(c) The nation for the first time came into touch with real

civilization, and civilization was for them identical with Baalism.

This explains why the 7iebhVim tended toward an isolated life, and

seem in most cases to have opposed all progress toward civilization.

The emblems of civilization, corn and oil, silver and gold, Israel

believed, came from the Baalim (Ho. 2*).

(</) The nature of Baalism itself f was something pecuHarly

attractive to people of a sensuous type. The great emphasis

placed on reproduction and everything connected with it, whether

in the realm of vegetable or animal or human life, gave it a per-

vasive influence, for all life in the narrower, if not in the broader,

sense was involved. The strength of the ideas thus included is

evident from the hold they took upon many nations of ancient

times. There was a stimulus in all this, a warmth which, although

greatly abused, produced also some good results.

(3) What actually occurred in the process of this long struggle

was as follows : (a) Yahweh's residence is changed ; he gradually

* Gu. G VI. 155 ff. ; Sta. Akad. Reden, 109 ff., 116 ff. ; K. DB. V. 645.

t Cf. A. S. Peake. art. " Baal," DB ; WRS. Sem."^ 93-113; WRS. and GFM.,
art. " Baal," EB.; Movers, Die Flwnizier, I. 672-90.
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takes up his dwelling in the new territory. This means that the

Baalim whom men worshipped at many different points, under vari-

ous names, Baal-Peor, Baal-Hermon, etc. (cf. also Baal-Berith,

Baal-Zebub), were displaced by Yahweh, who was worshipped at

all the sacred places and bore different names according to the

place (e.g. ch'V *?«, the eternal God, Gn. 2 1^ ; bXTi'D bx, the God

of Bethel, 31^^ 35^; ah^ '\ Yahweh Shalom, Ju. 6"^ etc.). All

this change has taken place before the times of J and E, for, as

Kautzsch points out (DB. V. 646), the patriarchal narratives do

not know of any Baal-worship in the land. Yahweh has taken

Baal's place, but in so doing the Yahweh ritual has absorbed so

much of Baalism as to become, practically, a Baal ritual, (d) The

idea grows that Yahweh " is enthroned as God in heaven." This

means much, for it implies that he is superior to all other gods.

It is from heaven that he performs all those acts which indicate

his power over the elements (e.g. rain, dew, fire, Gn. 19-'') and

over the fruits of the soil. He is called the God of heaven (Gn.

24"). Messengers must now be employed to represent him, and

these angels call from heaven (21^^ 22"), and, indeed, go up and

down on ladders which unite heaven and earth (28'-), the " house

of God" being identical with the "gate of heaven." (c) His

nature as the God of the desert is changed ; he is no longer hos-

tile to civilization. Yahwism could never have become without

change the religion of a civilized people, still less of humanity.

" He takes under his protection every new advance in civilization." *

(d) His nature as destroyer (war-god) is changed, for he is no

longer the deity of desolation and silence. He is in continual

touch with man's activity, and everything is subordinated to secure

his influence and blessing. The idea of beneficence and love has

come. Warmth and color now exist, where all before was cold and

stern. («?) Baalism, acting as a " decomposing reagent," brings

unity, solidarity, in so far as like conditions exist, and thereby all

cult and fomily images must disappear. Hence arises the oppo-

sition to image-worship which forms so large an element in

prophetism beginning with Hosea. (/) Attempts are made to

spirituaHze the old physical concepdon of Yahweh. Among these

* Cf. on this general subject, Bii. AW. 72 ff.
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are to be counted (a) the expression, " angel of Yahweh "
(J),

which was at first used when Yahweh was represented as coming

into contact with man (Gn. i6' *• cf. ") ; in other words, a method

of Yahweh's manifestation ;
*

(f3) the face of Yahweh (J), i.e. the

person (Ex. 33""""'), but not the full being,t and (y) the name of

Yahweh (Ex. 20-^ 23"'), in which " name " is a " personified power,

placed side by side with the proper person of Yahweh." j The
use of these phrases § is an attempt to substitute something

more spiritual for the thought of the human form, and marks

great progress in the conception of God.

(4) The agencies which bring about this change are in part

:

{a) Those of the old Yahwism, the strength of which continues to

be felt in spite of the additions that have been taken on ; {U) those

also of Baalism, among the chief of which was prophetism, adopted

and adapted by Israel {v.s^ ; but (r) the immediate occasion of

the acute attack which enabled Yahwism to throw off the gradu-

ally increasing burden that had almost proved its ruin, was the

attempt to force upon Israel a new form of this same Baalism,

that of Tyre. The situation was now essentially different from

that which existed in the early days of the conquest; for at

this time Yahweh had actually taken possession of the land, and

the question was : Shall a foreign god, the deity of Tyre, who has

already shown great power, come in and overpower the god of

the land, who is now Yahweh ?
||

On the nature of this struggle

in detail, v.i. The old Baalism had become so intimate a part of

• Yahwism that at this time it is lost sight of in the new Baalism

which threatens Israel. This distinction makes clear what at first

seems contradictory, viz. the idea that Baalism was actually uprooted

by Jehu, and the idea, which also existed, that Baalism was still a

corrupting element in Israel's religion.

(5) At the close of the struggle, Yahwism is victorious;^ the

conception of God which has now developed being as follows :

* K. DB. V. 638 f. ; Kosters, Th T., 1875, pp. 367 ff. f Cf. comm. in loc.

\ Giesebrecht, Die alttest. Sclidtzu7tg des Gottesnamens u. ihre religionsgeschicht-

liche Grundlage, 66; K. DB. V. 640 f.; F. J. Coffin, /i5L. XIX. (1900), 166-188.

\ The phrase " glory of Yahweh " probably arose in this period, but there is no

certain evidence of its existence until a sh'ghtly later date; cf. i S. 422 Ex. 33I8

(late J) Nu. 1422 (JE). i|
K. DD. V. 647. H Bu. Rel. 106.
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(a) Yahweh is a god irresistible in nature and among nations, the

idea of a merely national god having been outgrown. This is seen

in the power attributed to Yahweh over other nations, e.g. Egypt,

and Canaan, as well as in the extra-national existence involved in

his residence at Sinai, and likewise in the later conception of a

heavenly residence {v.s.). The narrower idea of Yahweh as the

god of a land has never existed. He has been and is a national

god, i.e. Israel's God ; but he is also something more than this, a

god who controls nations and nature in Israel's favor. It is not in

this same sense that we may speak of Chemosh or Ashur.

{b) He is, moreover, a god who is the moral ruler of his people
;

this has not gone so far as to affect individuals, being still hmited

to families and nations. The interests of the individual are indeed

conceived of as under the protection of Yahweh, but they are

wholly subordinate to those of the nation, being in themselves of

too slight importance to merit the especial and continuous con-

sideration of the deity, except in so far as they contribute to the

national life and progress.* Yahweh's rule is characterized by jus-

tice, and his power to judge extends to heaven and to Sheol. Here

we must estimate the true character of judgment in ancient times,

for, although it came from Yahweh, it signified, not a " moral inves-

tigation and instruction," but "an oracular response obtained by

means of a sacred lot" (Ex. aa^""- Jos.
7^^*''- ^""-

i S. 14).f This, as

Budde says, is not moral, but intellectual knowledge. But this

primitive judgment has nevertheless given place to the verdict

against kings pronounced by Nathan and Elijah {v.s.).

He is known for his personal interest and love, since he has

shown himself to be, not only a helper and a friend, but, indeed, a

father. J This signifies something very great, for he is no longer

simply a natural or even national god, and therefore compelled to

render such service. If deliverances have been wrought, they

have come through his affection. There is a sense, likewise, in

which he is a holy god, and disobedience of his regulations is sin.

This is implied in the claim of Elijah, who treats allegiance to any

other god as sin ; in representations of J and E, that disregard of

Yahweh's will (cf. especially the story of the origin and progress of

* Cf. Sm. Rel."^ 102 ff. f Bu. Rel. 33 f. + Cf. Sm. Rel.'^ 96-101.
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sin given by J in Gn. 3-1 1) is deserving of severe punishment and

inevitably followed by judgment ; in the decalogues, which present

the ethical and the ritualistic demands of a god, himself holy, and

therefore demanding an elevated character in those who serve him
;

and in CC, the regulations of which are everywhere regarded as

the expression of the divine will.

(c) Yahweh alone is the God of Israel, and he only may be

worshipped,— this was the truth for which Elijah had contended,

and his contest had been won. The significance of this victory

can scarcely be overestimated. The fact that Yahweh had made

and enforced such a demand in itself challenged attention. It

emphasized the fundamental and far-reaching difference between

Yahweh and the nature gods of Canaan and the surrounding

peoples.* This difference consisted chiefly in the essentially

ethical and spiritual nature of Yahweh, which must of necessity

find expression in demands upon his people for a worship arising

from the heart and a life devoted to ideals of justice and purity.

2. In what has already been said, there is much that refers to

the conceptions concerning man's duty to God, as expressed in

worship. We may add the following brief statement :
—

(i) The priest, hardly known before the entrance into Canaan,

has attained an important place. The story of the priest-work

of Micah (Ju. 17, 18), and that of Eli and his sons (i S. 1^-4"), shed

much light upon the early history of the priesthood. He was at

first occupied with the care of the Ark (i S. 4^ 2 S. 15-"-^^), and

with carrying or consulting the ephod (for no positive evidence

exists that the priests participated in sacrifice t). Out of this

function grew later the giving of directiois, i.e. toroth, in matters

relating to law or ritual. But with the erection of the Temple, the

priests took on larger service and rose to a higher place in society

and in governmental aff"airs. Strong societies were organized, at

first in Jerusalem, and later in Northern Israel (cf. Dt. 33^*^ [E],

in which the priesthood is recognized as organized and as possess-

ing high dignity and power) . At the same time CC contains no

reference to a priest ; the whole matter is custom, not law.

(2) The high places taken over from Baalism are still employed

* Cf. Kue. Rel. I. 367 f. 1 1 S. 2I2 ff- does not prove this.
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without objection as the seats of popular worship. These repre-

sent the ancient holy places, and have now become thoroughly

identified with Yahweh-worship, as distinguished from Baal-wor-

ship. The thought has not yet been suggested that worship shall

be restricted to one place, Jerusalem. The impossibility of secur-

ing a pure worship at these high places has not yet been realized.

(3) Sacrifice is, after all, the chief feature of worship. It appears in the

meal of communion (l S. I^*^- 9^-"^); the offerer may kill the victim, the fat is

reserved for Yahweh, and a portion is given to the priest (i S. 2^<^*); the flesh

may not be eaten with the blood (i S. I4'5-*'). All sacrifices &xe: gifts to the

deity; the offerings of Gideon (Ju. G^^^'-) and Manoah (Ju. 13^^) represent

the usage of the times.*

(4) The passover, Israel's only festival in pre-Canaanitish times, has now
grown into several, among which are (a) the Sabbath (Ex. 34^1 23^- Dt. 5I-),

observed, however, with a humanitarian rather than a religious motive {v.s.)
;

this same thing holds good also of (3) the seventh year, which is beginning

to be observed. There are also (c) the new moon (i S. ao^*^^*^-), with

festivities lasting for two days, and (</) the three festivals at which all males

were to appear with gifts (Ex. 2;^^^- 34^* ''^•); these were occasions of great

joy and feasting, reaching even to excess, for sacred women at the high places

prostituted themselves as a part of the religious ritual. Cf. Amos and Hosea

passi>?i.'\

(5) Custom has now in many cases been codified into law, for CC is clearly

in existence (v.s.'). These precedents are now recognized as having divine

sanction ; and while their scope is not broad, the essential content includes

reference to many of the more important of the religious institutions.

(6) The use of images continues, and oracles are consulted in order to

ascertain the divine wiU. This was the use made of Urim atid Thummim,
which, in some way not quite clear, represented the sacred lot. Cf i S. I4'*'-

((§), and 143- '^-36.
J This usage, hardly consistent with a later and higher

prophetism, was still a part of the system in vogue, and entirely consistent

with that system.

3. It is not easy to formulate, as the expression of this Canaan-

itish-Israelitish age, the opinion which prevailed concerning the

relation of man to his fellow-man, his obligations, or, in other

* For further details v. Schultz, " Significance of Sacrifice in O. T.," AJT. IV.

257-313; Now. Arch. II. 203 ff. ; Dr., art. " Offering," DB.; GFM., art. " Sacrifice,"

ED. : and my Priestly Element in O. T., 83-93.

t On early Israelitish festivals, see my Priestly Element in O. T., 94-7; Benz.,

art. " Feasts," EB.; Now. Arch. II. 138 ff.

X GFM., art. " Urim and Thummim," EB.
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words, the ethical standards which were in vogue. But certain

things may be said, partly in the way of explanation, partly, also,

in the way of interpretation :
—

(i) It is unfair to the age, and to the subject, to base one's con-

clusions on the extreme cases of immorality. Such cases occur in

our own day. The record of such cases {e.g. that of Judah and

Tamar (Gn. 38), and that of David and Bathsheba (i Sam, 11, 12))

is evidence, not of their common occurrence, but of their heinous-

ness in the sight of the prophet who makes the record.

(2) While we may still hesitate concerning the actual basis of

this ethical movement in Israel's history, and its origin, it is com-

paratively easy to point out, not only the elements in the remarkable

growth which has taken place in this period, but also the occasion

of the growth, viz. the advance in a true conception of Yahweh

(pp. xc ff.).

(3) The conception of higher ideals is still restricted to the

community {i.e. the family or clan), and has not received appli-

cation to the individual.

(4) This higher conception has influenced the attitude of Israel

neither toward outside nations, nor, indeed, toward the stranger

inside Israel's gates. This is not to be regarded as strange in view

of the definitely hostile relations which existed for the most part

between every ancient nation and its neighboring nations. Inter-

national comity and law must follow national law at a long distance,

(5) Custom is still, in great measure, the standard of action,

but this is more and more influenced by religious thought. And,

as already suggested, custom has now been formulated into law.

Crime is regarded as affecting Yahweh himself (2 S. 12", following

the reading of Lucian), and the enactments of CC, aside from

its ritual content, take cognizance of the most common and

important of the human relationships.

(6) The later decalogue, properly interpreted {v.s.), marks

the stage of advancement now reached. This is splendidly sup-

ported and, indeed, developed in CC (pp. Ixivff.).

(7) But, after all, the stories of the patriarchs give us the truest

idea of the morals of the period.* They represent the highest ideals

* K. DB. V. 663 f.
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of the teachers of Israel at the time they assumed Hterary form (cf.

pp. Ixxi, Ixxix f.). Abraham is the type of the truly pious Israelite,

exhibiting the qualities of faith and obedience under the most try-

ing circumstances ; while Jacob is the successful man of affairs,

whose prosperity is due, not alone to his own shrewdness, but also to

his faithful adherence to his God, The moral delinquencies of the

patriarchs must be estimated in view of {a) the fact that in large

part the questionable transactions are in relations with foreigners,

toward whom ethical requirements did not hold to such a high

degree (v.s.)
;

{l>) the effort of E to minimize the faults of the

patriarchs (z's.), which shows an ethical advance toward the close

of the pre-prophetic period
;

(c) the indirect condemnation some-

times found within the stories themselves (cf. Gn. 20"- 26^*"- 27^-').

(8) The stories of the kings enforce similar truths upon the

attention. The special position of the king as " the anointed of

Yahweh " and the most powerful personage in the nation added

emphasis to the use of his life-story for purposes of moral and

religious instruction. If David and his successors could achieve

success only in so far as they obeyed Yahweh and refrained

from evil, how much less could the nation at large disregard

Yahweh's will and prosper? The direct teaching of these stories

is evident.

4. Aside from the conceptions already considered, viz. those

of God, of man in relation to God, and of man in relation to man,

there are certain others with which the religious and ethical ideas

are closely associated. These possess more of the speculative

character and deal with the origins of things and the future.*

(i) Ideas conce7-ning the origin and nature of man had taken

on quite definite form, e.g. {a) the body of man (Gn. 2') is of

earth and at death returns to the earth (Gn. 3^'')
;
while the

breath {v.i.) is re-absorbed in the great Spirit of the universe ; this

body ox flesh is transitory in its nature (cf. Is. 31^) and always sub-

ject to decay and destruction ; it is, moreover, the occasion of

moral weakness ; but it is never represented as in itself sinful {i.e.

as equivalent to cra/a^) and unclean.

ip) The blood is the life only in the sense that it is the source,

* Di. Theol. 355 ff. ; the recent statement of Kautzsch i^DB. V. 665 ff.) fur-

nishes an admirable survey of this entire field.
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or vehicle, or seat, of life ; consequently it must not be eaten

(i S. 14''- "• ; cf Dt. 12-^ Lv. 17^'), for in so doing another life might

be absorbed. The desire to bring about just such an identification

of different lives was the basis of the earlier sacrificial meals, of

which, however, no instance occurs in O. T. literature. The sig-

nificance of this conception of blood upon the later development

of sacrifice is very evident.

(r) The breath or spirit (nn) occupied a still larger place in the

older thought. This breath represented life, and had its origin in

the breath of Yahweh himself, which he breathed into the first man
(Gn. 2'). When this divine breath (the spirit of life) is called

back by Yahweh to himself {i.e. re-absorbed), death ensues. Nor

was this spirit restricted to human beings, for animal life (Gn. 2'")

had the same origin (Nu. \(P 27^'' ; cf. Ps. io4^*'- Jb. 34"*), although

it was reckoned inferior, as is shown by the fact that man was

treated more directly and individually in the act of creation, animals

being animated, so to speak, as a species ; and further, although

animals are represented as created for man's use, none of them is

fit to be his "help." But now, this spirit, breathed into humanity

once for all in the case of the first man ( = traducianism, rather

than creationism), and including life of every kind, viz. thought,

will, and action, is everywhere a manifestation of the divine spirit

(cf. Acts i7-«).*

(2) The origin and purpose of the universe does not occupy a

large place in Hebrew pre-prophetic thought, and yet certain defi-

nite ideas are contained in J's statement in Gn. 2'^'^- Perhaps

something also is to be learned from what this passage does not con-

tain {^e.g. the lack of any mythical element) . (a) This narrative,

of which a portion (dealing with the creation of heaven and earth)

doubtless has been lost, clearly points to Yahweh as the former of

man and of man's home (but this is only what other religious

cosmogonies have done, each in its own way, and does not contra-

dict the position that the doctrine of Yahweh as Creator is exilic

or post-exilic, i.e. subsequent to the acceptance of monotheism).!

*Cf. Di. Theol. 359 ff
.

; Da. O. T. Theol. 117-29; Briggs, JBL. XIX. (1900),

132 ff. ; Shoemaker, JBL. XXIV. (1904), 13 ff., who finds no case of nn = breath

until exilic times {v. p. 24).

t Sta. ZAW. XXIII. 178; Gunkel, Schdpfung und Chaos, 159; K. DB. V. 669.
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{/>) The interest is centred in man, for whose benefit alone the

animals are formed ; and when no suitable companion is found for

him among them, woman is created by another and different pro-

cess ; while (c) the cHmax is found in the representation concern-

ing marriage.*

(3) The origin and nature of sin is pictured in the story of the

/a//, for no other interpretation than that of a./a//-f will satisfy

the demands. Concerning all this, it was believed (a) that man,

at one time, lived in close association and communion with the

deity ; but (/^) pride led him to overstep certain bounds that had

been set
;

(c) this act of disobedience was followed by trouble,

misery, and suffering. J

(4) T/ie state after death is a subject concerning which neither

pre-prophecy nor prophecy had much to say, partly because the

saying of anything would give encouragement to the superstitious

survivals of animism, and partly, also, because no adequate teach-

ing had as yet been worked out. That the ideas which prevailed

in early Israel concerning Sheol came from the Canaanites (and

perhaps farther back from Babylon) is probable ; in any case, the

popular belief was closely associated with necromancy, and conse-

quently opposed to Yahwism. This belief (Gn. 37^^ 42'^ 44^-^^

Nu. xd^-^'^, for which we are indebted to J) included, at least, the

following points : {a) Sheol is a space to which one goes down;

{b) no one ever returns
;
yet {c) by the influence of necromancers

a " form " may be brought up, as in the case of Samuel (i S. 28" "^)

;

while id') only thick darkness prevails. (<?) It is a place of assem-

bly for the departed ; but (/) there is no such thing as fellowship

(Gn. 37'''). (^) That which goes down is not the body (which

decays in the grave), nor the spirit (which is absorbed by the

spirit of God) ; but " an indefinable something of. the personality"

which (= shade, or manes') is invisible and does not live, but merely

* On the question of Babylonian influence upon this and the other early stories

of Genesis, of. the recent voluminous literature on Babel and Bible.

t Cf. the opinions that we have here: (i) an illustration of how sin arises in

the case of every individual (cf. Di. Theol. 371) ; (2) the story of how humanity

passed from rudeness to culture, or from unconsciousness to freedom (cf. Holzinger

and Gunkel, in loc.) ; or (3) a culture-myth without moral content (Tennant).

X On the relation of this to the Babylonian, and especially the Zend, cf. Sta.

Z.A W. XXIII. 172 ff. ; Zimmcrn, KA T.^ 527 f. ; K. DD. V. 667.
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exists. How far this popular belief was a survival of animism, and

the extent to which it was really antagonized by Yahwism, cannot

here be discussed.*

5. The general character of the pre-prophetic movement may
now be briefly summarized in view of its history up to this point,

and, likewise, in view of the real prophetic activity which is to

grow out of it and, at the same time, to follow close upon its heels :

(i) This movement is not exclusively or essentially Israelitish, but

is of Canaanitish origin, f although itself at a later time hostile to

Canaanitism and directly responsible for its destruction ; and in

the long process of its growth it incorporates many Canaanitish

ideas.

(2) The struggle between pre-prophetism and Baalism is between

the later idea of a relation with the deity, based upon a pact or

covenant, and the earlier idea of a relation based upon the natu-

ral tie. In this case, the covenant idea lives and works several

centuries with the nature idea, and, in the end, shakes it off, but

only after absorbing all that was good in it.

(3) The result of the movement, in so far as it concerns worship,

is the endurance, if not the acceptance, of an elaborated cult,

through which the religious sentiment has been enlarged and

enriched, but in which Israel is soon to find that which will prove

her ruin (cf. Judah and the doctrine of the inviolable Jerusalem)

.

(4) The influence of the movement on conduct has been to

raise the standard in a marked degree, and to define more closely

the relations of man to man, without, however, going outside of

Israel, or developing anything higher than that which pertains to

the tribe or family.

(5) The movement, in so far as it concerns the idea of God,

is still henotheistic, not monotheistic.

C. AMOS.

§ 12. The Personal Life of Amos.

The facts of the life of Amos present many points of peculiar

interest, i. His home was in Judah (cf. p. 3).

* For the most important literature on this subject, see pp. 4of.

t So Kue. Propk. 554 ff. ; K, DB. V. 653 ; Gu. G VI. 71 ; et al.
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This may be accepted, notwithstanding («) his seeming absorption in

Northern Israel (cf. p. cxxi for the view that he always had Judah in mind as

the home of Yahweh's religion in the future) ;
* (/5) the elevation of Tekoa,

which is alleged to be too great for sycamore culture (p. 3) ; t (<^) the lack

of allusion to Judah in his writings; J («') the effort of Gratz § to identify

Tekoa with Eltekeh of Jos. 19*^, making him a Danite
; (<?) the suggestion

of Oort that he really lived in the North, and went to Judah only after his

expulsion from Bethel (p. 3) ; (/) the desire of Che.
1| to transfer Tekoa to

the Negeb, and transform many of the proper names in such a way as to place

the entire activity of Amos in this region, which Che. supposes to have be-

longed to Northern Israel.

The location of Tekoa in the desert of Judah furnishes the possibility of

just such a sense of natural grandeur^ as we are compelled to believe must

have been the privilege through many years of one who was later able to

express himself as did Amos. Nor may we deny the very great importance

of the not far distant Arab influences, including the stimulating effect of the

caravan routes close at hand (cf. the Dedanites, Is. zi'^^), although we may
hesitate to see** an actual Arabic idiom in dd^did >2Z' oy (4^")j or to regard

Tekoa ft as a great Arab-Israelitish literary centre, the Book of Job likewise

having been written here, or to believe that the inhabitants of this general

region, under the lead of the Jerahmeelites, were the occasion of all ancient

Israelitish life and activity. JJ

There is nothing in 3"- * to show, as Cheyne thinks, that Amos

must have left Tekoa before receiving his call. Here, almost

within sight of Jerusalem, in or near a village fortified at one

time by Rehoboam (2 Ch. 11"), and celebrated for the visit paid

to David (2 S. 14''"
) by one of its wise women, which looked out

upon a desolate, dreary, and savage world, in fact "an unmitigated

wilderness," in an environment abounding in emptiness and still-

ness, was very naturally developed the being who was to possess,

in fullest measure, the power of observation and reflection, the

austere habits of the recluse, and the unpitying sharpness of the

censor of his country's faults and vices. §§ No mention is made

of a father, or of family. Did he have no family record ?

* Meinhold, 63; cf. Marti, 150.

t Tekoa is about 2700 feet above sea level, while sycamores are never found in

Palestine at a greater height than 1000 feet ; cf. I K. lo^' i Ch. 27^8 ; v. GAS. I. 77 ;

Maspero, Dawn of Civilization, 26, 121 ; Post, DB. IV. 634 f. ; M'Lean, EB. 4831 f.

+ Cf. Marti, 146. § Gesch. I. 403. ||
EB. 3888 f., and CB. II. 133 f.

m Che. EB. 148. ** With We., and Che. EB. 148.

tt Stickel, Hiob, 269-77. W Che. EB. and CB. passim. §^ GAS. I. 79-81.
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2. But if this was the home of Amos, when and under what

circumstances did he occupy it and do his work ? We may not

accept (
I
) the view recently suggested * that the book is subse-

quent to the exile, later even than Joel ; nor (2) its assignment to

the date 744 or 745 B.c.,t on the ground that Assyria was inactive

for twenty-five years previous to the accession of Tiglathpileser III.

(745 B.C.) ; nor (3) the date indicated by Elhorst, viz. in the days

of Josiah, 638-621.

Students of Amos are all but unanimous in agreeing that Amos
delivered these sermons between 765 and 750 B.C. (p. 5). t This

view assumes the general accuracy of the statements made in

chap. 7, and is in strict accord with the circumstances of this

period as they are elsewhere found to exist. §

(a) The freedom of the people from anxiety on account of Assyria, and

the vagueness of Amos in referring to Assyria
||

(5^^ 6'*) are both clear,

when we note that during the reigns of Shalmaneser III. (783-773 B.C.), who

was all the time engaged with the people of Urartu (i.e. Ararat), and Asur-dan

(772-755 B.C.), whose time was occupied principally in dealing with con-

spiracy and revolt at home, ample opportunity was afforded for the growth of

Israel,^ and the political situation was one which gave the people great

confidence.

* Edward Day and Walter H. Chapin, AJSL. XVIII. 66-93. This argument

is based on (i) the presence of many insertions generally acknowledged to be from

a later hand, but these in nearly every case plainly interrupt the thought and fail

to harmonize with the main portion, and this difficulty is not lelieved by making

the main portion also late
; (2) the presence in the genuine Amos portions of many

words and phrases which are "late," and yet words are called "late" by these

authors which are found in the Song of Deborah (Ju. 5), or the Blessing of Jacob

(Gn. 49) ; (3) the general post-exilic tone of these supposedly original parts, but

since this same post-exilic tone is said to characterize all of Isaiah as well as

Hosea, the whole question is begged. The vagueness of the utterances of Amos,
here used as evidence against the early date, is precisely the strongest possible

evidence for that date.

t Zeydner, ThSt., 1894,59; Valeton, Amos iiitd Hosea, 10; concerning this, Che.

(EB. 150) is correct in saying that to any one not blinded by a fanatical religious

belief this inactivity must have appeared temporary; and, moreover, if written after

the events of 745 B.C., the predictions of destruction would have been fuller and

more specific. Cf. Now., p. 121.

t So e.ff. We., GAS., Now., Dr., Marti.

§ Dr. (p. loi), Che., Now., Marti.

11
The word "Assyria" is not mentioned unless we read with (gBAQ -nir'N instead

of nirs (39).

H Within this period Assyria troubled Syria as follows: In 775, they came to
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(^) The religious situation is most intense. The keenest possible interest

is taken in the cultus. The zeal of the worshippers attracts attention. The

service is full and rich (4*''- 5-^"-'' S'* 9^). This is due, on the one hand, to the

satisfaction with which the people regard the peace and prosperity they now

enjoy since the wars with Syria have closed, and to the joy and gladness w'lth

which they hail the enlargement of the nation's territory; and on the other,

to the anxiety aroused by earthquakes and pestilences (I'.i.), the melancholy

recollection of the treatment recently accorded them by the Syrians and Am-
monites (i^- 13 4^1^), as well as the fear that, unless worshipped in this gor-

geous fashion, Yahweh will bring back the troubles through which they have

recently passed.

(^) The social situation is one in which the wealthy (and in these days of

economic changes the number of the wealthy was large) are luxurious and

given to debauchery (312 5^^), cruel and oppressive (a^*- 3^")^ thg women tak-

ing their full share (4I, cf. Is. 3^^). Ivory houses (3^^) and continual feasting

(6*ff) furnish one picture; robbery, adultery, and murder (Ho. 411- i3f- yi-^f-),

another; while the lack of brotherliness and the prevalence of injustice

(^7. 10.12 612 84 f.) give still a third.

We cannot urge in favor of this date the interpretation of 6^'^ suggested by

We. and adopted by Che. (^£B. 149), that the people are rejoicing because

of the capture of two cities in Gilead, Lo-debar and Karnaim (p. 156); but,

at the same time, we do not find evidence against this date in i^, because in

2 K. 16^ the fulfilment is represented as literally taking place ; Kir here is

probably an interpolation,* while Kir of i^ was perhaps suggested by the tra-

dition regarding Aram's origin (9^), no stress being placed upon the locality

of the captivity.f Nor is a correct interpretation of 6^ (p. 144) opposed to

this date. The conquest of Gath by Uzziah (2 Ch. 26^; cf. 6- and the

absence of any mention of Gath in i*^*), the overthrow of Moab by Jehosha-

phat (2 K. 3; cf. use of aoz' rather than iSd in Am. 2^), as well as that of

Aram (2 K. 14-^), seem to be presupposed.

Still further, notice may be taken of (d) the pestilences which prevailed in

Assyria in 765 and 759 B.C., to which allusion, possibly, is made in 4^^, although

it is there styled "after the manner of Egypt"; (e) the solar eclipse referred

to in 8^, assigned by the Assyrian eponym list to 763 B.C.
; J (/) the earthquake

(i'); this was the earthquake spoken of much later in Zc. 14'* (where the

mentioTi of it is possibly due to this superscription; cf. the statement of

Erini {i.e. Mt. Amanus, near the Gulf of Antioch) ; in 773, to Damascus; in 772,

to Hadrach ; in 765, again to Hadrach ; in 755, a third time to Hadrach ; in 754, to

Arpad; and not again till 745. Syria, thus, was engaged with Assyria. Israel was

let alone, and in consequence Jeroboam II. and Uzziah were enabled to build up

their kingdoms to a higher point than ever before.

* So Benz., Kit., Oort, Che. {EB. 150) ; Kir is lacking in ffi.

t Che. £/?. 150.

I Schra. COT. II. 193; Saycc, TSBA. III. 149; Marti, £B. 790.
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Josephus, Ant. IX. lo, 4), and seemingly referred to in 4" as well as in 8^ (not

an interpolation, as We., Now., Elh., Che., maintain).* We cannot deny the

occurrence of this earthquake, even though no other evidence for it is to be

discovered. With the tradition thus substantiated, and with the recognition

of the earthquake as a method of divine punishment found in 4II Is. 29^, we
may well accept the truth of the assertion, although, it is to be conceded,

no help is gained from it for the more definite determination of Amos's date.

3. In the case of no other prophet is the question of occupation

more interesting, since with this there stands closely connected

the problem of Amos's preparation for his life-work. Four items

require to be considered : (i) The prophet's own statement (7")

that he was not a prophet by profession, nor a member of one of the

pre-prophetic societies. This implies that he does not wish to be

reckoned as one of the nebhrim, " the ecstatic enthusiasts," the

crowd of diviners, who in recent years had come to have a defi-

nitely recognized professional position ; and, besides that, since he

is not one of them nominally, his work is characterized by a pur-

pose and spirit different from theirs. What was this? I answer,

that spirit of observation and recognition of general law, of

philosophical insight and reasoning, which became the so-called

wisdom- spirit when nationalism had passed away and the doctrine

of individualism was beginning to assert itself. Amos, as it will be

seen, is almost as much a sage as he is a prophet. He differs from

the later sages in still being, like the nebhrim, limited to a point of

view which is largely national ; but inside of his circle he exhibits

the mood, the method, and the motive of the sage {v.i}). With

this point in mind, it is easier to understand the other facts men-

tioned in the same passage (7"). (2) The prophet's real occupa-

tion was that of a " dresser of sycamores." This was a humble

employment, and proves that Amos, like Micah, was one of the

people. The evidence at hand does not clearly indicate whether

he was really poor, or, perhaps, fairly well-to-do. Did he own a

plantation of sycamores?! In any case he was independent

* Nothing could be more fanciful than G. Hoffmann's suggestion {ZAW. III.

123, approved by Che. EB. 149; Marti), that the remark in il is an inference of the

editor, based upon the understanding that, according to 73.6 ^cf. 7^82), Israel's

punishment had been delayed twice, for a year each time.

t So Che. EB. 148.
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enough to leave home. Or was he a dresser of sycamores in

Northern Israel? and did he give up that occupation when driven

out by Amaziah ? This bears upon the place of his home as well

as the character of his occupation (v.L). It is immaterial whether

Amos was a dresser or tender of the tree (p. 172), a collector

and seller of the fruit,* or a pincher or scraper of the fruit, to

insure a more rapid ripening.f We do not find in this occupa-

tion anything inconsistent J with his Southern origin.

(3) The further statement that he was a shepherd, and had been taken by

Yahweh from following the flock (cf. Elijah's call of Elisha), is entirely con-

sistent with the preceding, inasmuch as a shepherd might in those days, as at

the present time, cultivate fruit trees (the sycamore, although the poorest, was

the most easily grown), for the purpose of varying the monotony of his milk

diet. § Since the word ^|^J (l^) is not the ordinary word for shepherd (the word

used in |J12C of 7I*, -\pi, being inconsistent with the following JNS, and so

easily corrupted from npj, is generally read ipj ||), there is some doubt as to the

exact idea meant to be conveyed; but, upon the whole, we may understand

(v.i. on i') that Amos was a wool-grower, that is, something more than a mere

shepherd. As such, he would naturally make journeys from time to time, and

meet men coming and going from all parts of the world as it was known in

his day,^

(4) While the language of Amos is rich in figurative speech

drawn from many sides of life, nothing is more apparent than the

influence exerted on his utterance by the Hfe and occupation

which he followed. This is seen, for example, in 2^^ 3'"' '^ 4'*"-

^11.17.19 512 ^1.4 gi
g3_ B^t ti^g influence of his rustic life and

humble occupation was not hmited to the symbols and figures in

which we find this thought expressed. The thought itself had

birth in this same environment. The separation of the man from

human companionship, and his consequent lack of human sym-

* G. E. Post, DB. IV. 634 f. t GAS.
X So Oort and Gratz, on the ground that sycamores could not be cultivated so

far above the sea as Tekoa is located (2700 feet) ; but it is easy to suppose tliat

Amos, a nomadic shepherd, might have had opportunity at a place lower down, but

within the general district of Tekoa, this name being applied to the whole territory

down to the pasture-land on the shore of the Dead Sea.

^ GAS. I. 78.
II
Contra, GAS. I. 76.

H To such journeys " were probably due his opportunities of familiarity with

Northern Israel, the originals of his vivid pictures of her town life, her commerce,

and the worship at her great sanctuaries " (GAS. I. 79).
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pathy, may account, at least in part, for the absence from his

message {v.i.), as from that of EHjah, of anything that savors of

tenderness or love. It is in the solitude of shepherd Hfe that

one gains most certainly the ability to concentrate attention even

on the smallest details. Moreover, here it is that one most easily

is *' trained in that simple power of appreciating facts and causes

which, apphed to the great phenomena of the spirit and of history,"

constitutes the highest form of intellectual life.

4. The shepherd was taken by Yahvveh from following the

flocks, as Elisha was taken from following the oxen with the plough.

But was there no call, definite and comprehensive, like those of

Isaiah (chap. 6), Jeremiah (chap, i), and Ezekiel (chap, i) ?

And, in any case, where did this shepherd really obtain the

intellectual preparation that justified the divine selection and is

evidenced in his writings?

(i) We shall see that Amos is not an unlettered rustic, although

many attempts, beginning with Jerome, have been made to prove

him such, {a) There is nowhere to be found in the Old Tes-

tament an example of stronger or purer literary style. He is

absolute master of the language which he uses. Where did he

gain this mastery? {b) His knowledge of history and society

is as marked as his literary style. He has seen things with his

own eyes ; his perception is as delicate as his human interest

is broad. He knows of nations, but also, in each case, of the

national character. He is an ethnologist, informing his auditors

of the origin of nations, as well as an historian ; a geographer,

cognizant of the rise of the Nile, of the far distant Cush, and the

equally distant Babylonia, as well as a sociologist. V. the Map of

Amos and Hosea. (r) His conception of God and man and

right {v-i.) is something that is thought to be marvellous. He
is not credited with the ability to work miracles, as were his

predecessors ; but is he so detached from his environment, so

abnormal in his attainments, so irregular in every way as to consti-

tute in himself a real miracle? *

* We. {Prol. 472) says, " Amos was the founder of the purest type of a new phase

of prophecy." Co. {Propk. 46) says, "Amos is one of the most marvellous and in-

comprehensible figures in the history of the human mind, the pioneer of a process

of evolution from which a new epoch of humanity dates." WRS. {Proph. 120)
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(2) He maintains for himself (7I'') that he was not called to his work by

the usual technical methods, viz. through the prophetic societies. We do not

understand, as many do,* that this statement indicates on the part of Amos
an utter contempt for the order of nebhi'ini ; because (a) elsewhere he speaks
(2II 3^) of the nabhV with great respect,t and in 7^^ he is ordered to go as a

prophet, {b) While he might feel as did Elijah and Elisha toward the great

mass of the neb/Wim, he was, after all, too much like Elijah and Micaiah ben

Imlah in natural disposition, training, and theological position to do other

than respect them and others like them. (<r) He himself uses the technique

of pre-prophetism, which had long years been taking form (p. cviii). (^) He
stood by no means alone, preceded as he was by J and E, having Hosea as

his contemporary, besides others whose names have not come down to us.

Amos here J merely emphasizes the fact that prophetism or ecstasy has not

been his profession, and that, consequently, he is not to be identified with

those who for so many generations have shown hostility to the government

;

and further, that he should not be understood as uttering words such as he

has spoken for the sake of reward or remuneration. He was, after all, in the

line of the prophets, spiritually, if not literally.

(3) Reference has already been made to the superior discipline that gave

him " desert-eyes," which, in a " desert-atmosphere," furnished the best

possible training for an observer of human affairs, a student of cause and

effect ; likewise, to the unsurpassed opportunities afforded him in the prog-

ress of travels, which were undertaken in connection with his occupation.

(4) But, back of this, is the fact that in Eastern society superior culture is

not uncommon in connection with the poverty of shepherd life. " At the

courts of the Caliphs and their Emirs the rude Arabs of the desert were wont

to appear without any feeling of awkwardness, and to surprise the courtiers

by the finish of their impromptu verses, the fluent eloquence of their oratory,

and the range of subjects on which they could speak with knowledge and dis-

crimination. Among the Hebrews, as in the Arabian desert, knowledge and

oratory were not affairs of professional education, or dependent for their culti-

vation on wealth and social status. The sum of book-learning was small;

men of all ranks mingled with that Oriental freedom which is so foreign to

our habits ; shrewd observation, a memory retentive of traditional lore, and

the faculty of original reflection took the place of laborious study as the

ground of acknowledged intellectual preeminence." §

calls Amos "the founder of a new type of prophecy." Marti says, "Amos is one

of the most prominent landmarks in the history of religion." Che. {EB. 155) says,

" The book of Amos forms a literary as well as a prophetic phenomenon."

* So e.g. Now. ; cf. Matthes, Modern Review, V, 421.

t Riedel, SK. 1903, p. 163 f., following (ES and others (p. 171), uses the past

tense, / was no prophet, etc., but, contrary to K. DB. V. 672, this does not make the

case clearer.

X So Marti. § WRS. Proph. 126.
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(5) But are we quite certain that the more usual method of vision

was not employed in the case of Amos? It is worthy of notice that

in Amos, as well as in the latest prophets, the vision plays an im-

portant part. Is it not probable that the first visions, viz. those of

the fire, locusts, and plummet, constituted, not only the beginning

of Amos's work, but also, in large measure, his actual awakening

and incitement to the task which he endeavored so faithfully to

perform?* We cannot urge against this, that these initiatory

visions are not recorded in the first chapter, for in Isaiah's case

the call is found in chap. 6 ; and, further, we have no reason for

expecting the sermons, in their written form, to be put in chrono-

logical order (v.i.).

(6) The antecedents of Amos's thought will be considered when

we take up the substance of his message (v.i) ; but we must, at

this point, again touch upon the external facts connected with

Amos's position in so far as they relate to the problem of his prep-

aration ; Amos must have had models. What were they ? We
may cite : (a) the prophets referred to by himself in 2"

^^ and rep-

resented as of high repute
;

{b) Elijah and Elisha (v.s.)
;

(c) the

Judaean narrative and the Ephraimite narrative, in which, although

mainly narratives, are contained many disconnected fragments of

prophetic utterance ; (d) the personal acquaintance with prophets

or prophetic experience implied in 3^ ; (e) the priestly literature

which (Ho. 8^-) had already taken written form, a striking prece-

dent for the prophet, cf. the decalogues and Book of the Cove-

nant
; (/) the prophetic formulas which, as employed by Amos,

show long and technical usage, either written or handed down

from mouth to mouth
; f {g) the great poetical pieces which had

come down from times that would have seemed ancient even to

Amos, e.g. Ju. 5 Gn. 49 Dt. 33. This material, which Amos must

have known, furnished the background or basis from which a

literary style as perfect even as that exhibited by him might have

been developed.

5. The character of Amos is quite plainly indicated in the facts

already noted : (a) He was bold ; but this boldness was that of

indifference and reserve, rather than of passion. His courage had

* So Meinhold, 39; H. P. Smith, O. T. Hist. 211. f Che. EB. 155 f.
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its origin, not in enthusiasm, but in a certain kind of fatalism.

{b) He was accurate in his observations and scientific in his habits

of mind. He was able, not only to see the facts, but also to

describe them as they actually were. It was this that made it

possible for him to write out his utterances. This element in his

character contributed greatly to the new impulse given through

him to prophecy. This was the sage element. He recognizes

law. His sermons are the proclamation of divine law, not the

oracles of a soothsayer. He was more of a realist than an idealist.

He does not permit his fancy to picture the future. His utter-

ance is a continuous, deadly monotone of ruin and destruction.

{c) He was nomadic in his instincts ; like Elijah, hostile to the

softer influences of civilization ; without the ties which bind

a man to country, and so without patriotism ; without family

bonds, so far as we can ascertain, and so without much human
sympathy. To be sure, Northern Israel was to him a foreign

country ; but we can imagine that his disposition toward Judah

would have been the same, id') He was austere ; but could such

a message as he was sent to deliver be other than austere ? Hosea

announced the same doom in terms more terrible, but less severe.

His conception of God was that of the Puritan \ his temperament,

stern and uncompromising. "Amos's nature was not a sensitive

or emotional one ; it was not one in which the currents of feeling

ran deep : it was one which was instinct simply with a severe sense

of right."* He sat as judge, unmoved by the awful character of

the doom he was obliged to pronounce. In him justice does not

contend with love.f (<?) In what sense was he spiritual ? He
was not a devout man like Isaiah, nor was he, like Hosea, emo-

tional. His spirituality, which was intense, consisted in loyalty to

truth and in antagonism to error, in recognizing the character of

Yahweh as spiritual, and as wholly inconsistent with that character

the round of ritualistic routine which, in his day, constituted

worship. The preacher who said, "Seek me and live," was a

preacher, not only of righteousness, but also of the truest

spirituality.

* Dr. III. t GAS. \. 87 f.
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§ 13. The Message of Amos.

Ames's message is in some respects the most important of any

conveyed by an Old Testament writer. Great interest centres in

and about this message, because (a) it is the first of a series of

writings which stand alone in the world-Uteratures
; (^) it places

a stress upon the ethical side of religion greater than had before

existed
;

(c) it marks a new epoch in the history of Israel's

relations with the nations of the world— the Assyrian period.

1. The most general analysis of Amos's message discovers in it

only two or three factors : (a) a profound conviction on certain

subjects relating to God and human life
; (^) a knowledge of

certain facts in national and international history
;

(c) a conclu-

sion, which follows the putting together of the conviction and the

knowledge of the situation.*

The message of Amos must be obtained from words actually uttered or

written by Amos himself. This involves the separation of insertions and

additions coming from the pen of later prophets. Nearly one-fifth of the

book vv'hich bears the name of Amos is thus to be set aside. It is to be con-

ceded at once that the omission of these passages modifies very considerably

the nature and content of the message. It is most important, however, in

the interest of a true historical development of Israelitish thought, to restrict

ourselves to those portions of the book the authenticity of which is incontro-

vertible. The other portions have just as important a place to occupy in the

later literature.

2. The general circumstances under which the message of Amos

was delivered have already been considered. It is necessary,

however, to formulate more definitely the exact state of feeling

and opinion against which the prophet- felt compelled to array

himself. We may call this the popukr opinion ; but it was more

than this, for it represented, not' only the mass of the people,

but also the royal family and the court, the priests, and the

vast majority of the prophets themselves.f What, precisely,

was the consensus of thought to which the prophet made oppo-

* This has been well presented by GAS. I. 89.

t Just as pre-prophetism is not to be confounded with the true prophetism, so

this latter must be kept distinct from what may be called popular prophetism. This

is sometimes wrongly called false prophetism.
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sition?* Or, in another form, What was the popular prophecy (or

theology) from which true prophecy now separates itself as never

before ?

f
(i) The people held fast to the conception that Yahweh was

one among other gods, invincible within the boundaries of his own

land, and able to extend those boundaries against the power of

other gods. He was no longer a deity whose residence lay outside

of Canaan {i.e. at Sinai) ; for he had, with Israel, taken possession

of the old sanctuaries in Canaan, and was now (especially since

the rooting out of Baalism) in very truth the deity of the land. To

be sure, he had, in idealistic fashion, been transferred to a resi-

dence in the heavens ; and this had influenced somewhat the

popular mind. Yet what was essentially Jiaiuralism controlled

the life and thought of the masses.

(2) This involved the thought of Yahweh as exclusively inter-

ested in Israel, as satisfied, therefore, with a devotion which

restricted itself to his worship. Service in the forms prescribed

would secure the conthaued strength and existence of the nation.

When " the day of Yahweh," thought to be not far distant, actually

came, there would be relief from all difficulties, victory over all

remaining foes. To think of Yahweh without Israel was absurd

;

for what could he do, how would he conduct himself, without his

people? What would become of Yahweh if Israel were to perish?

~\\' hether this was on the basis of naturalism,! or on the ground of

a voluntary act in the form of a covenant, J it was none the less

nationalisfH, and was accepted by the great body of prophets who

had risen above what may have been the earlier and still more

common belief in naturalism. But naturalism was itself a form

of nationalism ; the latter, consequently, included the former.

The people, led by nearly all the leaders, interpreted the present

period of peace and prosperity, growing out of the victories gained

* One might ask, Was Amos opposing an old order of things, or was he advocat-

ing something new ? The answer is, He did both. The new idea, or the old idea

which he emphasized, was definitely opposed to the existing current opinion. The

presentation of it by Amos made it, for practical purposes, a new idea, although he

clearly represented it as something not unknown even to the people.

t So e.^. We. Prol. 469; Sm. Rel. 116 f., 119; Schwally, Sem. KriegsalUrfuvicr,

1.2.

+ So e.g. Giesebrecht, Die Geschichtlichkeit d. Sinaibundes ; K. DD. V. 631.
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in the Syrian wars, as definite indication of Yahweh's pleasure and

satisfaction. What more could he ask? Did he not himself share

in this prosperity? Everything, as they viewed it, was in right

condition.

(3) A corollary of nationalism (as well as of naturalism) was

the belief that Yahweh was not only pleased to favor Israel, but

also actually bound to protect their political interests, without

reference to their moral conduct. He might show his anger

for a time ; but sooner or later, without reference to right or

wrong, he must identify himself with those who were thus bound

to him by the closest bond, whether that of nature or of cove-

nant. To him was accorded no option in the matter. In other

words, he could not act toward Israel on the basis of ethical

consideration. The henotheism was non-moral, i.e. natural. The
Israel of these times " neglected entirely his (Yahweh's) ethical

character."

(4) A second corollary of nationalism was the feeling enter-

tained concerning Yahweh's relation to other nations. It was his

duty, in fact his highest function, to fight the battles of his people

against their enemies ; and his strength, compared with that of

other deities, was measured by the success or failure of such

battles. But, aside fi^om this, Yahweh had nothing to do with out-

side nations, who, in each case, had their own gods. He is con-

cerned with them only when they seek to injure Israel. For such

injury he will use his best endeavor, in turn, to inflict injury upon

them. He had thus shown his power against Egypt, in Canaan,

and recently against Syria ; but his relationship to these nations

ceased when peace was declared. In any dealings, therefore,

with other nations, Yahweh acts directly and exclusively for Israel.

Israel is wholly his ; he is wholly Israel's.

(5) It was, still further, the conviction of the people that Yah-

weh's favor was secured and his anger averted by following out, in

its various forms, the ceremonial or cultus which prevailed at this

period. The holding of festivals, the presentation of sacrifices,

was something, on the one hand, indispensable to religion ; and,

on the other, altogether satisfying to the deity. What did he

desire? Gifts, pilgrimages, and praises; since other things than

these could hardly be expected. Yahweh demands these ; nothing
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more. The increasing costliness of these requirements promoted

injustice and inhumanity.*

(6) The corollary of the preceding is contained in the words

just used, "nothing more." The people understood that moral

delinquencies (in so far, indeed, as they recognized the existence

of any such) were entirely overlooked by Yahweh
;

provided, of

course, they performed faithfully the routine of sacrifice. That

they were not entirely ignorant of moral duties is clear, not only /{

because certain moral distinctions were already known to all the

world, but also because a code, largely moral in its character, had re-

cently been formulated (p. Ixiv). But notwithstanding their actual

knowledge of right and wrong, at least in certain particulars, they

did not believe that morality was a necessary factor in religion.

It was, in fact, unnecessary, if the routine of worship was strictly

observed. This conception was fundamental in the early Semitic

religions,! and signified that moral defects were, upon the whole,

comparatively unimportant. Perhaps the decalogue was not so

clearly a moral code as we now regard it, or, if such, had not

yet been taken as authoritative (p. Ix ff.).

(7) Assyria waSj of course, in the thought of the people ; but

they did not fear her. Why should they? Had not Yahweh given

sufficient exhibition of his strength to warrant their supreme con-

fidence in his ability? Egypt and Syria were equally interested

with Israel and Judah in standing out against Assyria's claims.

And Assyria, surely, could not overpower four nations thus closely

interested in each other's protection. Besides, Assyria was often

seriously engaged with revolts in other sections of " her huge and

disorganized empire." J In any case, Assyria did not uniformly

sweep all before her. There was always a good chance of success-

ful opposition. Were the prophets themselves so confident of

Assyria's place and future success as to make unambiguous men-

tion of her name in their predictions?

3. The convictions of Amos on the subjects mentioned above,

whatever may have been their source, were radically different from

those of the people at large. His training in the desert, his travels

* Che. EB. 156.

t GAS. I. 103. It is too much to say that it had never been challenged.

X Cf. GAS. I., chap. IV, "The Influence of Assyria on Prophecy."
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to Other countries, his acquaintance with the ideals of former gener-

ations, together with his appreciation of their ideals, his study of

T" Israelitish life, — these, combined with the qualities of mind and

heart bestowed upon him by an all-wise Providence, produced,

under the direction of that same Providence, certain convictions

, which he was enabled to express in a form destined to influence

(
most vitally the whole trend of religious thought.

The thought of Amos is of two kinds: (i) Much is simply in direct antag-

onism with the prevailing thought. Knowledge of the popular feeling on this

or that subject means knowledge also of the position taken by Amos, since

the latter is the very opposite of the former. This, however, may not be

called negative, for there is always to be seen the larger, fuller teaching which

underlies. (2) Much, on the other hand, may be described as strongly

positive, i.e. as the statement or restatement of everlasting truth. Was this

the first statement, or only a restatement ? There were also some popular

beliefs, afterwards condemned, concerning which he does not speak (^v.i.).

(i) The god of Amos was Yahweh of Hosts (513- "-^^ 58 5.145.-) .*

this included the hosts of heaven as well as of earth, nature, and

nations. One of his favorite expressions is " Lord Yahweh," f

which occurs fifteen times. To Amos, then, Yahweh was a//-

sovereign, omnipotent.

(a) His power over nature is seen in his control of rain, mil-

dew, locusts, and pestilence (4^"), as well as in the melting or

quaking of the earth, J and in the rising and falling of the Nile

(8^9^) ; and in history it is manifested, not only in bringing Israel

out of Egypt (9^), but in bringing the Syrians from Kir, and the

Philistines from Caphtor (i^), and in the direction of the destiny

which he assumes in the case of Philistia (i*'"^), Amrnon (i^'^"^^),

and Moab (2^"^) ; and further, it reaches even to heaven and Sheol,

along with Carmel and the bottom of the sea (9"-
"),
— all this, in

addition to the management of Israel's own affairs, both spiritual

and material. We may not forget, however, that the nations

referred to in these statements are those near at hand (this power

is not satW to be universal) ; that to the gods of other nations

their worshippers attributed the same powers ; that both J and E

* On interpretation of the phrase, v. p. Ixxxix.

t Cf. Che. £:B. 156 f.

X Other passages quoted {e.^. by Dr.) in illustration of this idea are late (v.i.).
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r had localized Yahweh in heaven before Amos spoke ; that criticism

, has pronounced as late the passages of clearest import (vJ.) ; and
' finally, that in Amos, so far as we can discover, Yahweh has per-

y. sonal intercourse only with Israel, and that, too, with Israel as a

i nation.*

(d) This suggests the question whether we have here real 'I

monotheism.f If Amos anywhere denied the existence of all ~>-^

other gods, the case would be clear. But where is there such a

denial? The intermediate step between the conception enter- ^ ,

tained by Israel and the later conception of monotheism was that /

of unlimited power. This in itself did not entirely shut out the

idea that there were other gods. It is better, therefore, to under-

stand that it is " a belief in the unquaUfied superiority of Yahweh

so absolute as to be practically a belief in his omnipotence," J or

in other words, ethical monotheism not strictly, but " to all intents

and purposes." §

(^) But what relation would these other gods sustain to Yahweh,

now that he possessed this unlimited power ? If Yahweh brought

the Philistines from Caphtor and the Syrians from Kir (as, indeed,

he did bring Israel from Egypt), he must have acted in a way

contrary to the will of the gods of those countries, for no god

would willingly permit his people to be broken away from him.

These and other like heathen gods are, therefore, inferior and

subject to Yahweh. " They may for a time presumptuously

imagine themselves to have independent power, but in reality

they only carry out the will and commands of Yahweh "
||

(cf.

Is. lo''*^). Yahweh, then, is a God who in earlier times defeated

the gods of Egypt, Philistia, Canaan ; in more recent times, he ^

has overthrown the Phoenician Baal and the Syrians. It is easy

to see how the history of the past and the work of Elijah and

Elisha helped Amos to this point of view.

(d) What is to be said of the anthropomorphisms employed

in Amos, e.g. Yahweh as an armed warrior against Jeroboam's

house (7^) ; the change of purpose due to pity for his people

* Duhm, Theol. 121 f.

t So Taylor, Z^i9. 1.86; Dr. 106 ff.; Da. O. T. Theol. 6$; K6. HaupfprobUine,

chap. VI.

X Bu. Rel. 123. { Che. ED. 157. H
Bu. AV/. 124.
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(7') ; the phrases "turn my hand" (i^), "will not smell " (5^^),

" eyes of the Lord Yahweh " (9*") ; the representation of Yahvveh

as taking an oath (4^ 6''" 8') ; and the appearance of Yahweh in

the visions (f'*'' S^ 9') ? These are not evidences of crude re-

ligious thought, but, like similar expressions in our own religious

language,* arise from the difficulty which is inherent in any effort

to represent the personality of deity. There is in this language

no survival of the former naive belief that Yahweh had the form

of a human body. " A clear formula for the notion of bare

spirituality such as we find in John 4^^ was beyond the reach

of the Old Testament." f

(if) But did Amos pass by the image-worship, so large a factor in his day,

without remonstrance ? We know that no objection was made to the use

of images in early times (even Ex. 34^^, the older decalogue, objecting only

to molten images of metal), J and testimony to their use is found in the

ephod, the presence in connection with the ark (Nu. lo^^*), and the tera-

phim (jj.i.'). It is in the later decalogue that we have the first prohibition

(v.s.'), Hosea (S"*"*" 10^ 13-) enters protest against image-worship. But does

Amos ? Not in 2* {their lies = their idols), for this is unquestionably late
;

nor in S^*, since the te.xt is wholly unsatisfactory (pp. 181, 184). § Elsewhere

there is nothing to indicate his feeling on this point ; but we are by no means

certain that he approved them.

(y) It remains to notice Marti's interesting statement on the relation of

Amos's monotheism to that of other nations. He says :
" No one can fail

to observe how, in this belief of Amos, monotheism is present in essence, even

if not in name, and what an altogether different kind of monotheism it is

from that to which the priests in Babylon and Egypt are said to have

attained ! There in Babylon and Egypt a monotheistic speculation, which

possesses no force and is wholly indifferent toward the polytheism of the

mass, whose gods this theory allegorizes and dissolves in a general con-

ception ; here among the prophets in Israel a vigorous and vital faith in

Yahweh, who suffers no gods alongside of himself, who watches jealously over

* Cf. Duhm's remark {Theol. 120 f.) to the effect that this does not indicate

the nature religion, since nature religions do not anikropo-mor-phizc; they rather

pkysio-morphize, since the physical is the common ground upon which deity and

humanity meet and become like each other. Our metaphysical abstractions con-

cerning the nature of God and the relations of God and Christ, their personality,

etc., are much nearer physiomorphism than Amos's anthropomorphism.

t K. DB. V. 679.

+ K. DR. V. 627; contra K6. ZKW., 1886, Heft 5, 6.

^ Cf. also Che. EB. 157; WRS. Proph. 175 f. ; contra Da. Biblical and Literary

Essays, 120 f. (reprinted from Exp., 1887).
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his own exclusive worship, and directs the destinies of men as the only God.

A relationship and dependence between the monotheism in Babylon and that

in the Bible does not exist ; their radically different origin is the basis of the

difference. In Eg)'pt and Babylon monotheism is theory ; in Israel, strength

and life ; there it is the product of a speculating abstraction, won through a

fusion of the gods ; here the experience of a higher Being, the inner realiza-

tion of his moral and spiritual might, grown from a moral and religious

deepening, from an intimate union with a special God who, moreover, does

not disappear and dissolve, but remains the living one, and proves himself

the only living one. There the empty concept of monotheism ; here, indeed,

though the word (viz., monotheism) is not yet coined, the fulness of power

and life which must indwell this faith, where it is a true faith. How vividly,

however, Yahweh was experienced as power by Amos is shown by 3*-^, per-

haps, notwithstanding its simplicity, the most magnificent portion of his

prophecy : not merely is God an hypothesis of the intellect, but the per-

ception of him is a result of the announcement of God himself."

(2) Yahweh is never called " God of Israel " (v.i.) in Amos.

He is, rather, the God of the world ; and yet he represents him

(in common with all that precede) as sustaining a pecuhar relation

to Israel, and puts in his mouth the phrase, "my people" (7^^).

This relation is not indissoluble ; it is, on the contrary, plainly

conditioned, and wall surely be annulled if the conditions are not

complied with, {a) Amos does not grapple with the question,

why Israel, rather than some other nation, was selected by Yahweh

for this special relationship. It is evident that a deity so powerful

among the nations as was Yahweh could have taken any other

nation, e.g. the Philistines, whom he actually did bring from Caph-

tor, or the Syrians, who were removed from Kir, But {b) accept-

ing this as a fact, he tells his contemporaries (3-) that on this very

account (viz. that Yahweh knew Israel out of all the nations of the

earth) he would judge them all the more strictly for the sins which

they had committed. " Obligation is the complement of privilege
;

punishment, of sin." * Moreover {c), his interest is not in the world

for Israel's sake, but rather in Israel for the world's sake. Israel,

after all, is no more to hiin than are the Cushites (9^). (</) If

Israel will only seek him, the future will be safe (4") ; but the

prophet has given up all hope that Israel, devoted as she now is to

the sweet religion of the crowd, will ever do what he suggests {v.i.).

(3) The conception '^f Yahweh which Amos entertains is that

* Bu. Rel. 134.
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of a god of justice. This thought Elijah (i K. 2i^''*'') had already

expressed, but Amos goes farther and makes the idea the very

centre of his conception of God.* He is all the better able to

reach this high point, because he has also conceived of Yahweh as

standing in close relation to all nations. Yahvveh's power being

universal, it is necessarily impartial and consequently ethical. On
the other hand, if Yahweh is ethical, he cannot be a national god,

that is, show favor to Israel ; he must be a world-god. Righteous-

ness being a vital element in Yahweh's character, he not only will

demand it in those who profess to be his followers, but also will

enforce the demand. He cannot, however, have one standard for

the nations and a lower standard for Israel. If, for any reason,

Israel has enjoyed special privileges, the standard by which she

shall be judged is to be placed all the higher. Two points, how-

ever, require notice, both pointed out by Duhm,t viz. (a) Amos
has no adequate conception of sin ; to him the life of man and God
should naturally express itself in goo^. This good is an objective

matter, something regarded as present, while all departures from it

arouse the anger of Yahweh. Everything is regarded concretely,

and at the same time negatively {v.i.). {b) There is no glimmer

of a purpose on the part of Yahweh in the working out of this

idea of righteousness, and " the ethical, apart from the teleological,

remains unfruitful."

(4) Yahweh's relation to the outside nations follows closely

upon the idea, already indicated, of Israel's relation to Yahweh.

In fact, it precedes. To have unlimited power is to control the

world. This includes Assyria, as well as the nations living in

closer proximity to Israel. Egypt had already felt the power of

Yahweh's hand. So had Canaan in days past, and Syria more re-

cently. Does Yahweh's righteousness make demands of all these

nations? Is it for lack of proper treatment of his nation Israel

* Cf. Gn. i825 ; but this lofty utterance can hardly have preceded Amos. We.
{Hex, 27 i.) treats i8-26-33a as a late addition to JE; Kue. assigns it to

J'^
; Di. argues

for its retention in J (so Dr.) ; Co. declares it to be " theologically about a century

later than J"; Bacon, Holzinger, and Gunkel also consider it a late expansion;

while Carpenter and Battersby ( The Hexateuch, II. 26) say that it " seems to belong

to the group of probable additions in which the universal grandeur and sole sover-

eignty of Yahweh are again and again asserted in the most emphatic terms," e.g.

Ex. 810- 226 9I4-I6. 296,
-t-

Theol. 120 ff.
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that he will punish them? or because of their idolatry? No ; but

in each case is cited, as the direct occasion of the doom, the viola-

tion of some dictate of universal morality, some principle of

the natural laws of humanity and mercy.* This is no narrow

point of view, jt

(5) It follows, still further, that Yahweh, in the opinion of

Amos, cannot be affected even by the strictest observance of
/

the ceremonial. In Yahweh's eyes, such observance is itself f

transgression (UC'S, 4*). Israel's pilgrimages he hates ; he despises

their feasts, their offerings he will not accept ; their songs of

praise he will not hear (S"^""^)- But this is not all. He stands
,

ready to destroy the nation's places of worship (3" 5^ 7^), and
j

to pursue to the bitter end those who worship at these places

(9^"^). What does Amos (pp. 129-136) really mean? Does

he, perhaps, say more than he means? We must guard against

attributing to him what he never said. This is done by those

(p. 136) who wrongly interpret 5-' as suggesting that in the

days of the wilderness no sacrifices were offered, f What is it,

now, that Amos denounces? To have opposed sacrifice in itself

would have meant opposition to the only method yet known

to humanity of entering into communion with deity, in a word,

the abolition of all tangible worship. If the Old Testament,

even when its day was finished, had no true formulation for the

conception of God as a spirit, how shall we look for practically

this same thing in the days of Amos ? It was, therefore, not sac-

rifice in general that Amos opposed
; J nor was it the belief that

sacrifice when duly performed can change the mind of Yahweh.

It was, rather, the belief that had become fixed, " a strange delu-

sion deeply rooted in Israel's heart," that the ritual 0/ itself does

or can satisfy an ethical deity. Shall one observe the ritual?

Yes ; but one may not stop there.

(6) Yahweh, then, has something to demand besides worship,

* WRS. Proph. 134.

t A prophet who has nothing to say against the use of images will surely not go

so far as to object altogether to sacrifice. Moreover, neither Amos nor any other

Israelite, preceding the exile, could have dreamed of a period in Israel's history

when no sacrifices were to be offered. This would actually have involved a purely

vegetarian diet.

+ Contra Ew., Hi., We., Mit., Dr., Now., GAS.; Che. EB. 158; Marti, et al.
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which has hitherto been understood to constitute the whole of

religion. This grows out of Yahweh's ethical character, and is, in

fact, an ethical demand (2'^' 3^" 4' s^io-'^-'^ 6' «^^ S''). It is a

demand for justice, which, in its simplest and most natural form,

includes honesty, integrity, purity, and humanity.* (a) This, it

will be noted, is concrete, and includes the elementary duties of

life, such as are recognized by all nations who have risen to the

point of governmental organization.! (d) It is only this which

Yahweh demands of other nations, (c) The demand does not

necessarily depend upon a code of legislation ; in other words, it

is not legal justice, (d) It demands the utmost consideration of

the poor and weak,— ;;/(?;-<z/ justice. (<?) The prophet promises life

and prosperity (5^) to those who meet this demand, while all disas-

ter is due to the wrath of Yahweh against those who fall short of

this requirement (3"). |

(7) This brings us to the prophet's position, touching the

nation's future, including his conception of the "Day of Yahweh."

Israel, in very truth, must suffer punishment ; and the punishment,

since everything else has been tried, will now be utter demolition.

This is really the great thought of the message. Everything else

is connected with this sentence. It is important (cf. Duhm),

because no one had ever even dreamed of such a thing for the nation,

and also because the overthrow contemplated was in no sense the

plan of a party, nor had it anything of a political character. It is

expressed many times and in many forms, always terrible and

always irrevocable. § It is the unmistakable expression of the

condemnation of wicked Israel by the absolutely righteous Yahweh.

The sentence of destruction, however, is not wholly unconditional.

That Amos pointed out a way of escape, viz. repentance, open

perhaps only to a few, is clear from 4*^ 5^'**'-
; that he should not

have contemplated such a possibiHty of conversion is psychologi-

cally unintelligible, since it would leave his entire prophetic activity

without a sufficient raison d^etre. But whatever expectation he

may have had at the opening of his ministry, it is practically cer-

tain that in the progress of his ministry all hope deserted him as

he saw the utter lack of response to his message.

* Dr., p. 109. t Duhm, Theol. ii6. \ Cf. Dr., p. 112,

\ Cf. K. DB. V. 691 f. ; WRS. Proph. 129 ff. ; Dr., pp. 108 £f.
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We cannot prove that Amos saw in the future a brighter picture

in case of repentance (9^'^ being surely of a later date) ; nor are

we even reasonably certain that, being from Judah, he had it in his

mind that Yahweh's true religion would be continued and devel-

oped by Judah after the destruction of Israel. The motto (i-)

would express this idea, if only it were from Amos's hand, but cf

pp. 9 f. On Amos's conception of the Day of Yahweh, v. pp.

131 f.

4. Did Amos and those who immediately followed him create

Israelitish ethical monotheism ? Or can it be shown that, so far

as essential content is concerned, Amos's teachings are rooted in

the past ?

(i) The answer determines, not only the place of prophecy in

the progress of the Old Testament development, but also the whole

course of that development. If Amos had little or nothing before

him in the way of antecedents, he is to be assigned the place ordi-

narily given to Moses as the founder of the religion. No one, cer-

tainly, in these days is disposed to minimize the high place which

he has come to occupy, but we may fairly ask ourselves whether

the emphasis has always been placed upon just the right point.

It is now clear that the Old Testament history, like other histo-

ries, was an evolution. Every period of great activity grew out of

something that preceded. Was the wonderful movement which

found expression through Amos, Hosea, and Isaiah entirely excep-

tional, in that it came forth without antecedents ? So some would

have us believe.* This, at all events, is the real position of those

who use the phrase "creators of ethical monotheism." It has

been observed that Amos himself makes no direct appeal to

something earlier than his own work. For example, he does not

openly refer to a preexisting code of laws as the basis of his

system, any more than to miracles or institutions. But does this

prove that his ideas are not rooted in the past, and that his work

and that of his times are not merely the fruitage of seed sown

long before ? t

(2) We cannot deny that the morality which forms the essence

» Cf. We. Prol. 472 ff. ; Co. Proph. 45 f. ; Sm. A'el. 184 ff. ; C.\S. I. 96.

t Cf. GAS. I. 92.
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of his thought is, when closely analyzed, fundamental ; but it is also

simple and of long standing. The demands made for justice,

including honesty, humanity, etc., go back to the earliest days of

history. He surely did not discover or invent them. These are

ideas that have appealed to men of all nations for all centuries.

Are they not the basis on which rests the prophet's condemnation

of the neighboring nations ? Yet nothing more is asked of Israel

than of them. But this is not all. Amos represents Israel as

knowing these things, failing to do them, and, therefore, as de-

serving of punishment. Neither Israel nor the other nations

would have merited destruction for failing to observe conditions

or commands of which they were totally ignorant. " To neither

man nor people can the righteousness which Amos preached

appear as a discovery, but always as a recollection and a re-

morse." * Is this representation of Amos, then, an anachronism,

or, perhaps, a piece of beautiful rhetoric, or, in plain words, a

misrepresentation ? But those who call it an anachronism give

it the highest place of value. This does not seem consistent.

Moreover, if we recall that Amos resided within sight of Jerusa-

lem and, being the kind of man he was, must, therefore, have

been in intimate relationship with much of the spirit as well as of

the material of the nation's past experiences, it is fair to suppose

on a priori grounds that Amos drew largely upon the accumula-

tions of this already celebrated past. But we need not rest the

case on an argument of this character.

(3) Amos actually shows a knowledge of the past history of

Israel, and expresses this knowledge in a manner which indicates

a supposition of knowledge on the part of the people ; cf. his

references to the exodus and the conquest {^2"^^- 3^ 5-^ g'^), to the

religious history of his people (2"*^-), to the series of past chastise-

ments inflicted by Yahweh (4*^"), and his allusion to David (6^).t

Israel's ethics, in so far as they had yet developed, rested on the

choice made of Yahweh, and the character of Yahweh {v.i.) as

shown in history. Knowledge of history meant also acquaintance

and familiarity, on the part of those who were at all intelligent,

with this basis {y.s.^,

* GAS, I. 98. t Cf. Dr.. pp. 113 f.
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Moreover, the terminology of prophecy employed by Amos is

the product of generations of prophetic activity.* Cf. his fre-

quent use of the established formulas m,T "ii2X ns (i^'''-'^^
2'-" 3^'-^^

^3.4.16.17.27 ^1-^ ai^d ^^^. Q^.j (2" s"
4^«-«''"0" 6«" 8^

9O, and of

the strongly prophetic title niS2^ .Tn'' ; his employment of the

vision as an impressive method of communicating Yahweh's mes-

sage to Israel ; and his recognition of the dirge as a most appro-

priate vehicle for his message of doom (s^*'^').

(4) We may be still more specific and note that in 2^" reference

is made to " consecrated personalities," for whom a keen appre-

ciation was manifested. Who were they? Not only Elijah and

EHsha, but also J and E ; and how many more of whom we now

have no record ! These make up the great pre-prophetic move-

ment which we have already tried briefly to describe (§§ i-ii).

(5) Thai Amos knew written documents, such as the decalogues

and the Book of the Covenant, is certain. But this is not all ; for

(a) national songs had already come into existence, which prepared

the way, technically as well as spiritually, for his work,— among

them may reasonably be included Ju. 5,t Deborah's song; Ex.

15 J (in its earliest form), the song of the Red Sea ; Gn. 49, § the

tribal blessing, as well as Dt. 32 (?) ||
and 3;^% ; and besides these

(^) there were ancient proverbs and folk-lore. Some of these

were already incorporated in J and E, e.g. Gn. 26-^ j;^*-^*-^- ^^- ^
;

* Cf. Kue. Re/. I. 207; Che. £B. 155.

t G. F. Moore calls this "the oldest extant monument of Hebrew literature";

so practically all recent interpreters.

X Carpenter and Battersby incline to a post-exilic date; so Holzinger; Baentsch

declares it later than J and E, and perhaps later than JE. A genuine Mosaic

kernel is discovered in it by Ew., De., Di,, Strack, Dr.

§ K6., Wildeboer, and Dr. (Genesis, 380), assign this to " the age of the Judges,

or a little later" ; Di., Carpenter and Battersby, and Gunkel place it in the Davidic

period; Sfa. {GVl. 1. 150) locates it in Ahab's reign ; Holzinger decides upon some
time during the Syrian wars prior to the age of Jeroboam II.

II
Placed about 780 B.C., by Knobel, Schra. {Einl. § 205*), Di., Oettli, et al.;

assigned by Ew., Kamphausen, and Reuss, to the period just before 722 B.C.; by

Dr., to the age of Jeremiah and Ezekiel; by Co., Steuernagel, Bertholet, and Car-

penter and Battersby, to the end of the exile.

H Dr., Schra. {Einl. \ 204), Di., place this in the reign of Jeroboam I.; Graf,

Bleek.Kue. (Hex. ^ 13, note i6),Sta. (GV/.l. 150 ff.), Co., Baudissin (Prlesterihum,

74 f., 266), Steuernagel, Wildeboer, Bertholet, and Carpenter and Battersby put it

about 780 H.c.
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some, likewise, have probably been preserved in the collections of

Proverbs, although it is, of course, impossible at this date to dis-

tinguish them ; some, indeed, Amos himself preserves, for not a

little of the literary strength of his writings is due to his familiarity,

not only with history and sociology, but as well with folk-lore and

the speech and thought of the common people.

§ 14. The Ministry of Amos.

With this summary of the work before us, we may consider the

external form of Amos's work, his ministry. If his teaching

forms an important part in the history of prophecy, his ministry

should be expected to contribute largely to the history of

prophetism. If Amos himself is responsible for the book which

bears his name (either in the present form or in an earlier form

of which the present is an edition enlarged and modified by

a later prophet), the Hterary work is a part of his ministry. This,

however, deserves separate and special consideration (p. cxxx fif.).

The historical background of the work, as well as the prophet's

personal life and the preparation for his ministry, have been

considered in § 12.

I. It is unfair to Amos either to regard the story of the man
of Judah (i K. 13) as a distorted account of his ministry,* or

to accept the suggestion that the story of his ministry, like the

story of Jonah (in the book of Jonah), is a later invention or

fiction, t When we recall (a) that no miracle or wonder-story

is connected with his work, either directly or indirectly
; (^) that

no ecstatic frenzy is in any way suggested ; and (c) that, on the

other hand, all connection with that kind of thing is strongly

denied (7'*), we may at once concede that one has entered upon

his ministry who is a prophet in a new sense, at least in so far

as the external work is concerned. He receives visions, to be

sure ; but these are no ecstatic trances, for which music was

needed, as in Elisha's case. They are rather like the visions

of Isaiah and Jeremiah, manifestations of a lofty and sublime

* So We. in Bleek's £inl.^ 244; Klostermann, Samuel und Konige, 349; Che.

EB. 148; Benz. Konige, 91.

t Cf. Day and Chapin, AJSL. XVIII. 66-93 i
Che. EB. 3864 f. ; Elh.
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character, made not in dream, nor in trance, but through spiritual

enlightenment ; dealing not with this battle or that promotion

to the throne, but with the fundamental truth of God. However,

we are surely able to see in these visions, not only the lineal

successors of the trance, but also an indication, if we note their

number and character, of the practical adoption by the new

order of the machinery of the old. If, however, Amos follows

closely the old style in receiving his message by vision (although

of a more elevated character),* he exhibits a more striking dif-

ference in the method of presentation. It is true that in many
cases we still have what seem to be only brief oracles or texts,

that is, fragmentary utterances. Even these differ from those

of older prophets, " which offered a hard and fast decision of the

moment for the moment";! since in many cases they have now
taken on the form of sermons, and in all cases they present teach-

ing concerning Yahweh's nature and his purposes for Israel. On
the public preaching of the prophet, as distinguished from the

writing of his sermons, v.i.

2. A most significant factor in the ministry of Amos is the

writing down of his sermons. In this service he is, perhaps, the

leader. | The adoption of the new method, viz. that of writing,

was the outcome of certain factors in the situation, and itself the

occasion of certain others.

(i) It is to be remembered that in this century Israel was, for

the first time, enjoying the privileges of civilization. Many forces

are set in motion in a nation when it rises into this stage of Hfe,

among others that of literature. § There was not only an incentive

to writing, but the opportunity for it, as provided in the long peace

of Jeroboam's reign.
||

Torah-literature had already taken form

(Ho. 8^-) in the laws that had been codified. Prophetic literature

also had come into existence in the form of the great epics of old

* We cannot suppose that these visions were used only as a method of presenting

the prophetic thought to the people. Here, as in Isaiah and Jeremiah, we have

survivals of the old trance, as the state in which the prophet received the message.

Cf. K. DB. V. 676. t Bu. Rel. 133.

X The only rival for the honor is the author of Is. 15 and 16; but these chapters

are probably later ; so Schwally, ZAW. VJII. 207 ff. ; Duhm ; Che. Introduction,

etc., in loc; Marti. For an early date z/. WRS. /^r(?//4. 91 f., 392 ; Di., GAS. ; and

Dr. LOT. 215 f. § Sta. G VI. I. 556; Kit. Hist. II. 315 f.
||
GAS. I. 35.
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Israel, which J and E had taken pains to put together. Amos,

after all, is not showing much originality in taking up the pen, for

he is only following those who have already shown him the way.

(2) Then, too, certain changes had come about which led

inevitably to this step. Israel's religion had passed upward to

an entirely new position. It was no longer a matter of worship,

i.e. ritual. It stood for certain new ideas, which could not be

expressed in an institution, but must find for themselves a written

record.* The prophetic utterance was no longer a temporary

matter, uttered for a special time or set of circumstances ; it had

become something of eternal value, having to do with truth con-

cerning vital subjects. Moreover, the prophet himself has taken

on new functions and new responsibilities. He sees more clearly

his position as it bears upon human affairs in general, and not

merely the affairs of a single nation, nor of a certain time.

(3) The earlier prophets were men who sought to exert "an

instantaneous influence." It was their business to act, as did

Elijah, rather than to speak. And, then, it was a matter of

supreme moment that now the prophet is expected to give a

message with which the people will be displeased. He will no

longer be the leader of the masses. His work will be outwardly a

failure. His very ill success in reaching the hearts of the people

actually forces him to put his words in writing.f

(4) In order that there may be secured permanent influence,

the prophets' words must be read and studied. This, and this

only, will bring a continuous development of Israel's religion, and

a deepening of it in the hearts of the people. But to obtain this

the prophet need not write out his words just as he had spoken

them. He may give only the text of his address, or, possibly, a

synopsis of it. The written form may omit much that had only

local application. Nor did the writer himself always put his pro-

phetic speeches into written form. This may have been left to a

band of disciples such as history tells us Isaiah had (Is. 8^^, men
who desired to see the words of the master justified as only time

could justify them (cf. Dt. iS^"-^^ Je. 28«-^).

Amos was first among the prophets to appreciate all this.

* Kue. Rel. I. 209. t WRS. OTJC.^ 295 f. ; Bu. Rel. 131.
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Although he probably expected the end of Israel to come within

his own generation, he saw the advantage of giving his thought a

definite place. He may also have had in mind the possibility of

transmitting it thus through disciples.

3. In his political activity, likewise, Amos exhibits variation

from the older type of prophet, (i) The difference, however, is

one, not in fact, but in method. He is as greatly interested in

the national life as was Elijah or Elisha, but he makes no use of

political influence. He himself is not an official of the govern-

ment (as were Samuel and Elisha), just as he was not an official

prophet. He sustained no special relation to the king, as did

Nathan or Micaiah. He was only a private citizen. His interest

in affairs was intense, but he established no organization to exe-

cute his mission. He does only one thing, J>reac/i.

(2) His political views (v.s.) concerning the nations near at

hand he announces with consummate skill (p. 12), the method

chosen being one which brings him into sympathetic touch with

the Israelites themselves.*

(3) But his political sagacity is displayed most keenly in his

interpretation of Assyria's relation to the world of that day, includ-

ing Israel, and the use made of this interpretation. His mind

was not at first clear in reference to the fall of Samaria, but cer-

tainly grows more definite with the progress of the visions.

4. The chronological order of the various stages in the minis-

try of Amos is uncertain, and its determination will rest upon our

final decision as to the structure of the book itself (p. cxxx fif.).

The following is suggested as a possible hypothesis :
—

(i) In connection with his early shepherd life in Tekoa, he

visits many points of interest at home and abroad ; and in the

course of these visits learns, as an outsider might learn, the methods

and work of the nebhrim (3')-t This was only a part of that

information concerning the world at large which he obtained in

these earlier years.

* Such is the interpretation placed by many scholars upon the arrangement of

the first two chapters, e.g. We. on Am. 2^ ff-
; Mil., Dr., Now., Marti.

t Che. (ED. 157) says," Which {i.e. y) Amos could hardly have written, unless

he had had the most vivid and ocular evidence of the effects of a true prophetic

impulse even before his own turn came to receive one."
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(2) A time came when in visions given him, like those which

he had seen others have (v.s.), a definite call to preach was

received.* This call grew out of the message contained in the

vision of the plumb-line, viz., the irrevocable destruction of Israel.

In the two visions which precede, although he saw the doom
threatened, he believed it might be averted ; but gradually he

becomes convinced that Assyria is the source of the danger (6^*

7^''), and that ruin is inevitable unless something extraordinary

shall avert the catastrophe. He goes to Northern Israel, amazed

that every one does not, like himself, foresee the coming disaster.f

(3) Having reached his destination, the work is opened by

the proclamation, with diplomatic skill, of one oracle after

another concerning Israel's neighbors. J These may have been

uttered on successive days, but, in all probability, were spread

over weeks and months. When the proper time has arrived, to

Israel (2'''^'') itself is announced the dreadful future with the reasons

therefor. In the course of his wanderings he arrives at Bethel.

The climax is reached in the sermon of chap. 6, in which captivity

is threatened,

(4) This is probably followed by a popular interruption of his

work. In any case, demand is made for his authority to utter such

pessimistic denunciations, and to announce what really amounts to

treason. § In justification of his words, he tells the story of his

call, as it came in the visions of locusts, fire, and plumb-line.

This closes with a specific threat against Jeroboam the king.
||

* These (ecstatic) visions (i) connect Amos closely with the work of the

nebhiitn ; (2) are not satisfactorily explained as being merely the vehicle of the

prophet's publication of his message (of. p. cxxv, and K. DB. V. 676 a)
; (3) are

presented after the oracles and sermons (1-6), as the justification of the prophet's

mission (cf. Is. 6), and form the continuation of his work after Amaziah's inter-

ruption, t This (p. 74) is the proper interpretation of 3".

X The resemblance of these utterances to the short oracles of the nebhi'im can-

not be overlooked. Their pleasing character would surely commend the prophet

to his auditors. One cannot imagine Cheyne's reasons {EB. 154) for suggesting

that these oracles could not have been spoken.

§ This seems to be a reasonable inference in view of the necessity of explaining

the present position of the visions, for only in some such way as this can one account

for hope contained in the first and second, when the most absolute statement of

destruction has just been uttered in 61*.

II
The third vision indicates the position which Amos had held since coming to

Northern Israel.
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(5) Then follows the ofificial attack by Amaziah, and the

prophet's explanation of his work, with a scathing rebuke of

the priest for his interference.* Whatever the plans for the

future may be, he continues for a while the work which he had

come North to perform.

f

(6) Another vision (the fourth) is received revealing Israel as

ripe for destruction, with an arraignment of the accused, a threat

of earthquake and slaughter, followed by universal mourning,

Yahweh's abandonment of his people, despair and destruction.

A little later comes the fifth and last vision, the downfall of the

sanctiiaij, with a picture of ruin which none may escape, and an

assurance that the destruction will be complete.

(7) The prophet goes back to Judah, perhaps to Jerusalem, \

where he puts his addresses into literary form and intrusts them to

the disciples of Yahweh, for the use of those who are to follow him

{v.i., on his literary work, p. cxxx ff.).

5. The turning-point in Amos's ministry, and, indeed, the only

significant event that has been handed down to us, is the scene at

Bethel. We cannot fail to appreciate : (i) The element of tragedy

which it includes, for the throne of a king is at stake, the life of

the priest is forfeited, and the fate of the nation is sealed. (2) The

naturalness of it all, for is not Amos seeking to do just what his

predecessors back to Samuel had done before him, viz. to unseat

the king? How could his words be otherwise interpreted? How
could king or priest fail to take cognizance of them? (3) The

strange character of Amos's reply to this point. Is the prophet's

language, in which he foretells Amaziah's doom, general or special ?

We answer, the former. The catastrophe which is soon to befall

the whole nation will include the priest with the rest.

* This arrangement is, on the whole, better than (i) that which introduces the

attack before the visions immediately after 61* (so Baumann) ; or (2) that which

places the attack after all the visions have been announced, and understands that

Amos said nothing after his rebuke of Amaziah (so Lohr, Marti).

t It is hardly possible to regard this interference as in any sense a friendly one

(Or.). Nor can we easily suppose that Amos was strong enough to disobey what

was evidently the king's command, and not go away at all. At the same time one

can scarcely imagine so bold a prophet not doing what this hypothesis takes for

granted, viz. continuing to preach until he had finished his message.

X Was this a second visit (cf. 6I), as Che. {EB. 154) suggests ?
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6. In forming an estimate of the efficiency of Amos's ministry,

we must note one or two facts :
—

(i) There was in Amos a noticeable lack of the religious ele-

ment, in the ordinary sense of that word ; and certainly the ministry

was not one that could reach very many minds. There were prob-

ably not fifty people in Northern Israel who could understand him.

It is quite certain that he did not himself have in mind a clear

conception of the issue involved in his preaching. He was indif-

ferent to everything that had to do with purpose or motive. As

Duhm has said, the teleological element was lacking. The fact is,

the new element in Amos was that which is represented by the

sage. The union of a nabhV and a sage in one person produced

a prophet in the new sense, the sense in which Amos is entitled to

that title.

(2) Amos's ministry, then, signifies a breaking away from the

old ; or, better, an infusion into the old of a new spirit, that of ob-

servation, philosophical inquiry, acceptance of law. His work fur-

nishes for future prophecy a new basis for development, one which

will include thought, adjustment to environment, and growth of

thought. Still further, although he was a moralist of an extreme

type, requiring for the proper balancing of his ideas those of his

contemporary Hosea, which were in striking contrast with his own,

he nevertheless bequeathed to all mankind certain truths which

time has shown to be unchangeable :
—

" The truths that justice between man and man is one of the divine foun-

dations of society ; that privilege implies responsibility, and that failure to

recognize responsibility will surely bring punishment ; that nations, and, by

analogy, individuals, are bound to live up to that measure of light and knowl-

edge which has been granted to them ; that the most elaborate worship is

but an insult to God when offered by those who have no mind to conform

their wills and conduct to his requirements,— these are elementary but eternal

truths."*

§ 15. The Literary Form of Amos's Writings.

The present form of the book of Amos suggests several prob-

lems. How much of the book did Amos himself leave ? What

« Kirk. Doct. 10$.
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portions are of later origin, and what motive suggested their inser-

tion ? * Through what stages has the book gone ? What contact

has it had with other Hterature ? And still further, what is the

form of composition employed, and what special features of that

form deserve attention ?

1. The table on p. cxxxii presents the contents of the book,

showing (i) the larger divisions, viz. oracles, sermons, etc., (2) the

smaller sections, and (3) the original and secondary elements

within each section,

2. The secondary material indicated in the table on p. cxxxii

includes the passages (with the exception of a few words or

phrases, ?'./.) which have been treated as interpolations in the

commentary. An examination of these passages shows that they

fall into five groups :
—

(i) The Judaistic insertion, made after the promulgation of

Deuteronomy, and referring to the approaching destruction of

Jerusalem, viz, the judgment on Judah, 2'**^'.t

(2) Historical insertions, from a post-exilic date, {a) adding

judgments upon Tyre (i^'^') and Edom (i"*^'), thus bringing the

whole number (with Judah) to seven; J {d) adding reference to

the fall of Calneh, Hamath, and Gath, 6" (cf. Is. lo*"").

(3) Theological insertions, from a post-exilic time, similar in

tone and spirit to certain passages in Job § and Deutero-Isaiah,
||

* Men in later days of prophecy seem to have regarded it as a pious duty to

illustrate older utterances by making application to their own times. If the older

form of utterance appeared too harsh for the later age, it was modified; if too

obscure, it was explained. The intention was not to preserve and transmit what

the prophet had actually said, but rather to indicate what, in the opinion of the

later editor, he would have had to say in order "to fulfil the religious purpose

which he once meant to serve" (cf. K. DB. V. 671; Carpenter and Battersby,

Hex. I. 110).

t There is no basis for adding to this, with Marti, either 3I ^, for surely Amos,

himself a Judahite, could speak of the " whole family" ; or 61 «, for was not Amos
concerned also for Zion ? Even with these passages treated as insertions, there is

no ground for supposing a special edition of Amos to have been issued for the

Judahites.

X No good reason (v. in loc.) exists for regarding, with Marti, 210 as such an

historical addition (to oP, the difficulty involved in its position is entirely relieved

by transposition), or 2\- (to 2II), or 5^8 (p. 130),

^ E.g. sS* "• 2.' ff- SI ff. 34-38.

II
£.^. 40-'iff- 45I2. 18 48I2 f..
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Here belong (a) the heading of the book, i- (pp. 9 f.)
; (/;) the

well-known doxologies, 4^^ * 5^*
9^'^'-t

(4) Technical or archaeological insertions, which take the form

of expansion, thus adding details to the more simple statement of

the original. Here belong, (a) " each woman straight before

her," in 4^; (d) "while yet there remained three months to the

harvest," in 4^" (p. 97), also, "together with the captivity of

your horses," in 4^^ (p. 100); (c) " one field being rained upon,"

etc., ..." two or three cities staggering," etc., in ^'"'^''
(pp. 97 f.)

;

(^/) " and unto wailing those skilled in lamentation," in 5'" (p. 127);

"and the peace-offerings of your fatlings I will not regard," in

5- (p. 135) ;
(e) the detail of the inner part of the house,

in 6^"^^"-
(p. 151) ; (/) "and lo ! there were full-grown locusts

after the king's mowings," in 7^*^; (g) the extra technique, in-

volving the question of Yahweh to Amos, in 7*" 8-"; (//) "buy-

ing the poor for silver," etc., in 8''
; (/) " your images, the star of,"

in 5-'', "and it devour," in 5", "and the oppressions within her,"

in 3^, "O children of Israel," in 3^, "with a storm in the day of

tempest," in 2", " plumb-," in f, " for thirst," in 8^^.

(5) The Messianic additions found in "Behold the days are

coming," in 8"", and the long closing passage 9'^^'^ connected

with what precedes by 9*% in which the interpolator announces

that the original message of destruction was intended only for

Northern Israel.

(6) Certain phrases, "The Lord," "God of Hosts," "It is the

oracle of Yahweh," " Has Yahweh said," which have been inserted

arbitrarily to emphasize some favorite thought of a reader, tr.g.

j5.8 2I6 313.15 ^3 ^16 ^6 89^ Qf also, " in that day," 8\

3. The internal history of the book (i.e. the various steps in the

process of its growth) was probably as follows :
—

(i) Amos himself left, not a book, but certain addresses or

groups of addresses in writing.

(2) These became a book, in all probability through the work

of his disciples, before the times of Isaiah (7^./.), who, says Cheyne,

" steeped himself in the originality of Amos before displaying his

* Che. {£B. 153) includes also 4I2 6.

t We cannot include here, with Marti, 38 (p. 67), or 3^ (also Duhm ;
Che. EB.

154; V. p. 71), or 513 (p. 121), or 88 (p. 176), or S'l-H (pp. 183 f.).
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own truly original genius." * Since Amos probably issued his

addresses in Judah, it is questionable whether Hosea ever saw

them {v.}.). t

(3) A Deuteronomic insertion consisting of 2'*'- was probably

made in Jeremiah's time. This address would fit in just before

the fall of Jerusalem, almost as appropriately as before the fall of

Samaria. It is perhaps too much to call this a Deuteronomic

redaction.

(4) During the exilic experience (or a little after) important

changes were introduced, viz. {a) those of an historical character

(v.s.) in accord with the same spirit which gave rise to Obadiah'*'"^*

(cf. Is. 34 Ez. 25'- 35^ Ps. 137O Jo- 3""^''^] and {b) those of a theo-

logical character {v.s.) in accord with the same spirit which found

expression in the descriptions of the deity that occur in Job and

Deutero-Isaiah iv.s.y

(5) In a later post-exilic period there was added the large

number of technical and archaeological explanations and expan-

sions indicated above. At this time the superscription (i')

probably had its origin. Many of these are glosses which found

their way into the text without motive of any kind. Some, how-

ever, are the work of an editor who delighted to repeat in minute

detail some point or description which had been passed over quite

summarily. No definite line perhaps can be drawn between these

two classes of additions.

(6) Finally, in the spirit of the days of Zechariah and Zerubbabel,

when men were thinking of the restoration of the throne of David,

or perhaps still later, there was added the Messianic promise of

^8c-i5
(^^;_j._^^ Thjg closed the internal history of the book.

4. The general structure of the book as understood by the

present writer is indicated in the table {v.s.). Its character is

extremely simple : A series of judgment oracles ; a series of judg-

ment sermons; a series of judgment visions. These various series

have each its own unity of thought and its own unity of purpose.

These have already been fully discussed.

It remains, however, to notice some of the more important hypotheses put

forward in recent times which offer different explanations of Amos's structure.

* EB. 154. t So We., Che. ; but cf. Ba.
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(i) Elhorst (1900) on the supposition that the text was originally written

in parallel columns, the strophes being arranged so that i, 3, 5, etc., fell in

Column I. and 2, 4, 6, etc., in Column II. and that some copyist transferred

the columns consecutively instead of alternating between the two, proposes

the following order :
ii- 2. 11.12. 3. 5. 13-15. 6-8 2I-3 jS- 10 2*-^-^ 56'- 7 2''» s^'J 2»-i2

rlO-12 2I3-I6 rl3-15 il. 2 rl6. 17 ^3-8 rl8-20 ^9-14 r21-25 ^1-3 r26. 27 ^4-11 5I-6 ^^12 57 ^13 (fl

5I-3 69-11 54.5 612.13 56 6" 71-9- 10-17 81-6 9I-6 87-H c,7-i5, With this rearrange-

ment, the prophecy falls into four divisions: (a) 1I-2'';
{/>) 2'^-6"; (c) 71-1^;

(c/) 8I-9I5.

(2) Lohr (1901) finds five main divisions; the first one consists of the

introductory address, threatening Israel and her neighbors with punishment,

and includes ii-®- 1^1^ 2i"^- ^-i*- 16, The second one contains two addresses,

announcing destruction because of the exploitation of the poor by the rich and

powerful; the first address consists of 316-2-40.50.6.8-15^^1-3 34-14 gib-4a^ the

second address comprises s^'^'"-
' ^'^^^^ ^^^**- ^^ 61- 3-8. u-h. The third division

contains the mere fragment of a sermon against the sanctuaries and the ritual,

viz. 4*-i2«- 31**- gi"-". The fourth division includes the four visions in 7!-*

81-3; and the fifth division consists of the historical episode in 710-I".

(3) Riedel (1902), regarding the book as an antholog}' of the most signifi-

cant utterances of Amos, collected and arranged by a later editor, and treating

yio-17 as a later addition, makes the following analysis : I. A poem announcing

Yahweh's judgment on the nations in general, and Israel in particular, chaps.

I and 2. II. The central division (3^"83), falling into three sections: (a) three

addresses beginning with " Hear this word," 31-^ 4I-13 5I-1''; (i) two addresses

beginning with "Alas," 5I*--' 6I-"; (<r) the four visions, 7I-9 81-3, III. The

closing address (8*-9i^), likewise consisting of three sections: (a) 8*-i*, which

again begins with " Hear"; (d) 9I-'", again narrating a vision; (c) 9^^"^^, a word

of promise, in part looking back to the first address (cf. 9i''^ with iH*^).

(4) Baumann* (1903) finds five addresses, all of similar structure. Each

of the last four addresses has three main divisions, the last division in each

case summing up the entire speech, and the second division, with one excep-

tion, consisting of four sections. First address: i2-8. 13-15 2I-3. 6-11 «. 12. 11 &. 13. 14 o.

16 0.14 5.15 0-^15 6.16 5 (^ith an appendix, 39-15). Second address: I. 3I-66.60.8.

II. (a) 4I-3,
(6) 8*- 5- '• 8. 9. 10. 13. 14. 11 «^. Third address : I. 4<- •'; II. (a) 46- 9-ii,

(d) 4i2« 521-27. ni. 5<-6. Fourth address: I. 51-2.3.16.176; n. («)
5I8-20,

(6) 61, (0 63-7, (^) 613.120.8; in. 6"- 11- 12 6- 9. 10, p-jfth addrcss : I. 710-";

II. (a) 7I-3, (d) 7+-6, (c) 7"-9, (d) 81-3; m. c,io. 3I46. 9I6-4.7. Baumann sum-

marizes the thought in the form of a dialogue as follows: First division

(Amos) : Yahweh will bring destruction upon Israel's foes and also upon Israel;

for every crime demands punishment. (Israel) : How unheard of, to maintain

that Yahweh would destroy his own people ! Who would listen to such folly?

Second division (Amos) : What I speak is not folly, but the decree of God.

Hear, therefore, especially you leaders in iniquity, of impending disaster.

* With whom Now. 2 is in essential accord.
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(Israel) Our cultus at the sanctuaries will turn aside every sort of disaster.

Third division (Amos) : Vain labor of love ! Have not past calamities taught

you that Yahweh demands a better service? Seek him through the practice

of morality and justice ! But no, all warning is useless. Because you will not

listen, you cannot be helped. Fourth division (Amos) : It remains only to

raise the funeral dirge and to wail over the blind. Destruction is inevitable.

Fifth division (Amos's justification of his message in response to the protests

of Amaziah and the people) : God, whom I have seen, has revealed to me
what must come, and in spite of my earnest entreaties, has held fast to his

decision.

(5) Marti (1903) finds in the original book (a) an announcement of

judgment upon Damascus, Ammon, Moab, and Israel herself: i'^*- ^^^^

2I-3. 6-9. 11. 13-iOj
(^^) a series of fragments of fourteen sermons : 3^"- ^ 3*^- * 3^^^

,12 ol4 h. 15 ^1-3 Ai-7 a« 8-12 a ,-1-3 (-4. 5 o. 6. 14. 15 r7. 10-12. 16. 17 rlS. 20 b. 19. 21-25. 27 Ql. 3-6 a. 7

68-10 511. 12. i3o. 66. 135. 14. (-^) t^g (^ye visious and the historical episode: y^-^

§1-3 c)i-4' 910-17^ and some fragments within 8^l^ viz. g^- ;>• 7- n «• 12- 13 6. H

5. The external history of the book of Amos may be traced

briefly through four periods :
—

(i) Direct evidence of an external acquaintance with it by

other prophets is perhaps slight. The similarity of expression

found in certain passages in Hosea,* as compared with Amos,

proves nothing ; the two were dealing with the same historical

traditions and were working in the same environment. The same

thing may be said of the two or three passages in which Isaiah and

Amos use similar expressions.! In Jeremiah, on the other hand,

because the situation is a siinilar (although not the same) one,

more definite trace is found of Amos's influence. J In Ezekiel,

likewise, some points of external resemblance may be noted, espe-

* E.^. between Am. 2^ etc. (sending fire upon the palace) and Ho. 81* (which is

late), Am. 2I" (the rescue from Egypt) and Ho. i2Wf
, Am. yi^ (threat of captivity

in an unclean land) and Ho. 98, Am. 85 (corruption of Ephraim, unjust scales) and

Ho. 128, Am. 88 95 and Ho. 4^, Am. 46 and Ho. yi".

fCf. Is. 30I" with Am. 2I2; Is. 329. H- 1" (jJNr) with Am. 61; s^sff. with Am.
4I ff-

; and 97-10^ + 525-39 with Am. 4«3.

X This is seen, perhaps, in the formulas employed at the beginning ("» ncx na)

and at the end of the utterances against foreign nations ; cf. 472 48I 49!- 7- 28- 34 and

Am. i3- 6 etc. ; also 4825- 44 4^2. 6. 26. 39 with Am. i5- 8. is gS
; and in the similarities to

be noticed in a comparison of Je. 172" with Am. 2^, 21!" with g*, 2530 with i2, 4927

with i4, 493 with ii5, 466 with 2^*, 46' with 88, 482* with 1I2 22, 49I3. 20-22 with 1I2,

48' 498 with ii5. The phrase " virgin Israel " is found only in Am. and Je.; " days

are coming " occurs in no other prophetic books.
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daily in the passages directed against foreign nations.* In the

other prophets, few cases of direct external influence may be

discovered.!

But it is not in such external manifestations that we should

expect to find traces of Amos's influence upon later prophets.

That his ministry and message were known to them appears from

several points in which they follow closely in his steps, e.g. in

standing aloof from the great body of so-called prophets in their

respective periods ; in adopting the method of writing down their

utterances ; in the continued development of the sermonic dis-

course introduced by him ; in following the fashion of directing a

certain portion of their attention to the foreign nations
; J in bas-

ing their work on the fundamental doctrine of national judgment

as presented by Amos ; in holding up and completing the new
ideas propounded by Amos concerning God and his ethical

demands upon humanity.

(2) The external relation of the book of Amos to the wisdom

literature is not indicated by anything that has come down to us.

That its influence was felt can scarcely be doubted, since in it we
have the first definite formulation of Yahweh's relation to the out-

side world, the idea which lay at the basis of all Hebrew wisdom
;

the assignment of Israel to a place upon a level with other nations

(cf. the absence of any reference to Israel in the book of Prov-

erbs) ; an example of Oriental learning in history, geography, so-

cial customs ; the very essence of wisdom, in the emphasis placed

upon honesty, purity, etc. ; together with an almost total absence

of the religious sentiment {v.s.).

(3) In later times reference is made to the Amos-book in Ecclus.

49^", where " the twelve prophets " are mentioned, showing that at

* Cf. the introductory formula in Ez. 256- 8. 11. is 263- 7, etc., and the closing words

in 25"- "• i-f 26C- H- 21 ; also Ez. 272 2812 322 with Am. 5I, 2826 with gi^, 2^>- « with I'l,

68 with 99, 72- fi with 82, 28I8 with ii".

t Cf. Zp. 2''ff-, in which the same cities of Philistia are mentioned as in Am. i*'-*'

(Gath being omitted), and in the same connection a call issued for repentance in

language almost like that of Am. e}^; also Zc. gi-'', in which Damascus, Phoenicia,

and Philistia are threatened (Gath being again omitted in the list of cities) ; also

Zc. 32 with Am. 4II, Zc. 13^ with j'^*, Hag. 2I'' with Am. 4^. On the resemblance of

Is. 425 457. 12 to Am. 4'3 58 ff-, V. p. c.xxxiv.

X E.g. Is. loSff. i3lff. 142s ff. 151-19-25 21 23 Je. 46 ff. Ez. 25 ff. Ob., Na. 28-3i»

Zp. 2*-i5 Zc. 9I-7,

rrinrnon n'"^'gDn

1 ' 3 is "7
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that time there was a book of Amos ; in Tobit 2", where the book

of Amos is first mentioned by name and a citation is made from

8'"; in Acts "j*-^', where Am. 5-^'' is quoted and assigned to " the

book of the prophets"; and in Acts is^'^*^-, a quotation of 9" in

connection with other " words of the prophets."

(4) The place of the book in the Canon is naturally with " the

twelve." Its position in the Hebrew Canon, viz., third (following

Joel), is different from that in (3, where it is second (Joel being

placed after Micah).

6. Partly on a priori grounds (it being thought impossible to

conceive of a herdsman as a man of letters),* and partly on the

ground of certain words which were wrongly spelled (these have

more recently been discovered to be textual errors), f many ex-

planations of the uncultivated and, indeed, rude speech of Amos
have been deemed necessary. The fact has long been recognized,

however, that these estimates were wrong. Recent writers, espe-

cially since W. Robertson Smith in 1882, have vied with each

other in appreciation of the simplicity and refinement, as well as

of the vigor of Amos's hterary style. \ The latest critics go even so

far as to deny that the figures which he employs are prevailingly

those of the shepherd-life. §

(i) The regular and simple structure of the book (p. cxxxii)

exhibits at once Amos's style of thought. What could be more

natural and easy than the series of oracles, the series of sermons,

and the series of visions? It is unfortunate that some recent

critics seem as blind to the simplicity of Amos's style of expres-

sion as were the older critics to its refined nature.

(2) This regularity, or orderliness, exhibits itself in detail in the

repetition of the same formulas for three transg?-essiojis, yea for

four, etc., in the opening chapters (or, to put it otherwise, in the

orderly arrangement of the nations) ; in the use of the refrain,

but ye did not returtt, etc., in the poem describing Israel's past

chastisements (4*'^''||)
; in the entire form of the first three visions

* Jerome, in his introduction to Amos, characterizes Amos as imperitus sermone

sed non scicntia.

t For these words, viz. p^j'n 2i3, a3Dt!'i3 5!", 3NnD 68, idido 61", pnc'i 7I6, v.

in loc. X ^- especially Mit. ; Che. EB. 155. § Che. EB. 155.

II
Isaiah followed closely this model in his celebrated poem 98-10^ 52G-3o_ although

a portion of this is probably later than Isaiah himself.
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(7^"^) ; in the almost artificial symmetry of form seen in the accu-

sation (7^"'") and the reply (7^^'') ; in the series of illustrations

employed with such effect in 3'^"'-
; in the structure, in general, of

the several pieces (z'.i.). Moreover, these various series, "while

not so long as to become tiresome, are long enough to impress

upon the mind of the reader the truths that they are intended to

illustrate and justify the use of them by the prophet." There is

here the skill, not only of the poet and the speaker, but also of the

teacher. Every poem in the book is a notable example of this

same direct, straightforward orderliness of thought.

(3) The imagery of Amos, hke that of Isaiah, is worthy of special

study. Tradition has probably been wrong in emphasizing too

strongly the prevailingly shepherd-characteristics (iks.) which mark

the figures employed by Amos. But no one will deny that he

is especially fond of drawing his language from ?iature ; and what,

after all, is this but the field of rural life? He not only cites

certain facts of agricultural significance, e.g. the recent drought,

blasting and mildew (4'*^), the oppressive taxation of crops (5^'),

and the cheating of the grain merchants (8'), but he finds pic-

turesque illustrations and comparisons in " threshing instruments
"

(i^), the loaded wagon on the threshing-floor (2'"), the height of

the cedars and the strength of the oaks (2^), the roar of the lion

in the forest (3^ *), the shepherd rescuing remnants from the lion

(3^), the snaring of birds (3'), the " kine of Bashan" (4^), worm-

wood (5^ 6^-), the lion, bear, and serpent (5"), the perennial

stream (5-'^), horses stumbhng upon rocks and ploughing the sea

with oxen (6^"'^), swarms of locusts devouring the aftermath (7**^'),

and the " basket of summer fruit " (8^).

(4) Other features of Amos's style, which may only be men-

tioned, are (a) its originality (sometimes called unconventionality

or individuality),* as seen in a certain kind of independence,

probably due to the fact that he was a pioneer in the application

of writing to prophetic discourse
; {p) its maturity, for nothing

is more clear than that he had predecessors in this work who

had developed, in no small degree, a technical nomenclature of

prophecy (v.s.)
;

(c) its artistic character, which is seen not only

*Cf. Mil. 8.
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in strophes with refrains, but in the entire strophic structure of

the various pieces, together with the measure and parallelism, v.i.

It is probable that Anios's style, as well as the substance of his

message, is to be explained largely by the circumstances of his

environment {v.s.).

D. HOSEA.

§ 1 6. The Personal Life of Hosea.

The facts of Hosea's life, while altogether different from those

relating to Amos, are equally interesting and instructive.

I. There is no evidence to prove that the man Hosea was of

the tribe of Reuben (a view based on the resemblance of his

father's name, Beeri, to Beerah, i Ch. 5") ;
* or of the tribe of

Issachar (p. 202) ; or of the tribe of Judah, for the passages in

which Judah is mentioned are for the most part doubtful, since

they seem to be part of a plan (p. clix), and even if authentic

would prove neither the prophet's Judaean birth,f nor the sugges-

tion that the book was written out in Judah, when the prophet

(like Amos) had been sent away. \ On the name Hosea, v.

p. 205 ; on the bearing of the superscription i^, v. pp. 203 f. It

is hardly to be questioned that he was a citizen of the Northern

kingdom ; v. p. 202, to which may be added, § as matter of detail,

that {a) the interest in Northern Israel is seen in his intimate

acquaintance with the historical conditions and foreign interests

of the North, as well as with the policies of intrigue of the two

political parties ; (b) the particular places with which familiarity

is shown, all of which lie in North Israel, are Mizpah in the east

and Tabor in the west (5'), Samaria (frequently mentioned, 7^

85 f. jo5.7 J ^16)^ GWesid (6« 12"), Shechem {6^), Gilgal and Bethel

(4^^ 9^^ lo'-^^ 12"), Gibeah and Ramah (5^ lo^)
;

{c) the differ-

ence between Amos's point of view and that of Hosea illustrates

* So, many Rabbis ; cf. Jer. Quaestiones in Paralipoviena.

t Jahn and Mau. ; v. p. 202.

X Umb., Ew.

^ Certain Aramaicisms, e.g. SuiP (H'''), nnj (s'3), axp (lo^'*), and the frequent

use of the long form >djn, are commonly cited in support of Hosea's northern

origin ; but too great stress may not be laid upon these ; cf. Kautzsch's Aramais-

men in A. T., which recognizes no Aramaic words in Hosea.
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well the difference between a visitor and a resident
;
{d) the great

historical significance of the book of Hosea is largely affected by

the question of his citizenship in the Northern kingdom.

2. The date and circumstances of Hosea's life and work are,

upon the whole, quite definitely settled. While the superscription

i^ (pp. 203 f.) is from a later date, it is in part consistent with the

facts. Hosea sustains to the fall of the Northern kingdom the

same relation which Jeremiah sustained a century and a half later

to that of the Southern kingdom.

(i) Can we, however, determine how early he began his work ?

or how late he continued to prophesy ?

The following indications of date may be considered : {a) That he was

preaching in 743 B.C. is certain in view of the threat concerning Jezreel (i^),

which must have been uttered before the fall of Jehu's house, that is, before

the death of Jeroboam IL; for Zechariah's reign was very short, and imme-

diately thereupon came the period of anarchy. If i* was uttered in 743, the

prophet's marriage and the birth of his oldest son must be understood to have

preceded. (On the date of the writing of chaps. 1-3, v. § 19.) {b) That he

lived in the midst of the period of anarchy which followed the death of

Jeroboam II. {i.e. 743-736 B.C.) seems to be shown by the utterance found

in 7'' (perhaps also 72 ff- 8*), which reflects the condition of things in this

period.* (c) The lack of allusion of any kind to the Syro-Ephraimitish war

of Pekah and Rezin against Judah (Is, 7, 2 K. 1337.38) would indicate that

Hosea was not in active service at that time (734-733 B.C.), for one cannot

imagine silence on his part with reference to events of such importance.!

{d) Still further, Gilead in Hosea's day was still a part of Northern Israel (5I 6*

12"); but in 734-733 B.C. Gilead and Naphtali passed under the yoke of

Tiglathpileser. J

The certain dates, then, are 743 b.c. and 734 b.c. How much
earlier than 743 Hosea may have preached cannot be determined.

(2) The historical events of the period just indicated (cf.

2 K. 15) fit in admirably with the descriptions of Hosea's times

found in his addresses, {a) In the earlier part, the times are

* Zechariah, son of Jeroboam II., is assassinated within six months by Shallum,

son of Jabesh, who, in turn, is killed after a month by Menahem, son of Gadi.

He reigns about six years, paying tribute to Assyria for his protection. His son

Pekahiah, after a reign of about two years, is assassinated by Pekah, son of Rema-
liah (736 B.C.). t So Now., Marti, ef al.

X On the impossibility of treating lo^-* as an indication of date, thus bringing

Hosea's work down as late perhaps as 725 B.C., v. discussion in loc.
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represented as prosperous, just as in the days of Amos ; evidences

of wealth and ease are seen on every hand, and punishment is

still in the future (2^*- ""'^•)
; (p) a little later the situation is greatly

changed ; lawlessness is prevalent (4- 5^ 7^), the panic-stricken

rulers are vacillating between Assyria and Egypt (5'^ 7" 12^),

political dissolution has already begun (7^ 8**), the powerlessness

of the kings is generally recognized (lo"' 13'), the religious and

political leaders are the worst violators of the laws (4^*- 5^ 9'^),

conspiracies and revolution are rife (5^^ 7'^ lo*' 12'), and anarchy

prevails.

(r) While the situations described by Amos and Hosea have

much in common, there is also much that is different. Hosea

actually sees the chaos and confusion, the decay, of which he

preaches. Nor are the evils of the times, as seen by him, limited

to those of the ruling classes (cf.
4I *• » f- iH'* p'^-j^ ^^ ^^j. ^j^^ most

part in Amos. Moreover, Hosea seems to be himself a part of

the situation, in a sense in which Amos, not being a resident of

Israel, could not have been. He did not see so widely, but he saw

more deeply.

3. Concerning Hosea's occupation and social standing, we are

able only to draw inferences of a more or less uncertain character,

(a) Was he a member of the prophetic society? Nothing is to

be found which would point in this direction.* {b) Was he a

priest, and for this reason was he enabled to speak against the

evil practices of his class as no one else could have done ? f This

is an interesting conjecture, with perhaps as little evidence in its

favor as against it. His intimacy with life of every kind, in nature

and among men, those of the country as well as those of the city,

does not oppose this view, (r) His acquaintance with life in

general, and especially with that of the priests, taken in connec-

tion with his familiarity with the plans of both political parties,

and his intimate knowledge of his country's history (pp. cliii, cliv),

may reasonably warrant us in the opinion that he occupied a

" distinguished position " as a citizen in his native land.

4. Hosea's call and preparation constitute a tragedy in domestic

* WRS. Propk. 156.

t So Duhm, Theol. 130 f. ; cf. Sta. G VI. I. 577 f. ; Marti, p. 2.
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life, and give us even a deeper insight into his career and pro-

phetic work than we could obtain concerning Amos from the data

in his book.* It is important, however, not to make use of later

material in forming this estimate. We are to put aside, without

hesitation, i' ii«-2i z-"'-^-''"''^^''''^-^ f. This leaves us (v. pp.

205 ff.) the story of Gomer's harlotry (i-"^^*'), the story, continued,

of her purchase as a slave, and her retention " many days," 3^"^.

While 22'''^''-^''-®^"^-^^" are from the prophet's own hand, they

furnish us light upon his Hfe only as this may be reflected in his

own interpretation of that life in connection with Yahweh and

Israel.

(i) The story is this: He marries a woman who, afterward,

proves unfaithful to him. At the birth of the first son (whose

father is another than Hosea, although the latter is as yet ignorant

of his wife's infidelity), Hosea calls him Jezreel (p. 211), a name

of symbolical character (cf. the names of Isaiah's children).

When the next child, a daughter, comes (also in sin), Hosea, now

cognizant of his wife's unfaithfulness, names the child No-love.

Still another son is born, who is called by Hosea Not-my-Kin.

The woman, it would seem, now leaves home and falls into the

hands of some man whose slave-concubine she becomes. But

Hosea, who has loved her from the beginning and in spite of all

her shame, purchases her at the price of a slave. The relation-

ship of wife, however, is not reestablished ; how could it be? She

is placed where she will, in discipline, be shut off from inter-

course with men, even from the legitimate intercourse with her

husband. This period of seclusion will last " many days." How
long? No indication is given.

(2) It is to be especially noticed that {a) the conclusion of the story is not

given us. We do not know whether in the end she was finally restored to

full companionship. (J)) While according to Israelitish law and custom the

wife was a part of the possessions or property of the husband, and the mar-

riage relation was based upon this idea, in Hosea's case the relationship was

one of love, so strong that it forced him to do unheard-of things, (f) The

period required for these transactions must have covered six or seven years.

(^) The "tragic isolation" of Hosea through all these years is clearly evi-

* On the various views entertained of the transaction in the first chapter and

the literature of the same, v. pp. 204 ff.
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dent. (^) The feeling which suggests the naming of the first child is widely

different from that connected with the naming of the second and third

children.

(3) The truth of these representations concerning the domestic life of

Hosea rests partly upon the general interpretation of the narrative which is

adopted, and partly upon our acceptance of 3^"^ as belonging to the original

narrative, (a) Concerning the general interpretation and the objections to

it, V. pp. 208-210. But these objections are largely imaginary; for it is pure

assumption that a call to prophesy may come only in a vision, and that con-

sequently this must be a vision. The years required for all these events need

not have exceeded six or seven (z^.5.), leaving abundant time for prophetic ac-

tivity. The fundamental point to be noted is that the principal contribution

of the domestic experience was not the message concerning the destruction of

Israel, but that concerning the great love of Yahweh in spite of faithlessness.

It is just as easy to suppose that the prophet kept Gomer in his house after be-

coming cognizant of her infidelity, as to suppose that he imagined himself so

doing. The fact that Gomer's infidelity did not develop until after the mar-

riage is not ignored in the text, but plainly indicated in the use of the phrase

wife ofivhoredoms (i-°) rather than nj? (p. 207). The usage of speech, as well

as the psychological conception involved in the command of Yahweh to marry

a woman, who, as Yahweh knows, will break her marriage vows, is to be

compared with representations concerning the hardening of Pharaoh's heart

(Ex. lo^ ii^'^ 14'*), and the commission to Isaiah (6''*), these being really tiot

commands, but events which in the light of later history are so interpreted.

Still further, it was not the purpose of the marriage to teach that Yahweh

was Israel's husband, nor is it so to be understood ; it was rather to teach the

wonderful love on the part of one who was released from all obligations of

nature or contract. Moreover, we may well understand that this experience,

which was primarily a revelation to Hosea, also served in the prophet's work

as a means of communicating to the people the thought which it first con-

veyed to the prophet himself, {b') In opposition to the view that 3^^ is from

a later hand and to be treated wholly as allegory, I would urge (in addition

to what has been said, p. 217) that the change in conception from the land

as Yahweh's bride (i- and chap. 2) to the sons of Israel is only a rhetorical

effort toward personification and individualization, common enough and thor-

oughly Hebraic. The phrase other Gods (3^) refers to the Baalim (p. 218),

whose existence Hosea, as well as Amos, certainly recognized (p. cxlviii f.),

whatever may have been his feeling toward the images of Yahweh. It is

unquestionable that the later utterances of Hosea are permeated through and

through with the idea of Yahweh's love (p. cxlix), notwithstanding the large

place occupied also by the opposite conception, viz. Yahweh's righteous indig-

nation. There is really nothing tangible that has been offered by any one to

prove the later date of chap. 3.

(4) The consideration of this domestic experience as the basis of the

prophet's call or of his preparation for his message belongs properly under
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the topic of his message (z'.i.') ; but in this connection two things may be

mentioned : (rt) The narrative of this experience, written some time after-

ward, shows, as do the similar cases of Isaiah (chap. 6) and Jeremiah (chap, i),

that the prophet has interpreted into the narrative much of his later ex-

perience. In other words, the logical order was the experience, the great

truth which it suggested, the narration of the experience in the light of

this truth, {b) This is exactly analogous to the case of Amos; for while the

one heard the voice of God in the rising Assyrian situation, which itself was

the occasion of both the form and the content of his visions, the other heard it

in the ruin of his home. It was in neither case merely a vision, but rather a

psychological experience extending over a considerable period.

(5) The basis of the prophet's own interpretation of his experience was

found in that most common Semitic conception that the national deity was

the husband of the land ; but he puts an entirely new thought into the old

form of the conception (v.i.). Love, as such, was not a necessary accom-

paniment of marriage in the olden times. Here the entire emphasis is placed

upon this phase of the marriage experience.

5. If one can imagine a character almost the opposite of that

of Amos, he will have pictured Hosea to himself, (i) This picture,

however, would be misleading if Hosea were thought of as weak.

In this particular, as in all others, he was not inferior to Amos

;

but his strength was of another kind. It was that of endurance

under incalculable agony ; and also of persistence against the com-

bined forces of the leaders of his times. (2) His character was as

complex as that of Amos was simple. There is manifestation every-

where of contending and conflicting feelings ; of tenderness side

by side with indignation, of love and hate commingled ; of leniency

passing swiftly into severity and the reverse, and of hope for the

future actually turning before the gaze into an almost absolute

despair. " The swift transition, the fragmentary, unbalanced utter-

ance, the half-developed allusions, that make his prophecy so

difficult to the commentator, express the agony of this inward

conflict." * (3) This means a nature strongly emotional. So

true is this of Hosea (cf. the strikingly parallel case of Jeremiah)

that not infrequently he seems to lose his self-control, and to

become subject to these same emotions. (4) One side of this

emotional nature is seen in his affectionate character, of which

the entire family story is an expression. The depth of his affec-

* WRS. Pro/>A. 157.
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tion, the gentleness which characterized it, and, hkewise, the

passion, of which a glimpse is now and then obtained, all point to

a personality unique in Old Testament history. (5) Still another

phase, closely associated with the emotional, is his strongly

marked religious temperament, in contrast with the ethical, as

it is seen in Amos. " Amos is the stern moralist ; Hosea is the

man of religious affection. Amos sees the righteous will of Yah-

weh pronouncing and executing judgment upon Israel ; Hosea

has a vision of the loving heart of Yahweh grieving over his erring

children."* (6) But Hosea was not illogical, as he has so fre-

quently been represented. His ability, notwithstanding conflicting

feelings, to give expression to a system of theology which was to

serve henceforth as the basis of all Israelitish thought, is a factor

worthy of consideration in any estimate of his character. He was,

in a strange and true sense, a typical Israelite, and his thought, as

time shows, was the thought which Israel would accept. This

must have come about, at least in part, because his character was

fundamentally the Israelitish character, viz. strong, complex,

emotional, religious.

§ 17. The Message of Hosea.

Hosea's message is hardly less important than that of Amos.

The special interest lies in three facts, viz. : (i) the personal

element which pervades it throughout, for one feels that, after

all, the message is not so much a part of the political situa-

tion, nor, indeed, of the religious, as the man himself; (2) the

supplementary relation which it sustains to that of Amos, both

together giving the two sides of one great conception
; (3) the

fact that in connection with the delivery of this message the

end of Northern Israel is rapidly approaching, for within a dozen

years all wilj^be over.

I. The general thought of Hosea's message is summed up

briefly in connection with a very few propositions : (a) Israel is

wicked through and through, and her condition morally is that of

rottenness, (b) Israel is politically doomed, the last stages of

decay having now been reached, {c) Yahweh is Israel's father,

* H. P. Smith, O. T. hist. 221.
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with all a father's love and interest ; he is Israel's husband, with

all a husband's love and devotion. Q/) Israel fails to comprehend

Yahweh ; has a totally wrong conception of him ; in short, Israel

does not know Yahweh. (e) Israel deceives herself in her acts

of repentance ; but there is a repentance which consists in turning

back to Yahweh.* (/) Israel's present attitude toward Yahweh's

love means, in the end, her total destruction.

2. The question of insertions sustains even a closer relation to the message

of Hosea than in the case of Amos. (For the passages which a scientific

criticism denies to the original utterance, v.i. p. clx, and for the considerations

which have led to the opinion thus expressed, v. each passage /« /oc, as

well as p. clix.) There is involved in this, especially, the question whether to

Hosea or to later writers we shall ascribe the strongly expressed teaching of

Israel's restoration, which is found in the book as it is now constituted. The
most careful consideration seems to show that this thought is non-Hoseanic

(p. clix).

3. Again it may be said : Hosea followed Amos, But what did

that signify? What did Amos do that Hosea need not do again?

What did Amos leave undone, which Hosea must now do? f Amos
aroused the conscience of Israel to a perception of the real state

of affairs ; but, aside from the most general injunction, Seek Yahweh

and ye shall live (Am. 5'*), he refers neither to a restoration (9'-"'*

being late) nor to any plan for securing such a restoration. That

Yahweh loved his people, and had manifested this love on many
occasions of great national importance, was evident. This love

was indeed the basis in some measure of the ethical develop-

ment thus far wrought out. But although this love was already

recognized, there remained, in view of the emphasis which Amos
lays on universal law, another problem to be solved, viz., " to

prove in God so great and new a mercy as was capable of

matching that law," J in other words, it is necessary for a prophet

" to arise with as keen a conscience of law as Amos himself, and

yet affirm that love was greater still ; to admit that Israel was

doomed, and yet " (not " promise their redemption," but) show

that redemption, i.e. repentance, is possible ; and that the basis

* A later writer (12^) includes also the maintaining of true love and justice, and
the waiting conlinually on God. f GAS. I. 227 ff. X GAS. I. 229.
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of this redemption is as fundamental as is the basis of law itself.

This was what Hosea had to do ; and in doing it he is marking

out the lines (v.s.) of all subsequent prophecy. 3^"^ (v.^ being late)

clearly involves (a) Israel's continued relationship with Yahweh,

(<5) her days of punishment for the sake of discipline, (r) her

acquisition of a new spirit and her return or redemption ; but,

while (a) and (d) are definitely expressed, (c) is only implied. This

was left so, because the means and method were outside of Hosea's

vision ; not so, however, the fact and its philosophy.

4. The circumstances of Hosea's earher life were practically

the same as those under which Amos worked. But in the later

period of his ministry everything had changed (v.s.). We are

not to suppose, however, that the popular feeling (pp. ex ff.) on

fundamental questions had been greatly altered. Hosea takes

cognizance of certain phases of this opinion which Amos seems

not to have noticed, e.g. image-worship, the platforms of the two

great pohtical parties, the national feeling as to the past history

of the nation. These and other subjects constituting the popular

usage or opinion which Hosea opposed will be taken up briefly in

connection with the statement of his convictions (v.i.).

5. Hosea, when compared with Amos, is found to deal very

differently with the same question. While Amos was broader,

Hosea goes deeper; Amos is controlled solely by the ethical

spirit, Hosea by the religious spirit. The more important

details are the following :
—

(i) The god of Hosea was omnipotent as truly as was that of

Amos ; but this idea of power occupies no such place in Hosea's

thought as in that of Amos.

(a) Yahweh's power over nature is seen in the fact that not Baal, but Yahweh,

had been the giver of Israel's gifts (2^), in the affliction which the land and

the beasts thereof are soon to suffer (4^ 9^), as well as in the control of Sheol

itself (13^*). In history his hand has wrought many wonderful things which

have occurred in Israel's own life as a nation (e.g. the deliverance from Egypt,

11^ 12^ 13'*"''; tender guidance in their early history, li'^-^; the sending of

prophets, la^o); but Hosea exhibits no interest in the work of Yahweh

outside of Israel.

(^) Was Hosea more truly a monotheist than was Amos? It

cannot be said that Hosea has a narrower conception of the
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deity ; but for him, as for his predecessor, Yahweh is a national

god (3'' (f 13^), especially concerned with a single nation. His

representation of this god, now as the light (6'), again as a lion

(5" 13') J or ^ gnawing worm (5'-), vividly expresses the writer's

conception of the divine attitude and power. The anthropomor-

phism is strong and startling. Yahweh is always represented as

speaking, there being only a single case in chaps. 4-14 of an in-

troductory formula (4'). The representations of love on Yahweh's

part (especially those of the father and the husband), and those

also of indignation and threatened destruction (s"'"*^'
12" 13'*^)

bespeak a poetic nature, but at the same time present ideas of the

deity of a pecuharly fundamental character (v.s.).

{c) The image-worship of these times, passed over in silence

by Elijah, EUsha, and Amos (p. cxvi), is the subject of " incessant

polemic " on the part of Hosea (8^-''; cf. i K. 12-** Ex. 32*-^. This

idea, not altogether new (cf. the decalogues, pp. Iviii ff.), plays a

large part in Hosea's conception. Hosea, looking deeper than

those who preceded, sees in the traditional Yahweh-worship of

his times what he believes to be the worship of other gods (3' ; v.s.).

Yahweh regards it as sinful to make idols or to worship them (13'"),

and all this applies to the calf-worship of Hosea's times. Why
was it Hosea rather than Amos who took this position ? Because,

as W. Robertson Smith has suggested,* while Amos looked at the

national practices from the ethical point of view and that of the

administration of justice, Hosea thought of them rather as they

affected the personal relation of the nation to Yahweh himself.

Israel, in idol-worship, shows no true conception of the love due

Yahweh. She is, in fact, an adulteress. The worship given the

calves is morally false, and therefore inadequate and injurious {v.i.).

(2) The fundamental idea of Hosea is his conception of Yahweh

as digod of love (3^ 1 1^ *). The word IDPi love, kindness, " leal love
"

(never found in Amos), represents an act or feeling of dutiful or

loyal affection (6^ '^ 10'^). There is a relationship (6^) between

Yahweh and Israel which calls upon both to exercise this feeling

toward each other. The obligation is not merely a legal one ; it

is likewise moral. We may not overlook the fact that, although

* Frop/i. 176 f.
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this relationship is in one sense multiform (viz. grace on the part

of Yahweh to Israel, piety on the part of Israel to Yahweh, and love

[equivalent to humanity\ on the part of one Israelite to another),

this multiformity was lost in the unity of the conception. Yahweh

is not only the head of a state demanding justice, he is the head

{i.e. the father) of a family, for which he has a deep and never

ending love. This love is the basis and the principal factor of

religion. Because Yahweh loves Israel, Israel should be true to

him, i.e. moral.*

(3) His most bitter complaint against his people is that they do

not kiwtv Yahtaeh (2^ 4^*'- 5'' 6'' 8'; cf. in loc'.).\ In brief, we are

to take know as meaning not only knoivledge, but also the practical

application which knowledge calls for. It is understanding, or

comprehension, but more ; for to know God is to feel the force

of the deity and to act accordingly, i.e. to have the feeling (of

love, or duty, or whatever else) which a knowledge of God implies.

To come to know God, then, means to come into a new state of

mind. Now, (a) Hosea is not asking Israel to accept knowledge

which the nation once possessed, but has lost ; it is something

really ncza in rehgion which he is holding out to them, although

in 13^ this ignorance is rhetorically styled forgetfulness ; more-

over, (U) he clearly indicates the obstacles in the way of their

reaching uj) to this new knowledge, viz. their evil life (4^ ") and

the failure of the religious leaders, priests and prophets, to do

their duty (4^*^- 5^*^) ; but(^) if these difficulties should be removed,

how might Israel gain this true knowledge of Yahweh? \ Through

the many deeds in which Yahweh has made manifestations of

himself in history {v.s?) ; through the prosperity and abundance

with which she has been blessed (2*) ; and, still further, through

the laws or teachings which have already taken formal shape (4")

;

but, so hardened and insensible has Israel become to these and

all similar influences, that Yahweh will be compelled to come

upon them in violence and with disaster, in order to make im-

pression on their minds. This is the doom of the immediate

future (13^®).

* Cf. WRS. Proph. 160 ff. ; GAS. I. 346 ff. ; Now. 9 f. ; Marti, 5 f.

t An admirable discussion of the full meaning of know, as it is here used, will

be found in GAS. I. 320 ff. % Cf. GAS. I. 326 f.
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(4) While the exact relation of Yahweh to Israel,* represented

under the various figures described above, is that of a covenant

(6^, or a marriage {2-^- 3^'^), or that of father and son (ii^*'),

what does Hosea understand his relation to be to the outside

nations? To this question no definite answer can be given. As

has been noted, Hosea concerns himself little with the world

outside. He realizes that there is such a world ; he teaches that

Egypt and Assyria will be used in the chastisement of Israel ; he

gives, therefore, a place of superiority to Yahweh over the nations

and over their gods. Further than this he does not go. This is

in accord with the general fact that Hosea, unlike Amos, is not

interested in state or nation history. He thinks of Israel, not as

a state, but as a family ; not so much as a government, but as an

individual, either child or wife. It is everywhere the personal

attitude that is made most of.

(5) The substance of Hosea's message on the cultus (4^^^- 6^ 8"'",

ID throughout, 13^*) is the same as that ofAmos (p. cxix), and need

not be dwelt upon.f It is only to be noted, as above, that because

so much emphasis is placed upon the personal element, the faith-

lessness of Israel in the matter of acts of worship appears all the

greater. The physical and sensual character of the cultus, taken

over from the Canaanitish worship of the Baalim, was wholly foreign

and repugnant to Hosea's conception of the truly spiritual relation

of Yahweh to his people. His opposition to the calf-worship in

particular was in large part due to its carnal tendencies. These

things were fundamentally antagonistic to the new conception of

Yahweh for which Hosea stood ; hence it is that the denunciation

of the cultus occupies a much larger place in the utterances of

Hosea than in those of Amos.

(6) The immorality of Israel is pictured even more vividly by

Hosea than by Amos. The situation was the darkest possible

(z>.s.) ; for the land is full of " harlotry " and " adultery." The

fact that this general immorality is in part due to the Canaanitish

influence makes the prophet's case all the stronger from his point

of view. His lamentation is frequently and strongly expressed

* Cf. WRS. Proph. 161, 162.

tCf. GAS. I. 286 ff.; WRS. Proph. 175 f. ; HPS. O. T. Hist. 222; Sm. Rel.

20J f
.

; Duhm, Theol. 128 f.
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(4^ S'-^"""
6* 11'-). A heinous thing is the fact that the leaders,

particularly the priests, encourage this immorality for the gain

which they derive from it (cf. 4"). The sanctuaries, he declares,

are dens of thieves; while the priests are the actual leaders in

crime (6^). Against all this Hosea {a) utters scathing rebuke,

{b) makes earnest effort to stir the public conscience, and {c)

preaches non, which means just as truly love to man, as love of

God or love to God. The strange thing is that he finds in religion

itself the responsibility for the situation.

(7) The political situation* at home and abroad is treated in

much detail. Hosea is convinced {a) that Israel's home policy

from the beginning has been wrong. Israel's kings, as distin-

guished from those of Judah (8^), are not of divine appointment.

In other words, the schism is condemned, and while he does not

" yearn for the healing of the schism by a Davidic king " (Cheyne),t

he sees no future for a kingdom whose religion is represented by

calves (8^-^). Moreover, while 8^ may refer to the original schism,

it is general enough to include the kings who come one after another

in his own day. His attack upon the anarchy and confusion of

his day (cf. 8*"^^) is most violent (lo^*^- 7^'^ 8"^). He declares

that society is a " cake not turned " (7^), i.e. half raw, half baked

to a cinder
; \ that Israel has no leaders worthy of the name ; that

the strength of the people is worn out ; that they are actually held

in contempt by the outside nations. This was the natural outcome

of {F) their foreign policy, which was one of vacillation between

Egypt and Assyria, one of half-hearted substitution of other

gods for Yahweh, the result of which is seen in the actual deposi-

tion of their kings and the appointment of Assyrian vicegerents on

the Israelitish throne. § But another political party will not accept

Assyrian supremacy and turns to Egypt. Thus they are divided

among themselves ; and, whatever unity might have gained, all is

lost in this conflict of interests.

* GAS. I. 269-289; Che. 25 f. ; WRS. Proph. 183 f. ; HPS. O. T. Hist. 224 f.

;

We. Prol, 417.

t 3^ is not from Hosea. % GAS.

§ Menahem held his throne as a vassal of Assyria (2 K. i5i'-20; Tiglathpileser's

Annals, 1. 150), while Hoshea seems to have been an Assyrian appointee (Tig-

lathpileser's small Inscription, col. I., Is. 15 ff. ; cf. KAT? 264 f.).
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(8) Hosea's mind dwells minutely on Israel's past history,

which he interprets in the light of the situation of his own days.*

This interpretation was carried forward, and became the basis of

all later treatment of the past. This fact is one of the most sig-

nificant in connection with Hosea's career ; and in the influence

thus exerted he proved himself, perhaps, the greatest of Israel's

prophets. We have four great interpretations of Israel's early

history, that of JE, which, after all, is hardly an interpretation in

the sense in which we now use that term ; that of Hosea ; and, after

him, that of the Deuteronomist and that of the priestly guild. Just as

Israel is about to die, " Hosea sees the tenderness and the romance

of the early history." f Did Yahweh select Egypt or Assyria or

Phoenicia, all great nations? No; but Israel (n^). Yet her

whole career from the " days of Gibeah " has been one of con-

spiracy and bloodshed (i* 5^^ 7""'' 10^) and rebellion against

Yahweh (7^^**^). The purity of the early days has been lost (9^").

Yea, from the very beginning the tendency to evil manifested

itself (la"'") ; while Yahweh has never ceased sending his mes-

sengers with the call to repentance (12^*'). The prophet's point

of view is clear ; how can Israel, after the great favors shown her,

exhibit to Yaiiweh such ingratitude ?

(9) Israel's immediate future is one of doom. Hosea has no

bright message, for 14^'* is surely late. J If we could assure our-

selves that such passages as iM_21"-i6-18-23 ^5 jjior.
^ygj-g genuine,

the case would be entirely different. Hosea saw more clearly

than did Amos ; and his hope for the future of Israel, based upon

the divine love, was more tangible and definite ; but he promised

nothing. He contributed a conception of Yahweh which made
such a future not only possible, but, indeed, probable ; whether he

supposed Northern Israel might still enjoy the divine favor is a

question, yet it is just as questionable whether he transferred the

hope to Judah. He taught the possibility of repentance and the

true nature of repentance if it would be avaihng (2- 5^ 6" 10^-)
;

but would Israel, accustomed to a fitful repentance, ever enjoy

the true experience ? Hosea scarcely expected Israel's deliver-

* WRS. Proph. 183 ff. t GAS. I. 290.

X Cf. Mcinhold's attempt to separate the work of Hosea into two periods, in the

latter of which predictions of exile and return may be found, e.g. ii^-n 14I-S.
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ance from Assyria's hand. It was too late. There was a pos-

sibiHty, but it was only a possibility. Israel would not lift herself

from the depths of degradation into which she had fallen. The

future is altogether dark.* While Yahweh's heart was filled with

love, it nevertheless burns now with indignation ; so let the worst

come !
" Shall I deliver them from the hand of Sheol ? Shall I re-

deem them from death ? Where are {i.e. come with) thy plagues,

O death ? Where {i.e. come with) thy destruction, O Sheol ?

Repentance is hid from my eyes" (13^^).

6. Hosea was more intimately acquainted with the nation's

past than was Amos. At all events he makes larger use of it.

On what authority did he depend ? The documents J and E
were already in existence (§§ 8, 9), and Hosea must be supposed

to have known them. 8^" presupposes his acquaintance with

written laws such as the Decalogue and the Book of the Covenant,

while the allusions in 9^°'' 12^" might well be based upon the nar-

ratives of J and E, though the possibility of oral tradition as the

source is not excluded here,t and is probably to be accepted

in the case of 8^^ gS. lOo ^^9 ^ji.s j^4f.^ That he was in possession

of information not contained in any documents now existing is clear

from 1 1*, and his independence of judgment concerning the past

appears in i^ lo^

7. The character of Hosea's message has already been indi-

cated in the character of the man himself. Whatever one was,

that, also, was the other. Was the man a typical Israelite ? The

message, as we have seen, was likewise a truly national expres-

sion, since its content is the basis of all succeeding Israelitish

thought. If Amos's message was universal, Hosea's was more

narrowly national ; if Amos's was ethical, Hosea's was religious.

There is no lack of the tender and the spiritual element. " The

two men are types of a contrast which runs through the whole

history of religious thought and life down to our own days. The

religious world has always been divided into men who look at the

questions of faith from the standpoint of universal ethics, and men

by whom moral truths are habitually approached from a personal

* Cf. WRS. and Marti, EB. 2125 f.

t Cf. Dr. LOT.^ 123; Carpenter and Battersby, Hex. i. 107.
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sense of the grace of God. Too frequently this diversity of stand-

point has led to an antagonism of parties in the church. Men
of the type of Amos are condemned as rationalists and cold

moderates ; or, on the other hand, the school of Hosea are looked

upon as enthusiasts and impractical mystics. But Yahweh chose

his prophets from men of both types, and preached the same

lesson to Israel through both." *

§ 1 8. The Ministry of Hosea.

In an examination of Hosea's ministry let us prepare ourselves

for something as different as possible from that of Amos. It will

be the ministry of a poet, not a philosopher ; of a man dealing

with his own home and country, not a foreigner ; of a man living

and working largely in privacy, rather than in connection with

rulers ; of a mystic, not a moralist.

I. His call, together with the message which he was to preach,

came not in a vision, but in an experience, one of the saddest

known in life.f As in most cases, long years were occupied in

the communication of the truth which he was ultimately to preach.

The experience was historical and psychological : historical in the

sense that it had to do with external facts
;
psychological in that

it was more largely an operation of mind or soul, since both

call and message were in reahty a spiritualizing of an ordinary

event, and an old tradition. VVe cannot be certain that Hosea

did not have a vision of the ecstatic order ; but there is no testi-

mony which favors this, and all the facts are explicable without it.

* WRS. Proph. 163 f.

t To the suggestion (cf. A. B. Davidson in DD^ that Hosea was already a

prophet when the first child was born (as indicated by the name Jczreel), and that

at this time he had no knowledge of his wife's infidelity, and that consequently the

experience had nothing to do with the call, it may be replied : (i) Unquestionably

the prophet's knowledge of Israel's faithlessness and of Yahweh's goodness was a

matter of historical observation; likewise, the relationship of Yahweh as husband

was an old Semitic idea; but (2) Hosea's prophetic mission (including his call)

was not merely to foretell a coming disaster (Amos had done this) ; it was much

more than this, viz. to picture Israel's wicked ingratitude over against the love of

Yahweh, which had been manifested through centuries in spite of this ingratituile

;

(3) the call to preach this message was one which only years of experience and

reflection made certain and definite.
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As the crushing force of the home tragedy begins to touch this

man, possessed of a deeply emotional and religious nature, he

feels, in the very touch, a voice saying, " This experience of your

married life is a reflection of Yahweh's experience with Israel " ;

and the voice that speaks is Yahweh's voice. It did not come

in a single day, nor in a year ; but extended itself over many

years, becoming more and more distinct until he no longer

doubted its tone or its truth.

2. He seems to have presented his message in the ordinary

way. Three or four details in the method employed may be

noted : (i) He gives his children symbohcal names, each of

which conveys (to all who hear it) a significant teaching. In this

method, as in many other points, Isaiah followed closely in his

track.

(2) He makes public recital of his disgrace and sorrow, not for

the sake of sympathy nor with sensational motive, but because in

no other way could he present his message. He thus employs

a story (personal to be sure) through which to teach his fellow-

countrymen. The unique thing is not the event itself, which is

too usual, nor the story of the event, which in another's mouth

would have been ordinary scandal ; but the telling of it by him

who was the victim of the situation described. That this pro-

duced a profound impression is beyond any question, and this, we

may well suppose, was the motive of the prophet in narrating it.

Perhaps he wishes to explain just how he came into possession of

the message (v.s.) ; but this, after all, was only to make the mes-

sage itself more definite and more authoritative.

(3) He preaches, as did Amos, discourses (in all thirteen) which

were intended to persuade the people to accept the new point of

view which he, at bitter cost, had attained. These discourses

(v.i.), though modified by later insertions, yet more greatly by

corruption of the text, still show the evidence of passion in their

delivery.

(4) Still another method of presentation was adopted after the

example of Amos, when the prophet committed his addresses to

writing, and thus secured their preservation for all time {v.i.).

The suggestion of Marti that these prophecies were never spoken

in pubhc, but were originally written and intended for private
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reading among the people, lays too much emphasis upon their

present form, and, in any case, finds insufficient basis in the mere

fact that they consist of " poems which do not give the impression

of having been popular addresses." Poetry was the most popular

form of address before an Oriental audience.

3. Hosea falls in with Amos in the new policy of political

action. He holds no office, exercises no direct control. But

more than this, he, like Micah, lives in an atmosphere more retired

than that of Amos or Isaiah. The latter came into direct contact

with the royal power, while the relations of the former were, at

least, indirect. It was, in other words, a private rather than a

public ministry, (i) His pohtical views (p. clii) were more defi-

nite, perhaps, than those of Amos, and they had to do more

distinctly with home affairs. This fact, together with the un-

pleasant prominence given him by his domestic relations, and

especially the political character of the period (pp. cxli f.), made

his work one of peculiar difficulty. The prophet must still have

been accorded large freedom to have been permitted to speak so

freely in times of such political confusion. (2) Hosea's readiness

to differ from the prophets of earlier days, in reference to political

matters, is noteworthy. To differ from Elijah and Elisha in con-

nection with the Jehu episode was a daring thing to do, but it

was even more remarkable that he should go back and pass an

opposing judgment as to the division of the kingdom (v.i.). His

political ministry thus passes in review the national history of two

centuries. Time has shown the wisdom of his position. (3) His

attitude toward the prophetic policy of the past is no more severe

than that which he holds toward the priests and prophets of his

own times (9'). (4) With his political attitude toward Judah is

involved the question of the Judaistic references now generally

assigned to a later date (p. clix).

4. The chronological order of the various stages in the ministry

of Hosea is not even as clear as in the case of Amos, since neither

the structure of the book nor the external events make contribu-

tions of a very definite nature.

(i) At the time of his marriage (750 r.c. ?) he was presumably

a young man, and, if his occupation was that of a priest (p. cxlii),

his mind had been dwelling on sacred things for many years. At
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first hand he gained his knowledge of the evil practices of his

fellow-priests, and their close associates, the prophets.

(2) Within two or three years (747 B.C.) he has satisfied him-

self as to the doom of Jehu's dynasty ; this is announced in con-

nection with the birth of his son (Jezreel). He, doubtless, expected

Israel's collapse to be contemporaneous.

(3) Within six or seven years the tragedy of his life has been

enacted ; the real call to preach has come ; the great message has

been received
;
Jeroboam has died, and anarchy has set in ; im-

portant announcements concerning the future have been made (in

the symbolic names given to the three children of his wife).

(4) During the next six or seven years (742-735 B.C.), with his

wife put away (for he cannot now live with her, however much he

loves her), he preaches his impassioned sermons, breathing into

them all the warmth and all the pain of an agonizing heart.

These are the years of revolution and vacillation, of decay ap-

proaching close to death,— years without any hope, yet with a

faith in Yahweh that is strong and steadfast.

(5) What next ? We do not know. It is improbable that, like

Amos, he left home and went to Judah, there to put his writings

into form, and to include the Judaistic references which are in the

present book.* It is probable that he was spared the worst agony

of all, that of seeing Samaria in ruins and Israel carried captive.

We have nothing from his lips or pen later than 735 b.c. (v.s.).

5. The efficiency of Hosea's ministry is even more clearly per-

ceived than was that of Amos. The fact stated above (p. cliv) that

Hosea's teaching forms the basis of subsequent Hebrew prophecy,

the fact that these utterances produced so great an impression as

to find preservation, the additional fact that they were so strongly

felt as to require for their elucidation and interpretation the com-

ments and amendments of later generations, prove an efficiency

of service and a permanency of character of the highest order.

§ 19. The Literary Form of Hosea.

The corrupt state of the text of Hosea makes the study of its

literary problems both difficult and unsatisfactory.

* Umb., Ew.
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1. The table on p. clx exhibits a view of the book as we now
have it, with {a) the larger divisions,* and (d) a separation of the

original and secondary elements.

2. The secondary passages t in the following table fall into four

groups : (i) References in Rosea to Judah are for the most part the

work of a Judaistic editor. The basis for this decision is found J

in the fact that in the great majority of cases no sufficient motive

can be discovered to explain their Hoseanic origin, while the

motive of the later editor is clearly evident ; besides, these pas-

sages in nearly every case contain phrases which are late, or

interfere with the rhythmic structure. The principal cases are

the following : i', exempting Judah from the coming destruction

(p. 213), the change of "Israel" to Judah in
5 i<i- 1-' 13. u 54 jqU&

J
23 (2)

^
511 a^ threatening Judah with judgment (p. 291) ; 8", coup-

ling Judah with Israel in transgression (p. 324) ;
12'* (11'-*),

contrasting Judah's faithfulness with Israel's treachery (pp. 376 f.).

While Kuenen is certainly too conservative in his treatment of the

Judaistic passages, we cannot agree with Marti (p. 8) that Hosea

never in a single case referred to Judah ; one can scarcely con-

ceive the possibility of such a thing. In 4^' and 5' there is noth-

ing which demands a later origin.

(2) It is impossible to reconcile with Hosea's situation and

declarations certain passages referring to Israel's future, the so-

called Messianic allusions. The prophet plainly represents Isra-

el's ruin as close at hand (z'./.). Moreover, it is apparently an

irretrievable disaster (13') which is threatened. In any case

death and Sheol are first to do their work (13"), nor is Yahweh

a man to repent (11^ 13'^)- These passages, therefore, are en-

tirely inconsistent with Hosea's point of view, and directly contra-

* There is no ground for the suggestion of Gratz {Gesch. II. 93 ff., 214 ff., 439 ff.)

that there are two Hoseas (chs. 1-3 and 4-14) with an interval of fifty years, for the

great changes between the times of Jeroboam II. and those which immediately

followed are entirely sufficient to explain the differences. Cf. Kue. Eittl. II.

324, who gives a brief list of expressions common to both divisions.

t The integrity of the Book of Hosea was first impeached by Stuck (1828),

who regarded 9"-9 as displaced. Redslob (1842) rejected 4B-7 74-10
j Griitz (1853)

made chaps. 4-14 late; while Sta. GVI, I. 577, prepared the way for Co., We.,

Che., Now., and others.

X Cf. We. Prol. 417 ; Sta. GVI. I. 577; GAS. I. 224-226; Co. ZA IV. VII. 285-

289; on the contrary Kue. /iinl. H. 322 f.
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diet the representations which are fundamental in his preaching

;

nor can it be shown that they are spoken, either, to a different

audience (viz. the faithful for their encouragement), or at a later

time in Hosea's ministry.* Besides, they interrupt the logical

development of the thought in particular passages {v. in loc^,

and show a definite connection with the thought of later prophecy.

This material is unquestionably from exilic times.

The more important pieces are the following: iS-^ (l^^-a^), promising res-

toration to Yahweh's favor, great increase of population, and the reunion of

Israel and Judah under one king (pp. 245 f.) ; 2^- ^ (^- "'•'> describing the discipli-

nary measures adopted by Yahweh to restore Israel to her senses (p. 236);
2I6-I8 (14-16)^ setting forth Yahweh's purpose to restore Israel to the purity and

joy of her first love (p. 238) ;
2^"^ (i8-23)^ picturing the universal harmony and

prosperity that will prevail when Yahweh again betroths Israel to himself

(pp. 241, 244); 3^, announcing Israel's return to Yahweh and the Messianic

King in the days to come (pp. 216, 223); ii85. 9a. loi. 11^ giving the assurance

that Yahweh's anger is appeased and that he will recall the exiles from Egypt

and Assyria (p. 372); i4--9(i-8)^ containing a call to repentance followed by

a description of the great prosperity and peace consequent upon the restoration

to Yahweh's favor (pp. 408 f.),

(3) A third group includes, as in the case of Amos (p. cxxxiv),

phrases and sentences of a technical, archaeological, or historical

character, inserted by way of expansion and explanation.

Here belong, e.g. ^^^, " for good is its shade"; 5^, " with their flocks and

their herds"; 7*, the comparison of the princes to an oven and a baker kin-

dling the. fire; 71^^ "this their scorn"; 8*^, " as a vessel wherein none

delighteth"; 9^*, "corn"; 9^", "as in the days of Gibeah"; 9'", "in its

first season"; lo^, "on account of his glory because it has gone into exile

from him"; 10" *, "as Shalman spoiled Betharbel in the day of battle";

I2i4(i3)^ magnifying the prophetic phase of Moses's work; \'^^^~~, presenting

Jacob in a favorable light.

(4) The fourth group will include miscellaneous glosses and

interpolations for which, perhaps, no special motive may be

discovered. As examples of the kind may be cited : 8^ " that

they may be cut off" ; 8', " how long will they be incapable of

* Meinhold.
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punishment "
;
8'"" 9'"

;
9*% " with my God "

; (f\ " enmity."

(5) Ch. 14^" stands by itself, and is a product of the later wisdom

period (pp. 416 f.).*

3. The internal history of the Book of Hosea was perhaps as

follows :
—

(i) Hosea himself prepared the collection of sermons (v.s.),

together with the introduction explaining his call to preach. In

this case the explanation of the call comes at the beginning (rather

than, as in Amos, after the sermons of chaps. 3-6, or in Isaiah,

after the sermons of chaps. 2-5) either because it was only a part

of the book and had never been preached or made public, or be-

cause it was thought necessary to a proper understanding of what

followed. (2) The fulfilment of Hosea's threats in the fall of

Samaria (721 B.C.) must have given great prominence to the book

in Judah ; in any case it was known to Isaiah, who follows Hosea f

in using the words b'2:a pXi (Ho. 5" = Is. 5^), the thought of

Ho. 10* in the refrain of his terrible prophecy on the day of judg-

ment (Is. 2^°'^), and the phrase nniD annt? (Ho. 9^^ Is. i-^).

(3) At some time, the book was worked over in a kind of Judaistic

revision. This was not preexilic, occurring in the days of Josiah, J

but post-exilic ; § because {a) i^ is apparently inserted with refer-

ence to the deliverance from Sennacherib, and its point of view

presupposes the lapse of considerable time since that event,

(3) the inclusion of Judah in 8" reflects the disaster of the exile.

(4) At a later time, following Ezekiel and Deutero-Isaiah, the

Messianic insertions (v.s.) were made which entirely changed the

character and function of the book. (5) From time to time

during all these periods modifications of a less important charac-

ter were incorporated ; and the book did not take its present form

until the Greek period, since 14^° was probably not a part of it

until that time.

4. The general structure
||

of the book as understood by the

* Cf. <S's addition to 13^ (p. 392). t Marti, p. 10.

I Oort, T/i T., 1890, pp. 345 ff.

§ Marti.

II
Cf. Marti, who denies the usual division between 1-3 and 4-14 on the ground

that (a) 1-3 are not from an earlier period than 4-14, (l>) chap. 3 was not a part of

the original book, (c) chap. 2 has more in common with 4-14 than with i and 3.
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present writer has been presented essentially above. It includes

three or four propositions :
—

(i) i-"^ 3^~* is a storyj briefly and simply told, of the prophet's

own family experience, narrated in part to make known how he

came to see the message which he was to deliver to his people.

(2)
2'*"^- ^°""- ^^^^ is the prophet's suggestion of the meaning,

obtained in the light of his own experience, in its explanation of

Israel's situation.

(3) Discourses uttered from time to time, put together without

chronological or logical relationship,*— a group of thirteen, pre-

senting, under varying circumstances, the double thought of gui/t

and inevitable punishment (4^-14^).

5. The external history of the Book of Hosea may be briefly

traced, (i) On its connection with other prophetic books, v.

pp. cxlvii f. ; and on its more direct influence on prophetic

thought, V. p. cxlvi. (2) In the apocryphal literature, Ecclus.

49"^ mentions the " twelve prophets," and it is quite certain that

Hosea constituted one of the twelve. (3) Philo quotes Ho. 14*

and 14^'', while Josephus f speaks of Isaiah and " the others which

were twelve in number," undoubtedly referring to the existing book

of the twelve prophets. (4) In the New Testament : Ho. 2^ is

quoted in Rom. 9^'*'- (where the prophet is mentioned by name)
;

6*^ in Mat. 9^^ 12^ ; 10^ in Luke 23^°, Rev. 6^^ ; iiMn Mat. 2^^ ; and

13" in I Cor. 15^^ (5) Its place in the Canon at the head of the

Book of the Twelve is probably due to its comparatively large vol-

ume. \ Its right to a place in the Canon has never been questioned.

* GAS. 1.222 (following Hi. and Kue. £/«/. H. 319) exaggerates this charac-

teristic when he says, " It is impossible to separate the section, long as it is, into

subsections, or into oracles, strophes, or periods." Cf. Ew.'s division (for detailed

refutation v. Sim. 30 ff.) into three parts, (a) 4-6II «, God's arraignment of Israel;

(b) 6'1*-9'J, Israel's punishment; (^r) 910-141", review of early history, with words of

warning and comfort. Also Dr.'s arrangement, {a) 4-8, dealing with Israel's guilt;

{b) 9-11II, threatening punishment; {c) 1112-141", a fusion of the two preceding

thoughts with a promise of hope. t Ant. X. 2, § 2.

+ Cf. the Babylonian Gemara, Baba Bathra, fol. 14 ^-15 a: "The order of the

.prophetical books is Jos., Ju.,Sa., Ki., Je.,Ez., Is., the Twelve. Inasmuch as Hosea
was the first, as it is written, 'the beginning of the word of the Lord by Hosea'

(Ho. i2), we should expect the book of Hosea to occupy the first place, at least of

the four contemporary prophets. Ho., Is., Am., Mi. But because his prophecy is

written together with those of the latest prophets, Hg., Zc, and Mai., lie is counted

with them " (Wildeboer's translation in Origin of the Canon of the O. T., p. 13).
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E. AMOS AND HOSEA.

§ 20. The Poetical Form of Amos and Hosea.

1. The analogy of other ancient Hterature should have sug-

gested long ago the probability that Israel's early prophetic litera-

ture was poetry, and that its particular form was one adapted

to its peculiar purpose and function. Its efficiency was deter-

mined in no small measure by its capabiHty of transmission. If

we keep in mind not only the character of early literary effort

among other nations,* but also the wonderful series of poetical

pieces in the O. T., beginning with Deborah's song (Ju. 5), we may
not doubt that the old oracle-form would be followed by some-

thing of the same kind, but higher in art, as well as in thought.

One will expect a much larger freedom in form in pieces which

were spoken rather than sung, and likewise a greater variety.

This it is that occasions the chief difference between prophetic

poetry and psalm poetry.

f

2. As far back as 1813 a beginning was made by Kosters J

in pointing out the indications of strophic formation. In 1840

Ewald § used the word " strophe " in describing the divisions of

a chapter or piece of prophetic diction. In 1847 Baur recognized

the presence of strophes in Amos, chaps. 1-4. Schlottmann, in

1S84, presented a treatise on the strophic structure in Hebrew

poetry; and in 1887, Charles A. Briggs, in a series of articles,
||

opened up the subject more widely to the English-speaking world.

The publication of Miiller's Die Propheten in ihrer urspfiing-

licheri Form (1895)^ aroused a new interest in the subject. He
recognized the existence of strophes as divisions according to

* The poetic character of ancient literature is illustrated by the Gilgamesh epic

of the Babylonians and the Homeric poems of Greece.

t Sievers, Metrische Studien, I. 93.

X Das Buck Hiob und der Prediger Salomos tiach ihrer strophischen Anordnung
ubersetzt (1813).

§ In Die Propheten des Alten Bundes (ist ed. 1840).

II
Hebraica, IV. 161 ff., 201 ff., being a development of the chapter on Hebrew

Poetry in his Biblical Study (1883).

H Followed in 1898 by his Strophenbau und Responsion, in the preface of which

Zenner {Ckorgesange ini Btiche der Psalmen, 1896) is charged with appropriating

the idea and the terminology first used by Miiller.
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the thought, but maintained further that a new element existed

which bound the strophes together in a discourse, just as parallel-

ism bound together lines in a verse. This he called Rcsponsion*

Before seeing Miiller's work, and Zenner's (1896) somewhat

similar arrangement of Am. 1^-2^", the present writer had pre-

pared and given to his classes the scheme of strophic structure

(for Amos) presented in this commentary. The first chapters

were pubUshed in January, 1897, and later the entire book in

August, September, October, 1898.! The structure of Hosea as

here presented, although finished in 1898, was first published in

part in October, 1900. J

Contributions to the structure of Amos came very frequently in and after

19CX3. (i) Elhorst (1900), supposing the book to have originated between

638 and 621 B.C., advanced the view that it was written in two parallel col-

umns, the strophes alternating between the columns. Since both of his

premises are wrong, the results do not prove satisfactory. The theory as to

the date presupposes the essential unity of the book, and no additions are

recognized. The column theory involves many transpositions, few of which

improve the present connection, while some are distinctly inferior. In ad-

dition, irregularity in the length of lines is a marked feature of the arrange-

* " In a case of responsion completely carried out every line of one strophe

corresponds to its fellow in the next strophe either with verbal exactness or in

thought, as a parallel or an antithesis" (Miiller, Die Propheten, I. 191). "Along

two lines the thought endeavored to modify the form ; on the one hand in that

responsion appears only partly made evident, though always in the same position,

i.e. in corresponding lines ; on the other, in that it exhibits itself not in parallel

fashion and in like words, but through antithesis and through like-sounding or

similar words, which re-emphasize in a greater or less degree the same or similar

thoughts" {ibid. I. 192). While this theory, which has failed to gain general

recognition, contains much that is interesting, and, in some cases, may really cover

the facts, two serious difficulties oppose the acceptance of it as a widely prevailing

feature of the early poetry, viz. (i) the arbitrary measure assumed for lines, the

line in each case being made as long or as short as the theory demands, e.g. in

one strophe (Am. 3^1-) are found heptameters, hexameters, and trimeters; in

another (Am. 77-8) are found hexameters, pentameters, trimeters, and dimeters;

(2) the utter indifference of the author to the universally acknowledged results

of lower and especially higher criticism.

tSee AJT. I. (January, 1897), The Biblical World, XII. (1898), and the

entire text with a parallel translation in my Structure of the Text of the Book of

Amos (Decennial Publications of the University of Chicago, 1904).

t AJSL. XVII. 1-15; the remainder of the text (chaps. 4-14) may be found in

AJSL. XX. 85-94, XXI. 1-21; and the corresponding translation in Biblical

World, December, 1904.
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ment. (2) Lohr (1901) presents a scheme which has much in common
with that of this commentary (cf. e.g. the two treatments of 1^-2'^ and
,10-17)_ But his fundamental premise that the original order of the book has

been much broken into and disturbed seems unwarranted. The transpositions

suggested do not justify themselves (cf. e.g. his third address 3'-^^ 41-^ 8^-"

q1-4o')_
(^2) Sievers (1901) * gives a treatment of Hosea 1-2 and Amos 1-3,

which brings out the possibilities of the poetic form in so far as this concerns

the metre, i.e. the tone-phrase, the line, and the period. He practically

ignores the strophic structure, although recognizing its existence (pp. 123 ff.).

This treatment is peculiarly defective in its failure to take into account even

the most commonly accepted modifications of the text. (4) Condamin (July,

1901) adopts Zenner's choral system, and arranges the text of Amos (with

the exception of 2*'-4^i 6^-7^'^) in a series of strophes occurring constantly in

the order : strophe, antistrophe, alternate strophe, supposed to have been

chanted by two choirs alternately. In addition to the self-evident defects of

the theory per se, Condamin gives no attention to the results of historical

criticism, and shows an indifference to keen logical analysis ; e.g. 5^^'' cannot

be brought into close relation with ^^^ w-is.
(^) Baumann (1903) proceeds,

upon Lohr's theory of the present disorder of the Amos text, to reorganize it

into five addresses {v.s.^. Aside from the unnecessary transpositions involved

in the arrangement, this work is characterized by its careful application to

the entire text of Amos of the metrical principles worked out by Sievers.

(6) Marti (1903) bases his commentary on the strophic structure of the

book, but has such frequent recourse to glosses and interpolations as to

render his poetical structure very uncertain. The shattering of 3^-6'* into

fourteen fragments of addresses, and the treatment of the visions and the

historical episode as mere prose, can certainly not be justified. (7) Nowack
(August, 1903), in the second edition of the Ha^td-Kommentar adopts Bau-

mann's presentation, but makes no practical use of the structure in his com-

mentary.

Contributions to the structure of Hosea have not been so numerous. On
Miiller (DH.),t Sievers (1901),^ Condamin (July, 1902), § and Marti (1903),

the same general statement may be made as that already presented concerning

their respective treatments of Amos (I'.j-.). As a matter of fact, only Miiller

and Marti have really given any adequate consideration to this question.

3. The standard unit in the system of Hebrew Poetry, as it is

now most generally understood, may be called the foot, or tone-

phrase, i.e. a word or combination of words having a single beat

* See his Studien zur Hebraischen Metrik, pp. 467-71, 473-9.

t Cf. Die Propheten (1896), chaps. 5, 6, 10; Strophenbau (1898), chaps. 2, 4, 7.

X op. cit., pp. 466-70, where chaps, i and 2 are treated.

\ Revue Biblique, XI. 386-91, a rearrangement of chap. 2,
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or accent. The possible varieties of the tone-phrase are four,

viz.: a word (accented) of one syllable, thus, j1, tt'S (i^) ;* one

or two words making two syllables with the second accented, thus,

_^, "ittK (i^) or D;|^«Dy (i^) ; one or more words making three

syllables, with the second or third accented, thus, / _ or

Z., "^.n^'i (i^), Tin'I- (i*) ; one or more words making

four (or more) syllables, with the third or fourth accented,

thus, jL— or jL, 7n'?K-nNnp'?, n|i-iTi)ains (i^*).

It is to be noted that (i) the essential thing is the tone, the

number of syllables being a matter of no consequence. (2) The
Maqqeph plays an important part in combining two or even three

w^ords into one. (3) In any effort to express the rhythmic move-

ment of a line, much care must be given to a consideration of the

details connected, e.g. with Segholate forms (in which the helping

vowel does not count in forming a syllable) ; the use of S^'wa,

which may or may not count as a vowel and thus form a syllable

;

the treatment of particles (prepositions, conjunctions, adverbs,

negatives, pronouns, etc.) as proclitics and enclitics ; the recession

of the accent for various reasons ; the pausal forms.

4. The line, in Hebrew poetry, is usually a combination of

two or more tone-phrases. The possibilities of line-structure are

numerous. Those most frequently found in Amos and Hosea are

(a) the dimeter, made up of two tone-phrases, e.g. i*'""* 6"%

The dimeter is found, for the most part, either as a shortened

{i.e. brachycatalectic) trimeter (i"* 2*''), or in a combination of

two dimeters, thus making a tetrameter ii"'"-^ 4^''''0> °'' "^ *'^^

Qinah-measure (^26. d.sc. e. 46.
c-^^ ^^-^ gy. f^j. ^.j^^ most common

movement is that of the trimeter, consisting of three tone-phrases,

e.g. HTp DnX-CU l'?:! (1^''), 1UCD1 bsn'3 1S2 (4'"), U-l-bsi 2Ti2 ir'.t

(5""). {c) Rarer combinations of tone-phrases are oi four, i.e.

tetrameter, with a caesural pause after the second (3'-'' 5^")
;

five, i.e. pentameter (2^"), in most cases to be taiten rather as a

combination of 3 -f 2 or 2 -f 3 ; six, i.e. hexameter (v.i.), which

is either 4-I-2, 2 + 4, or2-f-2 + 2 (5'^').

5. The poetical period (ordinarily called parallelism) consists

of two or more closely connected lines. We find a variety of com-

* The examples cited are from Amos, unless otherwise intliciited.
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binations ; e.g. {a) The most common period is the bi-trinieter,

i.e. double trimeter (1^4^), which, in some cases, may easily be

reckoned an hexameter (3^-^). {b) Much rarer is the bi-tetrame-

ter, i.e. double tetrameter {/i^"''' 7"*'^). (r) Quite frequently

there is used the combination of 3 + 2, rarely 2 + 3. This is the

so-called Qinah-measure (pp. 108 f.), (^) Other combinations

are that of 4 + 3 (s'^'*'*), rarely 3 + 4 (6^^), 4+2 (6'^'^''), as well

as 3 X 2 {i.e. triple dimeter) (6''*'').

6. The strophe is a combination of periods, or of periods and

lines, which, in every case, constitutes a logical unit.* A variety

of combinations occurs : {a) Groups, consisting only of periods,

of which there may be two (3*-^ 5'^), three (5I8-20. 21-24. 25-27^^ ^q^^

(Ho. 2^*), five
(57- lof. 12-14. 1^17^)^ oj. six (Ho. 4^"" 5^-^). {b) Groups,

consisting of periods and independent lines, in various combina-

tions, e.g. bi-trimeter and trimeter, i.e. 3 -f 3 and 3 (i^^") or

bi-trimeter and dimeter, i.e. Z''^ Z ^"^^ 2 (i'"), or three bi-trime-

ters and a trimeter (Ho. 1 1^^, etc.). {c) Groups, consisting of lines

and periods, in combinations like those given above, e.g. a trime-

ter and five bi-trimeters (Ho. p^'**), a trimeter and a bi-trimeter

(Am. 7^*^).

It is to be noted further concerning strophes, (i) that in

Amos the six-line strophe occurs most frequently, while the four-

line strophe is next in order of frequency, and no strophe exceeds

ten lines. In Hosea, on the other hand, the strophes are, as a

rule, longer than in Amos, twelve lines being not an uncommon
length, while eight-, nine-, and ten-line strophes are of frequent

occurrence. (2) In a few cases the strophes are indicated by

external signs, e.g. Am. i and 2 by the recurrence of certain

introductory and closing formulas ; in Am. 4^^'' by the recurrence

of the refrain ; but in the remaining cases the thought is usually

so distinct and separate as to render the strophic division com-

paratively certain.

7. The many introductory and concluding expressions must be

considered, each on its own merits.— {a) It is frequently a ques-

tion whether the introductory words relating to the utterance \

* Cf. Sievers, pp. 134 f., who, however, lays greater emphasis upon the necessity

of formal resemblance.

t £.£: 1CN11 (Ho. i^ 3I), "1 IDN riD (Am. i3 530).
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should be treated as a part of the poetical form, and consequentlj'

as one of the hnes, or tone-phrases. It does not seem possible to

lay down an absolute rule, as is done by Baumann.* In Am.
j3.6. 9.U. 13 21-4-6

jj matters little whether these words are counted

or not. In Ho. i^*-^-^ they stand outside of the strophe. In

Am. 3"-^- yio- "• 12. 14. 17 ^.j^gy ^^^ scarcely be omitted. (^) There

is the same question in the case of such introductory phrases as

" Behold, the days are coming " (8"" g^^, " hear this word, etc.
"

(3^ 4^ 5^ S'*). (<;) The same question arises concerning similar

phrases at the end. Some omit them entirely,! as in i''-**
2^"

^is. 15 ^3 g9 Others retain them. J

8. A splendid example of the refrain occurs in Am. 4^'^, in

which five strophes close with the words, " But ye did not return

unto me— it is the oracle of Yahweh." Cf. Is. 9^-10'' (which was

probably modelled after Amos) ; also Ps. 39"' ' 42"-^- 43^ 46'''^ * ^-

^gi3.2i 5^6-12 5p6i2.i8_ Something approaching to a refrain is seen

in Ho. 5^ 6^", "Thou, O Ephraim, hast committed harlotry, and

Israel is defiled."

9. Textual criticism has found a great ally in this new work

of metrical and strophic structure. § Evidence of this appears

in every recently pubhshed commentary. A new criticism has

arisen, distinct from the textual (or lower) and from the historical

(or higher). We may call this the strophic (including metrical)

criticism. By the application of this criticism, (a) introductory

and concluding formulas will be thrown out, e.g. i*-^ 2'*' 3^^''';

{b) glosses and variants are detected, while repetitious phrases

and unnecessary adjectives are given their proper place, e.g.

^23 ^8a g'2a, 13
. ^^^ lacunac are recognized, e.g.

2^^'^^ 3^ 4^" 5*^ f 8^

;

(^) additions made merely for explanation or by way of ex-

pansion are separated from the original text, e.g. i"** 2^-" '^''^'

^3. 7a. 76. 8a. 106 gi«e
. ^yhilc (<?), as thc most important service of all,

the great divisions of thought are clearly marked {v.s.^. This

criticism, while " lower " (having to do with the form) is also

" higher," since it is largely a logical criticism.

* Following Sievers, \\ 240-246. t Sievers, Baumann.

X Miiller, Condamin, Lohr.

§ Cf. Sievers, \i^ 240-246; Da. O. T. Proph. 242 f.
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§ 21. The Language and Style of Amos and Hosea.

Reference has already been made to the character of the lan-

guage of these earliest prophets, as also to certain alleged Aramai-

cisms in Amos (p. cxxxviii), and in Hosea (p. cxl). The general

characteristics of the style of Amos have been noted (pp. cxxxix f.).

It is entirely in accord with the sentiment of modern scholarship to

designate the language of both Amos and Hosea as classic Hebrew.

This becomes much more clear in Hosea's case, when one separates

from the original Hosea the secondary material that belongs to a

later age ; and especially when the original text of the separate

pieces appears in its clearness and logical unity, after excluding

the elements which, by their interpolation, have given an entirely

wrong conception, as against the straightforwardness and lucidity

of Hosea's method of expression.*

I. Concerning Amos, in particular, certain facts of a linguistic

character deserve consideration. Among these are :
—

(i) Those elements which point to a fully developed, and, indeed,

thoroughly artistic style, viz. : (a) the rhythmical flow of the language, which

moves on easily and smoothly in stately periods; this rhythmic factor is very

marked and furnishes one of the strongest arguments for the poetic character

of the book; (i) the use of chiasm, e.g. 2^'^* 4^ 5s. 10.24 58.12 ^g.n 812 ^i.

(f) the occurrence of paronomasia, e.g. 5^ 8^ 7^*^; (^/) the employment of

assonance, e.g. 2^^* 4^ 6'^ 9^.

(2) Those instances of phraseology or syntax which are either rare or very

frequent, viz. : (a) rare phrases and constructions are seen in the use of

the accusatives v-\y (3^^) and 'sno (4^) ; the construction of the numerals

in 5^; the sequence of tenses in imanni and T'tanx (4^"), '73><'' (4^). and

hSdni (7*); the various usages of S in ytfsS mn (4*), nvhvh . . . ipaS (4'*),

nocSi (8*), and 'ui pBiin*? (S^) ; the adverbial use of ip in Dip>"iD (7--^); the

use of S with the direct object as in Aramaic (6^ 8^) ; the use of 3 with

nnN in 5-1 (only here and Ex. 30^^ Lv. 26^^; in Is. 1 1^ probably a dittograph);

and the phrase ^ nxSnn in 5^" (only here and Je. 22^^ Gn. 35-^).

{b) Among the favorite phrases and constructions are the following: The
use of the participle is frequent, especially in descriptions, where it furnishes

* Cf. on the one side, the clearness and smoothness of 13^^, which has preserved

its original form with only slight corruption
; and on the other, the confusion of

chap. 12, as found in fH3r, and the obscurity of chap. 11, due to its corrupt text.
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a convenient substitute for a relative clause, e.g. 2^ 3'"-^- 4^11 58. 7. 10. 12. 18

51.3.4.5.6.7.13 84.14 gi. elsewhere it is used as a vivid substitute for a perfect

or imperfect, e.g. 2^^ 5I 6*- " 7"- ^- 1^. The idiom -tiv T^in n*? occurs in 7^- '3 8^

(cf. 5- 8^*). The rhetorical question is made use of in ^-^- ^ 520- 25 512. 13 88 g7.

and conciseness is attained by the use of the circumstantial clause with pN

in 3*- * 5" ^.

(c) Examples of words, or usages of v/ords, which are rare or frequent, e.g.

:

(a) words found only in Amos*: O'hyi, 2^ 8^ (in dual); p^jm and p''j,'c, 2'^;

S-iJ and prc-i, 2)^; nna (used of women), 4I; nixsnn (in this form), 4I;

nijs and njn, 4^; nn-'D (fem. pi.), 4-; ^^, 5^®; "^dn, 520 j nnxj! (in pi.), 5^1

;

a^'Wifln, 6^; ''pnTn (used of wine), 6^; a^D^D"^, 6"; vphrs, 7I; -[jn, 7"; p'^n,

7W; nj'pc'j (in Niph.), 8^; Qiyvf, 9' (pl- of this form only here). To these

may be added words found in Amos, and only once elsewhere: anpj, 7I* (ii)

2 K. 3*; pon, 2^ Is. i3i; >3 apj,', 41'^ 2 S. 12IO;
13, 5II (8^) Ps, 72IS (elsewhere

13); D1^J0^, 6^ Is. 66^; nric, 6'^
Je. 16^; o^'p^, 6I1 Is. 22^; '3J, 7I Na. 31^;

31*73, 81-2 Je. 5^^; Dyx3, 9^ Jo. 2^ (in similar sense); and also words found in

Amos, and only two or three times elsewhere: nixin, i^ Is. 282''4ii^ Jb. 41^^;

i'D>', 2^3 Mi. 4I-
Je. 9^1 Zc. 12^; nn3J, 3^'' (in fem. sg. only here and Is. 59I*;

in fem. pl. Is. 26^^^ 30^'') ; DV3, 3^ (only occurrence outside of P) ; t:'N3, 4^'^

Is. 343 Jo. 220; ^ix, 4II Is. 7* Zc. 32; j^S3::, 5^ (ptcp. only here; cf. Jb.
92T

lo-o Ps. 39I*); aiiNPC, 5^^ (ptcp. only here and Pr. 13'* Nu. il^); a^mo, 6*''

Ez. 176 2315 Ex. 2613; p^.^^^ 6* I S. 28-* Je. 4621 Mai. 32°; ^u, 7I Dt. 18*

Jb. 3x25 Ps. 726; pn-.r> for pnx>, 79-16 jg. 3326 pg. 1059; njflS;;np, Si3 (in Hithp.

only here and Jon. 4^ Gn. 38I*)
; ifnj, 9^ (in mythological sense, also Is. 27I

Jb. 2613); nyptr, 9^ (in Qal only here and Je. si*** Nu. Ii2); a^^nc*'?c, g' (this

form of pl. only here and Gn. lo'* i Ch. 141°).

(/3) Favorite words and ideas are the following: Expressions for ike

poor and needy, \iz. ]V2H, 2^ 512 8^-
6; wh^ 2^4! 5II 8^; aiuy, z' 4I8*. Words

iox justice, righteousness, viz. tastt'C, 57.15.24 512
j T\^'n, 5^. 24 512^ Expressions

for destruction, viz. "send fire upon," i*, etc.; "kindle a fire," ii^; "cast fire

on," 56; "break the bar," i^; "cut off inhabitants, etc.," i*-8 23; "go into

exile," l^-l^ 55-27 (P 7II. 17. "turn my hand against," I*; "slay," 23 4IO; "visit

upon," 32-1^; "the sword," 41° 79-11-1'' gi. "famine," 8"; "end is come," 82;

"groan," 2i3; "smite," 31^ 4^ 6II 9I; " taken with hooks," 42; "send pesti-

lence," 4I''; "overthrow," 4II; "hurl down," 52; "pass through the midst of,"

5I"; "day of calamity," 63; "deliver up," 6^; " crush," 6I*; "lay waste," 7^;

" darken the earth," 8^; " put mine eye on them for evil," 9''; " destroy," 9'.

Titles of the Deity, viz. Yahweh (33 times). Lord Yahweh (15 times),

Yahweh God of hosts (413 5"- 1^- 27 (fib. i46)^ the Lord {f-
«'> 9I), thy God (4I2),

God (4II).

2. Concerning Hosea, in particular, notice may be taken of

the following phenomena : (i) Certain characteristics of linguistic

* Cf. Carrier, Hebraica, V. 13!

n'Ji'iJ'non nngon

7 ' J n •?
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usage that indicate his possession of a mature and well-formed

literary style : (a) While the rhythm of Hosea is on the whole

inferior to that of Amos, there being many passages in which the

movement is halting and broken, yet there are portions of which

the rhythm is as marked and fine as that of Amos, e.g. 9^'" 13^"^.

(3) Chiasm is of comparatively rare occurrence, but is definitely recog-

nized and employed, e.g. 44-9-i3<i. e ^3a. 6 yTb.c joWa. 6_

(<r) A number of cases of paronomasia occur, !?._§•. '7NinT'' (i*),jis n''3 (4!^ 10^),

j?3B' -\N33 ijf3a>n hn^ (4^^), Nno and Dnax (8^), no and onsK (9^^), n^d^ and

onDN (13^^), 13a" and 2V (9^), aity in two senses (11^), h^h^ and a'''?j (12'-),

NXD in two senses (12^).

(a^) Assonance appears in z' (repetition of suffix ^), 3* 4I (repetition of

}in), 416" 5I (hdsd ... no riij'ns ncn, also aiarn n^^^'), 8'* 9^* (mspn onsD

Diipn r|c), ioi-2 (rmsc and mnjtD), 91^ (amo anntr).

(2) Syntactical usage, phraseology, and vocabulary : (a) Rare

and irregular constructions are common in the Massoretic text

of Hosea, but many of them disappear when the text is properly

corrected (pp. clxxvi f.).

Among those still remaining are : the ellipses before niDs'? (2^^) and
n'ljji (7-), the omission of the object of un^ (5'*)j the force of p in mn napj?

(6^), the construction of annj (6^), the force of? in N^-iin*? (9^3)^^se of '^ with

direct object (lo^^ ii^), the force of a in T^iyi (13^), the construct followed

by relative clause with relative omitted (i^), the gender of nniN (4^^), ''^^

with a participle (7^), use of S expressing time at which (9^), and the use

of the jussive fiDiN (9^^).

(<^) Among the favorite constructions of Hosea are his use of asyndeton

(more frequent than in any other O.T. book), e.g. 2i3- W 466- 7. 10, 11. is 56. 8. 10. 11. 15

63, 10 ^12. 16 g6. 7. 9. 15 iqI- 2 6. 6. Hi. 13
j i4. the frequent introduction of clauses by

npj,', eg. 4I6 57 72 83-136 io2a 132. verbal apposition, i^ 511- ^^ 6*, and the fre-

quent use of ins (especially with the meaning without^, '^- ^ 4I 5-- !* 7'- 11 8" 13*.

(r) Hosea's vocabulary is extensive and varied ; though speaking

almost continually upon the same subject, he is ever finding new

words in which to express his thought. Hence the number of

" favorite " words is comparatively small.

Among those most frequently occurring are : a"'jur (i^ 2* 4^2 ^4)^ nj; (i^ 2} 3'

4IO. 11. 12. 13. 14. 18 ^3 610 pl)^ ^p3 (i4 2I5 49-14 §13 97.9 12^), p-,, (2IO 53-4-9 63 ^9

32.492.7 1,3 124.5)^ pj,^ (-4I 63.6)^ t^xj (3I 42- 13. 14), nX' (2^5 46 %\i if), N^n
(4T 8" 12^ 132), nxan (48 97.9 io9 1312), py (48 55 7I gis 97.9 jqIo 12^ 13I2),

Dtt-N (4I6 5I6 io2 13I 14I), XDB (53 610 98-4), ^D^ (4I 65-6 iol2^.
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Among the rarer words and forms in Hosea may be noticed those that

occur nowhere else, viz.: ^n'7 (3^), n'jjSNJ (2''), njPN (a^*), n.-i>Sn (2'^)^ nrSaj

(212), nnr (5I3), n2p-; (68, in this sense), '?Snn'' (7", in this form), np-\? (7*,

intransitive), fZ' (y^^, as particle of denunciation), a>33'i' (8^), '^non (8^^),

ncac'D (9*), PP2 (iqI, intransitive), 2>jin en'? (92), r|ij;> (io2, in this sense),

viSjin (ii^ in this form), mn^y (11*, in this form), rm (13^), rnN*?!-! (13*),

•\VD (138), cn: (13I*), N^-\D' (13^^), S'ss*" (7^ in this form), -\tc'> (io^, in Po.),

S'jivx (11*, in Hiph.), n (7^*^), "•^•' and ijn> (8'), cip^ (9*), a^pcx (9I*), vnvnn

(140-

Of words that occur not more than three times outside of Hosea there are

:

^B-^trx (3I Ct. 25 f- 2 S. 619 I ch. i63 Is. 16^), niDN (32 Jb. 62' 4o3o Dt. 2%
"iptf (2^ Ps. 102IO Pr. 38), D^jur (i2 24-6 412 54 Ez. 23"- 29 2 K. 922 Na. 3*),

3PT (512, in this sense, Jb. 1328), nirn (513 Je. 3013), tsaS^ (41* Pr. loS- lO),

nniiytt- (610 Je. iSi^), nniD (7" Jb. 52), rico (4* lo^ Zp. i* 2 K. 23^), pn
(118 Gn. 1420 Pr. 49), 2pv (i2^«-8 Je. 9^ Gn. 2785), annnn (i2>5 Je. 6-^ 31^^),

niS (9I1 2 K. 193 Is. 373 Je. 1321), •\yi'T2 (1313 Is. 378 2 K. I9»), nop (13I8

Is. 282 Dt. 322* Ps. 916), inx (1315 Gn. 412- is Jb. 8"), n^j (1012 Je. 4^), i>j

(1012 jg_ ^2 Pj- 1323)^ -,-;.v (iqI* Is. 33I, in Hoph.).

Of other uncommon or poetical forms may be cited : the archaic ending ]^

(9I6 ii2 132), >jnnr^ (515 63), nnsiD (8'), iflin> (8^), SSdn (48), \-ianN (loH),

DNp (10"), 133 (f 812 137)^ p,L,t< (I04).

It cannot be maintained that the peculiarities of Hosea furnish

any considerable data toward the hypothesis of a Northern dialect

as distinguished from the Southern.

§ 22. Text and Versions of Amos and Hosea.

I. The text of Amos is as well preserved as perhaps any text in

the Hebrew Bible, the number of unintelligible passages being

remarkably small (cf. 3^" 4*^ 5*^ 6^~ 7°).

The text of Hosea, however, is one of the most corrupt in the

O. T., the number of passages which almost defy interpretation

being extremely large. Among these are 4^** ^2-8. n. 15 ^^^..-..-j y2.6.v2c.m

g.5a.l01 ^8.13 JQ5.9.10 j j2. 3. 7. 9?.. 10 ^^9.12 j ^1. 9. 10. l.", ^^3b^ HoSCa'S rCpU-

tation for obscurity is due in large measure to the corrupt form in

which the text of his message has reached us. That this corrup-

tion began at a comparatively early date is evident from the fact

that some of the errors of fH^T appear already in (!p, <\i^\ f^',

17!att'5, eV rfi aKofj ;
7'", hv ^b, et's ovd^v ; li^ TL'S K'2K, tlaeXivirofuii

ets TToAt^. For the restoration of the original text much help may
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be derived from the versions, but in miiny cases resort must be

had to critical conjecture.

(i) In the correction of i!H3E, (@ is most helpful. That the textual basis

of (S is different from |512C appears from the large number of cases in which

the reading of (5 cannot have come from fJl®, e.g. Am. i^**, Nin, ot iepets

avTQv= v}r\3; 2^^, a^pN, eXa/3oj'=n;?x; Ho. 2^^, J^ipri, <TiJve(Tiv avTTJs — nji3n(?)
;

8^^ NU'DD, Tov XP^"" = ^•.^•DC; 4}^, axao id, yp^rcaev Xavavaiovs. (5's render-

ing was evidently made before JflST had become the standard text. The
character of (5's rendering is in general the same in Amos and Hosea as

elsewhere.* The translation of Hosea seems to be inferior to that of Amos,

but this is probably due, in large measure, to the greater difficulty of the text.

Sometimes (5 is very free, e.g. Am. 39-10.11^ ^1Ja^^^•, X'^P'"; 5^^> 'SJ'^ nnx nS,

oil IJ.T] 6(T(ppav6Cj dvcrias iv rah iravriyvpecnv v/xQu; Ho. 2^, "ipa', irdvTo. 6ffa fioi

Kad-qKei; 5!^, nVii'M, /cat air^cTTeiKev Trp^tr/Seis; in other cases excessive literal-

ness is aimed at, e.g. in Am. j--^ the synonyms n'^D and Sin are differentiated;

5^^, nr nnS, IVa tI avTrj; Ho. 2^, Ti'N Dipca, iv rep TSinp ov; the idiom n"?

'1J1 r|''DlN is regularly rendered, ov ixrj irpoadrjau), k.t.X., e.g. Ho. I® 9^^ 13^, etc.

Inaccurate renderings are of common occurrence, e.g. Am. 6', ijjNr, i^ovde-

vovffi; 3^2^ ntOD riNca, KarivavTL rrjs (pvXijs; Ho. 9^°, n"iiD23, ws (TK07r6;'; 71^,

!!£', Se^Xatoi; 5II, S''Xin, ijp^aTo; 7**, Jii", wttvou iveirX-qadr).

Occasionally ignorance of the meaning is shown by resort to transliteration,

e.g. Am. I^, onpJJ, iv 'AKKapelfi; and, perhaps, 3I2,
c^-^jj^ iepeis.

When due allowance is made for the errors of (3, there still

remain many passages in which its text is preferable to iTOST.

In this commentary (3 has suggested corrections of iHSST in

Am 2^"^^''
-i^'^ A^'^^ K^-'^

8^^* Ho 2* ^<-io. 19 -8.11.15 ^1.3.5.9 -1.6. 12c. 14 012

q2. 9. 13. 14
J q5. 12. 136. 15 jj2. 3. 7 j 2''- 3- 9 j ,2. 4. 5. 6. 7. 9. 10. 14 ta3-9

(2) The remaining Greek versions present the same characteristics in

Amos and Hosea as elsewhere. f (a) Aquila's pedantic literalness is illus-

trated by Am. I^, ppvx'no'erai, JNtr ; cf. (3 ecpO^y^aro ; 2^^, Kai 6 Kaprepbi

Kapdlav avToO iv Swaroh yv/xvbs (pei/^erai ; Ho. 2^^, exw** M^ = "'Sj.'J
;

5^',

diKa(r6/x€i'ov = aT" ; 8^^, dvcrlas <pipe <j)ip€ = i^nan ti^t. His fondness for

transliteration is frequently indulged, e.g. Am. 5^3, va^XQp (tov, yh^l ; 7^, t^s

7df7js roO /SatnX^ws, 'i^n nJ; 2I'-, Nafapaioi/s, oniiJ ; cf. (§ riyiaa/x^vovs; 6^'^,

Tjavx^-idTiTi, nS ^d on; Ho. 9^ and lo^'^, where r[]!2:\n is transliterated, though

(3 translates it in both cases. 'A. also translates many proper names, cf. e.g.

Ho. 4^* 5*- 13 913 io6- 14^ piis etymological tendency crops out often, e.g.

Am. 3!", dpddrrjTa, nnsj
;

7I,
6i/'£/xos, rp'^. The rendering of Aquila presup-

* See especially Swete, Introduction to the O, T. in Greek, 315-41.

t See Swete, Introduction, 29-58.
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poses a text different from fH3> in very few cases, e.g. Am. i^, vjno for nih;

4^0, 'flxa for 'cxai ; 8^, aX arpbcpiyye^ = nn'X, fHSC m^r ; S^, aKeira<7dria-€TaL

for nnSj?; Ho. ii" i2^-9 13I. The version of Aquila is thus of little value for

the correction of fHC Readings of Atjuila have been adopted only in two

cases, Am. 4^" (omission of i in a;DN3i) and Ho. 11" (y; for ^^ of fHST), both

of which have the support of other versions.

(d) The version of Symmachus is the very opposite of Aquila's in that

it strives after an expression of the idea in pure and graceful language rather

than an exact and literal reproduction of the Hebrew. Examples of this

freedom may be found in Am. i^ 4I 5I2. While using fJlC as a basis, S.

shows familiarity with <S, 'A., and especially 9. He exhibits, however, a

certain amount of independence. His rendering involves a different textual

basis from fJlSE in Am. i^* 4^° 8^ (all agreeing with 'A., v.s.); 5^, n^ji for

X131 ;
5^6, nrp for nrD ; 6^, a''ai5jri for upj ; and Ho. 3I 7!^ 8^ i !*• ^ 12*- '^ 132. 6_

Readings of S. have been adopted in Am. 4!" 5-'' 6^ Ho. 11" (two), in only

one of which, viz. Ho. Ii'^, iin;''';P2, is any independence of other versions

exhibited.

(c) Theodotion's version is a revision of <3, and of practically no inde-

pendent value for the correction of fBl^T. That he had the Hebrew text

before him is evident from his frequent transliterations, e.g. Am. I^, iv vojKedeifi,

D''-(|ija
;

y'', adojvai, 'J-<N. In no case does he furnish a text independent

of both <3 and fHC He supports the readings adopted in Ho. 9'^, vi-^;

iqS, SjpS ;
11", '?;•.

(3) The fragments of the Old Latin version are of much value for the

correction of ©. The version is on the whole a literal translation of (3, but

presents many variations in agreement with the recension of Lucian. Its most

significant departure from fflST and <S is in Am. I^ {q.v.). Little use of it

has been made in this commentary, since it was not accessible till the textual

work was practically finished and much of it in type.

(4) The Syriac furnishes a fairly careful and accurate rendering. In

general it follows @, but shows frequent independence, e.g. Am. i^^ follows

fH® ; i^^ takes DoSc as proper name ; Ho. 3* ai"- 2O4* 513 6I". It presupposes

a different text * from fH® and @, e.g. in Am. i"- » 2»- 1"- >« 32- ^ H- 13 4.5. 9 3I6

61. 3. 7 ^5 gl. 3. 4 Ho. I^ 32 45- 7. 12. 18 c4. 7 69. 10 ^6. 8. 11 gS 9I lo''- 1" 1 1^- ^ I 2^ - ^- !"• '2

13I. 10. 13_ Its readings have been adopted in preference to f¥l3C or (5 in

Am. i" 3" 5I6 61 Ho. 47.120.19 6i 76 ge 9I 11* I22-319.

(5) The Targum of Jonathan is a paraphrase rather than a translation,

and is characterized by its adherence to the letter of the text, and by its

theological point of view, e.g. all anthropomorphisms are carefully removed.

Consonantal departures from fH^T are of rare occurrence, variations from the

vocalization of fHST being more frequent. No emendation has been adopted

on the basis of 2E independently of (Q and other versions.

(6) The Vulgate follows fHE very closely, but sometimes borrows Greek

* P^or details see textual treatment in commentary.
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renderings. The literalness of 'A. is sought after at times, but, as a rule, the

translation is made with considerable freedom, and this, together with Jerome's

imperfect knowledge of Hebrew, which not infrequently caused him to err

{e.g. Am, 5^*, revelahitur, Vri ; 6", factio, n?iD), and the uncertain state of

U's own text, renders "S an unsafe guide to the original text. No readings

have been adopted here on U's authority uncorroborated by that of other

versions.

2. The following transpositions have been made: (i) In Amos: 2^,

3N1D jiNii'j PDH, follows IT.:''? {2>); 2^ follows 2^, and 2^ follows 2"^; 211* fol-

lows 2'^; 2^^, DiDH 3D1, exchanges places with on;; in 2^^; 2^^'^ follows qSd'' nS

in 2^^*; 3!^ follows 3II;
s^" follows 5I; 53% Ss-i'ii"' rr'aS, follows nxD nNXvni;

5^"^ follows 5''; 5^ precedes 5I'';
5^, iD^:' mni is placed at beginning of verse;

68* follows 6^; 61" follows !*<=; 8* follows S^.

(2) In Hosea: 21"- n are connected with 2"^; 2I* follows 2II; 2!^ precedes

215. 219 is joined to 21^; 4I*'* follows 4*; 4120-6 precedes 4"; 7i2<: precedes
7II; 8^* precedes 85«; 98 comes between glands, gie follows 9II; g^" follows

91^; 10'' comes between io8«a°<i86; 121^ is connected with 121*; 121^ comes

between 1211''°^ 12; i4'4'= follows 14^.

3. The errors of ilHST may be classified as follows: (i) Changes in

vocalization: Am. 2^ 8*, D'-dnu'I for D''DvSrn; 2i^»,
taS:?'' for taSo'',; 5-^, map

for nrD; 6I,
^2jj) for Di2[^?n; 8', nniE' for nnt:', and -['^t'^ for I'^rn; 9I0,

lyijn for KMP, and Dni^n for d^qp; Ho, 5II, pirj? for ptj'i", and yixi for yxn;

513, nnj^ for nnr; 6^ nn" for nn^; 76, anos for ansNt; 7120^ D^^p^x for onp^N;

71*, niDj for n-'D;; 8*, lir-;^ for iirjj; 8% D133U' 13 for a^aatrs; 811, irn'in for

'PTip; 9^ npif for noi;; 9^, ipnir for ''PHB'; io^, p'^n for pSn; lo^, p'^Sj^jS for

SjjjS and tdu' for \J3i:-; lo^ PNan for PN"pn, and Sj; for ''Sj?; ii^, iNnn for iNnfi;

II*, 'Dnp3 for annr, and dni for toxi; 11'', Sj; for '7J;, and insipi for inNni72;

12^, nan^ for lan^j and ^2V for iSai''; 12^, ^j;>r for vy^r, and NBn for nbr;
13I,

NtJ'j for Kiii'j; 1 3-, inar for D''n2T; 13^, ip^is' for jJjat'; 13^, iiB'X for iwn;

13^ ^iPnr for tiPnu"; 13!^, D''nN for ins, and truM for r^^i, and ^x^^< for ij^n;

14^, onij for ns.

(2) The consonantal corrections may be grouped under: («) Incorrect

division of words: Am. 612, nnpaa for Di ipaa; 72, nSo dx n^ni for np '•nil

hSdd; Ho. 4*, "lanDD •\^Dy^ for innsa inyi; 52, D''t3t!' nanti'i for cairn pntri;

6^, 1NSD }i3J nntt'o for idnsdj p ij-inif3; 6^, iin y^az'T: for -nx3 "'Ooa'D; 8I, nti'ja

for Pt£*j •'3; 8^ DO^JT ID for D''33a'D; ii2, dpijad for dp ijdd; 122-3, 3,-,, ^2^>

for an I'^ar.

(3) Dittography and haplography: Am. 5^, irto for cn, and P^a for P^a;

58, nSi*? for nSiSS; 5I1, DaD'iria for oaDia; (fi, oaSajn nSiaj for 03*^3 J oSiajD;

7'', IJN PCin for pcin; 8', on -iiSo-n for "iS-irn; Sn, nai for nan; Ho. 3^ "'JN for

^jrx; 4^, Dvn for Dcr; 4I8, lan lanx for lanx; 419, apiparn for 'jcc; 5^ P-ia for

niaa; 8II", nbpS added; 9I, jjt dittog. of pj; 9*, dpS for acnS; 91^, jpn hn

for njpnS; ii^, rnjjnr for •'Pynr; 11*, S;; for Syc; I2^ p>- for p>-'^; 12I2, anw
for DntrS; 13^, inai for DntyS Dinar dj?; 13^ 'a for ^ajN ; 14^, laa''' for iaB"i,

and vpi for rnM.
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(c) Confusion of i and i: Am. 2', 7\-\';in for myjn; 5I6, 'jnN for pj-\N;

Ho. 4I8, BN3D ID for B'NaD ID; 72, n:;N'' for ncy; 7^20^ amyS for cmsS; 7",

mijn> for mupi; 92, nj?-\> for d;?t; 913, -usS for ^>sS; io^\ ^^-n3 for ^2^^3;
12I'', ama' for ana''?; 13^, ^^-l;-|•' for n\-iv"i.

(d) Confusion of n and ;•; Am. 6^, asriD for aync; Ho. 5^, nr-j for hpn;

72, ncN> for n!;j,'\

(if) Confusion of s and r: Am. 5^, nSx'' for rhz'^; Ho. 5'!, is for Niii*.

(/) Confusion of r and U': Am. 2^, i>tb for -nrS; Ho. 52, a^ai;' for a^ar;
gi2e^ mrj for iiira.

(f) Confusion of 1 and 1 : Am. 5^, Nni for Ni3"'j Ho. g'^^, -nsS for i^sV;

I3^°> -|v^33-^i for -|iaD::>ii; i29 and 14^, 'h for iS.

(/i) Transposition: Am. 312, S-13 for na'?; Ho. 52, >jni for j^xi; 7^, inrr>

for in^'c; lo^, niS;' for n*?!;? ; i3i''- 1*^ >nx for ,-i^n.

(?) Confusion of a and a; Ho. 7I, \SDia for Nssia; 7120^ i'sra for jjau'a;

9*, my' for id-ij:\

(^) Omission or insertion of n; Ho. 4^, indncni for idnitni; 5^5^ ^c^'i<•' for

ica"; 8^, nj; for njfN ; lo^^ n'^-;- for na^N; ii^, anp for anpN.

(^) Confusion of suffixes; Ho. 2^, "lani for nani; ^^"j 7i};-r[ for aynn; 8",

iS for nh; 9-, na for aa; 12^ u:;;' for idj?.

(/) Omission or insertion of copula: Ho. 4^, Tiicn for 'ii; 6^, ii for -\^'^;

8^ Nini for -n; 81°, a^i:;' for xn; 122, nnai for 'la; 12^, ipoSi for 'o*^; 12''^

uixai for '.xa.

(;«) Theological change: Ho. 7^®, hy nS for 'jyaS; 9^°, ntt'a for Sya.

(«) Miscellaneous corruptions: Am. 22, nni for nnn; 36, no for ^io; 4^,

main for ina-\nn; 5^, ii^' for nai:'; 5^2, aainstan for aaiNtan; 9^°, iriya for iriy;

Ho. i^, aaS for oa^nSx; 4^^ nins for n-icn; 410, 1x131 for isini; 58, innw for

1-innn; 6^, lan for iNan; 61", 'kS mjt for 'a n''jr; 72, naaS*? for ''?a; 7^ nnp

for nya; 7^*, a.'iiaa'i'D for aninai;:; 8^", iSn'i for iSini, and Nirca for n^'sc; 9^
13'^n for la'^"', and la'D for mrx, and 'a*? icna for 'a nnnc; 9'', riNiann omitted;

913, n'^ipii' for int:'; lo^, nia'i for Nuci; 10^ iSiji for ^h^<^v'; 10'', nji^-a for nca;
10I2, idS for noS, and mvi for nij; ii2, ijaS for na; ii^ nS for iS; ii^,

animxyrrn for annsasa; 11'^, T^^rz'i^h a^NiSn for vnawca ij^Sn, and nS nn>

B'Tii'' for icmS 'jin Nin; ii^, Niax for aiN; ii^", nns iij?a for nxa -\j?j'; 122,

ici for Nitpi; 12^, hn for pn; 12^, ptryS for ^pyh; 1212, nySj ax for 'Sja, and rn

for vi'-j; 132, ajiana for onjiDPa; 13^, ia for "ic; 131", y-\y Saa for Ti-ir S31;

13I*, a''nN j^a for inx bid paa; 14^, p-i for pa vni.

4. The more important special studies on the text of Amos and Ilosea are

:

Vollers, "Das Dodekapropheton der Alexandriner," ZAIV. HI. (1883),

219-72; Zeydner, " Bijdragen tot de textkritiek op het O. T.," ThSt. IV.

(1886), 196-207 ; Sebok, Die syrische Uebersetzung d. zw'dlf kleinen Propheten

itnd ihr Verhaltniss zu dem massorelischen Text utid zu den alUre/i Ueber-

setzitngen, namentlich den LXX. und dem Targum (1887); Trcitel, Die

Alexandrinische Uebersetzung des Buches Ilosea (1887; only chaps. I-3);

Idem, " Die Septuaginta zu \\o?,cz," Afonatssckriftfiir Geschichte und IVissen-

schaft des Jiidenthums, 1 898; Schuurmans Stekhoven, De Alex. Vertaling van
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het Dodekapropheton (1887); Patterson, "The Septuagint Text of Hosea

Compared with the Massoretic Text," Hehraica, VII. (1891), 190-221 ; H.

Graetz, Emendationes in plerosque sacrae Scripturae Veteris Testamenti libros,

secundum veterutn versiones nee non aiixiliis criticis caeteris adhibitis. Fasci-

culus secundus Ezechielis et duodecim prophetarum libros etc. continens (1893)

;

Bachmann, " Zur Textkritik des Propheten Hosea I.-VII.," Alttestamentliche

Uniersuchungen (1894), 1-37; Loftman, Kritisk undersokning afden Maso-

retiska texten till prof. Hoseas bok ( 1 894) ; Torrey, " On the text of Am. 5^6

61.2 72;. jBL, XIII. (1894), 61-63; Idem, "Notes on Am. 2} 61" S^ 9»-io,"

ibid., XV. (1896), 151-154; Ruben, Critical Remarks upoti Some Passages

ofthe Old Testament {l?ig6) ; Oort, Textus Hebraici Emendationes quibus in

Vetere Testamento Neerla^idice vertendo usi sunt A. Kuenen, J. Hooykaas,

W. H. Rosters, H. Oort; edidit H. Oort (1900) ; W. R. W, Gardner, " Notes

on Certain Passages in Hosea," AJSL. XVIII. (1902), 178-83; Bewer,

"Text-critical Suggestions" (Ho. 12I
a,''-^, etc.), JBL. XXI. (1902), 108-14;

Idem, "Critical Notes on Am. 2'' 8*," AJSL. XIX. (1903), 116 f.; Hirscht,

" Textkritische Untersuchungen iiber das Buch Amos," ZwTh. XLIV. (1903),

11-73; Miiller, "Textkritische Studien zum Buche Hosea," SK, 1904,

pp. 124-26; and W. O. E. Oesterley, Studies in the Greek and Latin Ver-

sions of the Book ofAmos (1902); Idem, "The Old Latin Texts of the Minor

Prophets, I." {Viose.^.), Journal of Theological Studies, V. (Oct. 1903), 76-88.

These last two studies are of especial value in the effort to determine the

original text of (5, but were not received in time to .be of material assistance

in the preparation of this volume.

§ 23. Literature on Amos and Hosea.

Of the older commentaries the more important are those of

Jerome (t420 a.d.), Aben Ezra (f 1167), Kimchi (f 1230), Luther,

Calvin, Pococke (on Hosea, 1685), Mercerus (1698), Gebhard

(1737), Harenberg (Amos, 1763), Manger (on Hosea, 1782), Vater

(Amos, 1810); Stuck, Hoseas Propheta (1828); Maurer (1836);

Hitzig (1838 ;
3d ed. 1863) ; Ewald (1840) ; and Umbreit (1844).

From 1845 to 1880 may be mentioned : Baur, Der Prophet

A?nos ^r^/ar/ (1847) ; Diisterdieck, " Beitrage zur Erklarung des

Propheten Amos," SK., 1849, pp. 869-914 ; Simson, Der Prophet

Hosea erkliirt u. ilbersetzt (185 1); Kurtz, Die Ehe d. Propheteti

Hosea (1859); Linder, " Bemerkungen iiber einige Stellen im

Propheten Hosea," SK., i860, pp. 739-49; Pusey, Minor Prophets,

I. (1861) ; Lowe, Beitrage zum Verstdndniss des Propheten Hoseas

(1863) ; 'Evi3i\di, Propheten d. Alten Bundes (2d ed. 1867 ; English,

1875) ; Wiinsche, Der Prophet Hosea ilbersetzt iind erkliirt mit
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Benutzung der Targumim u. derjiidischen Ausleger (1868) ; Hen-

derson, The Book of the Tjvelve Minor Prophets (1868) ; SchmoUer,

Exposition of Hosea and Amos in Lange's Bibehverk (1872;

English translation of Hosea by J. F. McCurdy, of Amos by

T. W. Chambers, 1874) ; Duhm, Die Theologie der Propheten

(1875), 109-41; Houtsma, " Bijdrage tot de kritiek en verkla-

ring van Hozea," ThT. IX. (1875), 55-75 ; Hermann, "Exege-

tisch-kritische Bemerkungen zu einigen Stellen aus Hosea," SK.
HI. (1879), 515-7 ; A. B. Davidson, "The Prophet Hosea," Exp}
IX. (1879), 241-64; Tottermann, Z^z> Weissagtmgen Hoseas bis

zur ersten assyrischen Dep07-tation erlai'itert (1879).

During the last twenty-five years much attention has been

given to the Minor Prophets in general, and more to Amos and

Hosea in particular. The list of works includes : Oort, " De
profeet Amos," ThT. XIV. (1880), 114-59; Nowack, Der Pro-

phet Hosea erklart (1880) ; Buhl, " Beitrage zur Erklarung des

Propheten Hosea," ZKW. 1881, pp. 227-35 ; W. R. Smith, art.

" Hosea," Enc. Br. XII. (1881) ; Keil, Minor Prophets, in Keil and

Delitzsch's Biblische Commenfar, I. (1866; 2d ed. 1873; transl.

1880, 2d ed. 1888) ; Hitzig-Steiner, Die zw'dlf kleinen Propheten

erk/drt (4\.h ed. of Hitzig's Commentary, by Steiner, 1881) ; W. R,

Smith, Prophets of Israel ( 1882 ; new edition, with Introduction by

Cheyne, 1895) ^ Scholz, Commentarzum Buche des Propheteji Hosea

(1882) ; Hoffmann, " Versuche zu Amos," ZAW. Ill, (1883) 87-

126; Brtill, " Beitrage zur Erklarung des Buches Hosea," ya/i;-<5.

/. jUd. Geschichte u. Litterati/r, 1883, pp. 1-62 ; Cheyne, Hosea,

with Notes and Introduction (Cambridge Bible, 1884) ; Sharpe,

Notes and Dissertations upoti the Prophecy of Hosea (1884);

Gunning, De Godsprakcn vati Amos (1885); Zeydner, " Het

Vaderland van Amos," Stenwien voor Waarheid en Vrede, 1886,

pp. 548-53 ; de Visser, Hosea de Man des Geestes (1886)

;

Cornill, "Hosea 12'," ZAW. VII. (1887), 285-9; A. B. David-

son, "The Prophet Amos," Exp:^ V. (1887), 161-79; VI. 161-

73; Mitchell, "The Idea of God in Amos," /5Z., Dec. 1887,

pp. 33-42; Orelli, Die zw'dlf kleinen Propheten (1888; transl.

by J. S. Banks, 1893); Schuurmans Stekhoven, " Het Vader-

land van Amos," ThSt. VII. (1889), 222-8; Sayce, "The
Book of Hosea in the Light of Assyrian Research," JQR-
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1889, pp. 162-72 ; Bachmann, Praeparationen zu den kleinen

Propheten {\d>c)o) ; Zeydner, "Nog iets over den profeet Amos,"

Stemmen voor Waarheid en Vrede, 1890, pp. 613-34; Oort,

"Hozea," ThT. XXIV. (1890), 345-64, 480-505; Idem, " Het

Vaderland van Amos," ThT. XXV. (1891), 121-6; Kirkpatrick,

Doctrine of the Prophets (1892; 3d ed. 1901), 83-142; Well-

hausen, Die kleinen Propheten itbersetzt uud erklart (1892 ;
3d ed.

1898) ; Lagrange, "La nouvelle histoire d'Israel et le prophete

Os^e," Revue bibliqite, L (1892), 203-38 ; Smend, Lehrbuch der

alttestamentlichen Religionsgeschichte (1893; 2d ed. 1899), 179-

86, 204-18; Michelet, Amos oversat (1893); Mitchell, Amos,

an Essay in Exegesis (1893; 2d ed. 1900) ; Billeb, Die wich-

tigstefi Satze d. alttestamentlichen Kritik vom Standpunkt der

Propheten Atnos und Hosea aus betrachtet (1893); Driver, art.

"Amos," Smith's Dictionary of the Bible (2d ed. 1893); Kirk-

patrick, art. "Hosea," ibid.; Beer, "Zu Hosea XH.," ZAW.
Xin. (1893), 281-93; Boehmer, "Die Eigenart des Heilspre-

digt des Amos," SK., 1893, pp. 35 ff. ; Guthe, Translation and

notes in Kautzsch's Heilige Schrift d. A. T. (1894 ; 2d ed. 1896);

Valeton, Amos en Hosea. Een hoofdstuk uit de geschiedenis van

Israels godsdienst (1894; German, 1898) ; N. Schmidt, "On the

Text and Interpretation of Am. f-^;' JBL. XIII. (1894), 1-15 ;

Paton, " Did Amos Approve the Calf-Worship at Bethel ? " ibid.,

80-91 ; Cornill, Isr. Prophetismus (1894 ; English, 1898), 37-55 ;

Skipwith, "Note on the Order of the Text in Hosea i-t^," JQR.
VII. (1895), 480 ff.; Oettli, "Der Kultus bei Amos mid Hosea,"

Greifswalder Studien (1895), pp. 1-34; Tesch, Setzt der Prophet

Amos autoritatives Gesetz vorai/s ? (1895) J
Baton, " Notes on Ho-

sea's Marriage," JBL. XV. (1896), 9-18; George Adam Smith,

The Book of the Twelve Prophets, I. (1896) ; Loftman, Kom-
mentar till prof. Hoseas bok (1896) ; Nowack, Die kleinen Pro-

pheten Ubersetzt nnd erklart (1897; 2d ed. 1903); Cheyne,

"Notes on Obscure Passages of the Prophets," Exp!' V, (1897),

41-51 ; Idem, "A New German Commentary on the Minor Proph-

ets," ibid., VI. (1897), 361-71 ; Volz, Die vorexilische Jahwepro-

phetie und der Messias (1897) ; Budde, "Die Uberschrift des

Buches Amos und des Propheten Heimat," in Semitic Studies in

Memory of Rev. Dr. Alexander Kohut (1897), 106-10 ; Driver,
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Joel and Amos (Cambridge Bible, 1S97) ; Seesemann, Israel und

Juda bei Amos tind Hosea, nebst ei/ietn Exkurs iiber Ho. i-j

(1898) ; Hartung, Der Prophet Amos nach dem Grundtexte erkliirt

(1898) ; Volz, "DieEhegeschichteHosea's,"Za/77i. 1898, pp. 321-

35 ; Taylor, art. " Amos," DB. I. (1898) ; Cheyne, art. "Amos,"

EB. I. (1899) ; A. B. Davidson, art. " Hosea," BB. II. (1899)

;

Vetter, " Die Zeugnisse der vorexilischen Propheten iiber den

Pentateuch ; I. Amos," Theologische Quartalschrift, 1899, pp. 512-

52 ; Vienney, Amos de Tekoa, son cpoqiie et sofi livre (Dissertation,

1899) ; Elhorst, De Prophetie van Amos (1900) ; Giesebrecht, Die

GeschichtUchkeit des Sinaibundes untei'sucht (1900) ; Muss-Arnolt,

"Amos 526(21-27^. ^^p^ n. (1900), 414-28; Houtsma, ThT.

XXXIV. (1900), 429 fif. (review of Elhorst) ; W. R. Smith and

K. Marti, art. " Hosea," EB. II. (1901) ; Procksch, Die Geschichis-

betrachtiing bei Amos, Hosea und Jesaia (1901) ; Budde, art.

" Amos,"y(fw. Enc. (1901) ; Oettli, Amos und Hosea, zwei Zeugen

gegen die AnwenduJig der EvoluiionstheojHe auf die Religion Isra-

els (Beitrage zur Forderung christlicher Theologie, Jahrgang 5,

Heft 4, 1901) ; Grimm, Liturgical Appendixes in the Old Testa-

ment (1901), 60-78, 88-93; Day and Chapin, "Is the Book of

Amos Post-Exilic? " AJSL. XVIII. (1902), 65-93 ; Nowack, " Die

Zukunftshoffnungen Israels in der Assyrischen Zeit," in Theolo-

gische Abhandlmigen (Festgabe fiir H. J. Holtzmann, 1902), t^Z-

59 ; Riedel, Alttestamentliche Untersuchungen, Heft I. (1902),

1-36; Boehmer, "Die Grundgedanken der Predigt Hosea's,"

ZwTh. XLV. (1902), 1-24; Hal^vy, "Le livre d'Osee," Revue

Semitique, X, (1902), 1-12, 97-133, 193-212, 289-304; Idem,

"Le livre d'Amos," ibid., XI. (1903), 1-31, 97-121, 193-209,

289-300 ; XII. (1904), 1-18 ; Meinhold, Studien zur israelitischcn

Religionsgeschichte, I, Der heilige Rest (1903), 33-88; Cheyne,

Critica Biblica, II. (1903) ; Marti, Dodekapropheton (Kurzer

Hand-Commentar z. A.T., 1903) ; J. A. Montgomery, "Notes on

Amos," JBL. XXIII. (1904), 94-96 ; R. F. Horton, The Minor

Prophets, Hosea-Micah (The New-Century Bible, 1904); von

Ryssel, art. "Hosea," Jew. Enc. (1904).

Literature on the poetical form and the text is given in con-

nection with §§20 and 22, pp. clxv f., clxxvii f.





CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF ISRAELITISH LIFE AND
THOUGHT DURING THE DIVIDED KINGDOM

Israel's heritage from centuries preceding 933 e.g.

Pre-Prophetic Religious
Activity

Extra Pre-Prophetic Religious
Activity

The Song of Deborah (Ju. 5). The Book of Jasher (Jos. 10''; 2 S. 1"*).

Nathan's Parable (2 S. 12'-*). The Book of the AVars of Yahweh (Nu.

The Blessing of Jacob (Gn. 49). 21'^ '•)•

The Oracles of Balaam (Nu. 23, 24). Jotham's Fable (Ju. 9' f-)-

The Stories of Creation, the Deluge, etc. David's Lament over Saul and Joiialhan

The Song of the Exodus (Ex. 15, earliest (2 S. 1" ff-)-

form)

.

David's Lament over Al)ner (2 S. 3^ '').

The Patriarchal Traditions. Early Proverbs (1 S. 10" f-; 24").

Traditions of the Conquest. Popular Riddles (Ju. 14'^-'«; 15'").

State Annals. Ancient Folk-lore.

Traditional Customs. Ancient Legends and Songs

—

e.g.:

The Order of Seers. Lamech's Song (Gn. 4^^ •'•).

The NehhiHm. Song of the Well (Nu. 21'' ').

Tlie Xazirites. Ancient Laws {e.g. 1 S. 30=< '•).

The Institution of the Kingdom. Religious Institutions

—

e.g.:

The National, or Patriotic, Spirit. Sacrifice.

The Life and Work of Samuel. Feasts.

The Prophet Nathan. The Sabbath.

Gad, the Seer. Clean and Unclean.

The Oracle, Ephod, Teraphim. Circumcision.

The Ark.

The Priesthood.

Local Sanctuaries.

The Temple.



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF LSRAELITISH LIFE AND THOUGHT (933-721 b.c).

Wars between Judah

. uppeola tu Daroas-

CivUwa
byOm

t Philbtia

ictiomled

RELIGIOUS ACTIVITY CONTEMPORANEOUS HISTORY

Sliiabak I of Egypt

' Ben-hadad of

Pbilisliaattackedby

Tukulti-Ninibll

Lshumafirpallll ; north-

Long peace between

Jcboshaphat

Ahaxiah
A hastab aids Joi

iah slain by J.

Elijah (875—860)
i;arly world-stories

Judroan Decaloguo

ram against Moab

siialmalles^er^H Un
854-832); battle uf

Shalmaneser II ; coi

wLt^' MMopol
859-85fi; in South Svr^
ia. 854. 849. 846. 842,
839; in Oenlra] Syria
850. 843, «41. 832; ii

North Syria and North

Prophets suppo

Rise of Rechabit'

Syria humiliates Is-
1

ascus subdued

- War with Amaaiah

Jeroboam II

Syria expelled frot

Samuel and 1

Elisha-stories
Prophet Jonah (II

Parable of Jehoash
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A COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK OF
AMOS.

§ 1. The superscription : Occupation and residetice of Amos;

date of /lis tbork. i\

The super^ription contains the title, the author's name, his

occupation, his home, the subject treated, and the date ; the last

in two forms.* This is the most exact and complete of all the

superscriptions to prophetic utterances. f Although it may well

be supposed that Amos prepared, perhaps in Jerusalem, the

edition of his sermons, which, with some modifications has been

handed down to us, it is improbable that so early an author would

have prepared such an elaborate superscription ; it is better to

understand that it comes from a post-exilic period. J The editor

evidently makes Amos precede Hosea, since only Uzziah is men-

tioned among the kings of Judah. It is important to note that,

whatever may be the age of the superscription, it is entirely con-

* Uhland, Annotationes, 3-30; Juynboll, Disputatio de Amos, 1-8, 11-18, 27-32;

Ba. 38-110; Oort, "De Profeet Amos," TliT. XIV. 122-7; Matheson, "Studies in

the Minor Prophs.," Exp. III. (1882), 342-4; WRS., Prophs. i2off., 395; Sta.

GVI. I. 562-75; Da. Exp. V. (1887), 161-79; Stekhoven, " Het vaderland van

Amos," ThSt. 1889, 222-8; Mit. 1-22; Gun. 13 ff. ; Now. 121 ff.; GAS. I. 67f.;

Che. EB. I. 147 ff. ; Dr. 93 ff., 125 ff.

t Ho. gives title, author, parentage, date; Mi., title, author, country, date, sub-

ject; Na., title, subject, author, country; Zp., title, author, parentage (fully), date;

Hb., title, author, occupation (prophet) ; Hg., no proper superscription, the first

verse contains date (to the day), title, author, occupation (prophet), those to whom
his message was addressed; Zc, date, title, parentage, occupation (prophet);

Mai., title, subject (to Israel), author; Ob., title, author; Jo. and Jon., title, author,

parentage.

J So Che. EB.; Tay. DB.; Bu. Jew. Enc. ; Now.; Houtsma, TliT. 1900, p. 432.

B I
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j^ ^

sistent with the contents of the book and is to be accepted as

historical.

1. anpjj rr'n is'n] a gloss; orig. text, words of Amos of Tekoa, cf. Ju. 12^

[Bu. in Kohut's Semitic Studies (1897), 106-10; id. Jew. Enc. I. 530;

Now.; Lohr, 3]; present structure very awkward; but cf. Or. (fol. De.) who

makes jJipn . . . -lU'N a later addition; and Oet. (p. 65) who suggests that in

this case 'i'^pnn (2 S. 23^") would have been used, onpj^] (5 iv 'AKKapei/j.,

probably for ev li^aKKapel/x, initial v having been lost after iv [so Drusius,

Grotius, Vol. Cf. the suggestion of Hirscht {^ZwTh. XLIV. 45) that (S is

based on a marginal gloss Dnrs, added in explanation of anpj] ; cf. NuiktjO,

2 K. 3*; some codd. of (B KapiaOiapei/x; 'A. TroL/jLviorpdcpoLs; S. rots iroiix^criv

(= /lerdsmen); 0. vuKeSelfi. 2C pnj "'^r. & It-oJ, merely transliterating

the Heb. SxnB'''] (5 'lepovaaXrj/j., probably confusing similar abbreviations.

Si sons of Israel. Cf. the form of the superscription in IL : — sertnones Amos

qiios vidit super Hierusaleni.

I a. The words of Amos'] The titles of the prophetic books *

generally contain some reference to Yahvveh, as the author of the

words spoken, or some technical expression which implies such

authorship (Na. i' Hb. i^). This phrase (Je. i^ Hg. i'-) con-

tains no allusion to a specifically active human element,! since

the words are recognized as Yahweh's words. Nor does the

plural designate the writing as composed of distinct prophecies, J

since every book is similarly made up of distinct prophecies.

There is likewise no reason to suppose that the original super-

scription was limited to these words. § The Amos of this book

has sometimes been confounded with the father of Isaiah,
||

but

for the most part tradition has rightly distinguished between the

two. Concerning Amos see Introduction (I 12). JV/io had been

among the shepherds] v.s. That is, he was one of the shep-

herds in Tekoa ; not with the distinctive use of the preposition,

viz. he was great among them.^ Here one must compare 7-"

*• Cf. (i) the similar introduction of Je. ; (2) "the word of '' " of Ho., Mi., Zp.,

and Jo.; (3) "the burden " of Na. and Hb.
; (4) "the burden of the word of '\"

of Mai.; (s) "the vision" of Is. and Ob.; (6) the introductory formula "and it

came to pass " of Ez.
; (7)

" was the word of "1 by Hg. the prophet"
; (8) " was the

word of-1 unto Z." f Cf. Ba. + Geb. \ Implied by Val. 79 ff.

II
Clem, of Alex, and Pseudepiph (see Ba.).

H Ki., Ephraem ; cf. Bu. (in Kohut, Semitic Studies, 20, 106 ff.), who translates:

who had been among the sheep breeders, (a man) of Tekoa; so Che. in EB. I.

147 ; but in Crit. Bib. he treats anpj as a proper name.
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in which Amos calls himself a herdsman (but see p. 8), Was

Amos an owner of sheep, and wealthy? So most Jewish inter-

preters, who urge that this is implied in the use of the same word

of the King of Moab (2 K. 3*) ; and that if a slave or servant, he

could not have left his work for an excursion of this kind ; but the

fuller description in 7", in which reference is made to his indigent

circumstances, the etymology of the word, and the answer made

to Amaziah (7'^), "Yahweh took me, etc." point to a simple

shepherd. There is no reason to suppose that he was a slave.^*

— From Tekoa] This was certainly in Judah, although it has been

placed in Zebulon,t in Asher, | in the south of Palestine, but

belonging to Ephraim, § {i.e. the ten tribes) .
||

In favor of

Judah are (i) the evidences elsewhere found that Amos was

of Judah, e.g., the command of the priest (7^-) to Amos to flee to

Judah ; likewise " the exact scenery of his visions " which is seen

from Tekoa ;^ (2) the references in 2 S. 14- 23-'' Je. 6^ 2 Ch. 20'-*

I Mace. 9^. The place lies six miles south of Bethlehem (twelve

miles south of Jerusalem) .** The hill, four or five acres, is broad

at the top and not steep. The surrounding country is sterile and

rocky, but rich in pasturage. The wilderness of Tekoa (2 Ch. 20'"'^)

is part of the wilderness of Judah. -f-f
The preposition " from "

indicates that, like other shepherds, Amos came from Tekoa, but

remained in the wilderness or vicinity. J J While the Jewish fancy

that Amos was wealthy has no basis, it is just as unfounded to

say §§ that Tekoa is mentioned as especially poor to show God's

ability to confound the rich with the poor. Was Tekoa too high for

the cultivation of sycamores? It is reasonable to suppose that the

reference is to some low lying district in the Shephelah owned by

Amos
II II

at some distance perhaps from Tekoa.— Which he saw'\

This word originally marked the method of reception of the

* y. Ba. t Pseudepiph. de vilis prophetarum, 245. \ Ki. ^ Cyril.

II
Cf. Har. 45-9, who locates it on Carmel ; Graetz, Gesch. I. 403, who identifies

it with Eltekeh of Jos. iq'**, making Amos a Danite; Oort, TkT. XXV. 121-6, who

makes him belong to the ten tribes. H GAS. HG. 315.

** Its ruins, " extensive, but uninteresting," still remain, bearing the name of

Teku'a (c«JiJ*). PEF. iS74,p.27.

ttSee also Ba.; Rob. BA'.^ I. 486 f.; Stickel, Dai Buck Hiob, 269-77; Kue,

HCO.'i II. 355 f. IX Hi. §§ Cal.. Os. ||||
Che. EB.
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divine communication as by vision. The vision may have been

merely a drea-n, a vision of the night, or a half-sleeping, half-

waking conditi n, as with the Syrian monks of the present day

;

or the ecstasy or trance. It is impossible, in the majority of

cases, to distinguish between these forms. Such visions came to

non-prophets (i K. 3^ i S. 28*"') as well as to prophets (i K. 19^

I S.^'-)

An earlier and a later usage may be noticed: (i) In the earlier period

nrn (as well as nx-i of which it is often the poetic equiv.) marks the

reception of the message, which is seen as well as heard (cf. iniNi Am. 9^

Is. 61; ''j.snn Am. 7I •»• ^ 8^ 2 Ki. S^^-^^; this is in accordance with the Arab.

j^-jXif used of clairvoyants, soothsayers, those who can foretell the future

(cf. Hoffm. ZA IF. III. 92 f.). At this time N''^^ had reference to the speaking

or impartation of the communication to others. i<>2i is not («) a passive

formation from a root N3: = ;'3J to bubble forth; Arab, »aJ to well forth

(Redslob, Der Begriff des N^abi (1839) ; and Ho. 7^'^'^, p. 30; Ke. on Gn. 20'^;

Kue. Proph. 42; Maybaum, Die Etitwickelung dcs isr. Prophetentlninis, 1 13;

Baud. FAnl. 314); nor {b) a noun, designating an ordinary speake?- from n2j,

cf. Arab. U^ utter a loiu sound, Assyr. S'3J nabii, name, call (Or. Proph. ii f.;

K6. II. I, pp. 133, 4^7; BDB.; cf. WR.S. Proph. 390 f.); but {c) as is seen

from the use of the Niph'al to prophesy, an involuntary speaker, one who

speaks under compulsion that which has been communicated to him

(Hoffm.; Arab. Lo raise up, speak softly, hence sLo soft witie). Per-

haps it is an active transitive (cf. '7'3-\; p^oN; ViSs; "y^pa; '''•n"') its object

being aNj, which he apprehends quietly but imparts vehemently with deep

breaths, cf. Bewer, AJSL. XVIII. 120. (2) In the later period, the distinc-

tion between nin (also hni) and N'-aj is broken down, the former, as well

as the latter, meaning to utter or announce prophecy (Is. 2^ Mi. i^ (nirn).

Is. 29II 2i2). In this verse, nin has its later usage; and since the distinc-

tion between revelations "heard" and "seen" is made by the compiler of

the book (cf. chaps. 1-6 with 7-9), the date of the expression would seem to

be still later than the compilation. (Ba., Hoffm. ZA W. III. 95.)

1 h. Concerning Israel'\ The words of Amos were intended for

the North, viz. Israel, not the South. The Northern Kingdom, there-

fore, seems to have been regarded by him as Israel proper, of which

Judah was a fragment (i K. n^a-s'-' 2 K. 17^^).* His utterances

See Seesemann, Israel 2md fuda bei Amos und Hosea (1898), pp. 1-17, in

which it is shown that Amos always means Ephraim when he uses the name Israel,

thus following the usage of the old sources of the historical books, e.g. K in
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concerning foreign nations, Syria, Moab, etc., like the similar

utterances of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, were intended for the

ear of Israel. There is no reason to suppose th^c the outside

nations ever heard them. In a true sense, howevc/, even these

utterances were concerning Israel, since the attitude of God
therein depicted was the same as that assumed by him toward

Israel and Judah ; and the affairs of Israel were so closely woven

with those of the nations named as to make everything concerning

them related in some way also to Israel. The fact that so much
of the prophetic material has to do with the outside nations,

coupled with the probabiUty that no part of this material was

given to them, points indisputably to the opinion here expressed,

and justifies and explains the use of the phrase— concerning Israel.

In the days of Uzziah . . . and . , . Jeroboani^ In corrobora-

tion of this statement may be cited (i) the plain historical narra-

tive (7^**) in which Jeroboam plays an important part; (2) the

consistency between the representation made in 2 K. 14-^ as to

the extent of Israel's kingdom and the allusions in Am. 6" (the

borders of Ephraim) and 6^ (the destruction of Hamath)
; (3) the

consistency between the situation which forms the background of

the discourses of Amos and that which, as gathered from other

sources, existed in the days of Jeroboam. The work of Amos
would fall between 765 and 750 B.C.* (see Introduction, § 12,2).

Uzzia}i\ The long reign of Uzziah,t during which there was

co-regency with Amaziah at the beginning and with Jotham at the

end, was, in general, a period of comparative peace, and of great

political prosperity. Judah was probably in a certain kind of sub-

ordination to Israel
; \ the Philistines were severely defeated and

I K. I2l8ff.. Though certainly familiar with the broader significance of the name
Israel, he probably refrained from thus using it because of Ephraim's unwillingness

to allow Judah to share it, and because after the division of the kingdom, ordinary

usage limited the use of the name Israel to the North, the South being called

Jv.Vii,. --" -'
- For a presentation of the view that th** Rook of Amos is really post-exiiic, see

AJSL. Jan. ir,o2, an article by Edward Day and Walter H. Chapin.

t According to the old chronology U.c. 810-758; but 791-740, Schra.
; 783(7)-

737, YJw.Hist. II. 239 f.; 767-716, Sta. GVI. I. 559; 790(?)-740, Marti, KB. I. 795;

790-739, KAT^. I. 320; 783-738, HPM. III. 435.

X Kit. Hist. II. 331; Gu. lili. II. 2242; Paton, Hist. 205, 225 fif. ; cf. KAT^. I.

262 f.
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their fortifications at Gath, Jabneh, and Ashdod destroyed ; in the

south the Arabs and Maonites were defeated ; the walls of Jerusa-

lem were strengthened. Uzziah probably accompanieei Jeroboam

in his campaigns against Syria and after Jeroboam's death made

an independent expedition there.* He appears about 738 b.c.

as head of a coalition of Syrian states against Tiglathpileser Ill.f

His name in the Book of Kings and in the Tiglathpileser inscrip-

tions is Azariah. Religiously Judah, while zealous for the temple

ceremonial, was to a large extent under the influence of Israel

and the outside nations. The power of the priests was increas-

ing, and it is probable that Uzziah was brought into conflict with

them and that the mysterious incident (2 Ch. 26^^"-^) really means

that Uzziah was deposed and isolated by the priestly faction. %

Jeroboam~\ The reign of Jeroboam § lasted about forty years and

was marked by great political prosperity. While many wars were

waged, peace existed during a large part of his reign. In the

wars with Syria much northern territory (the district east of. the

Jordan) was recovered. This was accomplished the more easily

because the Syrians were weakened by wars with Assyria. The

limits of the kingdom assumed the widest extent (2 K. 14-'"),

though the statement that his dominion extended to Hamath is

thought to be an exaggeration.
||

The calf-worship was zealously

observed at Bethel and Dan^ and a similar worship at other

places. While this worship was conducted in the name of Yahvveh,

it was largely corrupt, including Teraphim, Masseboth, the Ephod,

and the Asherah.** The prophets of the period tell us ff that this

Kit. Hist. II. 335 f.

fill R. pi. 9, II, Is. 3, 4, and III, Is. 23, 31. But this identification of Azriya'u of

Vc-'udi with Uzziah of Judah is called in question by an increasing number of schol-

ars who maintain that the Ya'udi of Tiglathpileser's narrative is a district in Northern

Syria mentioned ir. the inscriptions recently discovered at Sinjirli. So, e.g. Wkl.

Forsch. I. 1-23 ; Id. KA T^. I. 262 ; W. E. Barnes, DB, IL51.'? ; Psicn, I^isi. 233
""

;

Gu. GescA. 188 f. ; Horn. Trad. 319; Kit. Kotiigc, 263; Benz. Konige, 166; G. S.

Goodspeed, History of Babylonians and Assyrians (1902), 230 f. ; Smith, O. T. Hist.

(1903), 226 f.; but V. McCurdy, HPM. I. 413 f. + Kit. Hist. II. 331.

\ According to the old chronology 825-784; but 790-749, Schra.; 781-741, Sta.

GVI. I. 559; 781-740, Kit. Hist. 11.240; 783-743, HPM. ^262; 785-745, A>iZ 3.

I. 262; 784-744, Paton, Hist. 223, 231.
||
Sta. GVI. I. 570.

H Ho. 85- 6 io5 Am. Si'*. ** Kit. Hist. II. 305 f. ; Ho. 2l3. 17 34 1,32.

tt Am. 26 «• 3I5 4I 57- 10 ff 6-3 flf 84 ff. Ho. 4I f- u «• 6« f- 12^ f-.
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reign was characterized by gross immorality, inordinate luxury of

the rich, and by oppression and injustice toward the poor. Two
years before the earthquake^ This phrase, contrary to Keil, is

intended to mark a date. Since earthquakes (the v^ew which

makes it a civil conmiotion is untenable) are not infrequent in

Palestine,* as may be gathered from their frequent mention in

poetic descriptions, this must have been an especially severe one.

Reference is made to it certainly in Zc. 14^ possibly also in Am.

S^'"* (an interpolation) and Mi. i""^t Tradition, according to

Josephus, % connects it with Uzziah's attempt to act as priest

(2 Ch. 26"^) and with a shattering of the temple in the year of

Uzziah's death (Is. 6*). On closer examination, however, we

may ask. Does the editor mean to imply that this earthquake was

a beginning of the fulfilment of the prediction of Amos ? § Had
there, in other words, been an interval of two years, a period of

repentance, between the last words of warning and this the first

flash of the lightning which consumed them?
||

Does this chrono-

logical statement carry with it the implication that his work was of

short duration, limited, perhaps, to the one year, "two years before

the earthquake,"^ or may it be inferred with Pusey from f^ 2" '"

that he had a long ministry, and that the discourses were written

out only after a period of at least two years? The answers to these

questions depend partly on one's conception of prophecy, but more

largely upon data which are not at hand. Jerusalem itself seems

seldom to have been affected by earthquakes, and this may account

for the lack of reference to specific earthquakes by O. T. writers,

this being the only case mentioned in O. T. literature.**

Dicy] Only in this book, i' 'f-
"'• 1* S^. (5 'A/xcus which stands also for

T'iCN; proper names of the same form are picj?, Ne. 12^-"; jidn, 2 K. 2i""''-;

Vicx, Is. 1'; pi"'^, 2 K. 15^3. nijT, Jos. 1
5'* ; ii3>.', Jos. 7-'*; the original vowels

are not a— u (Lag. BN. 28 f.), but a— a (Barth. NB. 41, cf. 59; Lag. B.V.

69 f.). This form is found in adjectives (cf. h^-^^, great), abstract substantives

(cf. ni'^r, peace) ; with active significance (cf. piu'i", oppressor ; pi-i = jn)
;
per-

haps never as passive. The etymologies suggested may be classified : (i) DV and

y. Pu. L 286; Dr. 172; Che. EB. II. 1150!.; E. Hull, DB. I.634f.

t Cf. also Jo. 2i«. + Atit. IX. lol $ Cal. || Pu. H Bl. Einl. 363.

** Hoffm. {ZA H'. III. 123) regards this case as an excgetical inference from ^^ ^

(cf. 7^ 82), the thought being that Israel's punishment is twice postponed, for a year

each time; so Che. EB. I. 149; and Marti, EB. I. 776.
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ric a people put away, popjihis avulsus (Jer.; cf. Ba.), (2) connection with

the Egyptian Amasis or Amosis (Ges. Thes. 1044), (3) for Dicj:, carried (?«

the bosom) or for Dijj", carrying, burden-bearer, related to Scy (MV.; cf.

Jer. in introci. to Jo.), (4) a hard or heazy people (Jer. in introd. to Is.), or

heavy-tongued, lisping (Jer. on Am.), used of Am., who according to the

Rabbins used d;:'3 (7I*) for u'^^o, cf. Ju. 126. Of these (i) and (2) are

absurd, (3) and (4) uncertain. The root (cf. u.w.» C, to be oppressed ; Phoen.

D-:", to burden, v. Levy, Phon. Wort. 38), means («) to lift and carry. Is. 46',

(i^) to load an animal, Gn. 44^''. It is probable, therefore, that the word is a

simple adjective meaning heavy (Ba.).— Qitpja n\n] = -\\\} n-ri, cf. Sixr Djn

D\s''3:3, Is Saul also among (one of) the prophets ? (i S. lo'^i), also 2 S. 15^^

Ps. 118'^; cf. the iv of 'A. and S. v.s. The word cipj is of interest from

every point of view: (i) npn of 7I* is probably a corruption of it; (2) the

Hebrew forms from the same stem, viz. i^pi, punctured, mnj, point, a''";;^:,

bread-crumbs, indicate a root (not occurring as such in Hebrew) meaning

puncture; (3) the cognate forms. Ass. nakidu (Dl. Pr./^j and HIVB. 479;

Muss-Arnolt, Diet. 719; Evans, Essay on Assyriology, 74) and Arab. t^LJiJ

mean shepherd, the latter (Lane, 2837) tieing used of a particular kind of

sheep, viz., <X&J, a kind having short legs and ugly faces, but furnishing

the best kind of wool; (4) Syr. \f£i2, shepherd, and Moabitish -ipj (Mesha

stone, 1. 30 [reading doubtful]; v. Dr. Heb. Text of Sam. LXXXV. ff . and in

Authority and Archaeology, go; Smend and Socin, Die Inschrift des Kdnigs

Mesa von Moab ; Lidzbarski, Plandbuch zur N^ord-Semitischen Epigraphik,

I. 415 ff.; W. H. Bennett, DB. HI. 404 ff.), cf. 2 K. 3*; (5) suggestions have

been made: («) from a root meaning /zVrfif (cf. cXiij, used of a bird's boring,

and of the bite of a serpent) from which is developed the idea distinguish,

used particularly of separating good money from bad; hence cXiiJ, applied

to a kind of sheep distinguished for choice wool iy.s.') ; hence (3Uu
= ip;: (z/.J.)

;
{b) from a root meaning to puncture explained by " stimulo

hastae utuntur, pungentes calcem et pedes bovum posteriores " (Har.);

(f) shepherd, so called because many of his sheep are iipi (Ki)-— The

idea of C'>n], as of its cognates (yrf~C•^ (also /ji»„C\), Aram. U71, is to

shake, tremble. It is used, therefore, only of noises which are connected with

a tremblmg or shaking movement, e.g. of the quivering spear, Jb. 41'^^; of

the thundering rattle of horses' hoofs, Jb. 39-*; of the roll of wagon wheels,

Na. 3- Je. 47^. Very appropriately, therefore, is it used of an earthquake,

I K. igii*'- Is. 298 Zc. 14^. Interestingly enough the root is not used of

earthquakes in the other Semitic dialects, which, however, employ words of

similar significance (Aram. N"'?, Syr. )^o] (from >iT, move one's self), Arab.

JUJv from UwV, move, shake).
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§ 2. The text or motto of the book. i-. When Yahweh mani-

fests his power and majesty, all nature feels the terrible influence

of the manifestation. The essence of the teaching of Amos seems

to be presented in this verse, which serves as an introduction, pre-

pared either by himself or the editor. In any case it is a separate

section and not to be immediately connected with what follows.*

The verse is a stanza of four lines, in trimeter movement.I The

parallelism is exact, lines i and 2 being synonymous, 3 and 4

synonymous ; lines i and 2 synthetic with 3 and 4. The rhythm

of the verse is inimitable :
—
jxt" jr^cb mri" [-ia«r]

For an interesting theory as to its relation to the following

stanzas, in which it is suggested that Amos went to the head-

quarters of the Northern King, accompanied by a chorus, and

that the entire passage (Chs. 1,2) was presented in strophe and

antistrophe, v. Mliller. I Against the authenticity of the verse may

be urged : (i) the phraseology is similar to that found in Joel and

later authors {v. p. 12) ; § (2) the \yords suit the context better in

Joel than here
; (3) the tone of lamentation seems inconsistent with

the severe announcements which follow; (4) the extremely fin-

ished and artistic character of the verse (v.i.), in contrast with the

spoken addresses which follow
; || (5) the lack* of point in making

Jerusalem so prominent in an address delivered to the citizens of

Northern Israel;^! (6) the hostility, implied toward the high-

places of the North, did not exist until after Amos's time. It is

* So Dat., Ba., Reu., Gun., We., Now., GAS., Dr., ef al.

t See my articles in AJT. I. (1897), 140-5, and BW. XII. (1898), 86-9, 179-82,

251-6, 333-8.

X Die Propheten in ihrer ursprunglicheft Form (1896) ; cf. Lohr, Untersuchungftt

zum Buck Amos ( 1901 ) , p. 3 ; Ko. Stilisttk, Rhetorik, Poetik ( 1900) , 348 ff. ;
Zenror,

Die Cl^orgesdngt im Buche der Psalmen, I. (1896), 5-8 ;
Sievers, Metrische Sh'Jicn,

I. (1901), 134-4T, 472-9; Bautnann, Der Aufbau der Amosreden (1903) ;
md on

Hebrew Poetry in general, Briggs, General Introduction to the Study of II •:v S, ,tp.

^<r^ (1899), 355-426.

^ Che. in Introd. to WRS. Proph. XV. f., and ait. "Amos," /./.'.

II
Seesemann, p. 5. H Volz, 19 f.; Bu. art. "Amos," Jei\ Enc.
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not enough to claim that Amos uses this utterance earUer, because

in Joel the effect of Yahweh's indignation is very much exaggerated

as compared with the effect described by Amos ;
* or that the

passage is not hostile to the high-places but impUes merely that

Jerusalem is the most prominent of the places at which Yahweh is

worshipped.! The verse introduces the entire book and not the

first chapters.

2. JNtt-i] Greek versions variously: (3 icpO^y^aro; 'A. 2. ^pvx-nfferai;

e. ipeik^rai; while WSS) translate as future. 0^;nn niNj] St habitations of

Kings ; F speciosa pastortim ; & oasis inhabited by shepherds. '?C-njn z'i<-\'\

2r fortification of their strongholds.

2. And he said'] 'fhis phrase is used after "words" of i^ in-

stead of the more common " saying," because of the number of

su"b6rdinate sentences intervening; cf. Ho. i-. Yahweh ?'oars

from Zion, atid utters his voice from Jerusalem] This is found

in Jo.ii^", but in a different connection. The verse is neither

original with Amos and, with what follows, a reflection of his sh-ep-

herd-life ; borrowed Iherefore by Joel who, in this case, lived later
; \

nor is it original with Joel and repeated, somewhat later, by Amos,

because though still unfulfilled he wishes to give assurance of

7> Z'tiJiiT) fulfilment ; § but by the hand of a post-exilic editor who inserts

it here from Joel|| {v.s.^. The " roaring " is that of the lion,^ not

that of thunder (as perhaps in Joel and Je. 25^) nor of waves,

though this is found elsewhere, cf. Is. 5^ ; the phrase " utters his

voice " is the Hebraistic expression for " thundering " (Ps. 46f'

Jb. 37^) ; the idea of both phrases is the manifestation of majesty

and power. Zion] originally applied («) to the Jiill Ophel,

(^) to the ridge on which the temple stood, and later (r) to the

entire city** (so here and in 6^ and Is. 2^, dSi^ Jerusalem] of the

* Mit. t Now.

;J
Cocceius, quoted by Ba. ; We.; Mit.; Dr. 75; Id. art "Joel," EB.; Now.;

GAS. ; Elh. 137.

§ Ba.; Reu.; Kirk. Doct. 63 ff.; G. G. Cameron, DB. II. 675.

il
Volz, 19 f.; Taylor, Z)y5. I. 86; Che. EB. I. 151; Day and Chz^m, AJSL.

XVIIT. 72 f.; Houtsma, TkT. 1900, p. 432; cf. Bu. few. Enc. I. 532.

H Ju. 145 Am. 3< 8 Ps. 10421 ; so Dr. ; et al.

** Klaiber, ZDPV. III. 189 ff., IV. 18 ff. ; Riehm, HBA. II. 1839 ff ; Starck, Pal.

u. Syrien, 8t, f ; Smith's DB'^. II. 1650 f. ; Muhlau, art. " Zion " in Riehm's HBA. ;

BSZ. s.v. p>s.
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synonymous parallelism, are too local to be understood as mean-

ing the mass of the faithful children of God.* To the pure and

devout worshippers of Yahweh, at the time of this utterance {i.e.

after the exile), the place represented by these names was the centre

of the national life, as well as of the theocracy. T/ie pastures of

the shepherds mourn'] The shepherd life of the author (whoever

he was) shows itself in these words, which stand in relation of

consequence to the first half The Targumic " habitations " in-

stead of " pastures " has no basis ; nor is tht translation " perish "

instead of " mourn " on the ground of the parallel " wither "
f well

taken. The present tensej presents the descriptive idea better

than the future "shall" or "will." The top of €armel]% does

not refer to the Carmel of i S. 25^ in Southern Palestine,
||
the

home of Nabal which, according to Eusebius-ahd Theodoret, was

a village south of Jerusalem, not a mountain ; nor may it be taken

in a general way, " the best of cornfields," * but designates the

mountain ordinarily so called (cf. 9^) on tlie coast of Palestine,

west of the plain of Esdraelon. The word, being originally an

appellative meaning the garden, like certain other geographical

terms,^ has the article. No part of Palestine was more beautiful

or fertile than the ridge of Carmel (S.E. to N.E. 12 miles, 1800 ft.

high at the S.E., 500 ft. high at the N.W.).** The greatest calam-

ity imaginable would be the withering of Carmel, Is. 33^ Na. i*.

The prophet speaks of a general characteristic of Yahweh with

special reference to an ihipendiirg judgment. In semi-proverbial

form we have the essence of the prophetic thought ; the verse

serves also, from the point of view of the editor, as a motto

or text. The chapters which follow are merely the expansion

of this thought, and the explanation of it. There will be locusts

and drought
(

7'-
") ; but the end will come about through Assyria

* Geb. t Calv.

X So We. ; Or. ; Gun. ; GAS. ; Now. ; Elh. ; but cf. Dr.

\ Ba. 191-5; WRS. Sem. 156; Badeker, PalA 259; ZDPV.^IW. no; Mit.

55 f. ; Starck, Pal. u. Syrien, 103; GAS. //G. 150, 152-note, 337-41 ; Buhl, Geog. 23,

163; Jastrow, JDL. XI. 115. For the city Carmel in Judah, cf. BSZ. 387 ; Rob.

BR?' I. 495-8.

II
Jer. ; Mich.

; Justi ; BSZ. 387. H E.g. lySjn, v.2
;
jfjn, 4!.

** F. R. Condcr and C, R. Conder, Handbook, 209.
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2. run"'] the position of this word makes the first half of the v. subordinate

to the second, the force being, " When Yahweh out of Zion roars, and

from Jerusalem utters his voice, the pastures of the shepherds mourn," etc.;

GK. 142c; Dr. §165; H. 45, 3, iJ. The other alternative, to treat nin> as

^-\}"?^ emphatic, is scarcely possible. The emphasis rests on ]V!S and nSriT' which

stand out of the usual order. A rhetorical cnmax is seen in both members,

the roar of the lion passing into that of thunder; the waste of Carmel's top

following the desolation of the pasture-land. If we omit ncs"'! the first word,

and pronounce ''jix for ni,T> and dS for o^_, we find that 21 of the 28 vowels

in the verse are long {6 (7), a (6), e (3), ii (3), i (2)), in other words the

very vowel sounds with the frequently recurring sibilants (5) and liquids (13)

suggest the thunder in its rollings, jn^", jn'] (S uses aorist or pf. (v.s.),

K'E^, the impf., the former adopting the gnomic,,the latter the prophetic

interpretation; for variation in other Grk. versions v.s. Likewise in the case

of I'r^Ni and c^ii the same variation occurs. The use of the present expresses

the thought as generic. H. 21, 3; Dr. §35; GK. 107^. jnc^ hinj, i't^ni,

tt'aM] The usage of these words is of a late character; 'r::}* is used figuratively

as in Jo. i^" Is. 24*'^ 23^ > but cf. Ho. 4^; niNj as in Jo. i^^f- 2^'^; -^'2^ as in

Jo. ii'-; JN^' is used of "1 only in Jb. 37* Je. 25^0 Ho. ii^" Jo. 4^^ all post-

exilic passages. Note further the similarity of v.^'> to Je. 9^ 23!" 25-^' Is. ;2;^^

Na. I*, all post-exilic except the first (v. Che. £B. I. 151, n. 2). X

§ 3. Approaching judgments upon the surrounding nations.*

1^-2^. The real work of Amos is to preach to Israel ; he begins his

work, however, by announcing the judgment which is to fall upon

the neighboring nations. In this he has a threefold purpose :
—

i) To gain the good-will of tliose in whose welfare he is inter-

ested, and to whom his words are addressed. In this is seen the

art of the prophetic method. 2) To show that a judgment is

coming, which is to include all nations ; shall Israel be omitted ?

3) To raise the question, whether, if these nations, without the

truth as given by Yahweh's prophets, must suffer, Israel shall not

suffer most of all. The literary work of Amos (though belonging

to the earliest period of written prophecy) exhibits evidence of

the highest poetical skill. A study of the utterances of Amos, with

reference to their original form, discloses some interesting facts.

Since the connection of thought and, in many cases, the very

wording of the text, are largely dependent upon the results of such

study, it will be necessary in each section, or closely allied group

* Ba. 65-110; E\v. I. 151-S; WRS. PropA. 127 ff. ; We. 67-71; Or. 109-12;

Mit. 56-84 ; DHM. Bie Profheten, I. 62-66 ; McC. HPM. I. 337-46 ; GAS. I. 121 ff.
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of sections, to present a reconstruction of the text, including

divisions into strophes, arrangement in hnes, transposition, at

times, of clauses or lines, and changes in the reading of words.

Chaps. 1^-2' constitute a literary unit and present the char-

acteristics of Amos as clearly as any other portion of the

book.*

Its divisions are :

jS-o. 6-8 against Damascus and Gaza, Strophes of 5, 3, and 4 lines.

i9-io. 11-12 against Tyre and Edom, Strophes of 5 and 2 lines.

112-15 2I-3 against Amnion and Moab, Strophes of 5, 3, and 3 lines.

2*^ against Judah, Strophes of 5 and 2 lines.

The symmetry of the arrangement is not only striking, but sig-

nificant. The significance of the variation in form in divisions 11.

and IV. will be considered in their detailed treatment. The.

arrangement of Miiller f does not bring out all the facts, and his

theory of the poetical form of Amos requires an adjustment of

the material so artificial as to throw the greatest doubt upon the

whole scheme.

I. 3-5. Judgment upon Syria.— In his forecast of impending

national catastrophes, the prophet begins with Syria, and charges

the nation with sins, as a punishment for which Yahweh will send

desolation and captivity.

The strophic arrangement, if the opening and closing words, " thus has

Yahweh said " and " said Yahweh " are included, is 5, 3, and 4 ; the clause

"and I will break," etc. goes with strophe 2, because it completes the thought

of the strophe, forming its culmination ; while the structure of the following

sentence excludes it from strophe 3, including reference as it does to " com-

mon people," " ruler," " whole people." It will be noted that the arrange-

ment of I^^ is precisely that of i^-s. Miillcr's arrangement, 5, 2, and 5,

ignores the logical connection of the members, and the parallelism of i'*^.

Line 5 of strophe i, and line 4 of strophe 3 are shorter than the rule ; and it

is possible to treat them as j)arts of the preceding lines. Cf. Lilhr, 3.

3. ij3''t:'N] IL here and in v.i'' has fem. suf. earn ; so also (5^'. IIofTm.

i:3'->:=s(?) (^ZA IV. III. 97, v.i.); Elh. ijnt'N.— 'ui oa-n] (S tirpi^ov{= D-iit:'(?))

* For the view that this entire section is exilic, see Houtsma, Th T. 1900, p. 432

t /^)ie Prophetcn I. 63, 64; II. nj, ij.
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Tpioffiv criSripois rcis iv yacrpl ^x*"^"""*^
'''^'' ^^ FaXadS (l Ch. 20^, itt'il,

(5 St^irptffev) ; the additional words here (and in 1L) are perhaps an inser-

tion from i^" (Vol.), unsupported by the other versions..—4. jnjniN] © to.

defiiXia ; 'A., S., /Sctpeis ; 9., rds ai)Xd5 ; U dotnos.— Tin"p] @ vJoO 'Adip,

reading T for final i.— 6. imari] goes with strophe 2 (z'.5.). — px] @, 0,,

'fiy; S .o], so U /(/(^/j/ but 'A, dvwcpeXovs ; S., E., d5i/c/as.— inini] (5 om.

—

py n>3] (S dv5pwv (cf. Ho. i") Xappdv (=pn); U ^/(3Wi) voluptatis.—
mip] (5 iwiK\r)Tos = i<'''\p (cf. Nu. ll'^ l6-); 'A., Kvpi^vrj; TB Cyrenen.

3 a. 77;//^" /^^zj' Yahweh said'] Usual formula for the introduction

of each utterance, cf. i'"
9-"i3 2'''''. The tense (pf. not impf.)

implies no particular time in the past at which the revelation has

been given. The imperfect would have suggested a repeated

statement on the part of Yahweh. Amos, like the other proph-

ets, is represented as Yahweh's spokesman.— For three trans-

gressions, yea for four'] Compare similar expressions in Je. 36-^

Pr. 30^^- ^^-^^-^ Ecclus. 26^ The numbers were taken Hterally

by the Rabbins, who understood that three transgressions had

actually been committed which were to be forgiven, while the

fourth was of such a nature as to make forgiveness impossible.*

A symbolical interpretation, however, has been generally adopted :

(i) Four and three added together = j-^z'^^, a complete num-

ber ; t (2) three, the complete number, four, more than enough
; |

(3) three, representing many, four the thing which calls for

punishment ; § or, as seems most probable, the two numbers

together representing the idea of indefiniteness or lack of limita-

tion.
II

The word rendered transgression really means rebellio7i

against authority (cf i K. 12^'' 2 K. i^).— Damascus'] The coun-

try (cf. v.^, in which the city is thus designated) of Syria, or that

portion of it of which Damascus was capital. From the days

of Baasha and Ben-hadad I. (i K. iS^*"^') there had been con-

stant struggle between Israel and Syria, in which Israel had

suffered grievously (2 K. 10''^ 13")' At this time, however, the

southern territory of Syria must have been in Israel's hands

(2 K. 132' 14^).

* So essentially Ew. ^ Dat.

t Cal., Os.
II
Gun., We., Mit., Val., Now., Marti.

IVi X Pu., Dr.
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The country of Aram (s"'N, Homer and Hesiod, 'Apt/ioi ; later Svpi'a and

'Lvpo's, shortened from 'Aaa-ovpla ; At. -LiJI, i.e. North-land, as Yemen

meant South-land ; the root
f^y***,

be ujilucky, 3d form go to the left, hence,

nortJi) included the territory between the Taurus Mountains and the Arabian

desert, the Tigris and the Mediterranean, except the coast land occupied by

the Phoenicians and PhiHstines, and the possessions of Israel, Edom, Moab,
and Ammon. The Aramaeans, or Syrians, were closely related to the Hebrews,

and in the earliest times they seem to have lived in close relationship with each

other. The early traditions, as presented in the Old Testament, connect the

two families in the migration from Ur of the Chaldees (Gn. ii^i 24'0-29 27*^);

represent the Hebrews as coming to Canaan, while the Aramaeans remained

in Mesopotamia ; describe the residence of Nahor in Mesopotamia ; intro-

duce Balaam of Pethor on the Euphrates (Nu. 22^ 23'; Pethor is identified

by Schr., KAT'^. pp. 155 ff.; KB. I. 133, with the Assyrian Pitrti located on

the river Sagur, near Hierapolis ; this, if correct, involves a slight inaccuracy

in the Biblical statement that Pethor is on the Euphrates; cf. Che. on Pethor

in EB.); and mention Cushan-rishathaim, King of Aram (Ju. 3^^"). The
Priest-writer of the Hexateuch uses the geographical term aiN ]•^o (BSZ, 655;

cf. No. EB. I. 278), the field of Aram. Other references of interest are

Gn. 22-'0ff- 25I0 282 (cf. io-'2ff) 3147 Is. 36" Ezra 47ffi7f. 62ff- In the time of

Saul, Zobah had become the centre of Aramaean power (i S. 14*'' cf. 2 S. lo^);

and in David's time the King of Zobah, Hadadezer, was Israel's most dan-

gerous enemy (2 S. 2>^^- loi^ff). The different branches of Aram, viz.

(i) ptfrn aiN (2 S. S^ff), (2) 3im no dix (2 S. lo^ cf. Nu. 1321), (3) ans

n:i;'D (l Ch. 19^ cf. 2 S. io« Jos. 13"), (4) 2-<^ (2 S. lo^ cf. Ju. ii^), (5)-ir>:-j

occurring chiefly in connection with nayn (Dt. 3^* Jos. 12* 131^ 2 S. 15^), were

united under Hadadezer, and with the exception of "(WJ, all took part in the

war against David. At this time the dominion of the King of Zobah extended

to Damascus and Hamath (2 S. 8^- '•> ^O) and beyond the Euphrates (2 S. lo^^).

The capital of Zobah was between the Euphrates and the Orontes (the Saba

mentioned by Ptolemaus; Ew., cf. Ba. ; also BSZ. 696). David defeated

Hadadezer twice (2 S. lo^'- '*) and gained control of the country. A little

later, a kingdom was established in Damascus under Rezon, one of Iladad-

ezer's captains (i K. \i^^^). In Solomon's reign this new kingdom was con-

tinually at war with Israel (i K. Ii^^). Henceforward Damascus was the

capital city and seat of the kingdom of Aram, the word Aram itself, when not

otherwise defined, being used for this kingdom (i K. 15^^ 2 K. 5^ 6*- 2* Am. i^).

Only during the reign of Hezion, Rezon's successor, was there peace (i K. 22^).

For the view that Hezion and Rezon are identical, v. Ew. Hist. IV. 24, n. 5;

GAS. EB. I. 990; Thcnius and Klo. on i K. ii23 15I8. and KAT^. 134; but

cf. Che. art. " Hezion," EB. I.; Kit. on i K. 15I8. Wkl. Untersuch. 60 ff. reads

Hazael on basis of (S*^. Tabrimmon, son of Hezion, seems to have made a

covenant with Judah against Israel (i K. 15'* ''•). With Bcn-hadad I., the son
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of Tabrimmon, the relations became still more delicate. A treaty was made

with Baasha, King of Israel, but afterwards at the request of Asa, King of Judah,

it was broken, and certain cities in the north of Israel were captured (i K.

l^20ff.). Ben-hadad II. was frequently repulsed by Ahab, King of Israel, with

whom Jehoshaphat of Judah was allied (i K. ao^ff- 22''5ff- 2 K. 68--»; for the

view that the opponent of Ahab was Ben-hadad I. v. Wkl. Untersuch. 60 ff.;

Che. art. "Ben-hadad," EB.; but cf. Gu. GVI. 154). Ahab, fearing Shalma-

neser II. (860-825) of Assyria, dealt very leniently with Ben-hadad, though

victorious over him, because it was deemed expedient to keep Syria as a

power between Assyria and Israel (F. Brown, Assyriology, 60 f. ; Kit. Hist.

II. 272). When Shalmaneser attacked Ben-hadad, Ahab and other neigh-

boring princes came to the assistance of Syria, but all were defeated in the

battle of Karkar (854 B.C.; see Shalmaneser-MonoHth, col. II. 91 f.; Schr.

KGF. 359-64; KB. I. 172; COT. I. 182-90; We. SV. I. 31 ff.; Sta. GVI. I.

528 f.; McC. HPM. I. 272-80; R. F. Harper, ABL. 43). In the year follow-

ing (853 B.C.) Ahab took advantage of a respite from Assyria to make his

fatal campaign against Ben-hadad (l K. 221-^"). Hazael, the usurper, successor

of Ben-hadad II., captured the land east of the Jordan (2 K. lo^-'f- 133.5.7.22-)

from Jehu and Jehoahaz, and made a campaign against the Philistines (2 K.

I217''), in which Jehoash of Judah secured the safety of Jerusalem by giving

him presents. But Hazael's son, Ben-hadad III., was defeated by Joash of

Israel three times, and Jeroboam II. took away from him Hamath and

Damascus, or, at least, part of the territory belonging to Damascus (2 K. 132^

1425.28), Moreover, Adad-nirari III. (812-783 B.C.) of Assyria besieged Da-

mascus and compelled its king, Mari, to pay heavy tribute. In the time of

Amos, therefore, Syria was greatly weakened, but was probably giving signs

of renewed hostility.

3 Z), c. / will not revoke if'] Cf. Is. 55". (^The pronoun " it " is

ambiguous here as in Nu. 23'-" Is. 43^'' 48^"; it probably refers to

the anger of Yahweh, i.e. the threatening which is involved in the

preceding verse, and in this case the idea is that Yahweh will not

avert the punishment which he has already threatened.* Others

refer it to the specific threatening which is to be uttered in verses

4and5_| ^ different turn is given to the verb by translating it

"repay," "pay back," | and making the sentence interrogative,

although without the sign of interrogation. Hesselberg, however,

giving the verb the same force but taking the connection differently,

arrives at this interpretation, " I will not repay Syria for the inde-

* Jus., Hi., Ew., Pu., Or., We., Now., Dr. t Marck, Mau.

t The other meaning of a^trn, revoke, turn, regularly requiring jnn or ^N.

So Va.
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finable number of lesser crimes of which she has been guilty, but

on account of her threshing Gilead," etc. Some refer the pro-

noun to Syria, the verb being translated " convert." * Others refer

" it " to some earlier prophecy, the fulfilment of which has been

delayed, but according to Amos will not be revoked.f The

translation " I will not bring them back,"| requires a late date for

the prophecy. By a change of pointing {v.s.) Hoffmann trans-

lates, "I will not let them dwell in pea.ce.'^'U- Bnrause they have

threshed Gilead %'\ The country, not the mountain, of Gilead is

intended. The word is derived, according to Gn. 31*'' *'^', from

the Aramaic words meaning hill (yi) and witness (ny),|| and

accordingly was used at first as the name of the mountainous

region forming the boundary between Israel and her Aramaean

neighbors. For a good example of this narrower usage, see

Ct. 4^ At an early period, however, it took on a larger meaning

and designated, in contrast with Canaan, west of the Jordan, all

the territory east of the Jordan except Bashan (cf. Dt. 3" Jos.
jyo. u.3if.^_ In Dt. 34^ Bashan seems to be included.^ It stands

specifically for the territory of the two and a half tribes i^e.g.

Nu. 32^- ^-^ Jos. la-'"'). In i S. 13^ Gad and Gilead are joined.

That Amos used the word in the latter sense appears from

2 K. lo'-^-, although even here it is used in two senses in the

same passage.**— With threshing instruments 0/ iroii] The read-

ing of (§ {v.s.) is without basis. References in the O. T. to

threshing machines or instruments are easily classified according

as they speak (i) of the ordinary work of such machines

(2 S. 24-- I Ch. 21-'' Is. 28-'-*)
; (2) of their use as instruments

of torture (here, and 2 S. 12''^
i Ch. 20^), or (3) in a figurative

sense (Jb. 41''° of the crocodile; Is. 41'^ of Israel). To under-

stand their use as instruments of torture we must note the three

forms which are described as still found in Oriental countries,

* Jer. t Mit. + Day and Chapin, AJSL. XVI 1 1. 73 f.

§ Cf. the similar phraseology used by Tiglathpileser III.: "the land B?t-Ainuk-

kdni I threshed as with a threshing instrument; all its people, and its possessions

I brought to Assyria" {KB. II. 4 f.; cf. ABL. 54).

II
Cf. suggestion of Ba. iy_ Sj hill of eternity, Hb. 30 (i;: '^-^n) and Gn. 49'^8

II Cf. GAS. HG. 548 f., 575-90; S. Merrill, art. "Gilead," DB.\ Che. art.

" Gilead," HB. ** Ba.

c
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viz. (i) that seen by Niebuhr at Yemen,* a great stone, in

the shape of a wooden drag, drawn over the grain by two oxen

;

(2) that seen by Niebuhr in Syria,t a sledge, made of planks

underneath which are fixed sharp flints, or pieces of sharp iron

;

(3) that described by Girard, J a threshing wagon, consisting of

a square frame of wood across which, parallel with two of the

sides, run two axletrees, on one of which are three, and on

the other four flat iron wheels. § Only prisoners of war were

thus tortured ; the custom was not uncommon of placing them

on the ground like grain, and driving the machine over them.

Other cruelties (cf. 2 S. i2'^^) were practised at the same time.

The cruelties here represented, whether literally or figuratively,

were probably those practised by Hazael (842-802 b.c), in the

incursions during the reigns of Jehu and Jehoahaz (cf. 2 K. 8^

lo^-*- 130-— 4. Se?id a fire'] For fire as a symbol of war, see

Ju. 9^ ; of divine wrath, which frequently finds expression in war,

Dt. 4^* 32-^. The same words are used in Ho. 8" and Je. 17^

21" j\(f 50^^. It is hardly to be taken either as literal fire, or as

lightning;
II

cf. Ju. 20^*^ and 2 K. 8^-.— In the house of Hazael]

Hazaeljlf the founder of the dynasty which sat upon the throne

of Syria in the times of Amos, was a contemporary of Joram

(2 K. 8'^), Jehu (2 K. 10''-), and Jehoahaz (2 K. 13^'). His occu-

pation of the throne was foretold by Elisha (2 K. 8^"^^). The
allusion here may be to Damascus, or to a royal palace in

Damascus, as favored by the parallelism, or to the dynasty of

Hazael. In any case the thought is essentially the same.

—

The palaces of Ben-hadad'\ A phrase practically parallel with

" house of Hazael." The name scarcely refers to Ben-hadad 1.

(about 900), or Ben-hadad II. (about 874), both of whom pre-

ceded Hazael, but rather to Ben-hadad III. (2 K. 10^ 13^)?**

the son and successor of Hazael. The suggestion ff that this

* Reisebeschreibung von Arabien, 158. t Ibid. 158. Post, PEF., 1891, p. 114.

X Memoire sur I'agriculture, I'industrie et le commerce de I'Egypte, II. 504 f.

(cf. Ba.).

\ Cf. Dr. 227 f. ; Now. Arch. 1. 232 ff. ; Benz. Arch. 209 f. || Schro. ; GFM. Ju. 21.

IT Ri. HBA. I. 572; COT. I. 196 ff., 202 ff.; Sta. GVI. I. 540^, 562-6; Che.

art. " Hazael," ED. ; C. F. Burney, art. " Hazael," DB.
** Or., Dr. ; v. GAS. art. " Damascus," EB. ; and /lA T^. 134, on the question

of two or three Ben-hadads. W Cf. Mit. ; KAT^. 134.
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may be the same as Mari whom Adad-nirari III. (803 B.C.)

conquered is hardly tenable. By some the name is thought

to be a title of Syrian kings as Pharaoh was of the Egyptian

kings ;
* others think Hazael and Ben-hadad are used as typical,

representative names of the kings of Damascus.| — 5. The

bars of Damascus\ The bars employed in ancient cities to

fasten the gates are frequently used by synecdoche for the de-

fences of a city (Ju. 16'' i K. 4^^ Je. ^v^ Lam. 2"). The power

of Yahweh will break in pieces the defences of the city.— An
inhabita7it'\ i.e. the common people ; either so, or with equal

appropriateness, the otie sitting on a throne ; the former is favored

by the context which has another term for ruler {v.i.~) ; for

the latter, cf. Ps. 2'* 22^

—

The valley of Ave?i] If the He-

brew text be read with (!l JiK, J instead of pS, and it be remem-

bered that On was the Egyptian name for Heliopolis, a name

given also to Baalbek, because it was a centre of the sun-worship,

the prophet must have had in mind "the valley of the Lebanon"

(Jos. 11^^ 12"), the Coele-Syria of the Greeks, the modern El-

buka'a. With this may be compared Ezekiel's similar treatment of

the Egyptian On (30^"). If the Hebrew text is retained, the pun

is introduced to bring out more distinctly the idolatry. § The inter-

pretation, valley of idolatry,
||
presents no satisfactory explanation.

— The sceptre holder'] This phrase in Ju. 5^^ means governor, in

Am. 2^ Judge.^ It evidently denotes the supreme officer, whether

king or judge, and is either synonymous with inhabitant of the

preceding member, or in contrast with it.— Frojn Beth-Eden] The

localities suggested for this designation are (i) old Jusieh, near

Riblah, thirty miles N.E. from Baalbek ;** (2) the modern Jubb-

'Adin, twenty-five miles N.E. from Damascus, perhaps a country

seat of the Syrian kings ;tt (3) 'Ehden or Bet Jenn, near the foot

of Hermon, eastward
; JJ (4) 'Ehden, on the N.W. slope of Leba-

non, near the great cedars
; §§ (5) the Eden of Ez. 27^,

|| ||
(cf.

* Jer., Bauer, Schro. ; cf. Je. 49^'. f We., Now., Marti.

X See against this view EB. I. 390.

$ So Dahl, Hi., Ba., GAS.; but v. We., Now., Dr. || F- Os., Gun.. Or.

H So Hi. ** Hi., Ke. ft St.; Hoffm. Z^ H^. HI. 97.

XI Ros., cf. Ba. ^\ Bauer.

nil Ri. HBA. I. 176; COT. II. 11 f. ; Wkl. Forsch. I. 104; Now.; but v. Che.

ED. I. 551 f.; Dr. 228 f.
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2 K. 19^- Is. 37^"), which is the Bit-Adini of the Assyrian inscrip-

tions (often mentioned by Ashurnagirpal and Shahnaneser 11.), an

Aramaic kingdom, on both banks of the Middle Euphrates. — The

people of Aram'] v.s. under Damascus.— Shall go into captivity']

The word Thl meaning to be or make naked is here for the

first time used in the sense of go into captivity. The earUer

word T^lt to carry captive is used of captives as individuals, al-

though individuals are, of course, included in a general captivity

(cf. 7^'). nbJ, on the other hand, stands for a national captivity or

exile, when a whole nation is deported. Since the Assyrians (under

Tiglathpileser III.) were the first to introduce this policy, the idea

had not existed among the Hebrews before the time of Amos.*

The poHcy, as history shows, was one which contributed to the

fall of the Assyrian empire.— To Kir] The following suggestions

have been made: (i) The original home of the Aramaeans

(cf. 9'')
; t (2) the place to which they were afterwards carried

(2 K. 16") ;J (3) to be pointed "iip and taken as the name
of the river which rises in the Caucasus and empties into the

Caspian Sea ;§ (4) Cyropolis
; || (5) the Syrian province, Cyrr-

hestica;^ (6) Cyrene;** (7) Kurenia in Media, cf Is. 21^

22^;tt (8) Kuris, north of Aleppo; JJ but nothing certain has

yet been discovered. The latest suggestions are to emend Tp
to yip, the name of a nation mentioned in Ez. 23"^ corresponding

to the Kutu or Kue of the Assyrian inscriptions; §§ to emend to

"lip and identify it with the Karians whom Arrian (III. 8^) men-

tions in connection with the Sittakenians.
|| ||

In the mind of

the prophet the world power by which this judgment was to be

executed was Assyria. This is evident from the historical situa-

tion of the times, in which Assyria, of all the nations, was the

only one capable of accomplishing such a thing ; from the

* McC. HPAf. I. 327 f. But cf. GSG. History, 170, 239, who claims that this was

introduced as early as Tig. Pil. I. (iioo B.C.), and developed by Tig. Pil. III.

t Ki., Ba. + Jus.

\ Mich.; Bauer, cf. Jus. ; but the name of this river begins with K not Q, and

the river lies outside of the territory that was dominated by Assyria.

II
Struensee, 214. H Har. ; Furrer, BL. III. 534. ** ST, 'A, U.

ttBochart, Reise., cf. Ba. ++ Socin.

§§ W. Max Miiller, art. "Kir," DB.; Wkl. Uiitersuch. 177; cf. KIo., Co., and

Bredenkamp on Is. 22' f-
|11| So. Wkl. Forsch. II. 254 ff.; cf. ED. art. " Kir."
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"deportation" policy referred to in nb'J (v.^), a policy peculiar to

Assyria; and from the direct naming of Assyria by Hosea (lo'')

the younger contemporary of Amos. The historical statement of

the overthrow of Syria by the Assyrians is given in the Annals

of Tiglathpileser III.*

3. -i-:n] Indefinite pf. z/. H. 17, 3; Dr. §9; cf. K6. SHI. 112 f.— nirSiS' hy

'IJ1] So also vs.**-
^- 1^- 1^ 2^- *• ^; for this use of numbers to express the idea of

indefiniteness v. GK. 134^ ; K6. Stil. 163 f.; for a similar use of 07ie and two,

Dt. 3230 je. 3I4 jb, 33I4 4o5 Ps. 62I2 Ecclus. 38I"; two and three, Jb. 33^9

Is. 176 2 K. 9^2 pio. 52 Am. 48 Ecclus. 13' 23!'^ 26-^ 32^^ 50^5; fottr and Jive,

Is. 17^; yft'if and j r, 2 K. 13^^; .rz^r and seven, Jb. 5^^ Pr. S^*^; ji?z^i?« and eight.

Mi. 5* Ec. ii2; «/«^ and /^«, Ecclus. 25^; the same usage exists in Arab,

(cf. Spitta, § 132(5), in Syriac (cf. No. Syr. Gra7n. § 240^), in the Tel-

el-Amarna Letters (87, 1. 44; 120, 1. 32), in Greek {^Odys. V. 306) and

Latin (Horace, Carm. I. 21, 13; Virgil, Aen. I. 94).— v^^s] a stronger

word than na;', always containing the idea of wilful opposition, whereas the

latter is the etymological equivalent of transgress, i.e. overstep the limit;

cf. Stan to miss (the mark).— ij^^'iTn] It has been urged against the usual

interpretation of this (i) that the suffix cannot refer to t', since this has

not been mentioned and is not readily supplied from the preceding con-

text, (2) that it cannot refer to the threat in v.-, since v.^ contains nothing

touching foreign nations and, moreover, to represent "> as uttering a threat

and at once declaring his purpose not to withdraw it is to compromise him,

(3) that the suffix is not sufficient to designate an unspoken oracle, (4) that

punishments are always revoked on account of repentance, not " on account of

three or four transgressions" as here (so Hoffm. ZAW. III. 97; Elh. 139).

But the emendations proposed {y.s^ are certainly no less objectionable, eg.

if it referred to the people the pi. suffix would be more natural, especially in

view of the immediately following Q'i'n; furthermore ij5''B'N n^ is a very weak

exfiression of the thought of exile.— nixini] The more ordinary word is ywo

with which ynn is used as a descriptive term in Is. 41^^; the primary meaning

of }>-\n = cut, cf. Assy, harasu = dig; the ynn is mentioned again in Is. 28''^^

Jb. 41^"; and possibly in 2 S. iz^^ where it is vocalized l^nn. The modern

navne for the j"MD in Palestine is nauraj, and among the common people

mauraj ; it is still called mbrdg in the Kalamiln mountains around Ma'lfllS

* The passage relating to the conquest of Damascus is badly mutilated ; in part

i'l reads as follows: "In order to save his life, he fled alone ... I entered the

chief gate of his city; his chief officer I captured alive . . . impaled him and sub-

dued his land ... I captured his city and shut him up like a bird in a cage . . .

his groves which were innumerable I cut down and left not a tree standing . . . the

house of the father of Rezin of Damascus, impassable mountains. . .
." See

\^^.ya.rd, htscriplions in the Cuneiform Character, Tp\. y2, \s. ^-16; COT. I. 252-7;

Rest, Die Keilschrifttexte Tiglat-Pilesers III., I. 34-7.
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iPEF., 1891, p. 114; Dr. 227 f.). The n^jy jo'in and m^jy. 'j.j^j of Is. 2827f,

point to the third form of threshing instrument mentioned above {y. p. 18).

— 4. mjDiN] A poetic word which does not occur in the Hexateuch, Ju., or

S., and is used chiefly in the prophets. It is sometimes considered a for-

mation from DIN (BSZ.; BDB.; Ko. II. i, pp. 154, 203), It is probably a

loan word of uncertain origin (Ew.^, 496). Its usual meaning is clearly

palace, but it has also the meaning fortress, citadel. Cf. Assyr. ulmanu,

palace, and almattu, castle (JAvi%i,-Kxx\o\'i,Dict.^.— ^^-l"p] In view of @ vlov

'KMp, Assy. Dad-Hdri, or better Bir-idri ( = (z7«)IM-'idri; Shalmaneser-

Obelisk, 59, 88; KB. I. 134; Wkl. Untersuch. 68fif.; Hilprecht, Assyriaca,

76 ff.; Sayce, art. " Ben-hadad," DB.; Che. art. " Ben-hadad," EB.), and

the reading nty mn, (i Ch. iS^ for -\vi Tin; the proper form is -\-\7\ j2 or

better "nn 13. The divine name Bir seems to have been confused by the

Hebrew scribes with the Aramaic bar — son, and was thus rendered ben. The

meaning of the name is " Bir is my glory." The name Adores used by Justin

(36, 2) is identified by Noldeke (^BL. I. 392) with our Ben-hadad. On the use

of the name of this god in Syrian proper names v. Sayce, Iliblf^rt Lectures

(1887), 55 f.— 5. |1n] Macrobius {Sat. I. 23) and Lucian {de Dea Syria, § 5)

state that the worship of the sun at Heliopolis in Syria was derived from Heli-

opolis in Egypt (quoted by Rob. BR^. III. 518). On the supposition ihat this

is correct, the name On is explained as having been carried over from Egypt

also; cf. Egyptian A^inA. But the statements of Macrobius and Lucian are

without further support and, as Dr. suggests, may be " nothing more than

inferences from the fact of two celebrated temples being dedicated to a similar

cult " ; if so, the name On together with the Egyptian theory of its origin,

must go. In any case On was the secular, not the religious, name of the

Egyptian Heliopolis. We. suggests the possibility that ps is a corruption of

the name of some god, and doubts whether Heliopolis was an Aramaic city in

the time of Amos (so also EB. I. 390; cf. Wkl. Untersuch. 183 n.; Hirscht,

ZwTh. XLIV. 46 f.; K6. Stil. 297).— 1338' iDini] The Hadad inscription of

Zinjirli, 11. 15, 20, and 25, contains the Aramaic equivalent of this phrase, viz.

lan tpN (DHM. Die altsemit. Inschriften von Sendschirli (1893), 20 f.; quoi.ed

by Dr.). Cf. the (XKeirrovxos /SaeriXei^s of Homer (//. II. 26; Od, II. 231).

— py n''2D] The Assyrian Btt-Adini was the occasion of more than one cam-

paign on the part of Ashurnagirpal and Shalmaneser II. The latter gives a full

account (Monolith Inscription, col. I. 12-29, H- '"35) of the capture of Ahuni,

the sonof Adini, the ruler of Btt-Adini; the inhabitants of B5t-Adini seem to

have been called p>' •'JD; the Assyrian inscriptions likewise speak of Bit-Ain-

mdn, e.g. Bu-du-il sar Btt-Am-ma-na {KB. II. 149, ABL. 86.) while the O. T.

mentions the pnj? ij3. The objection that Bit- Adini had long been subject to

Assyria, hence cannot be the place referred to here, seems fatal (Che, EB. I.

552; cf. Wkl. Untersuch. 183; Rogers, History of Babylonia and Assyria,

II. 74; GSG. Hist. 191, 198, 213); Xappdv in (§ is due to confusion of i

and ^.— iSji] Cf. Arab. ^k.&> uncover, emigrate, and ^J<^ make bare, go into
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exile ; so Aram, and Syriac. It is applied but rarely to the exiling of indi-

viduals, e.g. 2 S. 15^^ and is sometimes used figuratively of lifeless things, (T.^.

Pr. z'f-^ I S. 4^^*^' Is. 24^^ Ho. lo^. T\yD seems to have been the earlier word

(cf. Arab, ^aau, be captured; Syr. ) •n ^/, take; Assyr. sabfl, to overpower

y

attack'), n'^j does not appear in this sense prior to the coming of the Assyrian

forces westward.— D"»n] cf. Assyr. Aramu, which is never applied to people

west of the Euphrates, who are always called Hatti.— n-|ip] W. Max Miiller,

art. " Kir," DB., suggests that mip din oy iSji is an interpolation based upon

9'; urging that if Kir was the original home of the Aramaeans (9'') the

Assyrians would certainly never have deported them thither, but rather to

some strange region.

6-8. Judgment upon Philistia.— Next in order Philistia is

upbraided for the sins of which her cities have been guilty, in

punishment for which the entire country shall perish.

The strophic arrangement of vs.^^ is like that of vs.^'^, viz. 5 + 3 + 4.

The parallelism is exact, if the line, " and I will turn my hand against Ekron,"

be transposed from the middle of v.* to be the last line of v.'^. Even a hasty

comparison of the two pieces shows that by this change, the lines of each

piece beginning with " and I will cut off " are brought into the same position;

likewise, in the case of the lines beginning with " and the one holding, etc.,"

while the climactic arrangement of strophe 3 is thus preserved.

6. iJ3''t:'N] @ renders suf. a\)ro{j%.— S;?] (5 'iveKiv; cf. a.vQ' Siv in v.^.

—

nc'r'i'] @ roxj SaXw/uwc (= 7\-6^t\ or an error of a copyist for the transcribed

<j(xK-r\ii.a.).— "CJDnS] Wkl. treats as a gloss based on v.^ {^Unterstich. 183; so

Lohr.); but nnN*? cannot well follow om'^jn (Now., Oet.)— 7. nmn] (SSST

pi.; but cf. nna, 3^1% -tDiP.— 8. l'vv'\ ©-pi.— ICip] (& i^apdria-erai.— D'OifSD]

(S tQv d\\o(pv\cov, the regular rendering outside of the Hex.— Tm^ttTii] to be

transposed (^v.s.). — nini 1J^N] (§ Kvpios.

6 a. Gaza"] As Damascus (v.'') represented Syria, so Gaza, as

the largest city of the Philistines, and perhaps as the centre of the

slave traffic here rebuked, is used for Philistia (ji.i.). On this city

V. George Adam Smith.*

The name of the Philistines is similar in all the languages of their neigh-

bors. In Egyptian it is Purasati, and in Assyrian Palastu, Pilistu, and

Piliitu. The Philistines were immigrants into Palestine from Caphtor (Am. 9''

Dt. 228), an island (Je. 47*), doubtless in the Mediterranean. This place has

been variously identified, e.g. with Cyprus, KdpTra^oj, and Crete. The last

*//G. 181 ff.
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seems most probable both from its size and from notices in which the Phi-

listines are called O'^p^d ((§ Kp-qTiHv) and similar expressions (i S, 30^*- ^^

Ez. 251^-'^ Zp. 2^; Ba., GAS. //G. 171). The view which places Caphtor in

Egypt (Ebers, Aegypten u. Biicher Mose's, 127 ff.) is untenable, although pos-

sibly the Philistines dwelt there for a time before their final location (Gn. 10^*).

A Semitic origin has been claimed for them by many (Ew., Sta. GVI. I. 142;

cf. W. J. Beecher, art. " Philistines," DB.~), chiefly on the ground of the

proper names. But from part of the names and from their general un-

Semitic characteristics, a non-Semitic origin is more probable (Ba., Wkl.

GI. I. 216; McC. HPA'I. § 192). The available evidence indicates that

they were probably Aryan pirates whose first settlement in Palestine was

made about the age of Ramses III. (Ew., GFM. Ju. 80 ; Brugsch, Egypt

tinder the Pharaohs, 329 ff.; Ed. Meyer, GA. I. 319 f.). Probably in the

patriarchal time they occupied a small territory between Egypt and Gaza (Ba.,

Beecher, Wkl., et al.), since the early references to them are too numerous to

be explained as later additions. They were so formidable at the time of the

Exodus that the Hebrews were not willing to take the direct road to Palestine

(Ex. 13I''). They were either partially conquered under Joshua and some of

their cities taken (Ju. i^^), the view of many; or else they had not yet occu-

pied those cities, but toward the close of the period of the Judges were

greatly strengthened by numerous immigrants directly from their original home,

summoned because of their fear of the growing power of the Hebrews (Ba.).

Near the close of the period of the Judges they became so strong that they

invaded the territory of the Hebrews and subdued them (Ju. 14* 15^^). We
have records of their defeating Israel (i S. 4ff.), and only in the time of

Samuel were they defeated (i S. 7^ ^- especially v.^*). Saul had frequent con-

tests with them (i S. i"]"^^- iS^ 19^ 23!^- 29I 31*). After this time, they

appear to have been so far conquered that they are seldom mentioned.

Cf. the view of W. Max Miiller, AuE. 389 f., that the last Egyptian king of the

2 1st dynasty conquered them. This explains why David and Solomon had

little trouble with them (2 S. 81).

6fi. Because they carried into complete captivity'] Cf. Je. 24^ 28^

Ob.-°. This has been taken to mean: (i) a peaceful captivity,

i.e. " captivity of those who hved peacefully with them, and had

not injured them,"* (2) a holy or pious captivity,| (3) captivity

of Solomon as in (!0, which (although a copyist's error) is de-

fended by Theodoret, J while (4) Jerome understands it to mean

a perfect captivity, i.e. the hardest service ; § but the phrase here

and in v.^ refers rather to a complete captivity, i.e. one of the

whole people, neither age nor sex being spared (cf. Je. 13^^).
||

Cf.

* Geb., Grotius. t Jus. J Cf. Ba. § Va. || Cal, We., Now., et al.
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the translations of Driver, they carried into exile entire popiila-

tiofis ; Ewald, whole villages, and Winckler {v.s.).— To deliver

them up to Edom'] Either to deliver up as a fugitive slave to his

master* (cf. Dt. 23^'), or to deliver over to Edom to be resold.

From this reference, and from v.^, Edom, in these early days, must

have been engaged in the slave trade between different nations.!

There seems to be allusion to an historical incident, for the

definite recovery of which the data are insufficient. According

to Hitzig, the Phoenicians (see v.^) sold the slaves to the Philis-

tines, who again sold them to the Edomites, the greater activity

of the Philistines being reflected in the use of mbjn rather than

Tjcn, and in the order of the names in vs.*^'", Philistines, Phoeni-

cians, since Jo. 3* gives them in the reverse order. According to

Baur J the Philistines sold them to the Phoenicians, and they again

to the Edomites, Tyre being the chief slave market. For this it is

urged that m'^Jn, used of the Philistines, means their actual removal

from the land, while Tjon of the Phoenicians refers only to their

dealing in them. Slavery was an essential element in ancient

civilization, and the supply of slaves was in large part recruited

from captives taken in war. The large demand for them under

the ancient regime is evidenced by the gigantic pyramids of

Egypt, by representations on Assyrian bas-reliefs, and by the

legislation concerning them in the Hammurabi code ; cf. e.g.

§§15-20, 118, 119, 175, 176, 226, 227. Does Jo. 3*''' refer to

the same event? and is the event that which is described as

occurring under Jehoram (2 Ch. 21^*') § or Ahaz (2 Ch. 28^*)
||
?

It seems best either to understand that reference is made to

both of them and to any other similar event,f or that there

is no specific reference intended.** Indeed, it is not certain

that mbj refers at all to the Israelites. tt The sons of Javan (Jo. f)

may refer to an Arabian tribe (cf. Ez. 27'", v.s.^ rather than to the

Greeks. J J
— 7. Gaza'\ Gaza was the most southern (2 K. 18*)

and important of the five Philistine cities (i S. 6^'). Being the

* Kusznitzki.

t Cf. also Ez. 27iB (reading ais (Edom) for Dis (Aram), as do ffi, S, 'A., Da.

Toy, Co., Hi., Kraetzschmar, et al.). X P- ¥>'< so also Ew.

§ Mit.
II
Ros., Schro. H Jus. ** Os. ft We.

XX Ba. ; cf. Che. art. "Javan," EH.; Sta. Das Volk Javan (1880).
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last town on the road to Egypt, it was always closely connected

with Egypt.*

Its situation on the edge of the desert made it important to caravans. It

was located on a hill about a hundred feet high, three miles from the Mediter-

ranean, and fifty miles S.W. of Jerusalem. In ancient times it was the centre

of great caravan routes north to Jerusalem, Damascus, Tyre, etc., and south

to Egypt, South Arabia, Petra, and Palmyra. In the Tel-el-Amarna period it

was held by Egypt. Early Israel probably never captured Gaza (Ju. i^^ 3^

Jos. 13^). To the contrary effect are Jos. 15*'' Ju. i^^ (cf. (&), which are prob-

ably later additions. Gaza (= Assyr. I/a-az-za-tu or Ha-zi-ti) suffered severely

at the hands of the Assyrians in the times of Tiglathpileser III. (734 B.C.).

In the Nimrud Inscription, 1. 62, Hanno of Gaza is mentioned as paying

tribute; see ABL. 57; KB. II. 21. In the annals of Tiglathpileser (III.

R 10, 2, Is. 19 ff.) in connection with the attack upon Israel, we read, "As for

Hanno of Gaza [who] had fled [before] my [weapons] and escaped to

Mutsri— Gaza [I captured], its possessions, [its] gods [I carried away]

. . . and my royal image [I set up]." See KB. II. 32 f.; COT. I. 247.

8 c. And I will turn my hand'\ Strike with repeated blows,t

rather than extend in a new movement. \ Cf. also Ju. 6^ Is. i"^

Zc. 13^ Ps. 8i". This has been transposed {v.s?).— Ekron'] The

northernmost of the four cities named, was of importance because

it possessed an oracle of Baalzebub (2 K. i^), and was on a

good trade route, being on the northern frontier of Philistia, nine

miles from the sea, in the vale of Sorek, where a pass breaks

through the low hills to Ramleh. It was on a branch of the line

of traffic. Hence, possibly, it is mentioned only once in the

Egyptian lists, viz. by Thutmosis III. It was thus the nearest

of the Philistine cities to Judah.— 8 a, 6. Ashdod'\ Was a well-

fortified city, south of Ekron, 21 miles N.E. of Gaza and three

miles from the seacoast; cf. Jos. 13' i S. 6'^^-. It was anciently

of importance as the halfway station on the road from Gaza to

Joppa. It was well watered, and situated at the mouth of the

most broad and fertile valley of Palestine. The cult of Dagon

was especially associated with Ashdod (cf. i S. 5 f. i Mace. lo*'''

11^). From 3^ it may be supposed to have been in the times of

Amos a place of some repute.— Askelon"] mentioned as early as

* Cf. the lists of Ramses II. and III. which are treated in RP'^. VI. 24 ff., 31 ff.

;

W. M. Muller, A. und E., 159, 164 ff., 227 ff., 393 ; Sayce, Patriarchal Palestine, 235-

40; cf. Paton, A^wA 78 (map). t Ros., Ba. J Mit.
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on Meneptah's Israel-stele, was situated in a rocky amphitheatre

immediately on the coast. It was isolated from the other PhiHs-

tine cities by its location.

Letters from its governor form a part of the Amarna correspondence

(Am. Tab. 207, 211 f.; see transl. of No. 207 in Paton, Hist. loi; Wkl.

Amarna Letters). It is mentioned as a part of the Phihstine territory in the

days of Samson (Ju. 14^^), Samuel (i S. 6^'), David (2 S. i^'J), Zephaniah (2^"),

Jeremiah (25''^'' 47^-'), and the later Zechariah (9^). Metinti of Askelon is

mentioned among the tributaries of Tiglathpileser III. (Nimrud Inscription,

1. 61, V. ABL. 57).

8 d. The remnant of the Philisti7ies shall perish'\ Not the in-

habitants of the cities and villages (including Gath) unmentioned

before * (cf. Je. 39^ Ne. 7^^), nor the last man of the Philistines t

(cf. n'"inK, 4^ 9^), but the remnant of the Philistines wherever

they may be, i.e. all the Philistines. Cf. Ez. 36'''''. Other pre-

dictions against Philistia will be found in Is. 11" 14-^^- Je. 25''^''
47

Zp. 2'^'' Ez. 25^^"^' Zc. 9^'.— The Lord Yahweh'] The most com-

mon designation for the deity in Amos, occurring fifteen times.

6. nnVif mSj ani'7jn Sj;] The pron. suf. used as subj. GK. 115 /^; K6. 229 d;

H. 29, 2 3(i) ; the cogn. ace. GK. 117/, q; H. 32, 2 ; prep, and inf. expressing

causal clause, GK. 158^:; K6. 403f ; lit. because they carried into exile an entire

exile, i.e. exiled company; cf. Is. 45 1^, the fem. being used collectively, GK.

I22s; K6. 255 d; so also the other deriv. n'^'j (cf. Je. 29').— rnxS TJOn^]

-\^JD-i is followed by Sn (Dt. 2^'^'^), 1^2 (i S. 23"-i2-0)^ and as here '7 ("Ps.

y848. 50. 62^. ("his would sccm to be a poetic usage. The Iliph. like the Pi.

= shut one up to, deliver over to ; the ace. of the person is omitted here as in

I S. 23^2^ The inf. with S = purpose ; GK. 114/^; H. 29, 3^ ; Ko. 407 «.

9, 10. Judgment upon Tyre.— The world-catastrophe which

the prophet sees includes also Phoenicia. The relationship be-

tween Phoenicia and Israel had been very close {v.i.) ; but the

threats of destruction here uttered continued to be made to

the very end (cf. Is. 23 Je. 25" Ez. 26-28 Zc. 9-'').

The structure of this oracle (and of the following one), viz. 5 and 2, is

very different from that of the preceding. .Strophe i is the same including (i)

line I, the divine authority; (2) lines 2, 3, the use of the symbolical numbers,

marking the transgression in a general way, as one often repeated; (3) lines 3,

4, 5, the more specific charge; while strophe 2 is a reproduction of the first

* Jer. t Ew., Now.
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two lines of strophe 2 of the preceding oracles. There is nothing to corre-

spond to strophe 2, line 3, and all of strophe 3, including the closing nin> icn.

This striking variation of form in the utterances against Tyre (vs.^-i"), Edom
(vs.ii-i-), and Judah (2'*-^) is to be explained, not upon the ground of a

desire to condense, in order to avoid too much monotony and repetition,

for it would be impossible in that case to understand why the condensation

is made in one case rather than in another; but upon the supposition, for

which there is other support, that these particular utterances, viz. concerning

Tyre, Edom, and Judah, are not from Amos, but are interpolations from a later

time. The considerations to be noted here are : (
i
) If the geographical

order prevailed as elsewhere, from N. to S., vs.^'i^ would have preceded

vs.^^; (2) the charge made here is the same as that made against the

Philistines; (3) the "> nsN is lacking here as in the section on Edom (vs.ii- ^^).

Cf. We., Now., Lohr; Che. £B. I. 151 ; Baumann.— 9. is] Wkl. {^KAT? I.

147; so Che. Crit. Bib.) nxD referring to the N. Arabian Mugri.— nnSa'] ©
(as in V.8) nb?B'.— ens] & |.Za.»»]v— din?] not o-in'^, for Amos would have

said Damascus; Wkl. (C/. I. 199 note) omits, since it really comes from v.^;

but this is not certain.

9 a. Tyre"] i.e. Phoenicia. According to the usual view, the

Phoenicians were a Semitic people, who, like the Aramaeans and

Hebrews, formed a part of the great Semitic westward immi-

grations.

That they were originally related to the Hebrews may be concluded from

their Semitic speech, which can hardly have been borrowed by either nation.

They are named with the Hamites in Gn. lo^ for good reasons, as that table

does not contemplate actual relationship but geographical distribution. The

oldest settlement of the Phoenicians was Sidon. The Assyrian inscriptions

mention a great and a small Sidon (Sennacherib, Taylor Cyl. II. 38; COT. I.

87; RFH. ABL. 71). From that point they spread, first to the north on

the coast (cf. Gn. lo^^), and later to the south, where Tyre was founded as a

colony of Sidon (cf. Is. 2'^'^,v/'hexe it is called pT'STa). Tyre, the prominence

of which dates from about 1197 B.C., was first built on the mainland, thirty

furlongs south of the later island-city, called by the old writers ITaXa/Ti/poj (Jos.

Ant. 9, 14, 2; Strabo, 16, 2, 24; Diodorus, 17,4; Curtius, 4, 2, 18; Ba. 239).

Old Tyre is probably meant by is ix2d (Jos. ig^^ 2 S. 24'^). It existed at the

time of the Exodus, but seems to have been of little importance, in view of

the above passage in Joshua, which contains the only mention before David's

time, and represents it to have been conquered by the tribe of Asher, although

other Phoenician cities, as Acco, Sidon, were not so treated (Ju. i^^). Homer
often mentions Sidon, but never Tyre (//. VI. 289; XXIII. 743 ; Odys. XIV.

84; XIII. 285 ; XV. 425), but both are mentioned in the Tel-el-Amarna letters

(^e.g. Nos. 17 and 18). By reason of their increase, the Tyrians founded the

new city on an island four furlongs from the mainland, and being thus pro-
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tected from enemies they soon rose to importance. In David's time they had

their own powerful king (2 S. 5^0, and from that time on are frequently men-

tioned. By the year 900 B.C. they had taken the supremacy of the Phoenicians

away from Sidon, as shown by the fact that in i K. i6'^i Ethbaal is King of

the Sidonians, while according to Josephus {Ant. VIII. 13, 2) he was King

of Tyre. On Tyrian coins of Antiochus Epiphanes, we read " metropolis of

the Sidonians," the Phoenicians generally being called Sidonians. Tyre is

often mentioned in the Assyrian inscriptions (v.i.). Both Sidon and Tyre

are written with the determinatives for city or for country, but with Tyre the

latter is more common. At the time of Amos, Tyre, the chief city, naturally

represented the whole country. By its geographical position it was more

intimately connected with Israel than was any of the other cities. The

settlement of the Hebrews in Canaan did not bring them into much trouble

with Phoenicia. In the times of David and Solomon Phoenician influence

was great (2 S. 5^^ i K. 5^"^), being seen especially in everything that relates

to art, architecture, and, indeed, the common affairs of life (Perrot and Chi-

piez, Phenicie-Cypre). After the division, the intimacy became even greater,

Jezebel, the daughter of Ethbaal, king of Phoenicia (i K. 16^^), being queen

of Israel, and her daughter Athaliah, the wife and successor of Ahaziah, being

queen of Judah (2 K. 11^). In the times of the prophets, perhaps as early

as those of Amos, there came a reaction against Phoenicia, due, in part,

perhaps, to the character of the two women just mentioned, and in part to

the work of Elijah and Elisha.

9 h. The brotherly covenant\ From i K. 9^', in which Hiram

calls Solomon brother, and from 2 S. 5" i K. ^^- 16^^ we may

conclude that friendly relations existed between Israel and Tyre

before, during, and after the time of Solomon. A covenant is

mentioned between Solomon and Hiram (i K. 5^'), which pos-

sibly contained a provision against seUing the Hebrews as slaves.*

This was a spiritual covenant as well as a worldly one, i K. s'.f

It may be an objection to this that the covenant was one of

individuals (Solomon and Hiram) and not of the two nations ; |

since it seems quite clear that vs.'' ^^ are a late interpolation

(z^.j.). The reference is not to a supposed covenant between

Edom and Israel which Phoenicia had forgotten, although Israel

and Edom are called brothers in v.", because (i) the relation-

ship with Edom was that of blood, not of covenant ; § (2) this

relationship had long ago been changed to one of deadly

enmity
; || (3) Phoenicia would not be responsible, but Edom

;

• Pu. + Geb. + Diisterdieck. § Cal., Ew., Dusterdicck. ||
Ha.
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at all events Philistia would be equally responsible. It has been

suggested * that the slaves turned over to Edom were taken by-

Tyre, not from Israel, but from various cities of the Phoenicians

or of the Canaanites. This would constitute the breach of the

covenant. Cf. Winckler's view (7>.s.).— 10. And it shall devour

her {Tyre's) palaces'] Cf. Is. 23 Je. 25'' Ez. 26i'«"- Zc. g"'"-. This

prediction was fulfilled in the relationship which Tyre sustained to

Assyria and the empires that followed.

Up to the time of Amos the city had paid tribute to Ashurnagirpal

(^Anitals, col. III. 86) and Adadnirari III. who says, "... from above the

Euphrates, Hatti, Aharri, to its whole extent. Tyre, Sidon, the country of

Omri, Edom, Palastu as far as the great sea of the setting of the sun, I

brought to submission, and taxes and tribute I placed on them" (i R. 35, 12;

V. RFH. ABL. 52), and a little later to Tiglathpileser III. v. Nimrud Inscrip-

tion: " I sent my military governor, the chief officer, to Tyre ; from Mitenna,

of Tyre, (I received) one hundred and fifty talents of gold . . ." {ABL. 57;

cf. COT. I. 242).

9. nor nSi . . . oniJOn \-f\ Inf. continued by pf., GK. 114 r, 158 <r; K6.

413 d.— D^ns n>i3] an attributive gen., v. K6. 335 c; GK. 128/. Primary

meaning of nn2 appears in Assyr. diri^u {darti = bind)
,
/eUer, also ti-eaty,

covenant (Zimmern, Biisspsalinen, 59, 82 ; Dl. Die Sprache der Kossaer, 7,

and HIVB., s.v.). nna might be made either («) between men, or (6) be-

tween God and man. Of the former there were at least two kinds, those

between individuals, e.^. i S. iS^ 20^ 23^^ 2 S. 3^-'''-
; and those between

tribes or nations, e.g. i K. 5-^ 15^^ Ho. 12- Gn. 26^6 ff- 3i«ff-. A divine cove-

nant is said to be at the basis of the great institutions of the O. T., viz.

Israel's claim to the land of Canaan (Gn. 15), the perpetual monarchy of

the Davidic house (2 S. 7 23^ Ps. 89-^), and the perpetual priesthood of the

Levites (Ex. 32^9 Dt. 33^ Je. ;^;^^^ Ma. 2*^). The usual expression for making

a covenant is nn3 m^, the significance of which is illustrated by Gn. 15. The

idea of communion of life secured by eating together seems to have been the

original conception lying at the root of the custom of covenant-making (cf.

Jos. 9^^*^-); this fellowship might be established by drinking each other's

blood, or by partaking together of the blood of a sacrificial animal, or by eating

salt together, or by eating any food in common. It is probable that the cove-

nant was usually ratified by some distinctly religious rite. The full ceremony

of making a covenant was as follows : («) a statement of the terms agreed to;

((5) an oath on the part of each party to the agreement to observe the terms

agreed to
; (c) a curse invoked upon himself by each one in case of failure

to keep his agreement ; (</) a solemn ratification of the curse made by pass-

* We., Dr.
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ing between the parts of a sacrificed animal (probably a later development

of the custom of eating the sacrifice together). The expression D'PN nna
occurs only here, and the covenant alluded to is wholly unknown. On cove-

nants V. Kraetzschmar, Die Bundesi'orstellung i»i A.T. (1896); N. Schmidt,

art. "Covenant," £i9./ Da. art. " Covenant," Z)j9. / WRS. 5,?w. 3i2ff., 479!?.;

Val. ZAW. XII. 1-22, 224-60, XIII. 245-79; art. "Bund," PRE?; Giese-

brecht, Die Geschichtlichkeii d. Sinaibundes (1900); H. C. Trumbull, The

Blood Covenant; Id., The Covenant of Salt ; Id., The Threshold Covenant.

11, 12. Judgment upon Edofn.— After Syria and Philistia, and

in connection with Tyre, tiie prophet, according to the present

text, foretells the doom of Edom. This oracle, like those against

Tyre and Judah, is evidently an interpolation from the exilic or

post-exilic period. The specific arguments* are: (i) the simi-

larity of structure with i^^" and 2*^ and the difference of structure

from that of the other fuller utterances
; (2) Petra, the most im-

portant city of Edom in the time of Amos, is not mentioned,!

while the names Teman and Bozrah occur elsewhere chiefly in

late writings X ; (3) the vagueness of the description of Edom's

offence
; (4) Edom in early times was subject to Israel, and suf-

fered more from Israel than Israel from Edom. For two centuries

before Amos Edom had been under Israel (i K. ii'*^ 2 K. 14^).

The cruelty which furnished the basis for the ill feeling on the part

of Israel came with the exile. It was not unnatural, therefore,

that a later writer, devoid of historical perspective, and thinking

that Edom deserved denunciation, should frame a section which

in due time secured a place in the text of Amos. The clause

" and his wrath, etc." (v.^^) from the point of view of the inter-

polation, is a gloss, merely repeating the thought of the preceding

phrase in synonymous words.

11. rem rntrn] probably a gloss; <5 iXv/jL-^faro firir^pa iirl yrji; other

versions follow fH2C. Some codd. of (g read /x-^rpav for fi-rjr^pa. Ilirscht

accounts for the text of @ on the supposition that q-'N crept in after rem
by mistake from the previous line and was then read with the preceding

V as D1K3 which then went over easily into HDnxa. Gr., npc'i or nrti'i for

* y. We. ; Che. £:B. I. 151 f. ; Bu. yew. Enc. I. 532 ; Now., Lohr, Baumann,

Marti ; cf. GAS., Dr.

t The Sela, captured by Amaziah (2 K. 14^), is probably not to be identified

with Petra, but with some unknown rocky fortress; so Kit. on 2 K. 14'; Che. EB.

IV. 4344. + But cf. Gn. se^J. (J); and Che. EB. I. 602.
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nnS'l.— IDS ^JJV 1TJ''i] © kuI i^pirairev eh fj.apTvpi.ov (ppiKt^v airoO. 'A. Kal

ijypevo'ev els roiis alQvas if 6pyy avroO ; similarly S., 0. "B et ienuerit tdtra

furorein sutim. %
'''^-^If' >^*^'~'^ t-^J®- ^S. retain ftTST, but connect

iflN with following clause rendering ij; booty. 01s. (on Ps. 103^; so also

Gr., We., Gu., Dr., Elh., Oct., Oort Em., Hirscht), -\b>i, which is appar-

ently supported by S and U and favored by the parallelism.— nxj mck:']

@ i(j)v\a^ev els v7kos ; other versions follow JSIST. Cf. S . ''^NsN. Marck

andVa., n-jrpc'; so also J. A. Bewer (A/SL. XVII. 168), but with a different

meaning (z/.z.). Ols., nsjS int:' (so We., Gu., Now., GAS., Oort £m., Elh.,

Oet., Hirscht) but this is unnecessary.— 12. jcv""] 'A., S., 9., Arab., ST,

soutA. (&^TrJ follow f¥[2r.— ^1X3 PUmN] (@ ^e/xAta retx^wp ai^r^s; other

versions treat msi as a proper noun. 'A., 2., render nuonN by ^dpets ; 0.,

oiK7)<xei's ; U aedes.

11 a. Edoin'] The traditions recognize the Edomites as older,

so far as concerns national existence, than the Israehtes.

Mt. Seir, extending from the southeast shore of the Dead Sea to the Gulf

of Akabah, a mountainous region, seems to have been their first home after

the migration from Mesopotamia. Some think it is the country mentioned in

Egyptian records as Adnia or Atuma, near Egypt, the inhabitants of which

were called Shasu, nomads (Chabas, Voyage, 307 ; Brugsch, Hisi. I. 146,

216; DB."^ I. 855). This region, full of caves, gave them as freebooters

(Gn. 27*'') great protection, and was, likewise, favorable for caravan trade

between Egypt and Arabia, and Phoenicia and Philistia (cf. Ez. 27^^, read-

ing mN for 3Tn; so (SS, and some Hebrew Mss.). From the table in

Gn. 36, it has been supposed (Ba.) that the Edomites conquered and incor-

porated the Horites (Dt. 2^^), also the Canaanites and Ishmaelites. Their

form of government was tribal (Gn. 2,&^^'^- ^^O ; but for all the tribes there

was one king (Gn. 36^1 *") probably elective (Buhl, Gesch. d, Edomiter, 47;

cf. Sayce, DB. I. 645). The cities, in order of importance, were Petra,

where two caravan routes crossed ; Bozrah (Is. 34^ 63^) ; the ports Elath

and Ezion-geber (i K. 9^®). Some suppose them to have been sun-worship-

pers in view of the occurrence of the word ith (the name of the sun-god)

in their proper names (i K. 11" i Ch. i^*^ Gn. 36^^; Ba. 100; cf. No. EB.

II. 1 187), but nothing really definite is known of their religion. Edom and

Israel were not always so bitter towards each other as in the later days (cf.

1 K. ii^*'-). While this hostility had some basis in Edom's treatment of Israel

at the Exodus (Nu. 20^^--i Dt. 2^"**— the two accounts leave this matter quite

uncertain) and in events of the times of Saul and David (i S. 14*^ 2 S. 8'*),

the ground for complaint was rather on the side of Edom. Edom remained

subordinate to Israel under Solomon (i K. 9-^), although Hadad sought to

throw off the yoke (l K. \\^^-^, and to Judah under Jehoshaphat (i K. 22'"^*'-

2 K. 3* *""•)• Under Joram, Edom revolted and then followed a period of
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independence, during which it had a king of its own (2 K. 8^^~) . but soon

Sela was captured by Amaziah (2 K. 14"), and Elath was restored to Judah

by Uzziah (2 Ch. 26-). For an interpretation of the Blessing of Esau

(Gn. 2"]^^^-, which had its origin about this time) as revealing the feeling of

Israel toward Edom, see No. EB. II. 1185.

11 b. Because he pursued his brother with the stvord^ Cf. Ob.^".

If this contains a definite allusion, it must be understood, not of

Nu. ao^'*^;* nor of Jehoram (2 Ch. 21^^" 2 K. 8^--);t,but

rather of some incursion of Edom against Israel shortly before

the utterance, j It is perhaps better taken of the general attitude

of Edom towards Israel, shown in the cases cited above and in

many others of which there is no record. § The title "brother"

was frequently thus applied, e.g., Dt. 2* 23^ Ob.^'^^^ cf. Gn. 27'"' ".

Israel and Edom were more closely related than was Israel with

any other nation.— And destroyed his compassion'] The rendering

of Cyril "did violence to the womb," referring to Esau's trading

his birthright, is fanciful ; likewise that which makes v^n"! " his

brother."
II

The choice must lie between "his compassions," i.e.,

the Edomites have destroyed their natural sense of compassion or

regard for a brother,^ or " his wombs," i.e., pregnant women.**

Cf Vater's opinion, which makes T^n"i foetus. This line seems to

be a comment in explanation of the preceding phrase, and its

omission greatly relieves the passage. — And he cherished his

anger perpetually] If ^2E is accepted, "anger" may be the sub-

ject =^«<'/ his anger did tear perpetually (cf. Jb. 16^) ; or an

accusative of manner= And in his anger he did tear. In either

case the meaning is the same, viz. that of a lasting hatred of

Edom for Israel (cf. Gn. 2 7'").tt The emendation of Olshausen

{v.s.') here followed, which is based upon the parallelism and

implied in S and F, and retained his anger (cf. Ps. 103" Lv. 19^^

Na. I" Je. 3''), makes a much easier rendering, but one which is

redundant, unless the following clause is treated as a gloss. — And

he kept his anger forever'] (?'./.). — 12. Tenian] Used synony-

mously with Edom in Je. 49^ Ob.^ Hb. 3'^ and in parallelism with

*Ra., Cyril. + Ew.
||
Cf. Ba.

t Schlier. ^ Cal., Jus., Ros., Dr. H Cal., Scbro., Ba., Pu., Ke., Dr.

** (E, Doederlein, Dat., Jus.; but v. Marti.

ttSo Cal., Jus., Ros., Ba., Pu., Ke., and in the second form 'A., i., (Icb.

D
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it in Je. 49^. There being no mention of walls, we may, with

most commentators, understand that no " city " is intended.—
Bozrah"] Probably the chief city of Edom. Referred to in Gn.

36^ Je. 49^'', and with Edom in Is. 34*^ 63^ Je. 49^- cf. Je. 49^ *^-.

So called from its strength ; Is. 34*^. Note the rendering of (§

{V.S.).

Teman was celebrated for its wisdom (cf. Je. 49-' <^-); Eliphaz, one of Job's

friends, came from it (Jb. 2^^ 4^). It was probably named from Teman,

grandson of Esau; cf. Gn. 36'^- ^^- ^. Its location is not certain, but Ez. 25^^

mentions " Teman even unto Dedan " as including the whole country, hence,

as Dedan was in the southeast, Teman was probably in the northwest or north

(Buhl, Edontiter, 30).

Bozrah is probably to be identified with the small modern village Buseire

or Busera, meaning, little Bosra, although it has also been identified with the

later Petra (Wetzstein, in De. Jesajaj^ 704)- Under Joram of Judah, Edom
probably gained its independence (2 K. S-'^^). The text is doubtful, but cf.

Sta. GVI. I. 537; Buhl, Edomlter, 64; Kit. in loc. References of doubtful

date to Edom are found in Ps. 60^-" (= Ps. 108**-") Je. 49^-22 (cf. also Is. ii^*

Je. 9^5 2521), with which are to be contrasted the kindly references in Dt. 2'-'^

2'^^-. The kings of Edom before the time of Amos had paid tribute to

Adadnirari III. and soon after to Tiglathpileser III.

11. ifi"n Sj?] prep, with inf. expressing cause (z^.5.).— nna'i] Pf. with 1 cons,

fol. inf., to express freq. action; Dr. § 118; GK. Il2z, li^r; H. 25, i a; K6.

413a'.— iicni] abstr.pl.; GK. 1241?; K6.262^.— fiiCJii] the impf. with i cons,

fol. a pf. with 1 cons.; cf. Dr. § 118.— IBX] either subj. or obj. or adv. ace.

according to interpretation. — nxj mntt' im3;?i] This, for reasons given above,

is probably a gloss. The usual rendering has been "And his wrath he kept

forever," the n_ referring to '3y, Mapptq dropped because of recession of

accent, GK. 58^; or n_ paragogic (Ros.), cf Zc. 5^^ Nu. 32'*2 Ru. 2^*. Ew.'s

rendering of ^'jcii' " lieth in wait " (cf. Jb. 24^^ Ps. 56'') is hardly tenable.

J. A. Bewer suggests a new rendering for this and the preceding clause, viz.

"His anger tore perpetually, while his fury raged forever; " cf. Je. 3^. This

involves a change of vocalization in one word (v.s.), and the giving to ncir of

the meaning rage, not elsewhere found in Hebrew, though quite common in

Assyrian (cf. Dl. HWB. s.v.) — ima;ji] casus pendens and chiasm for em-

phasis; GK. 142/ n. I.; K6. 341 ^.— nxj] adv. ace. of time; GK. \i2, k;

H. 2,Z, 3.

13-15. Jiidg?ne?it upon Ammon.— The list of Israel's ene-

mies, the announcement of whose destruction would be gladly

received, included, besides Syria and Philistia (Phoenicia and

Tyre), also Ammon and Moab. These two are the next pair to
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serve as the target of the prophet's indignant arrow. Ammon,
because of her wickedness, shall, with the others, perish.

The arrangement of the strophes is 5, 3, and 3, and the general plan is

that of the first two oracles. The clause naiD ara i;'Da (v, 14) is but a weak
repetition of the preceding clause and there is nothing to correspond to it in

the parallel section on Moab {2^'^), although in every other respect the paral-

lelism is perfect. For these reasons we may regard it as a gloss. While the

first two utterances (those concerning Syria and Philistia) are parallel, con-

sisting each of three strophes with three lines in each, and the third and

fourth utterances are parallel, consisting each of two strophes, one having

four, the other two lines, the fifth and sixth utterances are also parallel, con-

sisting each of three strophes, one of four, one of two, and one of tl\ree lines.

13. nnn] Val. nnxa(?).— aSiaj] F = ^Snj.— 14. n2in:i] <S pi. as in

v."; S = nsina.— i/Dij (S ical creLa-dri<reTai (= "i]?Di).— naiD arj] © iv tj/ul^-

pais ffWTcXeias aiiTTJs (= nD''D "'P''a). Gr. QV2.— 15. Dd'^d] ® ol ^aaiXeis avTrjs.

'A., 2., SF = oiSn (so also Gr., Dr., Oort £m., Now.).— Nin] read (with

Gr. and Now.) vjdd, foil. (3, oi lepeis aiiruv; so A., S., 6.; cf. 5 •^aio-fiiCQSO

.

13 a. The children of Ammon'\ It was entirely proper to unite

Ammon and Moab in treatment, because they were closely related

to each other and to the Hebrews.

However untrustworthy the story of Lot's incest with his daughters maybe,

the fact which lies at the basis of the story may be credited, viz. that Ammon
and Moab, as well as the Hebrews, belonged to the stock of the Terahites,

who emigrated with Abraham (Kit. Hist. I. 24; Sta. GVI. I. 113). Just as

tradition assigns to these nations a common origin, the law in later times

(Dt. 23* Ezr. 9I Ne, 13I) refuses them admittance to the congregation of

Israel. Moloch of Ammon, as well as Chemosh of Moab, was a man-eating

fire-god, and to the worship of this god Israel frequently showed an incli-

nation (Ju. lo^ I K. Il^f- 2 K. 23I3). These nations, according to the tradi-

tions handed down, dwelt together, east of the Jordan, between the rivers

Arnon and Jabbok, whence the original inhabitants, called Zamzummim by

the Ammonites, and Emim by the Moabites (Dt. ^^^ ^®''-'), had been driven

out. But they were subsequently separated by the Amorites, who, coming in

between them, drove Moab south over the Arnon and Ammon to the east and

north over the Jabt^ok, and established a kingdom in their original territory

(Nu. 2I-''*'"). At the time of the Exodus the Hebrews did not disturb

Ammon, although they conquered the Amorites (Nu. 2i2'*f). Ammon, now

with Moab ( Ju. 3^^), and now alone ( Ju. lO^*'-), laid claim to the land taken

from the Amorites by Israel (Ju. il^^; cf. Jos. 13^^^). The contest was con-

ducted on both sides of the Jordan. How much of all this is historically

accurate we cannot affirm. Defeated by Jephthah (Ju. 11^*), they appear
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next in Saul's time, under Nahash their king, at the siege of Jabesh-Gilead,

where they were routed (l S. ii; cf. 14-^'). While at first on good terms

with David (2 S. 10- ; cf. 233'), they later became hostile (2 S. 10''*) and
were defeated by him and treated with terrible cruelty (2 S. 8'- 10. la^G-^i) at

the capture of Rabbah. They do not occupy a very prominent place after this,

but are mentioned as having been defeated by Jehoshaphat (2 Ch. 20) and
as tributary to Uzziah (2 Ch. 26*^) and Jotham (2 Ch. 27^). Allusion is made
to them in Is. Iii*. At the time of Amos they were probably independent.

13 fi. Because they have ripped up the women with child of Gilead ]

This act of cruelty was not uncommon among the Hebrews (2 K.
8^- Ho. 10" lai'^ 2 K. i5^« Is. i3^« Na. 31° Ps. 137"; cf. Iliad, VI.

57 f., XXn. 163 f.).* The reference is in every way so specific as

to suggest a particular event. This event may have been in con-

nection with the attack of Nahash, the Ammonite, upon Jabesh

Gilead (i S. 11), or a league of the Ammonites with the Syrians

under Hazael (2 K. 8'" 10'''-)
; cf. the league mentioned in 2 S.

\o^^- ; V. also 2 K. 13^'
^.f To this interpretation, in general, Jewish

commentators have objected because of the cruelty involved,

and have suggested that Diin be taken as = D'ln inou7itains.

This gives (i) they broke through the mountains of Gilead, i.e.

violated the law of boundaries (Dt. 27^"), or (2) the castles which

were strong like mountains. \ For niin it is also suggested to

change the text {iks.) and xQdi^ fortified places as being more in

harmony with the last clause of the verse.— That they 7night enlarge

their border'\ This was the purpose of the war in which such

cruelties were practised. The Ammonites had originally laid claim

to this district (Ju. 11^'^) and were always presenting themselves as

claimants for additional territory (Ju. 10** i S. 11").— 14 a. But I

will kindle'] Cf. / will send, \}^ and previously. This expression

has been thought to mean that the fire is not only sent by Yahweh,

but is also directed by him,§ or that it is a conflagration from

within.
II

— Rabbah] This is abbreviated for " Rabbah of the sons

of Ammon " (Dt. 3^^ 2 S. 1 2-« if Je. 49- Ez. 21=*). The town was

* Cf. Schultens, Monumenta antiquissimae Historiae Arabum, 135, cited in

Michaelis, Comm. on the Laws of Moses, I. 327 ; Ba. ; for Arabic usage We.i cites

BAthir, IV. 256, 1 ; 258,6; 260,20; 262, iiff. ; Kitab al-'Agh. XIX. 129, 12 f.; XX.

128, 13; Tabard, II. 755, 19.

t Hi., Ba., Pu. I So Ki., Val. \ Geb.
||
Pu.
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situated at the head of the Jabbok, about twenty-five miles N.E.

of the Dead Sea, and is to be distinguished from the post-bibUcal

Rabbah of Moab, the bibhcal Ar.

This is the only city of Amnion of any importance mentioned in the Bible,

though Jephthah is said to have captured twenty cities the names of which

are not mentioned, probably because they were small, all of which is a testi-

mony to the essentially roving character of the people. Rabbah was besieged

and captured by David, but afterward regained its importance.

14 b. With shouting in the day of battle'] The verb here rend-

ered " shout," in Is. 15* Mi. 4^* and Ho. 5^ is used of the cry of those

in distress ; cf. also Nu. 10^"^°
Jo. 2^. The substantive, contrary to

Marck, is used only of the joyful cry of victory or attack * (Jos. 6®

Jb. 39^^ Je. 4^^ 49' Am. 2^ Zp. i^" Nu. lo^-^).— With a storm in the

day of tempest] This scarcely refers to an actual storm,t but

describes figuratively the assaulting of a city. \ Cf. Is. 27* 28-. §

— And their king shall go into exile] Upon the basis of S and U,

some would read Milchotn, the name of the Ammonitish idol, for

their king {v.s.). Upon the basis of Je. 49^ where the same

phraseology is used, and Je. 48^ (cf. also Zp. i'), where Chemosh
is spoken of in the same connection, others suggest Molkam, the

name of an idol. As opposed to these, and in favor of the ordinary

translation, their king, may be urged the use of " his princes "

;

the absence of any reference to idolatry in preceding passages, ref-

erence being made rather to cruelty ; and the similarity of i^-* and

2^ (cf. "judge," a substitute for " king" of this passage).
||

— His

princes] The meaning will be determined by the interpretation

of the preceding D2ba, either royal princes, or the princes of

Milchom, i.e. the priests.

The fulfilment of this prophecy against the Ammonites is proba-

bly to be found in their subjugation by the Assyrians, Of this we

know simply that after the invasion of Tiglathpileser they always

appear as tributary to Assyria.^ In the time of Nehemiah they

*Ba. t Marck. + Ke., Dr., Marti. ^ \\\.

II
Hi., Gu., Val., Mit., GAS., Elh., LOhr, Hirscht, Oct., Hal.

H Sanipu, King of Amnion, is mentioned by Tiglathpileser HI. in a list of tribu-

taries, including, among others, Salamanu of Moab, Mclinti of Askelon, Ahaz of

Judah, Qaushmalaka of Edom, and Hanno of Gaza (Alil.. 57; KB. H. 21).

Sennacherib (Taylor Cyl. H. 47-57) speaks of Buduilu of Ammon, along with
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were still hostile to Israel. They are mentioned in the apocryphal

books (Judith 5. 6. 7 i Mace. 5'^°"*^) as appearing in aUiance with

the Arabs (i Mace,
s'''-'),

and manifesting the same characteristics

and attitude toward Israel as in the earlier history. They are de-

scribed as numerous by Justin Martyr,* but Origenf states that in

his time they had become merged in the Arabs.

14. njjnna] Note the rhythm in the two lines thus beginning, and the

alUteration in the repetition of 3, and in nsiD . . . i;;D.— lyo] Cf. nnyu' Na. i^;

it is to be compared with Assyrian saru, storm, and saru, to be tempestuous. The

verbal root is used in Hebrew of any violent movement, e.g. Jo. I^^-^^, of a

raging sea. Hence comes for the noun the meaning, stortn.— noiD] Cf.

Ho. 8^ Na. l'; used of the storm-wind, especially of the hot wind from the

south (Ba). Its derivation may be considered doubtful. It is ordinarily

taken from rjiD, to cease, bring to an end, which is not entirely satisfactory.

— 15. nSu] Another formation = mSj (v.^); Ko. 244^. — nn''] Used to

strengthen the 1 ; K6. 375 h.

II. 1-3. Judgment upon Moab.— Ruin will come upon Moab
for her sins ; and the overthrow of the nation will be complete.

Cf. Is. 15, 16,
25i'>-i2 Zp. 2»-"

Je. 48 Ez. 25*-" Dn. ii«.

In the text, as reconstructed, the line 3N1D jiNCa nm with the 1 changed to

n, has been transferred to follow line 3 of strophe i, and the last word of this

line, TiiyS (Jo lime (?)), restored to -[-wh (cf. Je. 47'*), is joined as first word

to the line transferred. This reading, in order to do indignity to the dead

because of violence suffered by Moab, or in order to do indignity to the dead in

Shaon ofMoab {v. Hoffm.), makes the number of lines in this and the preced-

ing oracle the same; the gloss in i^'*, nsiD ova i>Da, having been omitted,

allows the lines beginning nSjsi and nynnj to stand together here just as in

the previous oracle, provides a parallel line for the purpose-clause, 'Ui Xi'ch;

and removes the inexplicable T'tt'S from a line to which it does not belong, if

the measure of the v. is to be considered. For a fuller discussion of the line,

v.i. If this is accepted, the strophes have respectively 5, 3, and 3 lines.

1. 1D1C] @ Kar^Kavffav; so &. V^ 3 sg.— T'l:''?] (S eh Koviav. F usque

adcinerem. C ^^r^'ga n-\^J3 IU^DV Gr. isnS. Hirscht, t-U'S "iSbS D"ix ninsj;

(cf. Ps. 106-^''; the reading d-ix was proposed by Zenner, Die Chorges'dnge

Menahem of Samaria, Ethobal of Sidon, Metinti of Ashdod, Kammusunadbi of

Moab, Malikrammu of Edom, and others, as bringing him rich presents and kissing

his feet {ABL. 71 ; KB. II. 91). The same king is included by Esarhaddon in his

list of the twenty-two tributary kings of the Hittites (ABL. 86; KB. II. 149).

Amminadbi, king of Ammon, is included in a similar list occurring in Ashurbani-

pal's Annals {ABL. 97 ; KB. II. 240 f.). * Dial. Tryph. t On Jb. i.
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im Bucke der Psalmen 1896, I. 8).— 2. mnpn] © tQiv ir6\fo)v avTTJs.

H *<pT- i'S proper name.— pxs'^] (5 iv adwafilg.. ^ |
. ..^V^ ^ TB in

sonitu, for this and fol. word,— Sipj] <5S, 3 codd, of Kenn. and 2 of de

R, = Sipai (so Hirscht). — 3. njip:;] We. ni]-<|->D, since Moab is masc;
so also v\Z' (so Now., Elh., Lohr, Oct.).

1 a. Moab^^ The account of the origin of Moab given in Gene-

sis simply indicates * that the nation was closely related with

Israel, and also with the weaker nation of the Ammonites. Their

language was a dialect closely allied to the Hebrew. Their land

(called nrc")2n, the level, or p-ir, i Ch. 5^") was a plateau, fruitful

and well adapted to agriculture (Is. 16-" Ru. i' 2 K. 3''), which

was their chief occupation. Its length was about fifty miles and

its breadth thirty, and it was capable of supporting about 500,000

inhabitants. At the time of the Exodus, the Moabites had an

organized kingdom (Nu. 22"-"''').t Their religion was henothe-

istic, their only god mentioned in the Old Testament being Che-

mosh (Nu. 21^ Je. 48^''). The form Ashtar-Chemosh also meets

us on the Moabite stone, \ perhaps indicating the androgynous

nature of the deity. § Their Baal-Peor, whom the IsraeUtes were

led to worship with unchaste rites (Nu. 25^"^), was probably the

same divinity, known as the Lord of Peor.
||

It is improbable

that there ever existed any ethical or spiritual movement in Moab
similar to that found among the Hebrews.

Moab's boundaries to the west and south were constant, viz. the Dead Sea

and the brook of the willows, Wady-el-Hasy (Is. 15^); but to the east and

north they varied, although usually the boundary was near the river Arnon

(Nu. 2ii''^). The country seems to have had many cities. Whether Reuben

and Gad occupied territory belonging to Moab (Nu. 32''''*"''^) is doubtful

(Sta. GVI. I. ii6ff.). No mention is made of Moab in the Amarna letters

thus far published; but it was probably included as a part of the Egyptian

province of Canaan. In a list of the conquests of Ramses II the name Muab
occurs (Sayce, Pat. Pal. 21, 153). The aggressive character of the Moab-

ites is alluded to in Is. 166 Zp. 2'" Je.
48-"J 12. The Baal-Peor and Balaam

incidents are of special interest. There were wars with Israel in the time

of the Judges, resulting finally in the defeat of Moab (cf. Nu. 2i2i-^i (E),

Ju.
3i2-''/i 11I2-28). There was little hostility, with the exception of a war in

Saul's reign (i S. l^^'^), till late in the reign of David, when, for some un-

* Cf. Ba. ; Sta. G VI. I. 27 ff. f But v. Wkl. GI. I. 203 f. J Line 17.

§ Sta. G VI. I. 114.
II
Sta. G VI. I. 114 f. ; Dr. Dt. 63 f.
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known reason, he subdued them with cruel tortures (2 S. 8-- ^^ i Ch. 18- ").

They probably remained tributary till the division of the kingdom (i K. 11').

For a time they are not expressly mentioned. Then Omri of Israel subdued

them (Mesha stone, Is. 4ff.), and they continued tributary to the Northern

kingdom (2 K. 3'*). After the death of Ahab or during his reign (2 K. i^

3^), the Moabites under Mesha revolted and secured their independence

(Mesha stone, cf. Sta. GVI. I. 532-6; English translations of this inscription

may be found in Dr. Sam. pp. Ixxxv-xciv; Bennett, art. " Moab," DB. III.

407 f.; Dr. art, "Mesha," EB. III.; Ball, Light fro>n the East, 240), which,

apparently, they never again lost to Israel. For the view that the Salman

mentioned in Ho. 10'^ as having destroyed Beth-Arbel was a king of Moab,

see the discussion in loc,

\\hj Because they hitmcd the hones of the King of Edoni'\ The
(^

nature of the act is uncertain. According to j^^ the words to lime^

follow Edam. This has been taken to mean the burning alive of

the king mentioned,* or the burning of one who had been killed or

buried. t The words to lime are supposed to describe the man-

ner of the burning, as lime is burned
; % or the result, to dust, i.e.

completely ; § or, as many Rabbis, to make lime used as plaster-

ing.
II

For the reading of Hirscht, v.s. Still more uncertain is

the personal allusion which is intended. Is the reference to 2 K.

^ , the son there being rather that of the King of Edom who is

captured by the King of Moab before the battle begins?^ But

{a) a king, not a king's son, is mentioned ; {b') no objection

could be presented to the right of a conqueror to do as he

pleased with a captive taken in war
;

(r) according to Josephus,

the Moabite king offered his own son to Moloch.** Or is it to

some incident in connection with 2 K. 3, e.g. the capture of the

King of Edom himself immediately after the event related in

2 K. ^, of which the records do not speak? ft Ai^cl did the

crime consist chiefly in disturbing the peace of the dead in the

grave (cf. 2 K. 23^^), by burning the body, perhaps, on the grave

itselfjtt and scattermg the ashes upon water or in the air? Cf.

Jos. 7^^ The Jews, like other nations of antiquity, considered

offences against the dead as most impious acts. %% They identified,

* Os., Geb., Mau. ^ Ki., and most modern comm. ** Schro.

t Jer., Cal., Hi., Ke.
||
So also Geb. tt Hi.

+ Ros. H Ki., Cyril, Abar., Geb., Mich.

XX See e.g. Frey, Tod, Seeletiglaube und Seelenkult m alt. Israel ; Schwally, Das
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to a certain extent, the grave with the world of spirits, so that

only those buried together could associate with each other, while

the unburied, as with the Greeks and Romans, were considered to

wander as restless spirits with no fixed abode. Hence, cremation

was condemned, while embalming was a common practice. These

ideas may be gathered from various passages (Dt. 21-^ Jos. 10^

2 K. 23^'' -"^ Ps. 79"'' Is. 14^^ 66-'* Je. 36"").*
. Or was the crime con-

nected with some incident of which no record is anywhere made,

the date of which cannot therefore be fixed, though probably

taking place shortly before this prophecy?! Or is this merely a

different form of the tradition given in 2 K. 3-', J and was the

King of Moab Mesha, whose character as presented in the

Moabite stone seems to be entirely consistent with the representa-

tions here made ?. It has been noted § that the sin is against

Edom, and not against Israel. The entire passage, although it

is the key-note of the piece, is evidently obscure. It is there-

fore suggested tjiat the text be modified as indicated above : In

order to desecrate the dead because of violence done to (or suf-

fered by) Moab'] This purpose-clause now corresponds to a

similar clause in i''^. In one case an act of vandalism was com-

mitted, viz. the ripping up of women with child, the purpose

being, remotely, to increase their territory ;' here is another act

of ^hdlilism, the burning of the bones of a royal personage,

and the purpose is to take vengeance, by this desecration of the

dead, for violence done to Moab. Not only is Tc"? without sig-

nificance, but also the clause, And Moab shall die in a tumult,']

ordinarily interpreted as a description of the nation's deatlT".—'

The Palaces of Keryyoth] Either a name for Kir-Moab,
||
a city in

the southern part of Judah captured by the Moabites (Jos, 15^) ;

or (since where Ar is mentioned, Keryyoth is not found) another

name for Ar-Moab,^ mentioned Nu. 21'' Is. 15^ not appearing in

Leben nach dem Tode : Matthes, " De doodenvercering bij Israel," T/iT. July,

1901; Sta. Die Alttest. Vorstclhaigen vom Zustand nach dem Tode; Jeremias, Die

Babyt.-Assyr. Vorstellungen vom Zustand nach dem Tode ; Now. Arch. I. i88 f., 329

;

Benz. Arch. 165 ff.; WRS. Proph. 398; Jos. Ant. XVI. 7; Griinciscn, Der Ahnen-

kidtm und die Urrelii^ion Israels ; and the references to Arabic customs cited by

We.i, viz. KitM-al-Aghi\ni XII. 21, 11 ; BAthir V. 178, 12; 203, 23; Ma(. V. 47, i.

* Cf. Schro., Hi., Or. ; WRS. Proph. 397 ; Sta. G VI. I. 421 f. t Ew.

+ Bh. ^^ We.
II
Jus. H Ew., Mit,
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Je. 48 ; or a place different from both of these,* of which men-

tion is made in Je. 48-'''*^ Cf. (3, which treats it as a common
name. The city probably stands for Moab, as Damascus repre-

sents Syria, from which it may be inferred that the city was an

important one. The reference in the Moabite stone (1. 13) favors

Ewald's view that it is another name for Ar.f — JVi//t shoiitiu^

and with the sound of the trumpet^ Cf. i^'^ with shouting in the

day of battle ; the trumpet is introduced as inciting them on to

conflict (cf. Je. 4^^ Zp. 1^" Jb. 39"'').— 3. The Judge . . . her princes'\

In the narrowest sense the judge would be the head of the judicial

system
; \ but it is rather a word of general significance, applicable

to the king (cf. Mi. 5"), one of whose functions was to judge §

(2 S. 8^^ 15^ I K. 'f Je. 21^-), and is thus used intentionally for

king
; ||

perhaps, better still, a name for the highest officer (cf. the

Carthaginian Sofetes'),^ or regent** (cf. 2 K. 15'') ; or, in the

absence of a proper king, vassal, or prince appointed by the king

of Israel.tt The feminine pronoun must refer to the land, |J

although Wellhausen would change it to the masculine as refer-

ring to tlie fudge, to which word also with him refers. The close

resemblance in thought between 2^ and i^^ should be noted.

Frequent mention of Moab is made in the Assyrian inscriptions,

e.g. that Salamanu paid tribute to Tiglathpileser III.,§§ Chemosh-

nadab to Sennacherib,
|| ||

Mu^uri to Esarhaddon and Ashurbani-

pal.^1[ The policy of Moab seems for the most part to have been

* Ba. t Ri- HBA. ; Dr. + Ros. ^ Jus., Dr.
||
Ba., Ke., Now.

HPu. **We. -H- E\v., Hi., GAS. ++ Hi., Ba., GAS., Mit.

\\ Moab was subdued in the course of the western campaign which resulted in

the estabhshment of Assyrian supremacy over Ammon, Askelon, Judah, Edom,

Gaza, and some Syrian states. See ABL. 57; COT. I. 249; KB. \\. 21.

III!
The tribute of Chemoshnadab was received in connection with Sennacherib's

third campaign, which included the overthrow of Sidon and other Phoenician

cities ; the subjection of Samaria, Arvad, Byblos, Ashdod, Ammon, Edom, Askelon,

and Ekron ; the battle of Eltekeh, and the siege of Jerusalem. See ABL. 71 ff.

;

COT. I. 284 ff.; KB. H. 91 ff.

H^ Mu9uri of Moab is included among the " twenty-two kings of the land of

Hatti, of the sea-coast and the middle of the sea" named as tributary to Esarhad-

don and to Ashurbanipal. See ABL. 86, 96 f.; COT. H. 40 f.; KB. \\. 149, 239 f.

A successor of Mufuri, whose name is quite uncertain, is mentioned by Ashurbani-

pal as having defeated Ammuladin, an Arabian chief: " Chemosh-Astarte (?)

,

King of Moab, a vassal submissive to me, brought about his defeat in the field of

battle." See G. Smith, History of Ashurbanipal, 288 ; Wkl. GL I. 209.
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one of peaceful acceptance of the Assyrian lordship ; at least no

record of any struggle between Assyria and Moab is preserved

other than one in the time of Sargon.*

1. itn^] Inf. cstr. %yith suf. after h-; is a favorite construction in Amos;

cf. D-i-n Sjf (i3), omSjn '?; (i^), on^jon-'-; (i^), idit'?;- (i"), aypj-?; (0^),

0DS3~'?y (2*), DiDD'Sj! (2®). The m. sg. pron. is used in two cases with collec-

tive force: GK. 135/; Ew. 317, i), 2).— -ni:''?] v.s. Inf. cstr. with *? express-

ing purpose, cf. iijan*? (i^) and 2^n^n jjjd'? (i^^); but of the other five instances

where the similar construction might have been expected, one (l^) has noth-

ing, while four (i^ i^^ 2* 2^) have synonymous clauses, all of which (except

2^) indicate the state of mind which led to the act of sin, e.g. forgetfulness of

the brotherly covenant (i^), the stifling of compassion (l"), non-observance

of Yahweh's statutes (2*). The root -'T with its derivative Tc; has the primary

meaning of coinmitting an act of violence, despoil, cf. Is. 16* Je. 48^^ Ho.

10".— 2. On the art. in mnpn] cf. '7J'?jn and p^^-|; H. 4, 3 ^ (4); GK.

126 e; Ew.8 277 c. On identification with ly v. Dietrich in Merx, Archiv I.

320 ff.; also ZDPV. II. 10.— noi] fflSE for nnn, although 1 might remain in

the sense of even (cf. GK. 154, note i {b)'). — pxtj'a] iiHE in a tumult {i.e.

the nation is pictured as dying in the midst of the din of battle, cf. Ho. 10^*

Ps. 74-'^) ; so Pu., Dr., Mit., et al. ; cf. emendation suggested above, I''ni:'3

ill return for violence done to, with :] of price (cf Gn. 29^* Dt. 19^^^), and a

cstr. in objective relationship with a following genitive; H. 8, I iJ ; GK. 128/^.

The objective genitive is common with words of this class, denoting injury, etc.;

cf. Ob.^'^ Hb. 2P. For I'xrin the meaning, violence, destruction, cf. Ps. 40^ Je.

46^^. Or. reads J'^NJa = in, or because of, Moab'' s pride, cf. Is. 16^, in which ref-

erence is made to the well-known pride of Moab. Some treat pNir as an old

proper name, perhaps of the acropolis of 3XiD n>', corresponding to 3nid as

jrx to DiStt'iT; cf. Je. 48*^ Nu. 24^^ (niyzzHNtf). So Hoffm. ZAW. III. 97;

but V. Now. Perhaps pNtr is for \rw, a word which, like niB'^D, seems to

designate the land of Moab in i Ch. 5^^.— n^nina] Now modifies nS^N of

preceding line, just as in i^*.— '^ip^j Note asyndeton as in ora (i-'''); 'he

intended parallelism is evident.— -isi::'] This instrument was a horn; it is

specifically called " ram's horn " in Jos. 6* *''; cf Arab, wi*..**;, ram^s horns,

and Assyr. sapparu, ?nountain goat. In early times, according to the Tal-

mud, they were, naturally, crooked; but the modern shofar (used in the

synagogue) is usually straightened and flattened by heat. It is the oldest

form of wind instrument in the world still in use, having been employed in

the Mosaic ritual from the beginning until the present day. The shofar was

probably the earliest kind of trumpet, and was used in war (Ju. 3-") and to

raise the alarm at the approach of danger (Am. 3"). Later in Israel's history

* See KB. II. 64 f. ; Wkl. Keilmschriftliches Textbuch zum A. T.- (1903). 4!'
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the trumpets were appropriated by the priests for use in worship, in some re-

spects serving the purpose of the modern church bell.

4, 5. Judgment upon Judah.— As the text now stands, the

climax of Ames's outburst against the neighboring nations, before

Israel herself is denounced, appears in words uttered against

Judah, whose punishment is predicted on the ground of abandon-

ment of Yahweh's instruction.

The form of the piece, if the clause Dn>^nwS orn^N i^Sn'nrx Dn"'2r3 oiyn^i

is omitted as a gloss (v.i.), is identical with that of the oracles relating

to Tyre and Edom, i.e. 5 + 2. Against the genuineness of the entire utterance

it may be urged that the similarity in form just mentioned puts the section in

the same category with i"- 1" and i^^- 1-, and any doubt which attaches to these

oracles must attach also to this; furthermore, that the introduction of this

oracle removes entirely the force of the surprise which the Israelites would

have felt; that it is impossible to suppose that Amos would have treated

Judah so cursorily, and in a manner so like that in which he treated the out-

side nations; that the terms of Judah's sin are of a Deuteronomic character

and of later origin (cf. nDtt> nV rpn, Dt. 4^ 6^* 1612 17I9, as well as the fre-

quently recurring phrases lo observe to do, to observe and do, 4^ 5^, etc.) ; that

the style is tame, vague, and weak; that the term Israel in 2^1^ includes

Judah (cf. 2^") ; that the concluding formula "> 12N is lacking, and that the

sin described, transgression of the " instruction " and the " statutes " of

Yahvveh, was too indefinite, not so flagrant as to call for its introduction in

this place, in fact, unlike any charges made elsewhere by Amos, and out

of harmony with the formula, for their transgressions, etc., since it could not

be specified as one of the three or four. So Duhm, Theol. der Proph. 119

;

We.; Sta. GVI. I. 571; Val.; Che. in WRS., Proph. XVI. and EB. I. 153;
Oort, ThT. XIV. (1880), 116; GAS.; Volz 19; Now., Lohr ; Taylor, DB.
I. 86 ; Baumann. But note the considerations offered on the other hand

:

that Judah is not included under Israel in 2^*^ and it is inconceivable that

Amos should have omitted Judah in his written statement, even if, perhaps,

he failed for certain reasons to mention it in his oral statement; that the

phraseology termed Deuteronomic is to be found in Is. 5^* Ex. 18'"; that

though the charges brought against Judah are general they are corroborated

by Is. 2^^' 1^ 20 5"-24. and Amos may have wished to reserve the more specific

accusations for use against Israel. So WRS. Proph. 399 f.; Kue. Einl. II. 347;

Gun., Mit., Dr. If the passage is genuine, its introduction by the prophet is

due to his desire to prevent the charge of favoritism toward his own people

(Cal.) The reasons for regarding the clause in v.* beginning 'ui Diyn^ as a

gloss are : (i) the comparatively late date of the idea contained in it, cf.

Ex. 32I Dt. 9^2. (^2) the use of DOt3 to designate idols, a use which is parallel

to that of QiSan which appeared after Jeremiah's time (Now.) ; (3) the
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awkwardness of the syntax as it is here introduced {v.i.)
; (4) the fact that

the symmetry of the strophic arrangement is entirely destroyed.

4. mv-i'J g vlGiv 'loi55a.— nc-^' , . . bdn-:] F renders both by 3 p. sg

— sn^aTo] S om. suff. (§ adds o iwoi-qirav. U ido/a sua.— annnN . . . tj'n]

(3 fol. Heb. idiom, oh . , . owiaw avTwv.— 'ui Dij,'ri''i] a gloss Cv.s.).

4. Judah~\ Outside of this oracle the only specific references to

Judah are found in i- 6^ f- 9".* Judah represents the southern

kingdom, including Benjamin, in distinction from northern Israel

(i K. i2-'''').t The relationship of the two nations was very close

in spite of the disruption, for however they may have differed

from each other in dialect, in religious ideas or in governmental
sympathy they were one nation in distinction from their Canaan-
itish neighbors. The impossibihty of uniting all the interests of

the various tribes showed itself in the earliest times, and it was

only under David and Solomon that a union, even when effected,

could endure. The rivalry between the two kingdoms after the

division was intense and bitter (cf. i K. 12'^ ^if seif ^^7. ififf.32
^ j^^

14**^). At this time there seems to have been no special cause for

bitter feeling between them.— The laiu of YaJnae/i] Four stages

in the history of this word may be traced :+ (i) direction or in-

struction from Yahweh, in general, without any technical meaning
;

cf. advice from elders, Pr. i^, utterances of prophets. Is. i^° 8'*^;

(2) technical direction given by the priest on specific matters of

ceremonial observance and conduct, Mi. 3" Je. 2* 18'^ Lv. ii'"'

15^^; (3) direction as to the general duty of an Israelite as found

in Dt. i^ I K. 2'' 2 K. 10"' 14^ 17^' 21** 22* Je. 16''; (4) the direc-

tion formulated and contained in the Pentateuch, Ne. 8^*^ '''* 10'^'' ^^\

The exact meaning intended here will depend upon the date

assigned to the passage. The use in the next member of the

parallelism of the word statiites\ in a measure marks the idea as

* Cf. the query whether the story of the encounter of the prophet of Judah with

Jeroboam I (i K. 13), may not have been worked up upon the basis of the en-

counter of Amos with Jeroboam II.; Kue. Einl. II. 342.

t Cf especially Seesemann, Israel itird Juda bei Am. u. Ho.

tDr. Dt. 208, 209, 401 f.; WRS. OTJC^ 299 ff., 372 ff, 382 f, 425 f. ; Kue.

Hex. \ 10.4 : Sm. Rel. (v. htdex) ; We. ProL, 394 ff. ; McC. HPM., \\ 457, 488, 610

;

Benz. Arch., 321, 324, 412; Now. Arch. II, 97 f ; Dr. 230 f ; Kent and Sanders,

" The Growth of Israelitish Law," in Bibl. and Sent. Studies, critical and hisior.

essays by the members of the Scm. and Bibl. Faculty of Yale Univ. (1902), 41-90.
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consistent with the third or Deuteronomic stage described above,

2 K. 17^^. This word (sometimes with. Jitdgme 11 is, also with tesii-

monies and commandments, prefixed), is especially frequent in Dt.

and in books dependent on Dt. (cf. 4^-^ " 5^-"^ 6^ '" etc.), and de-

signates enactments or institutions whether moral, ceremonial, or

civil {e.g. Dt. 7^"^ 12. 14. 16. 17).* This "direction " of Yahweh

and these " statutes," they had rejected, had not observed\ a charge

which accords well with the feeling of the prophets (Is. 5-^), who

narrated the stories of the kings of David's line (2 K. 17'^ ''•),

although the charge is of sin against God, rather than against

man. Cf. the frequent formulas, " evil in the sight of Yahweh,"
" provoked him to jealousy with their sins which they committed,

above all that their fathers had done." Judah's rulers might be

classified as (i) the good kings, Asa (i K. 15'^ 2 Ch. 14"), Je-

hoshaphat (i K. 22'*^ 2 Ch. 17^), Joash (2 K. i2-*'- 2 Ch. 24--^'*),

Amaziah (2 K. 14'^ 2 Ch. 25-), who, nevertheless, fell far short of

reaching the standard in the mind of the historian, a standard

(fixed by Dt.) in accordance with which all worship on high-

places was interdicted; (2) the /;rt:^/ kings, Abijah (i K. 15'', cf.

2 Ch. i3^»), Joram (2 K. 8^^ 2 Ch. 21"), Ahaziah (2 K. 8-^ 2 Ch.

22"), who openly opposed the true Yahweh worship, while Atha-

liah (2 K. 11^ 2 Ch. 22^-) actually deserted the Yahweh religion.!

If this representation of apostasy comes from Amos, allowance

must be made for the fact that the general prohibition of worship

on high-places was still a thing of the future (Josiah's reign) ; if

from a later date, the charge may have been made from the point

of view of Deuteronomy. That the accusation in general was true

against the Judah of Amos's time cannot be doubted. The gloss.

And their lies have caused them to err] (resembling Je. 23^''-^-), is

a still later interpolation in the original charge,]: whenever made.

These ties, in the mind of the interpolator, may have been the

plausible but false excuses which they offered for their trans-

gressions, § or the false prophets whose activity in later times

was very great,
||

or, better still, their idols, i.e. something which

has no actual existence, and actually deceives ; 1 for a similar

*Gun. ; Lag. BN. 40; Barth. NB. 112, 119; Baentsch, Das Bundesbuch, 32;

Dr. Dt. 62. t See Mit., 81 f. J So Marti. \ Cal., Geb. U Ki., Abar.

IT Jer., Drus., Dat., Schio., Ros., Hi., Ba., Mit., Dr., Now., et al.
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idea in connection with other Hebrew words v.i.— After which
their fathers walked'] An expression used of Yahweh worship (Dt,

13^), and also of idolatry (Dt. 4^ 8'" ii-'« 132). The whole course

of Judah's history was an illustration of this fact. Judgment,

therefore, shall come upon Judah, and shall show itself particu-

larly against the pa/aces of Jerusalem'], a threat which would

strike terror to the hearts of Israelites, for Jerusalem, even to the

Northern Israelites, represented in a peculiar manner the Yahweh,

in whose worship the two nations united.

According to tradition Jerusalem was in existence before Abraham (Gn.

14}^ Ps. 76-). At the conquest of Canaan, Jerusalem (on the Amarna in-

scriptions, cir. 1400 B.C., Urusalim; hence the original name, Jebus being

used to designate the non-Israelite population, Ju. 19", GFM. /le. 20,

413) was not taken from the Jebusites (Jos. 15^^, cf. the substitution of

"Benjamites" for "Judahites" in Ju. i^i, and note also the spurious char-

acter of l^), but remained a Canaanitish city until captured by David (2 S.

$^^), who fortified it and made it the capital of the kingdom. Under
Solomon the city was magnificently adorned with buildings, most important

of which was the temple. Between the time of Solomon and that of Amos,

Jerusalem had been captured and plundered three times: (i) by Shishak in

Rehoboam's reign (i K. 1^^^^- 2 Ch. I2if); (2) by Arabians and Philistines

in Joram's reign (2 Ch. 211"^); (3) by Israel under Jehoash in Amaziah's

reign (2 K. 14^^*'- 2 Ch. 2523f).— 4. dxd] used of rejection of people by

Yahweh (Je. 6^^ 14^^), as well as of rejection of Yahweh by his people, as

here; cf. also i S. 15^^ 2 K. i"]^^; cf. in the same sense njr, yxj, 2v;, caj, ^S•J^

— mm] from Hiph. of Tr\-^ = direction, used with a^pn (mpn), D^BDrc, and

miXD (Baentsch, Das Bundesbiich, 29-34; Dr. Dt. 62). Note the chiastic

arrangement of n-iin and vpn. The change of subject from ddnd in the clause

beginning myn>i is very awkward and throws suspicion on the connection of

the two clauses.— Dn>aTD] their images, cf. jin (Is. 66"''), Xi-'rhn . . . nS (Je. 5'),

hz7\ (Je. S^^), and '?i^n (Lv. ig"*).— itfN] A good example of a full relative

sentence H. 46, i; GK. 138 «; Ew.^331, c (2).— 5. d^ii'it] Q<'ri forD';:'L:-n^;

cf Urusalim (Amarna), Ursalimma (Assyr.) (Dl. Par. 288; COT. I. 148 f.;

FP.'^ V. 60 f.; Z?Z?.2 I. 1582; BSZ. s.v. ; BDB. s.v.; Grill, ZAW. IV. I34ff.;

Zimmern, ZA. 1891, pp. 252, 254, 263; Sayce, HCM. 176; Jastrow, yj5Z,

XI. 105). @ '\ipov<jo.\T\ix, class. Grk. 'l€po(r6\vna, Aram. dSu'tw Other

proper names with the ending d^ _ are : oynn, ^n'^^i, D\;pn|'7, D^xap, omn^,
D''Sjy Dili's

§ 4. Judgment against the nation Israel. 2""^". If other

nations are to be punished for their sins, surely Israel must suffer.

(i) Her transgressions are many, and, above all, injustice and
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oppression prevail; (2) notwithstanding the divine purpose to do

for her everything possible, every effort has been rendered futile

;

(3) therefore, now, a destruction shall come from which there

shall be no escape. These three ideas are expressed in three dis-

tinct pieces, each of three strophes, and each strophe, originally,

of four lines. The writer adjusts the form of his language to the

character of the thought, and the logical movement is thus ren-

dered wonderfully impressive.

6-8. The injustice atid oppression in Israel. The nation is

guilty of a treatment of the poor and needy so cruel as to be a

profanation of God's holy name.

The three strophes of this piece have the trimeter movement. Each con-

tains a single verse; but vs." ""^^ ^ have been transposed. V." is to be placed

as the third strophe after v.^ because (i) the ptcp. D^'orn is less abrupt, connect-

ing itself with the subject of the preceding imperfects; Torrey's statement

concerning Amos's use of the ptcp. (^JBL. XV. 152) is entirely in accord with

this; (2) the order of thought thus becomes more regular; (3) the piece

closes with the climax "profane my holy name"; and (4) the closing line,

just quoted, sustains a striking relation to the first line of the succeeding

piece " and yet I," etc. Cf. my presentation of this point in the Biblical

World, September, 1898, p. 179, and Lohr (1901), who places v.^ between
7" and ''*, and then brings together ''' and ^f' (v.^ following); on the other

hand Oct. 66, regards the first of these changes as unnecessary, the second as

pedantic.

6. pns] Gr. Di'?!, cf. 8^— poxi] % connects with pns.— diSj.'j in^'^]

ST pJDn27 S^73. Che. (^Crit. Bifi.), a-)hz'.— 7. Dicxtfn] read D''D[x]-J'n, from

r\w (so Jar.,' Ba., We., Gr., Now., Torrey /BL. XV. 151, GAs!, Lohr;

cf. Hal.), supported by <3, which connects a^SNtrn with a''Sp, rendering it

Tot TraTovvra (some codd., tCjv iraTovvruv), by S, and U, qui conterunt.

ST perhaps = n-'avSii' (cf. Ez. 16^^; so Hal.). Get. h'nt Sy inx nsy oinii'n

D-'Si.— S>'] Elh. SvX. (?)— I'TX ii3p S>»] Om. as a gloss, since it is unnecessary, in

itself is very awkward, and altogether spoils the rhythm (so We., Now., Torrey

JBL. XV. 151 ff., Lohr, Marti ; cf. Dr., Elh., and Get., who are unable to see

how these words could have gotten in the text if they were not genuine; but

V. Torrey's explanation of the origin of the gloss). Oort (^Em.') om. the entire

clause, beginning with aiDXtrri. ^7ri rhv xoDc rr)% 7'^s seems to be a later addi-

tion to (S (so We., Now.).— CN12] Si om. <@F pi. U seems to om. 3 (so also

Lohr). Hirscht, E'Nna.— Tni] Gr. |i-ii. Oort (^;«.), Marti, \yyy.— v>^<\

(5 Koi vlh%.— mj'jn] (S TTr\v avTrjv irai8[aKr]v. Read with Hoffm. ^"^Vl^ (v.i.').

Another reading suggested is niN :n, the accursed ihinsf.— 8. S^JiJ Oort, fol. ®,
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om. ^'; (so Now., Elh., Lohr); perhaps <B read r.si.— a''''3n] © Sefffxevom-ti

= Z'^zrt (Vol.) or a^'T'^n (Va., Seb., Gr.); so 5. Gr., fol. (5, adds nT->;^.

—

vj<] Ew. n\ Sta. i;'i"' (cf. Je. 2-^). Hal. la^ — '?;] © om.— u^zny;} © e/c

ffvKo<pavTiQv = according to Hirscht, D^pz'y, a corrupt text. & NpT>, «'/'/,

probably reading a form of j-i" (Seb.). Gr. c^rj c;- (?). (g's rendering uf *",

Kai TO. IfjuiTia avTwv de<Tfj.evovT€i ffxoi-vlois ira.paireTo.aixa.Ta iirolovv ixof^fva.

ToO dvffMffTtjpiov, according to Ba. = nai^'? Di'p^x yz"; oi'ran c^i^^Ja tni; but

according to Gr. 7\v;-\h aiSana ons'p anja.

6. Though starting the indictment of Israel with the stereo-

typed formula, for three transgressions, etc.] this is abandoned

after the first sentence.— Because they sell the righteousfor 7?toney,

and the needy for a pair of shoes'] The reference is not to the

righteous and poor in spirit who, because of opposition to a royal

edict, are seized and sold into slavery ; * nor to the corrupt acts

of judges in the oppression of the poor, at first for money, and

later, as they become more corrupt, even for a pair of shoes
; I but

to the unjust and outrageous seizure {sell here being used figur-

atively) of innocent men by the powerful for debt, and to the

habit of selling the poor into slavery when the debt was only as

much as a pair of shoes
; | cf. 2 K. 4^ Mat. 18^. The sin of Israel

repeated in different forms is that of injustice, oppression ; cf. the

legislation which touches this, Ex. 23"^ Dt. 16^^-'" Lv. 19^; and

the attitude of the later prophets. Is. i^ 3"^- 5^ lo^*- Je. 5^ 22^

Ez. 22^ Mi. 3^^^
"f Mai. 3'. The phrase for a pair of shoes (cf.

Am. 8^") seems to be a proverbial expression designating some-

thing of the lowest value ;§ cf. Ez. 13'^ A very plausible in-

terpretation
II

is based on the custom of using the shoe as a

"conventional symbol in legal transactions " (cf. Ru. 4" Ps. 60®).

One of the commonest crimes of Amos's day was that of land

grabbing (cf. Is. 5*) on the part of the rich, and it is this that

Amos is here denouncing. The judges are charged with receiv-

ing money for the betrayal of the innocent, and not only so,

but also with cheating the needy out of his land. This interpre-

tation is supported by (©'s reading of i S. 1 2'', viz. Ik x^i-p^^ tCvo^

iiXrjcfia iiiXacr/jui Kal vTroBrj/Mi (from whose hand have I taken a

»Geb. +Os.. Va., Hi., Ew., Ba., Dr.

t AE., Theodore!, Crocius, Res. { Dathe, Bauer, Jus., Schro., Ros., Marti.

II
G. H. Box, £x/>. Times, XII. (1901), 377 f. ; cf. Hoffm. Z.I K'. III. 97 ff.

E
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bribe and a sandal ?) *— 8. And because garments taken in pledge

they spread out~\ These were especially the outer garments, or

mantle (Gn. 39^- i K. 22^°),t rather than bedclothing (i S. 19^'^),+

held in pledge contrary to the command in Ex. 22'-'^, which pro-

vides for the return of the garment over night, § or taken in pay-

ment for unjust fines.
||

Garments thus illegally and mercilessly

held, the upper classes spread out, in order to recline upon them, as

upon couches for sleeping,^ or as at banquets in their feasting.**

Cf. Ewald's interpretation, cast lots (i S. 14'*").— Beside every

altar'\ Referring to the sacrificial meals (cf. i S. 3^ 9^--^^ Dt. i^'^'^',

also Ho. 8'^ 10^-** 12").

—

And the wine of such as have been

fined tJiey drink~\ That is, wine purchased by money received

through unjust judgment.|t — In the houses of their gods'] Not

in the house of their gods, J J i.e. the calves worshipped as gods

in Bethel and Dan; nor in the house of their God, i.e. Yahweh, §§

for this was at Jerusalem ; but in the houses of their gods
|| ||

{v.i.).

The whole is a protest of the simple ancient Jewish religion against

the metropolitan civilization,^^ carrying with it, as it does, corrup-

tion and greed. — 7. JVho tread \_to the dust of the earth] the

head of the poor] Cf. 8* Gn. 3'' ; that is, trample the poor into

the dust,*** or, omitting pX "iSU bli, who tread upon, or crush, the

head of the poor, a reading based upon a slight change of i'ttiE

{v.s.). Others have understood the phrase as meaning, "who

desire to destroy the heads of the poor who already are cast into

the dust,"ttt or, "who long for the dust of the earth, i.e. earthly

things, gold, silver, which may be possessed only at the risk of the

heads of the poor," XW or, " who long for the person of the poor

in addition to his landed property," §§§ or, " who long to see dust

scattered upon the heads of the poor, i.e. to see their misery as

thus indicated,"
|{ {| ||

or, "who long for even the dust sprinkled by

* The correctness of (S's reading is established by Ecclus. 4612 where the

original text (ed. of Cowley and Neubauer, p. 32) reads: in[np'? id]d Di'?yji "1D3

= from whom have I taken a bribe or a pair of sandals ?

t Jus., Schro., Ba. % Ros. tt Cal., Os., Ros. Hf We.

§ Ra., Ki., Cal., Os., Jus., Va., Ros. ++ Or. *** Ba., GAS.

II
Geb. H Cal., Os., Jus., Va. ^ Crocius. ttt Cal., Jus.

** Ra., Ki., Luth., Geb., Ros. |||| Oort {ThT. XIV. 141), Mit.

XXX Geb., who cites for similar use of 3 2 S. 23!'' amc'sp; i Ch. 121^ 't^'!<"^3

;

also Struensee, Mich. ^s^ Hoffm. ZA W. III. 99 f.

Ijlljl
Dat., and with slight variation, Ros., Ke., Or., Gun., Elh.
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the mourner (cf. 2 S. i^ 15^^ La. 2^") upon his head, as indicative

of his grief." * The general thought is the same in every case.

— A?id the way 0/ the humble they turn aside'] Cf. 5^- Is. 10'

Ex. 23*^ Je. 5*. The word way is difficult to define, meaning

"the judgment "t or "the cause, business";]: better, however,

is " the path in life, the walk by which they are characterized "

(Ps. i").§ The rich and powerful push the humble out of the

path in which they would naturally walk, in other words, deprive

them of the privileges to which they are entitled (Jb. 24'* Mat.

1 8*^).— A, man and his Judge deal according to agreement]

So Hoffinann, changing 1 to n. ||
This is in better harmony with

the context, which is entirely occupied with the idea of cor-

ruption and oppression. The other reading, a inan and his

father go unto the same maid, makes the sin an exaggerated form

of adultery, a father and son going to the same harlot,^ or the

same young wife,** or a girl (the article being generic), i.e. one

of the temple prostitutes f f who were in the service of Baal and

Astarte, and plied their business near the altars and temples

(cf. Gn. 38-^-- Dt. 23^^ I K. 14-'*)
; or a servant taken as a concu-

bine (Ex. 21^ ^, cf Ez. 22" Lv. i8--^"')
; X\ according to Reuss, it

does not mean the same woman, but simply that the father sets

an example to the son ; while Hitzig explains that the expression

rni? mi'D is avoided, because it might have implied that intercourse

with different maids would not be blameworthy. — And so profane

my holy fiame] Any act inconsistent with God's character would

be a profanation of his name— a phrase common in the Holiness

Code (Lv. 1 7-26) and in Ezekiel. §§ This would apply equally well

to (i) impurity of life,
|| || (2) idol worship involving impurity (cf.

Lv. 18'-^ 20''),^^ (3) corruption in the administration of justice.***

The thought is that this is the real result ftt of ^'^ such action.

This phrase does not, as Nowack contends, settle beyond ques-

tion that the preceding clause refers to the practices of the temple

prostitutes.

* Va., Schro., Hi., Pu., Hd., Duhm {TkeoL), Dr.

t Ros., Ba., Gun. ^ Mit. H Cal., Os., Hi., G.-XS.

X Jus.
II
ZA W. HI. 99 f. ** Rabbi Salomo, Gcb.

tt Mich., Mau., E\v., Hd., Ba., St., Now., Dr., Elh. HIT St. **• Hofifm.

XI Ros. J^ Cal., Os., Ros. ||||
Most commentators. ttt Ros.
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6. m?n] with i atten. from a, instead of with 6, as if the Qal Impf. had a;

so also Ne. 13'^; but n^DC, Ex. 21^. Cf. iSsj, 2 S. 1^° with i*??:, i S. 29^.

F. Barth, A"^. 771:; GK. 61 1^. — ^IDja] 3 denotes price, cf. 8''; GK. 119/;

Ko. 3320. — p>Ti] Cf. Barth, NB. 133 <:; Lag. BiV. no; 01s. 185 a;

Kautzsch, Ueber die Derivaie des St. pis in a.t. Sprachgebrauch (1881)/

WRS. Prcph. 72 ; always used of persons except Dt. 4^. For the sense

innocent (cf. ^i:) v. Ex. 23'' Pr. \'?P.— iiajJJ] May denote price, BSZ., s.v.;

Ew.^ 315 c, note 3; but for the sake of {\ S. 12--) here and in 8^ gives better

sense. Cf Ba., who maintains the latter as the only meaning; Hoffm. (^ZA IV.

III. 99) makes -ii3>' here, 7^ and S*' = yiNn 1133; (Jos. 5^1), i.e. produce,

secured to the judge by the token of a pair of shoes; cf. Ru. 4''.— D''S>j]

— something of the slightest value (cf. 8*^ Ez. 13^^; so Dathe, Ba., Jus., Ros.,

Schro., et al.), but cf. Ba., 264 ; ZA. VII. 296; Hoffm. ZAW. III. 98 f.—

8. *?;?] not a prep, governing onja, but a continuation of Sj' with Di3D =
because, as in Gn. 31"^^ Ps. iicj^^^; cf. full form, Dt. 292^. Lohr shows clearly

that '?>•! as a prep, is out of place, for Amos uses 33!^ and mo for lie and

recline ; (5 om. it; and it is superfluous in the metre of the line.— VJ''] by

the transposition of vs.^"^"^' now continues the inf. 0130 (H. 29, 5 <5; GK.

114^; Dr. § 118), having in itself and giving to the inf. the freq. force,

H. 21, 2; GK. 107,^; Dr. § 33 « ; Ew.'s use of -1^2 = '^''sn, cast lots, is un-

necessary and without basis; cf. Is. 31^ Je. 6^^, in which ntan is used of

stretching out the hand, a sense more easy to harmonize here with its use in

V.''— inir'i] is coordinate with iiO\ On the sacrificial meals of the Hebrews,

see Di. on Lv. 3 ; WRS. OTfCr 239, 448-51, and Proph. 98 f; and other

literature cited in my Constructive Studies in the Priestly Element in the

O.T. (1902), 90 ff.— oninSN n''3] = in the houses of their gods, the second

noun plurahzing also the first, H. 3, 4; GK. 124 r ; cf. an>3xy ni3, i S. 31^—

•

7. DiDirn] or, DiDNU*n (GK. 23^); the article, as in Gn. 49-I Ps. 49'^, adds a

new statement, here in a tone of impatience and indignation; (GK. 1263;

K6. 411 e; Mit. ; Torrey, y^Z. XV. 151 f; cf the frequent use of the ptcp. in

this way, 3^° 4I 5'' 6^-^*^'i2, etc.). Against the reading here adopted, Elh.

(cf. Hirscht) urges (i) that in Gn. 3^^, where 'yw occurs with t:'Nn, the prep.

3 is absent; (2) that in Gn. 3^^ fiViT cannot possibly mean tread upon, when

used of the serpent at least ; (3) that it involves the rejection of yiN liJ^ H">

the presence of which words cannot be accounted for on the supposition that

they are a gloss (but v.s.'); (4) that HTST makes satisfactory sense.— i:'n13]

On use of 3 after verbs of touching and taking hold of, GK. \\()k; Ew.^ 217,

3, 2), a) ; but note that in 8* the 3 is omitted after ''D'i'n.— 'iji o^DX'^'n] @ rd

KaTovvTo. k-wl Thv xovv T77S Y'^j KoX iKovdvXi^ov els K€(pa\a.s tttwx^v (cf. S = for

the sake of sandals which tread upon the dust of the earth and who strike the

poor with their fists) is explained as due to a double interpretation of O'lDNK'n,

one rightly connecting it with the subject of the preceding inf , the other

wrongly connecting it with a"'S>'j; it is as an explanatory gloss to the latter

that the 'nh idj; Sy originated (so e.g. Torrey, /BL. XV. 152). The result is

that the two interpretations appear side by side in (@ and S, a^'flNrn being
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represented in each, while fHS^ presents a mixture of the two interpretations,

'NH iflj; '?;• belonging to the secondary one. Mirscht objects to this that @
renders ^av in 8* by eKTpijSw ; cf. 2 K. 19-® where © confuses nsT^' with ^i::'

and translates it nar-qfj.aTa, and Is. 25!'^ where v^^^ is rendered by waTetv.

Moreover, in Gn. 31^, ^ry is used of an action of the foot, not of the hand

(^Kov5v\l^(i]). Hence only waTovvra can here be referred to a''3Na', and

since this rendering of D'^DNa' made the Hebrew unintelligible, /cat iKovbvXi^ov

was freely added by the translators after iwl rbv xoOv ttjs 7^s in order to

secure sense for the passage. Hirscht, therefore, would retain fS\M with one

change, viz., rx']3 instead of u's"i2, and, by considering c\sn3 as the direct

object of DiDNw'n and regarding insn nay as an ironical expression for money

(cf. Assyr. " gold, the dust of his land " and " the dust of the earth of Susa

... I took to Assyria," JvB. II. 14, 209), would secure the following inter-

pretation: "the wicked already possess much, and yet it is nothing (dust),

and they ever covet more of this nothing from those who have nothing more."

This is scarcely an improvement upon fJlST and, to say the least, makes very

awkward syntax.— 1!3^] A more usual meaning of n'jn than the above; here

a continuation of the ptcp., as the other, of an inf.; H. 27, 5^; GK. n6jr;

K6. 413/, 368?; Dr. § 117.— m;jjn Sn las'" V3N1 fiNi] In support of this

reading note (i) that iiH2C is entirely outside of the scope of the author's

thought ; cf. Mi. 2^ in which the casting out of the women is a part of the

picture of oppression; (2) the parallel picture in Mi. 7^; (3) the use of 3«

= priestly judge, 2 K. 6^1 13I*
Je.

17W (cf. Gn. 45^; GFM. /tt. 385 f.), and a

similar usage in Egyptian (^ZDiMG. XXXI. 726) ; (4) the similar combination

of ^y^i and tSn in 3^— ?J"2S] H. 29, 3 a (a); GK. 107 q; K6. 407/; Ew.^

337, 2; expresses a necessary logical consequence but never simply result;

" in rhetorical passages, the issue of a line of action, though really unde-

signed, is represented by it ironically as if it were designed" (BDB. 775),

e.g. Ho. 8* ; cf. K6. 396 e. This is the only occurrence of i;jdS in Amos.

9-12. The efforts made by Yahiueh to build up Israel. The

present condition of Israel is not due to neglect on the part

of Yahweh, for he (i) had taken Israel out of Egypt, led her

through the wilderness and brought her to Canaan, (2) had

driven out the Canaanites from before her, and (3) had raised

up teachers through whom his will might be made known,— but

all to no effect.

This piece stands in closest connection with the preceding (cf. the contrast

— they had profaned his holy name, when it had been he, who was, etc.), and

falls into three strophes each of three pentameters, or six alternating trimeters

and dimeters ;
preferably the former, since the long drawn out lines picture

the historical details given, and form a contrast with the quick trimeter move-

ment of vs.i-'^'^ which follow. It seems right to transfer v."* to precede v.^
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and make it form the first strophe, because (i) this is a simple historical

statement and the chronological order is self-evident, while (2) nothing is

gained by the explanation that v.^, although, later in time, is put before v.i^ to

emphasize the greatness of the victory over the tall and mighty aborigines,

which was so remarkable in contrast with the weakness of Israel at the time

of the prophet (Ew.), or to tell first what God did for the nation, and then

what he did to the nation
; (3) the confusion grew out of the fact that both

strophes began with ^ajNi ; while (4) the whole of strophe 2 (v.^) grows out of

the mention of ^"s-a^r^ in line 3 of strophe i (v.^°). Cf. Lohr, Oct., Baumann,

and Marti who makes both ^"^ and ^^ interpolations.

10, ^iT'S;;.! ^DJNi] U correctly renders, ego sum qui ascendere . . . feci.

Before ns'-i'? the insertion of aas^aNi found in %, and I brought you to this

place, completes the rhythm and furnishes a basis for ns'-i'?.— 9. ^mnti'n]

(5 ^l^pa ;
(5-^ i^^yeipa.— Dn^js?:] Some codd. aj''JD2. — D^jiSs . . . omN]

(5 sg.— Tirrrxi] &€^rjpava; (some codd. i^rjpa); ' A. Kal (xvviTpi-^a. in second,

but 20 like (5; cf Ba.'s suggestion that i^rjpava is an early (because followed by

Jer. and Arab.) modification of i^rjpa to fit the picture of a tree.— 11. aipNi]

(g Kal eXalSov = npNi (cf. Dt. 18^^).— an?:':'] (g dyiacr/xdv = in. The line INH

'V^ nur px] the concluding home-thrust of the piece— should stand at the

end of vJ^, where it belongs logically and poetically (sec Biblical World,

September, 1898; so also Lohr, 6; on the contrary, Oet. 66).— 1^^] Gr. hdn-.

— pnt] Riedel, nix nr.— 12. D''"»n] (5 ijyiaap.^i'ovs; other Greek versions

Toi>s 'Na^ipalovs.— -1X3 jn nV "icn';;] S has the third person; these words might

well be omitted as a gloss and the line thus restored to its proper length.

10. A/id yet it was I who'\ Emphasizing, cf. U, the contrast

between the ingratitude and wickedness of the people (v.^) and the

readiness of Yahweh to pour out blessings upon them. For simi-

lar use of the conjunction, which is especially frequent with the

personal pronouns, see Ju. 16^' Is. 53'^ Gn. 26^'.— Broughtyou up

out of Egypt'\ The usual form of expression, cf. Gn. 12^" 26- 44'^

45-^ 46'^, not because Palestine was toward the north,* but rather

because of the local elevation, the mountainous character of Pales-

tine in contrast with Egypt.f The general thought here expressed

is found elsewhere, Ex. 19* Dt. 32^'' Ps. 78^^ Je. 2^. For the various

explanations of the present order of vs.^'^", and for the reasons

which suggest a reversal of the order, v.s.— Foj-ty years\ Cf. 5^

Dt. 2^ 8^ especially 29' ; a reminder not only of the disobedience

for which the wandering was a punishment, and in spite of which

Yahweh was good enough to bring them into the land, but also of

* Ros. t Hd. ; cf. GAS. HG. 45-59.
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the power of Yahweh exhibited in his gracious act of feeding and

caring for them during all this time.* On the duratioi) of the wan-

dering there is difference of opinion.f For the use of the number

forty in Scripture, J see Gn. ;* 25-" 50^ Ex. i6'^ 24^^ Nu. 13^ Dt.

25^ Ju- 3^^ 5^^ S^ 13^ I K- 19* Ez. 2g^^^- Jon. 3*.— To possess the

land'\ Cf. Dt. 6^- Ho. 13* (RV. Diarg.). This phrase has been

joined (i) to the preceding clause with the idea that this long

wandering was intended to prepare them for driving out their

opponents, § (2) to the whole verse, explaining thus the purpose

of the Exodus as a whole
; ||

but it is better with S> (v.s.) to suppose

that the words a;id broughtyou hither'] were a part of the original

(.text.— The Amorite] By whom Amos meant not a particular

\
people dwelling from the Jabbok to the Arnon on both sides of

the Jordan (cf. Nu. 21-^'-), nor one (cf. Gn. lo^'''') of many Canaan-

itish peoples, used here to represent all^ (cf. Gn. is'*^ Jos. 24"),

but the whole Canaanitish constituency, described by E (of the

Hexateuch) and by Amos as the Amorite (i>.i).— 9. And it was

J who destroyed from before thci/i'] An emphatic expression as in

v.^°, and the usual word for the overthrow of the Canaanite race

(see in E, Jos. 24*, the same phrase), especially frequent in Dt.

(cf. 2-^*^) and in the later historical books.— The Amorite . . .

whose height tdas like the cedars'] An hyperbolical description, based

upon the common opinion of the existence of giant nations, in-

tended to magnify the goodness and the power of Yahweh, Vv^ho

was able to overcome enemies of such stature.** Specific mention

of the gigantic autochthones of the land is made elsewhere, viz.

of the son'o of Anak (Nu. 13-'^ Dt. i-«); the Emim (Dt. 2^")
; the

Zamzummim (Dt. 2-"); the Rephaim (Dt. 3"); cf. also Nu. 13'^.

The cedar in the Hebrew mind was the ideal representation of gran-

deur, 2 K. 14'' Is. 2^^ Ps. 80^" 92^'' Ez. ly-^*"- 31^ Je,. 22^— And he was

strong as the oaks] Cf. Is. 2''' Zc. 11- Ez. 27".— But I destroyed

his fruit . . . his roots] That is, root and branch (cf. Ez. i 7'' Ho.

9^^ Jb. 18^" Is. 5^*),tt ^ picture of complete destruction, \\ and not a

* Cal., Ros., Ba., Pu. t Cf. Sta. GVI.\. 132 f. ; Dr. Dt. 32 f. + Cf. Ko. Stil, 54.

k AE., Ki.
II
Ros. H Jus., Schro., Ros., Ba., Hd., I'u., Or., et al. * Pu.

tt Cf. Eshmunazar Inscription (Corp. Itisc. Sem. ii p. 19, Is. 11, 12) :
" May he

have no root underneath, or fruit above, or any beauty among the living under the

sun." XX Cal., Jus., Ba.
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reference to different classes, e.g. the fruit being the children, and

the root the stock of the population as that which propagates the

species.* The destruction, here poetically exaggerated, was not

at first represented as so complete, cf. Ex. 23''-'"- 34'-; but in later

times, and especially in Dt. (cf. 7^*'- 20^''"-
Jos. 11-") it is treated as

something practically finished even in the early days. Perhaps the

gradual disappearance of the Canaanites furnished the occasion

for this difference in representation.— 11. Yahweh had shown his

presence and his favor in the Exodus and in the Conquest ; but

when Moses, the great prophet, had died, who, in the divine plan,

should serve as mediator between himself and Israel? Moreover

I raised up some of your sons for prophets']^ (cf. Je. 6^'), and,

through these, the connection of Yahweh with Israel had been

maintained. All this was in strict accord with Dt. 18^', the earliest

announcement of which formed the constitution of the prophetic

order. Up to this time Israel's prophets, not reckoning Moses,

Samuel, and those sent also to Judah, included Ahijah (i K. 14^),

Jehu (i K. 16^), Elijah (i K. 17^), Elisha (i K. 191*^, Micaiah (i K.

22^), Jonah (2 K. 14^"), and the many prophets whose names

are not given (i S. 28'^ Ho. 4''' i K. 13^ 20'^). Hitzig's inter-

pretation, aroused . . . so that they became, is not so good as the

ordinary raised 7/p, or ordained. The phrase your sons limits the

writer's thought to Israelites,! but " lays no stress upon the fact

that youth is the time of inspiration and enthusiasm "
; \ cf. Jo. 2>^.

Nor does the blessing consist in the fact that their own sons have

been taken as Yahweh's representatives, when angels might have

been chosen. § The usual particle (fia) is here used to -express the

partitive idea, some of.— And some of your youths for nazirites'\

Mitchell rightly distinguishes Nazarite from nazirite. The nazi-

rite, as the word 1T3 signifies, was separated (from men,
||
or from

winelT), consecrated \.o God; cf. the Rechabites, 2 K. 10^^ Je. 35^

Ordinarily the vow of the nazirite was made for a definite period

;

but in two cases, those, perhaps, in the mind of Amos, the

obligation seems to have been assumed for Hfe, viz. Samson (Ju.

i3«-^"i6") and Samuel (i S. i"). This has been thought to be

the original form of the vow.** The custom had its origin in an

* Hi., Ke. X Cf. GAS. I. 11-30, 44-58. ||
Ba. H Jus.

t Ba. \ Cal. ** WRS. Proph. 84; Gun. 45.
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effort to counteract the self-indulgent habits introduced into Israel

by the Canaanites. The law (Nu. 6-"'') provided only for the

temporary obligation, at the termination of which the hair, which

meanwhile had been sacred, should be sacrificed (Nu. 6^*). It

was also understood that the nazirite should abstain from pollution

by contact with death, as well as from every product of the vine

(cf. Ju. 13" Nu. 6^*^^). The nazirite (cf. also the cases of John the

Baptist, Lu. i'^, and, according to Eusebius,* James, the brother

of Jesus) was introduced not as a reminder of Yahweh's goodness

in estabhshing the institution as a set way for securing holiness,!

nor because of the similarity of the nazirite's work to that of the

prophet, the former teaching by example, the latter by precept
; I

but because it enabled the speaker to deal a severe blow against

one of the great evils of his day.— 12. Buf'] Instead of observ-

ing the example and obeying the precepts of these divinely

appointed agents, ye made the naziiites drink wi7ie'\ and so

debauched them, a fact which, in view of the nation's degen-

eracy, is easily credible, although no historical allusion to it is

found. The influences used may have been either persuasion

(Gn. i9'^--^^) § or compulsion (Nu. f''-^^-)\.— And the prophets

ye commanded, "ye shall not prophesy"'\ Cf. 7""'. The example

of one class is made null and void, and the utterances of the

other class are prevented, and so Yahweh himself, who had

raised up these messengers, is insulted and rejected. Note the

chiastic arrangement of the thought. Actual examples of the

prohibition placed upon prophecy were not infrequent, e.g. Jero-

boam I. (i K. 13^), Jezebel (i K. 18^ 19-), Ahab (i K. 2 2«-2«^),

Ahaziah (2 K. i^*^), Jehoram (2 K. 6^') ; cf. later the case of Amos

(7^, also Is. 30^"" and the persecution of Jeremiah.— Is not this

indeed so .?] Will any one deny these accusations ? Is Israel then

not deserving of the punishment which is threatened? This ques-

tion is in a better position here than at the end of v.", and con-

cludes the entire accusation.— // is the oracle of Yahweh'] The

phrase used here and ordinarily translated saith Yahweh (also in

2I6 ^misw
etc.), is not the phrase used in i''' 2"" 5'«»'-^ etc., but

one of much stronger significance (z;./.).

•iYwAii. 23. tCal. + Os., Geb., St. }Ki.
||
Jus.. Ba.
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10. •'3JN1] Emphatic by position and expression, GK. 135 «; Ko. 362^.

—

nSiNi] Always without 1 in i p. sg. withi cons.; GK. 69X.— -iinn^] KBaentsch,
Die Wiiste in d. a. Schriften.— t\vv a^^a^^•] Sg. of noun with pi. of numeral,

H. 15, 4.— niy-iS] The inf. with S expressing purpose, GK. 114/, and notes.

— ncNn] According to We. (^Die Composition des Hexateuchs, 341 f.), Steinthal

{Zeitschrift fiir Volkerpsychologie, XII. 267), Meyer (^ZA W. I. 121-7, 139 ff.),

WRS. {Proph. 26, 379), Sta. {GVI. I. no; cf. also Budde, Bibl. Urge-

schichte, 344-8; De. on Gn. 48-2), Di. (^Gen. I. 365), Kit. {^Hist. I. 22), Dr.

{Dt. p. II), GAS., Buhl (art. "Amoriter," PRE?), and Now., this is a name
current as early as the sixteenth century B.C., and applied to the primitive popu-

lation of Palestine in E and D of the Hexateuch (J using "Canaanite "), and in

Amos, synonymous with Canaanite. Cf. Gn. 48-^ Dt. i^-is-^o^ also Ju. i^^f- 61"

2 S. 2i2. McC. {P/PM. I. 406 ff.) maintains that " in the Old Testament the

two names answer to two distinct peoples, though it is impossible as yet to say

with certainty how far the one was removed from the other in point of origin,

and date of settlement"; similarly Wkl. (C/. I. 52 ff.). The terms land of
Amar, which occurs with land ofKandna (Canaan) in the Egyptian inscriptions

(^Jrugsch, Hist, of Eg? II. 14 f., 154; Bu., Bibl. Urgeschichte, 346 f.; Dr., Dt.

12; GFM./m. 81 ff.), and Amurri of the Tel-el-Amarna tablets (Sayce, Races

ofthe O. T. 55f., loi f., 110-17; Dr. Dt. 12; GFM./zir. 83) are probably the same

name. The word occurs frequently in the Assyrian inscriptions, if the name for

Syria, matu Aharri, is to be read matu Amu7'ri ; so Delattre, PSBA. 1891,

pp. 215-34; ZA. VII. 2; RPP- V. 95 rm. 4, 98 rm. 2; Muss-Arnolt, Diet. 30,

61 ; Sayce, art. " Amorites," DB. ; W. M. Miiller, art. " Amorites," Jew.

Enc; YzXo-a., Hist. 16; WkV, KAT? I. 178. —9. 'H-idot] The usual word

for the destruction of the Canaanites, especially frequent in Dt. eg. i-' 2'-- ^i- 22. 23

etc.— onijEip] is a sudden change from the second person to the third, Ko.,

Stil. 241.— ina) . . . ">c\s;] whose height, the full form of the relative sen-

tence (H. 13, i; 46, I ; GK. 138 a; Ew.^ 331 c, 3).— Nin pn] The unusual

order makes pn (occurring only here and Is. i^i) very emphatic.— D\r'7Nr]

On the generic art. in comparisons, H. 4, 3 r/ (2); GK. 1260. On the

Hebrew idea of giant nations much has been written (cf. especially DB.- I.

II 73-6; Schwally, Das Leben nach dem Tode, 641.; Id. ZAW. XVIII. 135;

Dr. Dt. 40; GFM. Ju. 39), but the subject is not yet entirely clear. The

words S'N (of which the sg. occurs only in proper names), n'^-'N, (noun of unity

corresponding to S-in), p'7''S', and the differently pronounced nSs and pSs,

though carefully distinguished inilJl^T, are hopelessly confused in the versions.

In Aramaic this is one word jS\s, meaning great tree. The traditional idea

(Celsus, Hierobotanicon, I. 34 ff. ; J. D. Michaelis, Supplementa, p. 72 ff.; Ros.

Bibl. Alterthuinsk. IV. 229 ff.; Ges. Thes. 50 f.; but on the other side Lowth

on Is. i29; GFM. Ju. 121 f.; ZDPV. XIII. 220 ff. ; We. Prol 248), that cer-

tain two or three of the words were used consistently for terebinth, and others

for oak, is not borne out by the versions, and the distinction could not have

been indicated in the unpointed text. The words signify " in Hebrew usually,

if not exclusively, ' holy tree,' as the place, and, primitively, the object of wor-
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ship, without regard to species " (GFM.y«. 121),— tsu'ni] Vm, I destroyed,

a repetition of 'r^n:;-'"!, for the purpose of adding the phrase which would

characterize the destruction as complete ; on (5 i^ripava, v.s. Note i in Hiph.

after waw cons., as frequently in i sg., GK. 53 «. — vcnr] For the same

expression. Is. 5-* 14^'^ Mai. 31^.— 11. cn>jacj The prep, used partitively,

GK. iigzt/; K6. 81; Ew.^ 217, i, i),(5).
—

-jj*^] On the use of S, GK. 119/;

K6. 327 V ^ 2). — 12. ipuTi] With a double ace, H. 31, i ; GK. 1 17 cc. In

fflSC the waw cons, construction is continued, notwithstanding the break

caused by the insertion of 'ui isn, Ko. 368 b.— D"'X''3jn Syi] The chiastic order

again, for emphasis and variety; instead of nis with ace. of person (^e.g.

Gn. 26II), the rarer construction of *?>' (still more rare are Sk and S) is used

(cf. also Gn. 2^^ 1 K. 2*^ Is. 5'' Na. i^"*) ; the thing forbidden is here (according

to the present text) introduced by ien'? (sometimes with S and the inf. eg.

Je. 13^).— 1N3jn N^] In the direct form of one of the " ten words," the negative

separated from the verb by the disjunctive accent, hence dag. lene in r, GK.

21 b ; not an entreaty, in which case '^N would have been used, but an absolute

command, as if from heaven itself, H. 41, i a, b; GK. 107 0. — 11 6. r)Nn]

The interrogative is for rhetorical effect, K6. 371 f; n>^ (= really) giving

special stress to the following pN, cf. Gn. iS^^.— ::sj] This word occurs about

370 times in the O. T., being especially frequent in Je. (171 times), in Ez. (86

times), and in Am. (21 times). It is distinctively a prophetic word, appear-

ing in all the prophets except Hb., Jon., and Dn., and occurring outside of

prophetic literature only three times, viz. Ps. 36^ IIqI Pr. 30^. It is followed

by the divine name everywhere except in Nu. 24, where it is used of Balaam;

in 2 S. 23I, of David; in Pr. 30^, of Agur (a doubtful text); in Ps. 36'-, of

transgression personified; and in Je. 23^1, where it is used as a cognate

accusative. af?j usually comes at the close of a prophetic statement or occurs

parenthetically in the midst of one; it introduces the utterance only in Nu. 24

2 S. 23I Is. i2* 56* Zc. 12^ Ps, 362 iiqI Pr. 30I. It is a noun of the form

qutiil like V12J, ri3->, etc. (so Earth NB. 82 «; K6. II. i p. 501); rather than

a pass. ptcp. (Dr., and most of the older authorities). The root does not

occur in Hebrew in any other form (except Je. 23^^, where it is a denomina-

tive vb.), but cf. Arab, na^ama = groan, sigh, murmur, whisper, etc. Hence

CNj probably denoted the divine communication as imparted secretly and mys-

teriously; cf. the phenomena indicated as accompanying the communication

of Yahweh's word to Balaam (Nu. 2d^^- i*^-); the phrase "uncover the ear"

used of God speaking to man (l S. 9^^ Jb.
33I6, etc.) ; and Eliphaz's descrip-

tion of the revelation given to him (Jb. 4I2). dnj is the strongest word

denoting prophetic utterance and especially marks its divine character; it is

best rendered oracle. Cf. BDB., BSZ.

13-16. The t?npending calamity. The charge of wickedness

has been made (vs.*-'") ; the futile efforts of Yahweh to save the

nation have been narrated (vs."- '-) ; the end has now come ; Israel,
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for her sins, must suffer : (i) Yahweh will bring a great calamity
;

(2) the strongest will not be able to escape
; (3) the swiftest and

most courageous will fall.

This piece, forming the last of the dreadful trilogy, goes back to the trim-

eter movement. The movement then becomes short and quick, as if by its

very form to foretell the coming doom. In view of (i) the difficulties sug-

gested by v.i^ (v.L); (2) the serious interruption of thought between -CDy

and n3Ni (v.^*); and (3) the irregularity of the first strophe as compared

with the peculiar symmetry which elsewhere characterizes the form of these

chapters, there seems to be good reason for assuming the loss of a part of the

text, perhaps one or two lines, of the first strophe. On the other hand a com-

plete strophe of four trimeters may be obtained by dividing as follows :
—

>3JX njn [pS]

osTinn p"ij?n

nicy nS nNSan

This arrangement would be fatal to Gun.'s interpretation (y.i.').

13. njn] (5 logically reads pS, 5td roOro, before this, ]3S having dropped

out, because of the frequency with which njn is employed as an introductory

particle, cf. njn p'pi, Is. 8^.— P'yc] (& KvXioo; (5-^ /cwXi/w; 'A. rpi^rjau}; U
stridebo ; ,S / ivill press (s&vae root as in Hebrew). Hi, p^sr (so also St.,

Or. (?), We., Gr., Val., Dr. (?), Now., BDB., Elh., Lohr, Oct.).— p^j-n] (@

Kv'KleTai; 'A. rpL^ei; & presses; IS stridet. Hi. pion (so St., We., Dr.,

Now., BDB., Oct., et al.). Gr. p^sn (so e.g. Elh., Lohr).— n'7j;n] Some suggest

nSjyn.— nS] Gun. om. as dittograph.— 15 a. ncy . . . irom] Belongs with

v.i*, in strophe 2; this arrangement is demanded by the meaning, as well as

by the versification.— 14. S""^] ® f^ dpofj.4o}s; 'A. and 9. Kov<pov; ^E ^''hpj::.

Gr. d'i3D. V.15 is om. in some Mss. of Kenn. and dcR., and in the Arabic,

probably because of the similar endings of v.i* and v.^^ as now separated.

—

15 ft, tD^,^^'\ read o'l^D", as in (5 StacrudTJ, S l^-S^, ®^ ^IDP* 5J salvabitur

(so Hi., Gr., Seb., Now., Dr., Elh., Oort (£/«.), Oct., Hirscht). Zeydner

{ThSt.., IV. 201 ff.; so also Now.) regards the words from Spi (v.i^) to Dm2J3

(v.16) as a later addition (v.i.), while Lohr om. v.i^ entirely as late; so

Hirscht (with some hesitation) ; but cf. Je, 46^. Oet. is inclined to om. Spi

IB'DJ . . .
(v.i5); V. Baumann, 31.— 16. '1J1 T^DNi] ® Kal 6 Kparaibi oi fir)

evp-qcrei. Tr)v KapSiav avTov iv Swacrrelais, for which Wkl. (^Untersuch. 184 f.),

proposes this original text : niii3:iD uS r\yi;^ iS v^cni = "the stouthearted—
his heart will forget heroic deeds." (5, according to Wkl., read 2*^ as S'S and

gave T\yv its Aramaic sense, find.— D"'nnJ2] S = ^nJ^. ^^ Kal evprjaei tt]v

Kapdiav (omitting 6 Kparaibs ov /xi}), similarly (gQr and Syr.-Hex., koX rivpid-q
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7] KapSla ffov; and (5^"'' om. ov firj. In view of these facts Hirscht regards

the original text as being nssi which was corrected to }'''CNi; (@ transl. both

and since the result was in conflict with the preceding vs. added the negative

of his own accord. Similarly Vol., but v. Stek.

13. I will make you groan in your places just as the threshing

wagon makes the {floor) filled with sheaves to groan'\ This is Hoff-

mann's rendering,* and is the best of the many (v.i.) that have

been proposed. There is nothing in the words themselves, or in

the context, to suggest an earthquake.f The writer's mind is filled

with war, the coming of which (cf. 5-^ 6"" 7^-^' 8"' ") shall make

men cty out in their misery. The appropriate manifestation for

such grief would be uttering of groans, which not improperly might

be compared by the farmer-prophet to the creaking and groaning

of the threshing-floor under the weight of the threshing-sledge and

its full supply of sheaves. This does not differ essentially in thought

from the more common interpretation, / will press your place, as

the wagon that is full of sheaves presses % what is under it% or on

the earth ; ||
or, / will press that luhich is among you as a wagon

which is loaded {with stones) presses the sheaves ; % or, / willpress

down upon you as a wagon presses that is full of sheaves ; ** or, /

will make it totter (p'Btt) beneath you as a cart tottereth that is

full of sheaves (v.s.). The lack of clearness here is probably to be

explained by the loss of a part of the strophe.— 14, 15 a. Then

shall refuge fail the swift'] Cf. 9'*. The strophe beginning with

these words presents, in four sharp utterances, the utter lack of hope

of any deliverance. Neither the swift (Je. 25'" 46'"' Jb. 1 1-""), nor the

strong (Pr. 24'*), nor the hero, experienced in war, nor the armed

man, skilled in handling the bow (Je. 46^), shall find refuge, or be

able to assert his strength, or rescue himself, or stand (Ps. 102-'*'

Dn. 1
1"- * ; also Je. 46-^ Na. 2**), when the great calamity shall come.

Everything in which men at such times trust shall fail, viz. swiftness,

strength, experience, and skill in the use of weapons of war.—
15, b, c, 16. And the swift offoot shall not rescue himself] Cf.

2 S. i^-^ 2^^ I Ch. I2^ This strophe, omitted in some Mss. {v.s.),

repeats the same idea in largely the same words, though differently

* ZAW.lU.ioof. t Crocius, Schr6.,Ges. ||
Schlier, Ke. ** Ew.. GAS.

tCf.Mit.96f. ^ So Hd. H Gcb.
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arranged. This is not a later insertion (v.s.) ; the poet would

picture again, with monotonous vividness, the impossibility of

escape. Does the phrase shallflee away naked'] (i.e. having aban-

doned his weapons, armor, or dress which might embarrass him)

contradict what has been said concerning the impracticabihty of

any effort to escape ? No, for flight here means roicl, not escape.

But upon the whole strophe and its correspondence to the pre-

ceding, v.i.— In that day\ The day which was always uppermost

in the mind of the prophet, the day of Yahweh, described more

fully in 5^^

13. njn] For other cases of njn used to introduce a solemn utterance,

cf. Gn. 6^' Is. 7I*.— •3JS] Emphatic and in contrast with the suffix in DD^nnrij

otherwise the more common ijjn would be used; cf. Gn. 24^^ Ex. 4^^.

— piyn . . . piyn] The ptcp. used here of the immediate future, H. 27, 2tr;

GK. 116 d; Dr. § 135, 3. This a. X. has given rise to many and widely differ-

ent interpretations, the chief of which may be classified: (i) Those in which

\)\) is given the meaning of the Aramaic pis press, cf. the derivative r\^^

Ps. 55*, npj;ia Ps. 66^1 : [a) both verbs taken transitively: / ivill press

you do'vn (for this use of nnn cf. Jb. 36^^) as a wagon (or, a cow) presses,

etc. (Doderlein, Ew., Gy\.S. v.s.) ; or, I will make narrotv the place foryou, etc.

(Riickert) ; or (= Arab. (S.£.), / ivill cut in pieces, as a threshing roller, etc.

(BSZ. s.v. piy) ; (Ji) the first verb trans., the second intrans. : / zvillpress you

down as a wagon is pressed down, i.e. gives way (Va., De Wette, Ros.,

Mau.) ; (c) both verbs intrans. : / «;« pressed under you as a tvagon is

pressed, etc. (Cal., Ba., Pu.). (2) Those in which pij? is translated creak,

groan (cf. Arab. (S^ft), then tremble, totter : («) / groan under you as

the wagon groans (Os., cf. 'A. and "S, v.s.)
; (3) / will make you cry out,

etc. (Jus., Hoffm. z/.j.). Against which Now. urges the unsuitableness of

the thought as preparatory to v.^^; the uncertainty of the readings in Ps. 66^^

and 55* cited in comparison; the difficulty of making nxSnn an ace, and of

omitting ]ijn. (3) Those involving change of text : {d) I will make it

tremble under you as the 'wagon trembles (v.s.~), by changing piy to pifl (cf.

I S. 2-*, •'JdS for Tj?'?; 2 S. 24^, jds for yp); (b) I tvill juake it tremble under

you as the full wagon makes the sheaves tremble, with "T'Oy as object, and rh

omitted (Gun.). (4) pv; = Arab, s^y^t withdraw, fiee away ; I will cause

your place to yield as the wagon breaks dow7t that is full, etc. (Hi.'s later view),

the reference being to the earthquake of i^, though the words were probably not

spoken, but written afterward. The great majority of these interpretations are

based upon the conception of an earthquake {v.s^. (5) piy = Arab. \J^»A,

hinder, I will cause a stoppage underyou as the threshing sledge (Is. 28-^ f) stops

lj.e. no longer turns) w/nV// is chokedwith straw; cf. (5-^ {v.s.') (Wetzstein, ZAIV.
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III. 278).— Hal. renders rnn] as " body," citing Hb. 3I6 Zc. 6^2._ n^^xr] The
prep, governing the antecedent of the relative, not the relative; cf. II. 46, 3^);

K6. 63; GK. 138^.— P'i'n] Impf. of indef. freq. action, H. 21,3; Dr. §33^;
GK. 107^.— ^*f!?rC'] The art. with ptcp. equiv. to a rel. clause, H. 4, 2,f.; Dr.

§ I35> 7; o" the Qal. ptcp. of stative verbs, GK. 50 /;, d.— n'^] For another case

of ethical dative with ptcp. cf. i"? Tiia Ho. 8^; H. 11,2 c; GK. 119.?; Ko. 36;

Ew.8 217, 2, 2) a) 3); Dr. £)/. 10/ 16. Note Gun.'s suggestion that nS is a

dittograph of the last syllable of the preceding word (cf. K6. 402/).— T'D>']

Either ace. after nx^Dn, i.e. ace. of spec. (cf. K6. 327/), or ace. after piyn

(Gun.).— 14. JD . . . i3Ni] The 1 is consequential, following the ptcp. H. 25, 5;

Dr. § 113 (i); GK. Ii6x. js with i^n, cf. Je. 25^^ Jb. ii-o Ps. 142^ — Sp]

Standing alone, even without the article, used as a superlative (so Va.;

GK. 133^).— dijd] So far as form is concerned, either yf/^/// (so Ke., Val.),

the noun with n having the force of the verb, or J>/ace of flight, refuge (Pu.,

Gun.), the c denoting place; GK. 85 <? ; Earth, A''^. 160 r. — 15 a. nrj^n t'sh

ib>'2 K*?] i.e. shall perish, or shall be put to flight. — 15, 6, c. A comparison

of the second and third strophes, !*• i^"- *°"i 156, c, shows a general purpose on

the part of the writer to repeat the thought with the same words arranged in

a somewhat striking manner. If an;; might be pointed an>' {skilled) rather

than an^, and two or three transpositions made, the similarities of the

strophes would become still more striking, the parallelism more perfect, and

a better sense gained. The following is suggested as a plausible conjecture :—

hpT2 DUD i^Ni aJ^D^ nV r^jna Spi

^
ItfSJ dSd"! nS -\\2i^ Ili'BJ •dSc"! nS Qnyi

nnj?"! xS Ptt'pn u'fl.-ii Ninn dv3 mr Dion 3311

Note that after the first clause, those that remain are circumstantial, adding,

in a subordinate way, details to the main picture. This may in part be repro-

duced by the use of the conjunction while; H. 4s, i c ; GK. i$6d; Dr.

§ 162.

Zeydner {ThSt., 1886, pp. 201 f.) supposes that 2i*-i6 contains several

glosses, and that, these being rejected, the original text was :—
•jpD D1JD laxi

mil ym) nS prni

Ninn D10 Dir an;?

16. 137 V'DXi] The siotitest of heart, an epexegetical genitive, really super-

lative; GK. I28.r; cf. Ko. 336//.— an;;] According to iWE. an ace. of state,

H. 33,4; GK. Ii8«; Ko. 332^.
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Summary. A judgment on Israel : (i) The nation has sinned

grievously, treating the poor and needy unjustly, and oppressing

them beyond all measure ; until her behavior has become in the

eyes of the world a profanation of Yahweh's holy name. (2) This

moral condition is due to no lack of effort on Yahweh's part; since

he had led Israel out of Egypt into Canaan, had driven out the

Canaanites before her, and had given teachers who should declare

righteousness to her ; but all his care had been without result.

(3) For her sins Israel must suffer, the nation shall perish; none,

not even the swiftest and strongest, shall escape.

§ 5. The roar of the lion ; destruction is coming. 3^"^^. The

prophet's first message concerning Israel's future has been de-

livered. The people, very naturally, refuse to credit his state-

ments. Yahweh is not likely, in their opinion, to desert his own

nation. Everything, politically considered, seems to be prosperous.

Disaster of any kind is far removed from their thoughts. The

leaders are blind to the actual situation. To meet this condition

of things, the prophet delivers what may be regarded as the most

striking of all his utterances, viz. 3^"*. The ordinary view* which

makes this passage an explanation of the prophet's mission, upon

the ground that he was compelled by Yahweh's power to speak,

although against his will, does not bear close examination.

The atrophic arrangement of 3 ^'^ is 2, 4, 4, 4, and 2 lines, each line a pentame-

ter, a movement better adapted to the thought than the trimeter. Strophe 2

seems to have lost one of its four lines, the restoration of which (something

like, Butyou have fonakeit and rejected Yahweh your God) greatly aids in se-

curing an intelligible interpretation. The effort of D. H. Miiller f to connect

these vs. (^"*), as tw^o strophes, with a third strophe (vs.^i^)^ j^ each of which

there is an allusion to the " lion " in the last line but one, seems arbitrary when

one measures the last line of the proposed third strophe, and observes that,

in order to meet the exigencies of the theory, in other words, to get in " the

lion," he makes it twice the length of any other line. Cf. the arrangement by

Lohr which makes vs. ^"^^ consist of three strophes of 10, 6, and 6 lines re-

spectively, involves the omission of y^.^b. ib. 5h a.nA 7 ^nd the transposition of"
to follow ^'', and disregards the irregularity of the length of the lines thereby

secured. See also Baumann, 35 ff. Marti treats v.** as a gloss.

* This is held by nearly all the commentators ; v. the partial list of opinions

given. t Die Propheten, I. 70 f.
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m. 1-3. A message against the nation which Yahiueh brought up

out of Egypt : You were chosen for a special work ; butyou have

forsaken Yahweh, therefore you shall be punished for your iniqui-

ties, for there tnust be agreement between a nation and its God.

1. Strophe I (v.^) is made up of two pentameters, and forms the introduc-

tion.— 'a" ^j:i] is really superfluous after dd^'?;' and before 'an"'?3 *?;•, and, since

it lengthens the line unduly, may well be regarded as a gloss.

—

ijj] Some

Mss. have n^s, so (S of/cos, and Syr.-Hex. (so also Oet.) ; cf. 2II 3I- 4^ 9" with

5!- - 6^* ']^^ 9^. — 'cn ^j 'r;*] (5 connects with foregoing by KaL Lohr and Marti

omit ^* as an interpolation due to a desire to make the following speech refer to

Judah as well as to Israel. In favor of this might be urged (see Seesemann,

Lohr; cf. Baumann) : (i) that the sentence is complete with i"; (2) ^*

drags a little; (3) the change of person, from Yahweh to I, is a little awk-

ward; (4) this expresses briefly Amos's theory of divine justice, but this

theory in the vs. that follow is developed and applied only to Israel, not to

Judah; (5) Amos never uses n?:^':' to introduce a divine oracle. But this con-

clusion is not necessary. Amos develops his thesis only against Ephraim,

but it is not impossible that in the theme he has Judah in mind also; by

means of an addition to an address to Ephraim he briefly indicates that what

he is about to say in v.^ applies to Judah as well as Israel. It is not his

function, however, to apply it especially to Judah (so Seesemann). Since v.^

is synonymous with v.^*, this interpretation (w.z.) solving what has already

become a difficult problem (Oort, ThT. XIV., 121 f., 138, failing to find any

connection between v.^ and v.^, and considering the "particularism" of v.^

inconsistent with the catholic spirit of Amos, regards vs.^- ^ as an interpola-

tion ; while Now. treats "^ as having no logical relation to 3^- 2), in order to

secure a logical antecedent for v.^*" and, at the same time, make the structure

of strophe 2 complete, I would suggest that such a line as. But you have for-

saken Yahweh, your God, once formed a part of the text.— 2. p^] (§ T:\r\v;

2. iibvovi.— ^ryT-] Gr. ''"''V^.— 'it'D Sjr:] 5 precedes this with the phrase

" from all the peoples," which is probably a marginal note, explaining nnoti'C,

that has crept into the text (so Seb.).— DOTiijiy] (5 rds d/xaprias (some codd.
!» 7 .. 7

Ko/ct'as) ; 'A. dw/xt'as; 2. dStK^aj; 0. acre^elas; S .c-a-*.— =-«; ST f3''3''n;

U iniquiiates. — 3. nn''] @ ^Tri rh avrb Kad6\ov.— njJU Dn] (5 (av (jltj yvuipl-

ffwaiv iavTovs (= lyiij), so Marti; but 'A. crvvTa^wurai; 9. <Tvvi\dw<nv.

1. The form of statement is intended to arouse the attention

of the people, cf. 3" 4^ 5' 8' ; the prophet, according to fHST, ad-

dresses himself to the sons of Israel~\ by whom he ordinarily means

Northern Israel ; * but here he adds, as if by an afterthought, the

* So here Cal., Bauer, Schrij., Hi., Ew.
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whole fa7nily that I brought tip, etc.], thus giving to the common
phrase a larger meaning.* A better sense is gained by treating

'tr*' ''OD as a gloss, v.s. Cf. for this use oi family, v.-, Je.'S" Mi. 2^

This phrase " reminded Israel proper that any preeminence among
the nations of which they might boast was the inheritance of all

the sons of Jacob, and it reminded Judah that any danger that

threatened Israel threatened them also, so far as they had been

guilty of similar transgressions."! The word uttered is against^

not simply in refereiice to the nation Israel ; and here, as fre-

quently among the prophets, there is the fond allusion to the

time when Yahweh brought her up out of the land of -Egypt'\ i.e.

the time when Israel really became a nation. So intense has the

thought of the prophet become that he identifies himself with

Yahweh.— 2. You only have Iknowti] Not, acknowledge \ as of the

elect, nor take notice of= love § (cf. Ho. 13' Ps. i'' Jb. 24'") ; with

the following preposition from, the idea is to distinguish from, to

choose, as in Gn. 18^''
Je. i^ Is. 58^ This thought is found also in

Dt. 7*^14^ 28'- '^^
^'" " Ps. 147"--". The doctrine that Israel has

been chosen by Yahweh for a particular service to the world lies

at the basis of every expression of Hebrew thought. Nor is it

paralleled by a similar doctrine among other nations ; in any case,

the teaching took a stronger hold of Israel. This thought, car-

ried too far, furnished the basis for a superstition almost as deadly

as any of those which the Israelitish religion was to displace.

Against this superstition the prophets contend. The choice of

Israel by Yahweh, they maintain, is not unconditional. Israel must

cherish the right mind toward Yahweh, or punishment will come
;

and when it comes, it will be all the more severe because of the

special privileges which she has enjoyed. Was this idea true? or

was it a fancy of the Hebrew people? To answer this question is

to place an estimate upon the whole prophetic work. The thought

of v.^" suggests the idea of failure on the part of Israel to fulfil

the divine purpose (cf. Ho. 4^** Je. 5^^ Dt. 31^'' i S. 15'"'' 2 K. 17^^)

because she has rejected Yahweh ; and now / will visit upon you all

your iniquities'] (cf. Ex. 20^ Je. s"
-^ ii" 23-, etc.), because, Israel,

* Os., Geb., Ros., Ba., Hd., Pu., Ke., We. + Ke.

t Mit. ^ Now., Dr., Elh.
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you have rejected the unique privileges offered you ; because,

although specially chosen, and given a knowledge of Yahweh's

will which others did not have, you have shown yourselves un-

worthy. Calamity is here, as everywhere, pictured as a visitation

of God. Too much stress must not be placed upon all, which

does not imply that, while all of Israel's sins shall be punished,

some of those of less favored nations might be overlooked.* Israel's

punishment, declares the prophet, will be the more severe because

her sins have been more heinous ; the " all " refers to the sins of

the nation many times repeated. If, now, Yahweh and Israel

have no longer anything in common, can there be harmony and

cooperation as in the past?— 3. Can {^they) two walk together, if

they be not agreed ?'\ If, on the one hand, Israel has left Yahweh,

and if, on the other, he is planning for Israel terrible punishment,

w'hat will be the issue ? The prophet sees, what other men of his

times do not see, viz. the dissolution of the covenant relationship

which has hitherto existed between Israel and Yahweh. In the

remaining strophes he proceeds to develop this thought. The

interpretations which connect v.'' with what follows, and make it

to be the thought of the whole, that everything has a definite

cause and works out an ordained result {e.g. that two persons,

seen walking together in the wild moorlands of Tekoa, must have

arranged their meeting beforehand, i.e. have agreed to be to-

gether, cf. Jos. 11^ Jb. 2"),t and that the presence of the prophet

against his will indicates a plan of action formed against them

by Yahweh himself, | proceed from a wrong point of view. No-

tice should be taken of that other class of interpretations in

which a special allusion is found in nu'ii to the agreement be-

tween Yahweh and the prophet, conveying authority to the latter, §

or the agreement between Joel and Amos,
||

or the agreement

among all the prophets, an agreement which indicated the truth

of their message as coming from the Holy Spirit,^ this assertion

of their authority being rendered necessary because the proph-

ets had been forbidden (2'-) to prophesy.** That the verse

* So Ke.
II
Munstcr.

t Va., Schro., Hi., Ew., Mit., Now., G.AS., et al. U Os.

+ St. •« Ros., Pu.

§ Cal., Dathe, Bauer, Ros., Mau., Ke., Or.
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refers to the relation between Yahweh and his people was rightly

taught by Grotius, Gebhard, Marck, Harenberg, Justi, Schroder,

Henderson, Pusey.

1. nn nain-fiN ij?cr] does not mark a formal division of the matter (cf.

4^ 5I
; contra Mit.) ; the prophet both at the beginning and in the middle of

his utterances frequently uses this, or a similar phrase, to arouse attention.—
int] Pf. of indef. past, H. 17, 3; Dr. § 9.— n?"'^P] The prep, is not used

simply as a dat. (Va. ; cf. Gn. 2^^), nor does it mean in reference to (suggested

by Va.); the common force against is more appropriate (Ros. and most

comm. ) .— nriDC'pn'S^] On Ss totality 0;^ H. 5, i a, (
i ) . On form of cdd, Barth

NB. 161 a ; used in this strophe in both its narrower and wider s&n&Q, family

and nation ; on its derivation from r\Bt' pour out, v. BSZ. 868.— T'Sj/h] On the

sudden change of person, see Ko. Stil. 249.— D^")sp Y^.^'\ Appos. annexion,

H. 8, 3<r; GK. 128 i.— 2. ddpx] Emphatic, (l) in standing before its vb.

rather than as a suffix in connection with it, thus furnishing one of the neces-

sary usages of HN, H. u, 2h, (i), GK. 117^; (2) in being preceded by P"^.

—

^•^V'] ^°^ ^ st^^. pf. do I know, but a pres. pf. have I chosen; H. 17, 2 ; Dr.

§ 8 ; GK. 106^, an act of the past the consequences of which, at least in

part, continue down to and include the present.— ??"'^>^] Implying a statement

of Israel's abandonment of Yahweh.— "ipD><] A future impf. H. 22, i ; GK. 107?;

Dr. § 29.— nUU'] Strictly error, cf. the vb. in 2 S. 7^* 24^'^, etc., and Dr. on

I S. 20^0.— 3. nn^] Fuller iitn;; (Je. 46^2.21 498); lit., iti his unities, ace.

of manner {^zx\h.^ZDMG. XLII. 356), GK. 118^, 01s. 135 c ; cf. Gn. 226-8. —
DN ''n'73] From n^3 cstr. with archaic ending J, H. 41 rm. e; GK. ()Om; Sta.

§ 343 > found in Phoen. (Tabnith inscr. 5) as conj. ; without as, Is. 10*

Gn. 43'; cf. K6. 392 fl.— nyijj lit. they have made an appointment (cf.

^^y^^2 appointed time).

4, 5. The roar of the enemy may even notv be heard ; Israel,

unconscious of the fact, is already within the toils.

In a double figure, that of a lion and his prey, and that of

a bird and its hunter, the situation of Israel, in the prophet's

times, is portrayed. This situation is the result of the separation

of Israel from Yahweh. The difficulty lies in the fact that Israel

as a nation has long been deaf to the roaring of the lion, and

blind to the hunter and his snare. Only the prophet hears and

sees.

The structure of strophe 3 is clear.

4. I'.'o] (5 kK Tov Spvfxov aiiTov. — injycn] Baumann om. — ^^'^] (B adds tL

Lohr om. 4 6.56 ^s being superfluous both in form and thought.— 5. na hy

yisn] (5 ^7r2 TT]v yrjv, which suggests either the omission of hd (so Oort
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ThT. XIV. 134 and Em., Gun, Mit., Val., Now., Elh., Hirscht, Lohr, Oct.,

Baumann), as having crept in by mistake from the last clause of \fi, or,

better, the corruption into n-j of an original \j£! (Perles).— a'pic] @ l^evrov

(= ^'^,->i?:,or s'l^^o Vol.) ; soS^T; Mit. i:',^", but cf Gun.— nS;;''] ©(rxao-^Tja-erat,

F aitfereiur (=n|?v;n, so also Gr.).
— 'xn-p] (g ^7rt t^s 7^j.— •vi'^\ n"'] (S

adds Ti. Ss om. and renders iidSi, |_»»|o, but this was not, as Seb., basing his

idea upon a certain conception of the passage, suggests, the correct text ; for

it carries with it lack of rhythm and of good meaning.

4. The prophet is a countryman and deals with phenomena

which are famiHar to him. For a long time lions have not fre-

quented Palestine, but the testimony is unquestioned that they

were common down to the Christian era, and even later.*

—

Does

a lion roar in the foi'est when there is no preyfor him'] i.e. Does

he go hunting without securing something? or in declarative form,

When a hon roars, his prey is near at hand ; let it beware. The

second member is only a variation in form of the first : The young

lion does not utter his voice unless he has caught something. In

the prophet's mind the people, destined to suffer for their sins, are

the prey, which is already, in vision, in the possession of the lion,

whose roar, though uttered, the prey has not understood. The

prophet's voice is one of warning ; and, now, with change of

figure we hear it again ; and this time, likewise, it is a figure which

appeals to a countryman.— 5. Does a bird fall upon the ground,

if their is 7io hunter? or does a snare fly zip 7vithout catching

anything?] Here, as Mitchell observes, " the order of thought is

reversed." The prophet, with his keen insight, perceives that

already the bird has fallen, the snare has sprung up. It follows,

therefore, that there is a hunter near at hand, invisible perhaps,

but none the less real. Cannot the people see that they are

entrapped, that they are already within the toils ?

The first couplet (v.'') has been interpreted (i) as one of several illustra-

tions of the principle of cause and effect ; nothing happens by chance ; there

is always a cause (Reu., Val., Now., GAS., Dr., e( al.); (2) as describing

Yahweh under the figure of a lion (cf. v.^ also i^, Je. 25*"^ IIo. ii^"; and,

on the roaring of the lion, cf. Ps. 104^1 Is. 529 31* Je. 2"5 Ez. 2226), i.e.

Yahweh's roar compels me to prophesy (Schro., Hi.), or Yahweh's roar indi-

* Cf. Ju. 145 I S. 1784 2 K. 1725 ; Reland, Palaesthia, I. 274; Van Lennep, Bible

Lands, 247 ; G. E. Post, art. " Lion," D/i.
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cates imminent danger (Cal., Os., Pu.), or Yahweh's roar should lead to

repentance (Geb.), or Yahvveh does not threaten, and fail to send punish-

ment (Dathe, Jus., Ros.). It is suggested by some (Ba., Hi.) that in the

first clause the roaring precedes and is the cause of capture ; while in the

second, it is a different roar, viz. that which accompanies the eating and so

follows as the result of the capture. According to Geb. the young lion is the

prophet who joins with Yahweh in threatening punishment ; Hd. suggests that

the subject of ^^d^ must be nnx, not T'sr, since the young lion in the den

roars only when the old lion brings home the prey ; but the second clause is

generally understood to present the same thought as the first (Ros., Ke.,

et al?). Even greater difficulty has attended the interpretation of the second

couplet : (l) ^ bird does not fall upon the ground, unless there be to it, i.e.

the bird (Hi., Mau., Ba.), or the ground (Hes.), a snare (Cal., Os., Dat.,

Ros.), or a fowler (Luther, Ba. ); in other words, people do not suffer except

because of sin ; or calamity never comes except by a net which God stretches

(Cal., Os., Dat.), or calamity comes through the snare of Jeroboam's false

worship (Geb.). The ns of v.^ * is " the large net of the bird-catcher which he

has to draw up and which takes a number of birds at once" (Ew.). Hence,

will the net go up, i.e. be taken away (Ew., Hes., Mau.), or treating nSi'i

as Hiph., will the fowler remove the net before, etc. (Cal., Geb., Jus., Schro.

;

cf. U) ; while many understand it as meaning, the net does not spring up

unless a bird has entered it (Os., Hi., Hd., Ke., Now., GAS., Dr., et al.). From
one or another of these renderings, the thought is inferred to be : Yahweh
will surely not desist until his threatenings have been fulfilled (Cal., Os., Ros.,

et al.), or Israel is to be captured by the fowler Satan (Geb.). You cannot

escape a punishment which God has announced through the prophets (Dat.).

Just as none of these things happen without a cause, so the prophet's preach-

ing is not without cause— Yahweh has revealed to him the coming calamity

(so GAS., Now., Dr., Marti, et al.).

4. n;TN, niQr] n''-iN and ns, which are but dififerent forms of the same

word (Ols. 216 d, Barth, A^B. 237), are the usual words for lion. The original

meaning is probably to be seen in the Ethiopic ?lCT, zvihl beast. The Arabic

(< • N ' , rvild goat, is a different specialization of the same idea. Aram, nns,

7

Syr. |-i5|, Assyr. arft, all mean lion. It is the usual word in Hebrew ; nijS

(Arab. S»-*J SUJ, Assyr. labbu) is the poetic word and does not mean dis-

tinctly lioness (the old view, cf. Ges. Thes. 738) although in some cases it is

feminine. 1^3; is the young lion, but old enough to seek prey, thus distin-

guished from "Mj the cub, usually of a lion.— iS px IT?'!] Circ. clause, cf. v.^,

^"^ P?? «^?.''Ci, H. 45, id; Dr. § 159; GK. 141 ^.— |in] Cstr. before iS GK.

1520; Ew.8 321(5; Sta. § 371a.— i^ip irf] Cf. Sip xii'j.— d« ^'n'^?] Cf. v.^ ;

GK. 163^.— 5. -\^s^i'] Here fem., but masc. in Ps, 102^ Pr. 7^3; cf. K6.

252 «.— n'^;'^n] On the various constructions, v.s.— rpi::] The whole bird-
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net or trap is probably expressed by na (cf. Pr. 7^8 Ec. 9^-), consisting of

two frames covered with nets, which fly together, perhaps the lower one

flying up, when the trap is sprung, cpin is either the mechanism by striking

which the bird springs the trap (cf. Wilkinson, Manners and Customs of the

Ancient Egyptiatis, I, ser. iii. 37 f., 46; Hoffm. ZAW. iii. loi ; BSZ.) or,

better still, the bait (BDB., Dr.); in any case not a synonym of no {contra

Mit. and Hirscht).— iid'?] Inf. abs. prec. the finite vb., intensifying it ; H. 28,

3(7; GK. 113 «, q. On the position of the negative, v. Ko. 352/.

6, 7. The calamity cotnes /torn Yahweh ; but Yahweh always

warns ; 7vhy, then, do not the people tremble ?

Having announced that Yahweh and Israel must now separate

and that the latter is to be punished (strophe 2), that a nation,

even at this time, is ready to pounce down upon Israel as her prey

(strophe 3), the prophet, in strophe 4, asks : Why, when the alarm

has been given, do the people not tremble? This calamity, so soon

to burst upon them, like every such calamity, is from Yahweh. Do
they not understand that Yahweh sends no disaster without having

previously made announcement through his prophets ?

6. The structure of strophe 4 is chiastic, members i and 4 relating to the

alarm, members 2 and 3, to the agency of Yahweh. Nothing can be more

certain than the close relationship of these two couplets. The versions

almost unanimously treat dn as a particle of condition. — i^ya n>-\] Hoffm.,

ip 7\-;''\^ (v.i.).— na'y] Elh. nyj. Lohr and Baumann transpose v.**" and ''*.

— 7. Variations exist as to the tense rendering of n'lj . . . nry, © ironfjcrTi

. . . (XTro/cXiJi/'Tj ; "S facit . . . revelaverit ; ^ r^^ • • • U^^-— 'niD] © iraidelap

(reading a formation from iD^, Vol.); the suffix ai^roO is present in (@-^Q;

'A. dir6pp7]Tov ; S. &ij.i\iov ; 9. rT}v ^ovXrjv
; <S Oil)'. Oort's suggestion

of r\b {T/i.T. XIV. 135; adopted by Gun.) or ]: {Em.; so also Hal.) for

^D (v.'') is superfluous. Oet. would place v.'' after v.^ on the ground that

"3 of v.'^ finds no basis in v."; while Lohr, Baumann, Marti, om. v.'' as a gloss.

6. Shall a triifupet be sounded in a city'] as a summons to bat-

tle, or in order to give alarm against destructive animals (Jo. 2'),

or against an approaching enemy (Ho. 5^ Je. 6^ Ez. 2>2>^), and

the people not tremble?] (cf. Ho. 11^"" i S. 16*). Why, then,

should not the warnings of the prophet be heard and heeded ?—
Can evil] i.e. not moral evil, but misfortune, calamity, disaster

(cf. I S. 6''
Je. i'" i8« Is. 45" Gn. iq" 44'"' Ex. 32" Ez. f),
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happen in a city and Yahweh not have caused it?'\ He is over

all and in all, the author of all fortune, good or ill. — 7. But

(rather than for) he does nothing^ in the way of sending calamity

upon men,* except he reveal his (^secret) purpose to his servants,

the prophets^ To the prophets, who are Yahweh's servants (cf.

the frequent use of this expression in Jeremiah's times, e.g.

2 K. \f^'^ 2i^° 24- Je. 7^ 25^ 26^ 29^" 35'^)) ^nd as such

represent him in his dealings with men (Gn. 18^' Dt. 18'*), he

reveals the significance of the calamity, and the purpose which it

was intended to subserve. They are given the knowledge and

are expected to sound the alarm by forewarning and exhortation.

Since, then, every calamity comes from Yahweh to serve a purpose,

and since the prophets, who are the interpreters of the divine will,

have given the alarm, how strange that the people who are in such

danger do not hear and tremble !

6. dn] better understood as an interrogative (= 7iu)n; so many, e.g.

Har., Jus., Ros., Ew., Hd., Pu., Reu., Or., We.) than as a conditional part.

(Schro. apparently, Mit.); rarely (cf. Gn. 381'' i K. i^ Ju. 5* Is. 29I6) at the

beginning of an interrog. and still more rarely, as here, repeated (cf. Je. 48^^

Jb. 6^-); cf. H. 42, a, a, b; GK. 150/^; Ew.^ 324 c, (c)).— mni nS a;n] Circ.

clause ; note use of nS (not jin, see vs. *-^
; cf. ri!*';; xS ninii), because the vb.

is finite; GK. 152a, i; Dr. § 162.— -(^J73 njji] Hoffm.'s reading, (i) njn

(fern, of j;i = nynn; cf. Ex. 32^^), and (2) np, through a watcher, i.e. a

prophet, is, as Gun. (pp. 59-61) has said, open to the following objections :

l) The word t\'}^ cannot be shown to exist; in Ex. 32^^ it is either to be read

ly-i with <^t\, or njj-i, with a fern, suffix, with Di. 2) >n is not identical with

nvn.n, but means, in accordance with the original meaning of the root,

a iumiiliiioiis noise rather than a warning cry (Ex. 32^'' Mi. 4^ Jb. 36''3).

3) The reading lyn for i^j;2 is very questionable. No text is known in which

-ly has the meaning proposed, synonymous with prophet. 4) The inference

which Hoffra. draws, that " false prophets do not warn," i.e. false prophets

sleep while the true are wakeful, is not warranted by the facts. 5) The

connection with nrv sV nin^i would be difficult, and Hoffm. does not ex-

plain it.— ntt'jj] The 3rd pers. is resumed here; cf. v.-''; K6. Stil. 256.

—

7. ^2] Does not mean here for (to be joined with v.^; Schm., Or , Dr.),

nor namely (Hi.), nor surely (Geb., Hd., BDB., Now.; cf. GAS.), nor is

Oort's suggestion of a change to no or j: necessary; the preceding sentence

is virtually a negative sentence, and 1; = but{W\\..), H. 44 rm. (</) ; GK. 163 h;

Ew.8 354a.— nt'p] Indef. freq., H. 21, 3; Dr. § t,1 {b); GK. 107^.— x'?

* Cal., Geb., Ros.
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'^"i . . .] A usual form of expressing nothing (cf. Ex. 9* I K. 5" lO^ Is. 39-);

cf. also ^z . . . n'^, no one; H. 14, 2d; GK. 152^.— aN >3] excepts.

unless previously, H. 48, i/; GK. 163 <r; K6. 372-4.— n'^j] Fut. pf., H. 19, 3;

Dr. § 17.— 111D] The old derivation was from id-, to establish, hence a de-

cree, counsel (Jus.; Ges. Thes. 602 ; Hd.). It is now usually assigned to the

root "11D of uncertain meaning (BDB.; Ko. 11^, p. 49; cf. Hom. ZDMG.

XLVI. 529). Similar is Syr. ja-0 ?oQJ'. secret conversation, td has the

meanings, (i) confidential discourse, (2) counsel, (3) secret, (4) assembly, here

probably secret, secret counsel, cf. Je. 23!^- ^-. Lohr (^.5., following Duhm,

and Che. EB. I. 154) urges against the authenticity of v." (i) the difficulty of

explaining o; (2) the phrase aiNOjn ti-i3>' belongs to Je., Dt., and later litera-

ture; (3) niD occurs nowhere prior to Je.; (4) the poetic structure differs

from that of the context, hence it is to be regarded as an interpolated expla-

nation of V.8*. But an argument from language is at best unconvincing; the

T can be satisfactorily disposed of as above; and the v. fits well in the strophic

structure here presented.

8. The enemy having manifested his presejice, let every tie fear ;

Yahweh having spoken, let every one recognize the coming calamity.

The utterance is the last of the rapidly rising climax, and sus-

tains a close logical connection with what has been said; both

members are thus connected with strophe 2, the first, also, espe-

cially with strophe 3, and the second with strophe 4 In view of

the decision to punish Israel for his sins (strophe 2), a movement

has been inaugurated which makes Israel, though seemingly un-

conscious of the fact, the prey of a mighty nation (strophe 3)

;

the lion has roared, let every one fear (strophe 5 «) ; Yahweh is

the author of this situation, and has through his prophets an-

nounced it, though without effect (strophe 4) ; the Lord God hath

spoken, let every one hear and see beforehand the coming disaster

(strophe 5 h).

8. The parallelism is complete and synonymous, although " the lion " and

"the Lord God" do not have the same reference.— jnu'] (5 and F render

by futures, ipeu^erai, rugiet, S and ST by pfs., >oaiJ, Dnj.— For -\2-i] all

have pfs.— 'c] (S koX rh in both cases. — N^r] We. Tini (so also Now.); and

Che. {^EB. I. 154) 3n::^; but no change is necessary.

8. The prophet, as has been seen, recognizes in the tramp of

the Assyrian army, which his ear has been quick to catch, the fact

that the lion has roared^ and, himself hearing it so distinctly, he
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does not understand why others should be deaf to it.— W7io is

there that docs notfear .?] The purpose of the roaring was to occa-

sion fear ; why is it that every citizen of the kingdom is not terror-

stricken and penitent before the approach of tliis terrible army

from the north ?— The Lord Yahweh hath spoke)i\ and the words

have no uncertain sound. The message given, as always, through

his servant, the prophet, and given for the purpose of carrying con-

viction to the hearts of those who would not see, has been uttered
;

luho is it that cannotprophesy?*^ Who is there so bhnd as not to

see this coming misfortune and proclaim beforehand its terrible

significance ; in order that, if perchance Israel should hear and

repent, Yahweh might order otherwise ? This was the purpose of

all prophecy.

8. jxc* nnx] Circ. cl. with vb. in pf. {the lions having roared^ preced-

ing the principal sentence, H. 45, T,b; Dr. § 165; GK. 156 a'.— {<->•>•' n"? ip]

i.e. who should not fear ? or 7vho is there that does not fear ? or let every one

fear. On the force of the tenses here and the conditional nature of the sen-

tence t^.GK. 159-^; Dr. § 154.— x?r] It is not necessary to suppose (Schro.)

that there is here a reference to the event described in 7^'^, and that conse-

quently that event took place before the utterance of this passage. The sub-

stitution of -nni for N2ji (v.s^ is too prosaic, but harmonizes with the general

interpretation adopted above.

§ 6. The doom of Samaria. 3^-4^ In still another form the

prophet delivers the message given him to proclaim, (i) So great

is the wickedness of the capital city, Samaria, that even Egypt

and Philistia, called upon to look within Samaria's walls, are

astonished at what they see. (2) But an enemy is coming who
will quickly lay waste this beautiful and luxurious city. What
remains will, be as nothing. Even the altars of Bethel will be in-

cluded in the dreadful destruction. (3) The women of Samaria,

because of their debaucheries, must share the punishment. They

shall be carried away captives through breaches in the wall.

This piece, which is entirely separate from the preceding and following,

originally consisted of six strophes, each containing four pentameters. To
restore this, certain minor changes in the text are necessary as well as

the transfer of v.i^ to follow v." (see BW., Sept. 1898, pp. 179-82; so

* Geb., Ros. ; of. GAS. " who can but prophesy? "
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also Elh.; cf. Lohr who places v.i^ after vs.^s. u. and 15
. ^nd Baumann who

places V.'' between v."' and v.^^). Here again Miiller's arrangement of

strophes (^Die Prophetan, I. 71) fails, because he has not observed that

4i"3 belongs with 3^^^ and, indeed, forms the climax of the piece (so We.,

GAS.) The first line of each strophe, as rearranged, contains a statement of

proclamation or assertion on the part of Yahweh, thus giving great intensity

to the whole passage. Still further, the six strophes logically divide them-

selves into three groups, each of two, and in the first strophe of each group

reference is made to Samaria. Strophes i and 2 (vs.^- 1", vs.^i- ^^) present a

judgment scene. Samaria is accused of tumult and oppression. Outside

nations are summoned to witness her wickedness and to testify against her.

The decision is rendered— punishment, viz. destruction by a foreign foe

who will lay waste the whole city. Three clauses are probably interpola-

tions: (i) n^Ni (v.^) merely repeats the idea contained in lynirn and,

although in the form •iCN'7 it would be common, may be thrown out; (2)

n3";i"i3 D^Tiux^ (v.^) is very awkward, meaning, not oppression, but the op-

pressed ; does not join well with rnmnp ; is superfluous in view of -vd (v.^")

;

and entirely spoils the measure of the line (see BW., Sept. 1898, p. 182; so

Lohr). (3) r\-^'r\^ dn; (v.^*) does violence to the measure and is tautological

after the same phrase in v.i^, which constitutes the first member of the strophe.

The transfer of v.i^ to follow v.^^ is justified by the demands of the strophic

arrangement, for otherwise all would be confusion; by the closeness of

thought in vs.^i"'"^^^, everything having to do with houses (palaces, winter

houses, summer houses) ; and by the fact that in its present position it makes

an anti-climax, while by its removal v." furnishes, in the destruction even

of Bethel's altars, the highest point yet reached in the description.

9. nucnx] @ x^pais (= ninN; so also Elh.), or n^s-^N (Vol.), so in

VS.10. 11,— inu'Nj] (5 iv' kaavpiois (= "WiTX^, so also Gr., Wkl. Untersuch. 185,

Val., Oort E771., Oct., Marti) ; Elh., niir-xa.— '?>-i] Elh., lyi, omitting 3 .mjrD-iN.

— an-iD yns] (S t^s kl-^virrov, probably an error for 7^s kly' , which appears

in 22 Mss. (so Hirscht).— ncNi] Baumann om.— >-in] Read in sg. with (SS

and Syr.-Hex.; cf. 4I 6^ (so Oort, ThT. XIV. 129; We., Now., GAS., Lohr,

Elh., Oct., Baumann) ; Gr. •>•]•»;.— ncinc] S sg., (5 eavixaard, reading incorrectly,

mmr:,-", pass. ptcp. of ncn (Drusius, Ba.), S. dxopTa<rias.— n^-ipn . . .
n^ina]

Oort (77^7: XIV. 129) 7^2-\p:i . . . f<:i->'n2 .
— r^^-^p^ u^p^^'•;^] om. as a gloss upon

nmnn, which unduly lengthens the line (v.s.).— 10. in^] O sg.— nn^j mry]

(S a eo-rai ivavrlov avTrjs (= nnpj . . . irvV, Va.). — nn:33] Ss l^aJ-a?£ii>a,

(connecting with ny, Seb.), ST np^-i.^n.
— " ax:] Lohr removes to the end of

the v.; Baumann om.— 11. f-^Nn 3''3D1 -is] (g Ti)pos KVK\bdev ij yij <rov iptj^ud'^-

fferai, vocalizing "ii", taking ffov from fol. line, dropping \ and adding the vb.

V tribulabitiir et circuietur terra. Read 356; with S (adoj^ted by St., Gun.,

Seb., We., Gr., Val, Now., Dr., Lohr, Elh., Hirscht, Oet.) ; this is better than

3p: (Ba.), or 3'3D2 (Bauer); cf. Iloffm. and Gu., 3'3D-:; Jus. 3^30 nx (but v.

Gun.); Oort (^Em.) 33101; Rahmer 3>3D (cited by Hirscht), a dialect form
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for 3^21:' =flame; Va. 3>3D 'iis; Gr. msr, for ix, on basis of 6; Hal. "inis; is.

-nini] S = -nini, with fol. suffixes in 3 sg. fern. 6 Kard^et. We., TVini (so

alsoGr.,Now., Lohr, Elh., Oct., Hal.).— icc] Hal. nt??.— iraji] Oct., -ion.

15. ipi^m] (@ (ri;7xf "^ ^''^ Trard^w, explained by Vol. as a double

rendering based on a reading, \-iDn or •'HlDn; of. (5's rendering of Dnn>

in I S. 7^'^. IQD1] (S irpoffTedrjO-ovTai = ^SD^ or IDDIJ (Va., Oet.) or IDDS (Vol.).

0121 a^r^] (5 ^repot oT/cot ttoXXo/ ;
(5'^Q ol/coi grepot iroXXoL There is no need

to suppose, with Oort (T/iT. XIV. 128), that M^ is corrupt; of. Baumann,

Ityn >n2.— nini an:'] Lohr om. as a later addition {v.s.).

9-11. Samaria's wickedness astonishes the neighboring nations.

9. The opening words accord with the oriental usage of sum-

moning assemblies by ' proclamation. Proclaim] i.e. let it be

proclaimed, the word being used indefinitely,* and not addressed

specifically, either to the prophets f (for Amos seems everywhere

to be standing alone in his work), the hostile nations, J or any

general messenger. § — Over the palaces'] Because either the

upper classes are addressed, as corresponding to the upper

classes of Samaria, upon whom judgment was coming,
||

or the

palace is the natural place from which proclamation is dissemi-

nated.1I— ^^/^^/^^/ . . . Egypt] The prophets not infrequently

represent pagan peoples as morally superior to the rebellious

people of Yahweh, because the former sin in ignorance, but the

latter with full knowledge.** These two names are representative,

Ashdod standing for Philistia. In explanation of the selection of

these, it has been suggested that they, of all nations, rejoiced

most over Israel's humiliation
; ft that these two in contrast with

Edom, Amnion, Moab, Syria, and Phoenicia, stood apart from

Israel
; X that they were the nations whose unrighteousness Israel

had experienced
; W that " even the chief cities of the Philistines

and Egyptians, who indeed are not weak and can tolerate much,

would be amazed, if they saw the mad extravagance and the

injustice in Samaria" ;§§ that Ashdod especially was chosen be-

cause of its similarity to ir, the word used in v.^" to denote the

violefice of which Amos accuses the people.
|| ||
— Gather ye upon

the mountain of Samaria] If the plural is read, the reference

* Ros., Mau., Mit., Dr. ? Hd. ** Cf. Hal. ?^ We.

t Hi., Ke. II
Hi., Mau., Ke., Mit. ft E\v. ||||

GAS,

+ Ba, t Mercer, Ros., Ba. %% Ke.
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is to the mountains of Ebal and Gerizim, from which may be

seen the mountain or hill on which Samaria is built and on

which the witnesses might stand and look down into Samaria (cf.

I K. i6-'*) ;* but the better reading is "in, i.e. the mountain or

hill of Samaria (cf. 4^ 6^) .— Samaria'] is declared to have been

founded by Omri (i K. 16-^). It is on a hill about three hun-

dred feet high, surrounded on three sides by mountains, but

open toward the west. Later it was fortified, especially by

Ahab, so that it was strongly defended. It took a siege of three

years for Assyria to capture it. From that time on it was of

little importance.— And see the manifold tumults therein'] In

other words, the turbulent and voluptuous life of the nobles

(Pr. 15^*'), t including oppression, J confusion and overturning of

justice, § arbitrary deeds of might,
||

strife of poor and rich,^

te7-rores.**— 10. And {how) they know not to do i:,ood] The igno-

rance carries with it indifference and hostility (cf. Je. 4--). The
emphasis is on know, all ideas of right having been lost.ff The
reference is, of course, to the wealthy Samaritans.— These who
treasure violence and oppression] That is either (i) store up

money and goods which are the fruit of violence (cf. 2^'''),\\ or

(2) heap up oppression as one heaps up treasure. §§ — 11. There-

fore] Because of the iniquities which have been mentioned, for

the existence of which there is ample evidence, an adversary shall

surround the land] An enetny,
|| ||

rather than affliction,^% in view

of the following phrase ; in any case, the invasion is one which

shall include the whole country.— And he shall stripfrom thee thy

strength] The subject is the adversary of the preceding clause

;

this is better than to treat the verb as impersonal, one shallstrip***

or to make it passive, thy strength shall he stripped from thee,-\-\

or to understand the subject to be Yahweh. ffl— And thy palaces

shall he plundered] The beginning of the more detailed description

of the results of the invasion, the principal effect of which is seen

in the destruction of the more prominent and splendid buildings

* So Cal., Jus., Schro., Ba., Mit., Dr. f Hes. t Cal.

§ Jus.. Schro.
II
Va. H Ros. ** Mich. ft We.

Jt Dat., Va., Schro., Ros., Ba., Hd., Gun., Now., Dr. ^^ Jus., Pu., We.

nil
Cal., Geb., Mich., Mau., Hd., Ke., Gun., We., Now., Elh.

H^ Jer., Hi., Hes., Ba., Dr. *** Hi, ttt Ba.
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of the city. This is continued directly (according to the re-

arrangement suggested above) in v}-\— A/u/ I ivill smite the

winter house together with the summer hoiise'\ The older opinion,

that the winter and summer houses were distinct, being built and

arranged differently, although close together,* seems to have little

support. They were rather different parts of the same house,| the

upper story, if there were two, or the exterior, if there was but one

story, being used for summer. Cf. Ju. 3-" Je. 36"-. An inscrip-

tion recently discovered at Zinjirli, dating but shortly after Amos's

time, furnishes an interesting parallel to this expression. Bar-

rekub. King of Sham'al, a vassal of Tiglathpileser III., relates his

activities in decorating his father's house in honor of his ancestors,

the kings of Sham'al, and says, " and it is for them a summer house

and a winter house." J— The houses of ivory'] Tliat is, houses

adorned with ivory (cf. Ps. 45* and Ahab's house, i K. 22^^), an

evidence of great luxury, for ivory was costly (cf i K. 10^^). All

these were houses of nobles rather than of kings. §— Many houses

shall perish] According to some D'21 may be translated great, cf.

Is. tj^
; II

but the more natural idea is that many houses (cf. 6" Is. 5^

2 K. ly-"), even those of the common people, shall be destroyed.^

The writer sees a great catastrophe, the destruction of every struc-

ture in the city.

9. *:>•] According to Massora Magna (cf. Mercer, Ba.), here and in twelve

other cases, ynti' with *?;? instead of Sn.— nii'i'Ni] On prep. 3 after noun in

cstr. state to define more closely the force of annexion, H. 9, 2/5; GK. 130a;

Ew.^ 2893; K6. 336?^; cf. also f"iN3. Against fHST and in support of his own
reading (w.^.) Elh. urges (i) that the coupling of a Philistine town with the

great land of Egypt is unlikely
; (2) that one would not expect only two people

to be summoned to witness Samaria's corruption, but rather the whole world;

(3) that the reference to "palaces " is strange; it is not uncommon to speak

of the land when the inhabitants of it are really referred to, but "palaces " is

never used for the people of the land
; (4) (5's reading niDix; consequently the

reading, " Proclaim to the lands, from Assyria to the land of Egypt," etc., was

* Bauer, Ros., Dr.

t Van Lennep, Bid/e Lands, 115; Thomson, LB. I. 478; Ri. HBA. I. 574-80;

Reu.; GFM. Judges, 96 ff; DB?- I. 1403-8; Benz. Arch. 111-24.

X Quoted by Dr. from an article by Sachau in Sitzitngsbcrichte d. Akademie d.

Wissenschaft, Berlin, Oct. 22, 1896, p. 1052.

§ Gun., We., Now.
||

Ki., Cal., Geb., Bauer, Mau., Hd.

H Hi., Ros., Ba., Ke., Or., Gun., We., Gu., Mit., Dr., Now., GAS.
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probably the original one. But (i) the plural ni?nN occurs only once, Ps, 49^^,

and there not in the sense of lands, countries, but as denoting the landed

possessions of individuals ; (2) Ashdod, a representative town of PhiHstia,

and Egypt are summoned as two of the lands most closely concerned with

Israel's affairs ; (3) " palaces," a favorite word with Amos, are mentioned as

representative of the ruling classes.— iddnh] Niph., with its original reflexive

meaning, GK. 5 1 c.— nn-*^;-] The difference between the sg. ^.-1 and the pi. i-in

is important ; if in is read, the outside nations are invited into Samaria

itself (cf. 4I 61, V.S.). — Sy] here and 2 S. 17" 2 K. 2220, instead of *?}< after

ID.x, according to Massora Magna (cf. Mercer).— jnca'] The name of the

city is in Aram. IIICK*^ in Syr. -^^^ ^-j Assyr. Samerina. It probably means

watch-tower, from npr. Cf. however, Sta. ZA W. V. 165-75 '> GAS. HG.
346-9.— n::inc] Cf. Pr. 7^^ 20I. The pi. may intensify the idea (GK. 124^) or

represent a condition finding frequent expression (GK. 124/") ; according to

Hi. made pi. by the proximity of the pi. cpv^v; elsewhere (i S. 5^" 14-'^ Zc.

14!^) in sg.— B''pvr;"] Taken (i) as a pass, ptcp., those oppressed, caltimniam

patientes (Jer., Va., Ros.)
; (2) as connected with rcino as a case of hendiadys

= the great cry of the oppressed (Geb.)
; (3) as a ptcp. used as a noun (Jb.

35^ Ec. 4I), cf. '713:, njiSn (Hd., Ba.); (4) as a noun, oppression (Jus., Schro.,

Mau., and most modern comm.), used collectively and then abstractly, GK.
I24,f; K6. 261 d ; but evidently here it is a gloss {y.s.'). — 10. i>n' N^i]

Grammatically dependent on ixi (v.^), see . , . and how titey do not know (cf.

Ho. 710 Je. 219 Ec. 610). cf. GK. 157; Ew.8 351 b ; Ko. 413/%, and Stil. 259.

— T-yz'-f^ The inf. as obj. of verb (cf. i K. -^ ; Is. i^*, etc.) ; cf. H. 29, i d;

GK. 114 c; Ko. 399?.— nnDj] Fem. for neut., cf. njn, Gn. 502O; nSpj, Je. 6'^;

njoj, Ps. 5" ; cf. H. 2, 2 ^ (2) ; GK. 122 $^.— onxxn] Cf. construction of

n>i3Ntt'n {z'); Ko. 411/; GK. 126^.— 11. 3^201 nx] Besides the textual

changes above, the following constructions have been suggested: (i) the

supplying of Nb; (Ros.); (2) 3>3D = nn^^D used as a prep., Ps. 50^ (Hi-);

(3) supply IX r\\T\y after 1 (Ros.), the 1 = and indeed, cf. Je. 1513 Ez. 137-22

(GK. 1543); (4) aoD = -SD3; cf. 2 K. 175 (Hd.); (5) 3^30 = '? 2^30; cf.

Ex. i6i3 40^3 Nu. 1^3^ V here omitted on account of the sententious brevity

of the message (Ba.,), cf. Ko. 319 q, 375 «'. in^ni] { written defectively ;

for subj. have been suggested, ix (Mau.), Yahweh (Ba.), Ti-i;Dn (Hi.), H. 37,

2c % GK. 144 d,e; Ew.^ 294/; (2); cf. v.^ Is. 63^; We.'s reading ""ivii is

suggestive, but not really necessary.— ijijt? iDr] A change in the suffix from

the 3d m. pi. to the 2d f. sg., i.e. to the city of Samaria or the Israelitish

nation, GK. 122/? ; Ew.^ 317 /J; ij? = might, with the idea of glory (Ke.),

not fortresses (Ew.), which would require a more specific word (Ba.); cf.

•\^2D, r-\nsir, Ps. 29I 96" 1328.— VT33] On form, GK. 67/.— 15. "nirni] The

use of the ist p. is no more striking after nil (v.") than, according to ilJl^T,

after . . . i^dji ijnin (v."); on i_, instead of >_, GK. 75/— n?,^? "\3] On
annexion as a substitute for the adjectival construction, H. 8, 3^/; GK. 128 (/ ;

here used collectively. — Sy] together with = and, cf. Gn. 32^2 28" (Ros.,
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Mau., Or., We., Mit., Now.), not upon, i.e. the stones of one falling upon

those of the other (Ba., Ke., GAS.).— frn >n3] On ^^3 = bat-te, GK. 96;
Sta. § 187 « ; BSZ. and BDB. s.v. Trn (also i K. lo^S; cf. Ez. 27!^) is for the

fuller conj-^', tooth of elephants (cf. I K. 10^2 2 Ch. 921). For further allu-

sion to houses of this kind, see i K. 22^3 Ps. 45^. — 13D1] Pf. 3 pi. of liD, cf.

Is. 66" (BDB.), or of nsD, cf. Je. 12* (suggested by Ros., cf. BSZ. where it is

assigned to both roots !).— dut cn^] Singularly like the Assyr. bitu rahu,

the ideographic equivalent of the word ekallu, "^d^^, which has gone over into

Heb., Aram., and Syr. The Assyr. ekallu is itself a loan-word, being the

Assyrian form of the Sumerian e-gal = great house. The phrase here may
then be equivalent to 2'''?D''n = palaces.

12-14. Nothing will be left to Samaria''s luxtirious nobles ; and
even the altars of Bethel will be destroyed.

These strophes furnish pictures in detail of the coming destruc-

tion, the first, of its effect upon those who have been living lives

of luxurious ease ; the second, of its effect upon the religious

institutions of the period.

12. Sn^] Hoffm. (^ZAW. III. loi f.) n^S— i"?!;:'] % .o^l3 = shall be

carried away, which makes better sense, unless with We. we understand the

last part of the line to have been lost, e.g.from the invading enemy.— jnnir^]

Oort {TkT. XIV. 128; so Eaumann) om. as a later insertion.— nan PNsa] ®
KarivavTi ttjs 4>^\rjs (explained by Hirscht as = ntpn PNnpS; by Oort, toe. cit.

as = 'D ^JS2; cf. Stek. 102) ; cf. 0. Karivavn KXl/xaros; S '^ ' * "^^ Ij-^o-t^^

(= nK)a DNnsa, n and n having been transposed, being a dittograph; Seb.)
;

% pSitt' tiipna = in the strength of power. Oort, nian ''nc'on (so also Val.)

;

Hal. 'D np33; Marti, n^as cushion.— ti'ij.'] (5 teperj; against the explanation

of Jer., adopted by most critics, that (@ did not understand the meaning of the

word and so merely transliterated it, e/ses, and that it was afterward modified,

Hirscht rightly urges the fact that in 6* (5 renders trny correctly; ^Q '"S, S., ©.,

and Syr.-Hex. have kXIvt}, and some codd. KXlvei, following AafxaaK^. & has

|iViS (= I'tn'), which may be a part of the translation of pt'ni3i, as it was

vocalized (Seb.), ci;? being wholly omitted. 2C JT'?"' — ^^"-f^ which points

to a different reading from fflST, since in 6* ttn>' is rendered correctly. On the

basis of (S's rendering, and the supposition that (SSST all point to a word

ending with c, while 2C seems to have read a word beginning with 2, Hirscht

proposes aSpp (= their confidence). IB has Damasci. Hoffm. 's proposal to

read Damascus, and to connect i-'', beginning o^aa^n, with v.i^, does not

commend itself. We. suggests that pS'ST is a corruption of some word corre-

sponding to nN3. Lohr om. 'ui onif'n as a gloss combined from 3^ 4^ 6*. Elh.

proposes t:nj," pu'pi 1331, the construction being like that of nini ni3 men "'S3

in 2 Ch. 361*^. Get. uny 'i3p53i, cf. Pr. 7I6. Gr. ii'v n3''CC'3i, cf. Ju.
4I*.
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Margolis (^/S'-i- XVII., 1901, i/of.), t:nj? r''^ii'2\ translating: "So shall the

children of Israel that dwell in Samaria rescue the corner of a couch and the

leg of a bed," regarding t as dittog. of 2, and c as dittog. of c, and treating 3

as 2 of accompaniment, 2 ^sj, meaning " escape with, rescue." Che. (^EB. I.

149) substitutes 22'i'r: for p'^m; Duhm and Marti, nr^i. — 13. mSx ni,T> «jix

risasn] (3 Kvpws 6 debs 6 iravroKpaTwp, omitting "jin; so also U. S "the

Lord of Hosts, the Mighty One, the God of Israel," reading apparently ^j-\x

Snii:'^ vi'tn riN3S nirr'; probably the '^XT.r'i inSx is a gloss explaining nin>

mN3xn (Seb.). Lohr om. the whole of v}'^^, 'ui 'n^ cnj, as a later addition

having no place in the original strophic structure. — 14. Pinjis] Oort n3XD

(T/iT. XIV. 142; so also Val., Elh.; cf. Stade and Marti). We. om. v.'**

as a later addition' which is wholly foreign to the context (so also Now., Lohr;

Che. £B. I. 154; Bu., art. "Amos," /e-to. Enc), but v.z.

12. As the shepherd rescues from the mouth of the /ion']. The

mind of the prophet reverts to his own experiences,* and not sim-

ply to a popular saying f (cf. i S. ly'^"- Is. 31'*). The shepherd

(cf. Ex. 22'^) was accustomed to produce the remains of a beast

as evidence. Amos's references to lions are not infrequent ; cf.

24.8 ^w --pj^g force of the comparison lies in the insignificant

character of what is rescued, viz. trao legs or a piece of an ear],

the merest remnant, something, indeed, not worthy of mention.

Some J think of an allusion to a variety of goat with exceedingly

large ears, which would be of sufficient value to account for the

shepherd's rescuing them at such danger to himself ; but this is

unnecessary.— So the children of Israel shall be rescued] There

is to be added, perhaps, /;v;/2 the enemy {zks.') ; cf. the rendering

rescue themselves ; § in other words, practically none of the Is-

raelitish voluptuaries described shall be saved, there being no

possible reference to the remnant referred to in 9", an idea so

cherished by Isaiah (6^^).|| — They who sit in Samaiia on the

corner of a couch, oti the damask of a divan] One may put aside

without much consideration most of the interpretations proposed

for this passage, e.g. (i) the inhabitants dwelling in two particular

streets in Samaria, viz. Feath Mittah and Demesck Eres
; If (2) by

hypallage, for in a bed of extremity,** i.e. brought from afiir,

and in a couch of Damascus,!! i-^- covered with Damascene

* Ros., Schro., Hd. f Hi. + Jus., Hd. \ Ew., Ke. ||
Contra Ba.

H Based upon the use of c^ii'Tather than a*3Ti' (Drusius, cited by Geb.).

** HNfl PDCS. tt pB'2'' V^';2.

G
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stuff;* (3) those few should be saved who had crept into

beds for safety, into couches covered with Damascene stuff; t

(4) in Samaria, that is, in the corner of a bed, etc., the city

being thus compared to a bed from its geographical position
; J

(5) there shall be saved only the sick lying on couches ;§ (6) shall

secure themselves with the corner of a couch, etc., connecting

'1J1 nss:i with I'r'^r.
||
We have a picture of Samaria's nobles lying

free from care on soft couches (6^).^ Perhaps there is contained

a thrust at the new court method of sitting on the corners of sofas

instead of lying on them.**— 13. Hear ye\ Addressed, not to the

Egyptian and Philistine nobles who are thus commissioned by
Yahweh to make to his people the announcement of their doom,t|
nor to Israel herself, \X nor to the few faithful, §§ nor to the proph-

ets (v.s})
; II II

but for rhetorical purpose, to individuals among
the people, or to any who might hear.^^—And testify against]

Meaning more than dec/are unto, cf. Gn. 43" Dt. 4-^ 30^^.— The

house of Jacob] i.e. the house of Israel (cf. 9** with 9**) ; but the

writer means not all Israel (3^), who would have an interest in and

be witnesses of the sin and punishment;*** but rather the ten

tribes (7^*'),ttt ^s is indicated by the mention of Bethel.— The

declaration of the Lord Yahweh, the God of Hosts] Cf. similar ex-

pressions in 5^^ 6^* Ho. 12^ Is. i^-^*, here either wholly or in part a

gloss ; v.s. for the great variations of the versions.— 14. That]

What follows is an object clause after testify against (v.^^) ; cf. the

renderings, for, %%% surely. § — In the day that I visit the trans-

gressions of Israel upon hini] i.e. when the threatened disaster

comes.— / will inflict punishment upon the altajs of Bethel]

Pecuhar sacredness attached to the altars (cf. 2^ at Bethel, for

here Abraham and Jacob had erected altars (Gn. 12^ 350> ^^^

here sacrifice had been offered in all later times (i S. 10^). Allu-

sions to the worship at Bethel are found in i K. 12-^^^ 13^-^

Am. 9^ Ho. 4" lo^-^ ^ The destruction of these altars meant in

reality the entire abolition of Israel's worship, and was the great-

est blow which could be struck. Wellhausen argues that v,"*

* Geb.
II
Gun. ++ Cal., Ba. *«* Ba., Ke.

t Jus., Hes. 1 Schro., Hi., Ew. \\ Geb. ttt Mit., Seesemann.

X Ros., Pu. ** Hoffm.
nil Ros., Gun. +++ Ros,

S^
Hd. W Hi., Mau., Ke., Reu. 1111 Mit.
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is an interpolation, because (i) not the altars but Samaria's aris-

tocracy are the sinners, (2) the sins of Samaria's aristocracy

could not be visited upon Bethel's altars, and (3) in the preceding

verses and in v.'^ Amos speaks of Samaria's excesses ; but this is

not convincing, for (i) just as the punishment threatened, takes, in

one case, the form of destruction of dwelling houses, so it takes

here the form of destruction of religious structures
; (2) Bethel is

described by Amaziah as a sanctuary of the king and a royal resi-

dence (7^^, and its destruction would mark the humiliation of the

royal house, as well as the disappearance of the last refuge of the

people (i K. i^" 2-^) ;* (3) as has been shown above, v.^"' is to be

taken with vs."- '-, and this utterance is the highest yet reached in

the prophetic climax.— Horns of the altar'\ An important part of

the altar, since they were needed for the performance of a certain

part of the ceremony (Lv. 4^').t

12. \-'-i<\ Impf. of def. freq., H. 21, 2; Dr. § 12) (") > GK. 107 §-.— . . . nynn

''^Kn'] On the use of the article, GK. 126 r.— 'p;;'] On form, GK. 97 a, note;

Sta. § 361 &. On use of the numeral with the dual to express a certain emphasis,

GK. 88/"; Ko. 257 a'.— \s] Used especially in legal expressions.— '?-i3] Only

here; cstr. of S^n, a piece, from '?^3, in Hiph. divide ;^^ Tiun, lobe of the ear,

Ex. 19^^; but note the suggestion of ^3S (z/.j.) ; cf. Is. 26^3 (cf. Gun. per conira)

.

— D^3i"n] Hoffm.'S conjecture that with this word v.i^ begins, O ye who dwell,

etc., etc., hear, has nothing for its support; it goes better with what precedes.

The ptcp. with the art. = rel. clause, GK. 126 (5. The usual objections to

the fflill^ of this clause are: (i) on the basis of the rendering Daviascus,

(a) that the presence of Israelites in D. is inexplicable, (d) that some word

corresponding to nNS3 is necessary before zn-;; (c) that it requires a change

of pointing, viz. pt'Di; (2) on the basis of the rendering damask, («) that in

the time of Amos Damascus was not renowned for the manufacture of

the material now named after it, (^) the old versions are all against it,

(f) in Arabic the name of the material (dimaks) differs from that of the city

(Dimaksh), so that it is doubtful whether there really is any connection

between the two. Cf. Frankel, Aramaische Frenidworter im Arabischen, 40,

288; K6. Stil. 26 f.; BDB. For the various attempts to emend the text v.s.

— 13. r^^-ztT\ in^N mn'' ':-in] This is the only occurrence in the O. T. of this

full title. Other combinations with niN2i in Amos are PiN3sn inSvS nin<, 6'^;

»Mit.

t On an Aramaic inscription from Teima, to the S.E. of Edom, an alfar is

represented with horns, curved like those of an ox, rising from the corner. Perrot

and Chipiez, History ofArt in Sardinia, yudaea, etc., I. 304.
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rntox ^nSw nn\ 413 ^Mf. 27 gs. mxasn n^r^-^ ij-ix, 9^; "1J^^< nixax •<rhn nini, 51*.

@ has niN2X also in 9*'- 1-", Other divine titles used in Amos are : nin>, 54 times;

nin^ >jis, 19 times; '•j-in, 3 times; and 'n^K, once, viz. 4^^ Lohr (p. 58)

maintains (i) that of the titles in which nixas appears, the oldest one is

niNax mni, a form not appearing in Amos, but especially frequent in Is., Je.,

Hg., and Zc; (2) that niN^S was not used at all by Amos, but is to be

ascribed to later editors wherever it appears in the book; (3) that the earliest

passage in which niNii' appears is 2 S. 5^'^ which belongs to the 9th century,

and shows that the name has been long familiar to the people; (4) that the

earliest use of niN3S tliat has come down to us was that which denoted

Yahvveh's warlike might, and (5) that later it came to denote Yahweh as the

ruler of the powers of nature. The title is distinctly of a prophetic character,

occurring only in the prophets, the prophetic histories, and in six Psalms of a

prophetic tone. For other discussions of the meaning and use of the name
see De. ZLT/i., 1874, pp. 217 ff.; Schra. /PTA., 1875, pp. 316 ff.; Sm. AW.

185; Kautzsch, Z^ fF. VI. I7ff., 260; Dr.; BDB. — 14. a^o] in cstr. rela-

tion with the following inf., which serves as protasis, H. 29, i,d; GK. 114/^.

— •'niilQi] The 1 marks the apodosis, H. 25,2^/; GK. 112 mm; K6. 3672;

ace. to Ew. the protasis includes all of v.i*, the apodosis beginning with v.^^.

— n'>ji|"i . . . rnn3TD] PI, fern., referring to inanimate objects, H. 2, 2*5 (i);

GK. 122 m, It.

IV. 1-3. 77?^ women of Samaria who by their debaucheries

have oppressed the poor will be carried away captive through

breaches in the walls of the city. The fifth and sixth stroplies

close the piece and present in form and thought an almost

perfect chmax.

At first sight the pentameter seems to have been abandoned; but a study

of the double -strophe, as a whole, shows a purpose in this on the part of

the artist. One serious difficulty remains, however, upon any hypothesis of

construction, viz. the evident shortness of strophe 5, line 2, pier inn ic'n (4^).

It is probable that a word like ni;*'' has dropped out after ic'n. The tetram-

eter of lines 3 and 4 is explained by the evident desire for double phrases

ending in ni and s'-, by the length and full sound of two of these phrases thus

brought into juxtapositii^n, and by the preparation of the poet for the climactic

effort which is to be made in strophe 6, This last point will perhaps also explain

the shortness of strophe 6. Having now used every art at his disposal with which

to prepare for the final scathing words of taunt and rebuke, line 3 is drawn out

with words long and strong sounding, while line 4 is still longer and stronger,

a fitting expression of the terrible thought which has been^AtcifMulating.

Isaiah, in later times, adopted not only the idea of reaching a climax, in the

description of a coming calamity, by charging the women with responsibility

because of their debaucheries, but also the use of words ending in ni and D''
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for the effect of the sound. Cf. Is. 31*"-^, in which this method is developed at

great length and most skilfully.

1. pjn] "S pingues ; ^T N^'pr?; 2. at /36es effrpo^oi; other versions treat

as proper name.— dh^jinS] We. p^jix*?; so also ]y^-; and pnx (v.^) (so

Now., Elh., Oet., Lohr).— n.s''3n] (@5 pi., and add to us (=ij'^); this, if

original, would make five words in this line.— 2. mni ^jnx] @ om. one

of these titles, having merely Kdpios. — iwnpi] (5 Kara tQv ayiwv. Gr. v^-Dja,

cf. 6^ Je.
51I*.— 13] Baumann om.— n^J'ji] (^ kuI X-qix^ovrar. similarly SF.

We. iNU'ji (so Gr., Now., Elh., Oort Ei?i., Oct., Hirscht).— .ti:v:i] @ iv

SttXois; 'a. iv dvpeoh; 9. iv dbpaai; ^ {.l^'LS; U iti contis ; ®^ pn^Dnn Sy.

— pnnnNi] @ /cai toi>s {i.id' vp.Qiv ; ST Ii3nj3i. — r^:l^^ nn^Da] @ et'j Xi^riras

viroKatofjLivovs inJioKova-iv efXTrvpoi \oifj.oi, of which, according to Vol., els

Xi^TjTas is the translation of nn>D3, v-n-oKaiofiivovs an explanatory addition,

i/xpaXoucnv a vl). supplied from the context, and e/xTri/pot Xotfiol {= huniiiig

plagtces) an erroneous translation of nji-i. ^^^ om. hizoKawp-ivovs ijx^aXovffiv;

7 codd. om. €/jLTrvpoc Xoifiol; hence Hirscht regards (5 as containing a double

rendering of njn, which was either unknown to the translators or else illegible, y
— nniD] S i-JOfJS.— njn] Gr. nn, on basis of 'A. IxdvdLcov, and <g 1^-,'

3. ^^JJ nrs njNxn 0^x131] (5 (cai i^evexdv^eade (= njSiini) 7u/i;/at Karivavri

dXX-^Xwv, of which yv/jLval Karivavrt is probably a corruption of yvvaiKes fvavri

(so Va., Ba., Hirscht), or perhaps yv/xval — ^\'^^i^^^s, cf. Lv. 13^^ jn^t^^
^8

(so Vol.). Gr. D^s-\s IX. Hal. nij;i '« njNxn 'o\— njnoSrn] (g awopKpi^-

(reo-^e; so U, reading njnDSii'n; cf. 5 _*?£uaJo. — njicinn] (S et's t6 6pos

rd 'Pofi/jidv (= njimn nn) ; O. eh rb vf-qXbv 5pos; 'S in Arvion ; 'A. 'Apfiovd;

2. els Apixeviav; K ''iCii; 5 tlV^H? I'Q-^—=>• Many emendations have

been suggested for these last two words, e.^.: Hi. njiD inn jpa'^ti'ni (njia

being a contraction of njiyc) = and ye shall be cast out on the mountaihs

as a refuge. Ew. njim "inn = and ye shall cast Rimmonah to the moun-

tains. Ba. p^i 1-^7) ^nD^c'ni. New. njDnnn njinoS'i'm = and I will cast it

forth utterly destroying it. Doderlein and Dahl, pmn, the former trans-

lating " Schlachtbank," the latter " Verweisungsort." Meier (S/T., 1842,

pp. 1028 f.) r<3i?D -inn njn^'^rni = and ye shall cast (each one of you) on the

mountain her false god, njia being derived from pn = divide, decide (cf.

Arab. /T»Uo, to lie), and meaning an image, att idol ; cf. n:inn (Jb. 41" Dt. 4^*

Ex. 2o3), Gr. njiDiN mn nj.io^rni. K6. (II. i. p. 459, N. 5), nrnnn mnn.

Hi. (ist ed.), njiiDT i^n ]nD^rni (so also St., Gun.). Elh. njicinn jnp^ni (so

also Gun. TkSt. XVIII. 218). Oet. nrann hn n^D^f?! (cf- Or- njnaS-J'ni

njiDnn). Lohr, inntr pudin pn T^Sifni. Oort, njimnn. Mit. pm mn
= toward the highlands of Ramman, i.e. Syria. Che. {EB. II. 1966),

n''B'-ip3 n:SjB'ni. Hal. nn-inn (cf. Is. 20^'^ Te. 22i9). Marti, r''OT;. The orig-
"I. -t:-T-; T-: ^ * '

\

inal text seems to be beyond recovery (so We., GAS., Now., Dr., ei aL).
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1. Ve kine of Bashan~\ The attention of the prophets is not

infrequently turned to women (cf. Is. 3^" 4^). ^The wornen of the

times are here designated by a figure sirikmgly apj5r6priate.

Bashan * was the northernmost of the three great divisions of the

mountainous range east of the Jordan, reaching to the Yarmuk,

south of which were Mt. Gilead and Ha-Mishor, and was known

for its oaks (Is. 2^^ Ez. 27*^ Zc. 11^), its pastures (Mi. 7" Na. i* Je.

50'^), and especially its cattle (Dt. 32" Ps. 22^^ Ez. 39'**), which are

represented as being both fat and ferocious. The allusion is not to

the men,t especially judges and counsellors, called co7vs by way of

contempt, which supposition would explain the mascuHne form of

WatJ7 ; but, in view of ons, Je. 50^ Ps. 22^-, where men are intended,

and the feminine forms occurring so frequently in the passage, to the

noble women and princesses % who are now rebuked because of their

sins.— Who . . . in the tnountain of Samaria'\ Cf. above and on

3^.— Injure the poor and crush the needy~\ Not directly, to be sure,

but through their husbands'\ (cf. 2'' 8*^, not the rich, § of whom
the rulers ask bribes, for oppressing the poor ; nor the kings and

princes
||
urged to intemperance by their counsellors ; nor the king,

the plural being a plural of excellence (cf. Gn. 40^ 2 S. 10^),

but the lords, or husbands of the debauchees^ (cf. Gn. 18'^

I K. i^'^*- Ps. 45"), the masculine suffix being due to careless-

ness, to whom they say bring that we may feast~\, i.e. the

husbands are induced to deal oppressively with the poor in

order that they may procure the viands needed for their wives'

debaucheries (cf. Is. 28^*^), which, from the general character of

the language, may be understood to have included drinking,

feasting, and wanton luxury of every kind.— 2. 77/.? Lord Yahiueh

hath szaorn'] Cf. similar expressions (6* 8').— By his holiness'^

Not by his sanctuary, § the temple at Jerusalem by which,

as the symbol of his holiness, he may swear ; nor by his holy

name ** (Je. 44-^ ; but rather by his majesty,tt " his sacred awe-

*Wetzstein, Hauran, 39-42, 83-6; Gu. ZDPV., 1890, 230 ff.; GAS. HG. 53,

549 ff. 575 f., and art. " Bashan," DB. ; Dr. art. " Bashan," EB.

t Jer. (fol. m.), Cal., Os., Mercer, Har., Dat., Hd.

X Geb., Jus., Va., Hi., Ba., Ke., Gun., We., Now., GAS., Dr. § Cal.

II
Ros., Mau., Hd.

11 Geb., Jus., Va., Ba., Hi., Ke., We., Dr. ** Va. ft Jus., Schro., Ros., Now.
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inspiring personality,"* with the impHcation that he will vindicate

his hohness by inflicting punishment for sin.f— Z>ajs are coming

upon you'] The sad and serious forecast of gloom and wretched-

ness so common in prophecy (cf. 8'^ 9^-^ of the bright future, i S,

2^^ 2 K. 20^" Is. 39", and fifteen times in Je., e.g. 7'^ 16").

—

And ye shall be taken zviih hooks'] The translation shields X gives

no sense here ; the same is true of thorns ; § the figure is that of

fish (no longer eozas) caught by hooks.
\\

This is better than to

understand the representation of animals led by rings in their

noses. II— £ven the last of you] That Amos does not mean here

their /^j-/i?/7/v** (cf. Je. 31^^ Ps. 109^^ Dn. ii"*) is clear from f', in

which he looks forward to an immediate destruction. In the

synonymous member, for the sake of emphasis, he adds that even

of those, if there are any, who may be left, the last without excep-

tion shall suffer in like manner, viz. be carried away with fish-

hooks] thus interpreting the expression already given.ff The
older interpretation pots was strange enough in connection with

the word T\'^'^^ fish. Calvin's idea, that though they thought them-

selves so large they should be carried away by a very small instru-

ment (fish-hooks), and Gebhard's, that the instruments were poles

sharp like thorns, which were to be used for rescuing the women
from fish-ponds into which they had fallen, are equally absurd ; cf.

the view of G. A. $niith that, the hooks ordinarily used for such

purposes having all been used on account of the great number of

captives, fish-hooks will be used for the last of them. The correct

idea is the same as in Hb. i"*, i.e. that of women as helpless as

the fish in the hands of the angler (Mitchell) ; cf. also the usage of

the Assyrians in leading captives by ropes fastened to rings in the

under lip. J J
— 3. And through breaches] Emphatic by its posi-

tion; these could hardly have been prepared beforehand for secret

escape, §§ nor were they made by the people themselves in their

hurry to escape
; 1| ||

but were those made by the enemy, and,

according to the picture, are so many as to furnish the easiest

exit from the city ; cf. 2 K. i f-^, also Gn. 38^.— Ye shallgo fortJi]

* Mit. t Os., Hd., Ke. J "A,; GS weapons. \ Dodcrlein.

II
Cal., Ros., Schro., Mau., Pu., Gun., Mit., Now., Dr.

f Jus., Hi., GAS.; cf. Duhm and Marti. »* Geb., Hi., Ba., Gun., Elh.

tt Ros., Hi., Ke. ++ Rawlinson, Anc. Mon, 1. 243. \\ Hi. |||| So apparently Cal.
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Direct address ; not escaping as fugitives,* but carried away as

captives, f — Each woman straight before her'] i.e. not one after

another
; J nor each caring only for herself § (cf. Jos. 6^- ^ Is. 47^'"^),

nor each one alone, unaccompanied by a man,
||

nor each one

in a captive state, not permitted to turn to the right hand or

the left;^ but each one straight forward " from the place where

she is captured,"! ^•^- through the breach which is directly before

her ** (cf. here also Is. 47^'"' Jos. 6''- -") .— Andye shall be east] The
passive is easier than the active with the object supplied, "ye shall

cast yourselves."

—

Toward Harmon] In favor of understanding

this word as the name of a place, however uncertain may be its

exact significance (v.i.), may be urged (i) the general testimony

of the versions, (2) the weight of interpretation, (3) the demands

of the passage, and (4) that this piece, like other pieces of Amos,

might be expected to close with a statement of the place to which

Israel is to be sent captive ; cf. 5-"^
6".tt

1. -lynr] Masc, though women are addressed, because standing first (cf.

Is. 32^^) GK. 144 «, Ko. 205 «:.— ja'3n nin-^] ni-i for mp, hence _ unchange-

able, even in cstr., GK. 25 e ; the art. used in jB'an regularly in historical

statements {e.g. Nu. 21^* Dt. i^ Jos. 17I but not in i Ch. 523), and fre-

quently, though not in the majority of cases, in poetry; it is present, e.g., in

Is. 2I3
Je. 222\ but lacking in Ps. 22i3 68i6- 23 Is. T,f Ez. 276 391^ Mi. 7!*

Na. I* Zc. Ii2 ; cf. Dr. Dt. 47 ; GAS. JIG. 549 ; it is the distinctive art., as

ii^ \iy.'^^ GK. 126^.— ni|iu';*n] Art. with ptcp. = rel. clause; pz'y is very

general, including the doing of an injury whether open or secret ; while

I'Si refers rather to open attack and assault (Ho. 5^1 Ju. 10^); both words

are found together, as here, in Dt. 2833 j g_ i23-4. 15-^ indicates a more

entire destruction.— n^ixpn] Note asyndeton in case of the ptcps. with

the art.— DnijiN"^] an is either an error in grammatical usage (Ba.), or the

masc. because the cows (fem.) are used to represent men (Ros., Mau.),

or a copyist's mistake {v.s.'), or the masc. used, as including the fem. (Schro.),

cf. DDi'?;", DSPN (v.2) with the use elsewhere of the fem.; see GK. 135 ^j

Ko. 14.— nN^3-i] Sg., although addressed to on^jnN; to be urged perhaps

in favor of interpreting a.T'j-iiS king (Ros., Mau., Hd.); on He cohort.,

GK. 48 z ; Sta. § 595 3. — nn!i*]i] The simplest expression for purpose, H.

26, 2a, Dr. § 60, GK. 108a'. — 2. i'?c\i] Pf. of indef. past; H. 17, 3; Dr.

§ 9; GK. 106 b.— '|i3] This 3 falls under the general head of means or in-

strument, cf. its use in Di5'3 (Dt. 6^3, etc.); as here in Jos. 2^2 ^nd fre-

* Hi., Or. t Mit. + Jus. \ Ew.
||
Geb.

IT Hd., Dr. ** Ros. ft Hoffm., ZAW. HI. 102; but cf. Marti.
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quently, Is. 62^; cf. Arab. Vi—> which must be used in swearing rather than •

or C, before a pron. suf., and when, as here, the vb. is expressed (Wright,

Arab. Gram. II. § 62). — V7] Either a part, of asseveration, surely, or equiva-

lent to quotation marks (Hd.), GK. 157 3.— ><'f.Ji] Shall it be taken (i) as

a Niph. pf. used impers. (Hi.), cf. Gn. u^ Ex. 13" Is. 23^, H. 25, 2d,

or (2) as Qal. impf. i pi. (sugg. by Va.), or (3) as Pi'el pf. (GK. 75 00)

with ji^NH understood as subj. (Ke.), or used impersonally, cf. i K. 9II

(Schro., Ba., Ke.), or (4) with the text changed to inb*: {v.s.)1 Preferable

is (3) or (4). On pf. with 1 cons, here, GK. \i2x ; K6. 361 c.— . . . n^jsa

niTpa]. This is the only case where td has the meaning hook, its usual

sense being thorn, and the only occurrence of the fern, form of the plural.

nri also is found only here, the usual form being D'':y, pi. of jx. The

primary force of both words, as also of n^n, is brier, thorn (cf. Pr. 22^ Jb. 5^

Is. 34'3 Ho. 2^ 98), and the meaning hook is of later origin ; cf. Assyr. hahin,

hihinu, thorn. Hal. urges that usage of the kind here described was

never accorded to women, but only to dangerous prisoners, and that njNS.-i

of v.^ shows that women go forth voluntarily, hence that the statement

is made not of living women but of the carcasses of women that are

dragged out and cast upon the dung heap.— I?ni-\nN] Stronger than nnNE*

{Ew).— 3. a^:J-iQi] Ancient interpreters (so Dat., Jus.) seem to have read with

3 = through; but it may be the ace. as obj. of NS'' (Va., Schro., Ba.); cf.

Gn. 44* GK. 118^; Ko. 211 d ; on position, Ew.^ 309 a, i.— ^'<^'if\ As dis-

tributive pron. GK. 139 b.— ^n?*:!:''?!] Read by (S and other versions {v.s.') as

a Hoph. ; otherwise with an obj. supplied (Geb.), the n_ is either due

to the influence of the last syllable of n^iN>:n (Ke., Mit.); or to be taken as

n paragogic, though rare in pf. (Va., Ros.), cf. Is. 7^ 2 S. i-^; or, better,

as a case of dittography, GK. 44/^ {v.s.).— njimnn] In addition to the

explanations of this term involving emendation of the text {v.s.), the fol-

lowing renderings may also be cited: (i) |iDin has been regarded as a

stronger pronunciation of pciN and interpreted («) of the king's palace,

{b) of the fortresses or palaces of the enemy (so Jus., Schro., et al.) ;

(2) it has been identified with Armenia (so S® S., Jer., et al.)
; (3) high-

lands which had to be crossed on the way to Assyria (so Hes., Mau.)

;

(4) the name of the mountain on which Samaria stood, or some portion of it

(AE.); (5) Mt. Amanus (Luther); (6) pride (Rashi) ; (7) it has been

connected with Arab. f»-jJO and referred to the harem of a hostile king. It

is regarded as inexplicable by many (so We., Val., Dr., Now., G.\S., et al.).

It is to be taken, in any case, as a place-name, and We.'s objection to this,

that such a name would be suitable if the people as a whole were spoken of,

while it does not suit where the women in particular are mentioned, docs not

hold in view of the preceding njNxn D''S-\di. All efforts to discover such a

place as Harmon have thus far failed.
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§ 7. Israel's failure to understand the divine judgments. 4'''^l

The occasion is perhaps a festival.* Tlie prophet in an ironical

vein exhorts Israel to continue in the formal ceremonial worship

— the cultus at Bethel and Gilgal— but it is all an illusion, and

displeasing to the very God whose favor they thus "seek to gain.

Again and again Yahweh has indicated his displeasure with their

conduct in drought, in famine, in blight of crops, in pestilence

and war, and in earthquake ; but alas ! they have not turned back.

It remains, therefore, to inflict upon them,— what? In any

event, " Prepare, O Israel, to meet thy God !
" Who is he that

speaks thus ? The God of creation and history.

This piece, though very different in movement and structure from any that

has preceded, is none the less artistic. The arrangement presented here appeared

in BIV., October, 1898, pp. 251 f. In its original form the piece consisted of

nine strophes, each containing four trimeters. Of these, i and 2, which form

the introduction, are closely connected, likewise 8 and 9, which form the con-

clusion. Strophes 3-7, each of which is introduced by a vb. in the first per-

son ("> and 8 « are a gloss), and characterized by the refrain Btii you did not

return to me, saith Ya/nvek, make the body of the poem (cf. below on strophes

4, 5). MuUer's arrangement {Die Propheten, I. 68 f.) of this section, in-

cluding 41-3, is arbitrary and artificial. His attempt to secure strophes of

e4-4+3-|-2-fi, and refrain, i.e. 16 lines, with an introduction of 8 lines

and a closing strophe of 8 lines, is an utter failure. One need only examine the

lines to see that they have been arranged to meet the demands of the theory.

It is important to note the more serious changes of text involved in the

reconstruction here adopted. These will be discussed in detail in their

proper places :
—

(i) the rejection in v.^» of the gloss a^tinn t\'z^v iu'3; (2) the rejection

of V.7* and all of v.^, except the refrain, as a gloss; (3) the rejection of

the gloss aa^DiD ^iv ay; (4) the treatment of v.i-^ as a later addition, although,

if the line ids' mx3S inSx nini might be fitted into strophe 8, the place of a

lost line would be supplied in that strophe and an extra line avoided in

strophe 9.

The arrangement proposed by Lohr (in 1901) has much in common with

the present reconstruction, viz. (i) the rejection of vs.''- ^ as a later addition

(so also Baumann); ''°8^ however, are regarded here as genuine; (2) the

treatment of vs.^-''- ^^ as an interpolation; (3) Lohr finds in vs.-'-S and »n six

strophes identical with strophes I-3 and 5-7 of the present arrangement (ex-

cept that he makes two lines out of the refrain instead of one, as here, and

retains DO'DiD OB- oy). But L(3hr differs also in connecting 3"'' 9' (as far

* We.
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as a^EDn) and 9^ with the present piece, which he regards as only a frag-

ment of the address against the sanctuaries at Bethel and Gilgal, the begin-

ning and end of 4-*'i^° being lacking.

4, 5. Co?itinue, O Israel, your efforts by sacrifices to secure

YahweKs favor,— but it is useless.

The strophe consists of three couplets, each containing an ironical command

relating to the cultus, with a fourth couplet explaining Israel's strange conduct,

viz. their love for all this empty show. The structure is perfect, every line

being regular in length.

4, SjVjh] S and % precede by 3.— mn] Oort, mm (77/7". XIV. 143;

so also Gun., Elh.,Oet.).— 5. mm ^cno Tl3|-ii] (g Kal dviyvcxjo-ave^o} v6iMov=:'\if\p}

n-i\-i "in^; VJ^ = Dsn:; (so also Hirscht) ; Ew., ^^\^:p^ (so also Gun., Oort Em.,

Elh. and Oct., who omits conj.) ; cf. Margolis {AJSL. XVII. 171), who suggests

rni.i yin3 •iN"ipi, Call out in the streets, Thanksgiving!— rc^^: ix"):'?'!] <5 eTt

iKaX^aavTO = iN-iQ; S- ]hfi o^o'pJo (= 'J 'n-iJi).— lyiDB'n] © joins to fol.'cl.,

while S translates n Vi\4,o = IETlT'i.

4. Go to Bethel and— transgressl\ It is only necessary to read

the whole phrase to see that the prophet is not serious ;
" going

to Bethel " carries with it transgression, the two are synonymous.

The tone of voice, doubtless, indicated the irony of the expression.

The transgression was not (i) the worshipping on high places,

a violation of the law of the central sanctuary at Jerusalem

(Dt. 12*"'),* for that law had not yet been promulgatedT" nor

(2) the changing of the details- of the ceremonial by adapting

them to the heathen worship outside of Israel
; f nor (3) the calf-

worship which was in vogue at Bethel (cf. Ho. 4" S'^') ;{ nor

(4) the failure to give Yahweh a proper place in the worship ; §

nor (5) the fact of engaging in worship though morally unfit,
||

—
but the fact of engaging in any kind of ceremonial worship for >^j-j»

the purpose of finding Yahweh, when, indeed, the more zealously^

they observe the cultus, the farther do they remove themselves

from Yahweh.^— In Gilgal'\ For situation and description,** cf.

Jos. 4" 15^; for the place which it had occupied in Israelitish his-

* Cal. t Geb., Os. + Jus., Hd. ^ So apparently Pu.
||
Dr.

f We.; WRS., Propk. 94-99; Now., Mit.

**Conder, Tent Work, II. 7 ff. ; Rob. /M'2. I. 557; GAS. //C. 494; Bliss, art.

" Gilgal," DD. ; GAS. art. " Gilgal," I-JB. ; Marti.
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tory, cf. Jos. V^
^o ^,^10 j g. f^ io» 11" 15^"^ 2 S. 19^^ Ho. 4" 9'^

12". The site has only recently (1865) been identified * as Jiljul,

4^ miles from the Jordan, i ^- miles from Jericho.— Afi^ hritig

every morning your sacrifices^ The ironical vein still continues

;

the sacrifices were those which were offered annually (i S. i^
''•-'i-^ .

the worshipper is invited to offer them daily instead %{ annu-

ally
; t the exaggeration does not consist in offering instead of a

usual morning offering an earlier one
; % nor is the sense satisfied

by understanding the invitation to be merely the description of a

custom, viz. that of making an offering on the next morning after

arrival at the sanctuary. §— Every third dayyour tithes'] The tithe
||

was differently administered at different periods. According to the

regulations of Dt. (14"* 26^-), which seem earlier than those of P
(Nu. 18-^"-*), the third year was the tithing year kut' ^^oxqv,^ be-

cause only in this year was the whole tithe given away, the offerer

himself and his family eating it in the other years. In strict

parallelism with the preceding line, the prophet urges the wor-

shippers to offer their tithes every third day instead of every third

year.** Note, however, should be made of the renderings, evety

three years, D'D^ = year ff (as in Lv. 25-^ Ju. 17'" 2 Ch. 21'^), on

three days (=at the times of the three great feasts, which, it is

claimed, lasted originally each a single day)
, J \ every three days, i.e.

frequently, §§ and especially, on the third day (after arrival),
{| ||

on

the ground that Amos is exaggerating nothing, but as above, describ-

ing the custom of the visiting worshipper at Bethel, who offered

his sacrifice on the morning after arrival and his tithe on the

third day, a supposition for which no one offers a good reason.

— 5. And burn of leavened bread a thank-offeritig] The prophet

exhorts the people still further to increase their zeal by burning

* By Zschokke ; but Schlater {7.ur Topogr. u. Gesch. Palastinas, 246 ff.) ; Buhl

{Geogr. des alt. Pal., 1896, pp. 202 f.) and BSZ. identify this Gilgal with Jul6jfl,

opposite Ebal and Gerizim, east of the plain.

t Mit, X Ba. \ Os., We., Now., Dr.

II
Hermann, Gottesdienstl. Alterth. d. Griechen, § 20, 4; Ri. NBA. II. 1792-7;

Di. on Lv. 2733; Ryssel, PRE.'^ XVII. 442 f.; We., Die Composition des Hexa-

teuchs ; WRS. Se^n. 244-54; Sayce, Patriarchal Palestine, 175.

m Dr. Dt. 173. XX Oort, Th T. XIV. 143 f.

** Ros., Ke. W Schro.

tt Cal., Va., Hd., Pu.
i|||

Os., We., Now., Dr., Marti.
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{i.e. turning into sweet smoke) what ordinarily was not burned,

viz. the leavened bread which formed a part of the thank-offer-

ing. Amos does not here refer to the transgression of any law in

existence {e.g. Lv, 2" 7^-) ; but to a new custom, just now

being developed, the thought being that a thank-offering prepared

with yeast or grape-honey (Ho. 3^) would be more acceptable.

This use of leaven (cf. the raisin-cakes of Ho. 3^) was probably

regarded as pleasing to the Canaanitish deities,* hence in later

times it came to be forbidden (Lv. 7'- Ex. 23^*). The transla-

tion of 9r, frofft violence — that which is gained by violence {v.s.)

seems to relieve a serious difficulty, but like the rendering without

leaven\ is quite far-fetched; cf. (§ {v.s^.— And proclaim free-

will offerings, make them known'\ The freewill-offering (cf.

the later regulations Dt. 12^'' Ex. 35^ Lv. 22^^--^) was intended

to be given as the freest possible expression of the heart's feehng.

The irony, which still continues, lies in the prophet's urging the

people, not the priests, \ to publish far and wide § their voluntary

gifts, an action which was directly contrary to the spirit of such

gifts. The language does not convey the idea, ordinarily assigned

to it, of a command to the priests to make freewill offerings

compulsory.il

—

For so ye love to (lo~\ Cf. Je. 5^^^ The prophet

has described a tendency, indeed the fundamental error, of the

Northern religion. This fault, which has now become an organic

part of the national system, is not that the offerings, correct in

themselves, were made at the wrong place,^ but that Israel is

laboring under a delusive idea ; for outward forms of any kind,

however zealously executed, will not take the place of the essentials

of religion.

4. 'ui '^NPia 1N2] The parallelism rules out the rendering, "Go to Bethel,

and transgress at Gilgal," etc. (Hi.).— ':'!< n''3] Ace. of direction after inj, GK.

i\Zd.— 'r.^on] This might be taken (i) with mn = place in which, GK.

118a'; cf. the 1 of the versions (GAS., Dr.); (2) with 1N3 of prec. member,

or with a verb of motion supplied = ace. of direction (Jer., St., Dr., Gun., We.,

Mit.,Now.,Elh.); (3) = ace. of specification, "as far as concerns Gilgal " (Ba.)

GK. wZq; (2) is preferalile. The name is a reduplicated formation from SSj

» Cf. WRS. OTJC.^ 434 and Sem. 220 f. f Ba.

t Oort, T/iT. XIV. 144; but cf. Gun.
|I
Schro., Hi., Pu., Ke.

+ Os. H Cal., Os.
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and means the circle, the reference being probably to a circle of sacred stones

(cf. Jos. 4* S-^^f-); for a similar formation, cf. 1^3 from "ns ; the art., which

is always retained, except Jos. 5^ 12-3, jg ^n indication that the appellative

force of the word was long felt; cf. Ko. 295 b.— '^Z'nh mn] Lit., multiply in

tra7isgressitig, inf. with S having the force of the gerund, H. 29, 3 ^; GK. 1 14 0;

K6. 399 m.— ip^*^] Distributive, cf. Je. 21^2 (but here ipa*? may = in the

morning, early), Ex. 29^^- ^^ i Ch. 16*''; Ko. 331,/; cf., however, Now., who

maintains that for the expression of the idea, every 7norning, every third day,

there would be used either the pi. (cf. Ps. ']'^^ Jb. 7^^), or a repetition of

the word (cf. I Ch. g^^); GK. 123 a'. On the force of the art., z^. Ko. 300;^.

Giesebrecht (Z?zV hebr. Praeposition Lamed, •^. 23) makes "ipaS = early every-

where except rs.491^.— manj, mm, fcn, nop, DDTna'yD, DD-inar] This vocabulary

of religious worship is noteworthy for its size and scope, its definiteness, and

the peculiar connection in which it is introduced. If this passage is genuine,

and no one doubts this, it must be conceded (i) that a fully developed cultus

was in existence at this time; (2) that it was showing a pronounced tendency

towards a still fuller expansion; (3) that the priest-power was very consider-

able, and one with which the prophet was coming into antagonism; (4) that

the prophet, at all events, represented an idea in religion which did not have

much, if any, prevalence at this time.— 5. TJp] Inf. abs. for imv., H. 28, 51:;

GK. 113s; Ew.8 328^; Ko. 2\Zb. The original meaning of the word is

to give out vapor or smoke, like Arab. Jks to give forth vapor, \\JiL9 smoke,

steam, Assyr. kutru, smoke. Pi'el and Hiph. are commonly used, meaning to

burn on the altar. It cannot be said that the Pi'el is the proper word to be

used for burning incense, and the Hiph. of sacrifices (Gun.). The Massorites

attempted to make the distinction that the Pi'el designates either irregular or

idolatrous sacrifice, the Hiph., lawful. But this is arbitrary (cf. 2 Ch. 34^^).

Rather, the Pi'el is the older expression, and the Hiph. the younger, used

chiefly in P; cf. Ko. 96 (We. Frol. 64; ZAW. VI. 298 f.; Kit. Theol.

Studiett aus Wiirtemberg, II. 53; SS. 660; '^ovf. Arch. 11. 246 f.).— p] Is

not partitive, some leavett for a thatik-cffering, but local, a thank-offering

made up of leaven.— I'cn] The usual term for leavened bread. In general,

all leavened bread was forbidden to be offered on the altar (Ex. 23^8 Lv. 2II).

Traces of greater freedom appear in Lv. 71^ 23^^. This passage shows the custom

in Israel to have been different from that in Judah. Amos does not necessarily

regard it as unlawful (We.). Indeed, the custom may be regarded as in har-

mony with the original ideas of sacrifice (W^RS. Sem. 220 f., 242; OTJC.^ 345)'

— mir] The thank-offering is a particular kind of the a''E'^U' (Lv. 71^). It is

also called n-j^nn np;., Lv. 7^2 22'^^, and fully a-'ci^;:' nn'Ti n?r Lv. 71^- ^^ (Now.

Arch. II. 238; Benz. Arch. 446).— nm:] The freewill-offering, a spon-

taneous offering, not one prescribed, often united with mj vow, both being

extraordinary offerings (Now. Arch. II. 238 f. ; Benz. Arch. 446, 451).

They might take the form of burnt-offerings (Dr. Dt. 143; Lv. 221^- -i),

but more usually of ^^r}->Z' (Lv. 7'^). The nmj were often made the
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occasion for free-handed hospitality, with perhaps a general invitation to

all to come and partake (We.; WRS. Sem. 254).— onanN] Stative pf.,

H. 18, i; Dr. § ii; GK. 106^.— DD-'na?] The root n^r means to slaughter

for sacrifice, as originally all slaughtering was connected with sacrifice.

n?; is therefore the generic word for sacrifice, usually designating the sacri-

ficial meal, for which in later times a''S'?'>r was commonly substituted as a

more specific term (WRS. Sem. 222, 237; Dr. Dt. 141 f., 145; BDB. s.v.;

Now. Arck. II. 210, 215; Benz. Arch. 435; We. Prol. 73).— ajv-nu'j;!:] The
tithe was a widespread institution in antiquity. On tithes in general, see

Spencer, De Legibus Hebraeorum, III. 10, § i ; Ew. Antiqtdties, p. 300;

Ryssel, s.v. "Zehnten," PREP-; WRS. Sem., Lecture VII., and Propli. 383 f.,

and art. "Tithes," Enc. Br.; We. Prol. 156 f.; Dr. Dt. 166-73; Now. Arch.

II. 257 f. Among jion-Semites may be cited the Greeks, who tithed the

spoils of war, the annual crops, and other sources of revenue (Xenophon

and his followers, e.g., reserved a tithe of the proceeds of the sale of captives

for a thank-offering to the gods, Xenophon himself using his own share to

erect a small temple in Scillus, near Olympia; v. Anabasis, V. 3; cf. Her-

mann, Gottesdienstl. Alterih. d. Griecheii (2d ed.), § 20, 4) ; the Romans,

who paid tithes to Hercules (Diodorus, IV. 21 ; Plutarch, Jl/oralia, II. 267 E),

and the Lydians, who tithed their cattle (Nic. Damasc. in MUller's Fragm.

Hist. Gr. III. 371). Among the Semites the custom was general; the Car-

thaginians sent an annual tithe of their increase to Tyre to the temple of Mel-

karth (Diodorus, XX. 14) ; there are many references to tithes and monthly

tributes in the records of the Babylonian temples (Jastrow, Rel. 668). A
common vow among the Arabs was, " If God gives me a hundred sheep, I will

sacrifice one in every ten" (Arnold, Septem Aidallakat, p. 186). The only

pre-Deuteronomic references to the tithe in the O. T. are Gn. 28-^ and this

passage. It is to be noted that both connect the payment of tithes with

Bethel. It is probable that in early times the religious tithe of each district

was given for the support of the sanctuary of the district. This tithe was

probably not compulsory, but was spontaneously given; it is classed by Amos

with freewill-offerings, thank-offerings, and vows, and may have been used to

furnish a sacrificial banquet. The absence of any regulation concerning tithes

in the earliest legislation seems to point to the voluntary character of the gift.

It is not unlikely that in the earliest times the tithe and the " firstfruits " and

" firstborn " were identical.

6-8. Famine atid drought have failed to dratv you toifo me.

These two strophes, with the later insertion, have never been made

entirely clear, either in structure or meaning.

IV ^
6. ^nnj] (S 5(icrw. — p^"'J] <3 yoiJ.(pia(Tix6v, toothache; S ^o-«<n-fl; <& ^"^^^pi^i

all reading jrnp = bluntness, from nnp, to be dumb (Ba., Sch.; Lag. PA\

200 f.; BSZ., BDB.); cf. Je. 3129 Ez. l82; "^ stuporem ; 'A., ttXtjttJ./; i;., (>.,
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Ka6apicrn6v.— 7 a. "fxpS Disrin nc'Sa' "nj?3] though in all the versions (cf. (3 rpv-

yTjToG but Q"^s 6epi<T/xov), is a gloss, added as a meteorological calculation, and

disturbing not only the strophic arrangement, but also the poetic generaliza-

tion.— TiBDN nS] Closes the third member of the strophe, after which the refrain

from v.^ '1 DSJ ny on^'br' n^i, belongs.— 7 6. npSn] This word, with what follows

in V.'' and v.® as far as the refrain, is evidently an interpolation, repeating the

idea of the famine already described. In favor of this are (i) the awkward-

ness of the two circumstantial clauses in their present -position at the end of

v.", although necessarily dependent on ij?ji of v.^; (2) the redundancy in the

repetition of IV with the numerals; (3) the utter extravagance and lack of

poetical force in the whole expression; (4) the impossibility of securing a

symmetrical structure for the poem if this section is to be included; (5) the

lack of reason for dwelling at such length on the drought, when other calami-

ties are, in some cases, treated in a single line. — T'iDcn] Gr, T^aan ; Oort

{£m.), fol. <3, ^p^^<^, T'tDDN (so Gun., Now., Elh.); but JSl^C, though unex-

pected, may be intended for the sake of alliteration (Oet.).— 8. ij?ji] Should,

in any case, stand closely connected with what precedes; (§ Kal <TvvaaQpoi.(jdi)-

ffovrai, reading possibly njjijl; cf. Nu. 16II (Vol.), so S.

Lohr om. all of vs.'^- * as a later insertion coming from two hands, the first

of which contributed a strophe consisting of vs.'' "" '
*

""'^ *
'' (the refrain),

while the second furnished a variation of this strophe, consisting of vs.^"^-^

(including the refrain), which crept into the text from the margin. These two

strophes, according to Lohr, differ from the original strophes in having one

more line each, and they interrupt the progress of the thought, while they

also closely resemble 8iif- (endorsed by Now. ThLZ. XXVI. 164).

6. / also it was who gave to yoif^ The pronoun is emphatic,

and, with the particle DJ, marks the contrast between Yahweh's

attitude of punishment and their conduct described in vs.''^

— Cleanness of teetli] Nothing to eat, interpreted in the following

member as "lack of bread," i.e. famine ; on the frequency of

famine in Palestine, cf. Gn. 12^° 26' 41^ Ru. i' 2 S. 21^ i K. 17^*

The meaning stupidity, favored by some of the versions {v.s^, does

not accord with the etymology of the word, the parallelism, or the

context. The idea of " innocency of eating what was forbidden,"t

or that of" emptiness," J is not to be found in the word. — In all

your cities'] The calamity referred to affected the whole country.

Such famines are recorded as having taken place under Ahab

(i K. ly^'^, and under Jehoram (2 K. 4''* 8^), but the reference

here is probably to a later famine of which no record has been

* See C. Warren, art. " Famine," DB. f Geb. X Va.
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preserved.— But ye did not return to me~\ Yahweh expected the

calamity to bring the people to their senses, but it failed to do so.*

This expression is common and important (cf. Ho. 6^ 14'- - Is. 10-^

3i« Je. 31- !-• ^ 4^ Dt. 4^ 30- 8 Is. 44^^ 55" i S. 7=* 2 Ch. 6-*=« Ps.

yS'^ Mai. 3^), since it with the N. T. Greek lTn<jTpi<^(.Lv {e.g. Acts 3^^

^35 jj2i
J Thes. i^) prepared the way for the later idea contained

in the word " conversion."! — 7. I also it was who withheldfrofn

you the rain'\ Lack of rain was, of course, the occasion of the

famine described in v.**. Perhaps this strophe originally preceded

that in v.®. In any case the famine and the drought are treated

distinctly.— While yet there remained three months to the harvest'\

This clause, which is to be treated as a gloss, \ contains an expla-

nation by some later hand as to the details of the withholding of

the rain. The interpolator may have had in mind either (i) the

so-called latter rains of the last of February or first of March, the

harvest beginning, in some sections of the country, April i and con-

tinuing into June ; this rain fell when the grain was beginning to

grow, and without it the crops would be ruined (but see Nowack,

135) ;§ or (2) a drought for the entire three months preceding

harvest
; ||

or (3) the rain which fell in the latter part of April, that

is, three months before the fruit harvest,^ or within three months

of the last of the grain harvest in June ;
** or (4) the heavy rain

due six months before harvest, i.e. in November and December,

which in this case Yahweh had withheld until three months

before the harvest time, that is, until sometime in January.ft—
Rain upon one cify'] Not at intervals, upon various occasions,! J

but in the particular case which the prophet has in mind, the

tense denoting vivid representation. §§ Yahweh is represented

as withholding rain, although he gave evidence of his power to

bestow it on certain cities, which stood in striking contrast with

those from which it was withheld. This phenomenon is not an

uncommon one in Palestine
; || ||

cf. Ju. 6^'^ ^-— 7 b, 8. One field

* On the ancient belief that natural calamities were an indication of displeasure

on the part of the deity, and consequently of sin on the part of the people, v. GAS.

I. 169 f. ; //G. 73-76. t r->i". t So also Marti.

^us., Va., Schro., Hi., Ke., Or., Mit.
||
Ros. H Jer. ** Ba.

tt We., Now.. GAS., Dr. ++ Mit., Dr. §§Wa.,E\v.

nil Thomson, LB. 11.66.

H

1 f " •» ri S
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being rained upon and atiother field, which was not rained upon,

drying up, tzuo or three cities staggering unto one city to drink water
without being satisfied'] An insertion, wliich really adds nothing to

the picture already presented, made by some one who felt perhaps

that a description of a drought was imperfect if it did not include

the country as well as the city ; the interpolator, however, forgets

himself and in a very tautological way goes back to the cities, two
or three of which he represents as exhausted because of the

drought, and as staggering in their weakened condition to a more
favored city, where, after all, they are doomed to disappointment.

How remarkably this picture resembles that given in 6^- ^", which

must also be treated as an interpolation !
*— But ye did tiot return

unto fne'] The refrain, which contains, as Mitchell has said, "a
world of pathetic tenderness,"

6. Qj] Correlation, expressing correspondence, here of a retributory char-

acter, not simply emphasizing ijn (Pu.), nor innj (Mau.), but the whole
thought (Ba., Reu., We.); cf. Gn. 20^ Jos. 24I8 2 S. I2i3 Mi. 61^ (see BDB.
S.V., a; (4) p. 169; Ko. 394</).— D-'jir irpj] Versions (z/.j.) seem to have read

I"ri|7, the root of which is used with ]Z' in Je. 3129-30 Ez_ 182. this reading was
favored without good reason in BSZ.i^; cf. Lag. BN. 201 ; the phrase is pecul-

iarly significant as a figurative designation of famine; cf. ••ad jiipj Gn. 20^

Ps. 26'' 7313, cleanness ofmy hands.— nj,'] Stronger than iSk (cf. La. 3*") ; S.s

represents only the direction, -\-; the attain7nent of the purpose (Fleischer, Kl.

Schriften, I. 402 f.).— 7. di;'j] Really a shower, or burst of rain, used (i) of

abundant rain {e.g. i K. 17I* i8"- **); (2) in poetry for Tl3D, the generic word
for rain; but also (3) of heavy winter rains (^.^. Ct. 2"; cf. Lv. 26*); cf. also

n-ii^ Ho. 63 Dt. Ill* Je. 524. n->;c Jo. 2^3 Ps. 84'', early rain; tripSn Je. f
Pr. 1615 Zc. id^, latter rain. On these words, see Rob., BR.'^ I. 429 f.; Chap-
lin, PEF. 1883, pp. 8 ff. ; Klein, ZDPV. IV. 72 f.— iiya] Ko. 401 x.— T\^hz'^

H. 15, 2b; GK. i34iJ.— imoDni] Not freq.. Dr. § 114 (a), but equiv. to a

vivid impf., GK, 112,^, note; so also i-'Osn (v.^).— nnx , . . nnN] one . . .

another, GK. 139 e, note 3.— npSn] Introducing the first of the two circ.

clauses, H, 45, 2,l> : Dr. § 165.— n^tasn] Not 2d p. addressed to Yahvveh,

nor 2d p. addressed to the water (Va.), nor 3d p. used impersonally, nor

with ay understood as subject (Ros., Schro.), but 3d p. fem. (= neut.) impf.

(Mau., Hi., Hd.), or to be read i^iOCvS- with (5 and U {v.s.), GK. 144 <:; Ko,

323 l^-— 8. u'Ji] Freq.; lit. to move with unsteady gait, and so, of a drunkard

* On the method of water supply in Eastern cities, viz. by cisterns, cf. the

Mesha inscription. Is. 9, 24 f.; Je. 2I3 2 K. i83i Dt. 6II Is. 36I6 Pr. 5I5 Ec. 126

2 Ch. 2610 Ne. 925. See S. A. Cook, art. " Conduits and Reservoirs," EB. ; Benz.
Arch.siii;22,oi.\ ZDPl'.l. (1878) 132-76.
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(Is. 24-''), of a blind man (La. 4^'*), of one exhausted (Ps. 59^®).— t^''?i^' ot'c']

Used to express an indefinite number, GK. 134 s; Ko., Sii/. 163, 212.— nSi] =
without.

9-11. Blight of crops, pesiilejice and war, and earthquakes

have failed to draw you to fne. These three strophes conclude the

five which have the refrain.

9. ppioi] fol. in S by ]jj.£ico = 11331, an insertion from Hg. 2"; cf.

Dt. 2822 I K. 8^' (Seb.). — nmn] (g iir\rjdvvaTe = D^onn; so also Syr.-Hex.

(so also Oet.); but read 'n^^nn, to which Oet. objects (i) that 3in else-

where has only the sea and rivers as objects, iioi always being used of vegeta-

tion, and (2) that this emendation destroys the contrast intended by the

author, viz. "You increased your gardens and your vineyards, but your fig

trees and olive trees the locust devoured." But the contrast exists only after

the text has been emended by Oet. in order to produce it; the change to the

2d p. involved in Oet.'s reading is too abrupt; and ain is used of other

things than rivers and seas, e.g. Je. 2^^ (the heavens)
; Ju. 16" *'• (green withes);

Ez, 19" (palaces); Zp. 3^ (streets); 2 K. 19^" (land, though Din should per-

haps be read here).— dd^duj] is joined by (5 with what precedes, while U
makes the division after DD^ciDi.— nS] (5 ou5' dis, so also in vs.^°"ii.— 10. i^i]

p 9 v

<S ddvarov; F mortem; & jJZoio; C N'niD.— ainj] Zeydner ( 77^6'/'. 1888,

pp. 249 f.; so also Val.) 2-\p2.— lar] There is no ground for the readings:

>2^ (Gr., so also Elh., Oct.); nB* (Hoffm. ZAW. III. 103); (os^iina =) ;i|i3

(>3X =) 13B' D>' (Hal.); or nu' (Zeydner, loc. dt., so also Val.).— ifxa] (5 iv

irvpl, reading tt'xi ; so also 6 Hebr. Mss. (so also Zeydner, loc. r?V., Val., Elh.).

—

D3'jnD] @ in some Mss. om. suf. while S renders " '^'^ \^ (^your stencJt),

connecting it with —u (Seb.).— D33N3i] Omit i with (SSU, 'A., S. (so We.,

Gr., Now., Lohr, Hirscht, Oct., Hal., Baumann). Ethiopic = 3Dksi; Zeydner,

DDCsni = D3''D11 {loc. cH., SO also Val.) ; Elh. idn::, following (5-^Q. Marti oni.

9. I smote you'\ Each of the five strophes begins with a verb in

the perfect ist singular ; cf. (i) / it was who gave you {fa?nine),

(2) /// was who withheld from you rain, (3) I smote you, (4) /

sent upon you pestilence, (5) I overturned yo2i.— With blight and

decay'] Both words are used of human diseases in Dt. 28-^, The

first is the scorching of the east wind, cf. i K. 8''' 2 K. 19-" 2 Ch.

6^ Is. 27* Ez. 17'"; the second, mildew caused by dampness

and heat, having a yellow appearance, cf. Je. 30".— / laid waste

your gardens and vineyards] This reading, on the basis of Well-

hausen's emendation, satisfies every demand of the context. The

difficulties of the old text are seen in the efforts to translate it,
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e.g. many of your gardens,* the multiplying of your gardens,!

your many gardens, J or much mildew § (taking T\'\l''\r[ with what

precedes), or as an adverb, most, often.
1|
— Yourfig trees and olive

trees the locust devoured'\ With this rendering it is no longer neces-

sary to discuss whether of the four nouns, gardens, vineyards, fig

trees, olive trees, only the first depended on " I smote," •[[ or the

first two,** or none,tt all being taken as the object of " devoured."

The word for locust is a general word meaning the one that gnaws
;

of. Jo, I'' 2^. This visitation was not infrequent, and was always

attended with the greatest possible destruction. J |— 10. The

pestileiice after the manner of Egypt'] The many possibilities of

this ambiguous phrase have been seized upon ; the sending of

the pestilence was (i) sudden as was the destruction of Egypt's

firstborn ; §§ (2) a visitation upon the wicked, not the righteous,

as was the case of the Egyptians, as compared with the Hebrews
; || ||

(3) as if Israel were God's enemy as Egypt had been
; ^^ (4) sent

while they were on their way to Egypt ;^ (5) sent from Egypt,

lit. on the way on which one comes from or goes to Egypt ;
***

(6) in the same way as that in which it was sent against Egypt,

cf. Is. 10-''; ttt (7) just as in Egypt, the home of the pestilence, \\X

"a. thoroughly Egyptian plague," §§§ "with the same severity and

malignity" with which it visits Egypt,
|| || ||

after the manner of

Egypt-imiF Does the prophet have in mind a particular historical

event? No. For the estimation in which the Hebrews regarded

pestilence as a punishment for sin, cf. Lv. 26-''^ 2 S. 24^^.— I slew with

the sword] Reference is made not to any particular battle, e.g. the

slaughter by Hazael and Benhadad of Syria, when Jehoahaz was king

(2 K. 8'- J 2'^^),**** but rather to the long Syrian conflict, which

lasted many years.ffff— Together with the captivity ofyour horses]

An interpolation,m J meaning that horses were captured and

slain, §§§§ or that, while the men were slain, the horses were cap-

tured.
II II II II

The word ^1'^ is, however, here used in an uncommon

* GAS. X Ros., Mau., Mit., cf. Pu. || Ba., Evv., Or. ** Ros., Schro.

t Geb. \ Hd. IT Jus. ft Bauer.

\X Thomson, LB. II. 102 ff. ; Van Lennep, Bible Lands, 313. \\ Os.

nil
Geb., Ros. HH Cal. *** Va. tfi" Hd., Pu. +++ Hi., Ke.

\W Ew., GAS.
II II II

Dr. UHIT Ba., We. **** Ros., Schro., Hi.. Ba.

tttt We., Now. ++++ So also Baumann. \\\\ Va., Schro., Hi., Hd., Ke.

II II II II
Os., Geb., Ros., Ba.
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sense, viz., the act of taking captive (Ezra 9' Dn. 11*^), but ordi-

narily it denotes either the condition of captivity or the sum of the

captives. In Ex. 22^, the verb is used as here of animals, though

elsewhere of men. The preposition Dl? here = besides and is used

in a late or Arabic sense. The peculiar usage of the more important

words, the anti- climax, the fact that the line interferes with the stro-

phe, and the evident afterthought implied in it show its character as

a later insertion.— And I caused the stench ofyoicr camps to rise in

you?- ?iostriIs'] The slaughter was so great, the unburied bodies and

carcasses so many (cf. Is. 34"), that pestilence arose, the result of

war. As above, drought followed famine, though the occasion of it,

so here war follows pestilence, though the occasion of it. Justi's

reading, " I caused your camps to burn in mine anger " (cf. 2 K.

5^ 13^), although supported by (^, cannot stand.— 11. / over-

thrcKi among you'] That is, some of your cities ; the overthrow was

evidently that of an earthquake, perhaps that mentioned in i^*

(which, it will be remembered, is from a later hand), or some

earthquake unspecified; f others understand an overthrow by a

hostile attack
; I and still others, a general summing up of all the

preceding judgments. § The word "DDBn is always used of the

destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, cf. Gn. 19"' Dt. 29^^ Is. i'
||

13^^ Je. 49^^ 5o''°. The shortness of this line may be due to the

omission of some phrase.^— As God overthrew Sodom and Go-

morrah'] The point of comparison is not the manner of the over-

throw, but its thoroughness.** The form of expression is so

similar to that in Gn. 19 as to lead someft to suppose that Amos

had that text before him. The use of the word Elohim, in con-

trast with the subject of TiSEn, strangely enough has been thought

to prove the existence of more than one person in the Godhead. Jf

The reading " the great overthrow," using Ehhim as a superla-

tive, §§ is grammatically possible, but out of harmony with the con-

text.— And ye were as a brand snatchedfrom the blaze] i.e. ye

were barely rescued, saved as by a miracle, cf. Zc. 3-,
|| ||

not, the

destruction was only partial.^^ — But ye did not turn unto me]

* Schro., Hi., We. t Mau., Schlier, Pu., Mit. + Ke.. St. f Ba.

II
Where D^iD is probably to be read for an?.

11 See D W., October 1898, p. 252; so also Lohr and Baumann. ** Mit.

tt ^"-^M Va. ++ Geb., Hes. §^ New. |||| Jus., Va., Mit. HH Hi.
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Every effort was futile which Providence put forth to rescue Israel

from total destruction.

9. ps-irj] On the art., GK. 126 «; Ko. 2971^.— inannn] Instead of nmn,
which is grammatically impossible (cf. Ko. 402^); cf. We. {v.s.).— DOUNn]

On the masc. pi. ending, cf. Na. ^^'^, Ko. 253/— ^DH^'] Impf. of vivid repre-

sentation of past event, Dr. § 27 (i) {a); GK. 107 </; II. 20, I a.— au] Cf.

other names for locust, all of which are likewise descriptive terms: naiN (Jo.

I* 225),
pL,, (Na. 3I6), S^Dn (Jo. i* Is. 33*), 2m (2 Ch. 713), SxSx (Dt.

28*2), jj (Is. 33*).— 10. DJ3] 3 = against ; for other cases cf. Gn. 16^2 2 S.

24I''.— Dp] J'or other cases of Dy in this sense, cf. Is. 25II 34^ Je.
6II Na.

312 Ps. 6615. — ii_ 033-] 3 partitive, among you, some of you; cf. Nu. 11"

Zc. 6'5.— naanns] An old inf. form in the cstr. relation with 'n, GK. 115^/;

Barth, NB. 171 c,a; Ko. 233 r; as an inf. it governs didTn as a direct

object, GK. 115 a'. We. regards this old inf. followed by the general title

D'^n'^N as an indication of an old and not distinctively Israelitish idiom.

—

Sxp] A Hoph. ptcp., u appearing in the sharpened syllable,

12,13. Therefore you shall suffer. WJiat? Prepare for the

worst. It is Yahweh who speaks.

The remaining strophes of the poem have suffered greatly in their text.

It may be accepted, in general, that a part of v.^^ ^nd all of v.^^ are from the

hand of a later writer (so Duhm, Theol. 109; Oort, ThT. XIV. 117/;

We., Sta. GVI. I. 571; Taylor, DB.; Lohr, Che. in WRS. Proph. XV.

and EB. I. 153; Bu. Jew. Enc; Now., Co. Einl. 176; Baud. Einl. 509;

Marti; but on the contrary see WRS. Proph. 400; Kue. Einl. II. 347;
Mit., Hoffm. ZAW. III. 103; cf. GAS. I. 201 ff.; Dr. 118 f.). It may be

supposed that the original poem contained a conclusion, predicting a punish-

ment more severe than any of those which had been described; that this

prediction was in form consistent with the strophes which preceded, though,

of course, without the refrain; that the later editor, for one or more of several

reasons which might be given, substituted the present concluding lines, which

are general in character, for the more specific statement in the original; that

this later editor, here as everywhere, ignored, consciously or unconsciously,

the poetic form of the production which he thus modified. It is not strange

(^contra We.) that the conclusion here, as perhaps in Is. 9, should thus be

broken off. We may well understand that in a multitude of cases the closing

words of earlier sermons, having lost in later times the direct and specific

reference which they were intended to convey, have given place to utter-

ances presenting more modern thought and form. In view of this we need

not be surprised to find that while vs.^-- ^^ as thus modified contain eight

lines (the number for two strophes), they are so constructed that, except by

a transposition which is more or less violent, the division is 3 + 5 instead of

4 + 4-
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12. n^] ¥ haec; E n?:. Oort(77/r. XIV. 117) regards the phrase

Sntj" . . . na as due to dittography.— <2 2p;-] (g ttXtj^ oti; "S postqttam aute?n

^ J 'Vijuiia |/^ i*^; *A. vtrrepo;'; 0. ecrxa'''o»'; S^ N"i Nnnix':' nap n'^t t\^r\

1*? '3???; Elh. drops the clause i'7 ncys pni ^d apy as a gloss on the preceding

clause. Oet. regards the first two clauses as doublets, but suggests also that

the original text may have read Vxitr^ pit';? nxr •'3 apj,', with second clause jd'?

1"? nJt^N na. Oort (^Em.) inserts 1 before apj;.—nNnpS] @ tov iirLKaXeTa-dai =
N^pS (Va.); S> It-®-^? (=®' perhaps pn N-ip*?, Seb.) ; ^I^ Jo':'1n' NJ^ap'^

jn'^.ST NnniN; 'A. KaTivavri; S. = id adverseris ; 8. ei's d.Trdi'TT/cri;'.—13. nxp

onn] @ (TTepedv ^povr-fiv, reading "\Dn (Va.), or 2sii (cf. 3s:, a^SD ; cf. Na.

28 La. 2*, Vol.) and oyih (Va. Vol.); S Ij-S for isii as well as N^a.

—

''nB'"nc] @ t6v xP'"'^^'' a^ToO = inB^a or Ti'E'n; so also Syr.-Hex. 'A. rls 17

ofjLiKla avTov; S. t6 (fxivrifia avTOv; 0. Ti;/ X67oj' o^toO; "S eloquium suum ;

S ^h^CLSX^A ^01 jiv^ (= in3!:' nc, Seb.); E vina^p hd (= inrys). Oet.

regards 'hd 'nS 'jd as a marginal gloss and reads itDSU'C for in!:'"nr:. Hoffm.,

ZAW. III. 103, -inc* (?"'5) nrixS n^JCi, seeking thereby to bring the clause

into harmony with the context. Hal. iP'i'D if\v. SSinni.— nD''y inw-] ©'^

inserts Kai; so some Hebrew MSS.; so also Oort, ThT. XIV. 117; 'A.

renders hdv I'y X'^M^'j flood; 2. ia-w^pav, evening; U faciens matutinam

nebulam ; S Ll-S^l^a^ 1r^-^ t-^^-

12. Therefore'] In view of the failure of Yahweh's previous

judgments to bring Israel to terms.— Thus will I do to thee] The
threat is addressed to each individual of the nation, and thus

becomes more vivid. But what is the threat implied in the word

thus ? It does not refer specifically to the punishments proposed

in the preceding statements, e.g. \-'^* nor to punishments of such

a character in general.f nor to a complete destruction like that

just cited in the case of Sodom and Gomorrah. \ But as always

in the case of thus in Amos, § and as evident from the tense of the

following verb,
||

the reference is to the future.^ The prophet

thus theatrically ** predicts the final punishment, a punishment all

the more severe because it is left thus indeterminate. Whether of

purpose or not, tl« form is that of the Hebrew oath, God do so to

vie and more also if, etc. (i K. 2"-^, which is most terrible in its

significance because of its indefiniteness.— Because I will do this]

The words " this " and " thus " refer to the same thing ; i.e.

because this punishment, so terrible in its nature, is to come upon

• Contra Ros., Schro., Mau., Hd. f Os. t Geb.

k Ba.
II
Ke. II So Now., Mit., GAS., Dr. ** Ew.
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you,— Prepare to meet thy God'\ This can scarcely refer to a rising

up in preparation like that of an accused person when the judge

approaches * or when sentence is about to be pronounced.f Nor

does the injunction have reference simply to the hard fate which

is before them, J the inevitable doom (cf. Je. 46" Ez. 22") which

the nation could not escape, whatever might be true of the indi-

vidual. § It is not a challenge,
||

calling upon Israel to endure

Yahweh's anger. It is, in accordance with the whole spirit and

purpose of prophecy, a call to repentance (cf. <&, to call upon thy

God), in other words the spiritual application of the threat ; for

every prediction of disaster was in itself an exhortation to repent-

ance, in order that, if possible, the disaster might be averted.

Whatever befell the nation, there was an opportunity for the

repentant individual to receive divine favor.^— 13. The logical

connection between v.^- and v.'^ is somewhat uncertain. To make

v.^-* a challenge and translate ^^% But {remember),— who

formeth f/wuntains, etc.,
||

is un-Hebraic. The strophic arrange-

ment would be satisfied, and a good thought obtained by combin-

ing ^-° and '^^ thus, Q-") Prepare to meet thy God, O Israel,

Q?^ Yahzueh, God of Hosts is his name ; ('"") for behold, etc.]

In any case, an ellipsis in thought must be supplied, e.g., Prepare

to meet thy God, O Israel ! (and do not doubt his power to bring

the threatened punishment). For, lo ! he forms the mountains'\

" By his power the visible world, with all its grandeur, exists
"

(Ps. 104^.**— A7id he creates the rvifid'] The invisible world,ft

not the spirit of man. J J
— And he tells man what is his thought^

This seems out of place in the midst of an utterance, all the other

members of which refer to nature. Its uncertainty of meaning is

attested by the variety of interpretations accorded to it, e.g. (§ his

Messiah ; S how great is his glory ; ST what are his works ; U his

declaration ; his (God's) thought to man, §§ his (man's) thought to

him
; 1| ||

and the attempts to emend the text (rtJ-.). Hirscht pro-

poses to take cnx as a proper name and interpret it in view of

Gn. 3^^— He makes dawn darkness^ Not dawn and darkness
; ^i[

* Ew. t Reu. J Suggested by Jus. \ Hd.
||
Mit.

U So Cal, Os., Geb., Jus., Ros.. Ba., Pu., Ke., Dr. ** Bauer, Jus., Ros., Schro.

ft Ros., Ew., Hd., Pu., and most comm. +t Cal, Geb., Or. ^\^ Geb., Ew.

nil Cal., Jus., Schro., Hd., Ke., Dr. HU C, fol. by Cal., Geb., Jus., Ke ,
ct al.
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nor spiritual light and darkness,* but either he changes dawn into

darkness, i.e. the change from day to night,t or from night to

day, \ or better, the change of day at the approach of a storm

(Ps. 1 8"). § — He tf-eads on the heights of the earthy i.e. goes forth

in storm and thunder (cf. Mi. i'^ Jb. 9* Matt. 5'''*).

12. pS] Very similar in meaning to p Sy. In usage, however, they vary,

ps being often used as in this case where the inference is important and of

a threatening character, and also having sometimes the meaning, nevertheless

(Je. 5^); cf. Ew.8 353^ (2).— no] Regularly refers to something that follows

(BSZ., BDB., and SS., j.w.; Ko. 332 /;, and Stil. 112); rarely of something

present, Is. 20®.— '3 apy] Cf. the same expression in 2 S. xq}^, and the similar

T.rN 2|ij; in Gn. 22I8 26^ 2 S. 12^; cf Ko. 389 «, and Stil. 171.— nxt] Neut.,

H. 2, la; GK. 122^.— Dnn] Art. om., H. 5, 4; GK. 126/;; K6. 277 ^—
din] Here collective, H. i, 2.— nr;'] On the ptcp. in cstr. with the object and

governing product in ace, see GK. 116^, N. 2; Ko. 241/— Hfiiy inr]

Double obj. H. 31, 6, rm. c ; Ko. 327 w.— "'Hna] •>_ is the archaic ending of

fern, cstr.; cf GK. 87 j; Ew.^ 211 d. The form is ba-mMhe, perhaps a mis-

taken vocalization for bS-mo-the, the o written defectively, 01s. 164^;
GK. 95 0.

§ 8. A dirge announcing Israel's coming destruction. 5i-«'8'9.

A lamentation is pronounced :
" Israel shall fall, her forces shall

be reduced to a tenth ; for she has disobeyed Yahweh's direct

command, ' Seek me ; not Bethel, nor Gilgal, nor Beersheba !
'

"

and now again it is commanded, 'Seek Yahweh, lest ye perish.'

[Who speaks? The creator of the luminaries, the controller of

the seas, the destroyer of the strong.]

The original poem consisted of six strophes (vs.^"*). The second and

third strophes are elegiac in their movement, a short line (dimeter) follow-

ing a longer line (trimeter). Bu., ZAW. II. 30, considers only the second

strophe to be elegiac; so Mit., 125; Dr. 175. The nj^p (dirge) was a formal

composition, somewhat artistically constructed, the second or shorter line

being intended to echo the first, " producing a plaintive, melancholy cadence."

To the six original strophes were added, by a later hand, two strophes, each

having four trimeters. V.'^ belongs to the section which follows, and should

precede v.i". The addition is after the analogy of the insertion already

noticed in 4^^. There is, notwithstanding the statements of Oort (z'.?'.) and

Volz, entirely satisfactory connection between vs.*^ and vs.^"^.

* Grofius, Geb., Dathe. f Gun. t O''-
S^

'^^'f-- ^r.
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V. 1-3. Israel sJiallfall, never again to rise; only a tenth shall

survive.

1. nrn T2-'n] @ adds Kvpiov, perhaps substituting nin^ for nin (Va.).— n''2

SxTi"] <@U join with following v. and make subj. of n'?£33.— 2. Qip] C adds nhu*

Nin = in one year.

—

'^niit'i n'yin:!] (gU join with n-j-a:; "^assembly.— nnniN]

5 cm. suf; (5 has /«'.f.— 3. ^l^^ 'jtn icn no ":)] To be transferred to v.^ to

follow "^NT^", thus relieving (i) a serious interruption in the thought of vs.--^,

(2) the lack of a line in one strophe and superfluity of a line in another.

Baumann om.— i^>n] (glT^i^r add /row zvhich, thus making l'?}* subj. of nN]i\n.

— n^Nrr] (§U have passive (= iNij'n) with nxa as subj. (Vol., so also Gr.);

Si^C have Hithpa'el, while Sl^ST insert in it ; so also in v.^*.— Sni;:'^ d^d'?]

To be transferred to fol. nsc, thus conforming to the nj^p measure (so Now.;

Lohr places it after nin', v.^; Gun. and Oet. regard it as a repetition from v.*),

1. Hear this word. "^ Thebeginningof a new discourse, intended,

if possible, to strike terror to the hearts of the people and thus

lead them to repentance. Such a message, uttered in the pros-

perous days of Jeroboam II., would certainly seem to be in con-

trast with the time in which it was uttered.— Which I take up

against you, eve7i a dirge] This rendering is to be preferred to

(i) as I uplift a dirge, making '^^^{ = as ;* or (2) because I uplift,

etc., t since it is the more simple and at the same time accords

better with the versification. The word " take up " (xtTD) i.e.

on the lips, is found in the technical term Kt'^, so often used by

the prophets ; it means " to pronounce," " to denounce," and is

used regularly of a dirge (Je.
7-'' Ez. 19', etc.). Just as in the case

of an individual's death there was uttered a lamentation (cf.

2 S. i" Ez. 28^- 32- 2 Ch. 35-') so here, the death of the nation

being assumed, the mourner utters the dirge-song. This dirge is

not restricted to v.^, J nor does it include the entire chapter, § but

is contained in vs.^*"'^^.— O house of Israel'] The fttSE connects

these words with the preceding, as against (^IJ {v.s.), thus greatly

increasing the pathos of the appeal.— For thus says the Lord Yah-

we}i\ Transferred from v.^', introducing in the most solemn way the

sad and severe announcement which is to follow.— 2. Shallfall]

The certainty of the event being indicated by the use of the per-

fect. Very unreasonable is the interpretation which renders the

*Ba., We. tOs., Hi.

X Dahl, Ros., Hd., Hi., Ew., Bu., Ba., Pu., GAS., Dr. ^^ Ki., Schro,
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perfect literally, and has fallen, and upon this basis rejects vs.^"^,*

because, as a matter of fact, Israel did not fall until after the reign

of Jeroboam 11. The expression is used of violent death {^e.g.

2 S. ii9-25.27^^ especially of death in battle, and of loss of honor or

possessions {e.g. 2 S. i'" Ps. lo^'' Pr. ii^). For its use of nations

cf. Is. 21^ Je. 51^.— Not to rise again^ i.e. as a people; the

prophet always held out hope of pardon and mercy to indi-

viduals.— Virgin Israel'\ In personifications the word " virgin
"

is used alone with no other name besides Israel (Israel never

occurs with " daughter " in this sense) ; aside from this passage,

this expression is found only three times,! viz. Je. 18^^ 3i''''. The

explanations of the phrase, used here for the first time, may be

classified according as the principal thought is found in (i) the

figure of chastity, whether political chastity, i.e. as being free,

unconquered, independent of other powers J (cf. the use of

"daughter" in the same sense, and sometimes in combination

with " virgin," in connection with Idumea, La. 4"
; Judah, La. i^*

2I-5. Egypt, Je. 46"- ^^-*; Babylon, Is. 47^-^ Zc. 2^; Jerusalem,

Is. 37^' ; in La. 2'^ and Je. 18^'^ the reference is to Jerusalem before

her capture), or religious chastity, i.e. freedom from contaminating

contact with other gods ; § or (2) the idea of the delicacy and

self-indulgence of the people
; ||

or (3) the idea of collectivity,

the feminine being used to convey this thought,— in this sense it

has been taken {a) as a designation of the people in general ; f

(J?)
as a poetic term for state (cf. Is. 37-^ Je. 14^^ 2 K. 19-^)

;
{c) as

the designation of a city, and usually the chief or capital city of

the kingdom, Samaria, or Jerusalem.** It here refers to northern

Israel tt (ii^ Isaiah, Jerusalem), and is employed to mark the con-

trast between Israel's past and future condition.— She shall he

hurled down upo?i her own soil'\ A stronger figure than that con-

tained \n fallen ; the description is expanded in Ez. 29^ (leave thee

(thrown) into the wilderness), 32'* (leave thee forsaken upon the

land) ; there is no thought of an uprooted and prostrate tree, J J

nor of a depraved woman in difficult child-birth. §§ She will be

left to die where she has fallen.— With none to raise her up] An

• Oort, Th.T., XIV. 118. t Mit. tI Va., Ros. tt Geb.

t Geb., Har., Hi., Hd., Ke., Now., Dr. ** Schro., Ew. ^ Har.

^ Os.
II
Cal., Pu. tt Mit., Now., GAS.
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advance upon what has preceded, for not only will she not be

able to raise herself, but no one else will be able to render her

assistance. The Jewish interpreters in general follow ST, and

regard the calamity as of temporary character.— 3. The city that

goeth forth a thousand having {but) a hundred left'] 'i"he two

circumstantial clauses of this verse add to the picture portrayed in

v.^ an additional feature, viz. the ninefold decimation of the forces

sent out to war, a terrible slaughter. The statement is general,

the city being any city in the kingdom. The thousand refers not

simply to the levy or census,* but to the warriors who marched

out for war.t While it is evident that in Amos's time the basis

of military enrolment was the towns and villages, in earlier days

it was tribes and families. | For allusions to similar companies,

cf. I S. 81- 2 S. iS^-' 2 K. 11^" Ex. 1 8^1 etc.§ — Of the house of

Israel] Transferred {v.s.).

1. tj'n] Depends for its construction upon tm^P; if as a pronoun it

refers to lann, nj^p is either in apposition with it, or an ace. of purpose,

GK. 131^; K6. 327 z', 384^ (Now.); but if na'N = "as" (Ew.s 334^, Ba.,

We.), ~i''p is the ace. after i>.zn; the former is preferable,— Ntt'o] Ptcp. of

immediate future, GK. 116/; since the lifting up of a word, or of the voice,

is but an Oriental phrase for utterance or speech, perhaps the word speak would

fairly represent xrj ; cf. Sip Nrj (= Sip Dnn, Sip jpj), Ju, 9''; also xti'j alone,

Is. 3'' 42-2-" (see, however, Paton, JBL. XXII. 201-7).— nrp] The verb ]rp

is doubtless a denominative from r\Tp. A plausible derivation {Thes.), for

nrp is the Arabic root ULi, to forge, devise, hence a skilfully wrought

production, so named either from its poetic form, or from its contents as

glorifying the dead (Wetzstein, Zeitsch. f. Etimologie, 1873, pp. 270 ff.). Bu.

prefers the former reason {ZAW. II. 28). This derivation from the Arabic

is doubted by some (^e.g. Ba.). The closest parallel is found in the Syriac

l^J..*_o, which means both song and elegy. We may also compare Eth.

^i : song, and ^JS S to sing. The 7\yp is an elegy, a poem of lamenta-

tion, thus distinguished from inj, which means sometimes a song of lament,

but sometimes simply the cry of mourning (Je. 31^^); cf. the vb. in i S. 7^.

7\yp is used commonly, as here, with Ni'j (Je. 722 9^ Ez. 19^ 26" 272- 32

2812 322); with yvp (2 S. ii'' Ez. 32I6), and with -^gS With xa-j, Sj,' gen-

erally precedes the person or thing which is the object of lamentation, but

sometimes Sn (Ez. 19^ 27^2); Sy is sometimes used of the place (Je. 72^).

For the importance of elegies among Oriental nations, cf. Wetzstein (v.s.)

and the Arabic work, Hamasa, 365-497. The principal rhythm of the T\rp

* Ew. t Hd., Ba., Schegg. J We., Now. \ Cf. Benz. Arch. 359.
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is a long line followed by a shorter one, the favorite measures being 3 and 2

words, 4 and 2, and 4 and 3. However, a nj'',-) may be written in another

measure, and the Qinah measure may be used for other poems, as a later

usage. On Qtnah rhythm, see Bu. ZAIV. II. 6 ff., 38-45; III. 299 f.; XI.

234 ff.; XII. 261 ff. ; and in Preuss. Jahrbiicher, 1893, pp. 460 ff.; Ley, SK.,

1896, p. 637; DHM. Proph. I. 209; K6. Stil. 315 ff.; BDB. s.v. The
principal examples of the r\y^ in the O.T. are the following: the Book of

Lamentations; Is. \\^'^ Ez. 19I-1* 261^-17 272-86 2812-19 (doubtful) 322-16 Je. 98,

and several separated vs. following. Is. 45^^25 pg_ j^-, 2 S. ii9-27 333*. (the

last two not in the technical measure) 2 K. 1921-28 (— js_ 3722 ff) Is. 121-23

Ho. 6^ff- Am. 8^°.— S.si;-' no] Vocative; not subj. of h'^dj (v.-).— 2. n'?fl:]

Proph. pf., H. 19, 2; GK. 106 «; Dr. § 14. — P|>Di.n n'^] Impf. in contrast

with preceding pf., used to intensify the idea that the destruction will be

permanent, H. 20, 2, rm. b; Dr. §36; on the inf. with 1'Dir, H. 36, 3 (2);

GK. I20«; K6. 399 3.— n'?in3] On the cstr. state, GK. 128/6; K6. 337^.
— HD-'pn ^n] Circ. cl., H. 45, 2 e; on force of jw, Ko. 361^, 402 w.

—

3. n^i'n] Stands first, not because emphatic, but in a circ. cl., H. 45, 3,

rm. d.— PNS^n] On art. with ptcp., H. 4, 3/; here joined poetically to iV".

the city being thus represented as going out to war.— i'^n] Acc. of limitation,

or specification, H. t,t„ 3 ; GK. 1172; K6. 332^; so also nxr; for a similar

construction, cf. 2 K. 52, D"'inj, and 2 K. 92'', oncx. The same idea is ex-

pressed by S with the numeral; cf. i S. 292.— no'?] Not a case of h used

when the preceding governing word is absent, but like in'? in Je. 13''^ (Hi.);

cf. K6. 281 ti.

4-6. Israel shall fall (vs.^''^) because she has disobeyed the

divine command given in the past to seek Yahweh alone. [But

even now the entreaty comes again] Seek Yahweh, lestye perish.

These verses contain the second half of the dirge (strophes 4, 5) and the

concluding strophe of the original poem, somewhat mutilated. The second

half gives the explanation of the destruction announced in the first half;

while in the concluding strophe, the prophet, as so many times before, turns

in exhortation to the people to do the thing, the neglect of doing which in the

past has cost them so dearly. The logical connection of vs.''-'' becomes plain

when ins (v.*) is taken as historical pf., or plup. (v.i.^ ; and, therefore, the

proposal to throw out vs.^-^ (Oort), or to treat v.* as introducing a new section

(Now., Marti), may be rejected.

5. y-^-:^-;-?' ^ ^yi' ixai] To be transferred to the beginning of v.^; it is

entirely rejected \iy Baumann, since (i) it spoils the strophic arrangement,

(2) has nothing to correspond to it as in the case of Bethel and Gilgal; cf. 4'',

where only the two cities are mentioned; also 8'^. — J73'i' -\N3i] (S has i-wl

rh <l>p4ap Tov SpKov; cf .same in Gn. 26^1 2l3l, but in Am. 8^'' it has proper

name. — JinS n^n^] © e<TTai wj ov^ yTrd/^xofco, similarly <S and C, all seeming
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to take psS in the sense of ]>i<h (Seb., so Hal.); U erii inutilis.— 6. It

seems probable that an entire member has been lost, perhaps Ssnir^ no nn>'i.

— n'7S'] (& a.vaKa,ix\j/ri with iDr no as subj. = 31S or P*?-! (Va.) or ncx, cf.

Is. 4^ (Vol. J; "S comburatur, similarly S. Read "> noa U'vX n^C''. (so We.,

Elh., Lohr, Gun. Th. St. XVIII. 221; cf. Baumann); cf. Gun. :^•^!3 nStt'^ (in

his comm., but abandoned later in favor of We.'s reading; so also Gr.).

Now. jfNa n^r; Oet. it'nd nx^; Elh. cn i^'7i:"(?); Hal. n^r(?); Duhm (£i5.

3799) and Marti, r!< anj? nSx\— h'^jn] (S adds aiirbv. Now, om. as gloss.

— Sk noS] (5 t4» o^Ky 'lo-paTjX (cf. Ho. lO^^); one cod. has ry 'Icrpa^X; so

also one cod. of Kenn. '^Niii"'^, and one of de R. Ss-iiri noS (so also Dathe,

Gr., Now., Elh., Hal., Lohr, Oort Em.). 'A. and S. ry Bat^TjX; 0. t(J5 ol'/ctf)

Bat^'^X. Hirscht explains the reading SniC'i as due to a marginal note by a

reader contrasting jin no and i;;"' no, which resulted in the blending of no

ir'' and Sn no into Snib'i no. We. and Now. om. hn noS as a gloss; Marti

transposes it to v.'^. Oet. transposes thus : 'D |^Ni Snid'' no hSdni. Lohr

rejects v.^* as an interpolation based on i*, and introducing a thought entirely

foreign to Amos.

For thus said Yahtaehwell to the house of Israel'] The prophet

has just described thg coming desolation. This description sug-
'

gests at once the ^liesrion, Are we not zealously engaged in the

worship of Yahweh? Why are we then to suffer? The answer is

^''^ Turnisned : 'Yahweh in times past spoke thus and thus,— com-

mands which ye have disobeyed.' The verb is not to be rendered

saith, but said, referring to the injunctions of the past. The dirge

may well describe the occasion of the impending calamity. 'The

ordinary interpretation which makes this an exhortation uttered

by the prophet, after announcing the calamity,* takes away the

force of the most impressive portion of the piece, and compels

the prophet to give two exhortations in practically the same lan-

guage (see v.^).— Seek me'] A common phrase for the expression

of religious desire implying worship and obedience, and used alike

of God and idols. f— And live] i.e. that you may live, implying that

the danger ahead may not be averted otherwise ; cf. Is. i^^ Am. 5'^.

The Hfe of course includes national life and prosperity (Baur). For

other examples of two imperatives used in this way, either condi-

tionally, if you seek vie you will certaiiily live, the conclusion being

* Nearly all comm.

t Besides '•V'ry, the word here, Cpa is also used in the same sense ; cf. Ps. 246

Is. 819 ^56. The exact meaning here as gathered from the context is to make effort

to obey his will and to practise a righteous life.
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thus rendered more certain, or as an action with a purpose, seek me

in order that you ?nay live, the request being thus emphasized, cf.

Gn. 42*^ I K. 22^- 2 K. 5" Je. 27^' Am. 5". There is no reference

to the future Hfe, nor, perhaps, even to spiritual life.*— 5. And
to Beer-sheba do not (ye shall not) cross over'] (v.s.). This line,

probably corrupt, must be transferred to precede the line and do

not seek Beth-el, which is required by the chiastic arrangement of

the next strophe. Several explanations have been given of the

lack of a corresponding line, as in the case of Gilgal and Beth-el,

e.g. a pun is evident in the very word Uiir "iSD = ^'Z'<3 "iKD = fount

of captivity
; f or, Beer-sheba is omitted because, being in Judah,

it was not destroyed when Samaria fell
; % or because Amos is

prophesying only to the ten tribes ; § or because no suitable paro-

nomasia could be found for Beer-sheba.
||

If the present text is

accepted, we must understand that the Israelites of Amos's day

were not satisfied with visiting the sanctuaries of the North, but

were so zealous in their worship as to cross over the border-land

of their own territory ^ and penetrate as far south as the ancient

sanctuary of Beer-sheba, thirty miles southwest of Hebron on the

road to Egypt. Beer-sheba played an important part in the sto-

ries of the patriarchs, cf. Gn. 2i"-''^-^ 26^-^ 28^" 46^; there is no

authority for DriV'er's statement, " in Amos's time it was a popular

resort for pilgrims from N. Israel," unless it is found in 8^^ (a

doubtful text). After the captivity it was again occupied (Ne. 1 1"").

This worship was strikingly inconsistent with the assumption of

Jeroboam I. that Jerusalem was too far away from the Northern

tribes to be the place of central worship. The most extreme

form of corrupt worship, viz. that at Beer-sheba, is thus placed in

contrast with the true attitude commended.— Ye shall not seek

Beth-el'\ i.e. visit for the purpose of exercising rites and ceremo-

nies.— And Gilgalye shall not enter'] Reference has already been

made to these places as the seats of sanctuaries.— /^or Gilgal shall

surely go into exile] The Gilgal, in which they now take such de-

light, will be laid waste.**— And Beth-el shall become {Beth)aven]

* Contra Pu., Ke, + Jcr., Hi.
||
Ros.

t Har. § Ba., Ke. U Jer., Har., Ros., Hi., Ba.

** The alliteration of the original n^j-^ n'^j Sj'^ji cannot well be indicated in a

translation. Cf. Ew., Gilgal wird Galle weincn ; Ba., Gilgal giltig cntgilt es ; Or.,
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The word pK has been variously taken as meaning nought* idol-

atry,\ iniquity \ (cf. Ho. 4''' ^* 10'*)
; trouble ; § in a recent transla-

tion it is rendered des Teufels.
||

It is better to understand it as

an abbreviation^ of pi< n"3, the p^ in either sense being the oppo-

site of bx (Beth-el). Cf. Hoffmann's suggestion ** that the wor-

ship of the Northern kingdom had many Egyptian elements, such

as the calf, that Yahweh was identified with Ra', and Beth-el with

On, the sacred city. Hence the use of pi< by Hosea and Amos
has a double sense; here " your On-Beth-el will become Aven, delu-

sion." It is of importance to note that not far from Beth-el, close

to the edge of the desert, there was a village (the site of which is

now uncertain) named Beth-aven (cf. Jos. 7- 18'" i S. 13'^ 14"'') .ft

— 6. The dirge being now completed, it is the natural thing for

the prophet to utter an exhortation. This, found in v.^, completes

the piece. But, unfortunately, one line seems to have been lost

;

perhaps it read, And now, O house of Israel, seek Yahweh and

live'\ i.e. do as he long ago bade you.— Lest he castfire on Joseph's

house"] XX The wrath of God is represented by fire (Dt. 32" Ez.

2 2'^). Joseph, as well as Ephraim, is often used for Northern as

distinguished from Southern Israel (cf. 2 S. \(y^ Ob.^^ Zc. lo*^;

Joseph, without house, occurs in Am. 5^'' 6*' Ez. 37^" Ps. 78^^).

—

For Beth-el] #, some Mss., and the demands of the parallelism

incline some {v.s.^ to read for Israel; but the reading of IKST is

satisfactory, Beth-el being the centre of the religious cultus ; cf.

2 K. 2 2^^ Is. 1^1 Je. 4^§

4. The Hebrew could not distinguish has said (indef.), has just said {^i.

of immediate past), from the historical said; the latter is intended here, H.

16,1; Dr. §7; GK. 106^/.— rm ^jvim] H. 48, 83; Dr. § 152, i; GK.

Die Rollstadt rollt V07i dannen; Mit., Gilgal shall go into galliug captivity ; We.,

Gilgal wird sum Galgen gehen ; GAS., Gilgal shall taste the gall of exile. Cf.

Ho. 12I2 for a similar alliteration of the same letters; and for other cases Is. lo^^

159 Je. 61 Mi. iio- u- "• 15 Zp. 24.

* Mich., Jus., Ros., Ba., Or. + Ew.
|1
We. ; cf. GAS.

t Hd., GAS. \ Dr. t Hi., Mit.

** ZA W. HI. 105 f. tt GAS., art. " Beth-aven," EB.

JJ fUST nSx'' has been translated advance (Cal.) ,pass through consuming all (Har.,

Jus., Hd.), destroy (Dahl), kindle ((5 and IT, v.s.). The translation adopted, which

seems better, rests upon the suggestion that n and 3 are easily confused in sound,

while the o of w\S3 is inserted after the analogy of dittography.
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liof.; K6. 364 k. cn-i and u'ipa are practically synonymous (cf. Ez. 34*') ; and

are used alike of seeking Yahweh and of seeking idols (^e.g. Lv. 19*1 Is. 19^ Dt.

18II
Je. 8- 21- Gn. 25'^-, etc.). For original force of both see BSZ. and BDB.

An early meaning, resort to, seems to appear in Am. 5^ Dt. 12'' 2 Ch. i^

Both words were used commonly of consulting the deity, through an oracle

or through a prophet, in reference to matters of all kinds, religious and secu-

lar (Ex. iSi^ I S. 9^ 2 K. 3^^ 8^ Ez. 2oi-3, etc.). From this usage came the

bropder meaning of seeking in prayer and worship and, in general, striving to

act in accord with the divine will (Dt. 4-^ Ho. 5*' Zp. 2^ Ps. 40^'' 69'' 105^,

etc.). In prophetic speech a*!! is much the more common word of the two

when used of religious affairs.— 5. wmn Sn] Deprecation, H. 41, i b; Dr.

§ 50 {a) Obs.; GK. 152/; Ko. 352^., but cf. N^ (with iNan) prohibition.—
Sj'yjni ^Nrfa] marks the chiasm; perhaps nS after SjSjh is due to a desire

not to repeat the sound al.— nSji nVj] H. 28, T,a; GK. II3« ; K6. 329 r.

— SjSjd 13] Note masc. form of the vb., though the feminine is more usual

with names of towns ; K6. 248 r. The subj. first because emphatic, so Ssn^a;

note the chiastic order of the proper names in ^^, as compared with that in

^".— 6. nSx^] v.s. The difficulty is twofold (i) the use of n'js with ace. of

the person, when it is regularly followed by Vj; or Sx (cf. Ju. 14^^ 15I*
i S.

10^), being used with the ace. in the sense oi to reach, 2 S. 19"^ ; and (2) the

fem. vb. n^Ds which points to tJ'x ; hence the many emendations proposed

(z/.j.). Margolis {AJSL. XVII. 171), however, defends nSsi (but reads U\X3)

on the basis of the usage of nSx in Ecclus. 8^", where it is followed by nSnn

(a mistake for nSnja; cf. (5) and rendered kindle by ©.— r|Dr pij] Subj.,

not obj.— nS^s] Fem. as ref. to B'N.— Sxn^a'?] Correct, notwithstanding

We. et al., v.s.; not ace. (S = sign of ace.) after najo (cf. Hd.), nor to be

connected with nSsN (Mau.) ; but dat. of adv. or disadv.; cf. Ez. 37^^;

GK. 119 s.

8, 9. Who is if that you are asked to seek ? Yahweh is his

najne, the creator of the luminaries, the controller of the seas, the

destroyer of the strong.

This addition from a later hand, "to relieve the gloom of the prophetic

picture," falls into two strophes, each of four trimeters. It bears the general

character of the additions found in ^^ (f- ", and resembles in style the

Deutero-Isaiah (cf. Is. 40--''). Note (i) the use of participles, and (2) the

peculiar words; cf. Stickel, Iliob 276; Che. EB. I. 153 n. 3. Vs.8 ind 9

are placed by Elh. after 2'^-. Their lack of connection with v.'^ is generally

acknowledged (so Ew., followed by GAS., who places them before v.'^; Gr.,

who would place v.* after 4'^; Oct., who suggests the alternative of the end

of the chap.; Che. EB. I. 153, who places them after i^^; Now., who re-

gards them as a misplaced gloss on v.^; Dr., Marti, and others, who treat

them as an interpolation; cf. I'aumanii).
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8. iDif mn^] To be transferred to the beginning of v.^, some preceding

word being lost ; or perhaps the line may be filled from 2C = Let there be fear

in the presence ofhim who, etc. Two codd. of Kcnn. add niN^i and two codd.

of (5 read, Yahiveh, God of hosts.— S^D^l nco] © wavra koX /xeTa(TK€vd(;o}v =
3p:;i ^3 (Vol.) ; 'A.'ApKTovpouKai''i2plwva; '2^.H\eiddas kuI dcrrpa; "S Arctu-

rtini et Orionem ; ©. IIXetd5a koX 'icirepov ; ^T nV'Ddi nD"'j; S I—n iSo | Sn t •^.

— pidSx] Read mnSs (cf. Ps. 23^) foil. @ aKLav (Va.), not '?'^s (Vol.) ; F i'^«f-

bras; but ^ l^ai^ -«\\^ (see BDB.).— n'?^^] Read n'?^'-^, with ten codd.

Kenn. and seven de R, (so Dathe, Mit., Oort I'hT. XIV. 118, Elh.). — vsipn

crrinS] ^T = who commands to gather great armies like the waters of the sea,

— 9. J'lSacn] (5 6 StoipcDj' = i-hso^ (Now.); &-^ diopi^wv ; ' A. 6 p.€i8iQv
;

S. rbv TTOiovvTo. KarayeXaffaL ; U t^ui arridet {subridet., cod. Am.); ^T 13JDT;

S} T> V^*^-! Gr. aij''ySDn ; Get. S.Ji'^jnn ; Gort i3jn ; Elh., Snjnn ; Oort

{^Em.) and Marti, niSdch.— •^z•'\ Read n^u', fol. (@ crvvTpi/uLp.6v (so Ew., Hi.,

Gort, Or., GAS., Now., Get.). S j 4%.. and UL vir-^n = zn (Seb.) ; U vastita-

tem ; S. d(pavi(r/Ji6v. Hoffm., nu' here and in fol. clause. Elh., nr.— r;'] (&

iffx^v = Tjj (so also Oort) ; U robustiim ; 2C s"'D^->n; ,S H * * ^
; Hoffm., ry(?).

— -lan] (S Kal TaXanruipiav; IB depopulationem ; S) | n « nVo; % ]inT3i; Hal.

Tiii'i. St. would read (so also Dr. and Gort Em.') -i2U'i on basis of @ and

Is. 59'' 60^^ Je. 48^; but it is better to read i^tr for the previous ni:" {v.s.')

and retain iJHSC here, since © employs avvrpip.p.b'i and (jvvTpi\x.p.a. to represent

i3r twenty-three times, but -\Z' only four times, including this passage, while

the vb. laa' is regularly rendered by awrpi^bi. TaXaiirojpia, on the other

hand, represents fz> ten times and -\TZ' only thrice, while m'w' is regularly ren-

dered by ToKaiirupiii}. However, the occurrence of the phrase lairi "iir in

Is. and Je., where O renders by crvurp. /cat raX., makes the matter somewhat

uncertain.— nx3D] Hoffm., -i'':53r;(?).— N131] Read iva^, with all the versions

(so Va., Oort TAT. XIV. 118 and Em., Hoffm., GAS., Now., Elh., Get.,

Hal.); (5 S. iirdyojv; U affert ; S U^^; ^ ••5^^t'~^.— These vs. are evidently

not genuine. V.'' must be transferred to precede v.i°, see p. 105. So Bauer,

Ew., Or., GAS.; cf. Mit., who strains himself in the effort to connect vs.^ i°<* ^

(p. 129); Gun., who rejects v.'; WRS. Proph. (p. 400), who maintains that,

though not closely connected with the immediate context, these vs. are in

complete harmony with the general purport of the thought of Amos, and that

the ejaculatory form is " not surprising under the general conditions of pro-

phetic oratory, while the appeal comes in to relieve the strain of the intense

feeling at a critical point in the argument." The suggestion has been made
to transfer in'-jn from v.'^, with <S (New. v.i. p. 118), or to supply mm (Mich.,

Jus.), or seek Yahiveh (Geb.), or He is the one who (Ba.) ; but it seems best

to supply part of a line which shall include the words taken from the end of

the v., viz. lc'^' nin% since this phrase could not originally have stood in the

midst of the description. In i^"^ it comes at the close of the sentence.
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8. Whose na?ne is Yahiveh'] The God who is Israel's national

God, and who desires Israel's strongest allegiance.— 71ie creator of
the Pleiades and Orion'] In two or three strokes the poet depicts

the omnipotence of the God for whom he pleads. He seizes upon

two of the heavenly constellations which are most conspicuous to

represent, by synecdoche, the universe that is visible. They are

referred to in Jb. 9^ 38'^^^- (cf. Is. 13'") in the same way as a proof

of God's creative power. The Hebrew name for Orion, which

also =fooi, may perhaps contain a trace of some old mythological

notion, which held this constellation to have been " originally

some foolhardy, heaven-daring rebel who was chained to the sky

for his impiety." * The thought is not different from that of the

Psalmist (8'^). This seems to be the meaning rather than (i) the

interpretation of nia'D as "genial heat" and '?'C3 as "cold,"t on

the ground that it harmonizes better with the context to speak

of present acts than of a far-distant creation (but cf. the custom

of the Deutero-Isaiah) ; or (2) that which finds the principal

force of the utterance in the star-worship, which was not uncom-

mon in Israel (cf. Je. 7^^ 44^''-^^ 2 K. 17^*^ 2i''-''', cf. 23"), the

thought being " do not worship the stars, but the creator of the

stars "
; J or (3) that of ntt'D as " fortune," " destiny "

; § or (4) that

which supposes the stars to have been mentioned because of their

influence upon the weather, and because the writer wished to show

the supremacy of Yahweh over all such forces.
||
— JP7w turtlefh

deep gloom into mornifig] The " darkness " thus turned is not

the darkness of death,^ an interpretation based upon an incorrect

pointing of ty^Khl (v.i.), nor the original creation of light, J but

the change from night to day, a most wonderful, although most

common, phenomenon.— And day into flight darkeneth] This

* Dr. ; so Di. (on Jb. 98), Che., BDB. For reference to these constellations in

early Greek literature, cf. Horn. //. XVIII. 486-9: —
\\\i\ia.ha.<i 6' 'YdSat; re to t€ <rflefOs 'Qpioivoi

'KpKTOv 6' T)v K0.\ aiia^av e7riK\r)tTiv KaXeovaiv,

*H T* avTOv <rTpetl)€Tai Kai t 'Qpioyya SoKeveif

GiT) 5' a^/uopd; c<tti Aocrpajt' 'ilKcavolo,

Cf. also XXII. 26-31, and Od. V. 272-75.

t Parkhurst, cited by Owen in his translation of Cal. J Geb. ^ Schlier.

II
Hoffm. Z./ir. III. 109. II I'll., Ke.
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supplements and explains the preceding phrase ; the idea is that

of the regular order of nature, night succeeding day, under a great

Director, not that of an extraordinary event like the darkness of

the land of Egypt,* nor the shortening of the days in winter.

— IV/io calleth the waters of the sea and poiireth them on the face

of the earth'\ Cf. Is. 48^^ Jb. 38'^, Are these waters the rains

drawn from the sea and descending upon the earth (cf. Jb. 36^^)
; t

or the fountains and streams by which the earth is watered J (cf.

Ec. i^ Jb. 12^^)
; or an inundation, the Noachian deluge, the

most terrible punishment in history ? § In favor of the last are

the use of the expressions call and face of the earth, the thought

of the following, and the typical character of the illustrations of

Yahweh's power, as thus interpreted, viz., "Jehovah, by whom
the world was made, of whose will the order and harmony in

nature are an expression, and at whose command the forces in

nature may become as destructive as they have been beneficent."
||

— 9. Causeth violence to burst upon the strong] For the word

rba^an (found elsewhere only in Jb. 9^ io-° Ps. 39^'* and n'rb^a in

Je. 8^^ there have been suggested the following : (i) He that

strengthens (the spoiled against the strong, so that the spoiled, or

a waster, shall ascend upon the very fortresses;^ or destruction

(= the destroyed) against strength (= the strong) so that (through

him) destruction comes upon the fortress) ;
* (2) He that mani-

fests ; ** (3) He that causes to flash forth (figure taken from the

dawn),tt cf. Is. 47" Jo. 2- ; also na:: in Is. 42''* 58^^; (4) He that

laughs at ; \\ the third satisfies the context in all the passages in

which the word occurs and accords with its derivation {v.i^. On
Hoffmann's interpretation v.i. — And causeth devastation to come

upon thefortress] This rendering is based upon the reading i<''nj

(?/.i-.) instead of i^iS", although the Qal of Kin (like nir) sometimes

has a transitive meaning.

8. nit'y] has been treated as obj. of wit to be supplied (Mich., Jus.), as

subject of ictt' mn> (Schegg), as predicate of a sentence of which Nin, to be

supplied, is subject (Ba.). If regarded as an interpolation, its connection

may be very loose, perhaps the answer to some implied question; cf. K6. Stil,

* Geb. \ Pu.. Ke., Reu., Mit. ** Va.

t Jer., Cal., Os., Geb., Dahl, Ros., Or.
||
Mit. ft Ros., Ba., Hi.

X Hi. H Cal. ++ 'A., Jer., Schegg, Pu.
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214.— na^3] occurs elsewhere only in Jb. 9^ 38^1 ; usually taken to mean the

Pleiades (so 'A., 2., 6., and (3 on Jb. 3821), from the idea that it is similar to

Arab. 200^5 , a heap (Ba. ; BDB.; Taylor, £>B. III. 896), Other meanings

given are Sirius (Stern, \w Ji'id. Zeitschrift fur Wissen. tc. Leben, III. 258 ff.;

No. in BL. ; Hoffm. ZA W. III. 107 ff.) and the Scorpion {^ZA. I. 264). —
S'Dd] The derivation from ^DD = to be strong, is very questionable. The word

ordinarily means a fool. As used of a star it occurs only here and in Jb. 9^ 38^1

Is. 13IO. 'A. and Y and (5 on Is. 13^*^ and Jb. 38^1 translate by Orion, which

is the usual meaning given; Saadia, Abulwalid, and others identify with

Canopus. Cf., for further discussion, Wetzstein in De. Job^^ 501 f.; Taylor,

DB. III. 632; R. Brown, Jr., Tratts. of Ninth Congr. of Orientalists, II.

4r7f. — piE'^i] The old derivation is as a compound of nia '7s = shadow of

death; so ®,'A., 2., 9. (in places); SiJTF; Ges. Tkes. ; Schwally, Das Leben

nach de?n Tode, 194; No. ZAW. XVII. 183 ff.; BDB. The vocalization

pt:'^j' from a^s, be dark (cf. Assyr. salinii) is also ancient, and has been

accepted by many; Ew.^ 2701:; De. and Hupfeld (on Ps. 23*); BSZ., Gun.,

Bu. (on Jb. 3^); Ko. Lehrgebaude, II. i. p. 415. Barth, NB. 259 c, would

make the form v^-!i^_-i (cf. Marti), while We.^ proposes pi^S' after analogy

of Arab, tzulamat. The passages in which the word is found are, besides

this, Jb. 35 io2if- 122-^ 1 616 24" 28» 3422 38" Is. 9I
Je. 20 13I6 Ps. 23* 442"

10710.14^— n'?>':'] For syntax according to f&M,, cf. GK. 117 ii; K6. 327 v.

-I^^•'^^] A pf. of experience fol. preceding ptcp., in chiastic order with "icri',

H. 18, 3; GK. 106 k.— Niv"i] The art. here; in preceding ptcps. it has been

omitted, the first being in cstr.; cf. GK. I26<^; K6. 41 1 //.— ddd-^'m] Impf. with

waw cons. fol. a ptcp. H. 24, 5; GK. in «.— 9. rSasn] Commonly derived

from a Heb. root akin to Arab. ^-A.^, to be bright, ^-^, to be bright, joyous.

In all the other passages in Heb. the meaning be glad, cheerful, is usually

assigned; cf. Schultens, Origines Hebrace (1761); Lane, Arab. Lex. 245;

BDB., BSZ. It is here in chiastic order with N''a'; here the impf. (indef.

freq.) follows the ptcp. with the article, H. 21, 3; GK. in u.— iB*] Hoffm.,

on the basis of an emended text, translates, he causes Taurus to rise after

Capella and causes Taurus to set after Vindemiator. This is explained by

the fact that Capella rises at the end of April before Taurus in May, and

Taurus sets in November after the setting of Vindemiator in September. To

this it is objected (We.) that this is too ordinary a matter to stand in so

important a connection, and that if this had been the idea, the stars were so

well known that so different a reading could not have grown up.

§ 9. Transgressors shall come to grief,
s''-

^*'". (i) A per-

verter of judgment and an oppressor of the poor, Israel shall not

enjoy the gains which she has unjustly made (vs."*"*"). (2) Guilty

of every sin, receiver of bribes, she must change her life, if she
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would live and have Yahvveh's presence ; vs.'^'". (3) Only right-

eousness will furnish ground for mercy, in the great calamity which

is to bring lamentation to every heart (vs.'^^').

This poem consists of three double strophes, each double strophe including

one strophe of four and one of six lines. The first part of each double strophe

contains a characterization of the times; the second part, introduced by J3S

describes the calamity which is coming upon Israel as punishment.

7, 10, 11. Those who exercise injtistice and shun him who
reproves ihem for it, shall forfeit all the privileges which otherwise

would accrue to them. The reasons for placing v.^ in this con-

nection are : (i) its utter lack of connection with v.® and v.*; its

natural connection with v.^° ; and the fact that when joined to v.^*^

it permits a strophic arrangement of the whole section at once

simple and natural. This transposition has been adopted without

reference to the arrangement, upon the basis of the logical con-

nection.* Unsatisfactory must be regarded the attempt to connect

it with the preceding verse as a contrast, yet ye change, etc.
; f or

with the following verse, supplying consider at the beginning of

v.^ \\ or to supply, Seek hitn, I say, ye who, etc. ; § or to make it

a gloss belonging to 6^-,
||
a suggestion growing out of the endeavor

to treat vs.*^ as original with Amos (cf. Nowack in loc).

7. DOQnn] (S 6 TToiCiv = '7>'Dn (Vol.), rendering by same word as for na-j?

(v.*); cf. the different rendering of isnn (v. 8). Oort, on basis of @, "jflnn

{TkT.XXV. 121 f.; so Val.).— njv''S] @ eis v\pos = nSynS (Va.), or perhaps

n^pS, which Oort substituted in 1880, but later (T/iT., 1891) abandoned for

rhyvh. "B absinthium; cf. @ in 6^-, iriKpiav. — T">n'?] New. k'N'^*?.— in>jn]
V

<& sg. (so Oort and Val.); <S n ^'~^t^._ joined to fol. v.; Gr. r^^^ri.— 10. Wiv']

Elh.^Nr.;'. -\-;Z'2'\ ® pi. noi-:] g;
)
T -^ rflVnV^ rr.rrPPfpi-1 l-iy Sph to] 1 m 'i\n V

;

cf. Syr.-Hex. and Ez. 3-6. —-\2i] (5, ©., Myov = 13-;; 2. pT}fJ.a.— 2^::r} ®, 9.,

oawv; 2. a/^w/w^. Hoffm. D''nn (but <7. Gun.). — 11. a;D'.:'n] (5suf.3p.pl.;

U diripiebatis ; 2C tonc3; S ^c^wmSX, perhaps = a;DDn (Seb.; so Hal.).

Read d?di2 (so Oct., Marti) or D?pu (We., Now., Elh., Che. EB. I. 155, Lohr).

Gr. S>'c a^DDi^'; Oort, ddddu. Some MSS. read r for t; others D3ru'n,

Di3Dri3, coDU' o {v. dc R.).— ^3 pn'^t] <S ScDpa iKXeKTOL, perhaps reading

some form of ina for 13 (Va.); so also SF. Gr. PNrri (cf. Dt. 24}'^) —

* Ew., Reu., Gu., GAS., Now. ; K6. 411 f. ; Marti ; Gun. would drop v. 7 as an

interpolation. f Jus. J Schro. i Stru.
||
Kue.
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on^ja] S makes this and anj?OJ rel. clauses, omitting in each case the follow-

ing 1.— ncn] Some MSS. of Kenn. and de R. -isn; cf. Mi. 6'3-i5 Zp. i^^.

7. They who turn judgment to wor?nwood'\ The leaders are

especially meant, but the people are also not without guilt. The
arraignment begun thus with the participle, a favorite form of

expression with Amos, in impassioned speech, is continued by the

finite verb (cf. 2^4^^). The figure is drawn from a bitter herb,

reckoned poisonous (cf. 6^^ Je. 9^^ 23^^ La. 3^^- ^^ Dt. 29^** Pr. 5*

Rev. 8^^) by the ancients. Instead of the sweetness of justice,

the bitterness of injustice is accorded. The very institutions

which were intended to secure justice produce injustice (cf. La. 3^^

Am. 6'").— A?id cast righteousness to the ground~\ Righteousness,

here meaning civil justice, is personified, and represented as an

individual thrown down, and treated with violence and contempt,

" trampled under foot." This is stronger than the ordinary " turn

aside justice" (Baur) ; cf. 2 S. 8>^ Is. 59" Je. 22^— 10. They

hate'] Referring, as before, to the upper classes, who have the

administration of justice.— Him that rep?'oveth in the gate] i.e.

the gateway, the place where justice was administered (cf. Dt. 22^^

Ru, 4^*- Ps. 127^ Pr. 31^ I K. 22^" La. 5") ; the phrase is de-

pendent upon the word translated the one luho reproves, i.e. the

prophet, or the judge, who rebuked injustice (cf. Jb. 13^^ 19^

Is. 29^^) — perhaps Amos himself.— The one zvho speaks uprightly]

Not one who advocates an unblamable manner of life,* nor one

who brings witnesses to prove his own integrity.f The word CttD

is not an object accusative = one who speaks the truth (cf. Is.

33^-^); J but an adverbial accusative (cf. Ps. 15" Pr. aS''') and

means sincerely, blamelessly. §— They abhor] A synonym of they

hate, but stronger.
||
— There/ore] The mark of the second part

of the strophe; cf. vs.-*'^-'" (also 3" 4^-).— Because ye trample

upon the weak] A more direct statement of the charge already

made in vs.'' ^^— And take from him exactions of grain] The

specific kind of oppression is here indicated ; the translations

load of grain, as much as a poor man could carry on his back ;^

great load ; ** tax placed on every one over twenty years of age *

• Gab. % Now.
II
Hi., Ke. ** Lu,

t Har. § Ros., Hd,, Dr. H Cal.
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(cf. Ex. 30^^'^^)
; his share* are far-fetched. (Cf. Gratz's emen-

dation; v.s.^. The word has come to be a general designation

for gift
; t it was sometimes voluntary (cf. Gn. 43''^ 2 S. 11^

Je. 40^), but also sometimes involuntary (cf. 2 Ch. 24""'' Ez. 20''^^).

In the latter case, as here, it was really a tax forced from the

poor by the rich
; \ something more than a euphemism for inter-

est, and called such to evade the law§ (Lv. 25'^' Dt, 23^"). Cf.

Hitzig's rendering which introduces the apodosis with this clause :

Ye shall have to take from him a present of corn, i.e. as alms.—
Houses of heiun stone^ Cf, Zp. i^^ Mi. 6^^ ; houses of exceptional

character, for the rich.— But ye shall not dwell iti them'] Cf.

Dt. 28^" Is. 65^" Am. 9" ; there will be no opportunity to dwell in

them, because Israel is to go into exile.— Vineyards of delight']

Cf. Ez. 23^-^--^; Is. 32^^; the poet pictures in the most tantalizing

manner the dire character of the doom which confronts them.

7. O'lDDnn] Cf. above; the art. is used almost as a vocative, but the fol. vb.

in the 3d pers. points rather to the relative usage, H. 4, 3/; GK. 126 b; on

tense force cf. Ko. 237 a.— nj^'^?] Commonly derived from jyS = Arab, i-y^,

to revile, abominate, hence the detested herb, cf. Ges. Thes. 758. The word

is used only figuratively in the O. T., i.e. either in comparisons (Pr. 5*,

where it is contrasted with honey), or as a figure of apostasy (Dt. 29^'), or

injustice (here and in Am. 6I-), or bitter grief (Je. 9^^ 23^^ La. 3^5- 1^).

The plant belongs to the genus Artetnisiiim and is common in Palestine,

many varieties of it existing there. Cf. J. Low, Aramdiscke Pfanzennamen,

80 f., 401,421; Tristram, Nat. Hist, of Bible, a^c)-})-— in^jn] Pf. fol. ptcp., H. 27,

5 3; GK. wbx; Dr. § 1 17; an Aramaicized pf., GK. 72 ee.— 10. injc] Stat,

pf., H. 18. 2; cf. GK. 106^.— ij7!£o] According to the accent, the subj. of iNjtt',

i.e. those who are in the gate hate him who reproves ; but it is better to connect

with niDic.— 121] Cf. (& = "»3"t, and note the chiastic order.— oicn] Adv. ace,

H. 33, 5 ; GK. Ii8«.— laj.'P''] Impf. of frequentative action.— 11. arDB'i^]

Has been taken from D13, oppress, the v being introduced to give the resem-

blance of C'O, be ashamed (Geb.) ; from Dn, the "' being a mistake of original

copy (Jus.), or a scribal error (Va.), or a dissimilation from D13 (Gun., Oort,

BDB. p. 143); from B'O = /vwO, behave proudly, abuse (Har., Hi.) ; from B'la

= be ashamed (Tuch, on Gen. p. 213, cited by Ba.); from tt3, being read osnia

(?rU). It is ordinarily explained as a Po'el inf.; but it should be read D3D13

{y.s^, Qal. inf. cstr., the sr being a correction placed side by side with the

letter corrected; cf. 'D'i'Dy, Ne. ii^^^ and D^D'i"if3:, Ne. 7^2. ^f. GK. 61 e.— Sn]

* Oort, Th T. XIV. 154. X We., Dr., BDB.

t Har., Stru., Jus., Schro., Ros., Hi., Gun., GAS. \ Pu.
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'?'?', from which this is derived, means to be lo~v, weak. It is uncertain whether

it is the same as the root VSn, to hang. It is probably the same as Arab. ijc>, to

be law, vile, and perhaps Assyr. dalalu, to be humble, obedient. Hence Si means

(i) weak, (2) lowly, humble, poor.— ps-rr;] Cf. Phoen. PNi'c = tax, penalty;

BDB. 673.— 12] Means^r«2«. Is perhaps similar to Arab, ^, wheat. Usually

derived from n->3 = to purify. It is written 12 here and in Am. 8^ Ps. 72^8; else-

where 13.— inpp] Continuing the inf. ODOn; cf. Ko. 413 d. — 'na] GK. 96; Sta.

187 a.— piTj] An abstract noun -shewing; •'J3S is to be understood as pre-

ceding it; cf. Is. 9^ I K. 6^^; K6. 243 3.— irn] Cf. reading irn ; on the noun

used as here for adj., GK. 128p; for msn in same construction, Je. 3^^ 12^*^

Ez. 26I- Ps. io62*.

12, 13, 14. In vieta of IsraeVs ma?iy sins 0/ persecution and

bribery, prudence would suggest silence, in order that life and

Yahweh may still be hers. This double strophe has in the first

part, as before, a description of Israel's wickedness, and in the

second part a threat of punishment, viz. the death of the nation

and abandonment by Yahweh. The first part has a reference to

the " gate " as the forum of justice, and the second is introduced

by " therefore."

The authenticity of vs.'^- "• ^"^ ^^ has been questioned by Oort ( Th T.

XIV. 122, who suspects only v.i^ and regards ^^ and 1* as belonging to

Amos, but as originally having followed v.^iJ), Val., Now., Volz, GAS., Lohr,

Che. {^EB. I. 154), et al. Oct. grants the late origin of v.^^ but claims

vs.1*
*• for Amos, placing them, however, after v.^*. We. also regards v.^^ as

interrupting the connection between v.^^ and v.^*, being only a parenthetic

note. Elh. inserts v.12 between 5" and £^^^-, and vs.^^-^^ between 2^^ and

T^^-. Marti places vs."*'- after v.^, and drops v.^* as late. The reasons for

suspecting the passage are: (i) lack of relation to v.^^^ since a threat

(perhaps v.i^) would be naturally expected to follow
; (2) lack of con-

nection with v.is, the pS of ^'^ having no meaning after v.^"' ; (3) lack of

unity within these vs. themselves, ^^ " being a repetition of "
", " and 1*

being an imitation of 5*- *'; (4) the use of S^srcn in a technical sense as

in Pr. lo^^ Ecclus. 20''; (5) the lack of consistency between the thought

of v. 13 and the general spirit and teaching of Amos, whose tone was bold and

fearless, rather than of the kind to encourage silence under difficult circum-

stances ; (6) the nation, although treated as responsible, is only a remnant;

but there is no time preceding 734 B.C. when this historical situation exists.

It is to be conceded that the logical consecution of the passage is not as clear

as might be expected from Amos ; but it is possible {v.i.') to answer most, if

not all, of these objections. If, however, these arguments are conclusive, the
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original piece is one strophe shorter, the second part of strophe 2 and the

first part of strophe 3 being late, the original strophe 2 consisting of what is

now strophe 2 " and strophe 3 ''.

12. D^V'^Nion] Read djindh, on account of the masc. D"'OX>' (We,, Now., Lohr,

Oct., Marti; of. Elh., p. 148).— -\dd >n;>h p^-\:s mx] S seems to have read

'3 inpS 'X mx (Seb.); U hostes justi accipientes munus ; 2C nNSTS nS |ip^j?D

npt^T pDD nSsqS '7113.— itan nysyj d'jt>3ni] Gr. itan '3 on jm.— 13. dt'] %
adds N^y^v'T anp p.— nyn] (S 7rovi7/)wj', perhaps = a''y-i (Vol., Hirscht), n and

a being similar in Aramaic script.— 14. 'icn is'Nj] ® connects with v.^^

12. Surely I know~\ A new strophe ; Yahweh is now repre-

sented as speaking ; however ignorant men may be, he knows (cf.

Ps. 73" Jb. 22^^).— Many are your transgressions] i.e. in multi-

tudes are they committed.— Andgreat are your si7is'\ The repeti-

tion is, of course, poetical, yet the two words mark different kinds

of iniquity, the first, deliberate rebellion; the second, habitual

variation from the right. The position of the adjective in each is

very emphatic. After making the general charges, the speaker

introduces more specific arraignment.— Persecutors of the right-

eous] Cf. 2^ 3^- ^^
; all the more strong because of the singular, and

the lack of the article ; the impassioned feeling is so marked that

the speaker passes in what follows from the second to the third

person.

—

Takers of bribes] Ordinarily nss means ransom, the

price paid for life by wealthy criminals (Ex. 21^° Nu. 35''^)
; the

sin, if this be the meaning, consists in threatening the unprotected

with death in order to extort from them a new ransom ; * but

here, as in i S. 12^, the word means bribe given to the judge f
(cf. nrai') .— Yea the needy in the gate they thi-ust aside] Cf. 2' Ex.

23^ Dt. 16^^ 24^^ In passing to the third person, there is not

simply a " relaxing of the tension of direct invective " (Mitchell)
;

the speaker, as if with gesture of the hand, indicates his con-

tempt. \ The offence mentioned was not (i) making the feeble

fickle-minded by means of legal decisions, § nor (2) giving un-

just decision against the poor, and thus depriving them of their

just rights (cf. Is. lo^ 29-^ Mai. 3^ Pr. iS'^),
||

but (3) the repell-

ing of those who wished to defend their cause (cf. Is. 10-).^—
13. Therefore] The mark of the second p^rt of the double stro-

* So here, Ew. + Ke.
||
Ros.

t Ros., Hi., Ba., Or., Mit., Now., Dr. § Geb. H Mit., Dr.
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phe.— Since the prudent man at such a time is keeping silence'\

This general meaning for b'^ra is to be preferred * to (i) the

teacher, i.e. the prophet, whose function it was to rebuke evil at

any costf (cf. 5^*^" 7^^' Dn. 12^ i K. 18^^, perhaps Amos him-

self; J or (2) the official whose duty it was to restrain and punish

crime. § It includes all who might, under ordinary circumstances,

be expected to rebuke the public iniquity. The fact is stated,

that, at such a time, i.e. under the present circumstances, injus-

tice so prevails that speech will accomplish nothing.
||

There

is no indication of reproach uttered against the prudent. The

translation, therefore shall he who understands this time keep

silence, for it shall be an evil tivie,% connecting " in that time "

with the preceding word, erroneously refers the utterance to a

future time rather than to the present. The whole clause is cir-

cumstantial, and as such subordinate,— a construction well ex-

pressed by the conjunction since.— It is surely an evil time'\ A time

which promises disaster.— 14. Seek good and not evil'\ The ad-

vice has already been given to seek Yahweh (v.'* ; cf. v.'^ ]\Ii. 6^.

The force of the imperative is not really hortatory, but conditional,

and it implies a threat, that unless good rather than evil is sought,

national death awaits them.— That ye may live'] In other words,

unless you seek good, a thing which you are not now doing, you

will die politically.— That so] i.e. in case ye do so
; J not, in like

manner as,** nor " so," corresponding to nrK3.tt— Yahweh . . .

may be with you] In the special sense of extending help and giving

prosperity.— God of Hosts] i.e. the God who rules heaven and

earth is able to render any and every kind of help.— As ye have

said] Israel, of course, always maintained that she was loyal to

Yahweh. She had always regarded herself as, in a peculiar sense,

the people of God (Je. 7^" Mi. 3"). Has her life justified tlie

idea ? Unless her whole attitude changes, unless good and not

evil is made the end of her national life, that life shall cease, and

the much talked of fellowship of God will be lost.

12. ''j] Not causal, but asseverative ; cf. also v.i'.— TjJi'] Stat. pf. IT. 18, 2;

GK. 106^; Dr. § II. — DOi] Position and indeterminateness indicate a de-

* With Dat., Jus.. Hd., Gun., Dr. t Ba. |1
Ke., We.. Mit. «* Hi.

t Dahl, Ros. \ Har. IT Gun. W Ke.
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pendent clause (Now., Ko. 384 -5), or pred. ace, and by position emphatic, Ko.

334 jf; so also a^cs>'.— mx] With inpS in appos. with subj. of ran.— p>-is]

Collective.— ''np^l Ptcp. in cstr., GK. 116^.— idd] The T)ribe given to a

criminal officer, as distinguished from ini:', the bribe given to a civil officer in

order to escape the punishment decreed (Hi., Now.).— ''J^i] Epexegetical

^ = even.— iton] Pf. of indef. past, H. 17, 3; Dr. § 9; continuing a ptcp.,

H. 27, 5/'; Dr. §117; GK. 1 16 .;>:. — 13, S^x-nn] Circ. cl., H. 45, 3^; Dr.

§ 165.— id] Asseverative.— N^n] Copula,— 14, Sn] Deprecatory, H. 23,

rm. g; GK. 152 /, g; with jussive understood, Ko. 355 n.— \'S'di\ On ex-

pression of purpose, Mit. Final Constructions of Biblical Hebrexv ; H. 47,

4 ^ (3); GK. 165 b, c; Ko, 396 b.— >r\-<-\'\ On use of jussive here, cf. GK.

109 /§; H. 44, 2b; Dr. §62; Ko, 355 «,— nmCvs] Pf. of indef. past, as ye

have all along said.

15-17. Only righteousness will avail against the calamity which

is coming.— The third and last of the double strophes does not

at first sight seem so compact and logical as those which have

preceded. Indeed, v.^^ {v.s.) is thought by most commentators to

be the desired continuance of v." and to have no connection with

what follows.* In the preceding sub-sections, the prophet has

pictured Israel's iniquity and ruin. In the first, all was dark ; in

the second, a slight suggestion of hope was given, provided her

method of life was changed ; in the third, the case is presented

more strongly in the form of an exhortation, followed by the distinct

assertion that perhaps Yahweh will be gracious, etc. There is

seen, therefore, a gradually increasing representation of pardon, a

thought which filled every prophet's heart, no matter how dark

the picture which he painted. In this sub-section, as in the other,

there occur the reference to the " gate," and the introduction of

the conclusion by " therefore," although the logic of it here, it

must be confessed, is not so clear as in the other case. (For

another alternative, z'.x.)

15. IJHN , , , iN'Ji;'] 6 I p. pi.— 3lt3 . , , J?i] ©5 pi.; 2r infinitives — to do

evil and /(? dogood.—-h\A'\ (5 Sttcos,— 16. pS] Gr, ?3«,— ^J-^n] Because of

its anomalous position and on the authority of (SS and seven Mss. is omitted

by some (New., Lohr; Baumann omits the phrase •'jnx , . . p^) ; it is, how-

ever, probably a corruption of ]^jin; cf. the suggestion of GAS. to read

1J^^t nini, dropping hinds "'nSvS as an intrusion; but the title ''jix nin-' does not

otherwise appear in Amos.

—

Sdn] Baumann, Sas.— >nj lyiv Sn idddi] @ con-

* Cf. Baumann, who drops <^^- 15 as late.
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nects tcDri with prec. and inserts Kal after it, thus: Kal KOTrerbv koI eh eiddrai

Opfjvov. Read with Iff (so also Oort £m.. We., Now., Gr., Oct., Elh.), which

transposes '^n before idd:: thus : ei adplanctum eos qui sciunt plangere ; of. S,

which inserts Sn before ^flD^ and retains it also before 'pir. S. gives /i^Xos for

Mj. Hal. i5>'ci(?) for lijDDi (of. 2^3 Tcy). This whole clause is a gloss (cf.

Lohr, who omits liJDSi Sax '?« and is followed by Now. TLZ., 1901, p. 164),

as is indicated by the awkwardness of the construction after the prec. clause,

and the impossibility of arranging it in harmony with the structure of the

strophe.— 17. B^cir] (§ 650?$ = CJ-n; cf. the reading aipib (lioffm. ZA IV.

III. 112).— 13;'X ^d] % — I will reveal myself to pe7-fo7-m vengeance ofjudg-

ment. ^^* is taken by Lohr as an addition; while Baumann rejects ^'"^.

15. Hate evil and love good^^ Already in the preceding strophe

a hint has been given of the possibility of pardon. The sugges-

tion made, " Seek good and not evil," is now repeated in even

stronger form, as the condition on which pardon may be secured.

The abstract " evil " and " good " is better than the concrete " evil

man," " good man." * The positive command is needed to sup-

plement the negative, for to hate evil is not sufficient unless one

seeks good.f The speaker's purpose to impress his thought by

repetition is seen in comparing " hate " of v.^'* with " hate " of vA
The standard of good and evil, in his mind, is conformity with

Yahweh's will.— And establish justice in the gate] In other words

reverse the present condition of things
; J the reference is not to

the restoration of true worship instead of calf-worship, § nor to the

improvement of private morality, but to the execution of public

justice.
II

— Perhaps] Cf. Gn. 16- Jo. 2^*. Even if Israel should re-

pent, the question of relief is not absolutely certain, for there are

many contingencies ; the suffering which has been predicted may

be necessary for the working out of great plans.— A remnant of

Joseph] Does the prophet here anticipate the doctrine of the

remnant, " the repentant and purified few," so strongly emphasized

by Isaiah (cf. 1 1'^) and Micah (cf. 4'),^ or does he refer to the fact

that Israel is now only a remnant (cf. 7^ '') on account of the calami-

ties (cf. 2 K. 10^- Am. 4'''"") which she has already suffered?** The

objection ft to the latter view, that the kingdom had been restored

* AE. t Ros.

J Cal., Ros., Mit. (cf. vs.5-7. 10. 12 with ijixn; cf. the opposite in'^jn, v.?).

§ Geb.
II
We. H Cal., Ew., Mau., Ba., Pu., Ke., Mit.. Dr.

** Jus., Schro., Ros., Hi., Hd., Or., We. tt Kc.
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by Joash and Jeroboam II. (2 K. 13^^ 14^^^^), has little weight

from the point of view of the prophet. This difference between

the real fact and the appearance (for, after all, the prosperity

under Jeroboam II. was only the last upward flash of the dying

flame) makes it unnecessary to consider this verse as a gloss added

after the fall of Samaria.*— 16. Therefore^ Refers not to a par-

ticular class, the hypocrites, of whom the prophet now speaks

exclusively ; t nor to the whole preceding paragraph, vs.^ '*"'-, in

which their sins were enumerated
; % nor to v.^^. § (The Masso-

retic space rests upon a misconception.) After a momentary pause,

in which opportunity is given for an indication of assent, the poet,

following the form of utterance already adopted in the preceding

strophes, begins for the third time the announcement of doom.

Therefore, i.e. " because they do not do what they have just been

exhorted to do,"
||
because, indeed, they give no sign of doing it.

— / 70i7/ eause shoutitig] This is the translation of pDIX, suggested

as an emendation of ""nK {v.i).— In all squares\ The open places

near the gates, the market-places (cf. Je. 48^ Is. 3'® 14'^') in which

injustice had been substituted for justice ; there is no restriction in

the context to the squares of Samaria. — For mourning] The shout

will not be for joy, but rather a lamentation for the dead, accom-

panied by beating on the breast.— They shall say, Woe ! Woe /] i.e.

the mourners, who form the funeral procession, which marches

through the streets, shall utter these words (cf. i K. 13^" Je. 22'*

34^ Ez. 2"^ yx). The mourning company would include also

mourning-women and flute-players (cf. Je.
9"*"- 48^ Mat. (f").^

—
And the husbandmen shall summoti to mourning'] Cf. Je. 9^^. This

rendering** is to be adopted, describing the efi"ect of the judgment

upon the country, as distinguished from the cities and towns.

The ordinary interpretation, viz. they (people in general) shall

stimmon the husbandmen to mourning, because their rustic voices

would be loud enough,ft or because no inhabitants of the city

would be left from the slaughter, || or because the occupation of

the husbandmen would henceforth be useless, §§ does. not so well

accord with the context. The word " husbandmen " includes the

* So Oort ( Th T. XIV. 122). t Cal. + Ros., Hd. \ Stru., Ke.
||
We.

H Ba., Ke., Or., Thomson {LB. I. 145 f.) ; Van Lennep {Bible Lands, 586) ; Mit.

** Ew., Gun, tt Hd. \X Ros., Hd. \\ Pu.
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cultivators of the soil and, as well, those who had care of cattle.*

— A7id utito wailing (cf. US) those skilled in lamentation^^ This

has been added by a later hand to indicate, what the passage does

not elsewhere specifically express, the employment of professional

mourners ;t skilled and unskilled raise the mourning cry. \ These

were generally women (Je. 9^'') ; but cf. 2 Ch. 35^ Ec. 12®, where

men are spoken of. §— 17. Yea in all vineyards'^ Where, ordi-

narily, the joy is greatest (cf. Is. 16^" Jb. 24^^), there will be

mourning because of the failure of crops. The writer has now
described the mourning of the three great divisions of the nation,

people of the city, husbandmen, and vinedressers, the last two be-

ing distinguished from each other, and both from the first.
||

The
transposition of this clause so as to follow Woe .' Woe .' which G. A.

Smith proposes, is unnecessary.— When Ipass through the midst of

thee'] Laying waste the country ; an allusion to the passing through

Egypt (Ex. II* 12^').^ It is universally conceded that the idea

here is that of a punishment** which is to come upon Israel, either

pestilence or war (cf. v.^^ 6'*).

15. ijixni . . . lanNi . . . injj:'] Successive imperatives, H. 23, rm. (z);

GK. no a; Dr. § 112.— iytt'3] The adverbial modifier precedes the object,

GK. 142^.— ''?in] = ^N and ''?(= nS) means if not, whether not, with y^v "id

suppHed; cf. Assyr. ulai, Jo. 2^*; K6. 186. — jjn^] GK. 67 cc; K6. 210 </;

here trans, taking dir. obj. (cf. Ex. 33^^); cf. Ki. {y. Ros.) who makes it

intrans. and suppHes "?>' before r'^-iN-i'.— idt' nnx;:'] Indefinite = a remnant

(GK. 127 f); cf. Dt. 22^^ I S. 4'^.— 16. f^N] Emend, for ^jin; jji, cf.

. . .V = to twang as of a bow, used of inarticulate sound, e.g. shout ; while

generally expressing the shout of joy, it is used once (in Qal) of mournful

cries. La. 2!^'^, the Hiph. cause to shout is seen in Ps. 65^ Jb. 29^^, in both cases

with the idea of rejoicing. Here the verbal idea of shouting, intentionally

left indefinite for a moment, is later defined by the ace. idd:;.— now] Impers.,

GK. I44y; — \Tin] Only here in this form ; elsewhere "'^n = vae ! ot; cf. Is. i*

Je. 48', etc., in the sense of threat; Is. i8^ of exhortation ; 1 K. 138" Is. 17^2

Je.
22I8, in the sense of affliction, grief, as here. In the modern Syriac

dialect of Urmia the mourner's cry is u hi'i, u hu ; cf. Socin, Die neuaraind-

ischen Dialecte am Urmia-See (1882), p. 102. — iNip] Not impers. as noN',

* So also in Aram., Syr., and Arab. ; cf. Assyr. ikkaru.

t Cf. Wetzstein in 7.eitschrift f. Ethnologie, 1873, pp. 295-301. Bu. in ZAW,
II. 26 f. and ZDPy., 1883, pp. 184 ff. ; Dr. 232 ff.

+ We., GAS. $ V. Gun. and Marti in loc.
\\
Ew.

IT Cal., Ba., Ke., et al. *« Va., Ros., Schro., Hi., Ew., Ba.. et al.
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but with ^DN taken collectively for subject ; GK. 145/;; K6. 346wi; with Sx,

^&
cf. Gn. 3^ Jon. 3-.— -irx] FrormjN = -j I, (/?^/ on form, GK. 84, No. 22;

cf. Assyr. ikkai-u^ and sOl ; in Je. 31^* -nyj i;'dj is joined to the word
;

in 2 Ch. 26^" it is used with d^did as here.— Sax] Cf. noDD, inj, ija Sip.

—

>nj ^JJiv] On construction, GK. 116^; it is interesting to note that ^nj outside

of this place, and Mi. 2*, occurs only in late literature, viz. Je.
qS-i^. 18. 19 31I5;

cf. n^jJipDH and niDDnn, Je. 9'^. No sharp distinction can be made between

inj and nj-'p ; the former was perhaps a more general term than the latter

(Dr.).— ^d] = when, as in Ho. ii^ Gn. 4^2 £>(;_ ^25^ et;^^

§ 10. The doom of captivity. 5^*-6^^ (i) A woe against

those who pray for Yahweh's day : it is a day of judgment ; be-

cause of formal feasts and noisy songs, without justice and right-

eousness, the nation shall go into captivity, saith Yahweh (s'^^'^).

(2) A woe upon those who are careless and indifferent: because

of the luxury, the licentiousness and the apathy of the people,

the nation shall go into captivity, saith Yahweh (6^""). (3) An
oath against the proud and self-confident Israel : because of

this pride and bold audacity, this self-dependence and disre-

gard of justice, Israel shall be supplanted by a foreign nation,

saith Yahweh (6^").

This poem consists of three triple strophes, each strophe of the nine con-

tains six lines. In each triple strophe, the first presents a woe (in the third,

this woe becomes an oath) ; the second presents a phase of the wickedness

of the situation {^e.g. (i) the utter formality of worship, (2) the luxury of

life and apathy of feeling, (3) the pride and self-confidence) ; the third

pictures the coming captivity {^e.g. (i) a captivity beyond Damascus, (2) a

captivity at the head of the captives, (3) the complete surrender of the

country to a foreign enemy). The symmetry of the three divisions is almost

perfect,— each beginning with a woe (or oath), each ending with saith

Yahweh in one form or another. The logic and symmetry of this section

are completely destroyed by Elh., who places 5I8-20 between 3^ and 3^; 521-25

between 3I* and 4^; 5-^*'- between 4^ and 4*; 6^"^ between 4^1 and 4^^; (y'

between 4'- and 4^^; 6^ between 4^' and 5I; G^^^^ between 5^ and 5*; 6'2f- be-

tween 5^ and 5^; 6'* between 5^ and 7I. Lohr does not recognize the unity

and independence of this section, but treats it in connection with 5'"^^. He
arranges 518-61* in eight strophes, consisting of 4, 10, 4, 4, 10, 10, 4, and 4 lines

respectively. This involves the omission of ^^- 2^ and 62- 9- 1"^ the transposition

of 6^ to follow 6^ " and the addition of an extra line after mSy in 5^2 as well

as before TiSjm in 5^'^, and disregards the logic of the passage at some

points. Baumann's reconstruction is still more radical.
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18-27. A woe upon ignorant zeal for a corrupt worship, in

which no place is found for justice or righteousness ! A cap-

tivity beyond Damascus awaits you. — The unity of this section

(consisting of three six-hne strophes) appears in (i) the outer

form, as compared with the other sections, and (2) the thought

which centres about the cultus. This cultus includes the great

doctrine of " Yahweh's day " as well as a regular set of feasts,

and offerings ; it is not wholly detached from images— all of

which are wrongly understood, and wrongly practised, and for

this reason lead to ruin.

It is best to regard as interpolations (i) nini-av ddS nr'nr:'^, v.^^;

(2) B'^N nS aD''NnD xhv\ v.^- {y.i.'). It will be noted that in the third

and fourth lines of each strophe the poet allows himself to prolong the

measure, a pentameter being substituted for a trimeter evidently in order

to lay emphasis upon the thought by increasing the details given. The fact

that this occurs so uniformly in each strophe shows that it is intentional.

It would be possible, of course, to make two trimeters in each case (or a

trimeter and dimeter), the strophes having eight instead of six lines.

18. nini ar] ^ twice in this v. : ^ Dip p tiidS TTiyi ndi\— nr nc*^] (Sand

U translate nr as a pron. : 'iva. tI avrt], ad quid ea7ti vobis.— mni av] U connects

with the following, dies doinini ista tenebrae, et non lux. The entire clause

beginning with noS bears the marks of an interpolation, for the sake of

making clear the relation between the first and last clauses of the verse

;

of. Lohr, who would treat -ns nSi icn Kin as a gloss derived from v.-'" ", having

its origin in the later insertion of v.^^.— xin] <5 adds before it 1 = Kal avTiq.—
19. N3i] & eiaiTTjd-^a-ri suggests mai (Oct.).— ni] (§ rds x"P«^ airov. Lohr

makes the v. a proverb which has crept into the text from the margin; but for
5> ?

this there is no basis.— 20. N'Sn] S )-I.aoi, making the sentence affirmative.

—

nvT' nr] LOhr om.— Sdni] Gr. '^oni (so Lohr, Elh.).— 21. aD^-iTiv^ n>n!< n'^i]

@ inserts dvaias. Gr. on basis of (g inserts amnjD here and drops it from

V.22 as a dittograph.— 22. dn 13] Elh. transposes •<2 to the beg. of v.-^.— niSiy]

S l^wV v.
; omitted as a gloss to explain nnN in BDB. p. 585.— aD^pnjDiJ

S om. 1, connecting the word with nxnx. Baumann om. We. thinks that

after mSj? the apodosis to the preceding clause has fallen out (so Now.,

Lohr; but cf Baumann; also Duhm and Marti, who treat niH' ... ''3 as a

gloss).— OON nS DD^Nnn aStt'i] May be rejected as an interpolation added

to give an apparently greater completeness to the catalogue of offerings ;

® has kclI (rix)T7]pLov(s) iirL(pav€las vfiCjv, reading n^'NiD (Va., Vol.). Ilirsclit

calls attention to the fact that in the nine other cases where (S renders

D^dSb? by the pi. it employs the neuter form, and suggests that (@ read

here Dic|;'ir. % has ^^^"^l o"^" |j.sQ-it£;o, instead of the more usual ren-
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dering of O^Dhof, viz. ] Vi\ fc. | «**'?. "B et vota pinguium vestrorutn ; QE nopji

pa^irip. Gr., on basis of <§, •'pVu'i (so Hal.). Oet. suggests the transposition

of this clause to follow ni*?}'.— 23. \yr^^'\ Gr. n^nn (cf. Is. 14'^).— T''^3j] @
dp-ydvuv aov; 'A. va^XCiv <tov; 2C inaccurately, injr, so S ; "S lyrae tuae.—
j?D!rN n'?] Probably a gloss. — 24. Sjm] S) iiU^Jo, deriving the word from

nSj = to uncover ; so U <f/ revelabitur, and 2C \'?Jn)i. ©• a.TroiKLi76ri(7€Tai

= n'^j, /£> (Tarry captive.— 25. nn:D] @S2C pi. The order of words in v.''^^

varies greatly in the Mss. of @, e.g. in @^ '7N->a» nn follows i3ic3; ®s agrees

with fSlST ; Tischendorf 's text places S^na" no after '''^, and n2nc2 after njtf

(so Si) . Cf. Acts 7*'-.— 26. ni3D] Read rrp (so Dozy, Die Isr. zu Mekka, p. 33

;

Schmidt, JBL. XIII. 8), with © and 2. Tr\v o-K-qvrjv ; similarly 5i ouliLAifl

and U tabernacidum. 'A. toi>s avaKia.<yfxov% ; 0. tt;^ SpatTLv, confusing with

nri' (Schmidt); ST rio>p (cf. Lag. Proph. Chald. 452). Cod. 196 of de R. nTD

(so also Ba.). The reading mrp is adopted by many (Schrader, SK. 1874,

pp. 324-35, and COT. II. 142; Oort, ThT. XIV. 142, 147 f.; Gun., Baethgen

Sent. Rel. 239; Mit., Now., Dr., Oct., BDB.), but v.i.— d^jSs] @ tov MoX6x =

'ri'i'b; 'A. MoXxi/J-; <S N*" ^V^/n- 5J Moloch dec vestro ; all taking it as name of

an idol ; so also two codd. of de R. 2C liD''"ici;nD. 2. 0. ^a<n\^ws v/j.Coi'.

Ba. Dr'7!?; but see Diisterdieck, SAT., 1849, pp. 908-12.— |r;] (3 'Pat^di', a

copyist's error of n for 3. Jus., Ba., and Schmidt cite : (i) J. D. Mich. Stipple-

menta, pp. 1225 ff., who adopts Kircher's explanation (^Lingua Aegyptiaca resti-

tuia, p. 49) of PH€>AN = Arab. Sjt = Sm = Saturn; and (2) P. E. Jablonski,

Opuscula (1806), pp. 41 ff. (= Remphah Aegyptiorum deus, 1731), who reads

VofKpa (cf. Complutensian, Origan), and explains it as Ro-mphah = king of

heaven = sun. ®, 'A. 2. read jvr, taking it as a proper name. 0. d/xavpwaiv,

and U ifjiaginem, both deriving from po {v. Muss-Arnolt, Exp^ II. 425).

S .cl_ii = TJx:? (so also Jus., Ba., Dozy, Die Isr. zu Mekka, '},y, Kue., Rel. of

Isr. I. p. 245; Schrader, SK. 1874, pp. 324 f.; Gun., Mit., We., Gu., Now.,

BDB., Oort, E77i.\ Dr., Elh., Oet.).— nj^c'?x] Dozy, 3c'?x (so Muss-Arnolt,

Exp.^ II. 425). Gr. suggests that 11313 may be the name of a god and that

we should read idSx rxi. Schrader transposes 's to follow dstiSx {COT. II.

141 f.; Gun., Mit., Oort {Em.), Dr.(?), Elh., Oct.). We. om. as a gloss on

D3''nS«.— 3313] We. om. as a gloss on po (so independently G. F. Moore in

BDB., Gu., Schmidt, JBL. XIII. 10; Zeydner, Stetn/nen voor Waarheid en

Vrede, 1893, PP- 613 ff.; cf. Dr.). Cf. Now., who takes D3^^SN 3313 as a gloss

belonging before p''3. — D3^^SN] ^ psmrd. @ and & have a different order

from lil^T in the latter part of this v., @ = and the star of your god, Raiphan

— their images which ye made for yourselves; B — the star which you made

for yourselves a god (cf. U). We. takes v.^^ as a later addition which has

crowded out an original threat that connected closely with v.'^^ (so also Now.,

Che. {EB., but see Crit. Bib.), Lohr, Marti).— 27. icti'] We. om. (so Lohr).

18a. Alas /'\ Not so strong as woe, implying "commiseration,

rather than denunciation" (Driver).— For those who long /or]
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Not the hypocritical Hithpolel = /r<?/<?;/^ that they desire ;* nor

the simple Pfel = desire, with the reflexive sense, desire for them-

selves ;^ but eartiestly desire and expect. %— The day of Yahweh']

Cf. Jo. 2- 3"*^^. The prophet does not speak to (i) those who in

their misery and distress think that the coming of Yahweh, even

if it brought death, would be better than their present situation ; §

nor to (2) the credulous and superstitious Israelites, who, trusting

in their Israelitish descent, and mindful of promises made to their

ancestors, but forgetful of the obedience on which the promises

were based, and of their own conduct which was the occasion

of the evil situation, blindly imagine that Yahweh's day can bring

only good
; II

nor to (3) the bold and reckless sceptics who did

not believe that the day would ever come, and thus mocked the

suggestions by the prophet to this effect (cf. Is.
5^'' Je. ly^^Ez.

i2^-).1[ He has in mind, rather, (4) the great multitude, who
think that without reference to their conduct, or the attitude of

their mind, this " coming day " will be a " cure-all " for every

woe.** It does not, however, follow from this, as Wellhausen

contends, that Amos would have " protested against the Messianic

belief, if he had known of it."

Amos found a well-established doctrine of the day of Yahweh cherished

among the people. They looked forward to it as a day when Yahweh would

give them triumphant victory over all their enemies and thereby establish

himself as supreme among the gods. This hope grew out of their monolatrous

conception of Yahweh and their belief in their own nation as destined to

become the great and powerful representative of Yahweh among the nations,

and was fostered by the long-continued hostilities between Israel and her

neighbors, in which Israel was not always victorious. The day must come,

therefore, in which Yahweh would gloriously vindicate himself and his people

by overthrowing all his foes and making Israel supreme. But the idea as

expressed by Amos was, in one essential point at least, directly contrary to

the prevailing thought ; instead of Israel triumphing over her enemies on that

day, she is herself to be humiliated, and that by Yahweh himself. This new
conception of the day was the direct outcome of Amos's new conception of

Yahweh as an ethical God, whose chief requirement of his people was right-

eousness. Amos felt that in view of the moral corruption of Israel it was

inevitable that Yahweh would punish her and thus vindicate his own righteous-

* Har., citing Ti»ax% Jos. 9^; n^jnp'n, i K. 142; U'snpi., i K. 2088.

tPu., Mit.
'''

+ GAS. "^^
Os., cf. Cal. '

|| Geb., Ba.

It Har., Dathe, Jus., Ros., New., Ew. ** We.
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ness in the sight of the world. Other nations, too, were to be punished, not,

however, as enemies of Israel, hut as transgressors of the moral law. The

new way thus marked out by Amos was trodden by all his successors.

The development of the idea kept pace with the growth of the conception

of Yahweh, and further modifications through successive periods were caused

by the ever changing historical and social environment. For a systematic

historical treatment of this subject see J. M. P. Smith, "The Day of Yahweh,"

AJTh. V. (1901), 505-33. Other material will be found in R. H. Charles,

A Critical History of the Doctrine of a Future Life, etc. (1899), 80-137; and

the article, " Eschatology of the Apocryphal and Apocalyptic Literature,"

DB.; A. B. Davidson, art. "Eschatology of the O.T.;' DB.; Marti, Gesck.

der Isr. Religion, 180-6; WRS. Proph. 131 ff. 397 ff.

18 b. What have ye to do with it .?] This is plainly an interpola-

tion, explaining the "in of the preceding line,— what concern is it

of yours ? What good luill it do you ? (cf. Gn. 2 7*^) .— Yahweh''

s

day is a day of darkness and not iight'] It is better thus to

connect " DV with what follows.* The darkness is figurative,

i.e. ruin, calamity, but it is also physical or literal, as appears

from the following comparisons. It remained for Joel, in later

days, to emphasize still more strongly the literal side (cf. Jo. i^^

2^ 3*"), and represent nature itself as sharing in the gloom
; f

cf. also Is. 5* 8"^ 9^ 58^ 59^ Je. 13'*'. — 19. As when one flees

from a lion and a bear meets him'\ The comparison is singularly

appropriate in view of the occupation of Amos, for it was an

everyday experience ; cf. Is. 24^^— The /ion'] Cf. i S. 1
7^^ La. 3^".

— The dear] Once common and dangerous, although at present

found only in the northern districts (cf. i S. 17'^ 2 K. 2'* La. 3^").

— Or goes into the house . . . and a serpent bites him] The coming

home has no connection with the lion and bear episodes, as, for

example, because of the terror and exhaustion which would follow

such an encounter
; J it is rather the sudden coming of misfortune

when and where it would be least expected. § — The serpent]

Probably an adder hidden in a crevice. Strange enough is the

tendency of ancient commentators to refer the animals in these

comparisons to particular individuals, e.g. the lion to Nebuchad-

nezzar,
||
Pul ;^ the bear to the Persians,** Tiglathpileser,^ Ahasu-

erus ; ||
the serpent to Shalmaneser,^ Alexander the Great, or

* So Ros., Schro. ; on the contrary, Mit., GAS., Marti. f Schro., Ba.

+ Hi., Mit. J Ros., Dr., et al. \\ Jer. H Geb, Har. ** Abar.
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Antiochus Epiphanes.* The thought is not climactic, a grada-

tion being intended,! but is general, and pictures a situation from

which there is no escape ; cf. " incidit in Scyllam, qui vult vitare

Charybdim." t — 20. Deep darkness toithout any brightness in //]

After repeating the very words of v.^^, changed for greater forceful-

ness into the form of a question (perhaps Marti is right in treating

v.^" as a gloss on v.^*, and joining v.^"'' to ^^), the prophet employs

another phrase in which still stronger words are used for darkness

and light, viz. deep da?-k?iess, gloom, a darkness which grows greater

and greater, without even a ray of light (cf. Is. 50^*^, and for the

opposite, Is. 9^).— 21. J hate, I despise'] Cf. Is. 1" Dt. 16^- Ps. i r',

and likewise Je. 6^° 7-^. The prophet represents Yahweh as entirely

out of sympathy with the religious worship, and, indeed, hostile to

it. It is the cultus which seems to the prophet to be the occa-

sion of all trouble, since to this may be charged " the illusion and

the obstinacy" of the people.— Your feasts'] Such festal gather-

ings as the passover (i K. 12'^-) and the feast of tents (i K. 8-),

not sacrifices ; religious, not profane. § Under this name were

included the three annual festivals (Ex. 23^* 34"^ i cf. Dt. 16'^).

The name has its origin not in the dancing (Jiin) which was a

feature of the feasts, but in the pilgrimage which was involved.
||

These festivals are hated by Yahweh (cf. Is. i^'^^^), not because

they failed to comply with certain prescribed rules or regulations

as to place ;^ nor because of calf-worship ;
** nor because they

were external, not including worship of the heart,tt for, up to

this time, emphasis had not been placed on heart-worship ; but

because they constituted a cultus which did not truly represent

Yahweh, and must be abandoned, if true ideas of Yahweh were to

prevail. XX— / ivill not smell] A relic of the old superstition that

the god actually smelled the savor of the offering (Gn. 8-' Ex. 29^^

30'^). The term is used as one of several to express delight in,

or acceptance of, a sacrifice (Lv. 26''^ Is. 11^) ; cf. n^~iS (5").

*Jer. t Mit. + Jus., Ros., Schro. \\\\.

II
No. ZDMG. XLI. 719; We. SV. III. 106, 165; WRS. Proph. Lecf. II.

note 6 ; Dr. Safti. 173 ; SS. 184-5 '< BDB. On Hebrew feasts in general see

the literature cited in my Constructive Studies in the Priestly Element in the Old

Testament (1902), pp. 104-6.

H Cal., Va. ** Pu. ft Jus., Ros., Schro., Hd., Ke., Ba. H We.
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While the old realistic idea has doubtless largely disappeared, the

thought was originally like that which appears in the Babylonian

story of the Deluge :
*—

" A peace-offering I made upon the height of the mountain;

Each time I placed seven censers,

Poured into them cahnus, cedarwood and sweet-smelling . .

.

The gods inhaled the savor

;

Yea, the gods inhaled the sweet savor
;

The gods gathered like flies around the sacrificer."

Yourfestivals'] Nowhere else does the plural of this wordf occur.

The singular means an assembly, especially of a religious character,

is used as a synonym of Jn, and designates especially the festival

of the seventh day of the passover (Dt. 16**) and the eighth day of

the Feast of Tabernacles (Lv. 23^'' Nu. 29'^ 2 Ch. 7^) . |— It contains

the idea of holiday, % not that of solemn assembly \\ cf. 2 K. lo-"

I S. i^^ Jo. i". The usage here, as in Is. i^", is general.— 22. For,

although ye offer] This is better than jdvz, if,% or simply although ;
**

cf. the suggestion that the first line of v.^^ is to be taken as apod-

osis of fflK, v.^^tt— Your burnt-offerings and meal-offerings]

These words are not to be separated, J J but, taken together, are

the object, not of n:i-is',§§ but of i'?i?n.
1| ||

The use of the sufifix

with mroa and not with mbu does not depend upon the fact

that the former was offered regularly morning and evening, while

the latter had no fixed rule ;^^ nor is it an inconsistency in the

use of the suffix ;
*** the two words form one idea, and the suffix,

attached to the second, modifies the whole expression (7^./.). The

connective, and, is not even,^ on the ground that the nn:D was

more important than the nbiu. Cf. Wellhausen and Nowack, who
understand that after mbu there originally stood an apodosis which

has fallen out. Perhaps with BDB. {s.v. nroia) mbu might be

taken as a gloss explaining nnK.— Meal-offerings] Originally a

gift, or offering of any kind (Gn. 32^'' 43" i S. 10-^), but as other

* V. KA Z3 p. 550; B W. III. 117. t nni-y.

\ Cf. its use in later times of the Feast of Weeks
; Jos. ^h/. III. 10,6 (= 'Ao-apfla),

and in the Mishnah.

S^
Mit. f Ew. tt Elh. p. 155. \\ Hes.

II
Cf. Ke. ** New., GAS. tt Ros.

|I||
So most comm.

•in So Hi. *** We., Now. : Hal. cm. the suffix with rin:D.
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sacrifices became more definitely indicated, in later usage, and

especially in P, applied only to unbloody or vegetable offerings.

— The peace-offerings of your failings I will not regard'] This

may be regarded as an interpolation, dating from the time when

specific detail must be given regardless of monotony. It is

distinctly superfluous and anti-climactic. The translation peace-

offerings * (only here in the singular) is preferable to thafik-

offering,\ or votive offering % or meal-offering. § The fiiller form is

D'Db'C' PtDT (Lv. 3^'^, etc.).— 23. Take away from me the noise of

thy so?igs'] The verb is singular, showing the elevation and austerity

of the language in keeping with the thought.
||

Noise, or clashing,

is kindred to tumult,% and preferable ** to multitude. If The ob-

jection is not to the musical drawl in worship, \\ but to the entire

worship, of which the music was a part. The parallelism shows

that more was meant than merely the noise of the people's throng

flowing like great waters (Is. \f'^.%% We know little or nothing

of the music of Amos's period.— A7id the melody of thy lyres]

Only here is m^T used of instrumental rather than vocal music

(Ps. 8 1- 98' Is. 51^. The lyre or harp (also called psaltery) with

as many as ten strings (Ps. 33^ was used in profane music (Is. 5^^

14" Am. 6^; cf. Gratz, Psalmen, I. 66), but likewise in sacred

music (2 S. 6^ Ps. 2)Z' i44")-
II II

This passage testifies to the early

use of songs and music at the sacrifice ^1 (cf. 8^** Is. 30''-)
; but it is

not so clear that this description evidences close connection of

the ritual in Samaria with that in Jerusalem.***— I will ?iot hear]

These words, taken separately by Calvin, are evidently an addition

prompted by the desire to complete the parallelism.ftt With

these omitted the line would read. Removefrom me the noise of thy

songs and the melody of thy lyres, a strong pentameter.— 24. Let

justice roll as waters] Cf. Is. i^'^^^ Yahweh wishes not the swelling

sound of pilgrimages, nor that of liturgy, but rather that of judg-

ment. We have here not a threat, \\\ that Yahweh in his wrath

* C; Ros., SS. (j.z/.). t Jos., Evv., Ke., GAS., et al. % Mich.

§ Di. on Lv. 3, Now. ^r^A. II. 211. |1 Ew. H Jer. ** Geb., Ros., Mit.

tt Cal. ++ Or. \\ Hoffm. ZA W. III. 112.

.

III!
Cf. the excellent essay, "Music of the Ancient Hebrews." in The Book of

Psalms (SBON T.), 217-2,^. Ht So We. **• Ke.

Hi- On the other hand, Or., Gu. JtJ Os., New., Hi., Ke.
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will send judgment like a swiftly rolling, impetuous stream ; nor

a prediction * of the righteousness of the Messiah, nor an answer

to certain hypocrites that Yahweh will give free course to (i.e.

bless) their righteousness, if it be sincere
; \ nor an assertion that

by their own efforts alone this ideal state can be secured
; \ but

an exhortation § to give up the old idea of religion, viz. a cultus,

and adopt the new, viz. justice and righteous living.

—

Justice . . .

righteousness~\ That is as practised among men in life ; it is not

the divine justice executed against men as in Is. io~; cf. Is. 51^

59^' 63^
II

— As waters . . . as an ever-flowitig stream'\ The on-

ward, unobstructed flow of a mighty mass of waters is, indeed, an

admirable figure with which to describe the ideal progress of justice

and righteousness. The " stream " was at the rainy season a tor-

rent, at other times a small brook or even merely the dry bed of a

stream. But the stream, to fit the figure, must be never-failing,

ever-flo7ving.— 25. Was it {only) sacrifices and offerings that ye

brought me in the wilderness during forty years'\ Interpretations

have greatly varied ; according as they have represented Israel

during this period, offering (i) idolatrous sacrifice to Yahweh
; f

(2) sacrifice acceptable in form, but not continuous because of

lack of animals ; *|[ (3) required sacrifices, but no freewill-offer-

ings ;
**

(4) sacrifices to idols, but not to Yahweh
; ft (s) sacrifice

accompanied (v.^") by idol-worship
; J J (6) few sacrifices compared

with their many rebellions
; §§ (7) no sacrifices at all

; || || (8) sacri-

fices to be sure, but also something else, viz. " true worship of the

heart and righteousness, public and private." 1^ This rendering

places the emphasis in its proper place and does not compel Amos
to say that there were no sacrifices or offerings in the wilderness.

The n of C'nsn has been taken as the article,*** as n interrogative

expecting an affirmative answer
; fff as n interrogative expecting a

negative answer. \XX The real meaning is this : In the period of

the wandering, "the golden age," ye brought me something more

* Schegg. t Cal. + Ew.

§ Har., Mau., Hd., Pu., Or., Gun., We., Mit., GAS., Dr. ||
Ke. IT Geb.

** Jus. ft Jer., Os., Pu., Or. ++ Va., Ros., Mau. \^ Schro.

nil Hi., Ew., Ba.. We., Mit., GAS., Dr., Marti. f+f Hd.
ITU Macdonald, JBL. XVHI. 214 f.

+++ So most recent comm.
*** Dahl, Stru., Mau.
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than sacrifices (cf. Je. 7^ ; and the logical connection is with the

following verse and not with the preceding, as appears from the

strophic structure, and from the evident connection between

Dnrjn (v.^), and Dnxroi (v.^^ ; v.i.).— Forty years'] The same tradi-

tion concerning the sojourn in the wilderness as that furnished by

the Hexateuch.— 26. But now ye lift up] This has been taken

as (i) a charge of idolatry against the time of the wandering in

the wilderness* (= arid ye lifted up); but what has the prophet's

thought here to do with idolatry in the time of the wilderness ?

(2) as a question coordinate with and parallel to the preceding,

Did ye carry about the tabertiacle of your king, etc. ; f (3) as a

charge of idolatry for the entire period from the wandering to the

days of Amos, j and indeed such a charge would have been true
;

cf. Jos. 24" Ex. 32^«i«Ju. I'j''- I S. 191^ I K. 12-^-^; (4) as an

accusation against the contemporaries of Amos {and ye lift uf) ; §

(5) as a prediction {and ye shall lift up) of a time when they

shall carry their idols on their backs into captivity
; ||

and (6) as

a command (the waw consecutive and perfect being treated as

an imperative) to take up their idols and go into captivity ; ^ cf.

Is. chap. 2. The 1 would be conjunctive in (i) and (2), adversative

in (3) and (4), consecutive in (5) and (6).— 77^1? shrine ofyour

king and the image ofyour God which ye have madefor yourselves]

This translation (i) is based upon a text which treats {a) 12213 as

a gloss explaining jva, and having its origin at a time when the

latter had come to be pronounced lyD and treated as the name of

a deity {v.s.)
;

{b) WZ'^bl as a gloss explaining DS'nbx, occa-

sioned by the phrase crb Dn'C"!? "irK {v.s.) ; and restores msp to

n2p {v.s.)
; (2) accepts the proposition that according to the

context Amos has in mind an impure and corrupt worship, in

other words, a worship which included not only a wealth of sacri-

ficial offerings in number and variety, together with extravagant

and debauching sacrificial banquets, but also pretentious proces-

sions in which the sacred symbols of Yahweh were carried about

with a view to gaining his favor
; (3) rejects the proposition that

* Os., Dathe, Jus., Hes., Ba., Hi., Ke., Pu., Bu. {Rel. of Isr., 68).

t Schmidt, JBL. XIII. 1-15. t Geb., Har.

§ Tide {Gesck. d. Relig. im Altertum, I. 336).

II
Ew., Or., VaK, GAS., Dr. ; Peters, Hebr. I. 242 f. t Mit.
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idolatry was intended, whether this was the worship of Assyrian

gods,* viz. Sakkut (= Adar) and Kewan (= Saturn), including

the view which would make ']b^ and chl proper names, viz.

Moloch (or Milcom) and Selem
; f or Phoenician gods, viz. Xoun

and Keiwan;\ (4) avoids the conjecture, occasioned by the

difficulty of ascribing the worship of Assyrian gods to Amos's time,

that the whole is either very late, i.e. after 722 B.C., or a late re-

daction of an earlier text which had become unintelligible {v.s^
;

(5) involves the treatment of anxc'3l suggested in (4), p. 137.

The prophet has in mind the times of the wandering in the wilder-

ness, times when Israel was treated with special favor by Yahweh,

a favor which was evidently secured in some other way than by

sacrifices and processions. These were the times which antedated

the introduction of Canaanitish impurity into the Yahweh worship.

His face is set severely against recognizing this sort of thing as

pleasing to Yahweh. This kind of worship will not merely fail to

turn away his anger; it is, in itself, an occasion of displeasure.

The condition of heart and mind which it represents is sufficient

evidence that only punishment of the severest character will meet

the exigencies of the situation.— 27. Beyond Damascus^ This

phrase in earlier days represented the climax of judgment, as did

Babylon in later days. Cf. Acts 7*^ in which Stephen actually

substitutes Babylon for Damascus.

18. iin] Used at times as a particle of denunciation and threatening; cf.

Is. 124^8.11.18.20.21.22^ ctc; but also as expressing commiseration and grief;

cf. I K. 13^° Is. 33-11 6^ 24!^.— n-iiNPcn] Art. with ptcp. = rel. cl. with its

antecedent; H. 4, 3/; Ko. 411 a. Hithp. = an intensified Pi'el (cf. BDB.)

= to long after presumptuously; 57. Je.
17I8.— r\\ nol^] On d. f. firm., cf. GK.

20 k and on d. f. conj., GK. 20 c; on force of nr, K6. 42^ = adverb, giving

" directness and force " to the question (BDB.) ; contra Ros., who regards it

as either obj. of vb. desire understood, or as subj. of some phrase such as

come into your 7nind.— niN nS] nS with noun; cf. GK. 152 a'; more emphatic

than rx; cf. Ex. 4I0 Am. 6" 7H jg. 2", etc.— 19. Dir] Freq.; fol. by

four pfs. with waw cons., GK. 112 ni, K6. 367 in.— ii'njn . . . 3nn . . . nxn]

Art. denoting an individual not definitely known, GK. 126^,^; K6. ^pob.

— n-'^n] Art. = his ; K6. 299 e. — 20. njj nS] n^, rather than px, as in v.i^.

—

*So Schra. COT. II. 141 f.; We., Mit., Dr., Che., Now., Torrey, BDB., Muss-

Arnoh, Marti, et al.

t Baethgen {Sent. Rel. 239). % Tiele, Rev. de V Hist. d. Rel, III. 211.
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21. TNJ^'] Stat, pf., GK. 106^. Note asyndeton, GK. 154 a, N. ; Ko. 370^, h.

— 3 nnx] Cf. Ex. 30^8 Lv. 26^1 Is. ii^, only other cases where this vb. is fol-

lowed by 3 of interest (cf. K6. 2i2<-).— DO\"nxv] D. f. dirimens, GK. zoh.

— 22. 2N -a] = For even z/'(K6. '^'jzh) ; Dr., § 143, treats it as an imaginary

condition introduced by DN taking imperf. in both protasis and apodosis.

—

D0_] With the second of two nouns which, together, form one idea, cf. 2 S. 23^.

Muss-Arnolt {Exp.^ II. 414, N. 3) calls attention to the frequency of this con-

struction in Assyrian; ^.^. Tig. Pil. I., Prism Inscr. col. I. 71, narUabali u um-

ma-nl-te-ia (my chariots and my warriors), II. 6, III. 44, etc. P'or the opposite

construction in which the suffix is used with the first of a series of nouns and

omitted with succeeding ones, v. Ex. 15^; cf. Assurbanipal, Annais,W. 59 ff.;

cf. GK. 135 m. — dVw'i] On the nature of this offering, cf. Now., Arch. II. 21 1 f.

Elsewhere a*?;:' is always pi. ; it is used sometimes with nai preceding it {eg.

Ex. 24^ I S. 11^^), and sometimes without njr as here {e.g. Nu. 15^ I S. 13^). It

is not unlikely that the pi. cstr. should be read here; the "i might easily be lost

sight of between two c's.— QDssn::] Cf. Is. i^i. Assyr. inaru = fat; Ar. c yO

= be digestible. The word is used generally, as here, of sacrificial animals,

e.g. Ez. 39I8. — 24. ^i^y] For advers. 1, cf. Ko. 360^. Perles, Analekien,

p. 75, following We., proposes to connect with Sj = spring and to translate

spring tip, ox bubble forth.— aa'i'r] Cf. Batten, y^Z. XI. 206-10, on usage of

this word; here evidently in the sense oi Justice.— 26. a."iN-;':i] GK. ii2x
takes the pf. with waw cons, as fut. {yea, ye shall take it up') and \12rr as

frequentative (cf. Ew., Oct., p. 71) ; Dr. § 119 a treats it as pf. with waw cons,

not attached to a preceding impf. but still retaining future force; Ko. 368 3,

emphatic— copula going back to v.'^*, and resuming the thought after the inter-

ruption of the parenthetical question in v.^^; cf. Am. 2!-"; Che. {EB.), the

waw is simply waw-explic. so often prefixed to glosses; cf. Is. 45"''.— ... nrp]

That this was the original pointing is supported by <S and 2., although the

next word Ma>X6x makes (S, as a whole, interpret the passage of idolatry

rather than impure worship; in its favor are also SU {t.s.). Under the

influence of the anti-idolatrous feeling, and at an early time, although after

the coming in of Assyrian ideas (Is. 2^*), the striking resemblance of the

Assyrian SAG-KUD, i.e. Ninib, the Assyrian god of war (cf. mj3 7^20, 2 K. 17%
the name of a god; Dl. Pa. 215 f.), which name with the determinative kak-

kab = sizr (II. R. 32, 25; COT. II. 141 f.; Tiele, Bab.-Ass. Gesch. 528 f.;

Sayce, Ilib. Lectures, pp. 7, 151-154), as suggested by Jules Oppert, means the

planet Saturn, led to a modification of the original nrD to nrp, the change

from a to i being perhaps suggested by the form of V''P'r'> abomination (words

denoting idolatry and idols frequently take the ground-form qittfll, e.g.

D'''i'7'J, n^iU,"'; so Ba.; Baudissin, Sem. Kel. I. 95 f.; No. G'ott. Gelehrt.Anzeigen

(1884) 11. 1022; Torrey, JBL. XIII. 61 f.; Che. Exp.^ V. 43; Muss-

Arnolt, Exp.''' II. 421 f.), or due to a natural attenuation (»./.).— pv] Espe-

cially interesting are TS which makes it a common noun, viz. imaginem (as

adopted above), and ^ li\:, the pronunciation which expressed the later in-
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terpretation involved in the reference to Assyrian gods. For reference to the

use of this word in Babyl. texts, cf. Jensen, Kosniologie, inf. For formation

as a common noun, cf. jvs (Ez. 39^^) ; Sta. § 228. In connection with this

interpretation may be noted (i) the suggestion of Muss-Arnolt (^Exp^ II.

414-28), who transposes v.-*^, placing it between vs.^^ and 2*, omits v.-^ as

a marginal gloss, emending it as follows : 'Ui ddcSx 3j13 piD"nxi d^tiSn',

translating: And now ye worship Ninib as your decider (or king), and even

as your elohim ; and the star Saturji, as your idol which, etc. He takes Nirj

here in the sense of the Assyr, ndsii gdtd = lift up the hands = pray to, wor-

ship; and "pri as equivalent to the Assyr. mal{i)ku which is applied to

Ninib and other gods; and accounts for the selection of these names from

the many Assyrian gods by the fact that the star Kaimanu, the star of the god

Ninib, is spoken of as the star of justice and righteousness (kakkab kettu u

me-sar, II. R. 49, No. 3, 41), hence was chosen with reference to the thought

of v.^*. (2) The opinion of Che. that the " proof of the Assyriological ex-

planation is so nearly complete that we ought not to hesitate to accept it

"

i^ExpJ' V. 42-44; abandoned, "however, in Crit. Bib. in favor of a Jerahme-

elite explanation) ; but the cultus here designated (that of Sakkiith and

Kaiwati) was not known in Israel until after 722 B.C. (cf. 2 K. 17*-'). An
insertion of this kind is seen perhaps in Is. lo'*. (3) The suggestion of

Baethgen {^Sem. Rel. 239) that there are four proper names of deities, viz. Sak-

kut, Kaiwan, Moloch, Selem. (4) The suggestion of G. A. Barton {^Oriental

Studies, Philadelphia, 1894) that Amos refers to a cultus that was at least

probably present in his own day; since in one of the El-Amarna letters from

Jerusalem mention is made of a city Beth-Ninib, an evidence of the worship

of Ninib, or Saturn, in Palestine. (5) The suggestion of Tiele {Rev. d. Vhist.

d. rel. III. 211), who makes these divinities purely Phoenician. (6) The

objection to the interpretation which makes the prophet refer to the carrying

into exile, by Israel, of Assyrian gods, that, as a matter of fact, the victors

would carry off the idols of the vanquished nations (We.; cf. Hi.). (7) The

reading of Haupt, ZA. II. 266, 281 f., jvp (for ic>sr), the Hebrew form of the

Babyl. name Ka'amanu. (8) The opinion that Sakkuth and Kaiwan are per-

haps two names for the same god; since Sakkuth is an ideographic writing

for the god Ninib, and Ninib seems to be the god of the planet Saturn

{— Kaiivanii), and Sak-kut and Kaiwnjiu are associated, as here, in the

Shurpu tablets; cf. IV. R. 52, col. 4, 1. 9; and Zimmern, Beitr. ztir Ke7intnis

der Bab. Rel. (1896), p. 10, 1. 179 (so R. W. Rogers, EB. I. 749; Muss-

Arnolt, Exp.^ II. 414-28). (9) The carrying of images in procession among

the Hebrews is not at all improbable in view of (a) the references to the

carrying of the ark in the wilderness, around Jericho (Jos. 6), and into battle

(as at Gilboa)
;

{b) the same custom among the Assyrians, as at the New
Year's procession (cf. Jastrow, Rel. of Bab. and Assyr, 679; C. J. Ball, Light

from the East, 173); and (f) among the Egyptians (cf. Herodotus: "The

image being in a small temple of gilt wood, they carry out on the previous day

to another sacred habitation"; quoted by Hd. p. 159). (10) The designa-
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tion of Yahweh as ^'?^ occurs also in Je. 48^^ ^i^~ Dt. 33^ Ps. 5^ loi^ 29'";

and, as Elh. suggests, Israelites do not apply the term to the gods of for-

eigners. (11) The sugg. of Ko. II. i. 151, that the pointing jvr is intended to

suggest pr, as something established, firm. (12) The explanation of Schmidt,

who regards nrp and p'^ as the original readings, but accounts for fHST by

supposing that at a later time a;3'?a came to be read ai'^c, that this suggested

the reading p\r, and that this in turn gave rise to the pointing nirp, the Pal-

estinian equivalent for mrp, a being attenuated as in Rinimon (= Ramman)
and 7'?]f/;7^'////^^i?/' (= Tukulti-apal-e-sarra). (13) The suggestion of Hal.

that three idols of Aramaean origin are mentioned, viz. ni3D, the Aramaean

name of Nabft, which was something like rri^D, the 2ex^s of Hesychius;

|VD = Saturn; and 3did = Venus (Aram. Nn33iD) ; the translation being "And
you shall carry Sakwe, your king, and Kaiwan and Kokab, your gods, the

images which, etc." — 27. '^ nx^n^] Is a circumlocution for the st. cstr. ; Ko.

281/; BDB.; cf. Je. 2219 Gn. 3521.

VI. 1-7. A tvoe upoji reckless and indifferent Samaria, who

devotes herself to enervating luxury of e7)ery kind, — in food and

drink, home-life and banqtiets,— but forgets the danger which

threatens the country ! She shall herself lead the captives who are

soon to be dragged aivay.

The unity of this section (the second section of three six-line strophes) is

seen in (i) the, outer form, and (2) the single thought which it presents, viz.

the sinful luxury of the nation (y.'^, pass over to Calneh, etc., is a later inser-

tion, W.2.). The structure of the section is characterized by the constant re-

currence of the ptcp. with the article, followed by a finite vb. in cases in

which it is desirous to prolong the thought. Each of the couplets (except

the ninth) presents a single characteristic of the nation, viz. (i) recklessness,

(2) conceit, (3) procrastination, (4) luxury, (5) gluttony, (6) enervation,

(7) drunkenness, (8) hardness; therefore (9) captivity.

1. D''JJKU'n] @ rots e^ovdevova-iv = DiBNiyn, with Aramaic force (Bauer) or

DiNJC'n; cf. Zc. 1^^, where the same word was unknown to <& translators

(Vol.); & ^A.^A.|^ = D'ONU'H (Seb.); U i/ui opulenti estis; 'A. Karaawa-

TaXQvTes; Q. evdrjvovvres. Gr. d^jjn'^i:'.— ivsi] Ghe. nnrp (/^/v. X. 573)

;

Co. (£in/.) suspects genuineness (cf. Now., Volz, Lohr, Marti). — nTXi opj

DMjn] @ direTpvy7)a-av (— lopj Vol.; Schleus. fol. Dru. corrects to direrpOirrj-

aav; cf. Arabic) dpxas idvQv. ^ . . ^yg — i-i,-!^ (Seb.) or i3P) (Hal.); U
optimates ; 2. ol wvoixacrij.^i'oi irrl rots dpxvy°^^ '''^^ idvQv; 6. 0? iireKK-fjdriffav

apxctoi Twv idvwv; hence Gr. and Che. suggest ''Nipon, but this is unneces-

sary since 2p) in Ni. means practically the same thing; cf. Nu. I^'' I Ch. 16*1

2 Ch. 2815, etc.; in this case opj should be read "jpjn = t/ny who are desig-
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nated, or designate themselves, as the first, etc. This is supported by (i) 9., S.;

(2) the grammatical consistency which it furnishes with the use of the ptcp.

fol. by a finite vb. throughout the entire passage; (3) the fact that, as Lagarde

has shown, the fmal o of the pi. was not written in original Mss. Torrey's read-

ing {JBL. XIII. 62 f.) iDpj (based on (g, though (S uses it in another sense),

an imv. (to be translated, " make the round of the foremost nations and come
to them, house of Israel! Pass over to Calneh, etc.") to be connected logi-

cally with V.-, is suggestive but fails to relieve the difficulty, since it looks to

the preservation of v.^ as a part of the original text. Hal. ij;^j = Pronoitnce

(the names of).— Vxitr^ rriJ on*? in3i] @ koX elffrjXdov avroi, connecting oIkos

ToO 'I(Tpa^\ with the following v.; S - .V .-^ = irn (Seb.(?)); "S ingredientes

pompatice domum Israel; % iiDDnp^T ycf) '731. Che., an'^ iDin (/^^. X. 573),

but this means nothing. The reading irja (fol. S) is in close sympathy with

the context, and is supported (i) on the side of the construction by Jos. 8--^

ii^'^ Dt. 2^^ ^•, (2) as a charge against the rulers by Is. 3I2. H. 15 jqSj cf_

Ez. 34IO. 22 ^jn. 2*'ff- 4^ 5i2ff. (6-^). The reading "-^^-w^ n>2n nVinj (Grimme,

ZDMG., 1897, p. 696), while ingenious, contributes nothing; much more

plausible is the reading Dn';'i!<3i (cf. 2 K. 24^^) " und zu deren Vorderesten

das Haus Israel gehort " (Hirscht). Oct. suggests either Snii^i nij "'Spai, or

z"' no3 (^pD) D''ri'7>\?i; Gr. suggests ijoi.. Hal. inoi.— 2. hjSd] (S Trdyres

;

S l_*.!;:ils.
— nan ncn] (g 'E;ua6' 'Pa/3j3d. — mi] (S adds ^Ket^ei/. — pj] Hal. dj.

— a'PB'h'B] @ d\Xo0i;Xw^, as usual.— aman] ©SiF have superlative, taking n

as the article. The whole v. is a later insertion (so Schra., Bickell in COT.,

We., Now., Lohr, Oct., Marti; cf. GAS., and Peters, Hebr. II. 175, who
suggests that Amos may have been still alive in 71 1 B.C.), as appears (l) from

the different form of the v. as compared with those which precede and

follow, i.e. the different rhythm (Bickell in COT. II. 144); (2) from the

marked interruption which it makes in the transition of thought from v} to v.^

(the connection between 1 and ^ being very close) and the grammatical dis-

turbance involved; (3) from the utter lack of meaning which it furnishes;

(4) from the historical fact {v.i.~) that in the days of Amos these cities had not

yet been destroyed. The text is to be emended (so Geiger, Oort, Efn.; We.,

Val., Now., Oct., Marti, et al.) (rt) by inserting the subj. of o^'Oie, viz, anx,

dropped perhaps because of similarity of sound, (3) by transferring the p
connected with aaSiaj to stand with aSi3J. Cf. Elh., ao'^DJD dSidj jji bn, and

Gr., '1J1 31 aj.— 3. onjcn] ^ ot ipx^/^d'oi, but ®'^Q and Syr.-Hex. (in mar-

gin) ol e^xVei'ot = Binjan; ^ . .tim.*.^; = Q''Dncn (Seb.), or oiiNPcn (Gr.)

;

U ^ui separati estis ; 2C I^^nip ]i:n'. Baumann inserts ''in. Che, aiaijppn

mxp Di"''^; Riedel, Oi>'?,— ptrjm] ® oi iyyl^^ovres Kal icpairrbnevoi, a double

rendering; Hoffm. |-ii;'^ni ; Riedel, itJ'jni.— nae*] @ (raj3/3(irwv = nnc' (so

also Hoffm., Hirscht); cf, ^ |a ^-^V^ Cbe,, nar; Gr, nac j Riedel, nac'':;

Marti, 1 nr.
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VI. 1. Alas /] Addressed to the ruling classes ; they that are

careless in Zioif] Jud^h as vyell as Israel is now rebuked, for (i)

there is no good reasoii to'om'it JV^- (j'-^-) ', cf. Nowack, who would

give a later date (the time of writing down the prophecy) to v.', if

the reference to Judah is original ; and Cheyne, who would make

v.^ a late insertion or change jV^ to n:i"in {v.s^, the people being

at ease because (2 K. 15""') the general resided there; (2) the

rendering of (!9 and S 7vho despise Zioii * may not be sustained
;

(3) there is no support for the translation " make a tumult in " ;t

the usual interpretation, at ease, secure, careless, is supported by

Is. 32^— Reckless ifi the mount of Samaria'\ i.e. those in Samaria

who are confident and therefore reckless,! "ot, those who trust in

the strength of Samaria. § — Who specify themselves the chief of the

tiations'] According to i^K, "rpo, the rulers are here designated

as noted, marked by name (cf. the later usage m Nu. i^^ i Ch. 16^^

2 Ch. 28^^ 31^^)
J
there being no reference in these words to the

cities of Jerusalem and Samaria.
||

Justi's " the priiices of the first

people of the earth " (cf. Nu. 1^'') well expresses the idea, a com-

mon one from the earliest times, that Israel was the most exalted

nation of the entire world. It is better {v.s.) to make a slight

change in the text and thus secure the rendering indicated. The

expression is not ironical.i[ Cf. same phrase (without article) used

of Amalek in Nu. 24^^, of spoil in i S. i5-\ and of Ammon in

Dn. 11^^— Unto whom Israel's house comes'] Cf. Ex. 18^" 2 S. 15*.

The pronoun 7vhom does not refer to the nations whom Israel dis-

possessed,** nor to the mountains of Zion and Samaria, the land

which Israel occupied,tt iior to these mountains as places where

the Israelites assemble for worship and for judgment
; J J but rather

to the princes, to whom as leaders and judges Israel comes for

justice (cf. 2 S. 15''), or to render service ; §§ cf. On. 19^ i K. 10'^

Is. 49'^ It is not necessary to omit urh ixm,
|| ||

nor to under-

stand i[1[ that the phrase refers to the coming of the people to their

leaders to learn foreign customs ; but it must be conceded (with

» Adopted by Dathe ; Geb. so translates fflO:. ^ Os., Gcb., Pu. ** Ki.

t Har. II
Cf. Cal. tt Ros.

t Cal., Ros., Mau., Ba. H We., GAS., Dr. tt Hes.

^ Schro., Mau., Umb., Hi., Hd., Ba., Schegg, Pu., Or., Dr. ^H With Hoffm,

IJII So We.
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Nowack) that the phrase is an awkward one, and that some such

word as 't2£w' might well have been expected. Much may be said

for the reading of S> (zi.s.), "and spoil for themselves the house

of Israel." Cf. Marti, who reads "and in the gods of the house

of Israel," and calls it a gloss on "in the mount of Samaria."

— 2. Pass over to Calneh . . . Hamath and . . . Gath'] With this

verse must be compared Na. 3* Ju. 1
1'-^

2 K. 19'". The determina-

tion of the localities depends somewhat upon the age of the

verse. Is the verse as a whole encouraging, and intended (whether

by Amos or a later editor) to strengthen Israel's claim that she is

the first of the nations ? In this case these cities are cited as ex-

amples of prosperity, and the argument is :
" No city of your

acquaintance is more flourishing than yours
;
yet ye treat Yahvveh,

who has given you this prosperity, with neglect ; the punishment

for this conduct is exile."* But (see Nowack) (i) contemporaries

of Amos needed no such encouragement in their faith
; (2) the

mention of Gath would have no meaning in such a comparison

while Assyria and Egypt were in existence
; (3) " these king-

doms " must mean Calneh, etc., not Israel and Judah. Or, is the

verse threatening, and intended to warn Israel that she, however

" first " she may be, shall perish ? In this case these cities are

cited as examples of ''fallen greatness'' (Driver), and the argument

is :
" If cities that have been great are now in ruins, Israel, like-

wise, may perish."! The latter view is to be accepted {v.s^.—
CalneJi] (cf. n.?'??, Gn. 10'"; ID^?, Is. lo^ n?2, Ez. 27-8) is not

Ctesiphon, on the Tigris;! nor Nifrer;§ nor Kullani, mentioned

in the Eponym Canon
||

as conquered by Tiglathpileser III., B.C.

738 (= modern KuUanhou, six miles from Arpad ; cf. Calno and

Arpad, Is. 10^) ;^ nor Kunulua (Kinalia), about seventy-five miles

north of Hamath, southeast of Antioch, capital of Patin ;
** but,

perhaps, the Kulunuft conquered by Sargon, 711 b.c.— Hamath

the great'] The modern Hamah (with 30,000 inhabitants), on the

* So Ew., Hi., Ke., Or., WRS. {Proph. 138), Dr.

t Ba., Pu., Schra., We., Now. % Ba., Or. \ G. Rawlinson (Smith's DBX).

II
G. Smith, The Assyr. Eponym. Canon, 50; Wk1. Gesch. Bab. u. Ass. 225;

Tiele, Dab.-Ass. Gesch. 230. H H. G. Tomkins, PSBA. V. 61.

** Gu. Das Zuhinftsbild des Jesaia, 43 ; Di. on Is. lo^.

tt Dl. Pa. 225; COT. II. 143.
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Orontes, 150 miles north of Damascus, the northernmost limit of

the territory promised to Israel (Nu. 34*). At times it was a part

of the Israelitish kingdom (as under David and Solomon, its king

being Toi, 2 S. 8^, and perhaps under Jeroboam II., 2 K. 14^-^

Am. 6") ; at other times, it was independent and allied with neigh-

boring nations against Assyria, as when it joined with Syria and

Israel against Shalmaneser II. and was defeated, S54 B.C. ; or with

Judah, against Tiglathpileser III., 741 ; or against Sargon, 720,

when at last its subjection was complete. After this date it is re-

ferred to as furnishing colonists for Samaria, 2 K. ly"'*, and con-

taining Israehtish exiles. Is. 11".*— Gath of the Philistines']^ That

one of Philistia's five cities nearest (cf. i S. 17''-) Judah's border

(whether it is to be taken as Tell es Safieh,-\ or Dikriii, \ or to be

regarded as unknown §). It was destroyed by Uzziah (2 Ch. 26^)

about 760 B.C. Here resided Rephaim (Jos. ii" 2 S. 21^^--). Cf.

Gimtu Asdudim, COT. II. 89, 91. ||

— Are they better than these

kingdo7iis ? Or is their border greater thaji your border .?] ^^'ith

this rendering the sense is. Are the cities just mentioned fairer

than the kingdoms of Israel and Judah ? No ; for God has so

punished them that they are reduced in size.^f How ungrateful,

therefore, you are, in view of all that God has done for you above

your fellows.** The question is answered afifirmatively by some tt '•

Yes ; therefore how foolish it is of you to remain careless, having

seen the downfall of people more powerful than yourselves. Some
take the n as article, instead of interrogative (cf. (§ and %'), and

translate as a clause in apposition with the names just given, "the

best of those kingdoms." | J The words have been put in the

mouth of the leaders, §§ saying: {Go to) those which ore better

thafi these kingdoms {just ?nentioned), and see if any is as great

as yours,— this is the boasting of the leaders. The rendering,
|| ||

Are there fairer kingdoms than these {i.e. Kalneh, etc.) ? And yet

they are not so large as the land of Israel, does not add much
to a better understanding of the text ; but Pusey was approach-

*Cf. COT. ]\. 7 {..143; GAS. 177; Buhl, /'a/. 66, no; Dl. iPa. 275-8.

t Porter in Smith's DB.^ ; Che. 2£B. + Guerin, yut:/,'e, II. 108 f.

§ GAS. NG. 194 ff. ; Dr.
|| K C. J. Ball, Lightfrom the East, 93, 186.

t Va., Mau. ** So Ros., Hi., Hd., Reuss, Mit.

ttSchro., Kno. ++ Dalhe, Mich. ^^^ Schcgg, Gun. |||| Sugg, by Mit.

L
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ing the thought when he made it mean, " Are they, Israel and

Judah, better than these (J.e. Calneh, etc.)?" This leads us to

emend the text iths?) by supplying ens and changing the position

of the pronominal suffixes : Are ye better than these kingdoius ?

Is your border greater thaii was their border ?~\ They have per-

ished, are you not afraid that you, too, will perish ? This inter-

pretation is in strict accord with Na. 3^. With this interpretation

it becomes clear that the verse is an interpolation from the end of

the eighth century {v.s.) . — 3. Who postpone the day of ealamity~\

The connection of this with v.' is very close both logically and

grammatically. These leaders, like those described in Is. 5^^, put

far away the day of disaster, i.e. declare that it is far off, or act

as if it were far away (cf. 9'° Is. 22" 66') . — And cause the seat of

violence to come near'] This may refer to tribunals or thrones in

which violence is in authority instead of justice, the word n-t'

being a technical word for throne or judicial seat; cf. Ps. 122^

74-", or, perhaps better, to the sitting of injustice.* According to

some t the seat of violence has reference to Assyria, but the refer-

ence is rather to the encouragement of oppression in the midst

of Israel. %

1. ^in] V.S. on 5^8. Followed by ace, Ko. 321 <5; characteristic of Isaiah's

style, rarely met with elsewhere; Am. 5I* Mi. 2^ Hb. 2'°^-, cf. Ew.^ 327 b.—
DijjNi:'n] An intransitive adj. from vb. IN^^• = to be quiet, a root occurring

also in Syriac and Ethiopic with same meaning as in Hebrew. For formation,

cf, pj?i; Earth, A^B. 143a; and Sta. §230.— Z'n-\'] Equivalent to a superla-

tive; cf. K6. 309^.— 2. n^-i] Article omitted before n for sake of euphony,

GK. 126 z; cf. Ko. 334^2 and 337 m.— a\n[fS3"i-ij] For proper names with

fol. gen., cf. GK. 125 /i; Ew.^ 286 <r. Article omitted as in Gn. iqI*, etc.; cf.

Ko. 295/— DOion] Subj. omitted in f£\J!L; cf. Ew.^ 303;^, i.— 3. d^j-:]

Cf. Is. 66^ for D17::;, Hiph. ptcp. of ^^J, v. Get. — ar'^] S introduces

ace, cf. Ho. lo^-, a common Aramaic construction; Ew.* 282 c, Da. § 100,

rm. 5, Ko. 289 /i.— prjni] Finite vb. cont. ptcp., cf. 2^ 5^.— na^'] Earth,

ZDMG. XLI, 619, connects this with the Arab. Lo = to gather; cf.

Ko. 210/

* Cf. GAS. I. 174. t Pu.

X So nearly all comm. There is neither occasion nor basis for the violent

emendation of Hoffm. {v.s.'), furnishing the translation: Ye who daily demand

unjust [triduU], arid every Sabbath require unrighteous \gain'\ ; cf. ®.
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4. c^mo] © KaTaffiraTa\CjvT€i = C'n-;D, with Aramaic force (Vol.) ; so

U lascivitis.— paic] @ adds yaXad-qvci = D'>'?iy or D>'?'?i', which resemble

Di'?j> (Va.). — 5. D''!3"\sn] (g ^7rt/cporo0;'res ; (S^ iinKpaToOvTes; Gr. B'DDnn,

or D^aaan.— >fl] Gr, ^jd.— '?3jn] (g rtDf 6p7dwi'; ,S li-l-£; "S psallerii

;

C Ni^-ipp.— TinD] (S ws effT-qKdra, which Cappellus explained as due to

confusion with in, and Vol. as a reading of bio from an, while Hirscht

sugg. that there may have been a corruption of ftSAATIA into ESTi2TA.

Gr. onj. In any case the phrase is probably a gloss, since it has no

place in the metrical structure of either the preceding or following line

;

of. 'iJi iSd-pn, Is. 8^; so Peters (I/eir. II. 175), Che. (£B.), Lohr, ei al.

— anS l2C'n] U putaverunt se habere ; (3 iXoylcravro, BSZ., s.v. 7\'c^, sugg.

that in nnS lies a derivative from nnn, cf. r^^'C''}.— T''ir~'>SD] (§ /cat 01)% ws

(pevyovra, according to Vol. = ~i\Z' •<hD, but according to Hirscht, due to a

reading from irj" = iiD. Gr. T'C' 'Vdo. Now. -cr Sr; so Oort (£;«.). Elh.

TU" ^j?:, since tradition does not ascribe to David the making of musical

instruments. Che. (^Exp.T., 1898, p. 334), restores the entire v. thus:—

Who play on timbrel and harp.

And rejoice at the sound of song.

(Cf. yo. 21^2!'.) Marti reads v.^*, n^rn '?';rn'? lOU'rij imi3.— 6. f'' "'pirsa]

@ T^f hiv\i<T\j.ivov oivov = J" PfijTD; cf. Is. 25^ Ps. 12^ (Vol.); so Sh ]|SnM

j^
^•^1 '-^

; iT vinuth in phialis ; 3E adds ippT = fiDj?.. Oort, pi Miina (so Val.),

or '1 pnisa (cf. Je. 48'!). Gr. dv-i;d3 (so Elh.," Hal.).— i"?™] Gr. ^n(?),

from Svn ; cf. Je, 5'. Lohr places ^^ before ^, while Marti transposes *'' to

follow ^^— 7. a^Sj] ® Sui'aa-Tw;' = a^';'!: (Va., Vol.).— a^nno nnc] @ xpf-

HeTLfffibs i-rnrwv e^ 'E^pdi^u, perhaps reading a'DD (so Oct.; but cf. Vol.).
5. / ..7 ' p'^

'Z.fTaipelaTpv4>y)TQ)v; ^ s'n.A.ljutN 4/ ,—1^0 ]lcr, perhaps reading anno

= aniyj" (Seb.). "S factio lascivientiiim ; ST r?'f2i r^P^ V^X^'

4. W7^(? //> d^w ivory couches'] Cf. 3'". These were couches

inlaid with ivory, such as those which Sennacherib took from

Hezekiah.* The use of such couches indicated the kixury and

self-indulgence of the times.

—

And stretch themselves out upon their

divans] Reference is intended to lying at the table ; it does not

include the specific idea of " romping," t nor that of abundant

tapestry with which the divan was draped, | nor the thought of

* CO T. I. p. 286. t Schro. J Ki.
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drunkenness,* but, in general, all of these, emphasis being placed

on the wantonness and extravagance of their conduct ; cf. Is. 22'^

Ez. 23'^.— Lambs out of the flock'] i.e. those carefully selected

from the flock on account of special fatness or daintiness,

cf. Dt. 32" I S. l^'^^,^\ rather than a general reference to the

wealth of those persons who are rich enough to have flocks. J
—

Calves from the midst of the stall] i.e. calves reared artificially

in a stafl, a place in which they are shut up in order to be easily

fattened. Cf. i S. 28^^ Je. 46-1 Mai. 4-.— 5. Who twitter] Used

sarcastically of the music rendered at feasts. The idea is not

that of ordinary singing, § nor dancing,
||
nor cooing,^ nor wanton

silly talk or song,** nor parting the lips,tt nor bungling, doing

something prematurely, J J nor leading in the music without waiting

for the professional musicians, §§ nor improvising idly
|| || ; but of

derision, to indicate the prophet's contempt " for the perhaps

really not unmusical songs wath which feasts were enlivened " ^^ ;

cf. Is. 5^- 24^— To the sound of the harp] Another rendering is,

in accordance with ; cf. 'S hv in Gn. 43" Ex. 34^ Lv. 27^^. § — Like

David] If this word is genuine, the leaders of Israel, whom the

prophet would rebuke, are now brought into comparison with

David. They are like him in that they devise for themselves

instruments of song] It is not a contrast, viz. between their use of

instruments for amusement, and that of David for worship.*** Nor
is it correct to render ftf "they think, fondly imagine— make
the mistake of supposing that the instruments are for them as for

David." 2irn = devise, invent, with reference to the popular idea

that David was an inventor of instruments. No other passage of

earUer times speaks of David as a poet or musician. \\\ But this

reference does not imply that his reputation had only to do with

secular music. §§§ The evidence is very strong, however, that the

word is a gloss {v.s.^.— Lnstruments of song] Musical instruments

* Ba. We. renders " ausgelassen sein," which is approved by Now., and cites

its application in Arabic to animals pasturing freely, at liberty, and in Syriac to

wild and rapacious beasts.

t Ba. et al.
||
Stru. ft Schegg. ^\ Hd.

+ Mau. H Schro. tt Ew.
||||

Dr.

§ Ros. ** Hi., Ke., Now. liH Mit. ; cf. Hoffm. ZA W. III. 114.

*** Jer., Cal., Jus., Ros., Schro. +++ Reuss.

ttt So Ew., Mit. \\\ We., Dr.
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used to accompany the voice ; but the context is not favorable to

the allusion to instruments, hence {v.s.) Cheyne's suggestion,

voug of song, Elhorst's words of song, Nowack's a// kinds of

song, and Marti's cotisider themselves like David i?i the under-

standing of song.— 6. Who drink {frotn) bowls of wine'\ Another

token of self-indulgence. Instead of the ordinary drinking-vessel,

the word is employed which is later used of the vessel from

which blood was poured or thrown (dashed) for sacrificial pur-

poses (Ex. 38^ Nu. 4" 7^^**^- Zc. 9'^ 14'*), the large size thus being

emphasized.— With the first of oils they anoitit th€mselv£s~\ Anoint-

ing in ancient times signified not only consecration, but joyousness

(cf. Ps. 23^ 92^" Is. 61^ Ec. 9^ with 10^^). It was a hygienic cus-

tom, since the oil refreshed the skin and served as a protection

against heat. In this case the first of oils, i.e. the choicest

oils, are employed. To omit anointing was a sign of mourning

(2 S. 12^ 14').— And do not grieve for the breach of Joseph~\

Their minds are so occupied with the mirth and joy that they

fail to see, and hence to appreciate, the terrible breach or wound

which, in the near future, will be inflicted upon Israel. Such

a sight as that which the prophet has gained would make them

sick in body and in mind (cf. i S. 22^); for a great affliction

or overthrow (cf. Je. 8"-^) is near at hand. This word breach

does not refer to any specific political intrigue,* nor to the

present evil condition of Israel, f but to the future calamity

which even now threatens the nation. X
— 7. T7ierefore, noiu']

The flow is logical, rather than temporal. Ho. 2^" 5'^.— At the

head of the captives'] Tiiese, who were described as the MTJii

DVjn, d'aps, shall go forth at the head, in the very forefront ; cf.

I S. (f^ Mi. 2^\— A}}d the shout of the banqueters shall cease]

The rendering, " the mourning of those who stretch themselves

out shall come," § is based upon an impossible meaning of no.

Some use here the Aramaic meaning of nvyt^, viz. feasting.
||

The

rendering "shout" (either of joy or sorrow) is required here as

in Je. 16' and is justified by the Arabic r- ))-^ '^'''*^ allitera-

tion in the Hebrew words D'PinD nna ID is noticeable.

—

* Mich. t Schegg. % Hi., Mit. J Cal.

II
Har., Mich. H Jus., Va., Ros., Ba., Pu., Ke.
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8 b. Saith Yahweh God of Hosts\ This phrase, if retained at

all, must follow this piece as a whole.

4. O'lnnD] On force of pass, ptcp., cf. K6. 235 fl'.— 5. D''t3ion] a.X.; if text

is correct, probably to be connected with ^yj, to precede, fourth stem = to

hasten, exceed due bounds, be immoderate, talk excessively (Lane, p. 2376)

;

hence Dr., following Abul-Walid (Neubauer, Al>itl- IValid's Lexicon, col.

586), suggests "to extemporize poetry over-rapidly, without premeditation,

in a hurried flow of unmeaning, unconsidered words" {y. Dr. p. 236 ; Now.).

Observe, likewise, Hoffm.'s rendering, " those who strike the strings across

the opening of the harp," which is based on the usage of ano (Lv. 191°),

to tear {zi. Buxtorf, Lex. 181 1 f.; Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus, p. 331 1),

and makes the ifl Sj; entirely superfluous. — '^jj] The kinds of instru-

ments denoted by the two names V:ij and mj3 are not certainly known.

The two are the only stringed instruments mentioned in the O. T., and are

frequently named together (Is. 5^^ i Ch. 151^ 2 S. 6^ etc.). Both seem to

have been made of wood (i K. lo^^) and to have been portable (i S. lo^

2 S. 6^). A full discussion of these and other instruments, with excellent

illustrations of Assyrian, Babylonian, and Egyptian harps, etc., is given in

Bk. of Ps. {SBOiVT.), 222 ff.; cf. Dr. 234 ff.; Benz. Arch. 273 ff.; Now. Arch.

I. 273 ff.— 6. '2 nntr] = to drink from, cf Gn. 44^; same force in Arabic

and Aramaic (Dn. 5-). For the same phrase — to drink of, cf. Pr. 9^ ; GK.

119W, N.— 'pirn] Used only here of wine; elsewhere, bowl or basin for

throwing or casting a liquid, esp. blood ; eg. at altar, Ex. 27^ Nu. 4^* ; in

temple, I K. 7^*^ 2 K. 12I*; in second temple, Neh. 7'^''. This meaning is

borne out in the signification of the root, which in the cognates means scatter,

disperse ; cf. Aram, pni, Assyr. zaraku, Arab. O)), cast at.— aijctt'] On force

of the pi., cf. Ko, 259 a.— inti'D^] For construction, etc., cf. K6. 327 and

319 w. On impf. continuing ptcp., cf. Dr. § 117 O. The original meaning

seems to be shown by Arab. ^jmj9 = stroke with the hand. It is used of

painting 2l house (Je. 22^*) and oiling a shield (Is. 21^ 2 S. i^i). Anointing

as a part of the toilet is always expressed by another verb, iiD. nit'c, as

used of persons, is limited to anointing as a religious rite, aside from this

passage ; and this seems to be no exception, since the feast here was a

sacrificial feast. The primitive significance of anointing was probably re-

ligious ; animal fat was the first unguent, and, being regarded as the special

seat of life, was considered the best medium for the transmission of the vitality

of the being from which it was taken ; hence " unction was primarily an

application of sacrificial fat with its living virtues to the persons of the wor-

shippers" (WRS. Sem. 383 f.). This accounts for the anointing of kings,

priests, etc., and for the use of unguents in connection with religious rites.

Olive oil was used later when agriculture was taken up (Ps. 92^1 Dt. 28**
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Nu. 615).— rjDv] This designation of N. Israel occurs twice elsewhere in Amos
(•^6. 15^. other names are: Jacob (6^ 7--^ 8'); house ofJacob (9^); house of
Isaac (7I®)

; and regularly Israel (2^- 'i, etc.). Joseph is named as the ancestor

of Ephraim, the largest tribe (cf. Ho. 6* 13I). The use of the title occurs

each time in a connection implying a bond of sympathy between Israel and

Yahweh, or at least a shade of tenderness in the feelings of Amos.

8-14. Yahweh makes oath : I abhor fsrael, atid she shall

be given over to her enemies for destruction ; she has turned

justice to poison, imagining herself strong; surely f will bring

upon her a natio7i which shall overcome her entire territory.

The striking difference between the grammatical expression in this piece

(the third of three six-line strophes) and that in the preceding is evidence

of distinctness; but when there is considered in connection with this (i) the

opening oath (v.**), which is climactic to the woes introducing the other

pieces, (2) the concluding words, which are parallel to those of the other

pieces, we have sufficient basis for the assumption that this is one of three

pieces making up a larger whole. Vs.'-'- ^^ are so peculiar in their thought and

form as at once to raise suspicion of their genuineness ; this suspicion be-

comes a certainty upon closer investigation (v.i.'). The intensity of expression,

as well as the definiteness of this section, is greater than in either of the two

preceding. It thus furnishes a fitting climax for the entire piece, containing,

in essence, the threefold thought of the whole, viz. (i) Yahweh's anger,

because of (2) Israel's sin, and consequently, (3) Israel's destruction.

8. '2-i •'rhn nin> dnj] (S om. (so Now., Elh., Lohr, Baumann) ; it should fol-

low nnr, v.'^ (cf. We., Oet., Marti).— aNnc] Read ayri:: (so Geiger, p. 349; We.,

Mit., Elh., Lohr, Oct., e( al.).— jixj-pn] (5 inserts Trda-av; E nn^ai Ncnpn ni3

(so in London Polyglot, but in Paris Polyglot, n-ni).—vnjDnx] (5 ras x^pas
aiirov; TB domos ejus.— ^mjDni] Gr. fol. (g koX i^apw, Ti^Dni.— nx'^ni] (S a^v

Tvaai TOis KaTOLKovcriv avT-qv; U ctan habiiatoribus suis. Hoffm. nN'iSci = and
her citadel; so Matthes and Elh. — 9, 10. These verses are a later insertion (so

Now. and Lohr ; We. and Che, consider them, at least, misplaced ; but cf.

GAS. and Marti), made in order to illustrate the last phrase of v.". This is

evident because of (i) the marked interruption of the continuity of thought

between v.^ and v.^^; (2) the utterly strange and incongruous conception thus

introduced; (3) the impossibility of arranging the material of these vs. (viz."- 1'^)

in any poetical form, much less the form which characterizes the remainder of

the piece. The acceptance of GAS.'s suggestion to supply at the close of v.*

the words to the pestilence only furnishes a still better basis for the addition

of the gloss, Oet. sugg. the order 7.n.8.9.io _(< ,-,<ni] F Quod si ; S Jo.

— iPDij (Sadds KoX viro\€L(f)d"fi<TovTai ol KaTdXonroi.—nn inu'ji] © Kal Xi^ytti^ovrai

ol oIkcToi ol adrCov. Ilal. mm iNt'ji. Riedcl, in iNt;M\ — iD"(Dai] Many M.ss.
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read t\ (5 kuI irapa^iCjvTat. = nXDii (Va., Vol.), as in Gn. 19^ 2 K. 2" ci^

or ixiflM (Vol.), as in i S. 2823. ^ aiJ:^ *-^^r-^? rr^ =1 = i:itpm (Seb.);

TS et cotnburet entn ; ST n'J''Q^D. Now. nDD3i(?); Riedel, 7\s-\ym = besom.—
After D-'DXjr] @ adds a.\jTwv.— T.rxS] @ pi.— ^PDi^a] @ and S om.— dsn]

Riedel adds nini in, to explain what follows. — 'ui Dn] 3C p^D -icii icD

i;-i ND-fa i'7xa Mq nS jic^p iiq ij nN_ _g .coiJii asaj ^M^^ ^*^. reading

DON for on (so Seb.; cf. Gr. Monatsschrift, 1S86, p. 376).— T':)in'?]

& 0001 t| i|Vi = T'^jn (Seb.) ; U recorderis. The following attempts at

reconstruction of the text may be noted : Oort, understanding that on -iCNi

is a dittog. of dan idni (cf. Baumann, who om. ddn icni), that the material

has been largely transposed, and that the horrors of an earthquake are here

described, reads :
"• njn lo (H) ncsra iDin nS ^y Q-^ '') hnSci •T';? imJDm (» <*)

. . . iN'^'ji (10) iPD nns noa d'cjn ma'jj dn mni (9) oij'pa . . . non nom nixn

DDN ICN1 iDj? nij?n non inonij ncxS idni n^an-p. That is: (*<*) And
I will deliver up a city and its contents, (W'i) so that it shall no longer

be called by its name; (^i) for, behold, Yahweh commands and will smite,

etc., (9) and it shall come to pass that, whenever ten men shall have

died in one house, Q-^') their relatives will clear away the ruins in order

to carry the bones from the house, and they will say to whoever is in

the rear of the house, " Is there still another ? " and he will answer,

"No!" Zeydner reads {ThSt. IV. 196 ff.; so Val.) : NisinS Tipp iNtt'ji i}^)

Sn iS^DDn -1CN1 DON iDNi "[Dy nij?n non inoT'a itrxS inNi nian-jD didsj;

mn-i D'^o 1-n. That is : Q^') And an escaped one will remain to bring

forth the bones from the house and he will say to whoever is within

the house, " Is there still any one with thee ? " And he wiU say " No." And
he will say, " These have done foolishly. Remember the name of Yahweh."

Ru. reads : iNirji (i'^) nnriNn nnjii niDi nnxi niaa dtjn mii'p i^n^ dn nim (9)

'1J1 DDS1 -\DN -|D!; nij?n . . . icki nian-jn vcxy 'nS 'di 'i. That is : (9) And
it shall come to pass that if there be ten men in a house and one die

and the others be left, etc., ... to bring forth his bones ... " Is He
still with you who creates (= ^Ds) and annihilates?" . . . Gr. reads:

^Q-\V^ Dnnay oiNrji (i"), substitutes nsxi for the sg., drops Dn ncNi as dittog.

from DON ncNi, and adds ns after n'^. Hoffm. reads rsiDD 'nn iNirji (i°)

= and his burners erect a funeral pyre for him. Oet. sugg. in nn nu'ji (i'^)

^iSn, treats nian QiDXy Nisin'? as a gloss on the corrupt lonDDi and de-

clares the remainder of the v., beginning with the first ncNi, to be " un-

versehrt." Elh. reads nflDa nin nb'JI, and om. nDNi following icy. Box and

Oesterley {Exp.T. XII. (1901) 235 f.) read Di?3Sj; N^smS isnai nNa* in^'ji

Dbn noNi ^?^J? myn n^an inania tj'n'? ncNi nian-jc, treating on noNi as a

dittog., and the last clause, \3i '•a, as a gloss on on -\dni. Marti nepp nin nNrr,

or ncDp in^n nNun.— 11. nisD nini njn 13] Is an insertion (so also Baumann)

made to connect vs.^- 1" with the interrupted thought in 'Ui nam] which is to

be read n-ni or irm (so Oct.). Gr. reads nsh for nixn.— pian] ^T i;^c. Hi.

om. n as due to homoioteleuton (so Gr.).— Sinjn] Sb 1^'.— QiDiDn, oi>'pa]
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S _,«i ^ ,Vvp r^. s^oio^j^o. Gr. D'xis-*.— n^am] Gr. n^ai.— 12. cnm on

a''i|i23] @ ei TrapaffiuTTTjcovTai. ^v driXelais = a'3pj or n>J|5J (Va., Ba.), prob-

ably an error of vision. "B aut arari potest in bubalis ; 'A. tl a.poTpi.a.di](Ttra.i;

S. TT^T/sa 5td ^oujy. Read a^ np3a (so Mich., Hi. ; Oort, ThT. XIV. I20, and

Em.; Gr., We., Gu., Val., Mit., GAS., Now., Dr., Lohr, Elh., Get., Marti);

cf. Hirscht, a>j;p32 (Jb. 391'^; Hal. an -i|-iar.— cnt?] @ eis dv\x.hv, as in

Dt. 32^3 Jb. aoK^'; ST rp3 );in rn^— 13. n^"?] Gr. n':' "?;:.— 14. -ui -' bnj]

Omitted in some Mss. of @. Transpose to end of v. (so Lohr). (@S

insert "'U before axj.— xo^r:] (5 toO /at; eiaeXdeiv.— ly] @ /cat ws = -<i'i

(Hirscht); <3^ and other codd., ews.— nanyn] (@ tQv Svdixwv, a frequent

rendering of a^pn and n3-\y; cf. Is. 15^. & i-Sfi^J. Oort sugg. the trans-

position of v.i* to precede ^^,

8. The Lord Yahweh hath sworn by himself ~\ Elsewhere

only in Je. 51^'', in 4- the oath was by his holiness. For ex-

pressions similar to this, Gn. 22^*^ Nu. 14-* Heb. 6".— / abhor']'^'

Cf. Dt. 28^' Ho. 5'--i*
I3'''-; also Am. g\—The gloty of Jacob']

Not something that belonged to Israel as a special treasure, which

distinguished them from other nations, cf. Is.
2^*'-^'*-^ Ps. 47^! ^^

other words, the true glory, which shall now be taken away ; nor

the temple at Jerusalem, cf. 2^ ; J but rather that of which Jacob

boasted as their glory, viz. palaces and cities (cf. Na. 2^ Zc. 9^), §

the pride which has brought downfall (Is. 9^ Ho. 5^). ||
— / will

deliver the city and its contefits'] i.e. men, cattle, goods, shall be

given to the enemy (i®-^). Perhaps the thought refers more

specifically to the siege and capture of the city;1[ cf.
2^'^"*^3"*"-

^2.3 ^16 g3^ Yj^g (,j|.y jg Samaria, the article being omitted in the

terse, poetical expression.— 9. This verse and the following

introduce a new element into the description of the future pun-

ishment, and at the same time a new form and a new style.

After these verses {i.e. in vs."*^-"^^) the old idea, style, and form

recur. The new element is the plague ; the new form, an indi-

vidual experience ; the new style, conversational prose, the poetic

* The root 3Nn may better be read av'P {v.s.), whether the use of K in this text

is to be understood as an intentional change (Geiger, p. 349), a Samaritanism

(Eich, Eitrl. 1. 185 ; Jus.), a provincialism (Ba.),or a copyist's error (Dahl., Now.).

The renderings "I find wanting" (cf. •'n3N"), Storr (see Va.), "I will paralyze,"

from iw)v_j, to be numb (Va.), hardly deserve consideration.

t Cal., Hd. J Ki. and Jewish interpreters generally.

§ Ros., Ke.. Mit.
||
Ba. H Hi., Ba., Pu.
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form being abandoned. There is nothing in v.^ or in vs.'^*^- which
corresponds, or lends aid in interpretation.— And it shall come
to pass\ Cf. the series of pictures of devastation in Is. 8^^- -^-

-I

— If there be left ten men in one house that they shall die'\

The picture is that of a slaughter in war. If of the survivors

there are as many as ten, all of them shall perish in a plague.

According to some,* ten represents a large number, a numerous
family, all of whom, however, shall die. According to others, f
it means a very few, because the prophet has in mind especially

the palaces which would contain hundreds. — 10. Ajid one's

tmcle, even his burner, shall take him up to bring out the body

from the house'\ The relative, + perhaps uncle, § father and brothers

being dead, comes to care for the dead body. The relative is

either himself the burner, or is accompanied by a burner. Inas-

much as burning of the dead was entirely exceptional among
the Hebrews (cf 2^ ; the cases of criminals, Lv. 20" 21^ Jos. 7^'' -^

Gn. 38^^, and that of Saul and his sons), this has been taken

as another exception, the prophet supposing it to be impossible

to adopt the usual form of burial, and the burner represented

as acting either within
||
or without^ the home, on account of

the peculiar situation ; or the burning, hke the plague itself, has

been considered a mark of divine anger.** The reference is

not, however, to the burning of the body, but to the burning

of spices in honor of the dead
; ft cf. Je. 34^, and especially

2 Ch. 16" 21^^'. The suggestion has also been made | J that

the lack of timber in Palestine would make cremation of any

considerable number of bodies almost impossible. The pronoun

his seems to suggest some common custom. §§

—

And shall say']

It is the relative who speaks.— To him who is in the innermost

parts of the house] i.e. to some one who is still alive,
|| ||

and, in

his terror, has withdrawn to the inmost recesses of the house
;
^1"

not to a neighbor in an adjoining house,*** nor to a servant,ttt nor

* Os., Geb., Hi., Toirey, Marti. f Jus., Ros., Schro.

X Jus., Ros., Schro., Ba., Hd., Ke. § A. V.

II
Cal., Hi. H Ke. ** W. R. Smith, Sem. 272, N. 3.

ft Har. ; Thomson, LB. H. 493 ; Mit., Dr. ++ Mit.

§§ Hi., Dr.
nil Jus.,Va., Hi., Ba.

HH Cf. Ps. 1283; ip^-,, is also used of a cave in i S. 24^, of Sheol in Is. 14I5,

of a ship in Jon. i5. «* Cal. fff Schlier.
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to a relative who remains weeping.*— Is there yet any one with

thee"] Are you altogether alone ?— And he shall say"] Inserted to

separate the two parts of the statement, cf. 2 K. 6^''"- Gn. 16^"" 21^

— None'\ The last survivor answers, and in his answer gives

utterance to the deepest feelings of despair.— And he shall

say: Hush! one may not mention the name of Yahweh'] Cf. 8^

Hb. 2* Zp. i^ Zc. 2^^. This is not the utterance of the survivor,

and thus to be taken as a word of reperitarice (being rendered.

Ought we not to remember Yahweh's name?),t nor an explana-

tory statement by Amos of what was in the sick man's mind
; %

but the utterance of the relative to the survivor, which partakes

of the despair common to the situation :
" No prayer will avail,

all is lost," § or " recourse to Yahweh is of no use "
; ||

" do not

tempt Yahweh to farther outburst of anger" ;t "do not mention his

name and thus make him aware of your presence " ;** cf. Is. 19^' .ft

— 11. For behold Yahweh will command^\ A part of the gloss,

intended to regain the connection which has been lost. What

follows should, however, be joined directly to the last words of v^,

viz. / will give over the city and its contents, and one shall smite

the great house and the small house'\ Utter destruction is coming.

The great house in connection with the small house, means either

all houses, alike of rich and poor, J J for God is no respecter of

persons ; cf. 3'^ Is. 9^' ; or, as seems better, the nation Israel and

the nation Judah,§§ the former of which suffered under Shalmaneser,

the latter under Sennacherib.— Into fragments . . . into fissures'^

The distinction suggested that the destruction of the great house

(whether taken of the rich, or of Israel) is to be more complete

than that of the small house {i.e. the poor, or Judah), is not

found in the text. The second word is as strong a word for de-

struction as the first. ^— 12. Do horses run upon crags?'] It is

just as unnatural and absurd for you to pervert justice, as for men

* Os. I Hi.
II
Jus., Schro. »* Ba., Reuss.

t Har. $ Dathe, Va., Ros. H Ew., Dr.

tt The collection of materials on conceptions of divine names among primitive

peoples given by F. J. Coffin, in his dissertation on the Third Commandment, is

of interest as illustrating the last clause of v.i"; see JBL. XIX. 166 ff. Cf. also

Baumann's sugg. that 7^^7^^ has displaced an original d-'hSn = spirit (i S. 28I8).

IX Cal., Har., Ros., Schro., Hi., Mit., Dr., Marti.

§§ ar, Jer., Dahl, Dathe, Jus., Hd., Or., We.
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to make horses run upon crags * We are not to understand that

the rock represents the hard and stubborn people.! — Does one

plough the sea with oxen .?] This reading {v.s.) avoids the necessity

of supplying an important word in thought and, at the same time,

the very irregular plural form, Dnpn.— That^ '3 can scarcely be

rendered but, % or surely. § — Ye have turned justice into poison'\

Only a general word may be used, since the exact meaning of t"«"i

is uncertain {v.i.^. " A moral order exists which it is as impossible

to break without disaster as it would be to break the natural order

by driving horses upon a precipice."
||
— The fruit of righteousness

into wormwood'^ i.e. what would be good and helpful, into that

which is bitter and injurious.— 13. Who rejoice in that which is

fiot'] A strong effect is produced by using )h to negate a noun

(cf. Dl? sb, b^-vh, Dt. 32^^ ^^; V^^ Kb, Is. 31*). The people, whom

the prophet rebukes, flatter themselves with self-deception, that

which is imaginary, not real If ; but v.i.— Who say, Have we not

taken for ourselves horns by our own strength .?] The nation is rep-

resented as boasting of the new power ** which they had acquired

under Jeroboam 11. ; ft the horn represents power, Je. 48^ Dt. 7,;^^''

Ps. 75*- ^^ 89". An utterance of pride, similar to this, is placed in

Ephraim's mouth. Is. 9^^ Against Graetz's suggestion J J that vh

-an is a city, viz. Lo-debar, 2 S.
9'*''- 17^, and D^np another city

(i Mace. S"*^; cf. Ashteroth-Karnaim, Gn. 14' (@), both on the

east of Jordan, and that the boast has to do with their recent

subjection by Jeroboam, the names of these towns being selected

because of their peculiar significance, §§ may be said :
|| ||

(i) the

Hebrew prophets are not accustomed to speak thus of victories,

(2) np"? is not the proper word for capturing a town, but rather

"I3b, (3) h npb is a common idiom for the idea, to provide oneself

with (cf. Is. 8^ Je. ^d'"'
"^ Ez. 4^ 5^ Zc. 1 1^^ etc.)

; (4) these towns

were not sufficiently strong to warrant such a reference to them,1[1[

(5) cf. 5^'^; (6) the unanimous testimony of the versions.

—

14. Yea'\ or surely, goes back again to v." after the digression

* Dathe, Schro., Ba., Hd., Pu., Ke., Reuss, Mit., Dr. t Cal., Os.

+ Mit. \ Hes.
II
GAS. H Cal., Os., Geb., Ros.

** Geb., Har., Jus., Schro., Dr. ft Jus., Schro., Ba., Ke., Dr.

it So We., GAS., Now., Elh., BDB., p. 520, Marti. \\ GAS. |l|| Dr.

HH Cf. however GAS. 1. 176 f£
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in vs.^-^^; not but* nox for as "justifying the low estimate of

their power, expressed in v.'^," f nor " as a means of destroying

you in spite of your imagined strength "
; J nor therefore, because

of your self-confidence. §

—

Behold'\ Here, as so often, in the

announcement of the climax.— / am raising up\ Cf. 7** Hb. i*

Is. 10^; in the sense of giving to them a commission; it is some-

thing which is even now in progress.— Against you, O house of

Israel, a natiofi] By the removal of the clause beginning with

DS; the object nation is brought nearer the verb. This nation

was of course Assyria; cf. s^-^ Is. 5-"*

—

A?id they shall crush

you~\ Cf. Ex. 3^ Ju. 4^ 6^ Nu. 22^.

—

Fro?n the entrance to Hamath']

Cf. 2 K. 14^, which describes the restoration of Jeroboam II. in

almost the same words ; also Nu. 34*, which indicates this as

the territory promised. This was the pass between the Lebanons,

the northern limit of Israel's territory. Dan was at its mouth.

— Unto the stream of the Arabah~\ This could not have been

the Nile,
||
nor the Dead Sea % which in Nu. 34^- ^ is the southern

border, nor the river Arnon ;
** cf. 2 K. 14^; nor the Kidron.ft

We must decide between (i) the stream of Egypt, i.e. the Wady-

el-Arish, Nu. 34^ ; JJ (2) the sea of the Arabah, i.e. Wady-el-Hasy,

the old boundary between Moab and Edom, which flows into

the southern end of the Dead Sea;§§ or (3) a stream flowing

into the north end of the Dead Sea
; || ||

in this case 2 K. 14^

would mean that Jeroboam II. had extended his kingdom as

far as the Dead Sea (cf. Dt. 3^'*').1[t

In many forms and under many figures the poet has thus pro-

nounced the doom of captivity. With each new efibrt, he has

become more clear and definite ; and with this direct statement

the first part of the book closes.

* AV. X Mit.
II
Dathe. ** Jus. ; cf. Hoffm.

t Dr. § Cf. Geb. H Dahl. ft Ros., Schro., Mau., Hd.

XX Cf. We., who suggests that originally the reading was probably O'lSD Snj,

and that the present text is the work of a later writer who desired to exclude Judah

from the threatened territory.

jj Hi., Gun., Now., Dr. ||||
Mit., GAS.

im The name n3-\j;n Vnj occurs only here ; as We. notes, the southern border

is a''-\xn Sm when Judah is included and n^-iyn d'' when it is excluded. A
D''3-i>'n Sm is mentioned in Is. 15^ as the boundary between Moab and Edom
which is probably not referred to here.
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8. la'sja] This is the 2 of swearing; cf. Gn. 21^3 aa^** Am. 8"; Ko. 391 «;

BDB. 89 f.; his soul = himself; cf. Ps. 251^ Gn. 49^, etc.; H. 8, 2c, rm. (a').

— 2J<nc] = ij'nn. Cf. the constant interchange of Sj; and ':'N ; Sj'j and

Sxj; V. BSZ, 577. The weakening of >' to n is characteristic of the later

development of the Semitic languages ; it is especially frequent in Assyrian,

Mandaic, Samaritan, Phoenician, and the later stages of Ethiopic and Aramaic;

cf. Lindberg, Vergleich. Gram. d. sem. Sprachen, I. 21 f. — pNJ j V. note of Dr.,

pp. 238 f.— 9. inci] The i marks apod., H. 44, 2 c.— 10. nn] Most com-

mon force in Heb. as in other Semitic dialects (cf. Assyr. dddti) is "loved one";

so Is. 5^ and Ct. i^^f. et passim ; but the meaning "uncle" is well attested;

cf. Lv. 10* I S. 14^'^; so also in Syriac. A broader term, e.g. kinsman, would

seem better here (Hi., Ba., Ke., Or., RV. m., BDB.).— laiDc] Cf. i K. i82',

j^r for J''D ; La. 2^, ir for -jD ; La. 4*, ans for did ; 2 S. i^'-^, Jirj for jiDj ; for similar

interchange in Aramaic, cf. Dalman, Gram. d. jild.-pal. Aram., p. 74. This

use of the pron. suf. without reference to anything already mentioned is

awkward, but not unknown; cf. Is. 17^ (where the text should probably be

emended to read i;sp). For the use of sg. suffix referring to pi. antecedent,

cf. Ko. 348 a.— ddn] Used absolutely, GK, 152 j, cf. Ew.^ § 322 3.— on]

Ordinarily as here (Ju. 3^^ Am. 8-^ Hb. 2'^'^ Zp. i'^ Zc. 2^'') an interjection;

cf. Ne. 8-^ Nu. 13^° where it is treated as a vb,— nornS] On construction,

cf. Ew.^ § 295^; Ko. 399/3.— Dtto] 3 of interest, Ko. 212 <r.— 11, d'-d^di]

a.X.; cf. Ar, . i^^ = "a fountain choked up by ruins"; and the related root

in Assyr., resu (Dxn) = to shatter, hill, etc.; cf. v^""' ^^id u~\r^, and H'c-ii

(Je. 5^^). In Ct. 5- the same word has the sense drops (of dew), but this

must come from another DDi (cf. Ez. 46I*). Cf. Hoffm. ZAIV. III. 115.

On use of ace, cf. Ew.^ § 284a, {/); Ko. 327 z'.— 12. Dnp^n] It is urged

against the reading ai i|i33 (i) that the pi. onpa appears in 2 Ch. 4^;

cf. Ne. 10^"; (2) that the mention of oxen in connection with sea-ploughing

is superfluous; (3) that the absence of the article with D"' would be excep-

tional; and (4) that the figure would be too bold for a Semite; cf. Gun.;

Ko. 254^.— ;:'N-i] Written rn, Dt. 32^2. Ho. 10* and Dt. 29I'' show that

the word denotes some plant, and its frequent association with njjjS indicates

that it was of a bitter (Ps. 6922) and probably poisonous nature. Poison is

clearly meant in Dt. 32^^ je_ g^* Jb. 2ois, etc. Some have thought that the

poppy was the plant in question {Thes. ; G. E. Post, DB. II. 104).

—

13. N'?'?] GK. 152a, N.; Evv.8 § 286^; H. 8, 2d, rm. (/); Ko. 380/ (^rx

being dropped from consciousness).— 14. niN2sn] The article in this title

is exceptional. The full title niN3i'[n] inSx mni occurs 26 times in O. T.,

but the article appears with mxax only four times, viz. Ho. 12^ Am. 3'^ 6^* 9^.

It occurs six times in Amos without the article (4^^ 5^*- ^^- ^®- ^ 6^). Cf.

Ko. 295 i and 285 a.— ^u] " Indeterminate for the sake of amplification "

(as in Arabic) =a terrible (?) nation; GK. 125 <r.— nid':'::] On construc-

tion, Ko. 406 c.
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§ 11. Three visions of destruction. 7^-^ These three visions

were probably announced at Bethel :
* (i) a vision of devouring

locusts, the destruction stayed by the interposition of Yahweh's

hand (7^"^)
; (2) a vision of devouring fire, the destruction stayed

again by the interposition of Yahweh's hand (7'^ ; (3) a vision

of a plumb-line, the destruction this time permitted to become

complete (7""^).!

Contrary to the usual interpretation, this section, like those which have pre-

ceded, is a poem. I reached this conclusion in March, 1897 ; see B IV. Nov.

1898, pp. 333 ff. ; cf. Elh. De profetie van Atnos (1899); Lohr (1901);

Baumann (1903). The form and style are in many respects similar to

those found in the first pieces (chaps. I and 2). The poem consists of three

stanzas of nine trimeters each. These stanzas present in common a remark-

able symmetry, each falling logically into three subdivisions; the first and

second are strictly parallel throughout :
—

mni "ijiN ijN-in no nini ijin ijNin no

^3J 1X11 [nini] njni anS Nnp njni

tfpSn niSj? nSnna nin> ijix z'H2

nSoD Nn inM nan Dinrrnx '^axni

pNH 3!y];-nx SaN*? pSnn nn nSoNi

NrnSo nin> ijnx idni wSnn nini ijns ncsi

Nin ]vop ij apyi Dlpi ID Nin ]1t3p 13 3p;i Dipi id

riNrSy nini ora nxr Vy mni onj

mm nuN ninn vh mn> -idn ninrrN"? Nin dj

Of the nine lines five in each are practically the same; in the remaining

four there is a similarity of plan; cf. njni, line 2, the forms of Sdn in lines

4 and 5; and the same logical division comes at the end of each triplet. Con-

cerning the corrections of the text, viz. (i) omission of iScn i?j inN tr'pS njm

(v.i) and (2) the reading of nSoD Nn inii (v.^), v.i. The third stanza is from

its nature essentially different, and yet the difference is one of thought rather

than of form. With the omission of v.^" {v.i,') the arrangement is as follows :
—

iS •\^2'; nij; ^idik nS ijxin nj

pn-i'i niD3 ^cvi^ 3xj ijin njm

i2nni Sniu'i itt'ipm Ijx 11131 ncin'Sy

3in3 o>'3ii ni3 Sy ircpi Ijn qv ijjn ijin idnm

Ssia'i iDJJ 3ip3

* Note the suggestion of H. P. Smith, Old Testament History (1903), p. 211, that

these visions belong to the opening of Amos's ministry.

t (i) On the relationship of chs. 7-g to those which have preceded, see Intro-

duction, p. cxxviii
; (2) on the nature of the vision and its use in prophecy, sec

references on p. 388.
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VII. 1-3. A vision of destroying locusts, whose destructive work

is stayed by Yahweh upon the prophet's urgent intervention.

1. isv] (g i-myovT] = ix'< (so also Ba., Hoffm., Gu.,We.3, Marti); so B and K
nna. Insert n^7^> as subject of ixr (so Oort, Now., Elh.).— n'^nn] Baumann
om.— I'Tcn nj inN U'p'? njni] Read

p';:.i for cph (so Hoffm., We., Lohr;

Che., OzV. Bib,; Marti). <@ ^povxos eh Twy 6 ^a<Ti\€vs; 'A. 6^iixos dirlao)

T^s 7df77s ToO /3a(7t\^ws ; S, Kai ws etTreti' 6\pifjLos /leTa ttjv Kovpav tov

^a<riX^ws; 0. /cai i5oi> Bipifxo^ /jLera ttjp KOvpav tov ^affiX^ws. Gr. '>;: pn v^ih.

Oort, pS> for rpS (so Val.). Elh. pS\n '3J -int< njni. Volz (TALZ. XXV.
1900, p. 292) B'lp'^sn nj; -\nx rpSni; cf. Marti. Schmidt (^^9. 4332), ju iSd

or I'^cn ju. Che. (Crif. Bid.) S^Dni dtji n^-iNi pSi njni. This phrase is an

explanatory insertion not belonging to the original text, as appears from

the form, the thought, and the strophic structure (so Now., Baumann).

—

2. nSj ON n^ni] Read nSpn sn ^hm (so Torrey, /BL. XIII. 63; We.^
Dr., Oort, £m.; Lohr; cf. GK. 112 me; but cf. Baumann). We.^ did M''1.

Now. li'.SD •<7\1^ or •<3 >n^i (so Elh.). Val. ax inn. Oet. in:n = ijn (cf. Je. 18^).

Volz, SjiS['^] nS -iCN'M. Baumann and Marti om. nSa dn. — Nj-n'?D] (g

i'Xewj 7ei'oO; U propitius esto, obsecro ; & . ff? m. Gr. NJ"'?in, as in v.^.

—

Dipi 'd] (5SF = Hiph'il (so also Os., Dathe, Gr., Seb., Oet.). S. ri Siv

inroffTrjffeTai 'Ia/cc6/3. Cf. the frequently occurring phrase D^'pn j^N (e.g. 5^).

Oort, cip;o for Dipi hd (so Val., Now. (?), Elh., Oet.) ; but the text

may well stand. — 3. on;] <@ fxeravdrjo-ov = am (Vol.) or onjn (Va.); so

& OL^ASai]. "S misertus est; 'A. Trape/cX^^Tj; 2. jrapaKX'^drjTi.

1. Thus the Lord Yahweh shotved me'] This is the uniform

introduction to all the visions except the fifth (9^). There is

no evidence to show whether the vision came in a dream, or in

ecstasy. Indeed, it is not necessary to suppose that either of

these methods was employed. They are, nevertheless, real

visions, since the writer clearly distinguishes between them (to-

gether with the fourth vision in 8^"*) and the historical episode in

7^""^'.— Yahweh was /onning] Cf. Gn. 2''. To supply Yahweh as

the subject brings the form of expression into harmony with the

corresponding line of the second stanza, and makes unnecessary

the reading of "i^;; (formation, dreed) instead of the participle,

although this is favored by (§SSD and many scholars (v.s.). The

participle shows that the action was not yet finished.— Locusts]

Perhaps, here, locusts in the larval stage.* Reference was made

* See Dr., pp. 82-91 (= Excursus on Locusts) , and, in addition to the literature

Ihere cited, art. " Lpcusts," in DB. and EB.
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in 4^ to the sending of locusts for the purpose of bringing Israel

to see the error of her ways. This was, of course, an act of mercy

on the part of Yahweh. But here the mercy " appears not in

sending the locusts, but in withdrawing them before they had

utterly destroyed the vegetation of the country. It is the same

plague viewed from two slightly different standpoints, from the

first of which appears the active, from the second the passive side

of the divine mercy." *— /;/ the beginning of the coming tip of the

aftergro7vth'\ The ' aftergrowth ' was either (i) the second growth,

the first being cut off, as here, for taxes, or for royal use,| or

(2) a later grass which started up in March and April under the

influence of the late spring rains. \ Ordinarily grass was not

cut and made into hay, but was eaten, as it grew, by the

cattle. § Perhaps, however, in this case, it had been allowed to

grow for the king's levy for the support of the cavalry.
||

—
And behold there were full-grown locusts after the kitig's mow-

ings^ This is undoubtedly a gloss (z'.J".) intended to fix more

definitely the exact time of the invasion of locusts. Does this

mean the king^s mowings, which, as suggested above, were levied

for the army, the people making no use of the grass until

this levy had been taken away?^ This seems satisfactory, yet

some take '"2 in the sense of shearings, the time designated being

the time of the king's shcepshcarijig** The translation locusts

involves a change of text based upon (§ {v.s.). JHil has after-

growth. The appearance of the larvae of the locust in the

beginning of the coming up of the aftergrowth, and of fully

developed locusts after the king's mowings, is intended to rep-

resent a destruction of herbage which threatened to be complete,

since the latter appeared at a time when the rains were all past

and the summer heat was just beginning.— 2. And when they

were making an end of devouring^ Mitchell contends (i) that

,Tm should be retained instead of the proposed '.Tl
; (2) that it

* Mit. t Jus., New., Or., et al. \ Mit., GAS., Now.

§ Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 246 ; so Mit., Now., and others ; but see

Gun. ( ThSt. XVIII. 222 f.), who questions the statement that hay was unknown in

Palestine, and that il'p'? cannot mean aftergrowth, and cites Ps. 37- 72'' gd^ to show

that two growths of grass were customary.
||
WRS. Sem. 246.

H Ros., Ew., Ba., Now., Dr. ** Iloffm., Mit.
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has the inchoative force (cf. Is. 4'*)
; (3) that to suppose that

the locusts would first devour the herbage and then proceed

to the grass is to make a distinction between ZZ'V and trpb

(viz. vegetables and grass) * which does not exist, and also

to ignore the habits of locusts, who devour everything as they

go. iTm = an(^ it was coming to pass, i.e. an act not yet com-

pleted. This is better than the suggestion f to substitute DID for

ns ; but the reading n'?3?a K,"! ",TT. {v.s.) is adopted here as being

still more plausible.— Forgive'] i.e., Israel has sinned; the locusts

have been sent to punish ; the punishment having been inflicted

in part, forgive now the sins on account of which it was sent.—
How can Jacob stand] The interrogative '» is used here as in

Is. 51^^ = as who, i.e. in what condition is Jacob that he should

stand? J The reading n'jT (t-.j-.) = who shall raise up Jacob? is

not necessary; nor is "tt used in apposition with the subject. §

Cf. the reading opjia {v.s.).— For he is small] Notwithstanding

his boasts he is insignificant in the sight, not only of God, but also

of men.— 3. Yahweh repe?iied him concerning this] The usual

anthropomorphic expression ; cf. v.'' i S. 15^ Jon. f Gn. G Jo. 2".

— // sliall not be] The utter destruction proposed will not take

place. Perhaps sufficient infliction has now been given to bring

Israel to a realization of his sins. Cf. the similar description of

Yahweh's method of work with Israel in chap. 4.

The first vision describes graphically a visitation of locusts sent

upon Israel as a punishment, which, however, because of the

intervention of the prophet was stayed before it had completely

devoured the land. The prophet had in mind, according to

some, an attack of locusts
; ||

according to others, an Assyrian

invasion, viz. that of Pul or Tiglathpileser III.,1[ or past punish-

ment, of whatever kind, which had been only partial.**

1. '1J1 njni] The equivalent of an obj. clause. Ko. 361^.— ''ai] From the

root n3j (not found as such) mtd^ximg gather ; cf. Las* = N3J (whence n^j,

Is. y:)^*, pool, cisierji); Aram. N3J. Three nominal forms occur: (i) 33 (in

pi.), Is. 33*; also (2) a^J, Na. S^'^; (3) ^2^> orig. vowels <?, <5; cf. GK. 86z;

01s. 216 d; Sta. 190 and 301 a. — 'ij] Hoffm. and Mit. render shearings, main-

* Hi., Ke. + Geb., Ros., Hd. ; K6. 332 ». || Pu., Mit., Dr. ** We.

t We. § Hi., Dr. H Har., Dathe, Ros., Hd.
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taining (i) that mowing and haymaking are and always have been unknown
in Palestine, (2) that tJ = fleece in Dt. 18* Jb. 31'-°, and in Ps. 726 fleece

suits better than meadow. But as We. suggests, (i) the king's shearing

would take place at the same time as that of other people, and the added

genitive would be superfluous, (2) the rendering mowing is made probable

by its occurrence in Arabic. However, Assyrian gizzu is always = shearing,

wool.— 2. nMi] If correct, freq. Dr. § 120; H. 25, i a; but better as above.

— '?3x'7 rh-ya\ On the use of the infinitive, GK. 1 14 m; Ew.^ 285 c; II. 29, 4 a.

— 3. cnj] Niph. pf.; cf. Ar. iV^^J = to sigh deeply, groan ; with '^•; as in

v.*^ Je. 8^ Ex. 32^2, etc., sometimes with Sn Je. 26^, and with a clause intro-

duced by •'r, Gn. 6''*'.— rsi] This thing; fem. = neut. GK. 122^.; H. 2, 3;

not because it refers to z. plague.— r\-'7\T^ Fem.; cf. nxr.

4-6. A vision of destroyingfire, zuhose destructive work is stayed

by Yahweh upon the prophet's urgent intervention.

t>

4. C'N3 anS Nip njni] (g for anS has tt]v SiK-qv; S ^| ViN; 3^ pcS;

0. Kai 6 Ka\u)v rrjv 5lkijv; U el ecce vocabat judicium ad ignem, Ew. inter-

prets (so Hi., We., Now.) Nnp as = n-ip (Is. 34^*). Krenkel {ZwTk. IX.

271) z'n oo-i*?; cf. Dt. 322; go Oort {ThT. XIV. 121, and Em.), Val. ; but

as Oet. says, dot is not so used, the usage being as in Gn. icj^*, tJ'N ^""Jrc.

Gr. VH2 nj'^'?. Hoffm. ^ai
2-f;^

or Z'n Ja'iS; cf. Ps. i8'*. Elh. and Hal.,

CN nanS, flame of fire. Oet. J^q. Riedel, a>N JiarV (Jb. iS^). — ^jnx] Gr. om.

as dittog.— 'r'^xni] Elh. Ssxn idnm.— pSnn] (g adds Kvplov, cf. Dt. 32^

U inserts simul. Krenkel, San hni {ZwTh. IX. 271; so Oort, Em.; Val.,

Oet.). Hoffm. p'7n-i.— 5. Nj-Sin] SSu render in same way as nj'pSd v.^.—
6. H'lnn N'*?] (5 in v,^, ovk iarai, here oii /j.r} y^vrjTai.— '7y 'x icn] S om. as

in v.^.

4. The Lord Yahweh was calling to contend by fire'\ Cf. Is. 66^^

Yahweh is now in open controversy with his people. This repre-

sentation is not infrequent ; cf. Is. '^^ Je. o? Ho. 4^ Mi. 6K Call-

ing, as in 5® 9^, = giving command. Cf. also Is. 48'^ Jb. 38''*.

It is Yahweh who is calling, not an angel,* and the command is

that pimishment shall be inflicted by fire ; in other words, " fire

is called into the quarrel." f Other suggestions are as follows :

calling (Israel) to strife with fire
; J one called that the Lord

Yahweh would punish with fire. § The reference in any case is

not to war,
||

but, as the context plainly shows, to summer heat^

which results in drought. If Sip is taken as = TTp (vs.), the

* Ew. t GAS. J Ba. $ Ew.
I|
Hd. H We., Mit.
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meaning is (cf. Dt. 25^^ Is. 34^'') Yahweh meets {t.e. comes near)

to strive ; but in favor of the ordinary interpretation is (i) the

phrase in Am. 5^, (2) the parallel in Is. 48^^ ; cf. Jb. 38^^* ; it is

true, however, that these are all late passages.— Atid it devoured

the deep\ So intense is the drought that the great subterranean

depths which supply the springs and streams with water are dried

up.* Cf. Gn. 7" Dt. 2)'^^ Ps. 24-. For similar droughts, cf.

Jo. i"-" Ps. '^^'^ Is. 9'^.t There is no reference to large bodies

of water like the Jordan, j Elh. supplies " and he said," and then

reads :
" it shall devour the great deep and it shall devour the

land."—And had begun to devour the land~\ This has been under-

stood as meaning the land of Israel, i.e. the portion assigned by

Yahweh to his people (cf. Mi. 2'* and npbn in Am. 4^) ;§ by others,

as the cultivated land (cf. Mi. 2* 2 K. g^o. ser.^
^ ||

s^^,^ j^ ^^g under-

stand the framework of the land in distinction from sea, i.e. that

which is apportioned to man for cultivation,^ we obtain the climax

which Wellhausen fails to see.**

The first and second visions are parallel with the list of inflic-

tions in 4*^^^ ; others might have been added, but these two were

typical of all the efforts which had been made to turn Israel from

her evil way. The fire may have been intended to represent a

more severe punishment than that which the locusts repre-

sented.ft While there is no reference to an Assyrian inva-

sion, J J the two represent every past judgment which has befallen

Israel. These visions are not premonitions of coming disaster, §§

but rather interpretations of actual afflictions.
|| ||

4. anS] Davidson translates, calling fire into the quarrel ; but see GAS.,

p. IIO; H. 47, 3 a'; Ew.^338rt. — ^'sa] On force of art., cf. Ko. 299 r.

—

mn> ijin] On peculiar position, cf. Ew.^ 306^.— mnn hn] On use of nx and

absence of art., K6. 293 <r; cf. K6. 249 i, on feminine gender.— n'?DXi] in con-

tin, of Sdnhi is peculiar; cf. GK. \\2tt; Dr. § 120 w; K6. 370/ = it had just

begun to eat, i.e. incipient impf. with pluperfect idea. Cf. Gun. {TkSt.

XVIII. 223 f.), who regards this as indefensible (either a slip of the pen or

an incorrect phrase) and would read Ssxm.— 6. xttdj] Emph.

* Hoffm., We., Mit., GAS., Now. { Geb., Ros., Hi., GAS., Dr.

t Thomson, The Land and the Book, II. 228.
||
Now.

J Geb., Ba. H Cal., GAS.
** Krenkel's suggestion of '^an, the world, is unnecessary. §$ Or.

tt Cal., Dr. tX Geb., and many others.
|||{

GAS.
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7-9. A visio7i of ihe plumb-line, whose destruction is permitted

to become complete.

7. 'jNin] Add >j-i!< with ©F (so Oort, Em.; Lohr, Oct.).— IJK ncin]

Read ^ri-^n, and om. ijn (so Oort, Gr., Now., Elh., Lohr, Oct.). Val. noj^.

Hal. JIN 'n. Riedel sugg. that "ijn is an abbreviation of n^jN, a pun being

intended here as in 8^.— "|jn] @ abafxavTlvov, dSd/xas; so Sb; 'A.ydv(i)(7is;

0. TijK6fjL€vov ; U litutn, and trulla caementarii. — 2Xj "ijin] (5 om. ^jin

(so Lohr) ;
(gAQmg ^j^^ Syr.-Hex., a.vr\(> effrrjKws. Hirscht explains (5"s

treatment of -jix as due to the influence of the similar form in vs.^-'* and

8^, and perhaps also to a desire to avoid the anthropomorphism of ffl^T.

— 8a. is a gloss.— ^jin -(?:n'i] Oort (£m.) adds i':'N.— iny] Hal. sugg. ipr.

— 9. iin-^"] (3 ToO 7AWT0S; so <S. 2. toO 'laKti/S (cf. a similar change by ©
in v.^^).— '•>;'i|-io] © at reXeral. Lohr adds nini axj at close of v.

7. T/ie Lord statiojied beside a ivall~\ fflC reads plumb-wall,

but this is very difficult.* According to this interpretation the

picture represents the Lord as a builder, and describes his char-

acter. The wall beside which he stands is a token of his work,

i.e. it is built by a plumb-line ; it is an ideal wall. It is only this

kind of work which he will countenance. His work must be

exact.f But all this is exactly contrary to facts, since the wall is

condemned. The rendering of "[:>< by " adamant," \ referring to

the unchangeableness of God's decrees, or by " sling " § as more

striking and as representing (v.**) the beginning of war, or by
" plaster "

||
may not be accepted. The " wall " can hardly be

taken allegorically as representing the people of Israel ; nor is the

plumb-line intended to signify the law or revelation.^ It is

equally impossible to render the phrase "wall together with a

plumb-line " or a " wall built to the plummet." ** We may there-

fore suppose that the word " plummet," which occurs legitimately

in the next phrase, has crept in here by mistake.— With a pliimb-

lijie in his hand'] i.e. the purpose of the builder is to test the

character of the wall, in order to determine whether it has been

built thoroughly and exactly (cf. Is. 28'"). There is here an antici-

pation of the work of destruction which is to be spoken of later,

for walls were destroyed by plumb-line, i.e. thoroughly ft (I-^- 2"*

Is. 34" 2 K. 21^"). It is not enough to understand that the plumb-

* Cf. We. + ffiS, Stru. || Schegg. »* Ke., GAS., Dr.

tCf. Sm..S'A'., 1876, pp.622f.«. § Stiiudlin. H Geb. ft Hi., Pu.
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line indicates the measurement of that part of the wall which is

to be destroyed.* — 8. / am setting a plumb-line in the midst of

my people Israel^ The builder will test the structure, and that

which does not stand the test shall be destroyed (cf. texts cited

above) ,— And I tvill not again pass by them any more] In the

former visions Yahweh had permitted the intercession of the

prophet, but now any request to this effect is anticipated and shut

off. To pass by or over is to pardon (Mi. 7^^ Pr. 19"). Hoffmann's

translation of "il^U by " harvest " has nothing in its favor.— 9. T/ie

high places'] Down to the days of Josiah the nation worshipped

Yahweh regularly and legitimately upon the so-called high places.

f

These were natural or artificial eminences chosen as being nearer

the abode of the gods. Other nations had followed this same

custom (Dt. 12- ; cf. also Is. 15- 16^^, and the Mesha-stone, 1. 3).

On these high places, an altar was raised, which was attended by

priests (i K. 12^^^-
\'f'^'^. When, in and after Josiah's time, the

centralization of the worship had been effected, in connection with

the publication and acceptance of Deuteronomy, a ban was placed

upon worship at the high places. But in the days of Amos this

centralization had not taken place. When, therefore, he speaks

reprovingly of the worship conducted at these places, it is not

because of the many places as distinguished from one place, but

because of the unsatisfactory {i.e. unspiritual, perfunctory) char-

acter of the worship.— Of Isaac] A synonym used by Amos alone

for Israel. It may include Judah, but not Edom. \ Many sugges-

tions have been made touching the use here of this word, e.g.

(i) because Isaac's example was often quoted in support of this

idolatrous practice
; § (2) with reference to the meaning of the

word " mockery" as descriptive of the worship here conducted
||
((©,

followed by Jerome and Theodoret, treats the word as an appella-

tive, "mockery")
; (3) for the altar at Beersheba, built by Isaac

(Gn. 26-^), greater antiquity and authority were claimed than for

the worship at Jerusalem ; ^ (4) to contrast " their deeds with the

blameless, gentle piety of Isaac." ** The spelling pn'tT"' for pn^",

* Ew.

t See my Coitstr. Studies in the Priestly Element in the O. T., pp. 74 ff., and

literature cited on pp. 78 ff. Now. Heb. .Arch. II. 12-14.

+ So We. § Cal., Os.
||
Geb. H Har. ** Pu.
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found in v.^" and in Ps. 105' Je. ^y^, has been thought to be pro-

vincial,* and to cast ridicule on the idol-worship.t— A/ai the

sanctuaries of Israel shall be laid waste'\ The exactness of the

parallelism is to be noted
; J but the order is chiastic.— And

I will rise up against the house of Jeroboam with the s7uord^^

Cf. Ho. !*. Drought was the punishment pictured in the first

vision, locusts in the second, and now the sword in the third ; cf.

the parallel in 4*^". The prediction is plainly one against Jero-

boam's dynasty ; the great destruction is coming in Jeroboam's

time ; and, in the prophet's mind, the destruction of the dynasty

and that of Israel are synonymous. The ruin of Jeroboam's house

is not an incident in the general destruction, but the climax. The
sword stands for the Assyrian army; cf. 6". The application in

the third vision is made directly to Israel. One application serves

for all three visions.

7. 2i":] Indicates something more formal and fixed than ncy (Dr.).

—

^JX nim] Characteristic Hebrew idiom, cf. Is. 6^" 2 S. 16I Zc. 2^ 2 Ch. 26^^.

For order of words in circ. cl. cf. H. 45 rm. (d); K6. 362 1; GK. 156^. On
meaning of fjfs, cf. Lag. BN., p. 175, 1. 5 ; Jensen, Hitliter u, Artnenier,

p. 209; Dl. HWB. p. loi ; Riedel, p. 31. — 8. oa* 'jji] Ptcp. refers to

present, not to future time. — 11;? I'Din n'^] Usual idiom to express the idea

of doing (or not doing) a thing once more, e.g. 5^ 7^^ Dt. 5^^ Gn. S^- Is. 23''^,

etc.
—

*? "i3>] Pass ^by, forgive, cf. aipa i3>' (5^')> /«•*-? throngh, destroy.—
9. i:;"':] Other words expressing the idea of waste, desolation are 2nn, 3nt,

mr, nx::'.— aina] 3 of instrument.

§ 12. An Accusation and a Reply. 7^°"^^

(i) The priest of Bethel, to whose ears have come the words

of Amos's utterances, charges him to the king as a conspirator;

and, acting doubtless for the king, orders him to leave Bethel,

the king's headquarters, and return to Judah.

(2) The prophet Amos, in reply to the charges of the priest,

asserts that he is not one of the prophetic guild, but a herdsman

sent by Yahweh directly to speak to Israel ; and, acting as

Yahweh's spokesman, declares the fate of the priest, his family,

and his country.

* Va., Schro. t Ros.
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This passage has always until recently (see my strophic arrangement in

BIV., Nov. 189S, pp. 333-8) been taken as a piece of historical prose thrown

in between the first and second groups of visions. It is clear that it is an

episode growing out of former utterances of Amos (cf. Riedel's suggestion

that yi*'-!'' was placed after 7^ because the name Jeroboam occurs nowhere else

in the book). At first sight it would seem to be prose ; and yet mere prose

would scarcely be expected even in an episode if we remember (i) the

very early date of the work of Amos, and the tendency, at this early date,

to describe all events in poetry; cf. Ju. chap. 5, Ex. 15^"^*; (2) the fact that

Amos in his introductory address, which was prosaic enough from one point

of view, and very monotonous, nevertheless adopted the poetic form and

worked out the various statements in so careful a manner as to make them

seem almost artificial. If, now, we note still further (3) the many parallelisms

which the passage contains
; (4) the logical division into two parts (vs.^**"i3

and vs.^'^i')
; (5) the triple division of the first part, viz. v.i° six lines, v}^

three lines, vs. ^2- ^^ six lines ; (6) the similar triple division of the second

part, viz. vs.^''- ^^ six lines, v.^^ three lines, v.i' six lines ; and (7) the measure

of the first part, regular trimeter, and that of the second, regular tetrameter, we

have sufficient data for supposing that this was originally intended to be poetry.

The artistic skill which put the accusation in a trimeter movement, and the

strong and terrible reply in the heavier and statelier tetrameter is charac-

teristic of Amos. The symmetry is throughout extraordinary. Lohr (1901)

also maintains the poetical character of this narrative and arranges it in five

strophes of four lines each, the introductory statements in vs.^'^i-- ^^- ^"^ being

regarded as prose : str. i = vs.^"- ^^ ; str. 2 = vs.^- ^^
j str. 3 = vs.^*- ^^

; str. 4
= v.i^

; str. 5 = v.i'. But this arrangement involves (i) the omission of

mm hn iDNii from v.i^
; (2) the omission of inniN Syn rhr rhi SNia"i from

^•^^j (3) considerable irregularity in the length of lines; (4) the treat-

ment of STin nriN as a line, although the corresponding line, nin'> "ran na pS,

in v.^'^ is not counted. Elhorst (1900) treats the passage as poetry and

arranges it in three strophes : (i) vs.^''"'^ = 18 lines ; (2) vs.^*'-^^" = 6 lines;

(3) v.i'^* = 3 lines. This arrangement exhibits neither symmetry nor logic.

See also Baumann's strophic arrangement. For a discussion of the authen-

ticity and date of this portion of the book of Amos v. pp. cxxiv, cxxix.

10. Pd] 3r N3n as usual.— i-'|i] S. aviinaev dvarapaa-crd, a corruption of

iiroirjirev S-vrapcnv {v. Field, Hex!).— 11. mD''] Gr. adds n\3. — 12. nih]

(@ 6 opujj'; IB qui vides.— anS . . . Vsn] © Kara^bv.— 13. Nin] Lohr and

Baumann om. the second time.— 14. i^jn] (@S om. the second (so also

Lohr and Baumann). — "ipi3] Lit. cow-hei-d, is inconsistent with |NS in

v.i^, and must therefore either be changed to npu, cf. i^ (so Hi., Gr.,

We., Gun., Mit., Dr., Now., Oort, Em.; Elh., Lohr, Get., Baumann), or be

taken in a general sense, the larger including the lesser.— 0''CpB' dSi2i]

S. ex''"' (TVKoixbpovs. VL NnScBb ''S TOpri, and adds " because of the sins of

the people Israel, I afflict my soul." — 15. iinxc] (S €k; U cum sequo-er.
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— '^n] ^ = h'; (so also Elh., Oort, £m.; Oct.).— 16. I^an nS] ® 06 /xi]

ox^ayojyria-eLS, perhaps = iSsn (Vol.), cf. ^C I^Sn (z/. Seb. j« /oc). H «o«

stillabis; 2. oi;/c eiririix-qa-eis ; 'A. ov o-raXd^ets = fHST.— pn;;'''] (S 'la/cw/S;

U^ = v.^.— 17 a. njrn T'i'a] Hoffm.'s reading, njin 1^3, is unnecessary, and

is rightly objected to by Gun. because : (i) -\y = ix only in Aramaic (Dn. 4!")

;

(2) njr with D is not used to express such an action; (3) other words, e.g.

"yjc, are regularly used to denote violation of this sort
; (4) fHC is per-

fectly clear. Hal. nayri.— 17 &. Lohr and Baumann om. last clause. (S adds,

from beginning of chap. 8, the words : o'vtws edet^^
fj.01. Kvpios.

10. And A?fiaziah the priest of Bethel'\ This outbreak led by

the priest, perhaps a high priest (certainly not the only priest),

was provoked by the scathing words which now for some time

Amos had been preaching. It is not impossible to suppose that

the interruption was due immediately to the utterance of v.^*

But from the beginning the prophet had antagonized the priestly

order. The interests of the priest were identical with those

of the king.— Amos has conspired against thee'\ The prophet is

not charged with having entered into actual conspiracy ; but

rather with conduct of a deceitful and seditious character which

would produce conspiracy.— The hind is not able to contain all

his words'] Either the land is too small, f the prophet's words

being too many and too atrocious ; or, the people cannot endure

the prophet's work, because it is so hostile, the priest thus pro-

claiming in hyperbolical fashion his own thought as that of the

people.— 11. Jeroboam shall die by the sword] The words of

Amos here quoted by the priest contain only the subject of his

preaching, and this, indeed, is given in a form which would be

most likely to incite the king, for it will be noted that (i) the

actual statement of Amos was not personal \ he said the house

of Jeroboam (7"), J although, while Jeroboam was still alive he was

the principal member of the house ;§ (2) the reasons for Amos's

words are not given, viz. Israel's sins and the prophet's inter-

cession. Perhaps, on the other hand, no concise statement of

this kind could be more accurate, and it may therefore be an

injustice to charge the priest with distorting or perverting the

prophet's words. ||

—

Israel shall surely go aivay into captivity]

* Ke., We. t Va., Ros., Hd., Dr. $ Hi., Ke., We,

J Os., Geb., Har., Jus., Schro., Pu.
||
So Now.; per contra GAS., Dr.
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These words had been uttered by the prophet many times

;

cf. 5^-^ 6^— 12. And Amaziah spoke unto Amos'\ This message

was sent by the priest to Amos, either (i) because his words

to the king produced no effect, and he was compelled there-

fore to act upon his own authority;* or (2) after the message

had been sent to the king and before the answer had been

returned ; in this case they were prompted by a friendly desire

to have the prophet avoid the king's wrath, f or, as seems most

plausible, (3) on the authority of the king, the statement to that

effect being omitted
; \ such ellipses in conversation are very

common ; cf. Is. 7^°"^^. There is no evidence (4) that an un-

satisfactory answer had been received from the king, and is

left unmentioned because it was unsatisfactory. § — O thou Seer .'^

Cf. the xtr\^Qx\\\g, visionary. \ The history of nih is brief :^ in

pre-exihc literature it is used only of Gad (2 S. 24^^, cf. i Ch. 21^)

;

in later literature it occurs 2 Ch. 29-^ (Gad), i Ch. 25* (Heman),

2 Ch. 9^ 12^^ (Iddo), 19^ (Jehu, son of Hanani), 29'^° (Asaph),

35^^ (Jeduthun), and (in the plural) Is. 29^" 30^- Mi. 3^ 2 Ch. 33^*- ^l

The other word translated seer, nxh, is said (i S. 9^) to be the

oldest designation for prophet, and is used as a title only of

Samuel (i S. 99- "is- 19 j ch. 9-- 26-^ 29^), of Hanani (2 Ch. i6^-'°),

and in plural. Is. 30^". Amos had just announced three visions

;

it was appropriate to apply to him this title ;
** but it is also

probable that mockery was intended, much as if we should say,

" O thou gazer !
" ft— Go, flee thee to the land of Ji/dah'] This

is not the advice of a friend ; but the command of one in au-

thority. In Judah, the prophet's own land, he might say con-

cerning Israel what he pleased.— ILat bread t)iere and prophesy

therel To understand this it must be noted (i) that in the ear-

lier days there were soothsayers, rather than prophets, J X whom
the people consulted about the affairs of life, making a gift for

the privilege of the consultation (cf. i S. 9^^)
; (2) that these

soothsayers constituted local guilds {i.e. the schools of the proph-

ets), and, for the most part, restricted their work to a particular

locality, securing their livelihood by means of the gifts received,

* Dr. t Ros. X Ew. ^ Cal.
||
GAS. IT See Dr., p. 206.

*-* Dahl, Mit., Dr., Da. [DB. IV. 109). ft Merc, Jus., Ros., Hd., Dr.

%X Cf. Da., art. " Prophecy and Prophets," DB.
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i.e. from charity
; (3) that in later times the great mass of

the so-called prophets were only soothsayers of this character,

receiving rewards from the people for speaking according to

their wishes (cf. Is. sqI" Mi. 3^ Ez. x^^'' i K. 22" Je. zf'-^' 28^^

29^*^^)
; (4) that, in every case, those whom time has shown to

be true prophets were, like Amos, bold in their utterance, and

regardless of public opinion. The priest is anxious to dismiss

Amos, for he supposes him to be a soothsayer, and therefore

one who is in sympathetic touch with the masses of the people,

and these, as always, are ready to rise against those who are

in authority. He orders him to go to Judah, where he will have

no difficulty in making a livelihood by uttering invectives against

Israel, for the people of Judah will be pleased to hear of any

calamity which threatens Jeroboam II.— 13. But at Bethel thou

shalt no longer prophesy'^ Cf. 2^^. Then follow two reasons for

this banishment : ( i ) Bethel is the place of the king's sanctuary,

i.e. the principal headquarters in the kingdom for the national

religion; and (2) it is the royal residence; these, of course,

were the very reasons why Amos desired to preach in this place.

—

14. And Amos answered and said^^ With these words the move-

ment leaves the lighter trimeter, and becomes a heavier, more

sonorous tetrameter. The opening words are strong : / am no

prophet, nor a prophet's son, etc.'] " Amos was the founder and

the purest type of a new phase of prophecy."* The use of the

past tense, / zuas no prophet, etc. {i.e. when I was called), to

avoid a contradiction t with v.", is based upon a misconception

of the meaning of the prophet's words, which is, " I am not a

prophet by profession, nor am I a member of a prophetic guild." j

The literal use of the phrase, prophet's son, has been defended §

on the ground that among false prophets the office was trans-

mitted from father to son ; but for this no evidence exists. The

other interpretation depends upon (i) the general use of the

word " son " in Semitic in the sense of belonging to, (2) the name

applied to the companies of prophets at Bethel, Gilgal, etc.

(cf. I K. 20''' 2 K. 2^'' '^•'', etc.).— ^ shepherd am /] See on i\

* We. Prol. 472. t So ®S, Ros., Schro., AV., RV., Dr.

+ Uar, Cal., Mau., Hd., Kc, We., Mit., Dr., GAS. k Har.
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— And a dresser of sycamores'] This occupation was of the

lowest in rank, and, joined with that of herdsman, it indicates the

humble origin of the prophet, cb^'z has been thought * to refer

to the " piercing " of the fruit in order that it might ripen ; but

the verb is better understood as signifying " to tend or dress

the fruit of the sycamores" (j>.i.). This fruit resembles a small

fig, although it is very insipid in taste. The tree "grew abun-

dantly in the mild climate of the Shephelah,\or Maritime Plain

(i K. lO"''' I Ch. 27-**), as it does still in that of the deep Jordan

valley; in Egypt, where it also grew (Ps. 78*'), and where it is

found still, its wood was used for doors, boxes, coffins, and articles

of furniture (Wilkinson-Birch, Anc. Eg. II. 416). It attains the

size of a walnut tree, has wide-spreading branches, and, on account

of its shade, is often planted by the wayside (Lk. 19^). The fruit

grows, not on the branches, but on Uttle sprigs rising directly

out of the stem, and in clusters like the grape—^it is something

like a small fig in shape and size, but insipid and woody in

taste" (Driver, p. 207).!— 15. Go, prophesy against my people,

Israel] It was while he was following his occupation that the mes-

sage of Yahweh came to him, a message which he could not refuse

to obey, a command, indeed, to go north to Israel, and to preach

against her. The prep, h^ is euphemistic for by (cf. v.^^). This

usage in a bad sense (cf. Je. 26"^- 28^^ Ez. 6") is clearly indicated

by the context. J "There is a note of yearning" in the suffix

V of -ay (cf. " thy " in 9''). § — 16. No7ci, therefore] All that has

been said thus far is preliminary, the real word is yet to be

spoken.— Thou sayest] A marked antithesis is made between the

thou sayest of Amaziah and the YaJnveh hath said (v.^').— Thou

shall not preach] ^1123 in Hiph. is here first used of prophecy

(cf. Mi. 2«" Ez. 21--^ Jb. 29-- also Ct. 4'*^ Dt. 32^). The transfer

of drop to preach may rest upon the idea that the word of

prophecy drops refreshingly like dew upon the obedient, weari-

somely upon the disobedient
; ||

or, better, may have been suggested

by the flow of prophetic speech when in the ecstasy.^ The
verb is here essentially synonymous with Knj of the parallel clause,

* (51T, Ba.; cf. Lagarde. Mit. I. 68 f.; Che. in WRS. Proph. 396 ; Mit., Dr.

t Cf. G. E. Post, art. " Sycamore," DB.
||
Pu.

X Mau., We. § Mit. U Dr.
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and does not carry with it any contemptuous idea.— 17. Th\

wife shall be a harlot in the city\ This does not imply that she

is already one of the n"np of Baal;* or that she shall enter

voluntarily into whoredom, in order to obtain her accustomed

luxuries ; t or that she will be seduced by the conquerors
; \ but

that she shall be forcibly ravished, § and that in the city, i.e. in

public (cf. 1^3 Is. 13^^ La. 5" Zc. 142), the disgrace being all the

greater.
||
— Thy sons attd thy daughters shall fall by the s'word'\

i.e. thy children. The daughters were generally taken as wives for

the soldiers, but the punishment is here extraordinary.— Thy land
shall be divided by line'] This distribution of land to colonists was

in accordance with the Assyrian policy after the time of Tiglath-

pileser III. (cf. 2 K. 17-^ Mi. 2^ Je. 6^-). The hue was, of course,

the measuring-line. — Thou shall die in an unclean soiT\ This

is characteristic of the early Israelitish thought. Any land in

which Yahvveh was not present was unclean (i S. 26'"). More-

over, Yahweh could not be present, unless he could be properly

worshipped (cf. Ho. 9^'' Ez. 4^^) .If The reference is probably

to Assyria. It \yas for this reason, in part, that no place of wor-

ship was established in Babylon during the exile.— Israel shall

surely go into captivity away froin his land] The very words

(v.") with which Amaziah had charged him are now repeated.

This shows his daring. These words were, after all, the sum and

substance of his preaching. Perhaps he expected the captivity

immediately. In any case, about twenty-five years passes before

Tiglathpileser III. attacks Israel, and thirty-five before Samaria

is destroyed by Sargon.

10. Sair] From Ssi; cf, Arabic Jo\ . The i of the preformative has

arisen through a depression of the vowel from Sjii (ground-form yaukhal

= yawkhal); GK. 69 r; so Ko. I. i, 36, 2; Bottcher, § 475 f., Bickell, § 33,

Stade, § 486. On the basis of the proper name ^^^^\ (Je. 37^; cf. 38'), Ew.*

§127(5, explains it as a Hoph. always used instead of the Qal. — "'^on'?]

From another root, but similar in sound to '?3iP.— 11. anna] Emph. position;

chiastic order; and the emph. inf. riSi; cf. 5^ 7^''; GK. 113 «; Ew.* §312^.
— 12. nia] Imv. fol. by another imv., and this by an impf.,— a rare combi-

» Jus. ; cf. Har. t Ew. + Geb.

§ Gal., Ros., Mau., Hi., Hd.. Pu., We., GAS., Now., Dr. || See RP. III. 51.

t Now. Arch. II. 275!.; WRS. OTJC. 2^g{.
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nation.— N3jn] GK. no/; H. 23,rm.(i).— •\^'] Eth. dat.; H. 39,7; Ew.^,

§3I5<2; Ko. 35.— 13. '?N~n''^] Emph. pos.; ace. of place.— Ninj Showing

that Sntij is masc, as are all names of towns in which n''3 appears; K6.

248 <r.—iiy 1^Din nS] Cf,
s"-^

7^ 8^.— i'?d tt'ipc] Note omission of art. with

-\hv in this common phrase, cf. Da. § 22, rm. 3.— 14. jyi] Here used in

the technical sense of retort, ox reply to an accusation ; cf. Jb. 93.14.15.32 153

etc. — dSu] The vb. seems to be a loan-word, being a denominative from
SI-

•

the Arabic \yuJ^, a Jig, or Ethiopic balasa = fig, or sycamore (Di. Lex.

Aeth. col. 487; Y,^g. BN. 108), and evidently = /o care for, or dress, figs,

or sycamores. @ xfndexs Kvi'(i>}v ^= scraping; 0. similarly (xapairirwv) ; this,

perhaps, points to some process of nipping the fruit to aid it in maturing.

(Cf. Lag. Mit. I. 68 f.; Tristram, Nat. Hist. Bib. 399.)— 15. ''ir\p•'^] The

waw cons. = but. — ins nnN] In contrast with nin^ i?3k hd.

§ 13. A fourth vision of destruction, with an explanatory

discourse. 8^"'^

(i) A vision of summer fruit, the ripeness of which indicates

that its end has come; 8^". (2) An address: O ye who are

corrupt, who practise every manner of wrong-doing, against

whom the earth quaked, but in vain— the day is coming when

the sun shall be darkened, when slaughter shall prevail, when

mourning shall be universal, when a famine for the presence of

Yahweh shall fill the land, for he may not be found ; when the

strongest shall faint, when men shall swear by their gods, and

when they shall fall, never to rise. 8^«- ^f- ' ^°<* ^- ^'- "f- ^^^

This section is a logical unit. It is composed of seven strophes of trimeter

movement, each of six lines. Each strophe represents a step in the progress

of the thought: str. I (vs.^--), the vision that the end has come; str. 2 (vs.^-^),

a pointed arraignment of those who stand accused; str. 3 (vs.^*), the threat of

earthquake; str. 4 (vs.^-^), the darkening of the sun, the slaughter of multi-

tudes; str. 5
(v.l"), deep and universal mourning; str. 6 (vs.^-i-), the aban-

donment of his people by Yahweh ; str. 7 (vs.^^- M)^ despair, confusion,

destruction.

The most important modifications of the text are the following: (i) The

omission of v.^",— the question and answer, a gloss, after the style of Zecha-

riah, which has crept in and supplanted the original third line of the strophe.

This third line contained, perhaps, a further description of the V"'P ^i'^^, cf.

a similar expanded form in 4'' 7^; (2) the transposition of v.'^, describing the

wailing because of slaughter, to follow v.^, thus making with v.^ a complete

strophe. In its present place v.^ has no meaning, while, after v.^, it not only

continues the thought of terrible punishment, but prepares the way for the
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following strophe, which is wholly given up to the thought of mourning;

(3) the omission of v.*^, which consists of the repetition, with slight changes,

of a*"*, and the gloss nOB>J na Sflci; (4) the omission of the stereotyped

phrases in v.^^": nin^ ... njn. Hal.'s transposition of vs.^i-*"'*^- to precede

9I1 is at least unnecessary.

VIII. 1, 2. The fourth vision of destruction— the basket of

summer fruit.

1. yp aiSo] (S 617705 l^^vTQv, perhaps = rc''^ ''Sp (Schro.); 'A., /cdXa^os

diTthpas (=£5131); S., KciXaixos dirdpas; 0., 4770$ diriipas depLvrjs', & j.*.*,!

i^5 = ]'|-i q.iD, or Y2 ^^^ (Seb.); ST NB''i2 "'fli''? ^"jD jxn; U uncinus pomorum.

— 2. -idxm] S adds >'7N nin\— iv^] Hoffm. i'^.;^ (so Gu.).

1, Thus the Lord Yahweh showed me'\ Each of the first four

visions begins with the same words.— A basket of smntner fruit'\

The word 'yh'2 occurs only once outside of this passage, viz. in

Je. 5-', wliere it is "cage" (cf. Assyr. kiiubi, bird-net). The

word was doubtless a general term for receptacle (cf. C/SS^

,

stitch, b7'aid), used alike for cage or basket. The use of p^,

summerfruit (cf. Je. 20^^) is to be connected with the p,"3 (end)

of v.l The picture in the vision is stiggested by the thought

concerning Israel.— 2. The end has come unto my people Israel^

The advance in thought between this and the former visions will

be noted. The end is now close. Paronomasia, or punning, is

not infrequent among the prophets.* It is not to be supposed

that the words pp and pp are at all connected etymologically.f

— I will not again pass them hyl Cf. 7^ For v.'', v.i., p. 181,

This vision is really a reassertion of the thought contained in

the third vision, which had been interrupted. Three interpreta-

tions are suggested: (i) As summer fruit, when ripe, may not

last long, so Israel, ripe in her sins, shall now come to an end. {

(2) As summer fruit is plucked when ripe, so that it may not rot,

so shall Israel be removed from home and carried into captivity. §

But it is better to adopt another, viz. (3) the summer fruit is late

* See Je. i"*"- so20- 34 5120 Ez. 2516 Mi. iW- Ho. i^ ; cf. Casanowicz, Paronomasia

in the O. T.

t Cf. Hoffm., who substitutes \^p for VP. and treats "inj? as in 7".

X So Cal., Mau., Now., Elh. { Merc. Ros., lies., Sclilicr.
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and poor, the best being gathered earher ; a receptacle containing

summer fruit shows the last of the crop, the end of the year, and,

by analogy, the approaching end of Israel's kingdom.*

4-6, 7f., 9 and 3, 10, 11 f., 13 f. An address, growing out

of the vision, directed to the corrupt and wicked Israelites, an-

nouncing the certain and immediate destruction of the nation.

¥.* has no connection with v.'', which for this and other reasons

is transferred to follow v.^.

4. oiflNrn] Read a^BXD-n = who tread upon (so We., Now., Oct.). <S ol

iKTpi^oures els t6 irpul, the last three words being, perhaps, a dittog. of
p

iKTpijSovTes (so Hirscht). <S _A.^«kA,? = D^tpNC'n (Seb.), cf. 3C J''tp''ri.

—

pox] S om.— niairSi] S om.; @ KaradwaarevovTes; O. Movrei; 'S dejicere

facitis. Gr. nx pi'pS. Hoffm. nr^'i?'). Now. D'lpri'ni (so Oort, £;«./ Marti).

Oet. nou'';', omitting i (so Bewer, AJSL. XIX. Ii6f., who considers it an

adverbial expression meaning altogether'). Elh. pin;:''?, which he transposes

between D''DN!£'n and jrax. — fix] (§ o.Trb rrjs 7^s. Bewer adds i!in\ —
5. unnn] Gr. u^^nn.— -\2Z''\ 'S 7?ierces ; (@ cm. (so Marti).— n^rm] S adds

a predicate, viz. y'lSr^o. Gr. \Z'^7\.— 13] @ 6r)aavp6v = ixix; so S (so also

Oort, ThT. XIV. 155, and £m.; Gr., Elh.). "B /rumen/um. — ]>tDpn^;\ ^E,
I p. pi., as also for the remaining infinitives.— nij?'^] Oort (£m.) py^ji^.

We. n-u:^! (so Marti, Novv.^).— 6. Sd--] 6 d-rrb Travrbs (=Sip); S L^.—
^3] ® yepT^/jLaros; <@Q'", irpdo-eus; perhaps = xi^ (Va., Stek.), or la'C' (Vol.).

Gr. -\33 or i3r. — ii^B'j] Hoffm. la-fj. Oort rejects the last three words

of V.''; while Lohr and Oet. consider the first six a repetition from 2^, and

doubt whether the last three words should be connected with v.^, or be

looked upon as the conclusion of a missing sentence. We., Now., Bau-

mann, and Marti reject the entire verse.— 7. apy pxja] ^ om. a and

renders as an appos. to nin\ Gr. pxj'^.— pdcx] (3 eTnXTjffd-rjaerai; so VL.

— nxjS] (3, misunderstanding, renders els pikos (cf. i^^). — Dn"iB';?D] ® =
D3"itt'j;D (so Marti).— 8. uin] Hal. adds jidpi (cf. 9^). — nnS;-] 'A., S. cr/ce-

iraa-dT^o-erai = ris'iD'; (Hirscht). — 1x3] Read "nxo (so Oort, We., Gr., Gu.,

Now., Oct., Marti). All versions render river. Riedel, nx3 (cf. Baumann).

— nSs] © ffvpTi\eia z= rh^ (Vol., Seb.; adopted by Hirscht); so S <^^'>

TB universics ; other Greek versions iraffa.— n|T.:'ji ntinjji] (3 uses one vb.,

Kara/3i7<reTat, the first being probably a gloss (so Now., Elh., Oort, £m., Oct.;

Gr. regards it as a dittog.; but cf. Hirscht). Hoffm. nr^JJ1, fornB'-iJji (so

We.5). Read with Q^ri and several codd. n^jpirj (cf. 9^) (so Gr., Hoffm., Gu.,

Now., Oct., et a/.). — Elh. om. ** as a repetition from 9^. We. om. entire

V. (so Now., Lohr, Marti).

* Ba., Pu., Dr.
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4. Hear this'] The beginning of a new strophe ; the actual

threat will be given later in v.' ; cf. 3^ 4^

—

Oh ye thai tread upon]

This rendering, based upon the text D'EK^'n (z;.j.),is preferable;

cf. 2^— Ajid are for making the poor to cease] The idiom is a

peculiar one but well established.* To translate " even to make,"

etc.,t or, connecting it with D'Esrn, " panting after the needy and

to destroy," j is unsatisfactory. Nor is it advisable to read " and

on the Sabbath after the poor of the land " {i>.s^, which spoils the

parallelism, and fails to furnish a consistent thought ; or, " ye who

oppress the poor " {v.s.~), on the basis of 4^ and ({5.— The poor of

the earth] KUhibh '131; ; in Qri.,
"'i'.?!?

; the latter z= poor, wretched

(of the physical state), § the former = humble, meek (of the spirit-

ual).
II

The emphasis here is on the low and miserable social state

of the poor (cf. 2' Jb. 24"* Is. 3"*^), for which either form would be a

correct expression.^— 5. When will the Jiew moon pass] The day

of the new moon was celebrated as a religious festival (cf. i S.

2o5.18.24.2-.34. ^Jgo ^ J-_ ^23 Jg_
jl3 5523 g^. A,Q^ I Ch. 23^ wlth

nna; Ho. 2^^ Nu. 28"'^" Ne. lo^-*'). On this observance cf. Di.

Lev. 578 f. ; Benz. Arch. 464 f. ; also Muss-Arnolt, /^Z. XI. 72 ff.,

i6off. The reference here is to such observance; it is to be in-

ferred that, like the Sabbath, it included suspension of trade.** The

view that tnnn means month, the desire being that some disaster

would come which would increase the price of grain,tt or that the

month is the harvest month during which the poor might gather

what they needed, J J scarcely deserves mention. Note also the

suggestion of Graetz {v.s.) to read "how long till the new (corn)

will pass away ... and the old (corn) " &ic.— That we may sell

grain] The eager desire to resume a business in which profit

might be gained, with utter disregard of all conventional and legal

restraints, is rebuked. One can see no occasion for the suggestion

of Wellhausen that this reproach is strange, because ordinarily the

corn-merchant is no loser by delay in disposing of his wares.—And

the Sabbath that we may offer corn] This is better §§ than "open

(our) storehouses," " grain " by metonymy for " storehouse "
|| ||

(cf.

» Dr. Tenses, \ 206; Da. Syn. \ 96, rm. 4; GK. 114/. ||
Geb., Har., Mit.

t AV. t Mit. k Ros. H Hi.

«* Va., Schro., Ros., Hi., Mau., Ke., Mit. XX Ki.

tt Merc. \k So generally. ||||
Ros.

N
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Gn. 41^''). This is the earUest ahusion to the Sabbath in prophetic

Hterature.— DiminisJiing (lie ephah and e7ihirgi/ig the shekel^ The

size of the ephah is not definitely known, being estimated at from

21.26 quarts (Thenius) to 40.62 quarts (Josephus).* The shekel

given in gold or silver has been variously estimated, perhaps in

gold 16.37 grains (= $10.80) ; in silver 14.55 grains (=$.6o).t

— Perverting balances of deceit^ i.e. providing false balances. A
third kind of deceit is here mentioned. The attitude of the right-

minded toward these practices is seen in Ho. 12^ Jb. 22'' Pr. 11^

2<:P. The legal attitude is given in Lv. \(f'-"'^ Dt. 25^^^^; cf. also

Ez. 45^"^°.— 6. This verse consists of two elements, both of which

are glosses or interpolations : (
i
) To buy the poor for silver and

the needy for a pair of shoes^ A double phrase, of which the

first part is a modification and the second a repetition of 2".
\

These fines stand in no close relationship with those which pre-

cede (vs.''''"'^^ refer to dealers in grain; ^"^ has nothing to do with

this) ; are entirely out of grammatical harmony with those which

follow ; are a mere repetition (but in a different context) of 2*''

;

and may not be adjusted to any satisfactory construction of the

strophic system.— (2) And we sell the refuse of the corn'] This

phrase is interpreted, " and buy (the needy) for a share by lot in the

wheat for sale "
; § is declared unintelligible by one,

||
and at least

out of place by another.^ It is impossible to connect it gram-

matically or logically with what precedes, although it is sometimes

called the climax** of the indictment, or the final proof of their ava-

rice.ff The whole is therefore to be taken as two later explanatory

glosses, coming from different hands. Nowack suggests that per-

haps in ^^ we have a fragment of an old saying by Amos, which, with

the addition of the material in 2*^ (suggested by a'SXm in S'' and

* Benz. Arch. 1835.; cf. Hov/.Arc/i. I. 203; and art. "Weights and Measures,"

DB.

t Benz. Arch. 194; cf. Dr. p. 211 ; WRS. PEF., 1894, p. 229 ; A. R. S. Kennedy,

art. " Money," DB ; Madden, Coins of the Jews.

\ njp is used for ~\yz, and Di^T for \>'''^'i, without any serious modification

of the sense. The infinitive PijpS has been taken as indicating the purpose of

the fraud described in v.5, the inf. there indicating the method (Geb.) ; as indi-

cating result rather than purpose (Hi.), and as (like mj"*?) parallel with pispnS

and '^njnS. § Hoffm., changing text, v.s.
||
Oort.

H We. (who calls the entire v. suspicious). ** Mit. ft Dr.
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2"), makes up the verse.*— 7. Here begins a new strophe (vs.'-^,

marked by the solemn introduction : Yahiueh hath sworn by the

glory ofJacob'] The oath is an evidence of indignation, and here,

as in 4" 6^^, " is provoked by the spectacle of some crying moral

wrong." t (§ has J against the pride of Jacob, but 3 after rrr:

= by. The glory of Jacob is not Palestine, the possession of

Jacob (although citation may be made of Je. 13" Ne. 2^ Ps. 47^

Dn. 8^) ; nor, the greatness which he has given Israel ; § nor = by

myself (cf. 6^), ||
for although Yahvveh himself is Israel's glory

(i S. 15^), the author of 6* could hardly have described Yahweh

as " the glory of Jacob "
: it is rather the vainglorious boasting of

Israel (cf. 6* Ho. 5^ 7^"), by which, as an unchangeable fact, Yah-

weh swears scornfully.^—Iwill neverforget all their deeds] i.e. the

multitude of their wicked deeds. The elliptical form of the oath

is here employed ; for the full form see 2 S. 3^ 19''', etc.— 8. Con-

trary to the arrangement usually adopted,** v.^ is to be closely con-

nected with v.", forming with it a strophe. The indignant feeling

of Yahweh is shared by nature, and in proof of this the earth will

quake.— Oti this account shall not the earth tremble .?] Not on

account of the oath just s\vorn,f "f
but on account of the wicked-

ness and corruption of Israel, Yahweh (cf. f") will bring a convul-

sion of the land itself. 7J~i describes the movement up and down,

the restlessness Vv'hich characterizes the earthquake. Some J J

have thought this refers to the earthquake in Uzziah's time (Am. i'

Zc. 14^).— And every inhabitant in her shall mourn] Its univer-

sality and its grievous character are thus vividly depicted.— And
shall not the whole of it rise like the Nile ?] 1X3 has been read like

light, §§ but is almost universally taken for IK'S, like the Nile (cf. 9'').

* Elh. rearranges the text of vs.'*- <'"• ^- and c»_ and translates as follows :
—

(4) Hear this, ye who long to plunge the poor and the miserable in ruin,

(6 a) To buy the poor for money and the miserable for a pair of shoes,

(5 6iJ) Who say, when will the new moon be over that we may sell grain

And the Sabbath, that we may open the granary, and sell the chaff of the

grain?

Who diminish the measure

And advance the price

And falsify the deceitful balance.

tDr. t So also Jer., Os., Jus., Schro. § Bauer. || Has., Ke., Marti.

H We., Now., Dr. ** Dr. ft Schegg, Ke. ++ Or. \\ Rashi.
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The reference is to the annual inundation. The rendering, " the

whole land shall be inundated as by the Nile," * makes the subject

of nbu not the thing which goes up, but that unto which some-

thing goes (cf. Is. 34^^ Pr. 24^^). The interrogation continues as

indicated in the translation given.— And heave\ A gloss ; omitted

by (§, lacking in 9^ and superfluous
;
probably due to inability

to understand npC'Il.f Cf. Hoffmann's suggestion {zt.s^.%— Ajid

sink like the Nile of Egypt] Cf. Is. 24^"-^". This phenomenon was

known throughout the world. The usual translation makes "1S"'3

= as by the Nile.

9. Lohr and Marti reject the first six words as a later addition.— iPNan]

<5 3 p. with t:'?3!:' as subj., bifferai. Similarly S., 9.; U occidet ; ST "'D??*.

— Tiornn] <5 3 p.; hvXlB tenebrescere faciam.— ^1N mo] Gr. aio nix; Che.

{Crit. Bib.) zv ^r;2.— 3. iSiStii] ^ —^i^aJo.— nn^B'] Read r\-y\t, singing-

women, since onT would be expected for songs, and the present text yields

no sense (so Hoffm., Oort, We., Gu., Now., Elh., Lohr, Oct., Baumann,

Marti). @ rd (^arvwyuara, variously explained, e.g. as = nnvj' (Dahl), nn^ir

(Va.), aiJisD (Vol.), nnip (Riedel). ' A..ffTp6(f>fyyei; Q. to. i-n-avwdev; S.cjjSa/;

"B cardines =^ n^'^-^'i (Dahl).— 'rj^n] (g^ have article (so Gr.).— Ninn aio]

Superfluous (so Lohr, Marti); cf. 8'. ,S has this phrase twice, connecting

it the first time with the preceding, and the second time with the following

context. The presence of ot^ between the two occurrences renders dittog.

improbable (Seb.).— nini ijnx dnj] Lohr transposes to the end of the v.

Baumann, Marti, and Now.^ om.— njon 3i] (5 7ro\i>j 6 ireTnujKws; 'S i>iulH

morientur ; <S ],\ ^ . ^^m1. — on T'Str'n] Read "I'rtf'v'j and om. on as a

dittog. (so Oort, Gun.). (5 ki:ipp[\liu3 (Tiuir-qv z= on "]iSa'N; U projicietur
OP V V -^

silentium; % Pg-^P _-?2UUo. Zeydner (vrao; =) p3p) •^'3'^ {ThSt., 1886,

pp. 205ff.; soVal.). Elh. D>'3 i^'^u'n. Oct. and Hal. on i^rn. Lohr suggests

that n of Dn was originally the article, while D, or c, is the initial letter of a

lost word, perhaps nin3?C.— 10. n^n^] (§ ayairriTov.— nnnrivs] (@ roiis /j-er

auTov ; 2., 0. rd etrxaro;' ttjj yTJs. Gr.
'^''^i^''^!''!)^'

— H- The first six words

are a gloss (so also Baumann).— fTsa Dyi] Gr. inserts vSCi'i.— Before yorS]

(S inserts \i/ibv = 2i!-\. — nan J Read sg. with ©SUC and many Mss. (so

Dr., Marti).— 12. lyr] <S .a-*J-o^o.

—

dt] (§ uSara t^s ^aXdcro-Tjs, a double

rendering.— iBav.:'"i mrc] Gr. itaawi mm jcn (?).— 13. njo'i'ynn] (@ e/cXe/-

^ovaiv. — NCX3] Om. as superfluous to sense and metre (so Lohr).— 14. Lohr

om. 14 a as a later addition.— ncrxa] <3 Kara tov i\acr/jLov, with DB'N in

* Dathe, Jus., Ros. f Now.

X There is no good reason for treating (with We.) the whole v. as a glc
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mind; S l^iwS-C. Oort nrN3 (so Gr., Elh.).— yrhn'] Bauinann \-i'?n.—
IT^] (g 6 ^e6s (70V. Oort, ti-*!:. = q-)Na (so We., Elh.). HofTm. q-iT (so von

Gall, Allisr. Kultstiitten, 49; Oct.; Marti; Now.2; cf. Wkl. AOF. II. I94f.).

Dozy, q^^x (/j;-. £« Mekka, 31 f.; so Now.), Gr. T'n'?N (so Gu.). Gun. ^\JnN.

Houtsma, iina {ThT. X. 91). Hal. q-i.-is.

9. The next strophe is made up of vs.^^"'^^— / will cause the

stin to set at noo/i] The writer has in mind the day of Yahweh,

which is characterized by great natural changes. These are sug-

gested by those with which the prophet is familiar. An eclipse

had occurred June 15, B.C. 763,* the centre of which passed

through Asia Minor at about 38-39° N. At Jerusalem (31°

46' N.) it would be visible "as a fairly large partial eclipse."!

Reference to an eclipse of the sun has been found by some,

also, in Mi. 3'= Zc. 14^ Jo.
2^'-^^

f' Je. 15^ 2 K. 20^^ Is. 38^

(689 B.C.)
; J Ez. 30^* 32^-* (556 B.C.) ; but it is to be noted that

nowhere in the Old Testament is there direct mention of an

eclipse, and that in all the cases cited greater or less doubt

exists whether there was really any thought of an eclipse. This

leaves our passage as the only clear case of an indirect char-

acter.— 3. The result of such an eclipse is the terror and dismay

which first appear in connection with the palace life : the singhig

ivomen of the palace shall wa/l^ For text 71.S. The word b^n,

Assyrian ekallu, means large house, used ordinarily of temple in

Hebrew, although just as regularly of palace in Assyrian. § An-

other rendering is " walls " (niiiir).
||

Some urge against the trans-

lation palace the representation in 6^^, and the use by Amos of

m;i2"iK to express the idea oi palace (6* i^.
7. 10. 12 etc.) ^ ; but this

is not conclusive. Wailing was the ordinary sign of grief for the

dead (Is. 15^-^ 16" etc.).— A multitude of carcasses'] The eclipse

foretells and accompanies the direst of all disasters— an indis-

criminate slaughter.— In every place they are cast] The imper-

sonal one casts is used for the passive,** or better {v.s.) vocalize as

* According to Michaelis, Feb. 9, 784 H.C; but cf. Dr. who cites von Oppolzer,

Canon der Finsternisse = vol. 52 (1887) of the Denkschriften of the Vienna Acad-

emy; G. Smith, Eponym Canon, 46 f., 83. t Dr.

J V. Bosanquet, TSDA. III. 31 ff., V. 261 ; Pinches, DB. I. 193.

§ Cf. Boutfiower. AJSL. XVII. 244-9. II
®. l^ahl. H Schro.

** Geb., Va., Mau., Ba.
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passive. So great is the slaughter that the burial is thus promis-

cuous. Some prefer to take the verb as imperative, " throw them

anywhere." * If the text is allowed to stand, on is translated

Hush /] So deep is the despair, and so great the danger, that

silence is enjoined by those who are removing their dead (cf.

the gloss in 6"-^'*). But this is quite doubtful. The principal

treatments of on have been: (i) as an adverb, in silence ;\

(2) as an imperative, be silent ; \ (3) as an interjection ; §

(4) as connected with the following sentence
; || (5) as a mar-

ginal note added to express the feeling of some reader
; ^

(6) omitted as unintelligible ;
** (7) rendered, with a change of

text {iKs>), " casts bitterness "
; ff (8) it is, most probably, a corrup-

tion of '^ri, an abbreviation for l^htri (v.s.). The strophe is the

most picturesque of this series. It is strictly logical— the eclipse

— the slaughter— the confusion and despair of the burial. The

dramatic elTect is probably not so definite nor so strong as is sug-

gested by G. A. Smith. — 10. And I will turn your pilgrimages

into mourning'] The pilgrimages or festivals were the types of

rejoicing (Is. 30^ Ho. 2'^ La. 5^^).— And all your songs into,

dirges'] Cf. v.^ and 5^— Sackcloth] /..?. a coarse cloth made of

goats' hair or camels' hair. It was the garb of prophets (Is. 20-

Zc. 13* 2 K. I** Mk. I*') and mourners (Is. 15^ 22'-), and was worn

next to the skin (i K. 21''^ 2 K. 6"" Jb. \6^^ Is. 32"), being bound

about the loins (Ez. 7^^), sometimes as the only garment (i K. 20^^

21^), and sometimes under an outer cloak (2 K. 6'^"'). It is prob-

able that a loin cloth of sackcloth was the earliest dress of the

Hebrews (cf. Erman, Life in Ancient Egypt, 200 ff.), and the use of

it in mourning is an illustration of the general custom of retaining

ancient forms and usages in religious ceremonies. | J
— Baldness]

This was another sign of mourning ; it was artificially produced,

the hair on the forehead being shaved off (Dt, 14^). It was a

custom common to Hebrews, Moabites (Is. 15-), Phoenicians

(Ez. 27=^^), Philistines (Je. 47'), Arabs (Agh. xv. 12), and many

others. It seems to be a relic of ancestor-worship, the object of

* 3:, Merc, Hd. t Merc, Har. ||
SS. ** We.

t Cal, Os., Va., Schro., Mau., Ba., St. ^ Drusius. U Gun. ft Elh.

++ Cf. Schwally, Das Leben nacli dem Tode, 12 ft'.; Kennedy, art. " Sackcloth,'

DB. ; Now. Arch. I. 193.
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it being to establish an inviolable covenant between the living and

the dead, whereby the aid and protection of the latter are assured

to the former. In Arabia the hair was deposited on the tomb.

Hair, on account of its rapid growth, was thought to be a special

seat of life and strength (cf. the story of Samson) ; hence, like

blood, it was considered especially efficacious as a bond of union.

For the later Hebrew use of the custom, cf. Is. 3-'' 22^- Mi. i'*^

Ez. 7^^ etc.*— And I will make //] Not the land and its people,

f

but the lamentation and sorrow of Israel on this terrible day. \ —
Like the moiirnijig for an only sonA^ An expression of the most

intense sorrow, cf, Je. 6-^ Zc. 1 2^". There is no reference to Tam-

muz, the Assyrian Adonis.— And the end of it'\ That is, of the

mourning ; § not of the Messianic times,
||
nor of the land.^— As

a bitter daf\ Theirs will be a hopeless sorrow, the end of which is

worse than the beginning.**— 11. And I will send a famine'] In

such misery the people will naturally turn to Yahweh, but there

will be a famine and thirst, not for bread nor for water, but for

healing the word of Yalnueh] The singular, as in versions (e^i'.).—
12. Aiid they shall ivander from sea to sea] i.e. from the Dead

Sea to the Mediterranean ff (cf. Ps. 72^ 107''' Zc. 9'" Jo. 2-") ; or,

perhaps, the term is a more general one, meaning the ends of

the earth. \ \
— And from the North even to the rising of the sun

they shall run to andfro] A brief expression designating the earth

with reference to its quarters.— They shall notfind it] Cf. i S. 28"

Ez. 7-'' Je. 37^^. This is the climax of distress.

The arguments for treating this strophe (vs.^^- i-) as an interpolation

(Oort, We., K6. {Einl. 304^/), Now., Che. in EB., Lohr, ei al.) have little

force. It is urged: (i) that literal and figurative thirst cannot properly

be so closely joined; (2) that the formula in v.^^ points back to v.^, and not

to " Lo, the days are coming" (v.'^). But in answer it is to be said that

(i) the word 'A'&'l'Z (v.^^) is a gloss; (2) likewise the words, " Behold, the

days are coming; it is the oracle of the Lord Yahweh" (v.^'); (3) these

verses make a complete strophe, the essential thtiught of which, abandonment

* Cf. WRS. Set?t. 323 ff. ; arts, on " Baldness," by Macalister, DB., and W. Max
Muller, Jew. Enc.\ art. " Cuttings" (§ 3), by C. J. Ball, EB.

t Cal., Merc, Ros., Hd., Or., Mit. ^ We., Dr., Elh. H Or.

+ Gcb., Hi., Ke., We., Dr., Elh. .
||
Schegg.

** Oort and Gun. are unwarranted in pronouncing v.""' unintelligible,

ft Va., Jus., Ros., Or., Mit., Marti. Xt Ke., Now.
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of the people by Yahweh, is most appropriate after the description of the

bitter mourning (in the preceding strophe). Marti om. ^i''- 1-* as glosses.

13. A new strophe now begins,— the last, which describes the

pitiable plight of the nation. The fairest niaidens and the yoiiths\

The flower of the people, and its strength, shall faint~\ This is no

anticlimax ; nor is there real force in the argument for omitting

this verse instead of vs.^^'^-.* The moment one recognizes the

division into strophes, it is perfectly clear that no difficulty arises

in going from v.^" to v}^.— 14. The flower of the people have

been they who swear by Samaria's guilty The calf at Bethel

;

cf. 'IT'' nxan, Ho. 10'*; but since Amos nowhere else attacks any

special feature of the cult, and since Samaria is not used else-

where by him for Israel, Wellhausen supposes that originally there

stood here the name of the god of Bethel. f Notice should be

taken of the emendation adopted by W. R. Smith, Oort, Graetz,

and Elhorst of nnri<, Asherah, for n^rs* ; but cf. Stade, ZA W.

III. 13, and Hoffmann, ibid. 123.— And say : as liveth thy God,

O Dati] The calf at Dan, in northern Israel, near the base of

Mt. Hermon (i K. 12^). | Swearing was a part of the routine

of worship, cf. Dt. 6^'' 10'-" Is. 48^ Je. 12'^. Under the Canaanitish

influence, there had come to be different Yahwehs at different

places, with different names; cf. Gn. 16'^ 21''^ 33-° 35''. §

—

And
by the way of Beersheba'] On account of the difficulty of "^"'^'l,

there have been suggested {v.s.) : (i) thy darling, (2) thy well,

(3) thy lord, (4) thy god. It is possible to understand "way"
of the method of worship at Beersheba (cf. Ju. 2" Je. 10") ; but,

on the whole, it seems preferable to take it of the pilgrimages

to Beersheba, with which may be compared those to Mecca.
||

—And they shall fall and not rise again"] The conception of

God is so far from the true one, and the worship based upon

it is so far from that which Yahweh desires, that utter ruin awaits

the people.^

1. 31^3] A noun of the same form as rn';', SnJ, from the ground-form 31*73

(? -ti) as is shown by the Assyrian equivalent kiliibi, hird-7iet (cf. Winckler,

ZA. VI. 145; Zimmern, ibid., 157), which occurs as a Canaanitish gloss in the

* GAS. 185. t So Now., Che. (£'5.). Marti. + Stanley, Sin. and Pal. 461.

§ Now. Arch. II. 8 f.
|| GAS., Dr. H Paton, JBL. XIII. 88 ff.
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Tell-el Amarna letters. Cf. GK. 84^, /.— 2. S -^ny] Cf. f; these are the

only two cases of this phrase; the more common expression for forgive

is *?;? n3;' (Mi. 71^).— 4. n'^r':'] With syncopation of n, GK. 53^. Inf. cstr.

continuing a ptcp., H. 29, 5(2; Ko. 4i3z^; Dr. § 206.— •'i:;'] For which Qr.

"jy. ^ij>" in Kt. and Qr. is found in one Ms. which is followed by the second

and the third editions of the Hebrew Bible (Naples, about 1491-1493, and

Brescia, 1494) ; while another Ms., followed by the fourth edition of the Bible

(Pesaro, 1511-1517) and by the Complutensian Polyglot, has "Ji' in both Kt.

and Qr, (see Ginsburg) . For explanations of forms cf. Earth, NB. §113;
Lag. BN. pp. 48, 188, 190, and Mit. I. 81 ; BDB. ijy and ijj? differ in meaning

{y.s., and cf. Lag. Mit. 1. 81), but the line between them cannot be very strictly

drawn, for they are frequently interchanged,— a confusion no doubt partly due

to the Massoretes.— 5. -\iv n-\i3a':i] Impf. with 1 to denote purpose; cogn.

ace.— papnS] This infinitive and the following are parallel with ncN*? at the

beginning of the verse, the construction being that of concomitant circum-

stance, equivalent to the gerundive; cf. Dr. § 206; GK. II40; H. 29, 3 ^,

—

'jin::] Cf. Pr. ii^ 20'^^ Ho. 12^ Mi. 6II
(•;!i'-\ 'rsc); and the opposite (pis 'inc)

Lv. 19^8 Ez, 45!'^ Pr. 16I1 Jb. 31^ Other words are D^s and npfi (Is. 46*').

—

7. T\yvv. dn] Ellipt. form of oath; Ew.^ 356a; GK. 149 3; II. 48, 9a;

K6. 391/^.— nsj*?] Other phrases denoting the same idea are im m';';

ni -n -vi; dSip ij? (Je. 7^ Ps. 1031^); oSiyS (Gn. 322); ijS (Am. i" Ps.'i9i0);

1? ^ly (Ps. 83^^).—8. xS . . . n] The two particles separated.— nyprji]

Kt. npa'ji. In some Mss. nypcji is found in Kt. and Qr., and so also in the

Complutensian Polyglot. Cf. n3^ = y3J,—9. Dnns] According to Lag. ^A''.

129, 16, this is connected with Arab. «-^l^ {^
— to step forth), and, like the

Arab. ^.^IJ, literally = back (cf. Assyr. seru), and denotes the midday as the

highest point in the sun's course. K6. II. i. p. 93 derives it from ins = ini {to

shine). It occurs (ainx) in Mesha-Stone, 1. 15. It appears to be a dual

form; cf. a''3ij; (Ex. 16I-).— Vix*^] '^ introducing the obj., a common Ara-

maic usage; K6. 2890'.— 3. S^''."!] Probably a loan-word from Sumerian ^-^rt/

(^
— great hozise) ,v^)\\ch has passed over, directly or indirectly, into Assyr., Arab.,

Aram., Syr., Ethiop., and Heb. (Oppert; Schra. Hollenfahrt der /star, p. 148;

COT. II. 39; Haupt, E-vowel, 11 f.; Lehmann, Samaiiumukin, 126). Aram,

and Syr. N'^3>n, and Assyr. ekalhi — palace or temple, but the latter meaning is

rare in Assyr. (Dl. P/WB.), while in Ethiop. and Heb. it is the prevailing

one. It is used of palaces, as here, in i K. 21^ 2 K. 20I8 Is. 132'^ 39'

2 Ch. 36' Na. 2' Ps. 459- 1« Ho. 81* Jo. 4^ Pr. 3028, The word is much more

frequent in post-exilic literature than in early writings, which may be due to

Assyrian influence or to the greater prominence of the temple in Hebrew

thought, or to the combined influence of both causes (cf. BDB. 228).

—

iS^Sin] Other words used in mourning are : nj'-p ncj, pp, iDD, niJ, 72N,

mp, njN, 7\^Z', T^^cry, nn:.— 10. nj>p] Cf. 5I. The elegiac measure appears in

this verse with the introduction of the word 7\y^^; the evenly balancefi mem-

bers of the preceding verses are dropped, and their place is taken by mem-
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bers consisting of long and short lines, with the long line each time containing

the predicate of the short line. It is limited to this verse (cf. Bu. ZAW, II. 30 f.).

— n_] Neut., GK. 135/; H. 2, 3.
— -i>n^] Obj. gen.; GK. 128/^; Ko. 336 a'.

— 11. CvS •>:!] Here adversative; not, as frequently, exceptive; cf. GK. 163 f.

Note Ko. 372 h. — ins'^ir'ni] Pf. with Waw cons, in apodosis following a

ptcp., H. 25, 2d; K6. 361 <r.— ;'Dr'?] On use of S cf. Ko. 281/.— 12. pax,

mrc] In Heb. the points of the compass are denoted in three ways: (i) with

reference to one's position facing the east they are mp or Dnp {east), pn^ or

pin {south'), nnnx (west), Vnc;;' {7torth); (2) with reference to the sun they

are mrn or CDa- mrn {east), nn-i {south), rc'^;' vXOd or 3n;-o {west), pax

{north); (3) geographically, 2ii {south), > {west). —r>Dm~i>^'] Denotes an

uncertain roaming up and down in order to find something (2 Ch. 16^ Je.
5I

Zc. 4!" Dn. 12* = to search through a writing).— 13. nja'^^'pn] On form cf.

GK. 54^, 146^. — 14. >-3^'j] The custom of attesting the truth of a matter

by oath was exceedingly common among the Hebrews. Most commonplace
affairs were ratified by oath (Gn. 2i25ff-); in certain cases a man's oath was

sufficient to establish his own innocence (Ex. 22^^-^^-^-); treaties were made
binding by oath (Gn. 2i23f.), likewise promises (Gn. 24^' 50^*'). This fre-

quent usage caused it to become little more than an emphatic form of state-

ment, as is seen by the fact that Yahweh himself is spoken of as swearing to

do or not do certain things {e.g. 6* Je. 49^^). Since oath was usually taken

in the name of the god worshipped by the one swearing, it came about that

swearing by a god was considered synonymous with worshipping a god (Dt.

518 io20 Je.
12I6 Is. 48I).— in] Not the st. cstr. of the substantive ^n (Ew.^

329 ; Ko. II. i. p. 42), but a contracted form of the adj. ^n (whose st. cstr.

appears only in Dn. 12"), the two forms of the adj. having been differentiated

by the Massoretes who reserved ^n for oaths sworn by Yahweh, and used ^n

in oaths sworn by false gods and other non-enduring persons and things

(Hoffm. ZAW. III. 124; GK. 93, aa, note; BSZ., BDB.).

§ 14. A fifth vision of destruction, with a passionate de-

scription of the ruin. 9^"**. (i) A vision of the downfall of the

altar at Bethel, the chief seat of the Northern rehgion, and of

the utter ruin of the votaries
; 9^ (2) A vivid expression of the

thought that escape is impossible, whether they flee to the under-

world, or to the heavens, to the top of Carmel or to the bottom

of the sea ; or even if they are captives in a foreign land

;

9^"*. (3) An assurance that, after all, Israel, because of sin,

will be treated like other nations, whose migrations, as well as

that of Israel, Yahweh has conducted ; and that complete de-

struction awaits the nation, in spite of her feeling of false

security
;

9^"^
'.
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This section is clearly composed of four strophes of six lines each. The

movement is for the most part tetrameter, although occasionally for the sake

of more vivid description it falls into the trimeter. Strophe i (v.^) presents

the vision of the catastrophe; strophes 2, 3 (vs.^-*) describe the utter impossi-

bility of escape; strophe 4 (vs.'-^*) silences the objection, which, of course, an

Israelite would urge, that Yahweh, as Israel's God, could not thus humiliate

her.

The more important modifications of the text are: (i) the treatment of

vs.^-6 as a later interpolation, on the same grounds as assigned for 4^^
s***;

(2) the omission of v.^'', "except that I will not utterly destroy the house of

Jacob ; it is the oracle of Yahweh," as a gloss inserted by a later hand to

modify the absolute assertion of destruction made by Amos, and as a connect-

ing link to the section of promise which was added, perhaps by the same hand.

1. naran-S;' . . . \n'Ni] ^ Nna-ip'Sy n->-^i N3-n:c fS^o^' ""!
'^"^lJ', ^l '''?'.'7-

— in] Gr. nrN(?); Volz (T/iLZ.' 1900/p. 291) and Marti, n:!.
— -\ir2;n]

(5 ewl t6 i\a(TT7ipi.ov(= msrn); U cai-dinem ; 'A. (t6) oiKoddnrjua; S., 0. iirl

TO KijSiipwv; S ]ii-i ..V Gr. 3:)-i3n(?). Lohr calls attention to the possi-

bility of dittog. in mrijan -jn.— D'CDi] (5 rd irpd-rrvXa; U sitperliminaria

;

Si I
A o ^ ^ ]

— ::vi:3] Imv., so (S liaKo-^ov; F avaritia ; S ^aili.^. Seb. DV"X2\

Lag. {Anmerk. 2. gr. Uebers. der Prov. V./) D>'X3 = n>o, in wrath, cf. Hb. 312.

Oort, DVT.v or nviax. Elh. d'^du-x nan 5?X3 '>'S3i. Gr. cysaNi = 2riSNi(?).

Oet. 3ni-3ji. Volz ((?/• «V.) and Marti, c'^na Djsax -icnm.— aSs] (S ira.vrwv\

so H.— 2. nrn-'] O KaraKpv^Qo-iv. Oort, nr-D- (so Gr.). Gun. nn;, with

fol. 2 omitted. Lohr and Baumann om. v.'^ as late and as out of harmony

with the strophic arrangement. — 3. nxi] (& iav.— ^j^y ujc] Baumann and

N0W.2 om. as gloss.— vpip] <3S) pi.— aau'] Oort om. c— 4. >r>'] (S pi.

Lohr and Now.^ om. *'' as Jeremianic.— 5. & inserts -\^n at beginning (so

Gr.). Before niSDin] @ inserts 6 debs = ^nba (so Elh., Oct.); cf. the

remark of We., "Am. does not say nixaxn n^r\\ but 'xn ^^St< •>."— Jicri]OP
(5 Kal a-aXevoiu aiiT-^iP ; & \^^'\o.— nSo] (S (Tvvr^Xeia airiji (= n'j;^), the

pron. being absent in 8^ ; so S ; F omnis, but in 8^ universus.— nypn]

Gr. n>'p-.r'j\— na ^yv> Sd iSasi] Elh. om. as repetition from 8^.— Oet. cm.**

as repetition from S^.— is;5] Riedel, -\n3.— 6. inSyc] D is a dittog.; read

vn-Sy or m^^^y; cf. Ps. 1048 (so Oort, Gun., Gr., We., Mit., No\v., Elh., Oct.,

Marti). <S sg.— imJNi] (5 /cai ttjc ^7ra77e\/ai'a^ToG; gi qi 1 n\-.Vo; both

possibly deriving it from -ijj; cf. Jb. 21^^ Is. 44^ (Va., Seb., Vol., et al.).

Other Greek versions, S^tr/niji/. Gr. in->jN\— nin^] (gS add riN2X (so Gr.).

Vs.-^ 6 are to be associated with 4^8 58-9, and treated as an insertion; for

the argument in full v.i.— T. N^^n] 5 = n:n.— lyioa] <S 2. KoTTTraSoK/as;

so CSF. — 1\"'] @ pddpov, deriving it from iip; 9. Toixoi" ; 'A., E'. Kdp;

5, i-i-o; 2. Kupiji/T^s ; F Cyr^w.?; ST VTi?-— 8. nNiann] © twj' a/uapTwXw»'.

—

"JIN \!>;] Oort, 2n: •'rj;.
—

'ui o dsn] A gloss.
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IX. 1-4. The vision of destruction ; the impossibility of escape.

1. I saw'] This vision has an entirely different introduction from

those of the preceding visions. Here Yahvveh himself appears, the

symbol being no longer used.*— By the altar] The translation

on t is too specific (but cf. 7^) ; the idea is that of leaning, or

hovering, over ; cf. Nu. 22,^-^ i K. 13^ i S. 25-^ Is. 6".
J The altar

in the prophet's vision was not the altar in general as a place of

refuge, § nor the altar at Jerusalem, including the temple and all

that the temple represented,
||
nor in particular the altar of burnt

offering at Jerusalem
; ^ but, rather, the altar at Bethel,** reference

being made to the form of religion practised at the northern sanc-

tuaries (cf. 8"), concerning which already much has been said.

The chief temple of Northern Israel was located in Bethel.—And
he said] The person commissioned to do the work of destruc-

tion is not mentioned. It was not the prophet,tt but rather

one of the angels J J in Yahweh's court (cf. 2 S. 24^*^ i Ch. 21^^).

— Smite the capitals] Originally nins? was, perhaps, the ornament

or knop (cf. Ex. 25'^^-^^*) at the top of the column (Zp. 2")
;

later, the capital itself, here used collectively. These capitals

at the top of the columns, on which rests the roof of the altar-

building, shall be smitten with a violent blow.— That the thresh-

olds may shake] The posts, §§ or thresholds,
|| ||

or sills which

really formed the foundation. Some of the old interpreters If^

understood these phrases to be intended figuratively of the kings,

princes, and high priests. According to Ewald both terms apply

to the altar ; mnss to the knop, i.e. the horns ; D'SD to the

bottom of the altar ; so that the whole altar is shivered, and

the pieces fly upon the assembled people.— Yea break them

off {?)] DUicai is so difficult that Wellhausen and Nowack give

it up. It is perhaps an imperative.*** The suffix evidently refers

to the parts of the temple, i.e. the capitals, or the sills, or both.

* Cf. Hi., Ba. t Ew., Ba., Dr. || ^T, Cal., Ros., Ke.

t Diisterdieck, SK., 1849, p. 914. \ Dahl, Mit. H Os., Merc.
** Har., Mi., Ew., Hi., Ba., Schlier, Pu., Or., Gun., We., Now., GAS., Dr., Elh.,

Marti, ft Jus., Ba.

XX Jer.,Theod., Os., Merc. = Ros., Hi., Ew., Ke., Pu., Now., Dr. \\ Cal., Geb.

nil Jus., Hd., We., Mit., GAS., Now., Dr., Marti. 'n E.g. Merc, Geb.
*** So ©, Merc, Va., Ros., Schro., Ew., Hd., Or., Gun., Mit., BDB., GAS., Dr.
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Elhorst by emendation of this and the two following words (v.s.)

gets this sense :
" Those who seek unjust gain from corn, I will

deprive of children."

—

A/ui the residue of them'] Cf. i* 4-. This

is not the beginning of a new verse, but a continuation of the

vision,* for the picture includes the falling altar, those crushed

beneath it, and also those who escape and flee to meet a death

even more terrible, death by the sword. There is no reference

to the common people.f The phrase means the last one of

them, J i.e. the one left from the destruction of the temple.

—

There shall not escape a fugitive] There can be no escape from

Yahweh. It is this thought which is expanded in the strophe

that follows.— 2. Dig through to Sheol] The under-world, the

abode of the dead (Is. 14^" Jb. 11* 26^^), located in the very

centre of the earth (Eph. 4^), and therefore a most appropriate

and significant, though hyperbohcal, example of inaccessibility.

— Climb up to heaven] The utmost height (Je. 51^'^). The two

terms "^'Xi:' and n;p"i^ are often thus employed as points of

extreme opposition; cf. Jb. 11* Ps. 139^^^ Is. 7" Mat. 11'-''.
§ —

3. At the top of Carmel] Carmel was another example of in-

accessibility, not only for its height (1800 ft. above the sea),

but more especially for its limestone caves (said to exceed 2000

in number, and to be so close together and so serpentine as to

make the discovery of a fugitive entirely impossible), and its

forests, which in the days of Strabo,
||
were the retreat of robbers.

Cf. Ju. e \ ^. \f \ K. \Z''-.^— Bottom of the sea] The only

place remaining for a fugitive compelled to leave the land, of

which Carmel, projecting into the sea, was the last portion.**

The sea was of course the Mediterranean, and hence the ser-

pent] could not have been the crocodile,ft rior the venomous

marine serpents found in tropical regions; \\ the reference must

be to the imaginary sea-monster supposed by the ancients to

have its abode in the depths of the sea; Gn. i^^ Is. 2^.%%

* On the contrary We., Now. + Ew., We., Mit., GAS., Now., Dr.

t Cal., Os., Geb., Ros.

§ Cf. Stark, SK. LXXVI. 157 ff., who uses this clause to prove that Yahweh

was thought of as dweUing, not in the heavens, but in the temple at Jerusalem.

II
XVI. 2, 28. ** Dr. ft Ki. XX Pu.

t Cf. Pu., Ke., Dr. Yk Or., Mit., Now., Dr., Marti.
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— ^. If they go {about) in captivity'] Cf. 5-". The prophet has

no definite place in mind— either in Egypt or Assyria. It is

perhaps an allusion to another Israelitish conception, viz. that

outside of Palestine Yahweh had no power over them ; since in

a strange and foreign land they would be under the power of

the god or gods of that land; cf. Jon. i\ From this point

of view, the remark, " Elsewhere exile is the worst threat ; here

that is surpassed," * has no place.— The sword and it will slay

thcni\ The serpent, upon Yahweh's command, would bite them
;

the sword, spoken of as a thing of life (cf. Ez. 32" Ho. ii"

Is. 34^^''), at the same command, will slay them.—/ will put my

eye on them for evil] This phrase, used elsewhere, "to keep

watch over" (Gn. 44-^ Je. 24" 39^"), i.e. in a good sense, is here

defined in the bad sense. With it may be compared " set the

face against" (Je. 21^" Ps. 34^'' Lv. 20'' Ez. 15"). The purpose

which was ordinarily good is now hostile.— 5. The Lord Yah-

weh Sabaoth] The proposed logical connection of this verse

with the preceding, " God is able to bring such punishments,

because he is the almighty one "
f is unnatural and far-fetched.

We have here a dignified and heartfelt utterance introduced by

one who has been reading the words of Amos in the hght of the

history of the centuries which have followed. It is better to treat

the phrase as practically independent, \ rather than to make it the

subject of what follows § or an oath, " by the Lord," etc.
||

Else-

where, as has been noted,1[ Amos always says " God of Hosts." **

With these verses may be compared 4^^ 5**^-. — He that touches

the earth and it melts] Cf. Ps. 46*^ 97^ 104^^ 144^ Na. i^ The

manifestation of Yahweh's power in hghtning, storm, or earth-

quake brings terror. Cf. also Mi. i* Ju. 5* Ps. 75I— And it

rises up, etc.] A repetition, almost verbatim, of 8^*.— 6. He that

builds his chambers in the heaven] This is the Hebrew picture

of Yahweh's dwelHng-place. "The Hebrews pictured the sky

as a solid vault {firmamentum), resting at its extremities on the

earth (Jb. 26") ; in this vault the heavenly bodies were imag-

* We. t Merc, Ros., Jus., Mit., Dr. J Hi., Ke., Or., GAS., Now.

§ Mit., Dr.
II
Ew. f We., Mit, Now.

** See GAS., p. 205 f., for statement on Amos's use of divine names. Cf. Lohr,

pp. 38-67.
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ined to revolve :
' in front of it ' {i.e. in the open air below its

lower surface) the birds flew (Gn, i-'^) : above it were reservoirs

in which rain was stored (as also snow and hail) ; and above

these 'waters above the firmament' Jehovah sat enthroned."*

The slight change of text (cf. Je. 22" Ps. 104'') here adopted

{v.s.) does away with the interpretations, (i) ascetifs, i.e. air,

fire, and spheres which successively approach nearer to heaven
; f

(2) heave?i of heavens, or third heaven (cf. Dt. 10^* i K. 8^

Ps. 148^) ; \ (3) clouds, as formed by the ascent of moisture
; §

(4) heavenly orbs, supposed to be in steps one above another

leading to Yahweh's throne.
||

— His vault upon the earth he has

established^ n'l.JX, used in Ex. 12" Is. 58" 2 S. 2^ of something

held firmly together, ^.^. a bundle, has been explained as {\) prom-

ise (from n::)
; ^ (2) a?-ch = ypn, firmament, something beaten

out, the vault which overhangs the earth.**— He that callcth

for the waters, etc.] Repeated from 5^*. The arguments which

have been urged against the genuineness of these two verses

are : ft (i) the abruptness of their connection with the context

;

(2) the fact that they repeat much from 8^ and 5^; (3) their

similarity to 4''' and 5*-''', which are interpolated passages; (4) the

use of the title '"yi ,T,T "nK as compared with Amos's use of

n'X2a ^rh'A mn"'
; (5) the style resembles that of Deutero-Isaiah

and other late writers
; (6) their metre and strophic form differ

from the structure of the original material.— 7. Are ye not

as the sons of the Cushites unto me .?] The Cushites or Ethio-

pians, j I in Amos's times, occupied Nubia, with Napata as capi-

tal. About this time upper Egypt with Thebes became a part

of the Ethiopian territory. The king of Ethiopia, Piankhi, after

overcoming most resolute resistance and capturing Memphis, es-

tablished his authority over the petty princes of Egypt, receiving

homage and tribute from them and preventing all attempts on their

* Dr., p. 218. + Pu.
II
Merc, Ros. ; cf. Hes.

t Cal. ^ Gcb. 11 So CS and Slru.

** Mich., Ros., Jus., Hi., Ba., Hd., Mit., Now.

tt So e.g. Duhm ( Theol. 119), Oort { ThT. XIV.), Sta. {GVI. I. 571), Gieseb.

{Beitrage, 190 f.) , Co. {Einl.), Che. (in WRS. Propk. xv f. and E/i.) , Taylor {Dli.)

,

We., Now., Lohr, Marti; but cf. WRS. {Proph. 400), Kue. {Einl. \ 71,6), K6.

{Einl. 303 f).

JJ Brugsch, Egypt under the Pharaohs, 387 ff.
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part to unite in opposition to him. However, Shabako, probably

the grandson of Piankhi, was the first Ethiopian ruler to seat him-

self upon the throne of Egypt and actually administer its affairs.

Israel, says the prophet, is no more to me than the far-distant,

uncivilized, and despised black race of the Ethiopians ; cf. Je. 13-^

No reference is made to their Hamitic origin,* or their black

skin
; f ^.nd yet their color and the fact that slaves were so often

drawn from them added to the grounds for despising them. J
—

Did J not bring up Israel out of the land of Egypt ?'\ This is

not to be read separately from what follows. The sense and

syntax will be seen either by treating this clause as a protasis,

viz. " If I brought Israel up from the land of Egypt (as you

assert), did I not also bring the Philistines from Caphtor ?

"

etc. ; or, more literally, by reading the three clauses in close

connection.— Did I not bring up Israel out of the land of Egypt,

and the Philistines from Caphtor and Aram from Kir?~\ Yahweh

from his point of view was equally concerned in many, or indeed

all, historical movements, of which three are cited as examples

and placed side by side with that of the Israelites. This thought

was probably not new with Amos ; it was involved in the general

idea of the day of Yahweh, and must therefore have existed be-

fore Amos's day. § All this is in answer to the objection made

by certain narrow Israelites that Yahweh could not, if he would,

desert Israel at this stage of his connection with them.— Caphtor'\

Not a part of the Nile Delta,
||

but Crete; If cf. Dt. 2''^
Je. 47*

Gn. 10" (in which, "from whom the Philistines came forth"

should be transposed to follow " the Caphtorim "). Cf. also

Cherethites, Ez. 25^^ Zp. 2' i S. 30". — Syrians from Kir"] See

under i^ Some groundless inferences have been drawn from this

verse, e.g. that the Philistines and Arameans had also been deliv-

* Ba. t Ke.

X Cush (Gn. io6. 7 Is. iiU 18I 2o3-5 379 433) , often mentioned = Soudan (Arabic,

aswM= black). In Egyptian inscriptions, Kcsh (cf. Dr.). Che. {EB. 968) inter-

prets Cush here as designating the N. Arabian district of that name, which adjoined

the land of Musri. See Wkl. Miisri, 2 (1898), and Hibbert Journal, II. (1904),

571-590. \ Sellin, Beitrdge, I. 95 f.

II
Ebers, /^gypten u. d. Bilcher Mose's, 130 f. ; Brugsch, Egypt under the Pharaohs

;

see, however, Sayce, Academy, April 14, 1894, p. 314.

II De Goeje, Th T. IV. 257 f.
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ered from slavery ;
* that according to Amos the Philistines and

Syrians were Cushites.f— 8. The eyes of the Lord Yahweh are

upo7i\ Cf. 9^ The use of 3 marks tlie unfavorable look ; cf.

Ps. 34^^- ^•^. In v.* it was declared that Yahweh would look with

disfavor upon Israel ; v/ asserts that, in reality, no greater reason

exists for the exercise of favor toward Israel than for its exercise

toward other nations; v.^ goes back again and reasserts the un-

favorable attitude of Yahweh to Israel and its consequent ruin.

This is a clear logical sequence.— The sififiiI kingdom'] This is not

every sinful kingdom, % nor Judah, § nor both Israel and Judah,
||

but Israel alone.^ With the article it might well be rendered this

sinful kingdom.**

—

I will destroy itfrom off theface of the earth]

This is the statement of absolute destruction which has been

made so frequently and which, made now for the last time, is

expanded, vs.^" ^°.— Save that I will not utterly destroy the house

of Jacob] A later Jew, who saw that the words of Amos had

not been literally fulfilled, adds this saving clause. The line is

an extra one from the jjoint of view of the strophic arrange-

ment ; it is flatly contradictory to the thought which precedes

and follows ; it has the tone of the later environment. The

entire verse is late in the opinion of some.ft The efforts made

to explain the clause as a part of the text show at a glance the

futility of the effort, e.g. " the favor here granted to Israel is a

special one because of the covenant with their fathers." J J It is

true that in later days (cf. Je. 5, 30, Ez. 14) this argument was

urged by prophets and others ; but at this time the i)rophet had

just announced an exactly opposite position.— The house ofJacob]

is, of course, the northern kingdom (s^'*-"
6*"

f-^'^'^'^'^
8"), for the

prophet has had nothing else in mind from f. The context

directly opposes the view which would refer these words to

Judah ;§§ nor is there any reason to suppose that Israel in

general is meant.
|| ||

1. vi'jJT'i] 1 of purpose; H. 26, 2 a.— D>'X3i] For form of suffix, cf. GK.

61 g; but see Margolis, A/SL. XIX. 45-48, for a better explanation. — on':']

* Geb. t Cal., Merc., Pu.
||
Ke. ** Va.

t Cf. Hi. § Jus. 11 Dahl, Ros., et al.

W E.g. We., Che. in WRS. Proph. p. xv, and in Exp. sth ser. V. 46; Volz,

Jahweproph. 23 f. ; Now., Marti. ++ Merc. \\ Wc. ||||
Ew., Ke.
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= dat., Ko. 286 d.— Dj . . . Dir] A somewhat uncommon expression for the

impers.idea; cf. Is. 1610 Nu. 6^ Dl. 17G; GK. 144^; Ko. 324/.— a^'-D . . . oSc>]

Same as prec. except that the cognate root aVa is used as suIjj., with d instead

of D on account of preceding c of an^.— 2. cn] Here with impf. in a cond.

sent, assuming an imaginary case = ''though they were to dig ... my hand

wo«/a' fetch them"; GK. 159/; H. 48, 4; K6. 390?^; Dr.§ 143-— 3. f<:3n,

n.-D] Nan = to withdraw, hide (BDB.). nrD, as Arabic Ju« shows, means

to cover, veil, protect, etc. They are practically synonymous in Hebrew, and

neither of them is used in the Qal. N3n, however, is, with one exception

where it is used figuratively (Jb. 383°), always used with reference to man;

while nno is used indiscriminately of men and things (cf. Ps. i^'' Ho. 131*

Gn. 31*^). Hence irD is of more frequent occurrence than Nan.— SciDn]

On art., cf. H. 5, i.— >p-ip] Root perhaps -wp, "to dig out " (so K6. H. i.

p. 91); cognates, Assyr. qaqqarii and Arabic _5wjs == ground. On form

{pilpel) GK. 840; Sta. 243, i) ; change of i to •; is for sake of euphony; cf.,

for other cases of dissimilation in reduplicated stems, 23-13 = 3333 ; 0313

= D3n3 (K6. II. i. p. 465). The word occurs in five other passages (Nu. 5"

I K. 6'5i6. 30 y7), each time denoting the floor of a building. Here it is

the floor of the sea.— 4. o.-iJim] On suf., GK. 59^; on ending p_, GK. 59 a;

on vowel-change, GK. 59 f,^.— 5. ^jtni] There is much force in Ew.'s treat-

ment of this 1 as the 1 of the oath ; other possible examples of this usage

are Ho. 126 Jo. 420 Je. 29^8 Is. 5115 Dt. 3281 Ps. yi^^ Sg'*; cf. Ew.^ 340 r;

H. 44, id, rm. (1?). — yjijn] The ptcp. here is followed by Jicni, i.e. impf.

with 1 cons., and this by 1S3NI (also nnSyi and n;p'.iM). GK. 112/^ regards

this case {i.e. the pf. with 1 cons, following an impf. with i cons.) as one

of a few instances due to error in the text, or to incorrect modes of

expression ; cf. Ko. 366 i who treats the ptcp. as referring to past time

;

Ew.^ 343 a. In Am. 7* what seems to be a similar case proves on exami-

nation to be different, since n'^3Ni is equivalent to an incipient impf. {v.s.).

The proper explanation is this: the ptcp. together with Jicm expresses not a

descriptive action, but a fact of general experience, a construction ordinarily

denoted by the pf.; GK. 106,^; Dr. § 12; H. 18, 3. The whole expression

= " he causes the earth to melt." This was the principal statement, which is

followed by three clauses each giving a detail of the concurrent phenomena.

These clauses are not subordinated as circumstantial clauses would be by

placing the subject before the predicate; they are concurrent and coordinate,

yet descriptive, and hence the pf. with 1 consec. (= impf.) is employed. It

is possible that this peculiar const, points to a late and unclassical date for

vs.^- ^. — 6. imjx] His vault; from the root idea of binding (Talm. and

Aram, ijx) come four different ideas, each of which occurs but once, viz.

bunch (of hyssop), Ex. la^'^, company (of men), 2 S. 2'^^, bands (of ox-bow),

Is. 58"^, and here the heavens, as bound or fitted together into a vault. Cf.

5

Ar. i>L~»t.— 7. D"r3] On D^v,, GK. 87 rt.— nSh] Given concessive force in
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GK. 150^.— SxisyTiN] The force of the position may be expres-sed by placing

emphasis on the word Israel. — 8. ''2 Dsn] An adv. of limitation, = save that;

the other cases of this are Nu. 13-^ Dt. 15* Ju. 4^; also (acconling to We., Sta.

GVI. I. 199, Dr., Kit., and BDB.), i S. i*.— n'?] For unusual position (else-

where only in Gn. 3* Ps. 49^) cf. GK. 113 v; H. 28, 3 rm. f; Ki). 352/.

—

TcrnJ Intens. inf. abs., here written fully; cf. Dt. 15" Is. 59-' Je. 3'^; etc.

(GK. 53/&).

§15. A later voice of promise. 9^*^-^^ (i) A modification of

the prophetic utterance concerning the exile, which shall not be

doom, but a source of discipline, destruction coming upon the

wicked only; g^c 9. io_
^2) There will be a lifting up and repair-

ing of David's hut, now fallen, and the acquisition of all the terri-

tory originally intended for Israel
;

9^^- ^-.
(3) There will be a

return of numerous and plenteous harvests, a rebuilding of cities,

and a replanting of vineyards; and Israel shall be permanently

reestablished
;

9^''''^

This section is composed of three strophes of six lines each. Strophe i,

introduced by the transition clause, save that I will not utterly destroy, etc.,

furnishes the ground for what follows, viz. only the wicked of Israel shall

perish ; strophe 2 describes the political reestablishment of Israel, including

Judah; strophe 3 pictures the prosperity and permanency of restored Israel.

The chief reasons for denying this section to Amos are: (i) the many

linguistic affinities between it and the works of exilic and post-exilic times

(see especially Che. Exp. 5th ser. VIII. 44 f.; Volz, 23; Dr. 119; Day and

Chapin, AJSL. XVIII. 81; Grimm, Liturgical Appendices, 91); e.g. T'Dti-n

(v.8*), h-\Q> (v.9), T'n (v.ii), cnin and ixip (v.i^) scriptio plena; the late

formula 0'N3 a>c^ r^ir^ (v.i3); the phrase aSiy ^co; cf. Mai. 3* Mi. 71'* Is. 51^

Je. 46^6, which are late passages; the phrase ^\^1V avr, which is post-exilic;

I^hSn, cf. Is. 41IO 52'' 54^ 66^ Ps. 14712 Jo. 4"; D'D:? is later than B-nT, occur-

ring only in Jo. i^ 4}^ Is. 492'^ Ct. 8^; rD>-in, cf. ronn. Is. 49'''; Jin in Hithpa.

only in Na. i'^ Ps. 107^6; (2) the fact that this picture of restoration is incon-

sistent with Amos's repeated announcements of entire destruction (cf. 5^ ^

9^"^-^); (3) a favorable attitude towards Judah, as distinct from Israel, is not

characteristic of Amos; (4) the emphasis laid upon material blessings, ex-

tension of territory, etc., to the exclusion of every moral characteristic, is in-

consistent with the attitude of Amos, whose whole message is ethical; (5) the

fact that the passage contains echoes of later writings, e.g. cf. v." and Is. ii^

v.i3« and Lv. 26^, y.^^ and Jo.
4I8, v." and 2 K. 19-9 Je. h" 29''- 28 Is. 548 65-^1

Dt. 283"*' 39 Zp. ii3; (6) the abruptness of transition from the announce-

ment of destruction to the promise of restoration in v.**; (7) the use of the

title ttiSn is in opposition to the usage and thought of Amos (4^2 being a
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questionable passage) ; (8) Amos always represents the whole people as the

object of punishment, but here a distinction is made between the righteous

and the sinner which is characteristic of later thought; (9) the passage

seems to look back upon a ruined nation (vs.^i- "*)
; (10) Amos always con-

templates an exile in Assyria, not a scattering among the nations as here.

(So e.g. Sta., We., Oort, Marti {Gesch. 191 and Dodekaprophetoit), Sm. {Rel.

183); Houtsma ^ThT. XXXIV. 433). Co- iE.inl. ed. 3, p. 184), Che. (WRS.

Proph. XV. and Exp. Jan. 1897, pp. 44-47. and EB.), Preuschen (^ZA W.

XV. 24-27), Now., GAS., Volz, Lohr, Taylor (Z?^.), Bu. (^Jew. Enc), Bau-

dissin {EitiL), Grimm {Liturgical Appendices, 88 ff.); but cf. Val., Dr., Mit.,

Get. (pp. 24 f.), Co. {Einl. ist ed.).)

Some interpreters make the interpolation begin with v."; so ^.^. Torrey

{/BL. XV. 153 f.; cf. Schwally, ZAIV. X. 227; Seesemann, p. 15), who

saves vs.s-"^ for Amos by pruning them of later additions, viz. v.^*, and the

last clause of v.^, which were added in order to prepare the way for vs.i^ff-.

9. -ins] (5 (Tivrpinixa = •\;iV (so also Elh.), S> ,oa\ n t p ?. Get. -\^_y (?),

cf. Is. 17^.— 10. imD''] (5 Te\evT7i<TQV<n; U viorientur ; % ^N'll . — nyin]

(5 ra. KaKi.— tyiJi-i] Read v^n (so We., GAS., Now., Torrey, Dr., Oort

Em., Elh., Get., Marti). Cf. Hi. who reads rc-n as in i Ch. 211'-^ Jb. 4118,

and cites the substitution of ti'^JC for J>rn in i S. 142s.— onpn] Read a^|•^p,

since Hiph. occurs only in Jb. 41^ (so We., Torrey, GAS., Now., Oort Em.,

Elh., Oct., Marti).— unjia] (5 e^' vixSis. Read ijny (so Hoffm., We., Gr.,

Oort Em., Torrey, Now., Elh., Get., Marti). Riedel, ijnp.— 11. pdd]

2^ n>aT XPir'^n. Hoffm. nTD and niSain (so Preuschen, ZAIV. XV. 25;

Schwally, zi^zV. X. 226; Gu.). At end of v." S> adds, ini in nutJb; cf.

Dt. 32''.— iTDim pisna] 5 3 m. pi. suffixes; V, for -^d, aper/za-as mztrorum

ejus. We. n^nbnni n^xns (so Gr., Val., Now., Elh., Oct., Marti).— 12. wn-'^]

(5 iK^7]r-fia-ua-iv = W\i\— onN nnNtTTN] <S, omitting PN, ol KCLToKonroi tlov

avdpunrosv (= DiN'), and inserting as obj. of iriT' in some Mss. ne, in others,

eg. (&^, rbv KipLov; cf. Acts 151^.— Dn->S;? . . . 1!:'n] Gr. ntrxD. (5 i<i>' oxis . .^.

i-rr avTov%; TB eo quod . . . supe?- eos.— PNt] (STBS} pi— 13. tt-Jji] S) ^'^J

= j''E'n (Seb.).— -isip3 ciin] @ 6 d/xT^ris t6v rpvyy^rbv. Vol. sug. as basis

of (§ iixpa tt'nn, but i^nn = Jiffo'/zw^, while a.fi.-qrb'i = harvest. ?C ><i''xn? ^\^li;

5 foT, nV ]«|. Get. tPiinn. Gun. cnina nxip.- 'in -C2 0'3jy iiii] 6 Kal

irepKdaei r) aracpvXT) iv ry (nrdpq), perhaps reading irn for Tn; cf. Ez. 47'^

(Vol.). Si ]Lh\':^ )-^>i^? 1'5^=; cf. a: N^ni 1? PETpa inj]J ixpi.— d^d;-]

®, freely, nnn irn.— njjjinnn] (5 <rvp.(j)VToi effovrai, perhaps reading njjjDnn,

cf. Ho. 11* (Vol.); U cu/H erunt ; ^ ^nSon^.; & ^Vim .

^.^-— 14. nictr-j]

(5, freely, i70o)'((rM^»'as.— 15. v>rnr] U eve//am eos.— UPT:-\i<] (5«B om. suff.

— -IihSn] O 6 0«6s 6 TravTOKpdrwp; hence Gr. msax •'hSn.

9. For behold I command^ The later writer preserves the

continuity of expression, by placing the words in the mouth of
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Yahweh. The importance of the utterance is indicated by the

use of Behold. The participle represents the action as on the

point of occurrence.— I will shake the house of Israel among all

the fiations'] Every Israehte, good or bad, shall be subjected to

the discipline (no longer doom) which is coming. Instead of a

particular people, among whom Israel is to go captive, as else-

where, the phrase " all the nations " occurs, as in later prophets
;

cf. Je. 43^ Ez. 36-^

—

Just as one shakes with a sieve'] The sieve

is ordinarily constructed in such a way as that the good grain is

retained, while the light grain, the dust, and chaff fall through to

the ground when the sieve is shaken. So the captivity is to be a

means of sifting out of Israel all the wicked and worthless who
are a disgrace and offence to the true people of Yahweh.— And
7iot a kernel shall fall] The good shall remain in the sieve, i.e.

in exile, but the bad shall fall, i.e. perish, ini: = kernel or

pebble; cf. the following views : (i) that the nation is entirely

chaff;* (2) that "in^ = small stones which remain with the

wheat, not one of them shall fall
; f (3) that it means firm and

solid grain, i.e. something pressed together;! (4) that pebble

= wicked, who shall remain in the sieve, i.e. captivity, while the

righteous fall out or escape ; § (5) that mi:: = pious, who are

bound in a bundle that they may not be lost.
||

In favor of the

interpretation of mil' as grain are : (
i ) the fact that what remains

in the sieve is the good element according to the description here,

while the bad falls through; (2) the idea of destruction could

not be expressed by the figure of preservation in the sieve, nor

deliverance by falling through the sieve.^— 10. All the sinners

of my people] This is the point of differentiation. It cannot

mean, " all my sinful people," ** a thought more naturally ex-

pressed through an adjective. These sinners must be removed

through the process of sifting; a violent death awaits them,

—

Disaster shall not touch or befall us] For change of text, v.s.

* Cal. t Merc, Ros. J Ba.

§ Hoffm., Preuschen {7.AW. XV. 24). This interpretation supposes the sieve

referred to here to be the Kirbal described by Wetzstein, 7,/)Pl'. XIV. i ff., as a

sieve with large meshes into which the grain was first thrown in order to screen out

of it small stones, clods, straws, and impetfectly threshed ears, which could not be

blown out by throwing the grain against the wind. Cf. Ecclus. 27*.

II
Hes. 1! So Now. ** Torrey, JBL. XV. 154 f.
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For a similar attitude of mind on the part of the wicked, cf.

Am. 6'. Looking forward to Yahweh's day as a time of joy and

blessing (cf. 5^^), they scornfully refuse to heed the prophet's

warnings of calamity. With this picture of Yahweh's day as a

time of discipline and purification resulting in the preservation

and strengthening of the righteous, that of Amos is in striking

contrast; cf. s^^^" S^-^^-^-'-^l — 11. In that day^ Cf. the introduc-

tory phrase in v.^'^, and the occurrence of both together in 8'^— /

will raise up the hut of David'\ This expression presupposes the

exile, for the Davidic house is here reduced to a hut ; cf. Hoff-

mann {v.s.) who reads huts, and interprets the phrase, not as

having reference to the union of the two kingdoms, but as a

picture of the coming restoration of the simplicity of Davidic

days which Amos loved, the huts of David being contrasted with

the palaces and forts of the age of Jeroboam. — Build it as in

the days of old'\ This would hardly be appropriate in Amos's

days, but entirely so in later times.— 12. That they 7nay possess

the remnajit of Edom and all the nations'] Cf. Ps. 60. This

hostility towards Edom in particular seems to reflect the feelings

of the exilic age ; cf, Ob., Is. 63^'^, etc. This political exaltation

of Israel at the expense of the nations in general is strangely

discordant with the teachings of Amos ; cf. v.''.— Which are called

by my name] This does not mean " those to whom he shall have

revealed his divine nature, and manifested himself as a God and

Saviour";* nor " those who have been solemnly proclaimed by

him as his property or subject-lands, which was done in his

promises to Israel and David's house "
; t but refers rather to the

thought (cf. Je. 7'° Dt. 28'° 2 S. 12'-*) that an owner's name will

adhere to what he owns, and to the fact that David had actually

subdued extensive territory and made it submissive to Yahweh. J
—

13. The ploughman shall overtake the reaper, etc.] Cf. Lv, 26'''.

Ploughing and reaping will press close upon one another, the time

of ripening will be so short ; before the farmer has his crops all

sown, it will be time for him to begin reaping those first sown.

—

And the treader of grapes him tuho soweth seed] i.e. the vintage

will be so abundant that seedtime will arrive before the vintage is

* Ke. t Or. t Now.
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finished. Vintage begins in September, while seedtime begins as

soon as the October rains have made ploughing possible.— And
the mou7itams shall drop siveet wine\ Cf. Jo. 3". The vineyards

were commonly planted on the mountain slopes.— And all the

hills shall ?nclt'\ It will appear as though the hills themselves were

being dissolved in the copious streams of wine flowing ft-om the

vineyards on their sides.— 14. / will lead hack the captivit\' of
my people^ In Ho. 6", and everywhere in later writings {i.e. eleven

times in Je., three times in Ez., Dt. 30'' Ps. 126^-^ La. 2'^ Ps. 14^

53® Zp. 2' 3^), except in Jb. 42^°, the phrase mr>r 2X' may be

given this meaning {v.i.). The other interpretation iiirn the for-

tune {turning) of my people, based on the derivation of m^D from

S'.tr rather than rct:', is favored by some scholars {v.i.). The latter

meaning is more general. In either case, the post-exilic origin of

this utterance is clear in view of the detailed description which fol-

lows, and seems to have been written in the light of experience.—
They shall rebuild waste cities and inhabit them'] Cf. Je. 33^" Is. 54^

65-^ The opposite is seen in Zp. i^'' Dt. 2^^^.— And they shall

plant vineyards and drink their wine, and they shall make garde7is

{i.e. orchards), and eat their fruit] For similar ideals of the

future see Is. 65^^ Ez. 28-*^; and note the contrast between this

and Amos's outlook, 4^ 5"; cf. Dt. 28"<'-33 Zp. i^l— 15. I will

plant them upon their land] Cf. Ho. 2^ Je. 24^ 32'*' 42'" 45*

2 S. 7^" Is. 60'-'^
Jo. 3^. The nation is here represented as a tree

(cf. Ps. i'^) .— And they shall not again be plucked up from their

land which I have given them] A promise of permanent posses-

sion, qualified by no conditions ; but the nation is thought of here

as righteous, and therefore enjoying the favor of Yahweh.— Saith

YaJnveh thy God] Cf. 4^^ Is. 41'" 52^ 54" 66^ This is a phrase

expressive of the close relationship now existing. It is not used

by Amos.

9. JJir] Indef. freq.; literally, is shaken, the subj. 'grain' being under-

stood.— mjDJ a.X. Apparently from 13 3 = intertwine, weave. There seems

to be no sufficient reason on either lexicographical or exegetical grounds to con-

nect it with the modern JU«X, described by Wetzstein, ZDPV. XIV. 1-7.

—

ins] Etymol. uncertain
; perhaps from nx = to press together. The meaning

pebble is assured for 2 S. l"]^^, the only other occurrence. Grain of corn suits

the present context better. — 10. ''d;; ^Nan] Partitive genitive, GK. 128 1;
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not "my sinful people" (so Torrey), cf. Da. §24 a.— cup] Hiph. never

occurs elsewhere meaning " draw near," but rather with causative force, " bring

near." Hence the original consonants ^on should probably be pointed as Qal.

Likewise onpn] must be pointed as Pi.; Hi. occurs only in Jb. 41^, where

also Pi. was probably original (so Duhm).— unya] If fSlST be retained, '' is

to be explained as scriptio plena, since i;;2 is regularly used in sg. before

suff. But (i) this unusual pointing, (2) the inappropriateness of this prep,

after the vbs.used here, and (3) the rendering of <S {y.s.^ support the change

to ijnj? adopted here. The objection of Gun. that ij; does not elsewhere

occur with suffix of i p. pi. is of little force.— 11. noD] Used here tig. of the

fallen Davidic dynasty; cf. its use in 2 S. 22^^ of the clouds as the dwelling-

place of Yahweh. This is preferable to pointing it as pi., with Hoffm. {y.s.), and

requires less change in the following suffixes, involving merely the reading of

masc. sg. suff. instead of f. pi. in ^nisifl, whereas the reading rnrp necessitates

reading jn^pDin, and t''n''J3, and n^Soj. Perhaps, however, it is better to

read all three suff. as fcm. sg., with We., and refer them to noD.— Tin] The

scripiio plena is a distinctively late characteristic, not becoming customary

until the close of the fourth century B.C. In 6^ it occurs again, but there it is

certainly a later addition. See Eckardt, ZAW. XIII. 89 f.; cf. BDB. s.v.;

for the statistics of the two forms of writing the name, see Bonk, ZA IV. XI.

I27ff.— rnDin] a.X. ; a passive ptcp. formation (Barth, iVJ9. I26<:), from

D-\n = " to tear down." If the masc. suffix be retained it must be explained

as influenced by, or referring to, ^^1^•^.— id''d] For this use of d cf. Ho. 2^.

—

12. DniS;j Ttt' Nipj tcn] This phraseology regularly denotes the fact of

possession; cf. Is. 4^ 63!^ Dt. 28^° Je. y^"^ i^^^ 2 S. 122^. — nxr niry] This use

of the ptcp. to express an attribute of Yahweh is found also in 4^^ 5**' g^^-, and

is common in late literature.— 13. D^D>'] Pass. ptcp. formation (Barth, JVB.

126c), from DDJ7 = crush by treading; cf. Mai. 3^!; Syr. ^JOi* = to explore;

Arab. 1 m*^ = to prowl about. This was probably a sweet wine made by not

allowing fermentation to continue the usual length of time; cf. Dr., and

Pliny, //isl. Nat. XIV. 9. In Ct. 8^ this word is used of wine made from

pomegranates, a kind of wine still made in Persia. — nj:!jianp] Cf. the use

of this same vb. with reference to the land in v.^, and of the hills, as here, in

Na. 1^ In Jo. 4^^, where this statement is repeated, the more ordinary phrase

aSn iSn is substituted for this striking expression.— 14. m^i:'] Best explained

as derived from nar, not from 311:'. Cf. the effort of Barth {^ZDMG. XLI.

618) to connect it with najy = to gather (Arab. Lo), translating, "I will

gather a gathering."



A COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK
HOSEA.

§ 1. The superscription, i^* This superscript'/:,a states the

authority, the parentage, and the period of Hos'-^, the prophet

whose writings make up the collection. The superscriptions of

the prophetic books, like those of the psal\ns, had their origin in

many cases in an age later than that of the prophecies themselves.

This fact explains the inconsistencies so- frequently found between

the contents of the superscriptions ^nd the contents of the books.

The data for determining the -.alue of the statement must be

gathered from the book itself. In the case before us, aside from

the formal utterance concerning the prophet's inspiration and the

name of his father, the qi;estions of special interest are : (i) Why
should Jeroboam alone be mentioned of the Northern kings, when,

if the other part of the date is correct, the prophet must have

worked also during the reigns of several of the Israelitish kings,

viz. Zechariah, Shallum, Menahem, Pekahiah, Pekah, Hoshea?

(2) If Hosea was a. Northern prophet, why is the work dated by

Southern kings? . (3) Did Hosea really prophesy during the period

designated? (4) Consideration must also be given to the question

of his nome and nationality. These points, already referred to in

the Introduction, will be taken up in the order suggested by the

text.

A I. V. The liwrd of Va/i7ve/i^ While " law " or " instruction " (min

K ?= d/cision by oracle) was the technical word for the divine com-

munication through the priest, and " counsel " (n:iV = " the faculty

of/ self-determination or devising of measures "
t)> cf Je. 18^^, for

r

' * Cf. Che. 9-15; Sayce, yQ/?. I. 162-172; Kirk. Pro/>/i. 107-110 ; Richm,

'Zi^>//. II. 46-50; Now. 2-6; GAS. I. 211-226; WRS. Prop/i. 144 ff.; Marti, 13 f.

f Cf. Siegfried in art. " Wisdom," DB.
201
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that of the sage, " word " (nan) is the term employed in connec-

tion with the work of the prophet (cf. Am. i^ Is. 2^ Je. i" 2^ * 7^

Ez. 6^ f 12^ 13I
Jo. ii Jon. i^ Mi. i^ Zp. i^ Hg. i^ Zc. i' Mai. i^).—

To Hosea, the son of Bceri'\ The word Hosea (yirin) means de-

llvcK^nce (cf. p. 205) ; with it may be compared the form Joshua

(yimi,')- 'i^he same name was borne by the last of the Israelitish

kings ^733-7 2 2 B.C.), but the effort to identify this king with the

prophe't is without success. The name Beeri occurs only here;

cf., ho\^^ever, Beerah, i Ch. 5". Among various traditions con-

cerning HoJ-ea may be mentioned (i) that which locates his birth

and death in j^elemoth * or Belamon f or Bethshemesh J of the

tribe of Issachar ; ,
(2) that which represents his death as having

taken place in Babylon and his burial in Tsepath in upper Galilee; §

(3) that which makes his burial place in Almenia, in Northern

Africa. Leaving these siones, we turn to the book which bears

his name for the information, not elsewhere given. He taas of

Northern Israel; this appears frvOm (
i ) the language of the book,

which contains Aramaisms
; ||

(2) the phrases^ "our king," f,

"in the house of Israel I saw a horrible thing," 6^"; "the land"

applied to Northern Israel, i-
; (3) the special interest shown in

Israel ;
**

(4) the peculiar information displayed in reference to

their religious ft and pohtical conditions, their past history, || and

the topography of the country ;§§ (5) his familiarity with the

Northern love-poem. Song of Songs,
|| ||

but this point can scarcely

be substantiated
; (6) " the tone of Hosea's religion, which is, on

the whole, both warmer and more joyous (cf. chaps, e and 14) than

that which prevails in the great Judahite prophets." f^ It has

been suggested that Hosea, like Amos, went up from Judah to

Israel;*** because (i) frequent references are made to Judah
(j7.n ^15 ^5. 10-14 54.11 gi4 jji2

J 22), but thcsc passagcs are doubtful,

* See Wii. pp. iii, iv; Now. Hosea, p. ix; Kno. Proph. II. 154; Pseudepipha.-

nius, de vitis prophet, chap. ii. t Pseudodorotheus, dc prophetis, chap. I.

X Jer. on ii. § rs'^i^r^ nS:;''^-*:', fol. 19.

II
Sim. 38; Ke., Giesebrecht, ZAW. I. 258; Che., K6. EM. 311 f.; Now.

H Cf. Hi. and Ew. ; v., however, Che. p. 10.

** Wii. p. V. ft Dr. /.O 7". 304. J+ Now.. //oj^-a, pp. viii t.

^\ Ew. I. 210 f.; Wii. p. vii. ; Now. 3. ||||
Hi. 5; Che. 34.

HH Che. p. 10; cf. Wii. p. viii.

*** Jahn, Eiul. II. i. ^^ 94; Mau. Observat. in Hoseam, cited by Ros.
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and in any case do not involve such an implication
; (2) the super-

scription dates the life of the prophet principally according to

the kings of the Southern Kingdom, the name of Jeroboam being

given to indicate the period of his prophetic activity in Israel

;

but, as will be shown, the superscription is from a late hand, and

consequently cannot be trusted for evidence of a character so

subtle
; (3) the prophet's attitude toward the people of Judah as

compared with that manifested toward Israel ; but under Uzziah,

the people of Judah were comparatively upright, while idolatry

with all its evils, and oppression with all its accompaniments, were

ranipant in Israel.* Nor does the use of the names of kings of

both kingdoms indicate birth in one and work in another.f More-

over, the failure to give the birthplace of a prophet does not in-

dicate that he was a native of Jerusalem.]:— In the days of Uzziah,

Jothain, Ahaz, Hezckiah, kings of Judah, and in the days of

Jeroboam, son of Joash, king of Israel^ This translated into

dates reads : Between ca. 78s and ca. 7/5, reckoned by Southern

kings ; between ca. ySo and ca. 74s, reckoned by Northern kings.

If genuine, this would mean that Hosea's work began, at least

before 74s b.c, and continued probably through 722 B.C.

As favoring this, and in explanation of the difficulties uhich have arisen,

it has been suggested : (i) That the names of the Southern kings are inserted

{a) because the line held a more permanent and dignified position, and its

chronology was more trustworthy (Ma. 4); {b) because, as the prophet

knew, they were the true kings (Hav. Einl. II. ii. 278; Ke. I. 11 f.; ling. I.

166 f.; Pu.); (<r) because they were the righteous kings, Jeroboam's name

being added for the reason that he too was righteous in not heeding the

calumny against Amos (7"); or {d) because it was customary to date one's

prophecies by the kings of one's native land (Ilosea being from Judah)

(Mau.). (2) That the name of Jeroboam is added {a) in order that the

prophet may give evidence of his knowledge to foretell future events, since

he first threatens the evil in the prosperous time of Jeroboam (Cal. 38 f.;

Os. 509; ling. 167; Ke. I. 12 f.); or {b) because the prophet's work

was done in Israel (so most comm.) ; but the fanciful character of such

suggestions is obvious. (3) That the names of the remaining kings of

Israel are omitted because they were not regarded as real kings (Cocceius

in Marck, 6; Hng. 168). In favor of the genuineness of the super-

* Kit. Ilist. II. 3iof.; Kno. Proph. II. 155, Anm. 5; Wii. p. vi.; H. P. Smith.

O. T. Ilist. 221 il tRos. p. 5. +Wu. p. vii. Cf. Kw. I. 210-214.
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scription it has been urged (i) that "Shalman" (lo^*) refers to Shal-

maneser (Hng. I. 169 f.; Pu.); (2) that Jareb (5^' 10'') is the natal name

of Sargon (Sayce, HCM. 417); (3) that the predictions of Assyrian invasion

in lo''-^ 13!'^ seem to refer to the immediate future (Huxtable); (4) that the

allusions to the Egyptian relations (7^1 ii^i) are satisfied by the events of

Hoshea's reign (Ma. 341; Ke. I. I5f.; Hng. I. 170 f.); (5) that S'" refers to

tribute paid by Menahem to Tiglathpileser (Schm. p. 73) ; (6) that the

whole description is one that accords literally with the period of the last days

of Israel (Hng. I. 171 f.; Ke. I. 16). Against the genuineness of the super-

scription may be urged (Ew., Sim., Wii.; WRS. Proph. 406 f.; Che.; Dr.

LOT. 301 f. ; We., Or., Bach., Val., Now.; Da. DB. II. 420; Marti, EB. II.

2121, et al.; Oet.) : (i) the inconsistency of placing the later date (Uzziah,

etc.), ca. jSo to 7/5, before the earlier (Jeroboam) ca. y8o to ca. 74J, when

chaps. 1-3 seem to belong to the reign of Jeroboam (cf. the description of

prosperity in chap. 2, which is applicable only to Jeroboam's time; and the

announcement of a yet future destruction awaiting the dynasty of Jehu, 1*),

and chaps. 4-14, to the times which immediately followed; (2) the improba-

bility that a Northern prophet would use for his dates the reigns of Southern

kings; (3) the fact that in the prophet's time Gilead was still Israelitish,

6^ 12II; cf. 5^; although in 734 B.C. its inhabitants were carried away by

Tiglathpileser; (4) the absence of any reference to the attack of Pekah

upon Judah in 735 B.C. (cf. Is. 7) ; (5) the probability that Hezekiah did

not come to the throne until after the fall of Samaria, to which event Hosea

looks forward (13I6 14I) (We. Jahrbb. f. deutsche Theol. XX. 630; Wkl.

Untersuch. 77 ff.; McCurdy, HPM. II. 250; Marti, EB. 796; Che. EB.
2058; Gu. 6"^^^//. 200; et al.)

The evidence points to the conclusion suggested above, that at

least a portion of the superscription comes from the hand of a

post-exilic scribe, who thus inexactly represents Hosea as a con-

temporary of Isaiah (cf. Is. i') and of Micah (cf. i^), the name
of Uzziah being omitted from ,the date of the latter to show that

he was younger.*

* Various opinions regarding the origin of the superscription are : Hi. reads as

original, "In the days of Jeroboam, son of Joash, king of Israel; then spake

Yahweh to Hosea," thus including a part of v. 2. Sim. and Wii. treat the whole

as late. Ew. takes the specification of the kings of Judah as a later addition from

the hand to which we owe Is. i^, and considers the rest of the heading as original

but belonging only to chaps, i and 2. Che. says, " The first part, ' the word,' etc.,

may have been originally prefixed to a roll containing chaps. 1-3; the latter part

was intended for the complete book ; both parts were joined thoughtlessly at a

late date." Sayce declares the title to be older than the age of ffi, and to be the

work of a native of Judah. It is inexact and imperfect and comes from a later
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1. ytw] From yi" — to be wide ; this earlier form was changed to j'tt'^n'

(Nu. 138 i«5 3212 -8). @ 'ilafje; U Osee
; Jerome (on I^) notes the writing

Ai/(T7j, Ause; Rom. 9^^ 'flinys; S ^-Acoi; Arabic Uv«^. On the original

pronunciation of >";'in, cf. Haupt. ZA. II. 261, Anm. 2; Jager, BAS. I. 468.

The form is not (i) an imv. (Hiph.) = Save thou (Ma. 2; Ros. 10.), for this

would require "U'm; nor (2) pf. 3 m. sg., which would require V'U'in ; nor

(3) a compound of in = in', a form of nin-' and ;'U' = yr, (Jer.; cf. Sim. 7, and

\Vii. pp. If.), for this is the explanation of jj^nn^; but (4) an inf. abs., (Sim. 6;

Wu. p. I; Or. 4 ; BDB.); cf. Je. il^^ i S. 2526- 33.

§§ 2-5. Hosea's call to the prophetic work, in connection

with the unfaithfulness of his wife, a picture of Israel's rela-

tionship to God. I --3^. A family experience leads Hosea to un-

derstand in some measure the love of Yahvveh for Israel. This

experience was, in a word, the adultery of his own wife, and the

birth of children in this adultery. Some time after the events

themselves have occurred, he tells the story, mingling with its

details the new and precious truth which he has gained from the

experience concerning Yahvveh and Yahweh's bride, the nation

Israel. His narrative, like that of Isaiah's vision (Is. 6) and

Jeremiah's later feeling in reference to the message concerning

the purchase of the field (Je. 32*), reads into the events the

significance which the later history suggests. The present text

as rearranged includes : § 2. The harlotry of Gomer, the prophet's

wife, i^"'' (v.'^, a later addition). § 3. The purchase of Gomer as

a slave and her retention " many days," 3^"^ (v.^, a later addition).

§4. The harlotry of Israel and her punishment therefor,
2*'''- ^*'""- ^^

(vs.'"' ^ ^ being glosses or later additions). § 5. Later voices

hand. Dr. supposes the original title to have had simply, " In the days of

Jeroboam," and to have referred only fo chaps. 1-3 ; and the names of the Judean

kings, contemporaneous with and subsequent to Jeroboam, to have been added in

order to indicate that the book as a whole referred to a later period. We. and Now.

2

say that only the beginning of the superscription, " The word of Yahvveh which came

fo Hosea, son of Beeri," is old. Now. thinks that if any part of the superscription

is genuine, it must be "The word of Yahvveh which came to Hosea, son of Beeri,

in the days of Jeroboam, king of Israel." This belongs only to chaps. 1-3. Marti

(EB. II. 2121), suggests " words of Hosea, the son of Beeri " as the original form.

Da. (DB. II. 420) grants the possibility of an early date for " the words of Yahweh

which came to Hosea, the son of Beeri," Get. rejects the entire chronological state-

ment as coming from a later hand.
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describing Israel's return to Yahweh and his acceptance of her,

28-9. 16-18. 20-25. 1-3^* With slight exceptions the material is poetical.|

§ 2. The harlotry of Hosea's wife. i-"'*. A man of sensitive

temperament marries a young woman who later proves unfaithful

to her marriage vows. The children born in infidelity are named

Jezreel, Un-loved, "No kin of mine'''' (lit. not-fny-people). These

names, like those of Isaiah's children, were significant. The

woman, after some years, goes from bad to worse. The prophet

(i) is led to see in this a parallel with Israel's treatment of

Yahweh; and (2) .through this domestic affliction is cafled to

preach to his sinful countrymen.

2. -i3i] OFSJK read as a substantive (lai) or inf. est. (-i3n) ; but *A.

apxv ^f AdXTjo-e. — yu'ina] ^ — }n-hy, IHST places pisqa after this, thus

indicating it as an independent sentence; so <3, but ,S3J connect with what

follows. Hi. regards the clause 'in^ . . . nSnn as a gloss (so Bach., Now. (?)).

Oet. om. ya'in Sn nin\— d-'JIJI n'71] U (Cod. Amiat.) inserts fac before these

words. Bach. {Pr.) om. as a gloss on a^'jur n^'N.— njt] (5 iKiropvevova-a

= nn ; so U.— 3. 1^] Omitted in some Mss. of Heb. and (&, and in Arabic,

but present in Ethiopia Franckfurter Bibel-Cod. (Bach. /";-.). — 4. Nin>]

(@ 'Ioi;5a; S., 0. 'IwO.— hidSdd] Oet. and Now.^ sugg. that this is a con-

fusion of nioSn and hd'i'DD, and would read hd'^dd.— 6. iS idnii] ^ inserts

nin> as subj. and reads 'h for 1^; so also in v.^. — nrm nS] (5 ovk rj\iy][x.ivr);

U absque misericordia, both pointing toward a ptcp. as orig. form; but

S has finite vb. Loft. sugg. n^crn n':'.— nnS ns'N nz'i 13] & treats S as sign

of ace, and renders Kii'j, carry azvay ; U sed oblivione obliviscar eorum

(reading nu'j); (@ dXX 7) a.vTi.Taacr6/j.€vos dvTLTd^ofiai aiiTois; IJL takes N^'j

as — /orgive. Gr. would place this clause in v.^ after amx. Bach, would

insert '?}<(= not that I should forgive) before 13, its loss being occasioned by

preceding '?ni2'\ Hal. inserts n*^ = I will not pardon.— 7.' Omit as a Juda-

istic insertion (v.i.). Oet. would transpose to chap. 14. — 9. ddS htin nS]

Read dj^hSn nS (cf. a^s Zc. 8«) (so (5 codd. 42, 44; Orig. IV. 618; We., Gr.,

Loft., Now., Oet., Hal, Marti).

2 a. In the beginning when Yahtveh spoke'] is the proper ren-

dering of ilH^r, and is favored by (§SiJ ; v.s. It refers to the

* Cf. Hal6vy's arrangement, viz.: (1) the period of prostitution, i2-S; (2) the

period of expiation, 3I-'*
; (3) the period of reconciliation, 3^ 2i-3; (4) interpretation

of the foregoing history, (a) the prostitution, 2'*-'- W; [b) the expiation, 2"-l5. 8. 9
j

(c) the reconciliation, 2I8-25. f Cf. AJSL. Vol. XVIL 1-15.
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beginning of the prophet's work, which is, therefore, made syn-

chronous with his marriage. It is unquestionably awkward, and

many suggestions have been made to reUeve this difficulty ; v.i.

— With Hosea\ Yahweh is here represented as speaking luiih the

prophet, i.e. as entering into communication with him, the person

who speaks being a superior being* (Nu. 12^-^ Zc. i^*'^) ; rather

than through or by ( i K. 2 2^) . — Yahweh said unto Hosea'\ The
marriage which is commanded is a means of educating the prophet

to an understanding of Yahweh's will. That Yahweh was actually

speaking to him when his heart was led to take the step, later

events testify.— Take to thee'] Used by zeugma with a double

object, viz. Gomer and the children, and denoting here, as else-

where, marriage (cf. Gn. 4" 6" 19" i S. 25"*^ Ex. 21'" 34^''), and not

concubinage.t—A wife of whoredoms'] Not ( i) one who was un-

chaste, i.e. a harlot, at the time of marriage, % because {a) Hosea

would scarcely have attributed such a command to Yahweh

;

{b) this would be inconsistent with the symbolical representation

which makes Israel (and, therefore, the woman) at first faithful

(Je. 2")
;

{c) the ordinary word XT would better have been used.

Nor (2) one who, like all Israelites of the day, was spiritually

unclean, i.e. addipted to idolatry. § But (3) one who, although

chaste at the time of marriage, had in her a tendency to impurity

which later manifested itself.
||

For a fuller summary of the dif-

ferent interpretations v.i.-—And children of whoredoms] Not

(i) children already born in adultery to the mother before

marriage with the prophet;^ because {a) as Gomer is the wife

of whoredoms, the children to be named (vs.'*-^-") must be the

children of whoredoms ; {b) the symbolical interpretation points

to children born in sin after the marriage ;
** nor (2) children

who, like all Israehtes, were guilty of idolatry
; ff nor (3) children,

born to the prophet by his wife, who inherited from the mother

this tendency toward lewdness; \\ but (4) children born to her

after marriage and begotten by another than the prophet.**

* Ew. t Thomas Aquinas, Schmidt.

X So most older commentaries, and recently, Volz, " Die Ehegcschichte Hosea's,"

ZwTk. XLI. 321-335. ^ New., Preiswerk, Sharpe, Riedel.

II
So Geb., Mau., Ros., Hd., Che., We., WRS., Kue., GAS., Now., Da., Marti, et al.

U So AVjarb., Grotius, Kurtz, Ke. ** So most recent comm. ft Hal.

XX Sanclius, Or.
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A summary of the more important interpretations of the marriage of

Hosea is here given.

I. A vision, a transaction in a dream or trance, and never carried out in

real life (so Maimonides, AE., Ki., Hng., Ke., Wii., Tott., et al.). II. Closely

allied to I., and, like it, based upon objection to a literal interpretation, is the

view vifhich makes it a parable, or allegory, or figurative mode of speech (so

Rashi, Cal., Parens, Crocius, De Wette, Schro., Hes., Hi., Sim., Bleek, Schm.,

Reuss, K6., ei al.). In defence of both the above as against a literal interpre-

tation it is urged («) that to take it literally is a reflection upon the holiness

of God, and imputes to Hosea conduct out of harmony with the character

of a prophet ; (/') that the woman in 3^ is not the same as the wife in

chap. I, and that Ilosea should have made two such marriages is improbable

;

(c) that too much time was consumed by these events for Hosea ever to

have used them as the basis of a striking appeal to the nation ; (</) that

prophets often represent themselves as being under command to do things

which could not have been done {e.g. £2.42*); (^) that the chief emphasis

in the whole narrative is on the symbolical names; (/") that the interpretation

of the act is attached immediately to the command to perform the act, alto-

gether after the fashion of vision and symbol rather than as in actual life;

(g) that it would have been psychologically impossible for a man of Hosea's

character to have received such a command from Yahweh.

Against the preceding views, and in favor of a literal understanding of the

narrative, it is urged («) that what is morally and religiously objectionable

in actual practice becomes no more defensible by being presented as vision or

parable; (^) that no indication is given by the prophets that this is vision or

parable and not fact (but cf. Je. 2^'^^^- Zc. ii); (f) that the name Gomer

bath Diblaim yields no symbolical significance; (</) that no symbolical

meaning can be attached to the fact that the second child (v.**) is a girl

rather than a boy; (<?) that the literal view suits the realism of early proph-

ecy better than the supposition that it is a product of literary imagination;

(/) that prophets were accustomed to give symbolical names to real children

(cf. Is. 7^ 8^) ; and {g) that a real experience such as this furnishes the best

explanation of Hosea's message,— it was the outcome of the sufferings of his

own heart.

III. Those who have maintained that a real marriage took place have

differed widely among themselves. It has been held: (i) That Gomer was

an acknowledged harlot (a) who had already borne children (so Abarb.,

Grotius, Kurtz) ; or {b) who bore children to Hosea in lawful wedlock (so

Bockel and Mau., interpreting iS as showing that the children were Hosea's

own) ; or (^r) who bore, after her marriage, children whose parentage was

uncertain (so Jer., Theodoret, Merc, Sanctius, Burkius, Dathe, Bauer, Ew.,

Hofmann ( IVeissagung ti. Erfiillung, 205 ff.), Pu., Val., et al.'). The chief

arguments in support of this view are {a) that the marriage thereby becomes

a direct, obvious sermon against Israel; {h) the extraordinary character of

the act was for the express purpose of attracting attention (cf. Ez. 12^*"^)
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and leading the people to question the prophet, and thus furnish him an

opportunity to teach the lesson he desired; (c) if the act of 3^ was a public

one, as is generally maintained, why not also that of l"'^, since the form of the

divine command is practically the same? (</) the divine purpose of the

marriage becomes clear— viz. to open the eyes of the people to its sins

against Yahweh. The interpretation of Umbreit is worthy of mention in

this connection, viz. that Hosea, thinking of Yahweh as the husband of

Israel, and of himself as Yahweh's representative to Israel, feels that he

himself has contracted marriage with a harlot, since he by virtue of his

prophetic calling sustains the same relation to Israel as Yahweh does.

Against the view that Gomer was a public harlot are urged two objections

which seem decisive : (a) that if this had been intended njr would have

been used instead of c^jut n^'x; (^b) that it is contrary to the regular custom

of Hosea and the prophets in general, who always represented Israel as pure

at the time of her union with Yahweh.

(2) Another phase of this view is that spiritual fornication is meant here,

Gomer being a worshipper of idols, like all the Israelites of Hosea's time (so

New., Preiswerk, Sharpe, Riedel, Hal.). But if such were the case, Hosea's

preaching and his use of his wife for illustrative purposes would have had

little force with people who were all sinners like his wife and saw no evil

in their conduct.

(3) Some have held that Hosea took Gomer, the harlot, not as a full wife,

but only as a concubine (so Thomas Aquinas, Schmidt). But this is even

less acceptable than (i).

(4) Another attempt to escape difficulty is the view that makes the wife and

children virtuous and honorable, but says that Hosea called them adulterous

for parabolic p/urposes (so Luther, Os.). However, this is out of keeping

with his character, and might have brought upon him open ridicule abroad

and misunderstanding at home.

(5) Finally, it is held that the disposition toward adultery in Gomer did

not manifest itself until after her marriage (so Geb., Ma., Ros., Eich., Stuck,

Theiner, Hd., Schegg, Schlier, Che., We., WRS., Kue., GAS., Da., Marti, el al.).

The advantages of this view are («) that it accepts the narrative as being

the simple recital of historical facts which it apparently is, while, at the same

time, it does away with the moral difficulties involved in other views that do

the same; (3) that it furnishes a reasonable basis for Hosea's evident love

for his wife; (r) that it most easily explains the processes through which

Hosea came to a realization of the mutual relationship of Yahweh and Israel;

{d) that it is strongly supported by chap. 3, which describes Hosea as taking

back his wife who had been dismissed on account of her adultery, which

dismissal would not have been justifiable if Hosea had married her with full

knowledge of her having been previously immoral. The objections that

have been made to it (cf. Volz, ZwTh. XLI. 321-35 ; Da. DB. II. 422)

are (a) the fact that it necessitates the supposition that Hosea, after an

experience running through many years, looked back upon it all, and in-
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terpreted as a direct call of Yahvvch what was in a large measure due
to his own natural impulses; {li) the fact that to take out of Hosea's
life the number of years necessary for the occurrence of the events nar-
rated here leaves comparatively little of his life to be spent in prophetic
activity; {c) if we accept the view of We. (so WRS., Kue., GAS., Now.)
that Hosea did not discover his wife's infidelity until after the birth of their

first-born, it follows that his domestic experience had little to do with his

conception of his mission, for he foretells the doom of Israel in the name
of his first child, Jezreel ; {d) however, whether he learned of his wife's
faithlessness before the birth of Jezreel (so Che. in WRS. Proph. p. 112), or
after that event, and before the birth of the other two, it is scarcely probable
that he would have kept Gomer in his house and permitted her to go on in
adultery; {e) the fact that the wife's infidelity did not develop until after the
marriage would have been too important an item to have been completely
ignored in the text (cf. Marti's view that Gomer's infidelity was not discovered
till after the birth of all three children)

; (/) it is no easier to think of
Yahweh as commanding Hosea to marry a woman whom Yahweh knows
to be about to break her marriage vows than it is to think of him as

commanding Hosea to marry a recognized harlot; {g) the purpose of the
marriage does not appear on this supposition ; it was not necessary to teach
Hosea the idea of Yahweh as Israel's husband, for this was a common
Semitic conception; nor could he have passed immediately from the thought
of his own love for his wicked wife to that of Yahweh's love for Israel,—
he must have had a special revelation of this thought,— hence the marriage
was unnecessary; nor was it necessary in order to arouse the prophetic spirit

in Hosea, for he could not have seen in his own experience an analogy to

Yahweh's experience with Israel had he not previously had a prophet's
realization of Israel's wickedness ; nor is it sufficient to say that the mar-
riage was to teach Hosea how deep was Yahweh's love and anguish and
how base was Israel's ingratitude,— such sympathy could come only through
clear insight into Israel's complete revolt from Yahweh in cultus and life;

{k) while it is per se possible that the revelation contained in the marriage

was limited to Hosea himself, the brevity of the representation and its close

intermingling with the remaining utterances speak against it, as well as the

fact that in such cases the mediating position of the prophet between Yahweh
and Israel always appears.

2 b. For the land goes a-whoriiig from after Yahweli] The
land represents the individual inhabitants and is used in the

narrower sense of Israel, excluding Judah.* The sense of

the symbol is plain : (i) the prophet represents Yahweh
;

(2) Gomer who is married to the prophet, is Israel who is

* Wii., Che., Now., et al.
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married to Yahweh
; (3) as Gomer after marriage goes astray,

so Israel, after a period, goes a-whoring after otiier gods.— 3. And
took Gomer, the daughter of Dil>/aiin~\ Much fruitless effort has

been spent in seeking a symbolical meaning for Gomer. This

has been due to the fact that the prophet so interprets the

names of the children, and because " Gomer " is not an ordinary

name ; e.g. {a) " consumption," and this with Diblaim = " cor-

rupt mass of figs "
;
* {b) " completeness " (cf. Jer. rereXeo--

IJ-^vrj), with Diblaim = " cakes of figs, sensual pleasure "; f

(e) destruction, ruin, | referring to the punishment coming;

(d) coals ;§ (e) marriageable maiden, daughter of wantonness.
||

Besides the interpretations of Bath Diblaim given above may be

mentioned doppelgattige,^ (IT which reads :
" Go prophesy against

the inhabitants of the city of idolatry, etc.," and " Gomer, daugh-

ter of raisin-cakes," i.e. ardent worshipper of Baal.** Kimchi

suggests that Gomer was a well-known harlot of the prophet's

time. But no symbolical meaning attaches to the word, since

the prophet gives none, although to the others he gives it, and

since the emphasis rests upon the children rather than upon the

mother. In this case Gomer is a historical person,tt and Diblaim

may refer to her father, or to her home, bath having both usages
;

cf. Diblathaim, a city of Moab, Nu. -1,1^^ Je. 48-I— And bore him

a son'^ Some Mss. {v.s.^ omit " him "
; in any case, the context

demands that the son be one born in sin, though recognized for

the mother's sake. Any son born while Gomer is recognized as

his wife will be his son.— 4. Call his name Jezreel'\ Four points

may be noted: (i) The name is symbolical and refers to the

great battle-ground (cf. Ju.
4''^'^- 6'''''"'- 7^^- i S. 29'"") on which

Jehu had massacred the family of Ahab (2 K. 9, 10). In giving

this name to the bastard son, he plainly characterizes Jehu's act as

wicked and ruinous. This opinion, differing from that of 2 K. ic'''',

represents the opinion of Hosea and the moral reformers of his

time, a century after the event. A century had given the prophets

a better point of view. The cult of Jehu and his descendants was

not one which the prophet of the period could endorse. (2) Per-

* Cal. § Ges., Mau. ** Riedel.

t Crocius.
II
Hi. tt Gcb., Ew., Sim., et al.

X ST, Marck, Schlier. H Meier, cited by Sim.
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haps, as Nowack suggests, the prophet had before him Elijah's

prediction of the downfall of Ahab's home on account of Naboth's

blood (i K. 2i^°''^). (3) The prophet does not yet know, if we

may judge from the name of the son as compared with the name

of the daughter (v/'), that his wife is faithless to him.** (4) From

the words that follow : / will avenge the blood of Jezreel upon

the house ofJehu, and will cause the kingdom of Israel to cease~\

it appears that Hosea expected the end of Jehu's dynasty and the

end of the kingdom to come at the same time. As a matter of fact

about twenty-one years (743-722 B.C.) passed before the kingdom

ceased to exist, and during this period six kings sat upon the

throne. This is all the more interesting in view of the fact that the

prophet himself lived for some time after the death of Zechariah,

and might easily have changed this definite expression which

was not fulfilled to one more nearly in accord with the facts
;

which goes to show that neither the prophet nor his contem-

poraries were accustomed to place emphasis upon the letter

of prophetic speech. While, on the other hand, it is clear from

history that with the fall of Jehu's dynasty the end in the

larger sense had begun to show itself. ^5. The bow of Israel^

i.e. power (cf. Gn. 49-* Je. 49*' Jb. 29-").

—

In the valley ofJezreel'\

Jezreel was the scene of the slaughter of Ahab's family by Jehu

;

hence the valley of Jezreel is selected as the most fitting place

for the infliction of vengeance for this deed, f— o- And she

bare a daughter'] Now the prophet has discovered the unfaith-

fulness of his wife, for he is instructed : Call her name No-pity\

Literally, She is not pitied or loved, an independent sentence

used as a proper name ; the explanation follows : / tvill no

longer have pity (or love') for the house of Israel, that I should

at all forgive them'\ ' Other renderings of the last clause are :

(i) but will utterly take them away; J (2) but I will take away

from them (everything) ; § (3) but I will completely forget them
; ||

(4) but I will lift up my hand (in solemn oath) against them.^

Marti omits this clause. -:j^ 7. But I will have pity upon the house

* So We., WRS., Kue., Now. ; but cf. Che. {v.s>,.

t Meinhold, p. 64, treats v. 5 as a later addition.

+ Hd., AV., et al. \ Hng., Pu., et al.
||
F, Scliolz, et al. U Abarb.
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of JudaJi^ This verse is from a later hand * because (i) it occa-

sions an interruption in the description of the prophet's domestic

history, and its connection with Yahweh and Israel; (2) the

phrase "Yahweh their God" does not occur in pre-Deuteronomic

literature;' (3) other verses relating to Judah are suspicious;

(4) it reflects the deliverance of Judah in Sennacherib's time

(701 B.C.).— And will deliver the?n by Yahweh their God'\ The
interpolator apparently forgets that he is representing Yahweh
himself as speaking, and thus drops into the use of the third

person.— Atid not . . . l>y bow, nor by sword, nor by equipitient,

nor by horses, nor by horsemen'^ This repudiation of all human
help and this absolute confidence in Yahweh's ability and willing-

ness to deliver his people in miraculous ways represent a charac-

teristically late conception (cf. Ez. 39^"^'' Jo. 2^"- 3^*"^' Zc. 14^ *'^).

—

8, And she weaned . . . and bare a so7i\ The period of time

between the birth of the first child and that of the third would

cover from six to eight years, since children were not weaned

until they were two or three years old.f — Call his name Not-

my-people, for ye are not my people and I am not your God'\

This expresses the complete estrangement existing between Israel

and Yahweh, and Yahweh's purpose to leave Israel to its fate.

This translation involves a slight change of text {v.s.) which seems

to be demanded by the context. ii4l2r " I will not be to you "

furnishes essentially the same thought.
^

2. 131 nSnp] Cstr. foil, by relative clause with relative omitted; two pos-

sible constructions: (i) the beginning of that which Yahweh spoke, cf. Ps.

81^ Jb. 18-^ (Ma., Mau., Sharpe) ; or (2) in the beginning when Yahweh
spoke, cf. Gn. i^ = In the beginning when God created, etc., Fs. 4^ 90^^;

GK. 1300"; H. 8, 2e; Ko. 385/2 (Ew., Ke., Now.). Other constructions

have been suggested: (i) to regard '-1 'n as in apposition with 'D^j (v.^)

= "In the days of Jeroboam, etc., in the beginning when Yahweh spoke,

etc."; but in this case we should expect a repetition of the prep. 2 with 'n

and the omission of 1 before ''D"'3; (2) to take the phrase as the subject of

the preceding verse, " In the days of Jeroboam, etc. (was) the beginning of

*So We.; Sta. Gesch. I. 577; Co. ZAW. VII. 285; Kue. Einl.; Gieseb.

Beitrage, 213 ; Schwally, 7,AW. X. 227 ; Che. in VVRS. Proph. p. xx. ; Oort,

ThT. XXIV. 345 f.; Now., GAS., Gu., Seesemann, Meinhold, Marti; but cf. K6.

Einl. 309 ; Bohmer, ZwTh. XLV. 5.

t Cf. ZDPV. IV. 65 ; Now, Arch. I. 171.
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that, etc"; (3) to make nSnn the subj. of what follows, "the beginning

which Yahweh spoke with Hosea was that Yahweh said to Hosea"; (4) to

treat the clause 'inj . . . rhnn as a gloss, and, connecting vs.^ ^^"^ *, to read

(^omitting 1), "In the days of Jeroboam, etc., Yahweh said to Hosea" (Hi.).

Other readings have been suggested for 121, viz. -i3i C&), inf. const.; nil

((!IS^); and also nai as a noun, cf. D^v and Je. 5^^ (Merc, Hd.).— ya'ina]

On the following pisqa, or space, cf. Baer's note, p. 59; GK. 17 e; and Weir,

Hebr. Text, 94. This is one of the twenty-eight verses in which pisqa is

inserted immediately after athnah. — i*? np] For other cases of zeugma see

2206 Gn. ill I s. i2i6 Je.
19I Ez. 69 (cf. K6. Stil. 122 f.).— D^jui nii-x] On

pi. in abstr. to express intensity, GK. 124 f.; H. 3, 2<5; K6. 261 d\ Ew.^ 179;

on the use of annexion to express characteristic qualities, GK. 128/; Ko. 335 a.

— njin nj?] Intens. inf. abs. ; the impf. (a fut. in @ and U) is a freq. of the

pres.; H. 21, 2; GK. 107^^. This word njr as distinguished from r|Nj means

to commitfornication, and is used almost wholly of the woman, either married

or unmarried (used of man only in Nu. 25I, with DV^ as subj.) ; while fjNj means

to coiiiDiit adidtery, and is used usually of the man, always with another man's

wife ; sometimes of the woman (Lv. 20"^ Ho. 41"^*-, etc.).— nnxc] Lit. from
after, cf. Dt. 7* 2 S. 7^ 20^ Is. 591^; frequent constr. for from going after,

used of those who abandon a person or party whom they have before fol-

lowed ; Ko. 2i3(/.— 3. D^SaT n3] On cstr. cf. K6. 3o6/«.— 4. Sxyir"'] God
sows ; cf. similar formations in SNity, Sxfll'', SNyDiy; Lag. BN. 131. — ^mpsi]

1 marks apod, after prec protasis, tSi'D nij; (cf. 'Pias'i, v.^); GK. 112 00

and 143^; Ko. 367/. — ^cn] On force of pi, Ko. 259c.— 5. nini] The
familiar formula, GK. 112y; Dr. § 121, Obs. i ; H. 25, 4.— '?NynTi pc;;] The
prop, name is used in this paragraph of the city, the plain, and the son of

Hosea; for other examples of the plain, Jos. 171*^ Ju. 6^^; cf. also Ho. 22-24. —
6. n::xii] Either impers. or with the subj. (Yahweh) to be supplied.— nnm n'?]

This has been taken as a Pu. ptcp. with c dropped, but the regular negative

with the ptcp. is |\s; it is probably a pausal form of the pf. 3 sg. f. (cf. Is. 54II

Pr. 28^'^). On this use of the neg. in proper names, GK. 152, note i ;

Ko. 352/.— -\iy H^'] — Lat. non jam. — cmN ri^DlN] Verbal appos.; H. 36,

2 ; GK. 120^. On the transl. ///)' or love,'Ca.e. Grk. transl. {v.s.) vary, (5 using

for amx, k\ir^<Ta.i ; Complut. ay awrjffai (cf. Paul, in Rom. 9-^). The word is

used of the love of a father for his son (Ps. 10313), and of God for man
(Is. 30I8).— -ui Ntt-J 13] 10 indicates result (Mau., Hi., Ew., Sim., Ke., Che.,

Now., GAS.; Ko., 395 b), and is not adversative ((5^F, New., Hd.), while aof}

here = py my: = take aivay gui/t —forgive (Ko. 209 /'). Cf. this usage with

ace. in Ex. 32^2 Ho. 14^ Mi. 7I8, etc.; but also as here with pv omitted and

S of person, Gn. 18^^ Nu. 14I9 Is. 2^ Ps. 99^. — 7. -ni n>a"nNi] Emph. being

suggested in contrast with "v^ nij (v.^). It is easy to see the origin of this

gloss.— ddmSx nirfa] Cf. 12' Zc lo^'^ Is. 261^ 4517 pg. jgso 4^6.— .^^^ na^pa]

Note the arrangement of the five nouns: (i) by boiv and by sword, (2) and
by battle, (3) by horse and by korsemett ; 7var includes all the others and

is altogether superfluous in the list, especially in the middle of it. Now.
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and Marti om. it ; Che. translates " equipment of war." Perhaps the thought

is to be divided thus: "and I will not deliver them by bow nor by sword;

nor in battle by horse nor by horsemen." In any case the rhythm demands

that hdhSdji go with the two following instead of, as according to the

accents, with the two preceding nouns.

§ 3. The purchase of Gomer as a slave, and her retention

*' many days." 3^"'. The prophet was compelled by his love for

Gomer, faithless as she was, to purchase her, out of the depths of

infamy into which she had fallen, at the price of a slave. He does

not, however, at once reestablish the old relationship ; she is to

be disciplined, to lead a life shut off from men, even from her

husband. This period of seclusion will last " many days." The

prophet is led to see in this also (i) a parallel of Yahweh's

treatment of Israel; and (2) this together with the first act of the

domestic tragedy constitutes his call to preach, and furnishes him

the fundamental factor in his preaching.

The literary form of this section is distinctly poetic. In no portion of the

book is the parallelism more marked, or more perfect. The first person is

employed instead of the third, as in chap. I. There are three strophes of 6,

6, and 5 lines, in which the trimeter movement prevails. The first (v.^)

describes the faithlessness of both Gomer and Israel; the second (vs.-- 3) is

devoted to Gomer, picturing her degradation and seclusion; the third (v.*)

is devoted to Israel, picturing her degradation and seclusion. V.^ is a

later addition (v.i.^ In this piece, which stands closely related with the

contents of chap, i, both in form and thought, the artistic element is

seen in (i) the distribution of the contents into the three strophes (v.sJ);

(2) the regularity of the rhythm (falling to a dimeter only once, in 1DN1

h^Sn); (3) the parallelism; (4) the use of poetical phrases like y'\ nariN

pbnjd; (5) the use of rare and poetical words, like iit'iirx (v.^) and ^n*?

(v.2); (6) the use of the first person throughout; (7) the assonance prevail-

ing in the closing lines of each strophe, viz. the recurrence of D>_ in lines

5 and 6 of strophe i; of v in lines 4-6 of strophe 2; and of jin in lines 3-5

of strophe 3.

1. J.n nanx] © ayairCKjav Trovrjpd (= p nans); so S (so also Hermann,
S/T. 1879, p. 515; the reading nans is adopted by Mich., Oort; Patter-

son, //eir. VII. 194; Gu.; Volz, ZwT/i. XLI. 331; Oet., Marti); but 'A.

fiyatnj/x^vijv Tuj wXtjo-Iop; 2. 110' er^pov (= nnnN). Gr. nvi . Hal. D''yn nans.

Bach. (foil. Penary) points ranx = zvi^/i the love of a friend, and om. ponjdi

as a gloss on 'jtn, suggesting that the whole expression is a later correction

made to offset the narrative of the prophet's relation to Gomer in chap. i.
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— '!fi ija] Bab. Cod. 'B''' nij.— 2. moNi] @ /caJ ^/iicr^wo-d/ii?^ (= nn3fe'Ni);

so S (so also Hal,).— Dn;;tt' -[nV] @ f^^eX otcou (= -^yc; 'jjj); so Syr.-Hex.

& om. the first Dn;;!^. Gr., foil. (5, p> Saj (so We. (?), Oort, A>;.).— >!ffwn

a''3j;"] Gr. Qijom Dna'N(?).— 3. ih lattri] U expectabis me; so S. TrpoirSo-

/cTjtreis /xe.— B'^n'?] (S^Q, 6.vbpl erepcf.— yha >jN"DJiJ H sed et ego expeciabo

le; ©<5 om. DJ. We. inserts X13N n*? before T'Sn (so Gr., Now., Oort, Em.;

cf. AE. and Ki., who supplied it in thought). Linder {^SK. i860, pp. 739 f.;

cf. Riedel, i^Sn nV) substitutes ^Vn for ti'^n. St. adds '•jj^n after ijn. Bach,

inserts S.x with some such voluntative as nxi^x implied. Oet. tjS >jn dji, or

iSy ^jN 0J1, taking >jx as imv. of njN, to sigh. Read T'Sn ijjin dji (cf. Marti);

for the idiom Sn ps, cf. Gn. 31^— 4. IB' |^ni "[Sd ]^n] Co. and Now. om.

as gloss.— naxc] <S dvcnaa-Triplov (=n3Tr); so SU. Other Greek versions,

<TTT^\r]s.— D^onm niBN pNi] (5 oi)5^ leparias ovdi driXoov, which latter word

represents can elsewhere, e.g. Dt. t,t,^ i S. 14*^ (Gr.; cf. Che. Crii. Bib.).
• >

P 5^ V <I> P V

'a. Kol a.KovovTO'i di ivdv/xaros Kal dta fj.op^ufidTUf ; S ]^0-s\ ^^''^ jJ^O

)Vimn >c^jflo; U S., 0. simply transliterate the Hebr.— 5. nns] (5 iKcrrrj-

aovrai; "2,. iwaivicroidL ; S .Q^|Jo.— a''D''n nnnNj] "S in novissiino dierum.

V.^ as a whole comes from a later period (so Stark, ZA IV. XI. 249; Co,

ZAlV.Vll. 285, and Eittl. 172; Oort, Volz, Now.; Marti, £^9. 2122; but

cf. Seesemann, 42 and Now.2) ; this appears from (i) the lack of anything

in the narrative of Hosea and his wife to which the statement here might

correspond. Hosea, clearly, did not take back his wife; he went only so far

as to place her in seclusion. Not a word in the narrative points to her re-

instatement in the family. (2) The tone and contents of this verse accord

completely with those of 2^"^- ^- ^'^ *^-, which for many reasons must be treated

as of later origin (v.i.). (3) The language of the verse points to a later

time : {a) •\r\Q occurs only in Dt., Je., Ps., Pr., Jb., late parts of Is., and

Mi. 7^'' (a late passage), where the usage here is exactly paralleled

;

(3) O'Din nnnN occurs besides in Dt., Je., Ez., Dn., Is. 2'^ (Mi. 4I) Gn. 49I

Nu. 24^*— the last two passages having been edited late (cf. Stark, ZAW.
XI. 247 ff.); (c) 'So T'n,— the expectation of a Messianic king is of later

origin, having its beginning with Isaiah; and the name David is not applied

to him until the days of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Moreover, the full writing

T'n is late (this phrase is taken as an interpolation by We., Sta. GVI. I. 577;
Gu., Val., Seesemann, Now.-, Meinhold)

; {d) ire, as applied to Yahweh, is

found only in later writings, e.g. Je., Ne., Ps., Is. 40-66.

III. 1. Otice more go, love {(his) womari] The mi? is thus to be

taken with ']b,* and not with "iJSX'i in contrast with " in the begin-

ning " (i').f The "woman" is unquestionably the same woman,

* So the accents, C5SU, Gal., Merc., Ma., Hi., Sim., Wii., Or., Che., Bach., Gu.,

We., Now., GAS., Marti.

t Ew.(?) Umb. ; Oort, TAT'. XXIV, 355 (who shows that in the majority of cases

lij: follows its verb) ; Gr.
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Gomer, described in chap, i,* because (i) she is later defined

as an adulteress; (2) she plays the part, in parallelism with

Israel, represented by Gomer
; (3) her, of and I bought her (v.-),

refers to a particular woman, viz. the one described in v.^
; (4) if

this is another woman, why is not some reference made to the

fact? (5) the introduction of two women would entirely spoil the

essential thought. The only considerations for supposing this a

different woman f are (i) the lack of an article with .TwX ; but

v.i.
; (2) the lack of historical data concerning the treatment of

the first wife, but, on any hypothesis, the account must be reck-

oned meagre and defective
; (3) the money of v,^ is the dowry,

but this is, in itself, a wrong assumption ; v.i. In order to avoid

the force of the evidence which chap. 3 furnishes for the prevailing

interpretation, it has been argued that the chapter is from a later

date, \ because (i) in i" and in chap. 2 the marriage relation is

between Yahweh and the land, but in 3^ between Yahweh and the

S071S of Israel; Hosea might have learned to substitute Israel for

land, but not sorts of Israel ; the latter involves such a weakening

of the figure as is scarcely possible in the imagination of one man
;

(2) in 3^ the Israelites are said to have turned to "other gods,"

while elsewhere Hosea speaks only of images of Yahweh set up at

local shrines which he never accredits with real existence as gods

;

(3) chap. 3 represents Hosea as arriving at the thought of Yah-

weh's love for wicked Israel ; if he had done so, this thought must

have ruled his later utterances ; but, on the contrary, no such

thought appears ; the opposite feeling is rather dominant (cf. 9'^-^^

13''*)
; (4) chap. 3 is in reality an allegorical narrative which was

added to the literal account of facts in chap, i at a later date.

It is evident that, either intentionally or otherwise, something

has been omitted, viz. how Gomer came into the situation in

which chap. 3 finds her. Did she abandon her husband ? or, did

*Geb., Burkius, Stuck, Ew., Hd., Kurtz, Pu., Che., Paton {JBL. XV. 15),

We., Gu., Now., GAS., Hal.

t Schmidt, Bauer, Ma., Eich., New., Ke., Or., Seesemann, Marti.

J So Volz, ZwTh. XLI. 321-5; cf. also Marti, EB. 2123, note 2, and in his

Dodekapropheton, who makes it a later addition intended as an allegory concerning

Israel, chap, i having been taken as relating to Judah ; in which case Hosea had

two wives, one literal, viz. Gomer (= Judah), one allegorical (chap. 3)= Israel;

cf. Ez. 23,
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he drive her from his house ?— Beloved of a paramour and an

adiilU'ress'] The first words are read loving evil {v.s.), a general

term followed by one more specific (but see Nowack) ; loving a

lover, i.e. one not her husband (z^.^.), (cf. the use of "ani^ in this

verse) ; loved by her husband* thus making her sin all the greater

(cf. PI Ct. 5^®, and the parallelism in the next member in which

Yahweh's love for Israel is indicated) ; 7vith the love of a friend,

like, etc. {v.s^. The iiK2E is, however, to be preferred,! ^r'd, if

adopted, greatly intensifies the degradation into which the woman
had fallen. The thought is, go love this woman, disgraced and

fallen as she is. y"i means paramour also in Je. 3^ La. i^, \ —
As Yahweh loves the sons of Israel^ This modifies the principal

verb of the command : Love her, and in so doing you will only be

doing what Yahweh does for Israel under similar circumstances.

— Although they turn to other gods'] Cf. 2^- ^- *^- ^^ ''•

; these gods

were the Canaanitish Baalim who were looked upon as the givers

of the products of the soil.— And are lovers of cakes of grapes]

A clause parallel with the preceding, and describing, not the gods §

(who were foreign and lovers of, etc.), but the Israelites,
||
who, in

becoming lovers of raisin-cakes, are adopting the customs of the

Canaanitish cult in their worship of Yahweh. While elsewhere

(i S. 25^** 2 S. 6'^) this phrase refers to an ordinary article of food,

although in the latter case, doubtless, associated with a sacrificial

feast, it is here used with some sarcasm, as one of " the Dionysiac

features " of the worship of the gods ^ who were supposed to be the

givers of the grapes. For the rendering flagons of wine, and

the interpretation of it as a reference to ordinary debauchery,**

there is no support.— 2. And so I bought her to me] This is the

inexphcable point in the entire transaction. We may only guess

why the purchase was necessary. There are three possibilities :

(i) she had been divorced, and was now the wife of another;

but if this were the case, according to Je.
3^"^- she could not have

returned to her former husband even if the second had died (cf.

* Rashi, Cal., Schmidt, Bauer, Ma., Stuck, Ros., Ke.

t AE., Os., Merc, Geb., Eich., Mau., Ew., Hd., Sim., St., We., Now.

t Che. § Hi.

II
Ew., Hd., Sim., Pu., Ke., Schm., St., Or., Val., Gu., Now., GAS., Marti.

IT WRS. OTJCy 434. ** AE., Ki., Cal,
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Dt. 24^"^)
;

perhaps, however, this law was not yet in existence

in Hosea's times ;
* or (2) she had actually become the slave-

concubine of some one, and the price paid is the price of a slave
;

or (3) the whole proceeding is exceptional, and a price is paid

merely to prevent altercation with the man with whom she has

been living.f In any case, to regard the money as the price

paid for a slave J is easier than to understand that the prophet

here describes : (i) the provision which he makes for a decent

support until she shall be fully reinstated, § or (2) the dowry

which always goes with a marriage.
||
— Forfifteen pieces of silver,

and a homer of barley, and a lethek of l>arley'\ Five difficulties

present themselves here : (i) the unknown word "lethek" (t'.i.)
;

(2) the absence of the preposidon S ( = price) from the words

" homer " and " lethek "
; (3) the apparent uselessness of the repeti-

tion of the word " barley "
; (4) the lack of any explanation for the

payment of this price partly in money and partly in grain
; (5) the

uncertainty as to the value of barley. The text is clearly suspi-

cious. The piece of silver is, as usual, the shekel (= 75 cents (?)).

A homer =10 ephahs (cf. Ez. 45") = 30 seahs = 8 bushels. A
seah of barley, according to 2 K. 7^^, was worth one-half a shekel

;

but this was at the close of a siege. The " lethek " (f'.Z.) by tradi-

tion = one-half of a homer. Accepting this traditional valuation

of the " lethek," and rating the seah at one-third of a shekel, the

price of the grain would be a second 15 shekels. The value

of a slave (Ex. 21^-) is 30 shekels, the sum here named. There is

no good basis for (§'s bottle of wine {v.s.).*^— 3. Many days shall

thou sit stillfor me~\ Sitting still is intended to be the opposite kind

of life to that which she has been pursuing (cf. Is. 30" Je. 8"). The

designation is emphatic, but indefinite. The purpose of this quiet

and secluded life is a moral discipline, which in the end will pre-

pare her "for tne," i.e. to resume her former position as wife. The

* Now. t Che. t Hes., Ew., Hd., Or., We.

§ Os., Geb., Po., Pu., Hux., Patterson {Hebr.WW. 220) ; cf. CaI.,who makes the

money a purchase price, and the grain provision for the wife.

II
Ma. (the woman being another than Gomer), Ros., Stuck, Theiner, Mau.

H As a curiosity of interpretation may be cited the view of AE. that the 15 pieces

of silver = the 15 kings, beginning with Rehoboam, and counting the sons of Josiah

as one, the nnn and ^n'? being the chief priests of the kingdom of Judah who were

in Jerusalem,
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prophet adds three specifications to this general statement, which

throw light upon this purpose : thou shalt notplay the harlot ; thou

shall not have a husband ; nor will I be to thee'\ This is climactic.

The first specification goes without saying ; but two others follow :

she may not have another husband, a thing in itself entirely

proper ; and, stronger yet, her own husband will grant her no

intercourse, she is restrained " from even the legitimate gratifi-

cation of her natural instincts " (Cheyne) ; she must give up her

licentious life ; the proper conjugal hfe is denied her " many

days." Literally, thou shalt not be to a man (cf. Ru. i^^ Lv. 22^^

Nu. 30' Dt. 24", etc.), an ordinary expression for marriage. The

third clause reads literally according to the present text, and

also I unto you ; according to the text as amended, nor will I

be unto thee {i.e. as a husband). This has been treated in many

ways {zKs.^ : (i) "And also I shall be so unto you," i.e. he,

the prophet, will have no connection with any other woman ;
*

(2) "And yet I am kind unto thee";t (3) "And also I, even

I, shall not be unto you" (z'.i".), but the repetition of the pro-

noun is not probable
; (4) " And also I will go away from thee

"

{v.s.^
; (5) "And also I . . . not unto thee " (inserting bs, v.s)

;

(6) "And also I will be against you "
; J (7) "And also I will

not be unto thee," the force of xb being carried over from preced-

ing clause ; § (8) " And also I will not come in unto you " {v.s^.

— 4. For it is many days that the sons of Israel shall sit still
'\

In other words, like Gomer,— hke Israel ; i.e. Israel shall be

put in seclusion, retention, until she shall have acquired a new

spirit. As in the preceding case the time is indefinite ; the

discipHne consists in certain deprivations ; and as before, these

deprivations are distinctly designated in climactic order :
—

(i) Without king and without prince'] The king and prince

represent the rulers of the state (cf. Ex. 3^" 2 S. 19" i K. 8^ 20^

Je. 26^'', also Ho. f 8^" 13'", where king and prince occur to-

gether). If they are here viewed as " lovers " with whom Israel

has been faithlessly dallying, the demands of the context will

be satisfied
; ||

and Hosea seems to regard them in i* as guilty

of injury to Israel. Others think this is too forced and prefer

* Che., GAS. t Ew. % Wu. § Mau., Reuss.
|]
We., Che.
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to regard the words as a gloss {v.s.). (2) IVithotit sacrifice and

without pillar'] For sacrifice (iSF read " altar." The conse-

crated pillar * was a stone erected as an abode or sanctuary for

the Deity at any place where Deity had clearly manifested its

presence and power. There were ' pillars ' at Shechem (Jos. 24*®),

Bethel (Gn. 2%^^^), Gilead (On. 31^^), Gilgal (Jos. 4*), Mizpah

(i S. 7^-), Gibeon (2 S. 2o«), En-rogel (i K. i^). They were a

common feature of Canaanitish, Phoenician, and Arabic worship,

and in early times were in good repute among the Hebrews,

being a regular accompaniment of every sanctuary ; but the later

legislation prohibited them as idolatrous (Dt. 12* 16^^ Ex. 23^*

34^^). A part of Jehu's work as the champion of Yahweh was the

destruction of the "pillars" of Baal (2 K. 10-*"). Two of these

sacred stones were discovered in 1900 by Professor George L.

Robinson near the road up to the high place at Petra.f " Sacri-

fice " and " pillar " make a pair representing worship, or the

work of the priest. (3) Without ephod afid teraphitn] These

represented means of discovery of the divine will and were used

in worship. The ephod \ was an image of the deity. This

appears most plainly (i) from the account of the making of an

ephod by Gideon (Ju. 8-"), for which 1700 shekels of gold were

used, which was ' set up ' (2^1.) in Ophra and became an object

of worship : (2) from the statement that the sword of Goliath

was hung behind the ephod at Nob (i S. 21^), showing that the

ephod stood out from the wall and was not a garment hung on the

wall
; (3) from its connection with teraphim and with graven and

molten images (Ju. 17^-^ 1314.17.18.20^^^ 'pj^g ephod was probably

* Whitehouse in DB., art. " Pillar "
; We. Reste arab. Heidenthums 2, loi, 171

;

Now. Arch. I. 91, 192, 261 f. ; II. 15, 18 f.; Benz. Arch. (Index); WRS. Sem.

203 ff., 457; G. F. Moore, art. " Massebah," EB. III.; Dozy, Die Israeliten zu

Mekka; Kue. Ret. of Isr. I. 390-5; Von Gall, AltisraeUtische Kultstdtten ; Evans,

Mycenaean Tree and Pillar Cult.

t See B W. XVII. 6-16; S. I. Curtiss, PEFQSt. 1900, pp. 350-5-

+ Sellin, Beitrdge, II. iisff.; Baudissin, Gesch. des alttest. Priesiertutns, 205 ff.;

Dr. DB. art. "Ephod"; Now. Arch. II. 2if., 92f., 118 ff.; Sm. Rel. (Index);

Lotz, PRE.^ V. 402-6 ; Benz. Arch. (Inde.x) ; Sta. G VI. I. 466, 471 ; We. Pro. 130;

Vooie, Johns Hopkins Univ. Circulars, XIX. No. 145, p. 40; G. F. Moore, Judges,

232, 380 ff., and art. " Ephod," EB. II.; K6. Hauptprobleme, 59-63; Lag. Mit. IV.

17; Marti, Rel. 29, loi ; Reuss, Gesch. d. heilig. Schrift. \\ 102, 139.

§ The phrase " to carry an ephod before me " in i S. 228 seems opposed to the
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an image of wood or stone, covered with gold or other precious

metal,— hence its name TEN (cf. fTiES, Is. 30") ; cf. the use of

the same word for the garment, or covering, of the priest (Ex. 25^

I S. 2^*). On the basis of this connection with the priestly ephod

and of its relation to the sacred lot (i S. 2;^-'^- 30'"^) it is argued

with much force that the primitive ephod was not an image, but a

loin-cloth, or apron, containing pockets from which the lot was

drawn.* The sanctuaries at Dan (Ju. 17 and 18) and at Nob
(i S. 21'' 23*^) are mentioned as having ephods. The teraphiiii

were penates, images of ancestors! (cf i S. iq^'*-^'' Gn. 3i^''-'^**'-).

That they had human form appears plainly from the story of

Michal's ruse in substituting the teraphim for David her hus-

band. This, added to the fact that they were consulted for

oracles (Ez. 21^^ Zc. lO"), are mentioned alongside of maxn
and D'3UTn (2 K. 23^^), and were common to both Aramaeans

and Hebrews (Gn. 31^^^^*^^), makes it probable that they were

rehcs of ancestor worship. J If Schwally's proposal to connect

the word with D'NSI ( = shades) be accepted, no doubt remains

as to their original significance. They came to have a place

at the sanctuaries along with the ephod. Are these things re-

garded as ungodly and unauthorized ; has the use of them been

idolatry, parallel with Corner's adultery ; and are these the

occasion of the captivity which is now predicted ? Or, as mar-

riage and conjugal intercourse (something under ordinary circum-

stances proper enough) were denied to Gomer for a certain

period as a punishment for her sins, are these something which

under ordinary circumstances are proper enough, but which in

this case are taken away from Israel in order to punish her?

Or does the prophet's thought include both Yahweh-worship

and idol-worship? That is: in the same manner as Hosea's

wife is to be restrained from all intercourse, both lawful and

unlawful, so Israel is to be cut off from all worship, both true

idea of the ephod as an image of God ; but the word "iJoS does not appear in

(EB and S-.

» So T. C. Foote, " The Ephod," JBL. XXI. 1-47.

t Benz. Arch. 257, 382; Now. Arch. I. 260; II. 23; Sm. Rel. (Index) ; Reuss,

Gesch. u. s. w. § 139.

X So Sta. GVI. I. 467; Schwally, Leben nach dem Tode, 35 ff.; Che.
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and false.* Much turns on the answer given to these questions.

If the first is true, Hosea, looking at the case from the point of

view of Judah, regards the Northern kings as usurpers, and the

sacrifice and pillars as alien to the orthodox cult and as

the source of Israel's difficulties.! If the second is true, he

regards these things as legitimate and natural ; he enters no

protest against them, just as he enters no protest against mar-

riage ; but for this very reason, the deprivation is all the more

severe, since it is to be a deprivation of what was legitimate

and not of what was illegitimate. J In this case, as Wellhausen

says, " It is not without a touch of scorn that Hosea here with

an air of innocence enumerates ma^geba, ephod, and teraphim

as something which will be sorrowfully dispensed with in exile."

— 5. Afterivard the sons of Israel shall retuffi and seek (or, agahi

seek) Yahweh, their God.'] V.^ is an addition {v.s., p. 216), and

must be so interpreted ; cf. 2^- ". A reader, living at a time when

the period of seclusion is concluded, and realizing that Israel's

return was the next step in the manifestation of the divine grace,

adds the thought which makes more complete the wonderful state-

ment in vs.^"*. It is a picture of the very " last times."— And
David their king] This, interpreted from the point of view of

the Judaistic period, is not (i) merely a king of the Davidic

dynasty, i.e. the dynasty itself (cf Am. 9'^) ; § but (2) the Mes-

sianic king,
II
the second David, an idea which had its roots in

Isaiah's time, and thenceforward developed (cf. Ez. 34-''' j,"]'^^'

45*-^ Je. 30®).— And they shall tremble before Yahweh and his

goodness] The punishment inflicted will have been so terrible

that ever afterward, Yahweh will be approached with awe and

* So Stuck, Mau., Ew., Hd., Sim., Pu., Ke., Wii., St., et al. Cf. W. R. W. Gardner

{AJSL. XVIII. 178), who takes the three double expressions as a series of con-

trasts, viz. the king, God's representative ; the prince, Baal's representative ; sacri-

fice, God's offering
;
pillars, signs of Baal-worship ; ephod, means by which God

revealed himself; teraphim, means by which Baalim were consulted. In short the

people were to be without God and his worship, but also without Baal and his

worship. But the use of the ephod was as truly an act of superstition as was that

of the teraphim.

t So Ros., Reuss, Or., Sharpe, Now. J So We., Che.

§ Ma., Ros., Mau., Hi., Sim.; Duhm, Theol. 63; Che.; Di. AUtest. Theol. 165;

WRS. art. " Hosea," in Encyc. Brit.; Or., Wii.

II
2r, AE., Os., Geb., Lu., Stuck, Hd., Ke., Marti.
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trembling (cf. Ps. 119^^^) ; and not only Yahweh, but his goodness

(2"a), itc. his blessing.— /// the end of the days\ Here, as in

Is. 2^ (Mi. 4') Dt. 4"'^, and perhaps Je. 23-", characteristic of a

post-exilic interpolation.* This great time, perhaps first sug-

gested in Ezekiel's day, becomes in later prophetic thought the

date when all that is wrong will be set right.

1. ^l>^] Cf. iS np ii;', Zc. ii^^; for other cases of iiy prec. a finite vb., cf.

Ps. 845 Jb. 242^ Ec. 3I6 129 Je. 29 (Oort, 77/7'. XXIV. 355). Cf. GK. i\2 g.~
rTiTN'] The article is lacking ace. to a usage common in Arabic of which several

cases are found in Hebr., called ' indeterminateness for the sake of ampli-

fication'; here expressed by such a woman; cf. "Vi, Is. 28^; vij^ Am. 6^*;

GK. 125 c; Reckendorf, Die sytitaktischen Verhaltnisse des Arabiscken, 163 f.;

but cf. K6. 293 a'.— >n n^nx] For construction, cf. K6. 336 <?.— '> nanxj

^J3"n»<] Inf. fem. with "> for subj. and '>ja"n.x obj., GK. 115 f.; H. 29, 2 c; Ko.

229^ and 232 a. Barth (^NB. I. 174 ff.), followed by BDB., retains pointing

of iIH2b, and regards it as a ptcp. act., citing several similar cases in Hebrew.

It cannot be denied that the renderings ordinarily adopted for nans do not

harmonize in paral. with this phrase; but cf, Bach.'s reading above.— a''JD oni]

Circ. clause = while they are, etc., or although they are ; GK. 141 e\ Dr. § 160;

H. 45, I b; Ko. 362 /; on is also subj. of lanx.— a-'-irx dihSn] Cf. Ex. 20^

23I3 Dt. 5" 6" Jos. 23I6 242 Ju. 212 I S. 88 Je. i^ 2 Ch. f^.— ^vz^^l The root is

tt'K'X, to found (cf. (jJULAwl and Assyr. ashdshii, with same force). Thus it seems

to mean "cakes of /;-(?«fa' grapes." Here only is a''^j>' expressed; and here it

is evidently an offering to the gods (cf. Je. 7^^). In 2 S. 6^9 (= i Ch. 16^) it is

spoken of as an article of food; so also in Ct. 2^ where it seems to be regarded

as stimulating nourishment (cf. BDB., BSZ.; Ritter, Erdkunde, XV. 719, cited

by Benz.^r<://. 92; Now. Arch. I. 237; WRS. OTJC. Lect. XL note 7; Che.;

Riedel, pp. 15 f.). This meaning is questionable in Is. 16'', where Thes, takes it

as = foundations (so %, Ki., Jarchi; but cf. De. on Is. 16" and Riedel, p. 15).

Cf. Che. CB. c^a-i^? ihrj;.— 2. n-irNi] Cf. (5 {v-s^); if from n-13 dag. forte

dirimens, GK. 2o/i; Ysw? 2%b.— ^03] For use of sg., cf. H. 15, 3, rm. (a'). For

omission of Spc, cf. Ko. 314//, and v, Ex. 21^2 ]sju. yi3 l^^ 2f''^-.— ^nS] a.X.

The Mishnah tradition that this measure = | ni = | inn is the only source of

information concerning it (cf. Levy, NHWB. II. 531). The corresponding

Syriac root seems to have no connection with this word (cf. Lag. Or. II. 32 f.;

Benz. Arch. 183; Now. Arch. I. 203).— T''^^] Cf. Ko. 319^ and 352 u for

explanation of construction here on the basis of iiH2^.— 4. pN] Circ. cl., cf.

^, gen. abs. in this case; the repetition is intended to emphasize the monoto-

nous emptiness which the sound of pN itself represents.— 3''D1p] On signifi-

cance of pi. form, cf. Ko. 263(7.— 5. tiithn] The full writing is found regu-

* So Stark, Z/4 I^, XI, 252 ; Seesemann, 42; No\v.2; cf. Meinhold.
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lady in Zc, Ch., Ezr., Ne.; also in Am. 6^ 9" (both late passages), Ez. 342^

Ct. 4'' I K. 3" 1
1*- 36 (these three verses are from R^); cf. GK. 2, v. note

2, where the full writing in the Minor Prophets is called a caprice of the

Massoretes.— '?s nntj] Cf. Ko. 213 «.

§ 4. Israel's harlotry and her punishment therefor. 2'^'-

10-14. 15 (IS). 19 [Eno-lish 2-'^- ^^-- ^^ *^^'^^' ^'1

.

Let Israel put away her harlotry, lest I destroy her ; for she has

sinned shamefully in entering into union with those whom she

supposed to be the authors of her prosperity ; and she has for-

gotten that it was I who gave her all these things. But I will take

away my corn and wine and wool and flax ; I will destroy her

vines and fruit trees
;

yea, I will cause all her gladness to cease

;

I will punish her for her indulgence in unholy things. I will even

cause these things to be forgotten.

This is (i) independent of chaps, i and 3, which go to-

gether ; and (2) independent of the insertions from later times

in vs.^' ^- ^^- ^''- """" "^^' ^'^. There is no very close connection between

this and chaps, i and 3.

This piece may be treated as a literary unit (vs.'**-^-!^ being regarded as

glosses; v.i.'). Its thought is the simplest possible: Israel has played the

harlot ; she shall be putiished. For the passages which have been inserted by

later writers (four such insertions may be distinguished), v.i. It is made up

of four strophes, 8, 9, 8, 9; and its movement is trimeter. This is almost

perfect throughout. Strophe I (vs.*- '') : Plead with your mother to put away

her sin, lest I destroy her. Strophe 2 (vs.'^- ^O)
: She has sinned in seeking

the Baalim from whom she imagined she received benefit, not knowing that

it was I who bestowed upon her all her comforts. Strophe 3 (vs.^i- ") :

Therefore I will take back these things which I have given her, the evidences

of her prosperity, her corn and wine, her vines and fig trees. Strophe 4

(vs.i3- 18- 19) : I will cause all joy to cease and will punish her for these

indulgences, and their very names shall be expunged and forgotten. In this

treatment the following modifications of the present text have been made:

(i) 2**- y- 16- 1^. 20-22, 23-25, 1-3 are taken as four distinct and independent utter-

ances and treated separately (see pp. 236-248); (2) 2'** (na"N ,. . ''o),

v.*"', v.i'^ (Sj'aS !»>>•)» V.12, V.I* ('3n}o -h ijnj na>N) are glosses; (3) v.'" is treated

as a gloss; (4) v.^* is placed after v.ii, leaving v.i'' and vs.i^ '"•'^ i'-* in close

connection. These passages will be considered in their proper places.

4. n'-i ] <& KpWrjTf, 'A.,1,., diKda-aa-de; Y judicate ; in 2\\, judge, rather

than plead; cf. S-— iD.-m] @ koI i^apQ ; so Ethiopic ; 'A. dcpeXiru.—
Q
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nijDD] (3 ix TTpoffuiirov fiov; so Ethiopic; = 'Jd:: (so also Vol. and Loft.,

regarding 0l^'s change to 3 p. as made on theological grounds).— 6. Jfl]

(5 Sn-ws Slv, the opposite of UlC; but 'A., S., 9. n-qnoTe.— Vito . . . nancD]

Gr. and Hal. 3 for 3.— ninB-i] Ss om.— n^x] Y! inviam. — 7. "ipa-] @ iravra.

6<Ta HOI KaOrjKei; similarly S; 2E •'Duifl Soi.— 10. 'IJI ^Doi] <5 And silver

J have multiplied for her. lids one, however, made {things) of silver and
goldfor the Baal ; ^ and silver andgold I multiplied to her, a7tdfrom it they

made Baal ; similarly %. Bach, nu';? for w^. Oct., on basis of @ and Syr.-

Hex., nrt:7.— 11. nns] ® to. i/adrtd. jxov.— hiDd'^] @ toO jxt] KaXdirreiv

;

of. Sievers, Now.^; 'B quae operiebant ; & jJOsZ? i^uv-j ; Gr. n^Dsi:.

—

12. n'lD] *A. e/c x"P^s auT^s,— 14. nnjNn] @ o-i/zcas.— njHN] We. jjpn (so

Bach., Now., Oct., Marti).— i^] ® fiaprvpiov = -\:!h (Vol., Treitel).

—

13. TiJifm] iS awoffTpifo) (= injirn). (@ pluralizes all nouns of this verse

and inserts /caJ between each pair except the first.— 15. onS . . . irN]

IQ €v ah . . . avTOLs; U quibus ; ^ refers DnV to ''D\— iitopn] Now. and

Marti, i^snn.— nn'-Sn . . . ddtj] (S pi.— 18. ixipn] (@ adds ^S after the first

vb, and renders both verbs KoKiaei; so IT, vocabit. Oort {Em.), Nipn.

—

"Sya] ® ^aaXelfi ; "S Baali, both treating it as a proper name; 'A. exajv /xe.

Marti, foil. @ and Duhm, D^H'pS Tj; Nipn nSi nr^N'V Nipn.— 19. not^]

Gr. n^sp (so Loft.).— mctr] Sb sg.— DD!i'3] S has sg. suff. Hal. om. this

phrase.— hidd] Gr. Dnion.

II. 4. Strive with your mother, strive"] Yahweh is represented

as addressing the individual Israelites * (this is better than

to understand merely the faithful IsraeUtesf)- The mother

with whom they are to strive is the nation Israel as a whole.

The repetition of the imperative gives intensity ; cf. issre ifaro,

Is. 40^. It is with the mother, viz. Israel herself, that complaint

must be made, not with Yahweh.— For she is not my wife, and

I am not her husband.] This is not (i) the word of judgment

pronounced, '3 being = on
; J nor (2) is it merely a paren-

thetical phrase inserted by the original writer by way of ex-

planation ; § but rather (3) a gloss
; ||

because it interrupts the

connection between 12"1 and "lom, and because, as a matter of

fact, Hosea does not dissolve all relation to his wife nor repre-

sent Yahweh as wholly abandoning Israel.— That she put away

her whoredoms from her face] A clause depending closely upon

* So Cal., Grotius, Schmidt, D.ithe, Bauer, Bockel, Mau., Hes., Ros., Hi., Sim.,

Ke., We. t Hux., Sharpe. + Gab., Ma., Ros.

\ Bauer, Bockel, Ew., Hd., Sim., Wu., Che.

II
Volz, Now.; Marti om. only the latter half ; Now.2 retains both clauses.
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12"! ; this is the message which the children are asked to convey

to the mother, because it is the mother's " whoredoms " that

have brought shame and disgrace upon the children. Note-

worthy is i3 and I will take away her, etc., i.e. by carrying her

into captivity.* From her face,\ rather than fro7n before her, \

the former contrasting better with breasts of the following clause

(cf. Hor. Odes, I. 19, Is. 7, 8).— And her adulteriesfrom between

her breasts'] A strong parallel for the preceding, breasts here

standing for shamelessness, while face there indicated obstinacy. §

Cf. also Kimchi, who makes the breasts = the law, written and

oral ; Crocius, who makes face and breasts mean open and

secret sins, i.e. the life and the heart ; Hitzig, who, following

Kimchi and Abarbanel, understands whoredoms as the paint upon

the face, and adulteries as the ornaments which hung down upon

the breasts (cf. v.^"").— 5. Lest I strip her naked] Cf. Ez. 16'''"'.

In five successive and climactic phrases there is pictured the

punishment which awaits the adulteress, Israel. It is still Yahweh

who speaks. The representation is at first true to the figure, and

speaks of Israel as a woman ; but almost imperceptibly it passes

over in the latter part to the thought of the land. Stripping

naked the adulteress was the custom of other nations {^e.g. among

the Germans ||). According to Lv. 20^° and Dt. 22-^ as interpreted

by the Talmud, she was to die by strangling; but Ez. i6*'-^ (cf.

John 8^) refers to death by stoning.— A7id set her as in the

day of her birth] When Israel's history as a nation began,

whether we date it from the time of the Egyptian bondage,^ or

from the time of her becoming independent (cf. Ex. ^18.24-^^**

or from the time of the exodus, ff she was a nomadic people

without house, or possession of any kind. This former low and

hard condition will be hers again.— And make her as the wilder-

ness] But now the writer identifies the nation and the land.

Israel, i.e. her land, is to become a wilderness. W This is better

* Theophylactus; see Wahrendorf, In Theophylacti acocSoTou!, etc., super initium

cap. II. Hoseae, etc. (1702), p. 11.

t Schmidt, Bockel, Ros., Theiner, Mau., Hng., Hes., Hd., I^e., Or., Che., Now.

% Dafhe, New. § Che.
||
Tac. Germ. ^ 18, 19.

H Ki., Ke., Wu. *« Sim., Now. +t Cal., Hi.

XX So Eich., Theiner, Hes., Hi., Sim., Che., We., Now. ; Seesemann, p. 37.
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than to read it as in the wilderness * or to interpret the suffix

directly of the nation, thus made desolate.f— And set Jier as

dry land'] A poetic parallel of the former clause, but stronger,

since the wilderness was not always a desert.— And slay her

ivith thirst'] He still speaks of the land (cf. Ez. 19^^ Koran

30:18). One finds important material for consideration in

this verse with its splendid climactic arrangement, with its

beautiful and natural blending of two ideas, land and people,

which were really one, with its representation of Israel's future,

so distinctly different from that of v.^" in this same chapter.

—

6. And upon her children I tvill have no mercy, because they are

the children of zuhoredom] This (i) is merely a repetition of

i" and i-j (2) interrupts the very close connection between
yg_5ana7 (^i./.) • (3) may not itself be treated as preceding v.';

(4) is inconsistent with the strophic structure. It is a gloss. \

A reader, seeing (v.^) that the land had been laid waste, added,

for the sake of completeness and in language already at hand,

a statement concerning the people of the land, the Israelites.

— 7. For their mother has bccotne a harlot] The change of

person from MttXS (v.'') is not unusual. This is the reason for

the dire punishment threatened in v.^. Of what now has Israel

really been guilty ? Not of worshipping the Baalim as gods

who existed in opposition to, or alongside of, Yahweh, as the

givers of the blessings of field and flock ; § but rather of having

put Yahweh in the place of the Baalim and having retained as

an essential element of the worship of Yahweh the rites formerly

carried on as a part of the cultus of the Baalim. They do wor-

ship Yahweh as the source of these material blessings, but they

have corrupted his worship with so much that pertains in reality

to the cultus of the BaaUm, that they might as well be worshipping

the latter.
||
— She that conceived them has behaved shamefully]

For this idea of acting shamefully, cf. Pr. 12* 17^.— For she said,

* So Jarchi, Bockel, Stuck.

t So e.g. Cal., Os., Merc, Schmidt, Geb., Dathe, Bauer, Ma., Ros., Schro.,

New., Hng., Ew., Hd., Pu., Ke., Wii.

X So Volz, Now.; but cf. Marti, who om. only ^^, and Novv.2, where the entire

verse is retained.

\ Bockel, Or., Che., Val., Gu., Seesemann.
||
We., Now.
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I will go after my lovers'] Israel's paramours were not the peoples

round about,* nor the gods of these people ;t ^"t the Baalim J

whose cult had completely corrupted the more pure Sinai-cult

which had been Israel's in the early days.— Who give vie my

bread afid my water, my wool and my flax, my oil and my drink'\

Three couplets, of which the first, bread and water, describes nour-

ishment ; the second, wool and flax, clothing; the third, oil and

drink, satisfaction and happiness. It is the gods of the land that

give these, hence they must be followed after. The word for my

drink does not mean " strong drinks," § or artificial drinks in gen-

eral
; II

but, although rare, has the meaning of drink in general, as

in Ps. 102^; cf. its figurative meaning in Pr. 3*, the only other

occurrence of the word. In view of the reference to zvater in con-

nection with bread, and the frequent use elsewhere of the phrase

oil and wi?ie, drink may be taken here as = wine. — 10. For she

has not understood that it was J who gave her the corn, etc.'] This

verse fits so closely to v.'^ that one can scarcely see how a separation

ever arose. It is not to be taken as an interrogative sentence,^

but as a declarative sentence, continuing the thought of v.''.**

Corn, wine, and oil represented the wealth of Palestine (Dt. 7^^

11", etc.).— And multiplied her silver and gold] Did Israel's

silver and gold form part of the country's mineral resources ?

Or did they come from the sale of the country's products, such

as those just mentioned? The knowledge we have of ancient

mining points to the latter, since in Syria proper there were no

mines for gold. The gold came from Spain, India, Arabia, and

perhaps South Africa. Silver was mined in Spain and in Upper

Egypt, The single passage in the O. T. which refers to mining

of any kind (Jb. 28) must have been written by one who had

seen mines operated in other lands.ff However, gold and silver

were used as media of trade in Palestine in the earliest times, as

appears from references to them in the Tel-el-Amarna letters; %%

* 3t, Jer., Rashi, Ki., Ma., Grotius, Ros. t Bauer.

I Bockel, We., Che., Or., Val., Gu., Now., Marti.

§ Ki., Schmidt, Ros., Stuck, New., Ke., Wii., Che., ei al.
\\
Mau., Hi., Hd,

H Ew., We. ** Volz, Now., Marti.

tt See Hull, " Mines, Mining," in DB. ; cf. art. " Mines," ED. HI.

Xi. Letter 191, 1. 10; 192, Reverse, 1. 7; 239, 1. 50 f.; 265, 1. 12; 280, 1. 8.
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and it was probably in exchange for the products of the land

that gold and siver came to Palestine in Hosea's time. That

there was much gold in Palestine is seen from the Black Obelisk

of Shalmaneser, " The tribute of Jehu, son of Omri, silver, gold,

basins of gold, bowls of gold, cups of gold, buckets of gold, lead,

etc." Sennacherib also (Taylor Cylinder, col. III. 34 ff.) says

of Hezekiah, " Along with thirteen talents of gold and eight

hundred talents of silver I made him bring after me precious

stones, etc."

—

Which they have used for the Baal'\ This has

been taken to mean the overlaying of images with silver and

gold (cf. Is. 30--) ;* (2) the golden calves established by Jero-

boam I., the clause in this case limiting only the preceding word

"gold";t (3) molten images of the calf, found in the various

high places
; (4) gold offered to Baal. | But in any case these

words are a gloss as is shown by their loose connection (cf the

absence of the relative pronoun) ; by the use of the article with

the singular of h'Q'2 ; by the 3d plural of the verb instead of

the 3d feminine singular as in the preceding clause ; and by

their departure from the thought of the context which is con-

cerned with Yahweh's actions rather than with those of Israel. §

— 11. There/ore I rvill take back again'] Cf. Gn. 26^* 2 K. 21^

24^ Je. 18*, in which as here m^ denotes
|| "not merely the

repetition of the same action, but also repeated occupation with

the same object, though along a different line."—My corn in

its time, and my wine in its season'] The harvest season was

not uniform throughout Palestine on account of the varying

climatic conditions of the land ; but in general it began with

the barley- harvest (2 S. 21^) early in April, and lasted about

seven weeks (Dt. 16^). The beginning was marked by the

Feast of Massoth and the close by the Feast of Ingathering.

The gathering of grapes for eating began as early as June in

some regions, but the vintage proper began in September and

continued on into October. The vintage festival was the Feast

of Booths.^— Ajid I will rescue my wool and my flax] These

* Hd. t Hi.. Or., Che. + New., Hng.

^^ So We., Now.; Marti om. also and gold ; but, per contra v. GAS. || Sim.

^ Now. Arch. I. 231, 236; Benz. Arch. 209, 212; Paterson, DB. I. 49 f.;

Hogg, EB. I, 76.
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gifts had hitherto been put to wrong uses and ascribed to wrong

sources. By withdrawing them Yahweh would not only chastise

Israel, but also teach her to recognize him as the bestower of

these blessings.— Given to cover her nakedness\ Cf. Ez. i6^—
12. And now I will uncover her shame'] i.e., and consequently,

cf. 5^ 10^ Am. 6^ ; but this is only another form of expressing the

thought of V."*, and interrupts seriously the consecution of vs."'
and i3_

-Y\\t entire verse is to be taken as a gloss.— In the presence

of her lovers] These must be the Baalim, whose actual existence

seems to be taken for granted by the interpolator ; cf. Ps. 96*.*

— And none shall deliver her out of my hand] Israel's lovers, the

false gods, must stand by and look upon her reproach without

being able to render help of any kind.— 14. And I will lay waste

her vines afid herfig trees] Cf. Jo. i^. Here, as frequently, the vine

and fig tree stand for the greatest blessings of God (Jo. 2" i K. 4^

Zc. 3^") . Wool, flax, vine, and fig tree are representative of all the

products of the earth and their removal signifies general destitution.

— Of which she has said, these are my^re7varjls, which my lovers

have given me] i.e. the hire of the prostitute (cf. 9^ Gn. 38^').

—

And I will make them a thicket] Another representation of desola-

tion (cf. Is. 5^ 7-'' 32^^ Mi. 3^^), ii:' being here, however, not the dig-

nified and stately forest (as in Is. 7- 10'** Dt. 19^ Je. 46^'' Ps. 96^),

but the inaccessible brushwood (so also in i S. 14^-" Is. 21^^

Je. 26^^).— And the beasts of the field shall eat them] i.e. the

wild beasts of the open country. — 13. And I will also cause to

cease all her mif-th, her feasts] This verse should follow t v."

instead of preceding it, as in IHSE. The cessation of mirth

and feasting is the climax, and not only logically but chrono-

logically follows the desolation of the vine and the fig tree.

Lit. fuake to rest; used in Ps. 46^ of war, Pr. 18^^ of strife, Is. i6^°

of shouting. In the earlier times joy and mirth were the most

marked characteristics of sacrifice and feasts (Ex. 32'''^' Ju.
2\^'^^-

I S.
ri'i-iff). — Her mirth, her feasts] i.e. the mirth of her

feasts. The feasts were either the three annual feasts mentioned

in Ex. 23^^'^ (cf. Is. 9^^ 29^), J or the great harvest festival of

* Cf. Marti, who retains the verse as a whole, but treats this clause as an inter-

polation, t So Volz, Now., Hal. X W'ii., Che., et al.
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which mirth was so conspicuous a feature (cf. Ju. 21^^ i K. 8^

12^-).* This is the only one of the three great feasts which

is named in the historical books. For a similar threat see

Am. 8^".— Her neiv moon, and her sabbaths and her festal as-

se7nblies~\ The festival in connection with the first appearance

of the new moon probably dates back to a very early period

in Israel's history,! ^s appears from the fact that it and the

passover are the only feasts having no connection in origin and

significance with agriculture, and that it seems to have been an

occasion for clan reunions and sacrifices (i S. 20^^). It was

also regarded as a fitting occasion for visiting the prophets

(2 K. 4-^). The ordinary occupations of life were suspended

on this day as also on the Sabbaths (Am. 8'^). There seems

to have been connected with its celebration a large amount

of superstition and corruj)tion which was objectionable to the

prophets, for Isaiah also threatens Israel with its removal (2^''*^-),

while JE and Deuteronomy completely ignore it. However,

later legislation incorporated it in the regular sacrificial system

(Ez. 461-' Nu. 28"fl^
2(f I Ch. 23^1 2 Ch. 2\ etc.).+ The Sab-

bath § is often mentioned alongside of the new moon (Am. 8^

Is. i^^ 2 K. 4'^ Ez. 46''^), and seems to have been closely con-

nected with it originally, the new moon being observed on the

first day of the month, and the Sabbath probably on every

seventh day after. In course of time, however, the Sabbath

came to have more importance than the new moon, and its

recurrence on every seventh day became independent of any

relation to the new moon. The Sabbath was originally a day

of sacrifice and of propitiation of the deity, as appears from

*Now. ; cf. We. Pa-ci/. 94 f. ; Now. Arch. II. 150 f.; Benz. ^;r/2. 468.

t This early origin is made certain if QiSlSn (Ju. 9^^) be derived from Shr\, to

shine, and thus connected with the Arabic h'Ml = new moon. Thus the general

word for feast would originally have been used only of the new moon feast. So
Sprenger, Leben u. Lehre d. Mohammads, III. 527; Lag. Orientalia, II. 19 f.;

Now. Arch. II. 138 f.

J Now. Arch. II. 138 ff. ; Benz. Arch. 4,6.\L; and art. " New Moon," EB. III.;

Abrahams, " New Moon," DB. III.

^ See especially Jastrow, " The Original Character of the Hebrew Sabbath,"

AJT. II. 312-352; cf. also We. Prol. 112-116 ; Now. Arch. II. 140-144 ; Benz.

Arch. 202, 4651.; Harding, DB. I. 859 ; and other literature cited in my Const,

Studies in the Priestly Element in the O. T. (1902), 114 ff.
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the regulations controlling corresponding days in Babylonia, and

from O. T. references to it in earlier days as a day of religious

observances (i K. 4^ Is. i^'^ Ez. 46^^), a day when trade ceased

(Am. 8^), and when the manna was withheld (Ex. 16^), and the

day upon which the showbread was renewed (i Ch. Cj^-). The

rest from ordinary labors which was a consequence of this effort

to propitiate deity came to be in later days the most conspicu-

ous feature of Sabbath observance. Two traditions exist in the

O. T. concerning the origin of the day : Ex. 20" traces it back

to God's resting after his creative work (cf. Gn. 2^), while Dt. 5^'

makes it a memorial of the Exodus. Festal assemblies* is a

term used to designate a sacred season or feast ; literally it is

an appointed time or place. It is a broader term than yn, which

is properly applied only to feasts involving pilgrimages. It is

thus used of the Sabbath (Lv. 23"*), the Passover (Lv. 23'"^-),

the New Moon (Ps. 104'"), the Year of Release (Dt. 31^"), the

Day of Atonement (Lv. 23^), the Feast of Unleavened Bread

(Lv. 2^), and the Feast of Booths (Dt. 31^° Ho. i2»). In Gn. i^*

this word is used probably of the sacred seasons as determined

by the moon's changes, rather than of the seasons of the year.

In Ho. 9^ it is used in a general sense in paralleHsm with feast of

Yahweh. Thus in the terms " feasts," "new moons," " Sabbaths,"

and " festal assemblies," the prophet has included every variety of

sacred feasts ; they are all to be brought to an end.— 15. And I

will visit upon her the days of the Baalim~\ i.e. I will punish her

on account of the days, etc. The days of the Baalim is an

expression referring especially to the festivals just enumerated

and in general to the whole period during which corrupt Yahweh-

worship had prevailed, since the festivals and even the entire

cultus, though nominally carried on in honor of Yahweh, were

in reality, from the prophet's point of view, corrupt rites and

sensual orgies devoted to the Baalim.f— In which she made

offering to them'} For this interpretation of TiZp v.i. (p. 235).

— And decked herself ivith her earrings and her jewels'] It was

a common Semitic custom to don special attire for all festive

* See EB. I. 346 ; BDB. 417 ; We. on Ho. 12IO; ^'qw. Arch. II. 155. Marti

cm. this word as a gloss.

t Cf. We., Che,, Marti.
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and sacred occasions. The clothes worn in the performance of

everyday duties must be either laid aside or thoroughly washed,

lest they should defile the sanctuary ; while clothes ^made holy

by contact with holy things could not be worn afterwards in

ordinary life, unless they were previously washed, since they would

render holy, i.e. taboo, everything touched by them. Jewels, too,

seem to have been a usual feature of the sacred dress ; the

Syriac word for " earring " means " the holy thing," and the

word for " pearls " in the dialect of South Arabia seems to

denote the same idea. Moreover, jewels were common as amu-

lets.*— And went after her lovers, a7id forgot »ie^ The nature

of their Yahvveh-worship was such as to give them an entirely

false idea of the character of Yahweh ; under his name they

were virtually doing homage to the Baalim.— 18. And it shall be

at that day\ A very common form for introducing a gloss. The
reasons for regarding this as a gloss f to v.^^ are (i) the use of

the terms Ishi and Baali, (2) the fact that it is in part a

repetition of the thought of v.^^, (3) its metre differs from that

of both preceding and following context, (4) it is superfluous

in the strophic structure.— Thou shall call me Ishi'] i.e. my
husband ; this implies Israel's return to a proper understanding

of her relation to Yahweh and of the kind of service acceptable

to him,— a thought which lies beyond Hosea's outlook for his

people. It gives the positive aspect of Israel's future conduct,

which is represented only negatively in the next clause and in

v.^^— And shall call me no more Baali] i.e. my Baal ; Hosea

,/v<^\ regularly uses the plural form Baali/n when speaking of Canaan-

itish elements in the Yahweh-worship ; the singular occurs only

'*^here and in the gloss to v.^''. The two words Ishi and Baali

express practically the same idea, but the use of the latter is

condemned on account of its connection with the Baalim.—
19. Afid I 7vill remove the jiatnes of the Baalim from her

mouth] Cf. Zc. 13^. This verse connects closely with v.'*.

Whereas in the past Israel has devoted herself assiduously to

the cultus of the Baalim, thus neglecting the proper worship

of Yahweh, in the coming days Yahweh will utterly destroy all

* WRS. Sem. 452 f. ; Now. f So We., Volz, Now,
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trace and memory of Baal worship.— And they shall no more

be mentioned by their names'] Their names even shall be for-

gotten.

4. un . . . i3n] For other cases of epizeuxis, v. Is. 2i^ 26' 40^ Je. 4^'; cf.

Kb. sat. 155 f. 2 an occurs in Gn. 3126 Ju. 6^'-; Sn an in Ju. 21^2 Jb. 23^^,

etc.; more common are ay an (Gn. 26^0 Jb. 9^) and nx an (Ju. 8^ Je. 2^).

— nV] Instead of jiN in a noun clause with pronominal subject; cf. GK.

152a'; K6, 352 ;«.— iDPi] Impf. with 1 of purpose.— nijijt] Now.'s ren-

dering "nose-ring" is without philological or exegetical support, as is also his

transl. of rrifliflNj] by " necklace." These renderings imply an evil significance

for nose-rings and necklaces, such as does not seem to have belonged to them.

b^didn: is a syn. of W'Sttl (Je. 13"^^ Ez. 23*^). For force of the pi., cf. Ko.

2bi d,f.— 5. id] ControUing five verbs.— njaitfDN] On form z/. GK. 58 /.

—

era] On the force of a v. GK. ii8m; K6. 319 d.— V^^^] Without article;

cf. Ko. 299/.— H'nnni] On form z'. GK. 72 w.— 6. omN] Seghol in pause,

a Massoretic peculiarity; cf. nnTj ^^- Z"^^'* cf. GK. 52;?.— qijui "i:a] On
use of ja V. BDB., s.v. (8); GK. 1285.— 7. nir^an] A pres, pf., GK. 106^;

on formation from cai rather than tro v. GK. 78^; BDB. p. 102.— 10. N>n

^3JS . . .] Strong contrast.— anji . . . IDai] Without article, though preceding

nouns have it.— SyaSwy] Rel. clause with rel. particle omitted. On force of

*? cf. 8* Is. 44i\ Hosea uses pi, a''Sya except here and in 13I,— 11. aitt'N

^nnpSi] Cf, GK, 120 .?; Ko. 369^,^.— niDaS] A purpose clause depending

upon the preceding nouns; cf. Gn, 24^8 Mi. 5^; Ko. 385 r.— 12. nnSaj] d.X.,

meaning shamelessness, lewdness; stronger than the more common nSa:,

disgraceful folly.— '»J''>'^] A less frequent idiom than ""j^ya. — 13. njn] This

and foil, nouns are all collective singulars. — nnac'] On dag. f. in n cf.

Assyr. Sahattu ; v. Barth, NB. § 15; Ko. II. i. pp. 180 f.— 14. onSaNt] On
form cf. GK. 59^.— 15. QiSyan] On signif. of pi., cf. Ko. 264 yi Special

names of Baalim are: nna Sya (Ju, 8^'^ 9^), aiat 'a (2 K, i^f- 6- 16)^ -,ij,3 -^

(Nu. 253-5), nj -a (Jos. iii^ iV 135), rn-iri -a (Ju. f i Ch. 528), fnn -a (Ct, 8"),

rax '3 (Ex, 142-9 Nu, li'), lixn -a (2 S, 1323), p-g-q 'a (Nu. 3288 i Ch, 58 Ez. 25"),

D^s^s '3 (2 S, 52^ I Ch, 14II), nrS-^'a (2 K."4*2), nnn 'a (Ju, 2o33); cf.

iKa nSya (Jos. ig**),— n-'Dpn] Impf. denoting customary action, nap, in pre-

exilic literature, is used of the offering up of sacrifices in general; not until

the times of Jeremiah and later is it applied to offerings of incense; these

latter were proljably among the foreign customs brought in by Manasseh

(cf. Sta. ZAIV. VI. 298 f.; Moore, art. "Incense," EB.; Now. Arch.; Benz.

Arch.; BSZ., s.v.~). The vb. is used chiefly in Pi. and Iliph. and means "to

cause smoke, or odor, to ascend "; cf. Assyr. kutrii = smoke. Now.'s change

to the Pi'el form is unnecessary, since the Hiph. occurs in preexilic passages,

e.g. I S. iy^ I K. 925 2 K, i6i^ — ^y^1] Impf. cons, foil, an impf. of past

time; but cf. Ko. 366^.— nniSn] d.X. from nVn, to adorn; ''Sn (Pr. 25^2 q_ ^2)

means a necklace, and this fern, form couj^lcd with arj probably denotes some
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specific neck or breast ornament, rather than jewellery in general.— >nK]

Emph., and in chiastic order with nonNC.— 18. h ^Nipn] S Nip is the

regular idiom for naming; cf. Gn. i^.— 19. '3 nDr>] For a similar use of

3 I3r, implying "longing after," cf. Je. 3^^.

§ 5. Later voices describing^ Israel's return to Yahweh.
28.9 ^^^.M 22C1-22 223-L'5 ^l-S^

[Ellglish, 2"-^ 2»- ^^ 2''^-» 2^^ ll"-2'.]

A. Israel, compelled to separate herselffrom her lovers, returns

to Yahweh ;
2^-

". Israel finds herself cut off from her lovers by

impassable barriers ; she searches for them, but they have disap-

peared, together with the prosperity which she had associated

with them ; she returns therefore to her former husband.

This is a single strophe of six tetrameters, or two strophes, each of three

tetrameters. The measure is rough and irregular. These verses do not come
from Hosea himself (so Now., Volz ; Oort, Tk T. XXIV., 345 ff., regards

vs.^^" as misplaced, and inserts them between 2^^ and 2^'°; Marti om. only ^')

because: (i) they break the otherwise close connection between vs.'' ""f* if';

(2) they do not harmonize with 3^, since here a voluntary return of the

woman is described while there she is held in forcible restraint; (3) they

are rendered superfluous by 3^; (4) they prematurely introduce the element

of chastisement which comes in naturally in v.^i
; (5) the rhythm and

strophic structure differ from those found in the context.

8. iDin] Read npi with ® (so Oort, TkT. and Em.; Gr., We., Loft.,Gu.,

GAS., Oct., Marti, et al. ; Bach., Alttcst. Untersuch. 1. 11, reads n>D-n; so also

Now.; this is favored by <g>®, Syr.-Hex., and the following nini3^nj).

—

^miji] SC piDflNi = "Tnni (Seb.). — ^^^J rx] This pointing is supported

by 9., Cod. Babyl., and Complut. (so Baer, Ginsburg, Loft., Now., GAS., Marti,

ei al.'). (5 raj 65oi)s; ©'^Q add avTri%; hence Oort, n^ain. 'S ea?n mace7-ia

;

hence Gr. r\-\•^i nns.— oniDj] (5 iv crK6\o^iv.— 9. nsdh] (§Si and Syr.-

Hex. = DNspn (so also Oet., Marti).

8. Therefore"] The later writer builds this insertion upon the

thought of v.^ : Because now Israel has expected her food and

clothing from her lovers, therefore,— Behold, I am going to hedge

up her way with thorns'] As if Israel were a traveller and, as

such, finds in the course of her journey a thorn-hedge directly in

front of her, which proves to be impassable ; cf. Jb. 3^^ " It is

very common in the East to put thorns and the branches of thorn

trees along the sides of fields by which sheep are driven to pas-
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ture, so that they may not wander in." *— And build her a tvall

that she may not find her paths\ If the path comes suddenly up

to a wall, and she cannot proceed further, it is evident that the

path beyond the wall cannot be found. This wall, as well as the

thorn-hedge, represents circumstances and events which render

continued action of any kind impracticable, " some dark calamity

utterly paralyzing the vital powers."!— 9- ^^^^ ^^^^ will pursue

her lovers and not overtake theiii] i.e. the blessings upon which

she confidently counted as coming from the Baalim will fail her,

and as a consequence she will no longer feel their " mystic pres-

ence." nsn"! is intensive, and represents the pursuit as earnest

and eager.— ... Seek and notfind thenf] For a similar use of

tt'pa, cf. 5'' 2 Ch. ii^''.— Let me go and return unto my foi-j7ier

husband'\ This implies a feeling that in an earlier period there

was something, at all events, different. This earlier religion stood

out distinctly in contrast with the later religion which now included

contaminating elements from the Canaanitish cults. It was this

primitive, severe, and unimaginative religion which Elijah repre-

sented, and which was still observed by such as Jonadab the

Rechabite (Je. 35^^") and his comrades. — For it luas better with

me the?i than noza'] An expression of opinion on the part of one

who has seen in Israel's later history the facts which seem to him

to prove this statement. It was not an idea that could have been

clearly comprehended in Hosea's times. The reference is to

Israel's earliest times, before she had become tangled up with

Canaanitish civilization. \ This is no genuine repentance (cf. 6''^,

but only a desire for change, because change is expected to bring

relief (cf. Je. 44^^.

8. 'Jjn] 7Mr\ presents a new thought and with pron. suf. and a ptcp. ex-

presses the immediate future (K6. 237^; GK. 1 16/); the pron. with the

ptcp. = an object clause; K6. 410^^.— "jiy] Only here and 1^°; allied with

IDE' from which -\Z', thorn ; cf. isS^iii, Assyr. sikkatu; also IDD, ^DJ, ^1D (Fran-

kel, 90; Dl. Prol. 195 f.); literally to twine, here the twisting of thorns into

a hedge.— an'D] Cf. Na. i^'' Is. 34'^ Ec. f'; and with meaning of hooks.

Am. \^.— nmj >mnj] Her wall, i.e. a wall (for, i.e.^ against her. This is a

W. R. W. Gardner, AJSL. XVIII. 177. f Che i7i lac.

X Cf. Now. Arch. I. 104, 223; II. 2.
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late word (Am. 9^1 also being an interpol.); cf. use of tij with mt< (Jb. 19'),

l-n (La. 38). The suggestion of Gardner {AJSL. XVIII. 177) to retain f&M,,

translating " and build a sheepfold " (cf. Nu. 32I6 3426), is not in harmony

with the context which describes methods of discipline rather than means

of protection. Note the cogn. ace. (again in Ez. 22^0) and the chiastic

arrangement of the last two clauses of v.^. — On htij v. Baer, p. 60.

—

9. n2ie\si hdSn] Cohortative = strong resolution, — / will go a7id I will re-

turn, i.e. I will go back to; or better, Let me go back to. On the verbal

appos., H. 36; GK. 120 a'.— nn>-D tn] The comp. p after aita foil, by adv. of

time which represents a temporal clause, so that the prep, becomes in reality

a conj.; cf. Ko. 308^.

B. Israel, after a season of separation frotn her lovers, will he

restored to former favor ; 2^^- ^'
. Israel is kindly and gently

separated from her lovers, and, as in the coming out of Egypt, is

guided to the wilderness for discipline ; after this her possessions

will be given back to her, and she will again be strong and fresh

as in the days of her youth.

This, like the former addition, consists of one strophe of six tetrameters.

It differs from 2^^ (i) in the different usage of njn, cf. ''jjn (2*) with njn

''DJN (z^**)
; (2) especially in the entirely different point of view, 2*- ^ repre-

senting Israel as forced away from her lovers, 2^^-i^ as enticed away; 2^-^

representing the discipline as coming in one way, 2^^- ^^ as coming in another.

This piece is clearly late (so Volz, Now., Marti; cf. Now.'s later views, (i) in

Die Zukunftshoffiiiingen Israels in der Assyr. Zi?// (1902), p. 43, that these

verses belong to a late utterance of Hosea; (2) in Now.'^ (1903) that they

are not from Hosea, and in any case belong in another connection) because

of: (i) the different point of view taken from that in vs.ii^f^-; there the

thought is that of punishtnent pure and simple, here it is tender-hearted

chastisement with a view to repentance and reformation; there punishment

only is in mind, here promises of blessing prevail; (2) the different repre-

sentation here from that in v.^; there the land where Israel dwells is to

become a barren waste; here Israel is to be driven from its land into the

desert by Yahweh; (3) the thought of Israel's obedience to Yahweh in her

youth (v.i'^), which does not agree with the representations of ii^*'- and 12*;

(4) the order of thought in v.^^, which is characteristic of later days; Israel's

return to Yahweh is here represented as due to Yahweh's generous bestowal

of blessings which awaken gratitude, but if Hosea ever contemplated a return

it must have been as a result of punitive discipline at the hands of Yahweh,

blessings coming only after repentance; (5) late expressions; e.g. "the valley

of Achor" is mentioned in Is. 65^°; the figure of allurement in the wilder-

ness has parallels in Ez.; (6) the different rhythm and strophic structure

from those employed in the genuine verses of the context.
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16. p"^] Gr. pN.— nines] © v\avQ avri^v. St. n>j!nD. Buhl (ZAJF.
V. 179 ff.) nnnpr.— lancn] ® is ep-qfiov. Gr. mainn. — 17. nim^] @ tA

KT-rifxara avrrjs; H viniiores ejus (=nii:-\f); so C.— PNi Dtt'c] Oet. and

Marti, ns 'r\2?'> Hal. pn D'U'ni. — nipn nno*?] (5 Stawilat aiveaiv avriji

= njnn nhfl^ (Oet.) ; TB ad aperiendani spent ; & oi^kSOIS ^.^£0^7, vocal

izing nnsS (Seb.) and following @ in the rendering of nipri.— nnj>'] @ raTret-

pudT^fferai; so S; U canet. Buhl and Marti, nr'^v.

16. Therefore]^ Not nevertheless, nor /^«// * but as in v.^ r<?«-

sequent!)', i.e. because she has gone away after her lovers,! v."

being thus fitted in by the later writer. Cf. Keil's attempt to co-

ordinate the "therefore" of vs.*-
" ''"'^ '".

—

Behold I am going to

allure her"] From the first word, there is seen here in contrast

with 2*- ^, as also with 2", the purpose to use kind words and gentle

means by which to bring back erring Israel. She will be allured

or ivooed back. This meaning is assured by the parallel furnished

in the following line, speak to her heart. The word nns does not

necessarily have a bad meaning (cf. (^, TrAavw). Other explana-

tions suggested are (i) I will loose her bonds (Je. 40'') ;% (2) I

will put it into her head to return while she is yet in exile
; §

(3) I will cause her to err.
||

— And bring her into the wilderness']

The wilderness recalls the events which followed the exodus from

Egypt. It has been taken (i) as a place of hope as well as of

affliction;^ (2) as a place for deliverance, not for punishment.**

It means the captivity which included the idea of the desert

between Palestine and Babylon, and also the idea of sojourn in a

foreign land, for this was in itself like living in a desert (Is. 41^').

Cf. Wellhausen, who seems to favor the idea suggested in 2*, that

the writer does not have in mind a wilderness, but the waste con-

dition of Palestine, a condition which will be changed.— And I
will speak to her heart] i.e. speak kindly and encouragingly to her.

— 17. And I will give to her from there her vineyards'] This

means that out of the wilderness, when the purposes of discipline

sought to be gained thereby have been secured, the vineyards

which have been taken from her will be restored,ft a reference to

the time when she leaves the desert. {J With the present text the

* Dathe, Ros., New., Hd. % So Buhl (t/.j.). H Sim.

t Kw., Ke., Pu., Wu., Or.. We., Now., GAS. ^ Ki.
||
St. ** Ke.

tt Wii., Now., Che., et al. %% Ma., Ke.
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interpretations (i) And there I will give to her, etc.,* (2) that the

words are spoken ironically, because there are no vineyards in a

wilderness,! (3) and I will make thereof her vineyards for her, J

(4) vinekeepers (U), are impossible
; (5) the suggestion § that " I

will give to her " = the fuller expression " I will bring to her

mind " has no parallel in usage
; (6) the interpretation

||
of ,T)2"iD

as " her nourishment," on the basis of (3 and the Assyr. kurniu,

kurmahi = nourishment, finds no support in Hebrew usage.—
And the valley of Achorfor a door of hope'\ In contrast with the

troubling of Israel which took place when Israel was first entering

into the land
; Jos. i~^-

-*'. This valley is situated on the northern

boundary of Judah (Jos. 15'') and probably ran back from Jericho

into the hills of Judah (Jos. 7"^) -IF It is praised as a valley of

great fertihty (Is. 65'''). Its use here like that of wilderness (v.^*^

is large and free, designating by this historical reminiscence the

second entrance of Israel into her own land. This entrance will

be one through a door of hope, a promise of success.** Some

understand that the valley of Achor is here mentioned because of

its fertility ;tt ^^^d others that this was a prediction of the exact

way by which Israel was to return. There is no need for the emen-

dations of Oettli and Hal^vy (z'.x.), though they furnish a smoother

connection, viz. "And I will make the valley of Achor, etc."—
Ajid there she shall respond as in the days of her yotitJi] Israel,

once more, will now yield herself to Yahweh's will, make response

to his advances, conform herself to his wishes
; JJ cf. 2^^-". This

is better than (i) she will sing, §§ the reference being to antiphonal

singing like that of Miriam (Ex. i
s*'-

-^), for such singing here and

in vs.^^"^ would be out of place, (2) she will humble herself
\\ ||

or

(3) she will go up thither,^^ which certainly goes well with the -_

of r\iys, but is not consistent with the identification of n?2U with

dtrtt, and anticipates the T^r\'h)2 of the following line.— And as in

the day when she came up from the land of Egypt'\ The memory

* We. t Hi., We. + Sim. ^S Bach.
||
Hal.

H EB. I. 36 ; cf. Conder, " Achor," in DB. ** So most comm.

tt Cal., Ma., et al.

XX "A., ©., 3r, Stuck, Hes., Hi., E\v., Ke., Che., We., GAS., Now.

\\ U, AE., Ki., Cal., Grot., Ros., Mau., Umb., AV., Wu.

nil
Cjt. 2. tH Buhl (z/.j.).
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of the exodus is one firmly fixed in the minds of the Hebrew

nation; cf. i2»-'3 j^4 ^^^ ^^o ^i ^r
j^jj^ 54 ^15 j^^ 2«

f-''
11*^

16" 23", etc.

16. HTDc] On the form, v. GK. 93 ss. nnc is used chiefly of persuasion to

evil, e.g. Dt. 11^'^ Ex. 22^^ Jb. 31^ Pr. i^'^; it is employed to express Yahweh's

influence upon prophets in Je. 20'' Ez. 14^. There is no need to change the

text with St. and Buhl (v.s.) ; fHSC is supported by the parallelism of the last

clause of the verse.— nannn] Adv. ace. denoting the end of motion.— naV Sj;]

The regular Hebr. idiom for cheeringly, comfortingly ; cf. Gn. 34^ 50^1 Ju. 19^

2 S. 19® Ru. 2^^ Is. 40^.— 17. D^c] Though literally local, i.e. from that place,

it is in effect temporal, i.e. when she has reached that place I will give, etc.

The proposal of Get. and Hal. to read inDB'1 or cir'Ni (z/.^.) relieves the

difficulty of this phrase, but leaves the clause preceding too indefinite, and

spoils the tetrameter of both clauses.— "Msy] i.e. trouble; for an early

etymological explanation of the name, v. Jos. 7-'"'^-— nns:'] The long form

may have been used for the sake of euphony; note the three a-endings of

this line. The force of the word is purely local.— "id"'d] Lit. according to that

which happened in the days of, i.e. as in the days of; on omission of 3 after D,

V. GK. 118 m; BDB. 455,— nmjjj] Abstr. pi.; by formations of this kind are

regularly denoted stages of life, e.g. DiJipT, old age, DiSina maidenhood; cf.

Earth, NB. 55 e.

C. Israel resetted from all harm, and remarried to Yahweh ;

22o-22_ ^ j^g^ ordinance is estabUshed that beasts and men shall

do Israel no harm ; and again shall Israel be betrothed to Yahweh,

this time in loving kindness, mercy, and faithfulness ; and at last

Israel shall really know Yahweh.

We have here two somewhat ragged pentameter strophes of four lines

each. This, like A and B, is independent of the chapter as a whole, as well

as of the other divisions. It is peculiar in: (i) its rhythmic structure, (2) its

repetitiousness and prolixity, (3) its point of view. It is to be regarded as

distinct from the chapter as a whole (so Volz,Now.; Marti, y5'^. 2122) because:

(i) this idyllic picture of a state of universal peace represents later ideals

(cf. Is. 4<'f- 65'^''); (2) the thought of vs.^if- has no parallel in the story of.

Hosea's marriage, which is the basis of chaps. 1-3; (3) the vocabulary and

phraseology of v.^'' are characteristic of a later age; cf. Gn. 9- Lv. 2.(fl^-

Ez. 34-^''^- Is. 1
1"*''- 35^ 2* Zc. 9I'';

(4) a new metre and strophic structure

appear. Now., in his Zuku7iftshoffnu7igen Israels in der Assyr. Zcit, p. 43,

withdraws his earlier view that vs.-"-^'' are from another hand, and suggests

that they come from a late utterance of Hosea; in Now.-, however, the

Hoseanic authorship of v.''^*^ is once more abandoned,

R
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20. iiDii'vS'] K h>a2^i<; so <S, both = n'-ars (Seb.).— DTi^Dt'n] © Karoi-

Ktw ere; similarly S., 9., reading 0''n3e'in (Oct.); 'A. Koi/x-^ffcj aiirovs.—
21. TincnN] 'L.Xyjyponal (re; 2C lO^P'i-^N^.— tODtt'D31 piX3] A gloss (so Now.),

incongruous in view of context.— 22. ">~r\n nj?Tii] U et scies quia ego

Dominus ; Babyl. Cod., '> ^JN ^3, now corrected to agree with fJl^T. Gr. nyii,

Marti, n^^^i.

20. And I will make for them a covenant with the beasts, etc.']

The pronoun refers to Israel ; and, now, between Israel and the

lower world of animals a covenant will be established, the essence

of which will be peace between man and animals. Just such a

covenant restraining the beasts from harming Israelites, Zc. 1
1^"

represents Yahweh as breaking ; cf. also Ez. 34^^ Such a cove-

nant was rather an "ordinance" than a "treaty" (Cheyne). Is

there here and in prophetic references to close relationship of

animals and men (cf. Nu. aa^i-^" Is. ii*^^ 65^5 Jb. 5-2^- Gn. :i'^-

Ez. 34-^) a survival of the totemistic conception involving a belief

in a real blood connection?*— And the do7v and the sword and
war I will break out of the la?id'\ There will be peace likewise

between Israel and other nations (Ps. 46^ 76'^ Je. 49'" Is. 9*). War
(cf. i^), including everything that relates to battle, is here joined

with break by zeugma.f This late expression finds analogies

in Is. 2* Mi. 4^ Je. 23^ TiZ^*^-— ^«<^ / will make them lie dotvn

in safety.— 21. Yea, I will betroth thee to me forever'\ Security and

confidence are the great ends sought in the administration of the

affairs of a nation. To lie down in safety (cf. Jb. 11"^ Is. 14^*'

Lv. 26^) is the naive and childlike designation of complete assur-

ance. But, in order to strengthen the thought and to bring it

into harmony with the context, the writer goes back to the figure

of betrothal and marriage, a relationship which, now, shall last

throughout all time (cf. Je.
7,1^'^''^ Is. 54^'").— In kindness and in

merey^ The preceding words, in righteousness and i?t judgment,

•are to be omitted as a gloss {z>.s.^, since they are superfluous by

the side of v." ; are inapphcable in the strictest sense to the

figure of betrothal
;

present, as they stand, a bizarre arrangement

of thought ; interfere with a smooth strophic structure ; and ex-

* Cf. Gunkel's defence of the genuineness of this verse on the ground of the

antiquity of this conception, Genesis, p. 112. t Cf. Ko. Stil. 122 f.
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press the thought of a later period. For the manifestation of

kindness and mercy on the part of God to Israel, cf. Is. 14^ 30'*

49^° 5^8.10 jg_
2j2o £2_ 3^25 _ 22. / will betroth thee to me in

faithfulness, and thou shall know Yahweh~\ The thrice-repeated

statement of betrothal makes it both emphatic and solemn. Faith-

fulness from the time of Isaiah (cf Is. 1 1^) had been one of the

characteristics of Yahweh most frequently dwelt upon in his rela-

tion to man. Three gifts will thus be brought to Israel as bridal

gifts, viz. love, mercy, and faithfulness, and as a result Israel will

know Yahweh (cf. 4'). The custom originally was to pay the

dowry to the bride's family (cf. Gn. 34^') as a compensation for

the loss of her labor ; later this dowry came to be regarded as the

possession of the wife (cf. Gn. 31'^) which provided for her needs

in case of her husband's death, or her divorce without due cause.*

The fact that the gifts of Yahweh here are all such as would tend

to the happiness of Israel makes it evident that the later marriage

custom is alluded to.f Everything is given by Yahweh, and

nothing is asked of Israel in return.

20. ims] The ordinary word for the making of a covenant; the original

significance of the expression may be seen from Gn. 151" Je. 34^^. Other

phrases used of making a cov. are n>-\33 1X3, Je. 34^'^; S nna T'3jn, Dn. 9'^';

nx nna O'pn, Ez. 16^2. 1-1,^3 gir, 2 S. 23^. The breaking of a cov. is expressed

by '3 n3>', Jos. f^; '-(3 nisn, Is. 24^; '3 SSn, Mai. 2"; '3 dns, 2 K. i;!^.—

DV] This prep, often foil. nn3 nns, but S is more frequent ; other preps, used

are pn and pg. DJ7 is used with the first two nouns here, and understood with

the third.— mtyn n-'n] The phrase used by J in the creation account, Gn. 2^^;

cf. P's y-\HTy pin, Gn. I^s.— 21. i^pb-ik] With the change of figure it becomes

necessary to change from the 3d pi. m. pron. of \P to the 2d fem. sg. ; abrupt

changes of this kind are not infrequent, e.g. 2^- 1* 46 Gn. 49''««- '^-^ Dt. 32»<'- ^''^

;

cf. Ko. Slil. 238 ff. The threefold occurrence of the vb. not only adds empha-

sis, but also affords opportunity to add several adverbial modifiers without

cumbering the sentence; cf. Ko. Slil. 298.— 17-1x3] The prep, with this and

foil, nouns is 3 of price, which usually follows ti'ix with the gift of the bride.

The original force of

common formation for

rule ; 7\H-\a-\, healing; Barth, NB. § 82 tf.

3 v-\H is seen in Ar. ly^y, a fine, price.— 22. hjidn] A

ir abst. nouns; cf. rni3J, might; ninp, burial; n3i'?D,

* Cf. Paterson, " Marriage," DB.; Benz., " Marriage," EB.; R. F. Harper, Code

of Hammurabi (1904), pp. 49, 57, 63 ff.

t So Now.
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D. Yahweh^s response in faithful love ; 2~^'^.— "Jezreel (Is-

rael) asks the plants to germinate ; they call upon the earth for

its juices ; the earth beseeches heaven for rain ; heaven suppli-

cates for the divine word which opens its stores, and Yahweh

responds in faithful love." (Cheyne).

This addition consists of three strophes of trimeter movement, of 4, 3, and

4 lines. Its characteristics as a piece are clear and beautiful thought, and

perfect, artistic form, the metre being regular, the parallelism progressive,

and the strophic structure symmetrical; cf. in the last line of each strophe

the pronoun followed by a vb. of saying. Both thought and form are highly

poetic. It is from later times than those of Hosea (so Volz; Marti omits

2^5b-'25^^ as is seen from: (i) the fact that it contemplates the full restoration

of Israel to Yahweh's favor; (2) the eschatological phrase Nin.i av2 n^ni,

which belongs to later times; (3) the use of r\y;, which is found in this sense

only in late passages, e.g. 14^ Ps. 65^ Ec. lo^^; (4) the materialistic blessings

spoken of here which are not in keeping with the spirit of the teachings

of Amos and Hosea; (5) the new metre and strophic structure; (6) the

presupposition of the exile contained in v.^^".

23. nj>'N] ®<S, and Syr.-Hex. om. the first (so also Seb., Oort, Marti).

—

25. n^nyn?] We. i.T>n;?-if (so Bach., Now., Oct.), the suff. referring to hi<y^r.

— nnN~"'D;?] S om. nns.— "ihSk] (3 Kvpios 6 0e6s fiov el ai, adding nnx (so

also Hal.) ; so U, Syr.-Hex.

23. / will respond to the heavejis'] The petition from Israel for

prosperity comes last of all through the heavens to Yahweh, who

is the fountain head of authority. The representation is not

merely poetical ; for it was the popular belief that rain and dew

came as the direct gifts of Yahweh. It was at his command that

the clouds were opened or remained closed ; cf. Am. 9*^ Jo. 3^^

Ez. 342^- -8 47^-^ also Dt. 28-^ Lv. 26^^— 24. And they shall re-

spond to Jezreel'\ The corn, wine, and oil will respond to Israel,

here called Jezreel with reference to the meaning of the word,

God sows ; cf, the use made of it in v.-^.— 25. And I ivill sow

her unto me in the land
~\ Cf. Je. 31^-^. Jezreel = Israel restored,

is to be sown again in the land, this time unto, i.e. for, Yahweh.

All Israel, wherever scattered, will return to the land of their

ancestors. The purpose of the sowing is, of course, that they may

bring forth fruit.— / zmll have pity upoti the un-pitied one'] The

name of i® is here reversed.— And to not-my-people I will say,
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thou art my people^ The name of i^ is likewise reversed.— And
they will say, thou art my God'\ Israel's confession; cf. Zc. 13^

Rom. 9^ I Pet. 2^".

23, Ninn ova nim] For the use of this phrase in other late passages, cf.

v.i** Jo.
4I* Mi. 5^ Zc. 132. Other phrases of similar import are : nin> Minn ava

(Zc. 13I); D-'Nj D>D' njn (Am. 9!^); N^nn n>*3 n^ni (Am. 5^3); p->-inK n>ni

(Jo.
3I); D^r^n nnnx3 n>ni (36 Mi. 4I).— hj^n] Repeated for the sake of

rhetorical effect; to omit it once, as some do, spoils the rhythm of the passage,

and robs it of its dignity in some measure.— am] From this point on through

V.2* the clauses are all circumstantial, depending upon v.^".

E. IsraeVs vast numbers, united as one family under Yahweh,

and victorious against all enemies; 2^'^.— In the future time,

Israel's numbers will be beyond calculation ; instead of estrange-

ment from Yahweh, her people will be recognized as the sons of

the living God ; and instead of schism between north and south,

there will be united action resulting in victory over all opposers.

We have here two strophes of four lines each, in the pentameter movement.

Each strophe contains an important idea, and both together form a splendid

unity. Strophe i : Israel's numbers will be great, and she will again become
Yahweh's people. Strophe 2 : She will be reunited, and thus enabled to meet

all enemies. This piece has been recognized as occupying an impossible place,

and has been transferred to the end of chap. 2 (so Heilprin, The Historical

Poetry of the Ancient Hebreivs, II. 125 f.; St., Kue. Eiiil. II. 319; Che., K6.

Einl. ; Gu., GAS., Oct.). The grounds urged for this are the fact that it avoids

the abrupt transition from threat to promise involved in passing from i^ to

2^; the better connection secured in placing 2^-^ after the promises of 2-*^^;

and the very similar arrangement found in Rom. g^^- where these verses are

quoted. But it is superfluous after 2^^, being little more than a repetition of

vs.23-25; it uses y-\nn (v,3) in an altogether different sense from that in vs.^"

and 25. i^jy-^S is given a different interpretation from that in v.-^; and it forms

a very poor ending for chap. 2. It is better to treat it as an entirely later piece

(We.; Sta. 6^F/. 1.577; Co. Z/^ ^^F. VII. 285, and i^z;?/. 172; Giesebrecht, i9^?-

trdgezur/esaiakrieik,2iz^.; Oort, Zy^r. XXIV. 358 ff.; Loft.; Che.inWRS.
Propk. p. xviii; Volz, Now.; Seesemann, 33; Da. DB. II. 425; Marti, EB.
2122; Grimm, Liturg. Append., 61 ff.); because, in its present position, it

breaks the connection, nor can it be satisfactorily placed elsewhere; the refer-

ence to Judah is suspicious, the rest of the chapter speaking only of Israel; it

presupposes the exile (v.-); its vision of Israel's future passes beyond Ilosea's

horizon; the tremendous increase of Israel is a later eschatological concep-

tion (Gn. 22" 32^2 is_ 48''') ; and it differs in poetic form from every other
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section of this chapter. Skipwith {/QR. VI, (1893) 298) joins 2^- - to end of

chap. 3, but rules out 3^, 2^, and 2^, with the exception of the last clause,

'IJ1 '^nj •'3, as an exilic interpolation. ® and S give vs.^"- to chap, i, and v.*

to chap. 2.

1. nini] and IL use past tense, changing to fut. in the second n^'m. ^, by

mistake, inserts negative. Gr. suggests the insertion here of Is. 2-~* (Mi. 4^"'').

— 2ii">C3] Transl. literally in all versions, viz. in the place where ; & introduces

the apodosis vi'ith /^ifr^.— 2. cni] (3 dpxv^; so IL.— ma'] Gr. would add

here: ^ay-w pc>'3 ani^iN h-; n^Ji.— 3. nDTiinN . . . os^nx] Read both nouns

in sg. with <5 and IL (so We., Now., GK. 96, Marti). Oet. retains pi., but

vocalizes the second noun, dtp'tinS.— 'ui i^j,'i] Bach, reads I'^Ji, and would

transfer the whole clause to the conclusion of i**,

1. And it shall come to pass that the number of the children of

Isj-ael shall be^ It is of Northern Israel that he speaks,* for in v.^

Judah is distinguished ; cf. also i*^- ^ — As the sa^id of the sea'\ Cf.

Gn. 13^'' 22^' 32'- Jos. 1 1* Is. lO". Prosperity always includes

numbers; cf. Mi. 2^- Is. 48^^.— Instead of its being said'\ Better f

than in the place where it was said, which has many supporters. \

— Ye are " not my people "] The name designating their estrange-

ment from Yahweh (i''^) will no longer be used. In its place will

be given to them a title denoting the closest fellowship with him,

viz. the sons of the living God'\, not sons of idol-gods. This

phrase (cf. i S. ly^ Dt. 5-*^) includes two important elements, viz.

(i) sons (cf. Nu. 21^^ Mai. 2") of God, in accordance with the

common Semitic conception that the nation is the offspring of

the deity ;§ (2) the expression living God, i.e. a god who is the

fountain or source of Hfe (cf. Ps. 42- 84-) ; here used for the first

time (except perhaps the use by J in Jos. 3^°) ; cf. its later usage

in oaths, Ju. 8^^ i S. 14^^-^, placed even in the mouth of the deity,

Dt. 32^ Nu. 14^^- ^^ etc.; v. especially Am. 8". This verse is not

entirely consistent with 2"-^, v.s.— 2. And the children of Judah

and the children of Israel shall be gathered together'] The separa-

tion of north and south at the death of Solomon, although brought

about by prophetic influence (cf. i K. n^sf- 12""-^), is regarded by

Hosea (3^*'- 8^ 13^°") and by the writer of this passage as lacking

* Merc, Hd., Sim., Ke., Che., Now., Marti, ef al. ; on the contr., Hi.

t Ki., Grot., Hi., Ew., AV., Che., We., Now., Marti, et al.

X (BSU, Dathe, Ros., Umb., Ke., Wii. \ See WRS. Sem. 40 ff.
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divine approval. This schism, therefore, will be healed (cf. Is. 1
1^^

Ez. 37^.— And they shall appoini for themselves one head^ This

head is a king, probably of the Davidic family.— And they shall

go up out of the land~\ i.e. the land of exile (cf. Ezr. 2^ 7" Ne.

12^), the whole reference being to the time and circumstances of

the scattering.* Some prefer to understand go up of marching

to battle (cf. Na. 2' Jo. i^), the land in this case is Palestine, now

too small for the inhabitants, who therefore seek to enlarge their

territory (Am. 9^- Is. 11" Mi. 2'--^^).t Besides, it is urged, the

going up from the land of captivity could not have preceded the

appointment of a common king. Still others j understand Egypt

to be referred to (cf. Ex. i^°) and used symbolically of all captivity.

Notice also may be taken of the translation, they shall groiv up

from the ground, i.e. like grain after it is sowed. § — For great

shall be the day ofJezreel~\ Does this mean the day of scattering,
||

referring to the dispersion ? Or does it mean the day of sowing ? ^
Clearly the latter, for the name Jezreel has been given a new

meaning. In the former case, great means terrible ; in the latter,

glorious. By this name the writer evidently described the day of

Yahweh, the time when punishment was to be meted out to Israel's

foes and blessings showered upon Israel herself.— 3. Say ye to

your brother, " my people, ^^ and to your sister, " compassionated "'\

This is only a repetition of 2'^. The words have been taken as

addressed (i) to the people of Judah bidding them greet the re-

turning Israelites and welcome them back to the land;** (2) to

the disciples of the prophet bidding them announce to the whole

nation the news of its restoration to Yahweh's favor
; ff (3) to the

members of the united kingdom bidding them greet each other as

Yahweh's people
; J J (4) to those who had been allowed to remain

in the land, bidding them welcome the returning exiles ; §§ and

(5) as a fragment of some lost statement.
|| ||

1. ID^] Potential impf. denoting possibility; W. 22,2a; cf. Je. 31^'' 332''^, the

only other occurrences of the Niph. used of impossible acts as here.— aipna

-iK'n] = itfN nnn; for another instance of this use, cf. Is. 33^^^. The regular

* Ki., Cal., Ros., Mau., Hd., Wu., We., Now., Marti, et al.

t Hi., Ew., Umb., St., Che. H Hi., Ew., Umb., Marti. ^ Marti.

XE.g.Ke. § Reuss. * So Hi. ft Che.
||||

Meinhold.

II
Theod., AE., Cal. JJ Hng., Ke., Wu., Or.
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significance of the phrase is local, itt the place where (Lv. 4^* 2 S. 15^^ i K.

2ii^ Je. 22!"^ Ez. 21^5 Ne. 4^*); cf. GK. 130 c; K6. 337 Jr, and 393. — -1DN>]

Customary impf. in the first instance; simply future in the second.— 2. nni]

Really a noun in adverb, ace. = in his unitedness; always having the force of

an adv. = together, in union.— tt'Ni] Used of the head of the state; cf. i S.

15!^ Nu. 14*. The phrase cni Ditr is found only here; cf. Nu. 14*, lyNi jnj;

Is. 3'*, jnj with ace. of person and ir in apposition; Ps. 18**, D"'i£' with ace.

of person, followed by vn^h. — 3. D3Tiin.s'] = ODiniiriN, the final radical has

disappeared here as in Jos. 2}^ Ez. i()SV.55.&\.^ cf_ QK. 96. The context, how-

ever, requires the reading DDninN; but cf. Ko. 258 f.

§ 6. Yahweh's contention with Israel, on account of sins

encouraged by the priests. 4^"^^. Yahweh has a contention with

Israel ; for on every side is wickedness. In this wickedness the

religious guides, the priests, take the lead; and for their failure to

perform their duty they shall be rejected, degraded, and put to

confusion. Because of their example the people of Israel indulge

in idolatry and adultery. May Judah not join in iniquity with

Israel, who is committed to vice, and will continue until the enemy

utterly confounds and destroys her.

This piece contains five strophes of twelve lines each; the measure is trim-

eter, occasionally falling into dimeter. Strophe i (vs.^- -• 3) describes the

situation; Strophe 2 (vs.*- 1'*'^- ^-
'"') places the responsibility upon the priests;

strophe 3 (vs.^- ^- ^- ^^- ^-") describes further the priest's responsibility; strophe 4
( yg 11. 12 cd. 13. 14 aJc^ pictures the madness of the people in their sensual indul-

gence; while strophe 5 (^vs.^^- ^''- 1^- 1*- 1^) depicts Israel's sins and her conse-

quent destruction, Cf. Ew., who makes four strophes, ^"^•^i''-^i"i^-^'»"^^; also

Wii., who divides, 1-3. •i-io. 11-14. is-ie. gud Marti, who secures thirteen strophes

of four lines each, omits vs.''^-^-^"- ^o*-^^- 1^'', and transposes v.i^ to follow v.^*.

In the present arrangement the following transpositions have been made,

viz. (l) of v.i2« to precede v.^i; this leaves {a) a better connection with

\}^, than v.ii afforded; {b) a better connection with v.i-*, than v.'-« afforded;

(c) a much easier connection for the circ. clause in ^-"; and (^) no good

ground for calling v.^^ an interpolation (Ru., Now.), although it is proverbial

in form and contents; (2) of v.^*"* to precede jni, the last word in v.* as

the text now stands. These words (tfla'?'' pai"^'? Dj?i) (a) are evidently out

of place where they are, the context contrasting on (the priests) with the

young women of the nation
; (3) fit in perfectly with the last clause of v.*

as amended {v.i.), adding still another circumstantial detail of the picture,

Yea, a people, etc.; (c) perfect the symmetry of strophe 2, while they com-

pletely destroy that of strophe 4, in which they are now found ; and {d ) on

this supposition need no longer be regarded (Ru., Now.) as a gloss.
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IV. 1-3. The announcement of Yalnueli's contention and its

occasion. Listen, Israel, to Yahweh : The land lacks everything

good ; it abounds in everything bad : consequently it, with all its

life, is now suffering.

In this strophe the parallelism is less regular than in the remaining strophes;

but the irregularities greatly heighten the artistic effect. These consist of

(i) the elegiac measure (3, 2) with which it opens; (2) the gradual abandon-

ment of shorter for longer hnes, until in Hnes 7 and 8, the climax is reached

in the long series of infinitives, making tetrameters, in which the very vowels

(a and o) add to the strength of the passage (cf. the repetition of pN in the

preceding line, the sound of which is well adapted to the thought); (3) the

gradual falling away again of the sound in lines 9-12. The whole strophe

is a magnificent example of the musical swell (crescendo and diminuendo)

expressed in measure and sound.

1. 3^1] (5 Kplffis.— 2. Vila] (5 K^xurat ; 'B inundaverunt ; S " *
1

"*

All disregard the pausal accent. (@ and 5L add kivl tIjs yTJs, perhaps = Y^2

(= visa), a wrong reading of 1x12, which was later corrected, the old reading

being allowed to remain (Vol.).— D''m] ILFS sg.— i;-jj] S a.J^^ii-»».

—

3. 'IJI S^CNi] (5 /cat fxiKpvv0'^(7€Tai aiiv iracriv to:s, k.t.X.; ©-^Q, 9. Koi ff/xi-

KpvvdriaeTai, k.t.X.; S ^3—i»jJo.— rn;;'n] (§ adds Kai aiiv toXs ipweTois rrjs

7^s ; so IL.— aj] (S om.— ieDN''] U congregabuntiu- ; (5 ^KXeiipovcnv.

1. Hear the zvord of Yahweh'\ This word was spoken after

the death of Jeroboam II. (743 B.C.), and during the anarchical

period which immediately followed (Zechariah, Shallum, and

Menahem all coming to the throne within a year),* or a little

later, perhaps in the reign of Pekah (736 B.c.).t It is with

these words that Hosea's public ministry really begins, the pre-

ceding chapters (1-3) being intended rather to picture the

internal and domestic struggle which led him to enter upon

the ministry. Hosea's experience, as described in chaps. 1-3,

sustained a relation to his prophetic work similar to that which

Isaiah's vision (chap. 6) sustained toward his ministry. \ While

nothing is said, the sense is evident that these words are spoken

through Hosea and to Northern Israel, for in v.^^ Judah is dis-

tinguished from Israel.— Yahtveh has a contention with'] This

was not merely "a just cause," nor a reproof, accusation, § but

* So Ma., Ros., Schro. + Cf. WRS. Propk. 183.

t Riehm, Einl. 48. § Schmidt, Now.
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contention, quarrel (cf. Mi. 6- Je. 2^).* A relationship has

existed between Yahweh and Israel, the terms of which Israel

has not observed. The time has come when Yahweh will enter

into contention with the nation. — For there is no truth . . .

/ove . . . knoivledge of God~\ This is a negative statement of

Hosea's ideal. By truth he means fidelity, honesty, constancy,

trustworthiness in thought, word, and deed (cf. Je. 9^-^)
; by love

he means not love of man for God, nor love of God for man

;

but love for fellow-men (cf. Gn. 21^; cf. for the use of these

two words together, Gn. 32^" (of God) ; Gn. 24*^ 47^^ Ps. 85^'' (of

man)). The opposite of fideUty and love are indicated in the

following verse. These elements of character and of conduct

are lacking, because there is lacking also the knowledge of God
in which they take root. By this he means not knowledge of

Yahweh (cf. 2^ 4*"' 5* 6"), which would be from the standpoint

of those times something less broad, more national ; but " the

general, legal, divine duty of humanity."!— 2. Stvearing a?id

lying'] i.e. perjury (cf. Nity m'^X, 10*). nbi< alone means simply

swearing, of which in itself there was no prohibition, unless,

perhaps, the reference is to cursing, which is so common in the

East (cf. Mat. 5^**^).+ The two together stand in opposition

to " truth." § — And killing and stealing and committing adultery]

Violation of the 6th, 8th, and 7th commandments. The infini-

tives absolute are used instead of the finite form of the verb

for vividness and emphasis ; cf. <& above. These are in opposi-

tion to "love." The fancied "security in Samaria" (Am. 6^)

no longer exists. There is every reason to suppose that the

decalogue in its original form was at this time in existence.
||

— They break into] sc. the houses of their neighbors (Jb. 24^^), or,

acts of violence.^ Cf. also the word Crins = ?-odber (Ez. iS^*^)

;

and the interpretation which makes the act a breaking into the

law.** Cf. (§ above.— Blood striking blood] The plural = blood-

* Wii., GAS.

t Carl Abel, Ueber den Begriff der Liebe in einigen alten und neuen Sprachen

(Berlin, 1872), p. 63. % So Cal. ^ Now.

II
See WRS. art. "Decalogue," Enc. Brit.; Paterson, art. "Decalogue," DB.;

Ew. Gesch. Isr.^ II. 231 ; Kue., Rel. Isr. I. 285 ; but cf. W. E. Addis, art. " Deca-

logue," EB.; We. Comp. Hex. 331 f. ; Sta. (7 VI. I. 457 ff., and Marti.

H Che. ** Rashi, Ki.
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shed ; i.e. murder follows immediately upon murder. The phrase

is a striking one, but this fact and the change of subject need not

excite suspicion.*— 3. Therefore the land mourns'] The prophet

evidently speaks not of some future f or past J calamity, but of

one present, a severe drought existing at the time. § It is doubt-

ful whether he has in mind, at this point, the anarchy which fol-

lowed Jeroboam's death.
||
— And every denizen in it /anguishes']

This refers not merely to animals, 1[ but as well to men.— Even

to the beasts of the field, etc.] Even to ** or including (cf. Gn. 7-^)

is preferable to {a) through,\\ making the beasts the agents, as also

to if) together with (cf. Gn. 9^, X \ {c) among, putting birds and

beasts on a level with men, §§ and {d) for the lack of. || ||
— While

even the fish of the sea are taken atuay] This is the climax of

the presentation, the drought being so great that the streams are

dried up, the phrase n'n "n not being restricted to fish actually

in the sea.^lf The association of the animal world and even the

inanimate world with man in his suffering is an idea widely held

among the prophets (Am. 8^ Is. 16* 24^^ Zp. i'-^ Je. 12* Jo.
ji"-!*;

cf. Rom. 8"'), and is based upon the early belief that land and

man and animal were in some way closely connected.*** Cf. the

totemistic conception referred to on 2^.

1. >3] Used demonstratively, as in Ps. iiS^^f. ^cf. BDB. p. 472), as a particle

of asseveration = "surely, etc"; or better, to introduce direct discourse, as

in Gn. 21^° Ju. 6^^ (cf. BDB. p. 471; H. 47, 3 «) ; not causal (Wii.), nor

explanatory and introducing a parenthetic clause (Sim.).— an] Cf. the

forensic terms BSB'n, lawsuit or case, as in Dt. lo^s Jb.
13I8 23* I K. S'*^, and

Mi. 7^ where the two words are used as parallels; and pi used in similar

sense in Dt. 17* Ps. 1401^ Jb. 35".— |in] Its repetition is significant. Cf.

also Ho. 3* Nu. 2i5 Jos. 6^ i K. i829 Jb. 34^2 Is. 4125 i S. 26^2; for cases of

j'x joined with two or more words, cf. Ne. 4I'' Gn. 41'^ 45^ Dt. 12^2 je. 22^'^.

— 2. 'Ui nSx] These five infinitives furnish one of the best examples of the

use of the inf. abs. for a finite vb.; H. 28, 5^; GK. 113^; Ko. 217 «, b\

cf. also Is. 21^ Je. 8^^ Ec. 42.— lyjj, ix-\d] Pfs. denoting an action begun in

the past and still continuing. Cf. Dr. § 8; cf. also Am. 5^* Ps. Q> Is. 2r'.

— ui n^mi] Is clearly a circ. clause, H. 45, i; GK. 142 «, c; Dr. § 156 f.

—

* We., Now.; cf. Hal. 11 Marti. f§ Schmidt.

tRos.,Wu. **SoE\v., GAS. ||||
Geb.

+ Ke. tt Abar. 1111 Now.

\ Sim., Now.
II
Che. ++ Stuck, WU. *»* WRS. Rel. Sent. 126.
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3. S^NP] Descriptive, H. 2i, i.

—

SScn] Pulal; cf. also Jo. I^'' Is. ^f Je. 142,

— Sa] Distributive; GK. l2-ji>; BDB. p. 481 a.— r^ni . . . ']v;2'] On force

of 3, cf. Gn. 721 8" 910-16 Ex. la^^ Nu. 31II.— 'ui ut dji] Another circ. clause,

adding a new feature in the details of the description.

4-6. The Priest r€spo7isiblefor IsraePs wicked7tess. The people

need not blame each other for the wretched condition of things

on every side. It is thou, O priest, who dost cause this mischief,

and for this reason thou shalt fall. Thy whole stock shall perish.

As thou hast rejected knowledge, so I will reject thee; as thou

hast forgotten me, so will I forget thee.

The poetic form is a regular trimeter movement in twelve lines. Three
important modifications of the text require to be made. These are: (i) A
change in the reading of jriD onc^ la;-, which will place pa in the following

verse {y.i.). (2) The connection of nSiS (v.^) with what follows, and the

omission of 1 in \T'cni; this secures a better division of the words, as well as

better thought. (3) The transfer of tD3S'> pai nS ayi from v.i* to follow v.*.

This clause is plainly out of place where it now stands. In the new position

it fits well and completes the strophe.

4. •\v~\ <3 Sttws; F veruntamen ; S = because no one is, etc.— Bach. -JN

e'>N nop Sni ia 2-i> Sn c^n = only let no one strive with him {i.e. Yahweh) and
let no one reprove for my people, etc. Ru. hdids nomj o = for the blamer

is as the blamed one and my people, etc.— jnj ''ancs ^::>'l] (§6 5^ Xa6s /xon

ws dj'TtX€76/xevoj tepeiyj = jhd T^ba ^c;; (Vol.) ; S |i-»»i»ic pisus ^) >iinliO

= jnoD ann icj/'i (Seb.); A. wj 6 clvti^ikQiv lepec; S. ws avTlpprjcns i] wpbs

iepia. Read ^cp (with Beck, Bockel, Bach., Ru., GAS., Now., Oct., ei al.)

and V-IC33 (with Beck, Bockel; Mosapp, ZA W. V. 185; GAS.), and transfer

pj to beginning of v.^ as a vocative (GAS.). Beck reads pbri as voc. at end

of v.*. Mosapp {ZAIV. V. 185), jna^ inD33 d;ji = and the people worship

like their priestlings. Hermann {SK., 1879, p. 516; so K6. 360^:), 13113 r\cyl^

P3 = and with thee is my strife, O priest. Mich, pa lanc qDVi = and thy

people act like those who strive with me, O priest. WRS. \Prnph. 408;

so Che.), |nD >3 -nn ^3Vi = and thy people have rebelled against me, O priest.

Oort ( Th T. and Em.; so Val., Gu.), pan i3p r\3';, the 33 being due to dittog.

Bewer {JBL. XXI. iiof.), |,- 3i-;-: qo^n = "and thy people is striving thus,"

the phrase being a gloss explanatory of *". Gr. p3 :i3n?: ^05:1, and Hal.

P3 T'3np icyi = and thy people it is that blames thee, O priest. New. av3i

P3 n3nn3 = and as is the people, so is the provocation of the priest. Heil-

prin, p3 V31-IC3 -ici'i. Ru. (so We.^, Now.), ]r{:i7\ qin3 inyi = and my people

are like thee, O priest. Marti, fol. Duhm, pj;3 N1331 1033 Dj7i.— 14 c?. nS oyi

t337i p3i] (B Kal 6 \abs 6 cvvLuv (some codd. ov arvvlwv) <Tvveir\^K€To /lera

ir6pvj]i, connecting the first two words of v.^^ with v.i*; so S. Gr. n3S\
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Gardner {A/SL. XVIII. 179), laa'?'' a^BSjc oyi = and with adulterers they lie

down.— 5. nSu'D] (@ aadevqaei. (^Srsi); S ^.Np/Zlo (= nSi-^uh (?) ).

Read Dn'>i nn'^B's (so We., Now., Oct., Marti). Cf. Bach's sugg. that arn]

may represent an original vocative, e.g. a>'."i or ]''^':\}.— IDJ?] Some Mss. of

(S M""' avTov (so also Ru.).— rh-h'} (3 reads nSiSS, and joins to following

clause; S makes it a separate clause. Ru. nS;''7n.— ion "Ti^mi] ® wfxolwaa

(
=

'>;7''Di) ; 'A., 9. vvKTbi icrnoTrrjffa; U node tacere feci malrem tuam

;

£> * 7 •

S >^j £^iwA.o. Gr. r;a2 n''S-ini. Bach, nnnx rrip-ii (in Praeparationen

(1S92); but later in Untersuch. (1894), "iDy 'rr'pt mS''-'?;, for 'ui n'?'-'?).

Ru. I'Q'jn ID']'). Wkl. qD'11 'HipT nSiSS = I will turn thy day into night

(^Untersuch. i8i; so Val.). For ^DN, Now. q^a, and Hal. rip;;. Gardner

{AJSL. XVIII. 178) om. IDN in>mi as a dittog. Marti, J5 on 'PDiv— 6. imj]

@ renders like \i''m (w.^.), but in pass.; so S; U conticuit. Gardner, nmj.

— TDNa n>nn dpn] Marti, iDxn n>nn-p,x.— indncn] Read with many Mss.

|DSCN. Bach, (/"r.) I'^nitip qns dn?:n\— -[ija] Wkl. q3(?); Bach, (/"r.) rinna.

Marti changes all 2 pers. forms to 3 pers. in vs.^- ^.

4. Still let none find fault, and let nojie 7rprove'\ Who speaks?

The prophet, and of his own words uttered in vs.'"^. This reproof

of Israel, he concedes, is really out of place ; it is at all events use-

less.— Since my people are but like their priestlings'^ This mean-

ing (a) is supported in part {my people) by (§ {v.s.) ; (J?) furnishes

clearly the thought demanded by the context (cf. the reading

" since my people are like thee, O priest " ; but this makes it

necessary to keep " priest " where it stands, thus maintaining two

difficulties) ;
(c) is in accord with the use of " priestlings " else-

where, this word always having a bad sense (cf. 10^ 2 K. 23'

Zp. i''). This circumstantial clause, giving a reason why the people

should not be upbraided, is strengthened by another, transferred

from v.^^— 14 d. Yea, a people stupid {and) falling to ruin'\ A
more appropriate juxtaposition could scarcely have been effected.

— 5. O p7'iest! thou shalt fall by day'\ For text, z'.j-. According

to another interpretation this should read thou dost stumble, and

refers to the actual sin * in which the priest is engaged, rather

than to the punishment which is to fall upon him.f The render-

ing by day is given, though incorrectly, to Dvn by ({9<S and others. %—And the prophets also shallfall ivith thee'] These are the proph-

ets, the word being collective, who prostituted their calling for the

* So Marck, Sim. f So Ki., Ros., Ew., Now. J e.g. Hal.
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sake of support ; they were in great numbers at many times, cf.

Je. 5^^ 6" 14"- ^*
I K. 22''*^-, and made prophecy a means of UveU-

hood (Mi. 3^^ Am. 7^-). They would perform their functions

even while in a drunken condition, Is. 28^*— And by flight I
will destroy thy mother'\ Cf. (©U. Confusion has arisen between

the two meanings of the verb, " to be silent," and " to destroy "

(7;./.). Thy mother hardly means the nation (cf. 2r),\ for the

pronoun evidently refers to the priest, and it is the priest of whom
the prophet now speaks ; but rather, thy stock, \ i.e. a portion of

the nation, the caste or clan of priests ; cf. city used in this sense

(2 S. 20^^ Ps. 149'), with which may be contrasted "I will also

forget thy children " (v.^). Indeed, Novvack so renders the phrase

here, changing the text {v.s^.— 6. My people will be destroyed by

reason of their lack of knowledge'] This sentence determines the

meaning to be attached to the verb of v.^*, and also seems to favor

the conclusion there reached on " thy mother,"— since now the

people are dealt with as a whole. The knowledge lacking is

knowledge of God (cf. v.-). The ordinary rendering without

knowledge utterly fails to express the sense. The reference is not

to the present situation, but to the future destruction of the people

because of the sins into which the priest has led them. Nowack

and Wellhausen, without good reason (viz. because it is unneces-

sary to the connection, and because it has no corresponding par-

allel member), treat this line as a gloss.— Because thou hast

rejected knotvledge'] It is evidently the priest who is addressed §

(both on account of the preceding context, and on account of the

phrase following), and not the nation
; ||

and besides, the idea of

the nation as a priest-nation is probably late. " Knowledge, viz.

of God's revealed will, was theoretically a deposit in the priestly

order (Dt. 33^" Ez. 44--' Mai. 2'')."^— / reject thee from being

priest to jne] Clearly Hosea had at one time recognized the

* V. Da. Exp. 5th ser. II. 1-17; and art. " Prophets and Prophecy," DB.\ May-

baum, Proph. 85-130 ; Sm. Rel. 248-255 ; WRS. O TJC. 278 ff.

t Jer., Ki., Ma., Ros., Hi., Sim., Ke., Wii., GAS. ; cf. Or.

t Schmidt, WRS. Proph. 407 ; Che.

\ So AE., Ki., Cal., Bauer, Eich.,Ros., Mau., Ew., Che., We., GAS., Now.

II
Stuck, Schro., Hi., Umb., Sim., Ke., Wu.

H Che. On the importance attached to knowledge of God by Hosea, see espe-

cially GAS. chap. XXI.
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Northern priesthood as legitimate. This is a rejection of the

entire priest-clan; and not of the priest-nation (Ex. 19* is early

preexilicj Dt. f, barely preexilic ; Is. di*', exilic). DKfi is the

opposite of iro.— A/itf {because) thou hast forgotten the law of

thy God~\ The torah, instruction, was supposed to be a deposit

with the priests, and God was supposed to be particularly near to

them. This instruction was in considerable part oral ; but even

at this date there must have been a written code (the Covenant

code, Ex. 20^-23^).*— I will forget thy children, even /] i.e.

the members of the clan, Winckler's suggestion of " thee " for

" thy children " being unnecessary in view of Dt. 2)Z^^'.

4. "|n] Here in its limitative sense, however (Wii.), cf. Gn. 9* Ps. 49^^

Jb. 13^^, rather than asseverative (Ki.), of which examples occur in Gn. 44^8

Ps. 73I.— tt^N . . . c'^n] Note chiasm; cf. the view which would make the

second S'W the object of the vb. (Hi.). SC paraphrases the first ^•'H by ifjD,

the second by n''3j.— '1J1 icy] A circ. clause, H. 45, i d; GK. 141 e; cf. K6.

360^.— 14 d. oaS"! jiji nS d>'i] The impf.'s are coordinate and are adjectival;

H. 21, 4; GK. 155 f.— 5. nSir'Di] If jnj is placed in v.", either («) > is used

to mark apodosis (cf. Is. 6"^ Ho. 8^* Am. i*), GK. Ii2x; K6. 415 j; or (fi)

the 1 may be omitted and the vb. treated as a proph. pf. In any case it is

future in idea, not frequentative.— Drn] It is difficult to treat Dr with the

article, when the corresponding nSiS has none; the natural rendering to-day

is inappropriate; hence the suggestion of We. (w.j-.).— tiidi] Cf. confusion

in versions. To be distinguished are: ncT I., to be like; and nm II., to

be silent, to cease, to cause to cease, to destroy (= nnc; cf. Dm, to be dumb,

silent, Wii., p. 146), which occurs four times in Hosea, viz. here and in 4^

lo^- 1^, elsewhere in sense of destroy, Is. 6^ 15^ Zp. i^^ Je. (fi 47^ Ob.^ Ez. 32*

Ps. 49I3. 21,— 6. imj] PI, the subj. being collective, H. 40, i,b; GK. 145 (5;

not to be taken as future (so Ko. 129) but as present pf. ; the change of time

is marked by the dropping of the 1 cons, which appears in previous verse.—
n>n iS^!:] ]3 is causative; from lack of knowledge ; cf. the use of ^SaD in

which JD is neg., the ^Sa being a second neg. (as in r^'^) = without knowing

— suddenly, Is. 51^; cf. Ko. 403^.— -|SDncni] n (after D), a mistake retained

on account of the superstition entertained concerning the letter; it is desig-

nated (note the ° over it) by the Massoretes as iini i.e. superfluous, and is

lacking in nearly a hundred Mss. (cf. Kenn. and De Rossi in loc. ; cf. cod.

Babyl. loio A.D.) ; so BSZ. and BDB.; Ew. § 247 f, treats the word as an

Aramaic form. The 1 with S^'wa (De. Complutensische Varianten, l8f. ; Baer,

Duodecim Prophetarum, 61) marks the apodosis; GK. 112 jr; Ko. 4150.

—

]n:D] Reg. use of |D = that thou no more shalt be priest; H. 41, 40^; GK.

* See Kit. I. 94; Di., We., Kue., Co. EM., Bu. ZA W. XI.
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ligx.— nrtt'Pi] Paral. with noxa and dependent on 13, presenting an addi-

tional point, and further, because thou hast forgotten ; cf. GK. ill x.— p-^in

T'H't'N] Hosea uses mm three times, viz. here and in 8^- 1-. In all three cases

there is evident reference to a body of priestly instruction; on the original

meaning of the word, see We. Prol. 394; Sm. Kel. 36; Benz. Arch. 408, and

art. " Law and Justice," EB.; Now. Arch. II. 97; Dr., art. " Law," DB.; but

cf. K6. Offenbarung, II. 347; Baudissin, Priesterthum, 207.— •'JN Dj] Triple

emphasis; {a) as expressed by dj, (b) as expressed by the use of the pro-

noun; (f) as indicated in the position of the pronoun.

7-10, 12 a, b. The priests^ wickedness, their contagious exajji-

ple, and their abandonment of Yahweh. The wickedness of the

priests is great in proportion to their number. They hve on the

vices of the people. Their punishment shall come upon them as

a reward for their deeds. They shall perish, because, filled with

sensuality, they have abandoned Yahweh their God, and gone to

consulting with that which is wood.

This strophe presents no irregularities; v.^^ being made to follow v?^^, the

logical difficulty involved in going from v.^'^ to v.^^, and from v.^^ to v.^^ is

avoided. Every line is a good trimeter.

7. DanDJ (5 = anoir.—p] Bach, dijdd, without necessity, yet with force.

— D1123] Geiger (^Urschrift, p. 316; so Gr.), foil. Jew. Sopherim, iii33.

—

•S] Om. with S.— T'Dn] Read IT'D-'H with Si^ (so Geiger; Houtsma, ThT.

IX. 60; Oort, ThT. and Ejn.; Val., Ru., GAS., Marti; cf. Buhl, ZKW.
1881, pp. 227 f.). Gr. n^n^.— 8. nxan] (5F pi. (so Oort, £w.) ; Q.aixapTias

6 \a6s fjLov eadiei. Kohler {Bibl. Gesch. II. Pt. ii. 33 ff.), nt<ran.— i^dn^] Bach.

iSjni (?); Gardner, nS inxi = they consent to it. Bewer {fBL. XXI. iii f.),

'i'73}<\— DJU'] @ pi. Oct., Marti, and Now.^ ^tv.— iNS"] Bewer would either

read Nb'> and om. previous Sn, rendering, " My people's sin shall devour it

and their guilt shall take away its life," or change Sn to Sy = "and because

of their guilt shall they take, etc." — vi'flj] In some Mss. au'sj; so in all

versions (so also Hi., Oort, Gr., Bach., Ru., Now., Oet.). Wu. and Marti,

rn.i; cf. GK. 145 w.— 9. jhdd] Ru., on basis of Ws -i'D2iS iip''"' "''"^"''<\

inserts i-'Dn ji'^i'^a nor.— rSj,'] S> pi. suff. as also in h and v^'^?c.— 10. isno'']

Read loi-jn', foil. (5, Karevevvooaiv (so also We., Oort, Val., Bach., Now.).

^., Q. TrX-rjOvudriaouTaL ; ')B cessaverunt ; & r, . a, Ru., ixn^'. Gr. nvrv—
urn] Perhaps to be read ur (We., Oort, Now., Oet., Marti).— iDt:'^] @
transl. as inf. expressing purpose and connects mjr of v.i^ with it as object;

S joins to v.ii and renders, aiaj»90. Oort ( Th T. and Em.) om. as gloss.

Bach., foil. Saadia, supposes a nijf to have been lost from end of v.^". Now.
and We., ^cu' nS (?). Gardner connects with it as obj. the first word of

v.i', pointing n^jr. Oort and Marti suspect the last five words of v.^'' to
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be an editorial addition.— 12 a, b. ix>'a] ® ^i' <Tvnj36\ois, perhaps originally

cvfi^ovXais = rix>a (so Stru., Seb.) ; cf. S> aihmi^hh^ = ipxya (Seb.).— '^xr^

nv^] (5 pi. Gr. '^N!:'.— T?,-!!:] @ iv pd^dois ai^roO = niSpca (Vol.).

7. According to their 7iumber, so they sin against me\ Cf. the

rendering, " As many as they be, so many have sinned against

me."* This is spoken of the priests,! not of the people, J as

is shown by the meaning of v.*^. The priestly numbers and in-

fluence have prospered and grown with the progress of the

kingdom under Jeroboam II.— They have exchanged their glory

for shame'\ Thus following the Syriac iv.s?), and a reading cur-

rent among Jewish writers. The substitution of my {i.e. God's)

giory (v.s.) is forbidden by the context, which is dealing with

the priest's degradation. For similar expressions, cf. Je. 2"

Ps. 106-'". Their g/ory = their position.— 8. They feed on the

sin of my people'^ This describes more distinctly the manner of

the priests' sin. Sin (nx*L:n) does not here mean sin-offering %

(the thought being that the priests encouraged the people to

sin in order that they, the priests, might have the larger num-

ber of sin-offerings, i.e. greater perquisites), for four reasons

:

(i) the parallel word is pu, iniquity; this seems to demand for

nstan the meaning sin; (2) in Hosea's times, while compensation

was given to the priests (cf. 2 K. 12^^, it was not counted as

an offering to Yahweh
; (3) to eat the sin-offering was no sin

(Lv. 6^- ^^ ; (4) the sin-offering was unknown prior to Ezekiel.
||

Nor does it mean ?noftey paid as an expiation for sin,^ since

"eat" can hardly be used with such an object. Nor may it

be interpreted of the whole cultus as described in vs."'^^.** Nor

can the rendering (v.s.) " My people shall eat sin, etc.," be justi-

fied in view of the context, which is concerned primarily with

the priest. The word is to be explained therefore as sin, or

with the versions sins, and is interpreted (i) by Jii? of the next

line, (2) by 8" (cf. Am. 4''), in which Israel's sin is defined as

belief in the efficacy of offerings to satisfy Yahweh, viz. " for

Ephraim has made many altars to sin." The sin of the priests

* GAS. t Ki., Che., Now. + Sim., Ke., Wii., Or.

§ Sim., Ke., Wii., Che., Or. ; Sellin, Beitrdge z. isr. u.jlid. Rel. I. 160 f. ; II. 303 f.

II
We. Prol. 73; Now. H Marti, Rel. 113 f. ** Baudissin, Pricsterthiim, 236.
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consists in encouraging the people in a false conception of

Yahweh, in order that they may increase their gain. — And unto

their iniquity they lift their souls'] They direct their greed, their

longing, their appetite, to the guilt of the people ; " they live

upon the vice of the day";* cf. Je. 22^ Ps. d>6* 143* Pr. iq^**.

The singular suffix is either to be changed to the plural (with

versions), or read distributively. — 9. And so it becomes like

people, like priest'] The priest has become like, no better than,

the people, his special privileges and his nearness to Yahweh

now serving him no good.f It does not mean that the people

have become like the priest, i.e. " they have fallen under ritual,

doing from lust what the priests do from greed." \ In the latter

case v.^ would mark the transition from the priests to the people,

who, contaminated by the priests' example, are corrupt and

sensual ; the thought here and in v.^" is of the people, and

not of the priests. In the former case, v.^ continues the de-

scription of the priests' wickedness and approaching punishment.

— Btit I will visit punishment upon his ways, and his deeds I
will requite to him'] The priest shall suffer for his failure to

perform aright his funcdons, for the conduct which has brought

reproach upon his religion, and for his deeds which have been

in violation of his vows.— 10. And they shall eat and shall not

find satisfaction] Mi. 6" Lv. 26-^. This is still spoken of the

priests, as even those agree who would assign the following clause

to the people. § The reference is to the sacrificial meal, in which

the priest would take part with the worshipper.— TJiey shall

commit adultery and shall not find satisfaction] The sin referred

to here is a part of the Baal cult which the Israelitish priests

have introduced into the Yahweh-service. According to this,

every woman was required to prostitute herself once in the

temple with a priest.
||

Against the ordinary interpretation of

the second clause, they shall not increase, i.e. the punishment

of childlessness, is to be urged (a) the fact that increase of off-

spring was not expected or desired from this immorahty, {fi)
the

% reading (tj.s^, which (cf. i S. 29^) means to find satisfaction.

* GAS. in loc. . t GAS. $ Wii.

t Che.
II
Herodotus, I. 199; Strabo, XI. p. 532.
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If the sin is that of the people, the ordinary interpretation is

more appropriate. Cf. non dirigentur; * es soil ihnen nicht

gelingen.t— For they have left off heeding Yahweh'\ The priests

by their conduct have actually abandoned Yahweh, and now there

follows what would naturally be expected and what furnishes the

transition to the next strophe.— 12 a, b. {Yea) My people ask

counsel at their wood^ This is the climax. The priests have

turned the people away and will no longer themselves have occu-

pation, for the wooden teraphim are sought for advice ; cf. 8"

2 S. 2^ 1
6-'^.— Their staff declares to them the oracle'] This may

be (i) a staff with a wooden image carved on the top;{ (2) the

diviner's wand (cf Ez. 2i-\ where the king of Babylon combines

divination by arrows with consultation of the teraphim)
; (3) a

miniature asherah, or sacred tree, the foregoing " wood " being

applied to the ordinary asherah; thus the entire charge would

be directed against surviving elements of tree-worship. §

1. ]•:... 2] Correlation, cf. i S. g^^ Ps. 127* Jo. 2^; Ko. 371 (7.— ainD]

Position emph.— Ii'^f^] 3= price; cf. Ps. io6'2° Je. 2^1; and GK. 119/;

Ko. 3320.— T'CNj This is not impossible; but ^^^y^'^:i^r\ seems much better.

—

iN!3n, nicn] Pres. pfs. — 8. PNtan] Emph. pos. ; cf. Ko. 339 w.— iSat<', iNtt'^]

Freq. impfs.— irsj] = appetite, desire; cf. Sellin, Beitrage, II. 303 f.

;

Briggs, JBL. XVI. 25 f. On force of suff. cf. Ko. 348 z/.; GK. 145 in. —
9. n\Ti] = and it shall be, not, "thus it comes to be" (GAS).— injj d;d]

The 3 is really a subst., lit., the similitude of the people, etc.; cf. Ko. 371^.

— rSSysi V3-n] Chiasm ; sg. suff. used collectively.— 10. ncit''? 13?>'] This

expression is awkward, and might be improved by omitting noB'S, which

stands in a peculiar place, and furnishes a construction of which no other

example appears {i.e. ^ with inf. after aty). For other suggestions v.s. —
12 a, b. 'C"'] Pathetic: — My people, consulting their wood, while their

staff declares to them the divine will !

11, 12 c-14 c. The madness of the people in their sensual

indulgence. Indulgence in wine and harlotry has driven the

people mad ; everywhere is sensuality to be seen ; but the young

women who engage in lewdness do not deserve punishment ; it

is rather their fathers, whose example they follow, who shall suffer.

* Jer. X Pococke.

t Lu.; cf. Stuck. ^ So WRS. Sent. 196; cf. Foote, JBL. XXI. 36.
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The poetic form of this strophe is simple and regular. Two points only

deserve notice : (i) v.^*"* has already been transferred to follow v,*; (2) '3

nSx aitD (v.^^) is probably a gloss (cf. Now.), added for explanation when

the usage had died out. Such an explanation would not have been needed

in Hosea's thiie.

11. nur] (§ connects with v.^" {v.s.), S (v.s.) renders, And they loved

fornication ; Arabic seems to use laa''? from preceding verse, that they j/iay

serve fornication a7id drunkenness.— pi] Versions prefix \— 2b'\ (§ makes

subj., joining with it ^Dy of following verse. S adds suff. = aaS. Ru. regards

Ys_iiandi4d ^s a provcrb originally placed on the margin by some reader (so

Now.).— 12 c, d. n]}D7\'] Read with ^F, ojjnn (so Gr., Bach., Ru., We., Now.,

Oort (^w.), Oct., Hal). Marti, -injjnri.— dsihSn] Bach. Dniji-ns-.— 13. n'jNi]

Now. sugg. that a vb. has dropped out after this word, which expressed the

licentious practices of the men, or that it stood in place of nSx 3iD •<D, which

may well be a gloss. We. would supply the missing vb. after nVx 310 ^3.

In view of these suggestions Gardner proposes to read iVyi nua? = they go

up to the harlots, or i'?yi nm^h for nSsi njaS.— n^s] (g om. suff. Gr. aSs.

—

14. niptjN nS] <S joins to v.^^ ^y ^^l; so IL. Bach. (/";-.) 'DX nhn.—3D>niJ3

DSiniSj . . .] Gr. changes suff. to 3d pi. Dn_.— njoNjn] Bach. (Pr.) adds

after this, Qrnja hp.— an] S fem. = n:n.— mfli] Gr. i-nsi (so Oct., Marti).

Hal. u^npi, they sacrifice.

11. Harlotry, wine, and new wine take away the hrain'\ The

prophet introduces the new strophe with one of the many " wise

sayings " which were famiUar to him, moral sayings which consti-

tuted the stock in trade of the wise men who sat in the gate.

Other examples of the use of wisdom sayings may be found in

^16. i4d ^4 6 g7a jQi2f. j^9^ Thls Saying formed a most appropriate

introduction to a strophe which pictures the wildest possible in-

dulgence of passion.— 12 c, d. For the spirit of harlotry has led

them astray'] They are actuated by an impulse which leads to

harlotry; cf. the use of "spirit" in this same sense with "jeal-

ousy" (Nu. 5"), " perverseness " (Is. 19"), " uncleanness " (Zc.

13").*— And they have played the harlot from under their God]

Cf. I".— 13. Upon the tops of the mountains they sacrifice] Cf.

I K. 14^ 2 K. 17^" Je. 2^ 3". This was the Canaanitish practice,

and, as such, is condemned. Mountains and hilltops were sacred

because regarded as nearest the abode of the deity ; cf. the " bare

places" of Je. 3^.— And upo7i the hills they make offerings] Cf.

*Che.
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1

Am. 4^ ; also v.s., pp. 133 f.— Under oaks, etc.'] Something seems

to be wrong here. Gardner's suggestion {v.s.) is not without merit.

Besides the difficulty already mentioned is the logical connection

with what follows : — Therefore your daughters, etc.] This is a

natural element in the situation ; it could hardly be otherwise,

for the religion thus cultivated demands licentiousness.— 14. /

will not punish your daughters . . . nor your spouses'] The paral-

lelism corresponds exactly to that of v.^''. Guilty as they may be,

these women do not deserve punishment.— For they themselz^es

with harlots go aside] i.e. the elders, the priests ; to the leaders

belongs the blame for the situation. Observe the change from

2d pers. ye to the 3d pers. they; cf. Gn. 4^250. 26a
j^g^ ^^126 jg_

jS

I K. 1-*.*— And with consecrated harlots they sacrifice] i.e. pro-

fessional prostitutes connected with the ceremonial of worship

{v.i.).

11. trnTi p''] Fermented and unfermented wine. Omission of 1 with pi

favors the reading of (§ which takes mji with v.i'^. — npi] Frequentative

impf,; H. 21, 3; Dr. § 33 ((5). The vb. is in sg., because the compound sub-

ject expresses one idea, debauchery; Ko. 349 r.— 12 c, d. Note the chiastic

arrangement of these two clauses. — 13. P'^n] Oak, a tree closely related to

the n'^N, terebinth, as the two words evidently go back to the same root.

— njaS] If the text is accepted, is of uncertain meaning; its only other occur-

rence is in Gn. 30'^. Its Arabic cognate ,^>^ favors the meaning storax,

and so ® translates in Gn. 30'^''. But here (S and S render \evKr] (poplar)

which seems to be the only suitable sense (Low, Aramaische P/tanzeniiameii).

These three nouns, standing in the sg., and without the article, are used in a

generic sense, each representing its class.— 13. Note chiasm in last two

clauses.— 14. mo''] They go apart, i.e. from the sanctuary. It is clear that

the mi:'i|i and their companions withdrew from the sanctuary itself; cf.

Herod. I. 199, efw rov iepoO, and other evidence cited by WRS. Sem. 455.

There seems to be no occasion to follow Ru. in supposing that iiD designated

any speciafl ceremonial action.— pii;'-<pn] Literally, consecrated ones, i.e. women
who had sacrificed their virtue in honor of Astarte; cf. Assyr. /eadiitu. Such

sacred prostitutes were common in ancient sanctuaries; cf. Strabo, XL 532;

Gil-ga-mes Epic; WRS. .SVw. 455 ; Jeremias, /c^////'*?;-, 59 f ; Benz. /4r<r//. 428 f.

;

Now. Arc/i. IL 132, 307; Jastrow, A'et. 485; Che., art. " Harlot," EB.; W. P.

Paterson, art. "Harlot," DB.; and the many references to the devotee, or

sacred prostitute, in the Hammurabi Code, e.g. §§ no, 127, 178, 182; see

* See Ko. Stil. 238 f. Marti unnecessarily changes all the suffixes in vs.i3- M to

the 3d pers.

y
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R. F. Harper, Code of Hamnnirabi (1904); Cook, The Laws of Moses and

the Code of Hammurabi, 149 f. Religious prostitution of this sort was dis-

tinctly prohibited by the Deut. Code (Dt. 23I'
f).

15-19. Though Israel is committed to idolatry may Judah

not follow her example, nor resort to the places of idolatrous

worship. Israel is given over to idols ; she goes from bad to

worse ; her rulers are enamoured of infamy. An enemy will sud-

denly and violently carry her away.

If v.i^ is authentic, this strophe, like the preceding one, consists of twelve

lines. Here, strangely enough, as in strophe i, the 7th and 8th lines are

lengthened, as if to indicate by their very length the sadness and seriousness

of the situation. The authenticity of v.i^ or at least of 15 a, is denied by

many (so e.g. We.; Sta. GVI. I. 577; Co. Einl. 172; Che. in WRS. Proph.;

Gu., GAS., Now.; Seesemann, 2of.; Marti, EB. 2122; but cf. Hal.) on the

following grounds: the reference to Judah is forced and unnatural, lying

aside from the prophet's thought in the preceding and following context;

the sentiment concerning Judah is radically different from that expressed

elsewhere in Hosea e.g. ^-'j- 10. 13. u 54 . ^nd the awkwardness of the address

to Israel when the thought is directly concerned with Judah; but it may

perhaps be said that Judah's affairs were always closely connected with those

of Israel, and this mention would serve only to make more pointed the

rebuke of Israel.

15. njircN] (5S1L join with v.^'^— du'ni Svs] @ p.y) d7i'6ei = nrxn Sk;

Si = ou'NP Sn (so also Ru.), with ^ntlI'i subj. and n-iini obj.— min^] (g inserts

KoX before it, and joins with foil, vb, so 3L; U supplies saltern.— p»s H'-a] (5 ets

Thv o\kov'Q,v; 'a., S., 9. ei's oikov duw(pe\ovs ; ST '^NPO; iL in domiim Og.

One cod. of (S adds here the end of Am. 5^.— ij:3-i'r] Insert here, with We.

and Now., yar -\Nn3 (».?.). Ru. supposes some such word as ""iru'S'a to

have fallen out. — 16. n-no] "S lascivietis.— on'] Oort (£;«.), a>-\>n. Hal.

oy-,, nS.— 17. -ii3n] We. -i3n (so Ru., Now.). Bach. {Pr.), nw?.— iS njn]

(5 'de-qKfv iavrip (TKcivdaXa, (so IL) ;
perhaps & represents some word that

has been lost; 'A., 6. dveiravaev eavrip; TS dimitte eum. Gr., foil. ®, n''jn

h\Z'-:,-a iS. Bach, (/"n), -h-nv. Ru. a^-iDiD h n'pn, using id of v.^^; cf. (5. Oort

{Em:), •h-'V\iT\. Miiller {^SK. 1904, p.'i24), iS n^n (cf. 2 K. if^). Marti om.

as gloss. — 18. 2N3D id] @ TjpiTiaev Xai'aca/ous (=3''Jy:33 ">n3), so 3L;

"S separatum est convivium eorum ; Si om.; 'A. fi/JXw <rv/xirocrlov avrQi';

S. ewiKXivev rb ffvixir6(nov avrQiv. VL evidently read itr for 1D. Jer. renders

@ by provocavit Canan, which represents -ripidLae ; hence Vol. proposes mn
for ID. Read 2>N3b "^b (so Houtsma, TkT. IX. 60; We., Oct., Marti). Ru.

D^:>'jr3 -1X3. Hd. CX3D ID as = when their carousal is over (so Che., GAS.).

Gr7 a>!<i2D z-^'-)t\ Oort (^Etn.), njrn c'-j e^sdd !="•. Bach. {Pr.), zi^'iiO] d'3;d,
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to be joined with v.'". Gardner, a"'Nao "^D.— nn nnvs] <5 f]ya-n-t)(jav
;

U dilexerunt ; Ss wV/^ ..;/->• 2. •;77d7r7;(rai' d7d7ri7i'. With (SSF and some

Heb. Mss., omit nn (so, ^.^, Dathe, New., Hi., Oort {77iT. and Em.), Val.,

Gu., Gr., Ru., GAS., Now., Hal.). Wvi. nnN ans. Sim. nnx jrivS (Houtsma,

Wkl. Untersuch.') . Bach, '^^n i^nx.— n^jJD pSp] (g a.Tni.\.a.v iK (ppvayfiaros

avTTJs; "P afferre ignominiam protectores ejus; S. oD ^ ^o-^deia oLTifiia;

S ]i^lis-»»50 Ir^t- Many, foil. (5, DPNjp 'p or njiNJD (Houtsma, Gr.; Oort,

TAT. -dnd £m.; Vol., Val., Gu., GAS.). Cappellus, nijjD 'p- Ru. Dn\3_ja 'p.

Bach. i"ixa (or Fr. ari^ji.sc) nniSpp i'7p, connecting first word of v.^'-' with v.i*.

Wkl. {^Utitersuch.), ajiNJ DJ^'^p, the last word being joined withv.^*'. Bottcher,

n\3ir 'p.— 19. "\"is] © avcrrpocp-q; 'A. ^vSecr/xui;'; 2. wuTrepeL tls d-qceie

;

V

,S >^^j_^.Z = will howl; % haec conversio. Gr, i^xn Ru. ins. Oort (iTw.),

ninx. Get. BP"ii"(?).— nn] Bach. {Pr.) would insert some such vb. as

nnp'^, or nNt'j, or n'^iai; cf. Oct., who sugg. anNU'j.— nrnx] (g cri> el (= nnx);

*A. (^Trvevfxa) ayrjjs; ,SSS. om.; TS eum. Wkl. nri\s or in\x. Oort, an\s (so

Gr., Val., Now., Hal.). — amnarc] Read oninatpa with @ iK tQv dvaiacxrT)-

ploiv avTQv; so SSCiL and Arabic (so also We., Wkl. Untersuch., Bach.,

Oort, Em.; Val., Ru., Gu., Now., Da. DB. II. 425, Oct., Marti). Gr. anwD(?).

15. Although thou, Israel, play the harlot~\ For the reasons

urged against regarding v.^^" as genuine, v.s. Noteworthy is the use

of the participle to express the continuance of the action.— Let

not Judah become guilty'] i.e. let Judah keep herself free from

contact with that by which Israel has been contaminated. The
"^^dmonition to Judah closes with this brief exhor'tation.*— Co7ne

not to Gilgal] cf. Am. 4^ 5^ also Ho. 12"; addre&sed to Israel,t

not Judah, \ although Judah may have been prone to go to Gilgal

(cf. 2 K. 8^® \(i^ Ez. 23"). The northern Gilgal is of course in-

tended {v.s., pp. 91 f.).— Norgo up to Beth-ave7i\ Cf. Am. 4^ t^^ i K.

J
229-33. copied from Amos, § and as before an intentional pun on

the name of Bethel. On " go up " with Bethel, cf. Ju. i-^ i S. lol

— And swear not in Beersheba, "By the life of Va/nceh"] Cf.

Am. 8'*: "As thy way, O Beersheba, lives." The insertion of

" in Beersheba "
|i

is justified by the parallelism of the context,

which demands in this line the name of a town, and by the

analogy of Am. 5^ 8'^ Swearing by Yahweh was not regarded as

sinful (Je. 38^"), but was permitted (Je. 4^) and, indeed, later

* Cf. Hi., who would extend if to v.i' or v.i9. f Abar., Cal., et a/.

X Ki., Os., Schmidt, Gcb., et at. § Ew.
i|
We., Now., GAS.

r'

/
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commanded (Dt. 6^^ 10™). In Am. 5^ the prohibition is against

coming to Beersheba for worship. It is quite certain therefore

that a word designating the place Jias fallen out. Without this

word the passage has been taken to prohibit .^) the blending of

the name of the true God with those of idols (cf. Zp. i^ Ez. 20,

2 Cor. 6^') ; * (2) swearing by Yahweh as a local god, cf. Am. 8",

(^.-f-
— 16. Yea, like a stubborn heifer, Israel acts stubbornly\ Cf.

11^ Je. 31'* Dt. 32^^. This stubborn rebelliousness is seen in

Israel's unwillingness to follow the leadings of her master Yahweh
;

there is no reference, however, to the yoke of the law. \ — Can

Yahweh now feed them like a lamb in a broad place .?] Not a

declarative sentence indicating that Israel will be like a lamb

in a great pasture-field, open to attack on every side and with-

out proper protection, § but, although no interrogative particle is

found, a question implying surprise. The connection with the

preceding clause is close ; Israel being a stubborn heifer, how

can she expect to be shepherded like a lamb ? The " broad

place " = plenty and prosperity; cf. Ps. 18^^ 31^ 118^ Is. 30"^

""S here means yea, not but ; and the connection with v.^^, while

not close, is assured.
||
— 17. Ephraim is wedded to idols ; leave

him alone'] The figure is that of husband and wife (cf. Mai.

2") ;1[ of such a character was the "mystic relationship" of the

idolater and his God (Is. 44" ; cf. i Cor. 10-").** The accusation

here "is not that of following strange gods, but of using idols to

represent Yahweh, as, e.g. in the case of the calves and the

Baalim. The latter half of the verse is a rhetorical imperative

addressed to the audience ; the thought being that it is useless to

try to reform Israel ; he must be left to meet his well-deserved

fate. -7— 18. A- band of topers ! they devote themselves to harlotry]

The text of vs.^*- ^^ is very difificult, perhaps hopelessly corrupt (so

Nowack). This rendering is based upon a slight change of text

{Iks'?). The A.V. "their drink is sour"tt is impossible; likewise

" their drinking is degenerated " (cf. Je. 2-^)
; \ \ and " he is gone after

.
^

- i^

* Ki., Abar., Cal., Ros., Hd., Pu., Ke., Wu. t Hi.. Or., We.

t Ki., Abar., Geb., Bauer, et al. \ Cal., Os., Ros., Hd., Ke., Wii.

II
So Abar., Ew., Hi., St., Che., We., Now.. GAS. H Ros., Sim. ** We.

tt Lit. departs (cf. Is. i22) ; so Ros., Pu. ; cf. rend, putrid, of offensive smell;

so Ki., Cal. ++ Ew., Ke.
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their wine." * On the basis of {B^L it will be " their drunkenness

over {i.e. when their carousal is over) they indulge in harlotry." f

Following the example of the versions (v.s.) many have attempted

to find an interpretation by changing the text (v.s.), e.g. Ruben, " he

provoked -the Sabaeans"; Graetz, "their princes are drunken";

Gardner, " they have turned aside (they have become) drunkards "
;

Bachmann, " briers and .thorns " (to be taken with v.'"). Neither

the causative idea, viz. "they strive to lead others to idolatry" (cf.

4^" 5^ 2 Ch. 21^^) ;J nor the idea of threat, "they shall commit

whoredom enough," i.e. will exhaust themselves in it (cf. inf. abs. in

Am. 9°) § seems to have been intended ; but rather the thought that

when weary of drunkenness, they plunge into licentiousness ; they

go from bad to worse.— J/er riders have fallen in love unth shame~\

Here again the text is uncertain ; the rendering adopted involves

a slight change of text (cf. Ps.
88i^).|| "Shield," the literal ren-

dering, is used figuratively of rulers (cf. Ps. 89'* 47^). With fft^T

as basis, the sin mentioned was that of: (i) bribery, "the princes

love (to say) give ye (a bribe for the perversion of justice), and

this is a shame " ;^ or, (2) loving shame, " her princes love, they

give shame," i.e. so love shame as to give it to others.**irOf special

interest are the following interpretations {v.s.) : (i) (§, " they love

shame rather than her pride," i.e. Yahweh
; (2) " their sceptres, or

scales, are lighter than a grain of corn " (the first word of v.^'-* being

joined with v.^^)
; ff (3) " in their gardens they love shame "

; + +

(4) "they loved their shame; their pride the wind carries, etc."

(the last word of v.^* being read with v.^") ; §§ "on account of

their gardens their faces shall blush."
|| ||
— 19. A ivind has envel-

oped {i.e. will sweep) her in its wings] Israel shall be carried

away with the suddenness and violence of a wind-storm (cf. Is.

57^'")-1[1[ It is not the disappointment which comes from finding

oneself wholly dependent upon what proves to be wind, i.e. noth-

ing.*** With this idea may be compared the expression " wings of

the wind " (Ps. 18'° io4''), and in 13I'' " the east wind." ftt— ^^^^

* New. t Abar., Hd., GAS., e^ al.; cf. RV. % Ros. J Hi.

li
So many, including Hi., Che., Gr., Ru., Val., Oort, Gu., Now., GAS., HaL

H AE., Ki.. Grot. ** Abar. -ft Bach. It Ru. f^^
Wkl. |||| Marti.

HH Ki., Ros., Hi., Che., et al.

*** So AE., Ki., Abar., Cal. ; cf. Schmidt, pp. 186 f. ttt Wu., Now."
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they shall be ashavied of their altars'] Cf. 8". This requires the

adoption of ({9 and S {v.s.).

15. dn] With concessive ioxce, though ; and so representing Israel's case

as irremediable (Wii.); cf. GK. i6oa; K6. 394a.— njr] Used figuratively,

in emphatic position.— DirN>] The use of the 2d pers, by (S and ,S makes

the construction much more natural ; however, sudden transitions from one

person to another are not so uncommon as to necessitate adoption of the

reading of (5 (cf. i K. i- Is. i^ Ez. 20*° 29^*-, and v. Ko. Slil. 238 ff.).

—

mini] Is construed here as masc, the thought of the people being dominant

;

cf. K6. 2493.— y^v iNaa] An additional argument for this insertion is the

pun that it furnishes; cf. ]1N rfa and common prophetic usage, e.g. Mi. I^**"-.

— mri'' in] Lit. living is Yahweh; cf. our as true as I live; Ew.* 329 «.

—

16. Note the alliterative recurrence of n in '^^
". — mtjo] Cf. Am. 4^ for use

of same figure.— 17. man] On the use of the cstr., cf. Ko. 336 c.— iS"mn]

For similar use of this vb., v. 2 K. 23I8; cf. Ko. 289 a'. — 18. din3D no] (v.s.)

A band of topers ! This reading satisfies the context and involves but slight

change in the consonants of the text. The phrase may be taken as exclama-

tory or as a casus pendens.— lan lanx] nn seems to have arisen through

dittography, not being found in the chief versions. Bach.'s conjecture {v.s.')

is unnecessary. Other treatments of lan are: {a) denom. from ^^^^S^, to

fear, i.e. love and fear shame (Mich.)
; (b) from 3in, consecrate, used as adv.,

" they bring with zeal their shameful gifts " (Bauer, transl. pa as gift) ;

{c) = lam in pf. and in verbal appos. with lans = they love to give shame

(3C, Jer., Ros.); {d) the two words to be read as one: lannnx (cf. ijinnrx,

Ps. 881^), (Fiirst, Lex.; Mau., Hi., Hd., Pu., Ke., Or.).— 19. lis] the
versions, with the exception of S, support the existing text. It is unnecessary

(i) to supply nnpS or nxtyj (Bach.; cf. Oet.); (2) to make the verb -ns

fem. pf. (Oort), or impf. (Gr.), or verbal noun (Ru.). A proph. perf. Note

the use of nn as masc. with this vb., but as fem. with suff. ni_.— nnwl
T V -J

The use of the fem. sg. suff. here is difficult to account for, being preceded

and followed by masc. pi. forms referring to Israel. Moreover, Hosea rarely

uses the sign of the definite object (Now.). Bach.'s conjecture that this is a

corruption of DHN, which was a remnant of an original anNt'j, is attractive,

but involves the connection of ms with the preceding verse, for which there

is no sufficient ground.— lii'^n] An impf. with ^ conjunctive following a

proph. perf. and denoting a coordinate circumstance; cf., however, Ko. 147 «.

— on^natDip] This reading is supported by S^^ and by the fact that nar does

not form a plural with fem. ending.

§ 7. The Guilt of Priests and Princes, and their Punishment.

5^"". Israel has become defiled under the leadership of the

priests and princes, who do not know Yahweh, and, therefore, have
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been faithless to him. Punishment will be inflicted ; this will

be twofold, viz. from without, an invading army which will lay

waste the land ; also, from within, corruption and anarchy with

civil war ; the moth, and the lion.

This piece, consisting of four twelve-line strophes, trimeter movement, has

suffered little or no change. Strophe l (vs.^"3^ indicates the responsible per-

sons ; strophe 2 (vs.^") describes the relation of these persons to Yahweh.

Strophe 3 (vs.^^^) pictures the destruction as coming from without, viz. an

invading army; strophe 4 (vs.i--i^) pictures the destruction as coming from

within, viz. corruption and anarchy. The four strophes divide themselves

very naturally into two groups of two each (cf. the Massoretic Perasheth, d).

Each double strophe is introduced with a phrase inviting attention, viz.

Hear this iyP) and Blow the trutnpet (v.^).

V. 1-7. The priests and princes, a snare to Israel Q'^) ; their

ignorance of Yalnveh and consequent faithless7iess to him (^^^.

(i) The priests and princes have proven to be a snare in which

Israel has been entrapped ; for Israel has been led by them into

harlotry, and has become unclean. (2) They are filled with the

spirit of harlotry and do not understand Yahweh. They will fail

to find him when they seek him ; for he will have withdrawn.

Alas, they have dealt treacherously with Yahweh \ for they have

abandoned him for another.

1. SN-itfi n-i^] Oet. and Meinhold treat these words as a gloss.— noxn'?]

@ T^ (TKOiriq., not treating it as a name; so 'A. rrj (rKoirevcrei; 2. ry TrXaTelg,;

'S speculationi; VL f'3''2'?pS; S )^Of^; 3L speluncae in visitatione.— inn]

(@ rh 'Ira^vpLOv; 'A. da^dip; 2. rb 6piov; 0. rbv dpv/xbv; iju an iiD; 3L tfi

statum in se.— 2. i|"i'''^J'^ C'^ii' ntanttn] @ S ot a-ype^ovres rrjv d-qpav KaTi-n-r)^av

= Dinat? -inoty (so also Bauer); S. and E', Kal dvaiav . . .; 'B et victimas

declinastis in profimdum. & \.m^ ©r-^ "^f^^i' ^r*vi* ' ^ ?««'« ^«^'

venafitur confixerunt bestiam. The following readings for this clause deserve

consideration : Vol. 7.1 Qintau' ''ntari. Seb. ';'n o^orn D'-i^i'i = ^'^i hunters

going round about lay snares. Umb. 'jrn D''t3C'n nnc'i = and the pit of Shittim

they have made deep (so We., Che., Ru., GAS. Now., Oort {Em.), Marti).

Val. foil, a sugg. of We. npinj; CBB'a nnci. Gr. 7n hdoc'd ncsti'i. Iloutsma,

'yn 0"iDt3E'n rnij'i. Bach. {Pr.) D-'oyn D^tpni;' rionu' ari. Linder {SK. XXXIII.

741), 'jin wisv nor. Oet. 'jrn Qitpfc'n nnB*!. Bach. '•Djjn "'asu'p "'ntpori. Ew.

'jjn D^OE' nnnri (so Sim.). Oort, 'vn nnri. Hal. nonifa or atanco. Che. (CB.),

'yn Dipoin nnB'i. Muller(5A'. 1904, p. 124), nnocn,— 'jni] Read fNi (so Che.,
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Marti).— iDi?:] (S iraiBevrrjs = id_^c (so also Oort (Em.)); S j^jj; F eru-

ditor. Umb. iDic, fetter (so Linder, ^A'. XXXIII. 742). Gr. id^n. Oort,

-I'Din. Hal. -\MD.— dSoS] (S I'^twj' (=ddS).— 3. nr^'] Read nns (so We.,

Now., Oct.).— nniJT.i] (g e^eTripi/euj-e;' = njtn; so SF (so also Ru., Oort

{Em.)). Some Heb. Mss. nnjrn. Oet, and Marti, n\jr. We. and Now. treat

>'* as an explanatory gloss.— 4. un^] We. suspects the text and suggests

some vb. meaning "forsake." Oet. foil. S cun^ (so Hal., Now.^, Marti).

Bach. ij3n\— ani'?'?;'r] @ rd Sta/Soi/Xta aiJrtDv. 'A. ^7riT7j5ei;yaaTa; 2. ^oi/Xds;

0. yvLbiM-qv. Oort, QH''^'^';".— 5. njyi] (g /cai TaTrcij/w^iJcreTai; cf. ,S ^f.i'^ii.2o

— ri:p (Seb.; so also Oort). Marti, njyi.— onflNi SNirM] Om. one of the

words (so Oet., Marti). We. om. both.— iSrD"'] ® dcrdevrjcxovaiv.— Siro]

(gS = '?a'Di (so also Oort, T/iT. and Em.; Ru., Oct.), or hv^'' (so also We.,

Gr.). — 6. a->|i33i DjNi'a] <3 om. suff.— insc^] (5 adds avT6v.— ySn] @
precedes by Sti (=•'3); so also &. Oort {T/iT. and Em.), ']hn, Oet.

VVn or v^m.— 7. 'ui ninia] (g oVt t6v Kvptop, k.t.X. Marti, •'D] nj3 •'3 nn o
(so Now .2).— nSi] (5 ^7e;'i'77^7;(ra;'auTo?s (= -nS^). S Og^cl.— nn>-] Si om.

the entire clause.— cnn] (@ -^ ipva-i^rj, mildew ( = t;nn = D7n); We. sugg.

that (§ may be a corruption of epvs, which was a transliteration of tinn.

Arabic, J^.»JiJI. Grotius and Che. (CB.), S^pn. Ru. v-\nj2. Bach. 3-in or

(Pr.), 3nn (so Hal.: cf. Oct.). We. ann<?). New. i:-jjn. ^Oort, nin-^o (r-^T".

and Em.; so Val., and Marti, who supposes a verb, a-'imi or lannM, to have

fallen out from after it). Gr. dni vy. Oet. D^ri or ann D^psn. — DnipSn]

Oet. DH^iicn.

1. O priests . . . /lOUse of Israel, and house of the king. . . .]

The address is threefold, viz. to the priests, who have especially

received rebuke in former statements ; to the people (viz. the entire

Northern Israel, not the elders *), who likewise have been entan-

gled by and with the priests ; and then, a step forward being

taken as if by an afterthought (the chiasm is noticeable), there is

added, the house of the king (cf. Isaiah's address to the house of

David, Is. f^), i.e. the court, including the royal family. In this

addition, the thought of the prophet begins to concern itself, as it

has not before done, with the political side. A little later, this

thought becomes predominant ; for it is true that, after all, the

king and court could control the priests. The prophet, however,

does not direct the sermon especially to the court.t With this

arraignment, cf. Is. i" Mi. i" Jo. i".— Hear . . . hearken . . .

give ear"] These three verbs present a climax, the second being

* AE. t So We.
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more specific than the first, and the third than the second.— For

for you is the jiidg)iient'\ Very different from Mi. 3', " Is it not for

you to know judgment?" but all the more true because Micah's

statement holds good. The "you" does not refer exclusively to

the court (" Yea, O house of the king, give ear, because to you

belongs the administration of judgment"), although this would

{a) explain the "3 which is otherwise difficult, (^) suit the par-

allelism, and ((t) be favored by Mi. 3^ Dt. i^'.* It refers rather

to all the persons addressed. Judgment, here, is not the act of

judging as in Mi. 3^ but the sentence of the judge, i K. 3-** Ps. 17',

here unfavorable, as in Is. 53* Je. 1^^ 4^- 39^. This sentence (cf.

also v.^^) points to the position occupied by Israel in relation to

Assyria, perhaps in the reign of Menahem (cf. 2 K. i5''''-"), and

to the ultimate destruction of the Northern kingdom which was

soon to follow.— A snare . . . a net. . . . (v.-) a pit'\ This is the

triple figure, borrowed from the hunter, employed to designate the

entanglement into which Israel has fallen. For similar usage, cf.

Am. 3^ I S. 26-" Ps. 10^ II'. The rendering /// rests upon a

restored text {tj.s^. — On Mizpah . . . on Tabor . . . of Shittim~\

Mizpa/i = Mizpah. of Gilead, Ju. 10" ii^^-'''; also = Ramoth

Gilead, Jos. 20^ 21^ 2 K. g^*-^*; also = Ramath-Mizpeh, Jos.

13-®. This was the place consecrated by Jacob (Gn. 31^'"'*)

;

perhaps es-Salt in Belk'a.f Tabor (= Jehebet Tor) was in the

territory of Issachar and Zebulon (cf. Ju. 4'').— 2. Shittim (cf.

text above), also called D'tp^'n b^K, was a camping-place of Moses

and Joshua (Nu. 25^ Jos. 2^ 3^). It was here that the affair of

Baal-Peor took place. These three places were celebrated, per-

haps, for the peculiarly seductive character of the worship which

they represented. For other renderings of the first clause of v.^,

vd.— And there is no correction for any of the/n'\ This \ is more

consistent with the context than, "And I am a rebuke to all of

them," § although the latter is the more commonly accepted

meaning, and, according to Wellhausen, furnishes the transition

from the priests to the people, from the seducer to the seduced.

.— 3. I know Ephraim, and Israel is not hid from me^ i.e. " It is

« Cf. Rashi. + Che.

t But cf. GAS. //G. 587 f. ^ Ew., Hi., Sim., Now.. GAS.
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I who know, etc.," in striking contrast with the oft-repeated state-

ment that Israel does not know Yahweh.— Yea thou, O Ephraim,

hast cottwiitted harlotry, and Israel is defiled'] For text (v.s?).

The ''3 cannot mean y<7r unless it goes back to v.-\— 4. Their

doings do not suffer ihetn to return to their God'] This rendering,*

making " doings" the subject, is preferable to the other rendering,

"They do not frame their doings to return, etc.," f which makes

it the object. For one use of fr;, i Ch. 22'" ; for the other, Ju. 3-^

15^ I S. 18- 24^ Gn. 20". — For the spirit of harlotry is within

thent] i.e. in their constitution.— And Yahweh they do not knozv]

See 2*- '^ 4'' 6*^ 8". This is the burden of Hosea's preaching ; lack

of a proper appreciation of the character of Yahweh has led Israel

into all sorts of corruption. J
— 5. But the pride ofIsrael shall tes-

tify to hisface] This rendering of MJl? § (= 'iU, cf. ^J-*J^), (i) goes

better with the following preposition i; (2) suits better the con-

text in 7^" than the rendering is humbled (which takes riDU = 121J

= .JLc. II).
The pride of Israel has been taken as a title of Yahweh

(cf. Am. 8'),^ in which case it would mean that Yahweh has deliv-

ered a judgment (cf. Ru. i-^) against Israel which signifies de-

struction ; but the context ** is dealing with Israel's " material

grandeur" (cf Zc. 10" Ez. 32^-'), i.e. arrogance; in this case it

would mean : Israel's arrogance is a testimony against Israel him-

self. This arrogance {v. Wellhausen) is the trust in the ritual, and

the feeling that there is no need to turn from that and to repent

(cf. 7^'^).— And Ephraim shall stumble in his guilt] The word

stujnble is of frequent use among the prophets to designate dis-

aster and ruin ; cf. 4^ 14^-^ Is. 31^ 59^" Je. 50''- Na. 2^ 3^^.

—

Judah

also shall stumble with them] These words are suspected as a

gloss by some ff without sufficient reason. An occasional side

glance at Judah, a people so intimately connected with his own,

must not be denied to the prophet.— 6. With their flocks and

their cattle] Ready to be offered as sacrifices.— They will go to

* So 31, Eich., Mau., Ke., Wii., Che., GAS. t Umb., Hi., Ew.

X Marti om. v.'** as a gloss based on 4I2.

\ Ki., Eich., Dathe, Umb.. Ew., Hi., Ke., Che., We., GAS.

II
G3rS, Rashi, AE., Ros., Schro., Mau., Huxtable. IT Che.

**So We.; GAS. I. 262.

tt So Oort {ThT. XXIV. 485), Now., Marti {Rel. 119, EB. 2122, and Dodeka-

proph.^.
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seek YahzueJi] It is Northern Israel, not Judah,* of whom the

prophet speaks.— He has withdrawn from thetn'] Yahweh's pa-

tience has an end (cf. Mi. 3*) ; their superstitious rituahsm and

self-sufficiency can no longer be tolerated.f— 7. They have dealt

faithlessly] Used of adultery, Je. 3^ ; cf. Mai. 2". Hosea is here

keeping up the figure of the nation's marriage to Yahweh, and

characterizes the syncretism in worship as a breach of the mar-

riage contract.— For they have begotten strange children] The

figure is continued ; these words are not to be taken literally as

a charge brought against the Israelites for marriage with heathen

women, from which unions " strange " children were born
; \ but

rather, the parents having departed from the true worship of

Yahweh, their children have naturally followed, and are conse-

quently strangers to Yahweh, having no place among his children. §

— The {next) new moo?i may destroy them with their portions']

i.e. within a month ruin may overtake them.
||

The ordinary

interpretation, which makes the new moon represent the prevail-

ing cult with all its corruption and superstition,^ is untenable,

because, at this time, the new moon did not occupy an important

place in the cult. Other attempts (z'.s), based on change of text,

have not been successful, e.g. the locust shall devour, etc. ** ; mil-

dew shall devour, etc.
; jt the sword shall devour, etc. ; |{ he will

hinder them from ploughing. §§

1. pnt] Neut., H. 2, 3<z; GK. 122$^.— la^trpn , . . irrNn] Both words

are poetical synonyms of ync, the ordinary prose word, unxn seems to

mean more precisely turn the ear and so give close attention, while i3''i;'|"'n

is drink in eagerly.— '3] Must be either asseverative = surely (cf. iiiv) or

(cf. Srt) equivalent to quotation marks.— no . . . t\iv~\ . . . pm'l On na

cf. Am. 3^. The ntTT was a net laid upon the ground to catch birds; while

the '!!' was a pit dug in the track of large game and concealed by a covering;

cf. Ps. 94^^^ Pr. 262".— 2, ipicyn d^dU' ntantiM] The reading of C"he. and We.

is the most satisfactory {v.s.). The chief interpretations of ilflST have been:

* So AE., Ki.

t Marti om. this phrase because (i) yhn is not elsewhere used intransitively,

and (2) the thought that Yahweh could be found at the altars is not in harmony

with Hosea's conceptions.

X Theodoret, Rashi ; for still other views, cf. Jcr., Eich.

§ Ki., Cal., Ew., Hi., Sim., Ke.
|1
Cf. Now., GAS. t Ke., Wu.

**Grotius, Che. (6"/;.). ft Ru. ++ Bach., Hal., Get. ^^S We.(?)
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(i) and they slaughter numerous victims for idols (2C); (2) and slaughter

have they heaped up (Ruckert, cited by Wii.)
; (3) through sacrificial slaughter

have they sunk deep into error (Hcs.) ; (4) through slaughter have they be-

come absorbed in their course (Lu.); (5) and excesses have they spread out

deeply (Ke.) ; (6) and revolters are sunk deep in corrupt ways (Or.)
; (7) and

backsliding they sinned deeply (Ew.). Cf. the many emendations proposed

iy.s.'). — 3. iJNJ Used for rhythmic reasons; GK. 135 «.— '?nti:'m Dnflx]

Chiastic.— 'i] Asseverative.— n.nj,'] = nns; the same confusion of these two

words occurs in i K. l'^, (§, and 2^, (§ and Luc. The ordinary usage of nr;j

in Hosea is to introduce the punishment or consequence (4^*^ 5^ 7^ gs.io.is jqS)
j

cf., however, lo^.— 4. ...'"> un^] This is the only case where the accusative

of the obj. is omitted in this kind of construction {y.s.'), but the obj. is here

easily supplied. — 5. njj,'i] On the roots ij;? and u;? cf. p. 185 and Rahlfs,

ij> und 1J> in d. Psalmen (1892).

—

Sxiii'm] Omit; Ephraim and Israel are

wholly synonymous terms, used interchangeably by Hosea (cf. £^^^- 53. iiflf.

7^ 11^), hence one of them is superfluous here. — 6. The parallelism in

VS.6 and 7 jg quite irregular, and thus in contrast with the prec. verses of the

double strophe,— ySn] Intrans. only here (We.).— 7. irin] Means within

a month (Jer., Ros., Mau., Hi., Umb., GAS.) ; and although this seems in-

definite (cf. Zc. 11^), the usage is confirmed by the fuller expression D''Di tfin

(cf. Gn.29i4Nu. 1 120-21).

8-14. Destruction is coming froiti without and frojn within.

(3) An invading army will bring devastation
; (4) corruption and

anarchy, like motli and rottenness, produce a fatal disease.

8. nj;aja] (5 eTri toi>s j3ouj'oiJs(= niyaja); & \h,'i£fS. — msxn] i^ rjxriffaTe

= nssn.— nD"i3] (5 e-n-l tQv u\l/-n'\Civ = Dm-\2', & same as for nyjja.— px n"'a]

(S ev T(j> o^Kip Qv; A. els oIkov avwtpeKovs
',

S. ^v BtJ^'Aj'; S c| iw-i.^-

Sayce (^Babyl. and Or. Record, II. 20), jix nn. Read with We. and Now.

Sn 1-1^32.— n-i-inN] (S ii^iaTi) — ^-\T\ or T\nn (Vol.), or nnni (Sim.); 'A., S.,

0. dnlcrci] crov; E', Kara vdirov crov; "S poU tergum tuuni ; % et expavit. We.,

foil. (5, sugg. niinn (imv.) (so Gr., Ru., Now., Oort {Em.), Marti). Bach.

B^nx or innN onns. Meier {SK. XV. 1028 f.), pnnN. Sayce {Babyl. ajtd

Or. Record, II. 20), ij^x-p Tin.— 9. njrxj] (g TnaTo.; Si |.<^o3Vi^qi = njicf*

(Seb.).— 10. mini] Read hii'W' here and in vs.^^fF. (Marti, Rel. 119, and

EB. 2122; so Now.),— Suj] Gr. adds DJ,— 11. pViTj;] (g KaTedwdaTevcrev

rbv dvTidoKov avrov = prj? (Vol.).— I'li'i] @ KaT€irdTr]<rev = yi^ (Vol.). Read

both ptcps. as active (so Oort, ThT. and Em.; Val., We., Now., Oct., Marti).

Gr. would join H" to v.^ and connect v.i" with vs.^^f-

—

idq-^t:)'] Che. (ExpT.

X. 375; OLZ. 1899, p. 137), rtasu'D.— S^Nin] (5 ijp^aTo = Snn.— ix] (g tCov

IxaTalaiv and S )AxujJO = NIC* (so Dathe, Bauer, Vol., Seb., Che.) ; so

ST (cf. Geiger, Urschrift, 41 1); U sordes ^^-i r=.'»n. Read ^va, written

ir; cf. Jb. 15^1 (so Dathe, Bauer, St., Sim., Che.; Oort, ThT. and Eirt.

;
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Gr., Ru., Loft., Gu., GAS., Now., Oct., Marti). Bach. \x.v Che. {loc. cit.)

"WS'N. Briill {Jakrb. f. jiid. Gesch. 1883, pp. 1-62), >*S3 (cf. Ez. 33^0- Fiirst

(Lex.) = ;vi, a pillar, finger-post.— 12. 1:7;] <5 tJ»s rapaxv = Di'33 (Vol.) or
p m y

E'yio (Seb.) ; 'A. ws Bpccari^p; 2. ws evpuis; "E quasi tinea ; S |
» .-wV< ^|

— 3p">3] ® 'J's Kkvrpov = npiD ; 'A., S. o-^i/'is ; U ^?^fl« putredo ; S ).-?]

= leprosy, elephantiasis.— 13. mic] @ tt;v dSi/vTj)/ = i^s (Vol.) ; 'A. ^irl-

8e<nv; U vinculum.— piSb'm] @ adds Trpec^eis. Some insert mini (Sayce,

Babyl. and Or. Record, II. 21; We., Oct., Hal.); but "tn-ib" is better (Bach.

(Pr.), Now., Che. (£^.2331); cf. Marti).— 3i>] ^'lapdix.; SuC;^.-; 'A.

8iKacr6p.epov ; S. (povea ; G. KpLcews ; i! tdtorem. Bach, nst; or N5i\ in view

of foil. NfliS. W. M. Miiller {ZA IV. XVII. 334 ff.) and Riedel (cf. McCurdy,

HPM. I. 415 f.), 31 ''?'?!?, the old nominal ending being retained because

the whole expression was thought of as a proper name (so Now.^, Marti).

Che. {Exp., Nov. 1897, P- 3^4), 3n "iVa or ai ^iSc; but iu EB. 2331, ijiy -^"^rp

(cf. Weber, Arabien vor dem Islam, 1901, p. 24), also changing iicx to

Mi--. Wkl. {Musri (1898), 32; cf. KAT.^ 150 f.), ain-', a district on south-

ern border of Musri. Hal. ann -^-q = king of Egypt. — nnj>] Read r\7\)\ (so

We., Now., Bach. (Pn), Oct., Marti). Gr. njn\— 14. Snr] @ Travdiip.—
"T'iJD] © Xewf.— 1JN "ijn] (5S and 2C om. one ^jn (so also Loft.).

8. B/ozu the trmnpct . . . the cornet'] Cf. Am. 3^. The announce-

ment of approaching attack ; cf. 8^ Je. 4^ 6\ The prophet sees

in vision the coming of destruction. Here, as in many cases (cf.

Is. 6®'^*'), the imperative serves as the most vivid expression for

prediction, the real meaning being : the time is near at hand when

the trumpet will bloiu in token of the enemy's approach. On the

form and character of the musical instruments here mentione(i,

V.S., p. 43 f., 150.— hi Gibeah . . . in Ramah'] Gibeah means /////,

Ramah (cf. (f3) height, both being located on eminences. It is

imi)robable that these names are chosen solely with reference to

their meaning and the practice of idolatry on high places ;
*

but they represent all hill-towns from which alarm could easily

be sounded. Gibeah (cf. 9^ 10") was the same as Gibeah of

Benjamin (i S. if'^-' u""' 2 S. 23-^), and as well, Gibeah of Saul

(i S. 11^ 15^"^)- It was situated near the road leading from Jeru-

salem to Nablus, and has been identified with Tell-el-Ful.f Ramah

is the village where Samuel lived (i S. le^^ ; cf. Ju. 4^ 19"), and

is the modern Er-Ram, some two hours north of Jerusalem, on

* Sim.

t ZDMG. XH. 161 ff. ; Rob. Pal. I. 577-9 ; and art. " Gibeah " in DD. and EB.

T
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the road to Bethel. From i K. ly^ Is. lo^ we may suppose that

these towns were in the territory of Judah.— Cry aloud in Bethel'\

The iffltH: Beth-aven (cf. 4^'') seems to have arisen as a term of
reproach for Bethel,* whether ave7i be interpreted as nothingness,

or as denoting the city of On ((g "flv), or HeHopolis, whence
idolatry was imported. Bethel, situated on the border between
Ephraim and Benjamin, about ten miles north of Jerusalem (mod-
ern name, Beitin), was selected as a place which, equally well

with those already mentioned, would serve as a source of signal to

the surrounding people.f— Make Bcnja7nin to tremble'] Based on
Wellhausen's emendation {v.s.); cf. % and Am. f. The iH2E,
After thee, O Benjamin, has been, (i) taken as the ancient war-

cry of the tribe ; cf. Ju. 5", where, however, it is used in a differ-

ent sense
; j (2) interpreted the enemy is after thee, O Benjamin, §

now that Ephraim has been captured; cf. Je. 48^ Ez. 5'- Ho. 11^

Ju. i6'-^; (3) also, Benjamin is after thee, i.e. attacking thee;
||

(4) understood to be the proclamation which is to be an-

nounced from Bethel (or Aven);^ (5) treated as a description

of Bethel from the standpoint of the writer in Judah.** For vari-

ous emendations of text, v.s. ; note especially that of Sayce, " trem-

ble, O Benoni." On Hosea's failure to mention Jerusalem, and
the suggestion that his reference to Benjamin is really a hint in this

direction, v. Cheyne, p. 74.— 9. Ephraim shall beco?ne a deso-

lation in the day of punishjnent] This is the announcement toward

which v.^ pointed. It includes the fate of the people at large

(v.^), and likewise, that of the leaders in particular (v.^"). The
word rendered "desolation" has been wrongly interpreted "aston-

ished," ft " speechless "
; 1 1 it means rather final and utter destruc-

tion with no apparent opportunity for repentance. §§ The threat

was fulfilled by Shalmaneser (2 K. 17). The "day of punish-

ment," lit. judicial decision, wrongly connected by some with

the following phrase
|{ ||

; cf. Ps. 149^— Concerning (or against)

Israel's tribes do I make known that which is sure] So the prepo-

* V.S., pp. 263, 272; so Hi., We., Now., Marti. f Ew., Che., et al.

X GAS.; cf. on this Havernick {Einl. II. 283, 4), Ke., Bach., Or., and Now.
\ Ki., Dathe, Bauer, Ros., Hi., Mau., Pu., Ke., Wu., Or.

II
Sim. H Hi., Che., GAS. ** Grot., Ew.

tt Rashi. ++ R. Abhu, cited by Ki. \\ Cal., Pu., Ke., et al. \\\\ Ki.
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sition is to be taken,* and not = among.
-f

In parallelism with

Ephraim, tribes of Israel = Xho. Northern tribes, J and not all

Israel, including Judah. § The judgment announced is one of

sure fulfilment (cf. Hb. 2^), something of absolute endurance (cf.

Dt. 28^^).— 10. The princes of Israel~\ The priests have been

rebuked ; it is now the turn of the princes. These had already

been included in the exordium. Upon the whole it is well to

substitute Israel iox Judah of the ffl(!E here and in the following

verses. With this slight change, all difficulty in the logical connec-

tion of v.^'^ with the preceding verses disappears. This change is

supported by the frequent interchange and coupling of the terms

"Ephraim" and "Israel" in Hosea ; e.g. ^-^-^ 6^° 7'.— Are like

landmark removers^ The commonest sort of thieves. This is

not a reference (following JJlil) to Judah's seizure of Northern

territory in the times of anarchy
; ||

nor to the efforts of Ahaz to

introduce idolatry into Judah (2 K. 16^'^"^^) ;^ nor is it a specific

rebuke of the policy of the rulers (as in Is. 5* Mi. 2-) to acquire

all the land and thus disturb the boundaries fixed by their fathers

(cf. Dt. 19") ;
** but is, perhaps, a proverbial phrase for the lowest

wickedness, a type of the most degraded practices.ff Cf. the idea

that "landmarks were under the protection of religion (Pr. 22-^

23^°; cf. Jb. 24-), and to remove them laid the offender under a

curse (Dt. 19" 27^'')." %% — Upon them will I pour out my wrath

like water'\ Cf. Is. 8^ Je. 14^^ The poetic description of Yahweh's

wrath is at one time the fire which devours, at another the flood

which drowns, the object of its attack.— 11. Ephraim practises

oppression ! he breaks down right'\ The ftlil presents two diffi-

culties, viz. the use of the participle passive in a consecution of

imperfects relating to Ephraim's fiiture ; and the use of "justice "

with the passive participle interpreted, (i) broken or crushed in

judgment, i.e. God's judgment, the idea being so familiar that no

more distinct designation was necessary §§ ; (2) one whose right

is broken,
|| ||

i.e. the right of national independence
; (3) is rightly

* Hi., Ke., Now., Marti. + Now.
||

Hi., Rim., Pu., Or. ** We.
tWu. ^ Clie. H Grot., H(i.

tt Bauer, Ros., Wu., Now., Che., GAS.; cf. Hull, art. " Landmark," D/i.

ttChe. WW liSZ., S.V., y^^y.

^^ Ros., Hng., Ke., Che.
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crushed ; * (4) crushed by judgment.^ The i^2D is supported

by the occurrence of the same two participles in Dt. 28^^. But it

seems better to follow (©, and read the participles as active {iks?j,

thus furnishing another charge in the indictment against Ephraim,

for which punishment is coming. That taStTtt = right appears

from its usage in 2^^ Am. 5"' ^'' -^ 6^.— Because he has determined

to go after vanity'] The explanation of the national deterioration.

But was it vanity (=Kitt?) that Hosea really used? It cannot

have been T2, meaning the commands of Baal-prophets
; J or the

commands of men
; § or the commands of Jeroboam I.,

||
which

were of so destructive a character, an ironical turn being imparted

by the use of 12:, as in Is. 28'"- ^^
; or commands in a bad sense

; %
or God's commands, i.e. he went after evil, even after God's com-

mands against it had been given ;
** or a log of wood = a wooden

god
; It or pillar = finger-post

; J J for no one of these meanings

makes adequate sense. In the same category belong the follow-

ing suggestions, viz. : (i) (the god) Zaza, §§ a deity whose name

is found in the Palmyrene proper names (e.g. i^^nttK, handmaid of

Zatv; XittTi, gift of Zaw; 12^121?, servant of Zaiv\\), who repre-

sented the rays of the moon,^^ whose worship prevailed in ancient

times from South Arabia to the Syro-Arabian deserts \ but {a) the

context speaks of Assyria, and there was no such God among the

Assyrians ;
*** {b~) the phrase walk after does not require after it

the name of a god
; ftt i.^) Palmyrene inscriptions are compara-

tively late, viz. first century a.d.
; (^/) Hosea would hardly charge

all of Israel's sin to the worship of a moon-god nowhere else men-

tioned in the O. T. (2) \l = )!ixi, filthiness, "ii^i VI, arising from

haplography of K1
; jn (3) imagination ; %%% (4) Assyria, ox As-

shur.
II II II

We come back to the rendering vanity (based on Slt:^,

V.S. ; suggested by (§ and S ; 1F1F1I nor is it an objection (cf. Konig)

that the emendation is so easy), i.e. idols; cf. Je. 18^^ Ps. 31^.

—

12. And it is I who am like a moth . . . /ike rottenness] Cf. Jb.

* Marck. f Schm. % Rashi. \ AE., Schro., Ke., Wu., Or.

II
Ki., Mau., Hd., Pu. ; Ko. Exp T. X. 376 ff. H Ki. ** Ros. ft Ew.

++ Fiirst {Lex.). $§ Hommel, ExpT. X. 329 f. |||| Cf. ZDMCj. LIII. 98-101.

UH Cf. PSDA. XXI. 75. *** Che. Exp T. X. 375-

ttt K6. ExpT. X. 376-378 ; cf. also Stil. 264 ff. XXX Cf. Geiger, Urschrift, 411.

i^W Bach. mill Che. Exp T. X. 375. HHH So Bauer, et al. ; vj., p. 272.
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13"^ Internal dissolution, for destruction was coming from within,

viz. through anarchy and civil war; cf. 13^ The figure denotes

slow but certain progress. The pronoun is emphatic, designating

Yahweh himself as the author of this approaching calamity.— To

Ephraim . . . to the house of Israel~\ It is better, as above, to

read " Israel " for " Judah."— 13. And so Ephraif/i saw his sick-

ness, afid Israel his sore'\ Here again we read " Israel " rather

than "Judah." Similar figures are used to describe political

decay in Is. i^" 3"; cf. also Ho, 6^ 7^. Ephraim comes at last to

recognize the serious character of the situation. The sickness

and the sore were not only political, viz. anarchy and civil war

(z'.j.), but also religious and moral deterioration.— And Ephraim

went to Asshur, and Israel sent to king Jareb^ To preserve the

parallelism which, up to this point, has been so regular, we insert

"Israel" {v.s.^. But who is king Jareb (cf. 10''), and to what

circumstances is reference made? The opinions offered have

greatly varied: (i) the name of a place in x'Xssyria,* or a sym-

bolical name for Assyria itself, like Rahab for Egypt;! (2) the

name of a king of Egypt
; \ (3) = Aribi, a district in Northern

Arabia, the oldest form being probably Jarib (cf. proper names

Jerib and Jeribai), and a reminiscence of it appears in the later

Sabaean word Marjab ;% (4) an appellative (="king comba-

tant") describing some king of Assyria, e.g. Asur-dan-ilu {ii\-

754)>ll or Tiglath-pileser ;^ (5) an appellative to be connected

with Syriac wS^ (be great), and equivalent to bnn "I^ian, which

is used of an Assyrian king;** (6) an appellative = one who

pleads, i.e. a patron, used of the Assyrian king
; ft (7) the original

name of Sargon, king of Assyria, which was dropped when he

ascended the throne, in the same way that Pul became Tiglath-

pileser, and Ulula became Shalmaneser IV. when they began to

reign; JJ (8) to be read with a different division of consonants

* AK, Ki.. Geb. f Sim. ; W. T. Lynn, Babyl. and Or. Record, II. 127 f.

+ Theod., Eph. Syr.; Wkl. GVl. 63; but see W. M. Muller, 7.A W. XVII. 334 f.

§ Hommel, Aufsatze u. Abhandlungen, II. 231; but see Ko. Filnf neue Arab,

Landschaften im A.T.
||
Schra. CO T.W. 136 ff.

H Now. Hosea, in loc. ; so also Whitehoiise in COT. II. 137, note.

** See Wu. ; so McC. HPM. I. 415 f. ft Reuss.

XX Sz.yce, JQR. I. 162 ff., and Ihibyl. and Or. Record, II. 18-22, 145 f.; cf. HCM.
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{v.s.), "the great king'' = Assyr. sarru rabu;* (9) a corrupt

text (z'.J-.), the original having read "king of Arabia," t or "king

of Jathrib";t (10) = h.^%yx. irbu, tribute, the rendering being

" and sent tribute to the king " § (but, according to Winckler,

irbu always denotes internal taxes ; tribute from foreign nations

is biltu, mada/tu, or ta??iartu)
; (11) = "king who should bring

healing," the text being changed {v.s.).
\\

— But he cannot heal

you, nor will he relieve you of your wound'] This is an illustra-

tion of the characteristic attitude of the prophets toward alliance

with other nations. It is not only wrong, but useless, to seek

for outside help (cf. Is., chaps. 7, 8, 3i^«').— 14. For I, myself,

ivill be like a lion to Ephraim, and like a young lion to the house

of Israel'] Cf. Is. 31^ The strongest possible metaphor of de-

struction. This verse states the reason for the uselessness of

Israel's efforts spoken of in v.^'l The affliction of Israel is divinely

ordained, hence appeal to human aid is of no avail.— /, even

I, ivill rend and go my 7vay\ The repetition of the pronoun lays

emphasis on the fact that Yahweh is the agent of the coming

destruction.— / will carry off, and none shall rescue] Cf. Is, 5^.

The figure is that of the Hon dragging away the prey, and none

daring to interfere.

8. lynn . . . i>'pn] Imv. = an emphatic prediction; cf. GK. hoc.—
mssn . . . -ifli:'] Art. omitted; indef.— nr:-\3 . . . n>'3J?] Art. is indicative

of original appellative force ; cf. Ko. 295 b.— inns] Cf. Ju. 5", where ©
offers Tins and the text is regarded as corrupt by all recent commentators

(so e.g. Moore, Bu., Now.), some, indeed, considering it a gloss having its

origin in this verse of Hosea (so Bickell, Carmina, 196; Marquardt, Funda-

mente ; Wkl. GI. I. 158). The impossibility of making sense of W^ here

renders some emend, necessary; that of We. offers the least objection and

has the support of (S. On construction according to fHSC cf. GK. 147 c.

Two artistic elements may be noted in this verse: (l) the collocation of a

sounds in 8«; (2) the elegiac rhythm.— 9. Snib" . . . anoN] Note chiastic

arrangement. The elegiac movement continues through this verse, but the

line 'iTi "laaira is short; has a word dropped out after ^t33;r2 ?— hjdnj] Fern,

expressing neut. — 10. iJ^DDs] Aram, form; GK. 72 ^^. — 11. 'D yixn] If

417; so also Neubauer, ZA. III. 103; Hommel, GBA. 680; but see McC. HPM.

I. 416; and Selbie, DD. II. 550.

* W. M. Muller, ZA W. XVII. 334 ff. ; cf. the almost identical view of Che. (:^.i.).

t Che. EB. 2331. X Wkl. Mitsri (1898) , 32 ; cf. KA T.^ 150 f.

\ Paul Rest, quoted by Wkl. KA T.^ 151. ||
Bach. Untersuch., in loc.
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fH^ be retained, the pass. ptcp. is followed by a genitive having the

force of an ace. of limitation ; cf. K6. 336 h.— ~^t\ S^nih] Verbal appos.

;

cf. nya S'-sm, Dt. i^; cf. K6. 361/;.— is nnsj is in Is. aS^^-^^ jg probably

not a genuine word, but merely a sound coined by the prophet in mockery

of the drunken and unintelligible babblings of his opponents. In any

case the use of the word there throws no light upon its meaning here.

The indefiniteness of the charge speaks against taking is as a synon. of

msc, as does also the fact that none of the versions so take it. Nor does

the pointing ^"i = excrement, filth (for which ns's is the regular form) mend
matters ; this word is never used of idols, and the idea of human iniquity

(cf. Is. 4* Pr. 30^2) is scarcely strong enough here. For the use of the

phrase nnx "{^n = worship, serve, with abstract terms, cf. Is. 65^ Je, i8^'-^

(thoughts); Je, 3^^ 9^* 16^2 (stubbornness); and with names of gods, Dt. 4'

I K. 14^; cf. Je. 2^. The Assyr. aldku arki is used in the same sense. With

the confusion of u* and
i*

presupposed here by the adoption of the reading

of (5 cf. interchange of s and t' in pnsi and |">nt'\— 13. iSc] On absence

of art., cf. K6. ZZ2>'''^-
— t^i^i] Emphat. pos. in contrast with ^ajN (v.^*).

—

Sar] Best explained as Qal with 1 depressed to i ; v. GK. 69 r; Ko. I. 407;

Wright, Comp. Sem. Gram. 237 ; others explain as a Hoph, which was always

used instead of the Qal,— ddS] On use of prep., cf. K6. 289 a.— nnj^] d.X.;

cf. the subst. nnj, Pr. 17^2, and Syr. (ou^, = be freed. Since (i) the subj.

of T\T\i> is naturally the same as that of Sov, and (2) nnj is intrans. in Syr.,

it is better to point T^r^i^, with Now. {y.s?).— 14. T'DJ . . . Shd] Snir is a

poetic word for lion, occurring, aside from this passage and 13^, only in Job,

Psalms, and Proverbs. T'DS denotes the young lion, but one old enough to

hunt prey.— l*^**!] Impf. with 1 conj. coordinate with prec. impf.; cf. Dr.

§ 134.— SiSD pNi] Circ. clause ; cf. K6. 362 i.

§ 8. Israel's blind and fitful repentance does not remove

the guilt whicli will one day be manifest to all; which,

indeed, is seen to-day in the affairs of the king-. 5^'-7^

(i) Israel may put on the form of repentance, but she is so blind

to the situation and to the true nature of God that such repent-

ance is only on the surface. (2) This is true in spite of the fact

that the most earnest teaching and the most definite warnings

have been given concerning Yahweh's will. (3) Israel is faithless,

and her chief towns are headquarters of every kind of vice, and

all this is encouraged by the priests. (4) But now when the time

comes, i.e. the day when " the great turning-point in her fortunes

arrives, the day of mingled punishment and mercy," * this inifjuity

* Che.
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will be recognized and appreciated. (5) Nay, even to-day it is

apparent in the situation as it stands connected with the kings—
enthroned and assassinated, "surrounded by loose and unscru-

pulous nobles : adultery, drunkenness, conspiracies, assassinations
;

every man striking for himself; none appealing to God."*

This piece contains five strophes of 12, 10, 10, 10, and 12 lines. The

movement is the trimeter, but occasionally it falls into the elegiac style
;

cf. Bu. ZA W. II. 32 f. This arrangement secures a complete unity of thought

and shows close consecution of strophic arrangement. Strophe i (5^^-6-^) pre-

sents in dramatic form two soliloquies : the first, of Yahweh, •vi\\.o now turns

himself away with the feeling that in distress Israel will seek him out ; the

second, of Israel, who in shallowness of heart assures himself complacently

that Yahweh has wounded him, simply that he might heal him; that as soon

as he seeks Yahweh, he will find him. Strophe 2 (6'*-<5) describes the in-

credulity and impatience with which Yahweh receives this fitful repentance.

Had he not given him warning? Had he not expressly declared that it

was love which he desired, and not sacrifice? Strophe 3 (6^-1°) portrays the

terrible wickedness of Israel's chief places, the robbery and murder, the

corruption and adultery which Israel, encouraged by the priests, has com-

mitted in transgression of the covenant. Strophe 4
(61I-72) pathetically sug-

gests that in the future a time will come, the day of Israel's turning, when

the iniquity of Ephraim will be laid bare, although perhaps at present their

consciences do not prick them, so entangled are they in the meshes of sin.

For, in fact, strophe 5 (7^'), the immorality of the nation, from king down, is

so apparent, the hopelessness of the situation is so great, that repentance

is really impossible, the very capacity for it being absent. In this arrange-

ment the following points deserve consideration: In strophe i, line 8 seems

exceedingly long, especially in contrast with line 7, which is unusually short.

It is possible that vjdS n^nji is a gloss explaining iJDp\ With this ex-

ception the parallelism is close and regular. In strophe 2 a line seems to be

missing after 6*, the p-^j; of 6^ failing to connect properly with what pre-

cedes. This fact, pointed out by Now., accords with the need of a line to

complete the otherwise almost perfect parallelism of the strophe. It is worth

while to suggest that perhaps the line NSi 11X3 •tODii'Ci (as reconstructed)

was originally joined with the line now lost. It is surely not closely con-

nected with the two preceding lines. In this case the strophe would be

ideally symmetrical. In strophe 3 (67-1"), (i) the form of the elegy appears

quite distinctly; (2) lines i and 2, and 3 and 4 are satisfactory; line 5 might

be read assassins in troops, a gang of priests, but cf. p. 287; (3) 1-n of

line 7 is probably wrong, for it is impossible to separate it thus from new;

(4) perhaps line 8 might be transferred to follow what is now line 9, thus

*GAS.
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1

improving the sense and as well the measure; (5) 6^^" is, of course, a gloss.

In strophe 4 ((>^^-7'), (l) v.^i'' is suspected, but v.i.; (2) v."« is clearly to

be connected with what follows in spite of the chapter division. In strophe 5
(7'^')» (0 v.* from lun idd is a gloss explaining v.^; (2) the remainder of

the strophe is regular and symmetrical.

V. 15-VI. 3. Israel /eigns repentance. In a wonderfully con-

ceived pair of soliloquies, the poet represents Yahweh as waiting

for Israel to come back, and Israel as, in fact, coming back,

but with a conception of Yahweh so false and an idea of re-

pentance so inadequate as to make the whole action a farce.

The genuineness of ^^^-d^ is denied by some (Che. in WRS. Proph.

XX ff.; Marti, \o\z, Jahweprophetie, 2,y, Grimm, Lit. App. 69 ff.; Che. in-

cludes also 1^" and 6* in the insertion, and Marti ^^^ and 6^') on the ground

that: (l) it breaks the close connection existing between 5I* and 6*; (2) its

phraseology is an echo, in part, of the following verses; (3) the interpretation

of 61-3 as an expression of superficial repentance, which interpretation is

necessary to the retention of these verses in the text, is forced; (4) it bears

close resemblance in spirit to other late insertions, e.g. i^-"^ and 6II-7I;

(5) the exile seems to be presupposed by the strong expressions ijin' and
UDpi, 62; (6) the language supports the argument for a late date (Volz

cites the following terms: onS nsa; nna'; iita = tear; q-n with S in hg.

sense only here; B'ip'?D; mv).

15. lE^'N^] (5 d^ontr^wo-ic, U dejiciatis, and IL exterminentur, deriving

it from ant:' (cf. Ho. 2" Jo. i" Am. f Zp. f Zc. 71* ii^ ((g), Ez. 6«). Read
"lair^ = startled, puzzled (We., Now., Oct., Marti); cf. Gr. idb'\— lU'iia] U
quaeratis.— ijjinti"' onS nxi] ©FIL and some Heb. Mss. join to the fol-

lowing verse and chapter. (gSSTlL add icn'? (so also, e.g., Gr., We., GAS.,

Oet.).— VI. 1. lot-] (S TTopevdCi^ev (=iSj); so S (so also Oort).— mni]

(S adds Tbv debv tiijlQv,— r|-\t3] U cepzi.— y"] IL om. this and following

word. Read with S, 1M. (so We., Bach, (Pr.), GAS., Now., Oct., Marti).

Oort, n^n.— 2. a'^'i?] S om. p and renders by pi. Gr. o^po. Bach. (Pr.)

°'?^r(?).— la'iScn DI13] Join with preceding context, and perhaps 1 should

be inserted as in &. Bach. (Pr.) D-lWn d'i''3(?).— ucp''] (S dvaa-Trjcrdfj.eda

(= Dip:).— 3. r^•J^^:^'] Ru. ny-iji, deriving from ny-i = tj^fc, come early. Gr.

sugg. that it may be dittog. from ns-[-\:. Bach. (Pr.) transfers this and foil,

three words to the end of this verse.— jidj nnrj] Read t? iJ"?.nc'p (Giese-

brecht, Beitr&ge, 208; We.; Sm. Rel. 210; Val., GAS., Now., Oort (Em.),

Marti); cf. Ru. |3 ijnntrp,— iNsn] (S (vp-qaonev airbv (so IL) ; E', 17 iiri-

(pdveia avrov. Read, foil. @, inNX?pp (Giesebrecht, Beiir'dge, 208 ; We., Val.,

GAS., Now., Oort (Em.), Marti); cf. Sm. Rel. 210 ; Oct. unxdj.— mv]
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& precedes by Kal Read r\^y_ with & lojio? (so also Seb,, Perles (p. 90),
Now., Oort (Em.), Oct., Marti). Oort (TAT.) foil. (5, y^ah nivi.

15. / wi7/ return again to my place\ Yahweh is soliloquizing.

This is not the figure of the lion returning to his den ; * but (cf.

Mi. i^) is a survival of the older form of expression in accordance
with which interest in human affairs is expressed by the phrase
" coming down." The place is the heavenly temple ; to this he
will return, and, as it were, from a distance observe the conduct
of Israel (Is. 18* Ps. 14-).! The expression, as a whole, indicates

Yahweh's non-activity in Israel's fate \ (cf. 9^- Je. 14*-^ Ps. 80"),

and is parallel with the common expressions, " hide the face " (cf.

Ps. 10" 30^ 104-^), § and "stand afar off" (cf. Ps. lo^ 38").—
Until they are confounded'] This rendering, involving a slight

textual change, is easier
||

(cf. Ez. 6*^ Zc. ir'^ i3, Jo. i^') than the

usual one, based upon jjflST, which is rendered : (i) acknowledge
their offence,ir or feel their guilt ** (cf. Lv. 5^"' Zc. i r^)

; (2) suffer

the consequences of their guilt ft (cf. Ps. 34-1- " Is. 24" Pr. 30^"

Ho. i^^'>).— In their distress] Cf. Ps. iS^Jj Dt. ^^ Ps. 66" io6«
Is. 25'* 26^*^ 2 Ch. 15^— They will seek me] This does not mean
"seek in the morning," emphasis being placed on careful and
earnest seeking §§ ; but simply seek, being synonymous with rpa,

but used only in poetry
|| ||

(cf Jb. f^ 8^ 24^ Pr. i^ f^
8^^ 11-' 13-^

Ps. 63I
yS'^-' Is. 26^).— VI. 1. Saying, Come a?id let us turn unto

Yahweh] Israel is represented as soliloquizing. Note the " say-

ing" which precedes, according to (§ and S. These words (vs.^ •')

are not: (i) an example of the confession of penitence with

which Israel will approach Yahweh in the future, employed by
Hosea as an occasion for warning Israel that Yahweh's favor will

not manifest itself, as they expect, immediately upon their turning

to him;^^ nor (2) the words of Hosea himself expressing his

desire to lead his people back to the right way, which will bring

them divine favor again ;
*** nor (3) the language of the prophet

* Theod., Ros., Ke. ++ Cf. Hupfeld-Now. in loc.

t Rashi, Ki., Cal., Ew., Ke., Wii., Schm., Che. \^ Ros., Pu., Ke.

X Sim. § Wu. II
We.

|||| Rashi, Cal.. Hd., Now.
H Cal., Ros., AV., Pu. Iffl Now.
** Ras., Ki., Che.. GAS. ft Hd., Wu., Schm, *** Giesebrecht, Beitrage, 207 f.
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addressed to the people ;
* but with 5'^ and 6^*^- are (4) a dra-

matic representation, in the form of soliloquy and dialogue, of the

attitude of the people to Yahweh and of Yahweh to the people.

It is, therefore, an expression of assumed repentance.f — For he

has torn that he may heal iis'\ Cf Dt. 32"''. The same action is

ascribed to Yahweh in 5".— And he has smitten that he may
bind us up\ For the slight textual change v.s.— 2. He will

revive us after two or three days~\ Lit. " after a couple of days, or

on the third day." This " collocation of a numeral with the next

above it is a rhetorical device employed in numerical sayings to

express a number which need not or cannot be more exactly

specified." \ " Three days " is to be connected directly with
'' after two days " without the conjunction, as in 2 K. 9''- Am. 4*

;

cf. Is. 1
7''

; this is syntactically correct, and gives a better parallel-

ism. The thought is, he will deliver us in a short time. For this

use of " revive," in the sense of healing the sick, cf. Jos. 5* 2 K. 8^

2o^ This passage is really the basis of Ez. 37^"^". § Cf. Ho. 13^

— He will establish us that we j?tay live be/ore him
|| ]

" To live

before him" is to live acceptably or under his protection^ (cf.

Gn. 17^^ Is. 53- Je. 30-"").— 3. Yea, let us knoia, let us be zealous

to know Yahweh~\ This appeal is coordinate with that contained

in v.\** and is not to be coordinated with " that we may live." |t

The second phrase explains the first, and, at the same time, inten-

sifies it; cf. Dt. 16^ Is. 51^ Ps. 34". Thus the verb means more

than " endeavor," J J "grow continually," §§ "hunt after."
|| ||

—
Wheii we seek him, then we shallfind him'\ For text, v.s. The peo-

ple are not disturbed, for they are confident of success just as soon

as they make the effort.^f If the ft! ST be retained, the render-

ing will be, his going forth is certain as the gray of morning. On
"going forth," cf. Ps. 19"; "in::^ means not morning-red,*** but

morning-gray.ftt

—

He will come as the winter-rain, and as the

sprifig rai7i which waters the earth~\ The word rendered winter

rain {psi) denotes a heavy, pouring rain ; it is used of the winter

rains, as here, also in Ezra lo^-^''. The heavy winter rains last

*Ke., Or. +GK. 134J. ** Ke., Schm., Now., Che.

t Ew., Che., GAS. \ Che. ft Reuss. \\ Ew. \\ Pu. |||| Ke.

II
On 3'|in as a syn. of n»n, cf. Ps. 412. HH Cf. We. ; Giesebrecht, Deitrdge, 208 f.

H Ke., Wu., Schm., Che., Now. *** Hi., Sim. ttt Wii.
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from the beginning of December to the end of February; this is

the rainy season par excellence (cf. Ct. 2"). The spring rain

(tripba) falls during March and April, coming just before harvest,

and is of the greatest importance for the proper ripening of the

crops.*

15. nawN "|Sn] Vb. appos., H. 36, 2; GK. 120^.— iDtt'Ni] Is impossi-

ble because neither of its three meanings (cf. BDB.) suits the context. —
onS] On force of S, cf. K6. 281 0^.— ijnnt;'^] The defective u and the nun

epenth., uncontracted ; cf. Pr. i28 8"; GK.'S /, 58 k, 60 e.— VI. 1. nawoi id"-]

Corresponding to the first words of 5I*.— undT'i] 1 of purpose; so also in

urimi and n^nji; H. 26, la; GK. 165 «.— T'] Cf. GK. 109 y§; K6. 194^.

— 2. D^r^D] (i) on JD = in the cott7-se of, GK. 119^', note 2; cf. K6. 401^
(= after), and BDB. p. 581 b; (2) on similar use of the dual, cf. Is. 17^ 72I;

(3) the _ should stand with ityiScn; (4) on the use of two numerals, v.s.,

and cf. Am. i^ff- 48.— 3. n;;ij] The n_ is hortatory, H. 23, 2 i^; GK. \%e;

not indicative of determination, H. 23, 2 a.— nni] Adjectival impf. ; this

reading is better than fHST nnii from m> = throw: rriii in the sense of rain

occurs again only in Ho. lo^^, and there also the text is questionable.

4-6. Yahweli's incredulity and impatience.

4. nn] After ones', S precedes with i. We. supposes that something has

been lost from the end of v.* and the beginning of v.^.— 5. O'lNOja ip^sn]

<S awedipiaa. tovs TrpocpriTas vfj.Qp = '•msn, an Aramaicism, with 2 omitted

(Vol.). 1^. o^K i(p€Lad/jLT]v; E.'. i^^Ko^f/a; 'A.,Q.i\aT6fj.r]cra; S j « ^1 ZoiflLa

(omitting 2); "S dolavi in propheiis ; Oct. and Hal. '3 oinaxn. Oet. sugg.

also oipxna or o^nxn'^.— a>nj-\n] (g and S refer suf. to din^^j. Oort {Em.')

drops the suffix, while Marti changes it and preceding to :i.
— iix T'DDtyni]

Read Tixa lajitt'Ci, with (5 Kal rb Kplfxa /xov cbs 0cDs ; so also SIL (so Dathe,

Bauer, Ros., Hi., Ew., Sim., Ke., Wii., Now.; WRS. Frop/i. 389; Or., Che.;

Oort, ThT. XXIV. 486, and £m.; Bach., We., Gr., Val., Ru., Gu., GAS.,

Oct., Hal., ei al.). E'. koI tj diKaioKpiffla. Marti, iind uasB'n. Ru. omits

this phrase as interrupting sequence of thought.— t<x>] Hi., foil. S and 9C,

NSM or NX\— 6. nSi] (S ^7 (= rather than); cf. 5C nanDD.

4. JV/ial can I make ofyou, O Ephraini] Yahweh now speaks.

The tone is not so much that of rebuke as of despair. Every

effort thus far made has failed. What hope is there that any

of the plans of Yahweh for Israel will be realized ? The inter-

* Cf. GAS. Hist. Geog. 63 ff.
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rogative is really a negative : I can make nothing of you.* There

is no ai^sion to a method for bringing about the good men-

tioned in the preceding verse,f nor to punishment in addition

to that which they have already received. J
— Since your love is

like the tnorning cloud '\ Not (i) the love of God for you will

be quickening, etc. ; § nor (2) the love of God for you which

will be transient ||
like yours for him ; but (3) your love for God,

your goodness, your piety, is fleeting, transient.^ The morning

clouds disappear very early during the hot season in Palestine,

the sky being usually perfecdy clear by 9 a.m.**— Yea, like the

dew which early goes away'] The dew of Palestine is very heavy

in the summer time and resembles a fine rain or Scotch mist

rather than the phenomenon so familiar to us.ft It is thus of

the greatest importance for vegetation during the long dry

season, and is a favorite illustration with O. T. writers. Here,

however, the reference is to its transitory character, with no

thought of its beneficial effects.— 5. Wherefore I have hewn

them by the prophets'] The connection between vs.^^"*^^ is not so

broken as is represented by some commentators. 1% V.** describes

Israel as a people whose fitful and irresponsible conduct has

occasioned anxiety and despair to their God. This situation

explains why in the past he has hewn them by the prophets,

i.e. punished them. There is no reason why these words should

not stand in the text, J]: for their specific meaning is clear and

strong. The verbs here refer to the past, §§ not to the present or

future.
II II

Israel is compared with stone or wood, which is being

shaped ; the hewing is the punishment intended for discipline
; ^1

the work of the prophets is elsewhere spoken of as destruction,

e.g. Is. II* 49^ Je. x^° 5^* I K. 19^".— I have slain them by the

words of my mouth] This simply repeats and explains the preced-

ing line, the pronoun referring to the people.*** The prophets

in the past had not hesitated to threaten the people with death

* Ras., Ros., Hi., Hd., Pu., Wii., Or., Che., Now.

+ Lu. X Schm. ^ Cyril.
|I
Jer.

t £., Ras., Ki., Cal., Hi., Wii., Che., Now. ** Cf. ZDPV. XIV. (1891), 110 ff.

tt See Neil, Palestine Explored {iZ?,2). pp. 129-151; GAS. Hist. Geog. 65; Che.,

art. " Dew," EB. ; Hull, art. " Dew," DB. \X We., Now.

§§ Ros., Hi., Sim., Che., Or., Now., GAS. ||i|
Umb., Mau.

HH Jer., Geb., Pu., Kc., Wu., Schm. *** Cal., Hd., Pu., Ke., Wu., Now.
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for disobedience ; and every kind of calamity was interpreted

as from God for failure to comply with his wishes. The words

of Yahweh, because of their power, are compared with arrows,

Ps. 45^, and with a sword, Ps. 45^ Heb. 4'^ Rev. i^"; cf. also

Is. 11^ Je. 23^.— And my judgment is like the light which goes

forth'] This is based on a slight change of ffflLST (v.s.). The judg-

ment is that of which the execution now hangs over Israel. This

judgment is like the light which all may see and fear, the rise

of the sun being a symbol of gracious visitation.* The older

rendering, " thy judgments are like a light that goeth forth,"

was interpreted in various ways, e.g. thy way of living religiously

was plain as the light ;t the judgments belonging to thee went

forth like the lightning
; % the judgment upon thee when it

comes will be just, clear. § Notice should be taken of the ren-

dering, " my law (or judgment) shall go forth as the light."
||

It is better, however, to regard the clause as circumstantial and

dependent upon the preceding perfects {z>.i.).— 6. For it is love

that I delight in, and not sacrifice] The mistake of the people

consisted in their notion that sacrifices were sufficient to gain

Yahweh 's favor. What Yahweh delights in, i.e. that which will

gain his favor, is love; cf. i S. 15", in which obedience is em-

phasized. This love is not love for God as distinguished from

love for one's fellow-men, but both.

—

Knowledge of God and
not burnt-offerings] Here, as in many places in this piece, we

have an example of Hosea's ability to make a perfect parallelism.

Knowledge of God and love of God go together. On the attitude

of the prophets to the priests and that for which they stood,l[

V. Is. i"--o Mi. 6*^» Je. 7"- 23 Ps. 40^ 5o««'- 51^^; cf. Mat. 9^^ 13^

4. hd] In interrogation is capable of varying meanings: (i) how? in

rhetorical questions, implying negative answer; (2) why? in sense of "do
not"; (3) what? simple interrogative; (4) what? implying answer noth-

ing; cf. BDB.— mini] — '?N-iir% and note the parallelism which is (almost)

* Che. t Cal. + Hd. \ Pu. ||
Ew., Che., Or.

H Cf. this saying, attributed to Buddha :
" If a man live a hundred years, and

engage the whole of his time and attention in rehgious offerings to the gods,

sacrificing elephants and horses, and other life, all this is not equal to one act

of pure love in saving life." (Beal's Texts from the Buddhist Canon; quoted

by Che.)
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artificially regular.— ao^Dm] Introduces a circ. clause; Ko. 362/.— ipa]

On absence of article cf. Ko. 294 e, 299 /«.— StDsi] 1 epexeg., Yea, like

the dew.— "iSn oiTiyD] Verbal apposition with second vb. containing the

principal idea (GK. 120^). The absence of the art. is exceptional in view

of its presence in Sb3.— 5. p"Si"] This phrase is very flexible = (i) on

account of this, e.g. Gn. lo^ Is. 13'''; (2) with adversative force, Ps. 42^;

(3) to introduce an inference, Ps. 45^— NX"', >n3sn, D\"iJin] The pfs. are

pfs. of indef. past, H. 17, 3; GK. 106 a'. The impf. is adjectival.— ''aD!:'ni]

As thus reconstructed, introduces a circ. clause, — 6. ton] Emphatic. —
mSyc] The parallel nSi shows that p is not comparative, but neg.; so GK.
119 w; cf. Ko. 308 (J.

7-10. IsraePs wickedness.

7. mN3] "S sicut Adam ; 2C ''NDtp xma. Mich. dind. We. din3 (so cod.

554 of De Rossi, and Che. EB, col. 58). Oort {TfiT. and Em:), nn-iN-a.

Get. oni?.J?. Gr. pN3. Sellin {Beitr'dge, I. 168 f.), D-jxp. Preuschen {ZAW.
XV. 28; so Gardner), D3tt*;. Pfeiffer (cited by Sim.), n^-jN2. Che. {CB.)

onsg.— i"»3j;] © wapa^alvwv = -\-;i-;, agreeing with onN,— nna] S = "'nna

(so Ru., Gardner).— nj3] © KaTe(pp6vr](Tev, viWh -\yhi of foil, verse as subj.

— 8. ny'^j] Oort, Sj'^j.— "'S'^] <& ipyai^o/xiur], sg. to agree with nnp.— njp;'

mr] (5 Tapda-aovaa (= na>' (Cappellus), or may (St.), or nj,'3|'' (Vol.)) v5up

(= Q''C) ; A. irept.Kap.vrjs airb al'/xaros; 2. StuKerai aTrb aifxaTos; 0. ^ wripva

avTrj'i d<p' alpiaros; E', virocTKeXl^'ovaa Kal 5o\o<povovcTa; U siipplantata sangu-7- -7
ine ; ^ ) V| "^ jioVoVoo Bach, m ori>2pj.', their footsteps are blood. Oet.

0'?T napy. Ru. d-<n ngpj?. Val. mp^^ (so Hal.).— 9. annj a'lN •'dhdi] © Ka2

17 /(7Xi5s (701; dv^phs Treiparov; A. /cai ws dvpebs dvdpbs ev^iivov; S. /cat ws

<f>pvayfj.a dvdpbs ivedptvTov; O. . . . ireiparod ; E', cos X6xos TroXvxetplas

X7;(rTptKi7s ; U et quasi fauces virorum latroiiiun; S \\
'"' * ^| ^^ii *. ^v-

) Ttl« ,. = onnj !:"X3 rinbi (Seb., et al.). (g and S join to preceding verse.

Ru. C1N nsnci. GAS. ^jnp. Oet. 'nj >rjN Sanpi. Gardner, -ij a-iN jnin.

Bach. ncpB* dtixt 'D-jt d^D'^ -ifpn onnj NOnDi. Marti, D^'-j-nj "iroN i<2\\^,'2 or

7 7 *
r'N ';n a^iTiJr.— ngn] Read iN3n with © fKpvypav (Cap., Vol.). S as^oi-^|

= nan (Seb.; so also Oct.). Ru. iton. Gardner, iNam. Marti, iN3n:.

—

B^jnj] Ru. ^'"^^a.— Tn] @ joins with preceding; so S l.*»ie|j3; (S^^ oSbv

Kvplov. Ru. ^n-\i -\y. Hal. and Marti transpose to foil. ini-i\— inxT'] Oet.

inxiM, (so Marti), which should foil. nnx'.— near] (S ^iKi/xa, as obj. of

inxT"; so S and 2.; "]£ pergentes de Sichevi. Ru. mi^C'n, for o nnar. We.
considers ijn, "y^-y, and inxTi corrupt.— 10. '^v^ n^aa] (5 joins to v.^. Read

with We. Sxniaa; cf. lo^^ Am. 56 (so Oort. ThT. and Em.; Preuschen,

ZAtV.XV.^o; Ru., Now., Oct., Marti).— at:*] (S joins to preceding.

—

a^DxS pui] S» >=-t^l ^1 = 'N njT. We. 'N n''jT (so Preuschen, ZA W.

XV. 30; Now., Oct.). Oort, 'N r\v. Gardner, n^jr. Marti, 'n n^:t.
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7. But they like men have transgressed the covenant'] Israel

as a whole is spoken of,* not merely the priests,! nor the

prophets. I Upon the whole " like men,"§ Z.^'. after the manner

of men, human-like, is to be preferred to " like Adam " (for

which are urged ST and U ; the fondness of Hosea for early

allusions, cf. 7:'' 9^" 11* 12^; the other occurrences of this phrase,

Jb. 31''^ Ps. 2,2', and the parallel in Rom. 5^^),
||
because of (i) d

{v.s.)
; (2) the absence of any account of a covenant with Adam

in Genesis
; (3) the fact, that not until P is D1>? used as a

proper name ; U (4) this is satisfactory in sense,** viz. ordinary

men, who have not had the privileges accorded to Israel. Cf.

the reading "in Admah " {v.s.; cf. 11^. — Nave transgressed the

covenant'] This does not refer to the unknown covenant between

Yahweh and Israel,tt cf. 8^ ; but to an ordinance (cf. 2 K. 1
1*

Je. 11^ 34^'^'^^ Jb. 31^ Ps. 105^"). Cf. the synonymous phrase

n'l2 "isn (On. 17" Dt. 31^" Ju. 2^), and the phrase "the book

of the covenant," Ex. 24'. Notice is to be taken of the fol-

lowing renderings : (i) like Edom, they broke their covenant

with Israel ;JJ (2) they are as men who transgressed the cove-

nant, §§ or who break a covenant
; \\ \\ (3) they in Adam (a place)

did . . . 1[^— There they have betrayed 7ne~\ There is not an

adverb of time as in Ps. 36^- 53'' ;
*** nor an allusion to the land

which had received so many benefits
; ttt "or ^ reference to the

ceremonial worship
; J J :{:

but it refers to certain localities, either

unknown, §§§ or those cited in the following verses,
|| || ||

which were

the scenes of the sin designated. The utterance carried with

it "a gesture of indignation." ^^f— 8. Gilcad is a city of evil-

doers] Much difficulty attaches to this proper name. It has been

taken as the district or land of Gilead ;
**** or the cities of

Gilead in general
; tttt or Jabesh-Gilead

; J jj J or Mizpah, the

capital of Gilead ; §§§§ probably Mizpah, or in any case a seat of

* Cal., Hd., Ke., Now.H, et al. t Sim. J AE., Hi., et al.

§ So Ki., Cal., Sim., Hi., Hd., Mau., Ew., Che.. GAS.

II
So Jen, Rashi, Umb., Ke., Pu., Or., Wii., Hal.

H Budde, Urgeschichte, i6i ff. ** But v. Now.

ft Cf. Kratzschmar, Die BundesvorsteUiwg, io6. tt Mich. §^^ Ew. I|||
Hd.

HH We. ; Che. ^y?. art. ^(fa;«. *** Hi. t++ Ras., Ki., Bauer.

+++ Cal. \\\ Ke., Now. |||||| Wii., Or. HHH Che. **** Pu., Ke., Or.

tttt Dathe. ittJ Hi. \khk Ew., Mau., Sim.
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worship;* or Ramoth Gilead (cf. Jos. 21''^ i K. 4'').t ^Ve may

understand it to be a city called Gilead mentioned in Ju. 10^',

but not identified. | On the ground of some codexes of (3 of

the Lucian revision which have FuAyaAu, Gilgal has been sug-

gested {v.s.; cf. 4^^ 9^^ 12"). — Tracked with bloody footprints^

The versions (z'.j-.) except S are far wide of the mark and give

no aid. None of the proposed changes of text seems to be nec-

essary; cf. I K. 2^. Other renderings are "spotted," " smeared," §

"hilly."
II

There is no reference to historical events with which

we are familiar ; although Hitzig refers it to the murder of

Zechariah. — 9. Although the text of this verse is hopelessly

corrupt, its general meaning seems clear, viz. that the priests are

really bandits occupying the highways and murdering travellers.

Of the four hues all present serious difficulties except the last.

The words of the first line (z^.x.) have been taken (a) thy

strength is that of baiidits^ but no good analogy for this ex-

pression can be found (yet cf. Pr. 20-^^ Ne. 8^°)
; {p) assassins in

bands ("2na), i.e. those who lie in wait for men, in companies **

= companies of assassins ; but this is harsh and unnatural ; if) in

. . . (the name of some city having originally stood where we

now have "2n) is a band of robbers, thus corresponding to Gilead

of v.^;tt id) the priest is a robber W (fns), but this will make tlie

D'jns of the next line tautological
;

{e) as 07ie hides 7-obbers, the

priests hide themselves, %% but this gives no satisfactory meaning.

For still other suggestions v.s. ; upon the whole the rendering

And as bandits lie in wait for a man
|| ||

(cf. the slight variation

secured by treating D'X as construct with cmiJ, and as bandits

lie in wait%\) seems best, the reference being to the wicked

work of Israelitish bandits (cf. 7^), or to that of outside nations

like Moab, Aram, etc. (cf. 2 K. 5- i3-"). For other cases of

mi3 in this sense cf. 7^ i S. 30^- ^'-^ 2 K. 5-.— The priests hide

themselves on the road'] For text, v.s. fK(ir reads {so does) the

gang (or company) of priests, i.e. an organized company (cf. in

later times, the Pharisees ***) of bad priests, but "yn must be taken

*We.
II
Hi. ires. ^Biich. (V.S.).

t Ros., Hd., Wii. ** GAS.
|| ||

So AV., RV.

X Oort, Now. ft Preuschen {v.s.). HH Hi., Ew., Che.; cf. Now.

} Ros., Or. IX Gardner. *«« che.

U
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with what precedes.*— They murder those going to Shechem'\

Some have regarded nD2D as = nriK DDtr, with one consent (cf.

Zp. 3^);t but it is now understood to be the proper name,

Shechiin, \ which was at the same time a city of priests and a

city of refuge (Jos. 20^ 21^'). The reference is to the abuse of

the right of asylum without allusion to any special event, cf.

Ju. 19^-^ I K. 2^'^-. § If "[in is taken with what precedes {ths^j,

we may suppose that some word {e.g. D'sbnn) has dropped out.

Such a word seems necessary to secure the proper length of the

line.— Yea, villainy they com)nit~\ "3 is asseverative,
||
not causa-

tive.^ The word n)27 is not used here of some unnatural crime

(cf. Lv. 18^'' 19-"^),** nor o{ le7ud?iess ;-\-\ but of general wickedness

which was deliberate, thought out, i.e. villany ; cf, Pr. 10^' 21^.

— 10. In Bethel I have seen a horrible thing'] In Bethel (iks.)

is better than iiMtZT, /;/ the house of Israel, because of 10^' Am. 5",

and the use of "there" in v.^"*. ®'s connection of this word

with the preceding phrase is interesting and perhaps right. In

any case Bethel is intended. \X The thing seen is something to

cause terror (the word is an intensive form {v.i.), cf. Je. i8'''), and

is explained by what follows.— There, Ephraim, thou hast played

the harlot] For text, v.s.; the harlotry is both literal and spiritual,

since the latter carried with it the former. Israel's calf-worship

in Bethel and Dan seems to be the occasion of these accusa-

tions.— Israel is defiled] The poetic parallel of the preceding.

7. ncm] 1 is advers.; the pron. inserted not only for emphasis, but also to

give prominence to anio.— 3 nj3] Cf. Ho. 5''; used of faithlessness and

deceit in various human relationships, and in general conduct; 2 occurs

usually, but sometimes ]-o, cf. Je. 3^''.— or] Ko. 373 i.— 8. ^-)h>] Emph.
by pos. and accentuation.— px i^i's] Cf. Is. 31^ Ps. 5^; also similar use of

>-i, Mi. 2I; cf. nSij?, Ps. 119^; cf. -ipty, Ho. 7I.— jc] \Ti = cause; here m
sg., frequently pi. in this sense; for the idea of the land polluted by blood,

Nu. 35^3 Ps. io633_— 9_ ,3p-j Here inf. cstr., GK. 23/, 75 «a; not inf. abs.,

Ko. 225 b.— u'in] May be: ((?) the abs. after idhd, annj being ace. of

* So ©=. ; cf. Hal's franspos. {v.s.)

.

f AE., Ki., Gal., AV.

J Jer., Geb., Bauer, Dathe, Ros., Hi., Ew., Hd., Sim., Pu., Ke., Wxi., Schm.,

Or., Che., Reu., We., Now.

^ Dathe, Ros., Hi., Ew., Sim., Wu., Or., Now.

II
Hi., Ew., Wii., Ke., Now., Reu. ft Sim,

IT Pu., Or. ** Ke. ++ So Geb.
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manner; or, (l>) a cstr. with 'ij (v.s.); cf. Ko. 232 a.— nDD!i'"ini-i'] An

unusual case of the use of Maqqeph, cf. Gn. 6' 7^^.— nnpc'] Cf. '^cru", Gn.

37" Jos.
24I GK. 93 s.— 10. n^inyr] Of the form qatiai, GK. 84 6, ni (cf.

nncr Jet. 43^° [Knh.]), with the addition of >_ (and the fem. end. n_); cf.

mnvs', Je. 5^° 231*; also nn-jy^', Je. iS^^.

VI. 11-VII. 2. Ephraim, to-day hardened in sin, will in the

future discover his iniquity.

11. rmn> BJ] ® /cai'IoiySa, joining with v.i°. Qx.{I^Ionatsschriftf.Gescluu.

Wiss. d. Jiidinthums, 1887, p. 528) nini dj.— -^ lisp n::'] @ Spx"" (=
'"^"f'

Aramaicizing (Vol.)) rpvydv ffeavT<^; E', Trapec/ceyafe ffavrbv eis rb iKdepi-

ffOijvai; "S pone ; % t^^- Gr. -^ vp Pj; (?). Read with Che., n^ip (so

Now., Oct., Marti). Ru. ou' T'^'Ipu', supposing that something like av.:'n n'^ ]dS

na^h has dropped out from after Dr. Bauer, nr, addressed to Judah. Oort

would read ntr as imv. We. takes this and i^* as a gloss on SnTw"'? 'NSIs (7^)

(so Now., who also rejects "" as a later addition; similarly Marti, Rel. 119,

and Dodekapropheton ; Preuschen, ZAW. XV. 31 ; cf. Oort and Oct.).

—

VII. 1. 'vfi ''S£n3] @ joins to 6^1 (so also We. and Che. (^CB.)) and seems to

read 3 (iv) for d (so also Ew., Oort, Marti). Bach. (Fr.) Snt^iS \':^N-ir.

We. and Now. consider these words " ganz verloren."— nSjji] We. om. 1 (so

Now., Oort (£m.), Che. {CB.), Marti; but cf. Oet.).— niyi] (BSiYJE sg. (so

Marti). Meinhold (p. 84), 'n inj?T'i. Marti, hnij 'tt» -\.— npu'] ,S adds

''^^ n — xni 3jJi] Add nn^a with (3, whose irpbs airdv is probably an error

for irpbs oIkov (so Oct., Marti, Now.^) ; cf. the parallel yinj. Bach. {Pr.)

13 DiajJi (Gr. also reads la for Nia>, but retains ':j in sg.). Ru. inserts "i^'ry

before nu' and transposes these words with the remainder of the verse

to precede 'ui ^2W2 and form the close of 6^^.— "inj bu'd] (5 iKSiSvffKujv

(=BC*2) Xt;(7T7js, perhaps to be corrected to Treipar^y, cf. 6^ (Vol.); S.

iKBvov bi XrjffTripwv; E', Xw7ro5i5T'»7S 5^ XTjcrreiJei ; U spo/zans latrunculus

;

& )
iv^ ..V *. «^^ — 2. 'aS'? ncN^ S31] Read 'a'^a nnyi S3. ® joins with

v.^ and renders Sttois avvq.5(j}<TLV w% ^Socres rg Kapdlg, avrdv, which Vol. ex-

plains as a double rendering, Sttwj (tuj'' being a later correction of cjs ^Soi'Tts,

which represents an original onojo?. Bach, (/"r.) proposes '^2 DncN3 lanV

as the original text of @. Gr. 'S2 n?3N^ Sni. We. and Now. suspect the

text.— Dnao] Bach. (Z'r.) iddh. Hal. >-j03p.

11. Judah, for thee also is set a harvest'] An evident gloss sug-

gested to the later writer by the sins of Judah which so resembled

those here charged to Israel. Taking the fttST, nt:', much variety

of opinion has existed as to the subject ; was it Judah preparing a

harvest for Israel * (but in this case DJ is difficult) ; or Israel,f or

* AE.. Cal. t Bauer.
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Yahweh,* doing the same for Judah ; or is the verb to be treated

as impersonal— one has set for thee, etc.?! It is better to read

n'tr {v.s. ; cf. Ps. 104-'^), the passive participle. Judah, adds the

reader, will also suffer disaster | (cf. 8^ lo'''; also Is. 17" 28-'*"-'-*

Je. 51^) just as Ephraim, for has she not committed the same
sins? Unsatisfactory is the meaning branch (cf. Jb. 4^ 18^^ 29^'')

= // has grafted a branch {i.e. of the impurity mentioned in v.^**)
; §

and entirely aside is the idea that the harvest is to be taken in a

good sense, viz. blessing, deliverance.
||
— When I would turn the

captivity {oxfortune) of my people'\ See Am. 9". The grounds for

treating this phrase as a gloss are by no means so clear {v.s) in

this passage as in some others ; and while, in general, the clause

may be taken as post-exilic, something may be said for its pre-

exilic authorship here, especially if the more general of the two

mterpretations is adopted. The reference is not to an actual

return from captivity,1[ nor merely to the bringing of the people

back to God,** but rather to the coming of a time of blessing or

good fortune.ft It is therefore in any case parallel with the first

clause in 7^ and to be taken with it. %\— VII. 1. When I wouhi
heal Israel'\ i.e. when in mercy I would visit Israel, when my heart

would prompt me to forgive her; cf. 5^'^ 11'' Je. 17". 3 is better

than 3 {v.s.). Perhaps with Nowack we should understand that

the apodosis has been dropped out of the text, since it is difficult

so to regard Th'i.Ti {v.i.) ; or with Bachmann we should change the

text (viz. 'rxis, when I look at) to adapt it to the apodosis ; the

former suggestion is the more satisfactory. Perhaps this line read

like this, " my hope and desire is frustrated." — For the guilt of

Ephraim discovers itself'\ Something {v.s.) has been lost with

which the ^ of nbjJI was connected. The verb is to be taken of

the past or present, §§ and not of the future.
|| ||

It is Israel's past

and present sin which makes it impossible now to relieve her of

the threatening calamity. On Wellhausen's suggestion for omis-

sion of 1, v.s.— And the evils of Samaria . . . ] Here a word is

needed to complete the parallelism as well as the metre,— per-

* Geb., Pu. t Ros., Hd., Schm., Ke., Or.

X Bauer, Dathe, Ros., Hi., Wii., Now., Che., Reu. \ Evv. || Pu., Or.

ir Pu., Wii., Schm. ** Ke., McC. ft Now. Jt So (5, Ew.

\\ Ras.. AE., Cal., Ros., Hd., Pu., Ke., We., Now.
|||| ©, Theod., Ew., Che-.
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haps appear (lK"i3).— How they practise fraud'] 'D here might

also mean for. ipr = corruption of every kind * (Je.
6''^ 8^")

rather than idolatry ;t cf. npr nrn, Mi. 6'- Is. 59''.

—

And the thief

comes into the house] Two illustrations of the character of the

times are given, one the prevalence of ordinary thieving, the other

{v.i.) that of highway robbery. For the words, into the house, v.s.

The imperfect represents the frequency of this act.— And bandits

roam abroad without] Cf. 6^. — 2. They are 7iot steadfast in their

heart] For text, v.s. Another doubtful clause, the use of the

preposition b being uncommon, (H having evidently something

different
; \ and although connection with the following clause is

demanded, it is difficult to find. Something is gained by substi-

tuting' 2 for h, but fKQT they say not = they think not is hopeless.

On this use of nttl?, cf. Dt. 25*, and for the general characteristic

here affirmed, viz. lack of loyalty, fickleness, cf. 4^'" G 7" lo^-^'^

11^- 12^

—

All their evil I will record] i.e. remember and punish
;

cf. 8^^ 9^ Je. 14'" 44-^.— Now their deeds have e?icoi?ipasscd them]

i.e. as witnesses of their crimes, § or have beset them about so that

they are entangled. The situation is that of the past and present,

and not, as some maintain,
||
the future (cf. 2^ 4'''' Am. 3" Is. 13'').

The result is strongly introduced by now.— They have come to be

before me] A restatement of the fact already given in 7^

11. mac] Cf. Am. 9^*; also Ko. 329/.— VII. 1. 'n;] On the difference

between 3 and 2, cf. BDB. 90 f. and 454 b ; the *two are frequently inter-

changed by copyists.— nSjji] If the apod, after prec. clause, 1 has its com-

mon use, K6. 4157; otherwise something has been omitted with which 1 had

originally a connection (y.s.').— P^JJi] Fem. pi. with neut. idea frequent;

masc. pi. only in Ps. 78^^; Ko. 245 a.— Oi'D N13''] Chiasm, with change of

tense, Ko. 155.— 2. Sa] Only used in more formal speech.— an^SS] Ordinarily

the shorter form aS occurs in earliest poetry, Amos and Hosea ; v. Briggs's

" Study of the Use of 2V and 33S in the O. T.," in Semitic Studies in Memory

of Dr. Kohut, Berlin, 1897, and BDB.— rn] Cf. Ko. 389 f, who suggests

vni, a '' being dropped after ijd.

3-7. Repentance is impossible ; the situation is hopeless.

3. 0P;;i3] © has noun in pi. Ru. oni^na on basis of 2C |innpnD3.— incu'i]

Read with We. intfD'> (so Oort, Em.; Val., Now., Marti); but cf. Oet.

—

* Gal., Ros., Now.", et at. t Jer., Theod. t We., Now.

§ Mau., Ew., Hd., Pu., Or., Reuss. ||
Ros.. Hi.
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l^^"] ©S, 0., pi., but still construe it as obj. of inctt'i (so Ru.).— D^•'l^'^^31]

& connects with preceding.— ons'] & joins to foil, verse and reads Dnna'.

—

4. We., Now., and Marti treat this verse as a gloss on v.^, while Oet. would
place it after v.^. GAS. suggests that if there be a gloss, it begins with

P2Z'\— D^DN'JD aS:i] These words, foil. B, are to be connected with ona' of

V.3 (so Houtsma (TAT. IX. 62), We., Now.). Oort (TAT. and Em.) reads

DTisjip d'td on basis of E', els rb fj-oixeveiv iKTrvpou/xevoL.— hdno myj] (§

Kai6/j.€vos els ir^\piv = n->DN^ (Vol.) ; H succensus a coquente. Read with Oort

( Th T. and £;«.) inos on np (so We., Val., Now., Oet.). New. ^Qii^rp;^ '\';2{}).

Hal. npNa '2.— na^"] (5 KaTaKadnaros; IL conbustio. Vol., foil. Grabe, cor-

rects to Ka.Ta.iravii.a.Tos. GAS. suggests nanS W. as original text of @.—
fj-'c] @ d7r6 T^s (p\oy6s = •\-;2r: (so also Oort (ThT. and y^w.), Val., Now.,

Oct.). \i fiafjunae. <S |-^. 1 «|N^ ^r^J V paululum civitas. E', -n-pbs dXlyov

7} irdXis. Gr. -iv2n;:(?). Hal. "CiP^r.— msrn "ly pxa tiM^c] © d7r6 ^in/jcl-

aeus (jriaTos 'iws rod ^vfiwOrjvai ai/rb; & ^ ^" -* 1^^^*^
|

>. >V *. . ])
•

ST J7Cn n"? 1;; NC'i'? ItSd PJ/D; U « canmixtiotie fermenti donee fermentaretur

totum. Ru., by comparison with v.^ " @, which he considers a repetition of this

verse, secures the foil, text: tD>'p nuri dpdn d^S mjji rx n-uPD iDm D''DNjn a'^r.

Marti transposes and reads: '1J1 'iri noN d''CX \q dSd on nyii iijn icr.

—

5. udSd or] (5 both nouns pi.; S 2d noun pi.; so many Heb. Mss. Oort

( 7% 7".) sugg. ccr (but in Em. ari) aoSc. Ru. reads Bn\DSn and takes

ar as a corruption of some such vb. as " they have stupefied." Gardner

om. ar as a dittog., 1 arising from preceding 1 and D from foil. c. Marti,

an and iJ^"i;;'i for aint*.— iSnn] ® ijp^avTo; so SU = iSnn (so also Dathe,

New., Hi., Houtsma). Gr. i'^Shrn(?). Hal. n'^nn (so, independently, Gard-

ner). Oet. -iSm.— nnn] @ Ovixovcrdai; SU also have infin. (so also Dathe,

New.). Gr. j" nnnn (so Oct., Hal.). Gardner, icn. Miiller {SK. 1904,

p. 125), 7^> amen.— IT yy^'] S both words pi. Gr. iji> iDc(?). We. and Now.

consider these and foil, words corrupt. Oet. a"'s'7ri n] ixdn. Oort connects

T.;':: with preceding context. Ru. an>xn qN •inv"fn(?). Gardner sugg. a^ssn

for the last word. Redslob om. vs.^" as a marginal gloss on vs."'' *.— 6. laip]

(S aveKavd7)(rav ; S ^" = mp (Seb.) ; U applicavertint ; 'A., 2., 9. TJyyio-av.

Read, with ®, n>'3 (Vol.). Cappellus explained (5 as = i2-\n; Gr. = in-ip;

Bauer = ms. Michaelis reads lanp (so Bockel, New., WRS.). Schorr (cited

by We.), amn (so Che., Perles {Analekten, 32), We., Oet., Now.^). Marti,

n^P. Ru. considers it a corrupted correction of the foil. a3iN. Oort and Val.

connect first two words of v.^ with v.^.— a^'?] (5 transl. by pi. and makes it

subj. of nip.— a3TN3] © iv ry Karapdcrffeiv avrovs, joining with the fol-

lowing (Vol., foil. Bahrdt, corrects to Karapdcrdai, which represents an

original iin); S .c«jO{.iaiS; "B cum insidiarettir eis ; 'A., 2., 0. ivedpeveiv

;

VL rnij'iMnNa. Schorr, a^ lya (so Che., Gr., Perles (Analekten, 37), We.,

Now.-). Ru. B3ip3. Oet. n3iN3. Marti om. as gloss.— |t:"] (5 freely, vttvov

. . . iveirX-qcrd-q. Houbigant, ]ty (so Bottcher, Wii.). WRS. {Proph. 413)

treats it as = ]Z'-;\— bhan] Read ansx with ^ ^ci1-mC?; so ST and many
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Heb. Mss. (so Dathe, Wii., Houtsma {ThT. IX.), Schm., Che., WRS.

(^Proph. 413), We., Val., Ru., Gu., Now., GAS., Get., Marti). (5 'E0pdt/a

(so New., Gr.); U coqtuns eos ; 'A. 6 Tr^cro-wv ; 6. 6 irecrdiv; S. pis/or

airrwv. Oort {ThT. and i5'w.), DSN.— nya Nin ipa] (5 tt/jojI iveyevridy),

aveKavdi). Now. "ij'a,— 7. Ru. cm. first three words as a repetition from

v.*.— -^ TN I'^JKi] @'^ KaTi<pay€v irvp ; Ru. U'n n^p^i.— iSdj] Gr. i'73\

3. In their wickedness they atioint kmgs^ According to fHiE

the charge made is that the highest authorities, the royal per-

sonages, indulge in the most sensual pleasures ; * . or that the

king is rejoiced by the violence practised and boasted of (cf.

Is. 3^ Pr. 20*-*^ by his subjects. f It is better, however, to read

(cf. 8^- ^°) afioint (v.s.) ; the thought then is that one king after

another comes to the throne through acts of wickedness and

crime.— And in their treacheries, princes'\ Secret imtrigue, in-

volving faithlessness to both fellow-man and God.— 4. Since

they are all adulterers'] viz. king, princes, and people. These

words belong with the preceding verse as a circumstantial clause. \

For Oort's reading, v.s.— They are like a burning oven whose

baker] These words, with the remainder of v.*, are a gloss to

V.''. § This is the beginning of a new sentence, and this distri-

bution of letters {v.s.) avoids the serious difficulty of treating

ni:n as feminine.— Ceased to stir up the flame] Using ipa^ for

T'ytt.
II

— From the kneading of the dough until its leaveni7ig] i.e.

during the period in which fermentation was taking place.

Much variation has arisen in the interpretation of details : e.g. Ew., as the

baker rests from heating only a short time, i.e. while he is compelled so to do

(viz. during the few hours which intervene between the kneading of the

dough and its fermentation), so the rulers rest from inflaming their passions

only while they recuperate their strength for new pleasures (so Ras., lid., Pu.).

Others understand that the greatest heat of the oven is from the kneading of

the dough to its leavening, because refuse, not wood, is used for fuel, and

some hours are needed to secure the greatest heat, and that to the heat of this

period is compared their passion (Ki., Cal., Dathe, Bauer, Ros., Wii., Schm.).

Some desire to allegorize the statement by makmg Israel the dough, the king

the baker (cf. Geb., Hi.) ; others think that actual persons and events are

* Che., GAS. t Bauer, Ros., Pu., Or.

X &, Houtsma, We., Oort {v.s^, Val., Now.

^ This appears from (a) the repetitions involved; {b) the relation to v.O; {c) the

use of 1D3 {^v.i.).
II
So (G, GAS., et al.
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referred to, but that these are now unknown to us (Reuss), Some make the

fire represent lust, while the oven is the heart; thus: "The baker ceases from
kindling when the oven has reached a certain heat, and then he leaves the

fire to smoulder, till the fermentation of the dough is complete, and a fresh

heating is necessary. So after passion has once been gratified, it smoulders

for a time, but is afterward kindled to a greater heat than before, when some
attractive object comes within its range " (Che.; so Now.).

5. On the day of our kitig they are becojue sick'\ DV, = on

the day, has been omitted as a case of dittography {v.s.^ ; read in

the plural ;
* translated by day ; f interpreted as the day on which

the king was chosen, J the annual coronation day, § the birthday
||

(Gn. 40-'^; cf. Mat. 14*), any festival day appointed by the king,^

— in any case a day of carotisal. iDDbtt, our king, has been read

in plural.** "hrv^, they are become sick, or have made themselves

sick is to be taken ^\\\i princes as the subject
; ft others treat it as

a causative = they inade him {i.e. the king) sick; J J or derive it

from bbn, to profane, §§ or begin.
|| ||
— The princes, ivith feverfrom

wifte'] The result of drunken carousal. Many render from the

heat of wine ; ^% but it is perhaps stronger; cf. Mi. i^ 2^".*** Of
no value is the suggestion, niSPi (cf. Gn. 21^^) = bottles full of

wine.-fft— He stretched forth his hand with loose fellows~\ Very

difficult, perhaps impossible, to understand. JJJ V.s. for suggested

readings, none of which is satisfactory, except perhaps that of

Gardner, who reads D'i:^~i for D'':i^b. Some kind of association

or familiarity has been generally understood, either with drinking

t So Oort {v.s.) whose translation of the verse is ;
" By day the princes make their

king sick ; he is inflamed in long succession with wine, and holds forth with

scorners whenever they are near him." This joins "ICD with //'^f^i//;?^ clause, and

connects ^1^\p >D of v.^ with v.s. Against this rendering Now. urges the meaning-

less cnp which calls for a contrasted rh'h ; the difficulty of understanding iSnn

;

the unusual position of p''D nnn as obj. of tU'D ; the use of "l^c in such a connec-

tion; the meaningless mp >3; and the very doubtful use of the phrase '1J1 Ti to

denote the idea of good fellowship.

+ Rashi, AK, Ki. \ Cal., Geb., Che. || Bauer, Wii., Schm., Ew., Che.

H Marck, Ros., Hi., Sim. ** ®S, and many Heb. Mss.

tt Rashi, Bauer, Ros., Ew., Or., Che., We., Now. %% AE., Ki., Pu.

^$ Geb.
nil

5F, Hi., Wu., et al. (y.s.).

HH Rashi, Geb., Ros.. Hi., Hd., Wu., Or., Che., We. *** Ew., GAS.

ttt AE., Ki., Cal. WX Marti om. 5 6 as a corrupt gloss.
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companions (cf. i S. 22^^^ Ex. 23^),* or with conspirators in a law-

less project.! Wellhausen considers this a reference to the con-

spiracy which resulted in the death of the last king (or perhaps

the last legitimate king). The occasion for the murder was a ban-

quet given by the king to his princes, and the conspirators were,

not these same princes, but some unraentioned individuals.

—

6. For like an oven their hearts burn with their intriguing^ This

translation (reading lifn on basis of (© for I3"ip) furnishes an ex-

cellent sense ; something which cannot be said of iilST, for which

there have been proposed several interpretations (e.g. they prepare

beforehand, \ bring near their heart to evil works, § turn,
||
make

nearly like,^ have made ready ;
** they draw near, like an oven is

their heart, etc.
; t| they draw near together, i.e. king and scoff-

ers; JJ they have brought their heart into their ambush as into

the oven, cf. Ju. ig^"' Ps. 9i^*';§§ they have laid their cursing to

their heart as to an oven
; || 1|

they have made their hearts like an

oven with their intriguing^^), nor of most of the emendations

suggested ; e.g. their inwardpa7-t is like an ozien, their heart burns

in them;*** for like an oven is their heart within them;i[-f-\

for their inward part is like an oven, their heart like a smoke-

hole. XXX The '3 does not carry the thought back to v.^ §§§ nor

does it connect v.^ with D'^i:;'?,
|| 1| ||

but serves as an asseverative

particle.lf The thought, in general, is that of conspiracy, which

is kept secret while it is maturing, but which after a period breaks

out. The night is the time for development ; in the morning it

becomes public. There seems to be no basis for the attempts of

many commentators to connect this language with specific classes

or events
; %%^ the reference is rather to the many conspiracies and

murders following Jeroboam H.****— All night their auger sleeps']

With nn^ii, or DEX, instead of Dnas {v.s.). There seems no neces-

sity for changing the text to read smokes tttt {v.s) instead oi sleeps.

The anger is that of the conspirators against those who are to be

their victims ; this sleeps only in the night.— Iii the morning it

* Dathe, Cal., Ros., Ke., Wu., Or. f Che., We. + Rashi, Cal. $ Ki.

II
Geb. H E\v. ** Pu. ttSim. ++ Bottcher, Schm. ^ Kq. |||| Or.

HH GAS. *** Schorr, (cited by We.), et al. {v.s.). +tt Ru. +J+ Oct

\\\ Sim., Ke. |||||| Hi., Wii., et al. HHH Hi., Ew., Or.

*«»* Ros., Hd., Che., We., Marti, et al. tt+t Sug. by WRS., adopted by Che.
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blazes like a flame of fire.— 7. All of them glowing like an oveni

This is either an unnecessary repetition from v/, or if v.'* (beginning

with ias) * is a gloss {iks^, it resumes in a single line the thought

expressed figuratively in v.*', preparatory to the presentation of the

same thought in literal form. The order of words shows that this

clause is subordinate ; it expresses the occasion of the actions next

described. The entire people are represented as filled with the

passion of conspiracy, and consequently— they devour their rulers']

It will be remembered that the reigns of Zechariah, Shallum, Men-

ahem, Pekahiah were respectively six months, one month, six

years, one year. These were followed by Pekah (six years) and

Hoshea (eight years). In the period of about twenty years six kings

sat on the throne ; cf. 2 K. 15.! The term D'tiSC, commonly ren-

dered fudges, here means rulers, i.e. the nobles, including kings

and princes. It is frequently applied to kings, cf. Is. 40^ Ps. 2^",

— All their kings have falle7i\ A poetic parallel for the preceding

line. Some fell by assassination, others by the hand of a foreign

enemy. This statement could not have been written earlier than

Menahem's time.

—

No one among them callingfor me] A circum-

stantial clause added to give a prophetic touch to the historical

statement which preceded. Notwithstanding the serious situation

(" four regicides within forty years ") none among the people J

(cf. vs.^-^""-^"), rather than the princes, § call on Yahweh for help.

4. dSd] Subj. of circ. cl. joined with prec. — 103] Poet, for 2; cf. 8^2 13';

ic is another form of nc, what ; the usage is a pleonastic one; cf. Arab. \jO

in \S4Ji.— -\Mr] No art., according to K6. 299/, because the accompanying

attribute does not denote a permanent characteristic.— noxD nnyia] On basis

of IHST, the fern. n_ without accent is discussed, GK. 8oi; and D as denot-

ing agent, Ko. 107.— \-iscn] i is subj.— 5. J"d] On prep, after cstr. H. 9,

2 b; Ko. 336 w, and note the om. of |?3 from PDn, where it is syntactically

required; Ko. 330«,— a^sxS] Not Qal ptcp., but Polel, with n omitted.

— 6. -ipa . . . 'Sh-Sd] Emph. pos.; ace. of time.— ^^n^] _, instead of a or a

before n, in the second syl. before the tone; cf. D>-)nri; GK. 2"] q.— 7. dSd]

Subj. introd. circ. cl.— iSjNi] = Impf. frequent., describing the repeated con-

spiracies; Dr. §113 (4), «•— an^D'?D-'?3] Chiastic order. — Nip-pN] The

* So Ru. {V.S.).

t For an account of the seditions and conspiracies which filled this period,

V. WRS. Proph. 151 ff.; Sta. GVI. I. 575-602.

+ Pu., Ke., VVu., Che., We., et al, § Geb., Ros., Ew.
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verse closes as it began with a circ. cl., the two intervening lines being

arranged chiastically.

§ 9. The confusion of the nation. 7^-8^ Israel is losing

herself among the nations, and yet she is blind to the fact.

In her arrogance she is turning away from her God, thus chal-

lenging his punishment. Israel is a silly dove turning hither and

thither, only to be caught in the net
;

7^^-. Destruction awaits

her ; for against me, though ready to redeem her, she has lied.

Instead of sincere worship, her people merely howl for corn and

wine, and cut themselves and rebel. They desire evil; they are

a deceitful bow ; their princes shall perish
;

7^^'^ Assyria is

about to attack them ; they may cry unto me, but it will not avail,

for they have spurned the good ;
8^"^

In this piece we may note : (i) a change of measure, the lines containing,

for the most part, four words instead of three; (2) a remarkable use of

parallelism, the entire piece falling into couplets; (3) an apparent grouping

of these couplets in pairs; (4) a division into three strophes, the first having

three such pairs of couplets, i.e. twelve lines; the second the same; while the

third, which forms the climax to the whole piece, contains one such pair, or

four lines; (5) a more conspicuous effort than has heretofore been noted to

introduce those points which conduce to symmetry. In the arrangement here

proposed the following modifications of the text are adopted : (i) the clause

DrnpS j?DB'3 Di^D's in ^^ is transferred to follow immediately upon v.^". (2) It

is understood that the line now consisting of moN i^jw^i (v.i'''') is incomplete,

two words being lost. (3) The words Djy'? V (7^^) are treated as a gloss.

(4) The two clauses forming the second half of 8', beginning jy, are treated

as a later interpolation.

8. cnyj] © ^i' rots Xaots avrod = rnya. — SSnni Nin] (5 (jwefxlyvvTo;

Syr.-Hex. Nin taSnnD. Oct. S^a^ Nin (so Marti, Now.2); Gardner, S^'Sj r^>7\.—
D*'"\dn] Gr. om. as dittog.— nj>'] (Q iyKpv(plas ; so U sulhiucricius panis ;

E', us iv airobiq. ir€(ra6iJ.evos Apros.— hdioh iSa] S adds iJiiiNslZJ ; so C.

Hence Ru. S-sn pdidh nS3. — 9. & supplies ).l^oi at beginning. — y-\>]

@ €7rw; hence Ru. ^3'.— DJ] "B sed et.— n n|-nt] ® kirivQri<ja.v aiiTi};

E', i]8T] Tvjxdvui'; S OL^ v^naJ ; K Juno::; U ej^tesi sunt in eo. Ru.

V-^pT 3nn; Gr. n nn-ij (so BDB.(?)); Get. 13 n|-;-iT (so Marti, Now.2),

—

10. njyi] ® KoX Tair€ivuer)<TeTar, so ^ and "B; of. 5^— nVi] Get. om. 1.

—

PW Sr3] <S if iracrt roiyrots; so ^ in omnibus his; S om.— 12c. on^D^N]

Ru. ^^D;'^jt; Get. D'2^Dvs(?); Gr. D^ip^Nt (so Now., Get., Hal., et aL). Marti,

Di_DS = DiDXN.— om;)'? ;;cB'd] © iv ry dKofj t^s 0\l\p€(i}s avrCiv, reading onp"^'?
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(Cap., Vol., Now.), or omx':' (Cap.); 5 ^avZejaUflj )SVi 4» «^| = onny'?

(Seb.); S. naprvplas \_avT(hv'\; 2C frinx;;;? ipon Sy = ansj?S )?cu*3 (Sim.,

Seb.) ; 5J and 'A. = i!Sl2C. Ru. annjjx Su-ppa; Gr. amryS ynti' or onnryS;

Hal. n;jS y::u'3 or JJcrjr; Oet. ann Sv ddit (cf. Marti); Gardner, y^v^

DmxS. Midler {SK. 1904, p. 125) Dxn'? 'tt-D.— 11, ixnp] S oZ] = uip

(Seb.).— niw'N] Gr. mirN.— 12. irxa] ^ j^jj; g; -inxa = nc-N3.— on^Sj-]

E', Koiv^ • Sti Kal KOivrj iravres ^^TjfiaprriKacTii'.— 13. cnS Ti'] (5 SeiXaioi elcnv;

S ^oai iNS |£w.l }£w«b.k£; A. vpovour] avrols; E' , iKiropd'riaoi'Tai ; Q. raXai-

TTwpi'a. Gr. DnS i^N.— i3JNi] Ru. om. 1.— 14, DjVo] @ ai /capS/at aurwy, as

subj. of ipn. omitting 2; & ^oi nS gi^kS ,^. — DnnDa'c] S sg. noun;

'A., S, da-e\7wj; Sm. (j'v'f/.i 125), Dnnffrc; Oet. aninsc'p. Read, with Gard-

ner, DrnnaiD.— muni] Read, with (3, KaTerip-vovTO, muni (so also Houtsma,

Seb., Vol., Che., Gr., We,, Gu., Ru., RV. ;«., Now., GAS., BDB., Oct., Marti,

et al.'). "S ruminabant ; & —^.£ws£w^; 'A, TrepLejTrQvTo; I1. ip.r)pvKC}VTo;

E' om. Hal. n7.'ijni.— niDi] & cjjJsoo; (Q joins with foil, verse, iwaiS-

eidr}(jav= np' (Cap., Vol.), or nai (Gr.), or nDv (Wii.); S. i^^KXivav; E',

airi(7Triaav. Ru, IT^JD; Gr. npi (so Hal.) Read, with Houtsma, niD' (so

Now., Oct.). Marti, niDi TnD, using imoi of v.^^— 15. inprn >niDi ijni]

@ /cd7w KaTiffxv<ra, omitting iniDi (so also Ru. and Oet., who also om. i

from before ux) ; 2.^70; 5^ iiralSevov avrovs. Perles (^Analekten, 6o),inipi;

Gr. Dimpi; Hal, irnpN. — onjjnt] Gardner, anx lynr. Ru. om. v.^^ as break-

ing the connection and repeating v.^^ i^ form and thought.— 16. mt:*''] Ru.

•laiiyn; Oet. ie*i3\— Sp nS] (g et'j oW^y = nS Sj; (Vol.); S >c,^ |J '\j;»;

IB ut essent absque jugo ; S. ei's t6 pJri exeiv fi'76v; E', I'm didyacnv duev ^vyou.

New. Si;;" kS; Oort, •iViyi'' «S (so Val., Oct.), or h^yinh nS; Marti, SyaS

(i?f/. 147; Ru., Now.; but cf. Sellin, Bei/rage, 11. 306); Gr, Siyv nVS.

— nrp] Sellin (^fzV;-5§-^, H, 306), nu'n.— nim] ® evTerafi^vop; Z. dveffrpafM-

p-ivov; ¥,', 5LdffTpo(pov.— D>t] ® and Q. aTraidevcrlav = 0""^:: (Gr.); 'A, dirb

i/j.Ppip.riff€U3S ; E', 5ia fiaviap ; 2C nirpyD. Ru. ppj?C. Marti, icj'iD.— DJIU''?]

Oet, ijiU'S, Marti, oniDCtr.— OJy'?] © (pavXicxp-bi avrdv — ^\'hy_ (Gr.)

;

S ^3li^|ja^ — q'^tj? (Ru.); 'A. p-vx^i^pibi', S. S icpO^y^avro ; E', avTr]i>

i^\a(T<prip.ri(Tav ; 2C jinnaj; = omtt^yD (Ru.). Gr. Dri'?y; Oet. oSa^. Oort om,

DJj?S IT as a dittog,— nnsD V"^**^] Ru. nnixru.— Vlli. 1. ibb' ion Sn] ® eZs

k6\wov avTwp ws 7^ = "ifl^JD [n]pin Sn (Vol.), or nosi'D (Gr.); ,S ^fJ\ ,
'^^ =>

Mi^ = IDB'D ^^^, omitting Sn (Seb.). Ru. Sinx^ omitting isitdd as dittog.

of TlTjo; Oort, is;? isnSi, to be joined with the last two words of 7^^

;

Houtsma, idj?d D3n Stjt; Gr. Sip for ':'N,— ns'JD] Gr, sugg. it may be dittog.

from iDtrD; Hal. rts^; Gardner, nfe-ap. Read iro 13 (so We., GAS.),

—

mni pia] Ru. '<ni3. Gr. mini pi^.— Sj?i] Gr. Syci; Now. om. 1* as a later

addition, Marti, foil, a suggestion of Che. (Exp. 1897, P- 364). reads '«:

'1 '2-h'; Ti^ip ann noitr? iU'nn-SN— 2. ippi ] S adds Of^jo.— ^^Nnri] <B1L

and Si om, (so Dathe, Gr., Now., Oct., Marti).— mSvs] (g 6 ^^eds ; S ist
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p. pi. suff.; hence Oet. and Marti dihSn or irn'?N.— Ru. om. v.^ as in part

a repetition of 71'' and in part a dittog.; Marti om. vs.^-- as glosses.— 3. n:i]

(B Sti, k.t.X.; hence Gr. nj! ^d (so Ru., Now.).— lo-ni 2Mn] (@ ^x^phv Kare-

Slw^av (= iDiT' or ifl-n). Ru. an*? ieT> jin, joining first word of v.* with

v.^; Hal. iBi-!> pss'.

8. Ephraim— amo?ig the nations he lets himself be mixed']

On bb'.'zn', v.i.; although somewhat uncertain,* it may be ac-

cepted as a fairly satisfactory reading. The meaning is not

is kneaded,-\ referring to the loss of independent existence in

exile; nor does it refer to the seeking for help from the outside

nations
; J but rather to the acceptance of the foreign fashions

and ideas which came in upon Israel in connection with the

opening up of commercial relations with the outer world. § This

is the third or fourth time in Israel's history when the nation

is brought into intimate relations with the outside world. From
the association with Assyria, much good will come ; for a new

and larger horizon will be secured and important steps forward

will be taken toward higher conceptions of God and of the

world : but with this good, there is coming also much that is

bad, much that can " dissipate and confuse " the weaker of the

nation. " The tides of a lavish commerce scattered abroad the

faculties of the people, and swept back upon their life alien

fashions and tempers, to subdue which there was neither native

strength nor definiteness of national purpose." ||

—

Ephraiin—
he has beco?ne a cake not turned] As a result of mingling with

the foreign nations and accepting their ideas, Israel has become

an unturned cake— the round, flat cake, baked on hot stones ^
(cf. I K. 19*^— a striking figure, which describes the condition

of things at home as growing out of that abroad. The point of

emphasis does not rest on the fate of the unturned cake, which,

of course, is destroyed ; nor on the fact that, such a cake being

half-ruined, Israel, likewise, is half-ruined; ** nor on any specific

reference to their opinions concerning the worship of idols; If

but rather upon that weakness of the national character which

* We. t Ras., Bauer, Or.
||
GAS. I. 271.

J AE., Eich., Mau., Che., Reuss. H Now. Arch. I. in.

\ Ki., Cal, Ros., Hd., Wu., ct al. «* Che. ft AE., Ki,
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was exhibited, in the inconsistencies of which they were guilty,

the lack of thoroughness with which their plans were executed,

the wrong direction pursued by those in charge of the national

policy, and the lack of proportion in national effort. "How

better describe a half-fed people, a half-cultured society, a half-

lived religion, a half-hearted policy, than by a half-baked scone?"*

— 9. Strangers have devoured his strength and he knows it not'\

The strangers are the foreign nations already mentioned. The

reference is a general one, taking in all with whom Israel had

come in contact in these times, viz. the kings of Syria, Hazael, and

Benhadad in the times of Jehoahaz (2 K. 8^- lo'^-' 13') ; Tiglath-

pileser, the king of Assyria, called Pul (2 K. 15'^-''), who exacted

tribute from Menahem, and took away territory from Pekah

(2 K. 15^); and hkewise the Philistines (Is. 9"), and Egypt,

with whom Israel was always warring. For other cases of ns,

strength, used in the sense of property, cf. Pr. 5^" Jb. 6"-. WT vh

(cf. Is. i'^ = he does not understand the meaning of the punish-

ment (2" 5^^); rather than, he does not understand anything,t

i.e. has not come to discretion, or does not know Yahweh. J
—

Yea, gray hairs are sprinkled upon him and he knows it not^

Cf. 7" Is. 46* Ps. 71^ The nation is represented as passing

through the various stages of human life. Israel has lost his

strength; but that is not all, he has reached such an old age,

as is seen from the appearance here and there of gray hairs,

that there is no hope of regaining the strength which has been

lost. The inevitable accompaniment of old age is weakness.

This representation of the state as an individual, called personi-

fication, is one of the most interesting features of Hebrew style

;

cf. the suffering servant of Is. 421-^ 44^^- S^^^SS^^ and the col-

lective "I" of the Psalter.— 10. The pride (or arrogance) of

Israel has witnessed against him'\ See on 5'; cf. Am. 4''".

Yahweh is not the witness, § but their own pride of heart which

blinds them to the sure fate that is rapidly overwhelming them.

The evidence of arrogance has been very clear in the historical

events of the period, especially in their attempt now to secure

* GAS. I. 273 ; so We., Now., et al. \ ST, Theod., Abarb.

t Hi., Pu., Wii., Or. \ Hi., Ke., Che.
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Ass}Tia's favor, and again, that of Egypt.*— Yef they do not return

to Yahweh their God and seek him for all this'] Cf. Is.
g^--^'^-^^

The logical relationship of the verbs in this verse is somewhat

obscure on account of the use of the tenses.| Some treat the

three clauses as coordinate
; % others § make .i:i' the predicate

not only of '' px: but also of the two following clauses, trans-

lating : Then testifies against him the pride of Israel and that

they do not return to Yahioeh, etc.; but this construction is cum-

bersome and unnecessary; for this use of n;i?i, v.i.— 12 c. I will

chastise thetn by the abundance of their afflictions'] This trans-

lation (reading nn'ii:'? r-Cr (^'.-$.)) is one of several attempts {v.s)

to get a tolerable meaning out of the clause. fHSC as their con-

gregation has heard, if accepted, would mean in a general

sense, as has been publicly proclaimed, either through the prophets

(cf Am. 2"*"- 2 K. 17^'^,
II

or if the passage is late, through the

reading of the law (Dt. 27 and 28).^ Of considerable interest

is the interpretation of Rashi, who without noticing the anach-

ronism understands this of Jeremiah (37'' 42^^ 30*) ; that of Hitzig,

who reads : according to what is heard of (^= concerning) their

congregation, i.e. the Assyrian party which (note isb") relied

especially on the foreign power ; and that of Ewald, who inter-

prets : like a prophetic oracle prophesying this very thing an-

nounced to their congregation by a former prophet. But with

(§B(ir most commentators have found this peculiarly difficult,

only F and 'A. supporting it. For the reading proposed, Ps. 16^^

Jb. 14^ 10^^ furnish analogies. This clause is detached from

v.^-^ and placed here because (i) it is superfluous in v.^, the

thought of punishment being there already fully expressed ; more-

over, this prosaic statement is not in keeping with the figurative

language of vs."'^-; (2) it furnishes just the required conclusion

for the thought of v.^*'. — 11. And so Ephraim has become like a

foolish dove without understanding] The dove, celebrated in prov-

erbs** for its simplicity and unsuspicious nature, flies thought-

lessly from one danger, that of the pursuing hawk, to another,

* Cf. especially GAS. I. 337. t GAS., et al.
||
Dathe, Or., Wu.

t Marti om. i" as a gloss.
<J
Ew., We., Now. H Bauer, Pu., Ke., et al.

** Cf. the Arabic proverb, " There is nothing more simple than the dove"; a

similar proverb was current among the Greeks and Romans,
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the fowler's net ; * or heaving in search of food lost its home,
flutters hither and thither without purpose or plan.f Such has

Israel become (cf. Je. 5-1). The words "foolish" and "without
understanding " are here connected with the dove, J not Ephraim. §

Cf the parallel phrase 3^ ippj (Pr. 6^^ ^7 ioi3.2i-)^ ^j^^^ ^j^^ phrase

of opposite meaning ab D2n (Pr. ii^).— T(? Egypt they cry; to

Assyria they go'\ By some these statements are supposed to be
specific allusions to certain historical events, e.g. the former to

2 K. \f, the latter to 2 K. 151=' (cf. 5^^ ^-^ iz^).
||

But it is

better to take it in a more general sense as referring to the

foreign policy, controlled now by the Assyrian party, now by
the Egyptian, — a policy of hesitation and indecision which
marked the entire period of the monarchical supremacy.l—
12. As they go, I zuill spread over them my net^ Cf. Ez. 12^^

17-° 19^ 3 2^^ Jb. 19*'. -irxa = not zvherever** nor the more,-f-f but

as soon as,X\ i.e. as soon as they seek the help of other nations,

whether Egypt §§ or Assyria.
|| ||

The spreading over them of the

net signifies the calamity which is about to fall upon them, viz.

the captivity,— Like birds of the air I will bring them donni]

A poetic parallel for the preceding phrase, expressing destruc-

tion. Yahweh will bring them down, just as birds of the air

are brought down, i.e. by a bait which allures them,^T[ or by

missile weapons.***— 13. Alas for them that they have strayed

from ;/;<?] This wandering away from Yahweh does not refer to

their acceptance of the calves, ftt "or generally to their lack of

obedience (cf. Ps. 2i"<")
; ||

but, while the language may have

been drawn from the figure of the foolish dove wandering away
from its nest \\\ (cf. Is, 16- Pr. 27*), the special sin rebuked is that

of seeking the help of Assyria and Egypt. For other cases of

'IK cf, 9^ Is. 6^ Nu. 21^9 Je. 13-^— Destruction to them, that they

have rebelled agai?ist me /'\ Here a stronger expression is em-
ployed, viz. that of rebellion, apostasy, which means {a) the

* So Hi., Hd., Che., Reuss. f Ew., Or. + Ros., Now. ^ Ke. || Ros.
f Cf. McC. HPAf. J^ 631-633, 650, 652 ff., 677 ff., etc. ; Gu. Gesch. pp. 188, 206 f.,

210, 216, 222, 224, and art. " Israel," EB. ^§ 30, 34, 36; Barnes, art. " Israel, History
oi," DB. II. 512 f.

** Pu, ++ Wii., Che., GAS., Now,
|||| Jen, Ros, *** Hd.

tt Ew. ^ Ras., AE. Ht Wii., Che. ftt Ki.

XXX Hd., Ke., Wu., Che., Or., Now.
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breaking of bonds that have existed, and {b) the claiming of

release from former responsibility. On "it, v.s.— And shall I
redeem them . . .] Cf. 13". The imperfect D~2X has been

treated (i) as expressing desire,* / /ia7'e desired to redeem them,

but, etc.; (2) as a frequentative of past time,! ^ ^^^^"^''^ often re-

deemed them, but, etc.; (3) as conditional,! if I should, etc., they

ivould only, etc. ; but it is simpler to understand the clause as

interrogative, although no interrogative particle is prefixed § {v.i) ;

or as exclamator)^
||
I redeem them when they, etc. ! This ex-

plains the presence of 'r;x in the principal clause, although it

is not especially emphatic. There had been frequent instances

of redemption in the past, but these do not bear upon the

present situation.— When they have spoken lies about me^ i.e.

represent me wrongly, misunderstand me, and think evil of me;

meaning by this not simply that they were acting as hypocrites

in their worship,^ nor that they thought Yahweh unable to help

them (Je. 14^ 44*),** but rather that their entire conception of

him was wrong,— in other words, they did not know Yahweh.

— 14. And they have never cried unto me with their heart~\

Cf. Ps. 119^"; the cry which has gone forth has not been honest

and sincere, i.e. from the heart, or with (§, their hearts have not

cried unto me. Cf. i S. i2*-^'' Is. 29^'^ Ps. 84-.— But they keep

howling beside their altars for corn and new rvine'] i.e. for

material blessings,— the beastlike cry of the animal for food,

etc., and not the true cry of a soul for God. iJHST on their beds

cannot stand, for it must mean that they eat the meal of the

sacrifice, offered to secure these material blessings, while recHning

upon divans, or couches ; and this is hardly supposable. The

emendation adopted {v.s.) is quite simple and natural, and better

than others proposed, e.g. niK'il'Q, kneading-trough {v.s.), which

Nowack rightly characterizes as affording no adequate sense

;

but Nowack is wrong in supposing that bu with "C^ must have

the same meaning as bu with the other words. For an example

of a preposition used in two senses in the same verse cf. 3 in

^" 5^.— They cut themselves, they rebel against me'\ This ren-

* Ras., AE., Ki., Hi., Ke., Wii., Or., Che. \ Geb., Reuss, Now.
tTheod.. Cal., Ros., Hd., Pu. + Eich.

||
We. H Bauer, Ros.

»* Hi., Ke,, Che., et al.

x
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dering of an emended text (mjin% v.s.) represents the people

as engaged in the well-known mourning custom, forbidden in

Dt. 14^ Lv. 19-^ 21^, but kept up even in the latest times (cf.

I K. i82« Je. i6« 41' 4f 48'').* M^ O^^Jn^), in which 1 occurs

instead of the suggested 1, has been translated: (i) ^/ley collect

themselves, i.e. to rebel f or to eat and drink, \ or to buy wheat

and wine offered for sale, § or to make solemn processions to

their idols (cf. Jo. i^^*^- 2^'^*^)
; || (2) are in distress;*^ (3) excite

themselves ; ** (4) howl, roar (cf Je. 30-'').tt The second word
(mo^) also needs emendation, for niD is invariably followed by f)a

;

nnc {v.s.),cL 41" 9" Is. i^, gives the right idea. J+ — 15. Although

itwas Itaho ti-ained and strengthened their arms'] To be taken with

the following clause. The pronoun is emphatic, and the circum-

stantial clause expresses the idea of concession. The usual mean-
ing of "ID'', chasten, punish, %% i.e. strengthened by chastisement,

gives no sense. If ffl^C is retained it must mean trained, or dis-

ciplined,
II II

and be taken with their arms (cf. Ps. 18''* 144'), unless

we read DTiiD', I trained them {v.s.). For the phrase strengthen

their arms, cf. Ez. 30-*- 2^, also Ps. 10^^ 71" i S. 2^^ 2 Ch. 32^

Is. 48" Zc. 1 1".— Yet concerning me they keep thinking (only) evil]

The base ingratitude is pictured with which they treat the very one

who gave them strength to secure their victories. This puts more
strongly the thought already expressed in v.^l That they do think

evil of him is evident from the abandonment of him involved in

going after Egypt and Assyria, for there could be no association

with these nations without some recognition of their deities. Such
recognition was of course inconsistent with a right conception of

Yahweh. There is probably no reference to the calf-worship.1^^— 16. They turn, {but) not upivards] Cf. 11". This is the

accepted rendering of P12[, but is unsatisfactory. For discussion

*So m. On this custom cf. WRS. Setn. 321 f.; We. ResW^, 181; C. J. Ball,

art. "Cuttings of the Flesh," EB. ^^ i, 2; Schwally, Das Leben nach dem Tode,

16 ff.; Frey, Tod, Seeletiglaube utid Seelenkult im alt. Isr., 134 ff.; Griineisen, Der
Ahnenkultus u. die Urreligion Isr., 73; Zapletal, Der Totetnismus u. d. Rel. Isr.,

106-1 12.

t Ras. \ Ki. H S, Bauer, Schm. W Hi.

% AE., Ke.
II
Ros., Hd., Or. ** Ew. ++ Now.

\k So Ras., AE., Geb., Pu.

nil Bauer, Ros., Hi., Ke., Now., Or., Che., Reuss, et al. HIT Ros.
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of by as a substantive, v.i. Some understand bu as used for

nbi: = height, here the highest;* others, as = jv'?y, the high,

exalted one = Go^;-\ others, simply as an adverbial accusative

= upwards ; \ others with (© and S turn the vi^ords around and

read K*? br = '^'^ "^f, to that which is nothing = idols. § The

suggestion of H'sb, to Baal, seems to relieve the difficulty and

is probably to be accepted ; v.s. for other suggestions.— They

have become like a bow which swerves'] Ps. 120-*^. The com-

parison (cf. Ps. 78^') is not to a bow (i) whose string has lost

its elasticity, and consequently the arrow fails to reach its mark,
||

nor (2) one which cannot be used because it is relaxed,^ nor

(3) one whose string breaks without shooting the arrow,** nor

(4) one which strikes and wounds the bowman,ft but rather (5) to

a bow which is expected to shoot in one direction but actually

shoots in another, thus failing to accomplish its end. J J It is

thus with Israel. Cf. the vineyard which was expected to yield

good grapes, but actually yielded wild grapes, Is. 5^'.— Their

princes shall fall by the sword because of the insolence of their

tongues'] For are not the princes {i.e. the leaders) everywhere

represented as being primarily responsible? Upon them espe-

cially will fall the doom which the sword of Assyria §§ will execute.

It is because the Egyptian party has secured the supremacy that

this evil fate is announced. The leaders who have persuaded

their followers to adopt a policy hostile to Yahweh's teachings

and threatenings will now suffer the misery which must surely

follow. But what was the character of their tongue or language,

which has led to this result? Was it its roughness,
i| ||

its decep-

tive tone,^1[ its haughty boasting,*** its pride, depending upon

Egypt as protection,ttt its mockery and scepticism, its inso-

lence as displayed toward Yahweh, n+ its bitterness ?§§§ Why

should we have expected " falseness " ? Only here and Je. 15"

is nrr used of men; elsewhere {e.g. Is. lo''-^ 13^ etc., v.i.)

* Mau., Hes. t Ki., Cal., Hd., Pu.

+ Hi., Ew., Sim., Ke., Wu., Or., Che., Reuss. § Bauer.

II
Ke., Reuss, We. H Ew. ** 2. (v.s.), Ros. tt Jer.. Or.

XI Rashi, Ki., Cal., Geb., Hi., Hd., Sim., Pu., Wu., Now., Che., GAS.

5J Cf. Meinhold's view that Syria is alluded to, not Assyria. ||||
Rashi.

im Ki., Ros., Pu. *** Cal. ttt Hd. J+i Wu., Now., Or., Che. {§§ GAS.
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only of Yahweh ; hence the suggestion of my iottgue {i.e. Yah-

weh's) ; but upon the whole the renderhig insolence satisfies

the context. This insolence of tongues has been exhibited espe-

cially — in the land of Egypt^ Cf. Isaiah's sermons at this same

time against the representatives of the Egyptian party. The

words this their scorn are a gloss* explaining the h DUT {v.s^.

While they are depending upon Egypt, boasting of their strength,

only scorn and derision will Egypt accord them.f For other

treatments of nvoh, v.s. ; but cf. Ewald— that is their scorn with

the land of Egypt. Nothing now may interpose to stay the doom

of a people whose apostasy and treachery are so evident. De-

struction is certain.— VIII. 1. To thy mouth with the trunpet !'\

The text is difficult and perhaps corrupt, both (!i and S grouping

the consonants so as to make words different from those in

I'JflSr {v.s.'). Nothing is to be said for the emendations pro-

posed (z'.-s".) ; nor is the case quite so bad as is thought by

Novvack, who leaves the clause untranslated, "^n = mouth (Pr. 5^^

8" Jb. 31'^"; cf. also Ct. 5^^ 7''').
I It is the sounding of the alarm

uttered to the prophets by Yahweh, for the enemy is now approach-

ing (cf. 5' ^- Am. 5^ '''
Is. 5^*^- 7^'').— For an eagle {comes down^ upofi

the house of Yahweh'] For text, v.s. The Assyrian, cf. Dt. 28^^

(not including Nebuchadnezzar and the Roman armies §), will

come with the swiftness of the eagle (cf. the description of his

march in Is.
5-*^3o^^ This is the explanation of the alarm

; \\
and

not a further command to the prophet to fly like an eagle to

Yahweh's house.^ The attack will be made upon Yahweh's

house, i.e. not the temple in Jerusalem,** nor the temple in

Samaria,tt nor the people of Israel J J (Nu. 12^), but rather the

land of Israel, as also in <^^ (cf. 9^). §§ Here is to be compared

the Assyrian name for Palestine, bit Humri,
|| |1

and for a king-

dom in North Syria, bit Adini.— Because they have tra?isgressed

my covenant ( = ordinance) and trespassed against my law"]

Clearly a later addition.!^ For this use of nnn, cf. 2 K. 11*

* Oort {v.s.) ; Marti om. 16 5 as a gloss.

t Cal., Ros., Hd., Sim., Pu., Ke., Wii., Now., Or. + K-i., Hd., GAS., BDB.

§ Jer., Pu.
II
Ros., Hd., Ew., ef al. IT AE. ; cf. Hi. ** Jer., Theod.

ft Ew. ++ Cal., Bauer, Hd., Ke., Wii., Or. \\ Hi., Now., Clie.

nil Cf. KA r.3 247. HH Cf. Now., Oort {y.s.).
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Je. 11^ 34^^'^^ Ps. 105^°;* but these ordinances (consider the

Book of the Covenant or Ordinances) are based upon the con-

stitutional agreement which was understood to have been entered

into between Israel and Yahvveh at Sinai {v.i.). 'nmn here (cf.

also 4") refers to a written law which was " more ethical and

religious than ceremonial." f — 2. To me they tvill {then) cty,

My God, we know thee, we Israel'\ To me is in strong contrast

with those to whom they have turned in the past. This will

take place when the disaster is upon them, cf. 5^^ 6^^-. The

cry will be one claiming relationship with and intimate knowledge

of Yahweh, which is urged as a ground for deliverance. Just

so Yahweh is represented as recognizing Israel in Is. 43^ The

utterance is intentionally broken and rough. The singular my

God, used of each individual \ (cf. Is. s"^ i S. 5^"), passes abruptly

into the plural, the nation as a whole. It is interesting that (©

and S omit Israel {v.s.'), which is in apposition with the zoe of

the preceding verb. § This is simply a prediction of the coming

time when Israel will view the situation in a different manner

from that employed at present. It is not a question of astonish-

ment,
II
nor is the language ironical,^ or potential.** Cf. Well-

hausen's suggested translation :
'' to me, they cry :

* My God
'

;

but I know thee, O Israel."— 3. For Israel hath spurtied the

good'] Yahweh's thought— hardly an answer, as most com-

mentators take it. " The good " thus rejected with loathing {v.i.)

includes everything for which Yahweh has stood— as opposed

to the turning to Assyria and Egypt— as well as Yahweh him-

self; ft cf. Am. 5'*-®". Seek me = seek the good. 31D without

the article is especially strong. ''3 found in (J9 is to be restored.

The whole case has been stated ; again goes forth the proc-

lamation : let the foe pursue him'] On the form, v.i.

8. onoN] Emph. pos.; to drop the second one (i'.j.) leaves the construc-

tion with r\yr^ awkward.— SSian^] Cf. Ar. Jo, moisten ; Assyr. balSlu =
pour out; Syr. '^'^^ (in derivatives) mix. This is only occurrence of

Hithpo.; Qal. = viix, is used of confusion of speech in Gn. il^-^ (J), but

* See Che. t Now.; cf. Or. on 812. % Hi., Hd., Ke., Wu., McC, Now., Che.

§ Geb., Ros., Hi., Ew., Hd., Pu., Ke., Che., Now., et al.
||
Ew. H Hi.

** Hd. tt So Jer., AE., Ki.
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chiefly of the mixing of flour with oil in sacrifices, e.g. Nu. 7^^ Lv. 2^; it is

distinctly characteristic of P. This verb is used intentionally in view of the

figure of the cake in the next clause. The derivation from S'?3 = n'?a waste

away (so Ew., BSZ.) is unnecessary and without support, and renders the

significance of D^'Dya obscure, while no sufficient reason for the use of Hithpo.

appears (Now.).— ''73] Here with a ptcp., more frequently with nouns; cf.

2 S. I'^i Ps. 19^. Note the perfect symmetry of the two Imes and the recur-

rence of _ in 86 (four times).— 9. Nini] Introducing a circ. cl. with vb. in

pf.— 'ipi!] This is the only case where this vb. is used intransitively (Ki.,

Hi., Sim., Ke., Wil., Now.) ; cf. Ex. 246 29I'' -0_ j^s regular meaning is to

throw, scatter copiously (cf. Assyr. zaraku), and it is most commonly used of

the dashing of the sacrificial blood against the altar, e.g. Lv. 7-. Perhaps here

used in a middle sense; cf. y'^r\, 5^ (Or.).— 10. nxr '?oj] On concessive force

of 2, cf. K6. 394?; BDB. 90*^.— 11. aS pN] Circ. cl.
—

-nii'N , . . Dnsc] Emph.
pos.; Nip = callfor help is more often construed with a prep, than with ace. as

here. iis'N = ace. of end of motion; on omission of n_ directive, cf. Ko. 330^.

— iN^p] Recession of tone and retention of vowel are due apparently to a desire

to secure the same rhythm in 'p 'XD as in 'Sn 'ti'N. This artistic effort reminds

us of some of Isaiah's uses of paronomasia; cf. Is. 3i8f-22f._— 12. qi^d^n] For

other examples of retention of the initial 1 in Hiph. of ^d verbs, cf. cj^d-'O

( = D-'j^'Cc) I Ch. 12'"; nc'^:, Pr. a^^; ic^n, Ps. 58; but the unusual form

and the fact that this is the only instance of the Hiph. of this vb. make it

probable that this is an error for DnD\v; cf. Bo. 437/; GK. 24 yj 'job; Ko.

II. i., p. 356 d) ; Ew.^ 131 <r.— am>'S yc^o] yrc" is regularly followed by a gen.,

which may be either attributive (Ex. 23^), subjective or objective; in the

latter case it = report concerning. The construction here with a following

prep, is duplicated only in Is. 23^ = oiisdS ^^av -ib'n:-, where the translation

when the report reaches Egypt is required by the context (Gr. and Marti, how-

ever, declare the construction in Isaiah ungrammatical and emend to JfrtJ';).

But according to a report to their congregatioti furnishes no sense here; and

it seems necessary to regard the text as corrupt.— 13. ir . . . 'In] iin ex-

presses denunciation here rather than grief, as appears from the parallel "W.

This is the only instance of -\Z' used as a denunciatory particle; a closely re-

lated usage appears in Je. 20®.— idjni] Emph. = and will I, the contrast

being both with the previous and the following clauses; for the interrog.

without particle, cf. GK. 150 a; on use of impf., cf. GK. 107 n.— n;:ni] Introd.

circ. clause with concessive force = though they, or while they.— 14. iS-'';'';^]

Other cases of this formation in this same vb. are Is. I5'-'- 16^ Je. 48^^ and

Is. 65I*
( = i'^'''7"'n) ; cf. 3^1?;;, Jb. 2421, For explanation, cf. GK. 'jod;

Ko. I. i., p. 421.— amasa'D Sji] The various emendations proposed {y.s.') are

due to a feeling: (i) that S>' should have same force here as with jjt and

»'n^n; (2) that iS''S>' and 'JP'' both refer to sacrificial customs; cf. i K. 18'^^.

— mupi] Has been connected with : (i) "wx = to sojourn z.xv<\ x&x^^t.x&A they

assemble themselves (so AE., Ki., Thes., Wii., AV., RV.)
; (2) lU = to quarrel,

and rendered, they excite themselves (so Ew.), but, (i) is inappropriate here
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and (2) always implies a stirring up of strife or war; moreover, Hithpo. of

"\1J is otherwise not found. (S's reading, which involves the slight change from

1 to I, is entirely satisfactory to the context.— niD^] td, turn aside, depart,

is never construed with a; hence it seems necessary to point n^D'' from -ciD

= rebel, though impf. of niD does not elsewhere occur. Note the parallel

phrase in v.i^, <j ly^r-s >o.— 15. ijxi] Emph.; note exactly parallel const.

Am. 2^; cf. v.13 of this chap.— iSni] For other instances of 3rn, followed

by Sn = Si-, cf. Je. 4920 50*5. — 16. hy n"'] Cf. "r;- Sn, i i^; Sy didh, 2 S, 23I; and

the reverse idea, nVyn*? njD, Is. 8'^^. If fSUE- be correct, hy is here a subst.

used adverbially, and an adversative particle = but must be supplied; at best

the construction is exceedingly irregular. In both cases hy has _ because

of strong accent.— n] Only here and Ps. 1321^, where it has relative force;

but in Mishnah it is the regular fem. of nr; cf. ni, 2 K. 6^^, etc., and it, Ps. 62^'^,

etc.; cf. GK. 34 b, Ko. 44. According to Ki., Ros., and Now., n =: ps?;

while Ew. (fol. by Ke.) makes it = n; by a dialectical difference in the method
of pronunciation; cf. Ew.^ 183a.— aJjjS] Suffix in view of 'n3 I'l'S^ must be

taken as an objective gen. = scorn over them.— VIII. 1. ion ':'n] For similar

abrupt utterances see 5^ Ju.
5I* Is. 8-'^ Ex. 27^^ Pr. 2Cr^; cf. K6. 355 /, m.

in is derived from ijn (of unknown meaning) as appears from Syriac ]
"^

1

Arab. viLLsk. It regularly denotes palate, gums, etc., always referring to the

interior of the mouth, never to the lips.— i^jd] The itr'j is probably to be

identified with the griffon-vulture, eagles being rare in Palestine; cf. Now.
Arch. I. 84; Tristram, NHB. I-J2H.; Dr. on Dt. 14^'^. This vulture was an

eater of carrion (Jb. 3980 Pr. 301'^) and was often mentioned in Assyrian in-

scriptions (nasru). For other references to its swiftness, 2 S. i-^ Je. 49^^.

— 2. 1JI ^n^N] The sg. suff. is strange in view of foil. pi. vb.; %nSK occurs also in

2^6 (a late passage), g^- 1''. Other suff. with D^r^hn are i_, 4^ 9I I27- 10 13* 142;

v_, 98; ri_, 14I; nri_, i"! 35 4I2 54 yW^ The use of suff. with the divine

name is much more frequent than in Amos, where it occurs only in 2^ (on_);
4I2 8^* and g^^ (I-); 5^® (^?-)> at least two of these passages being late.

—

3. ii3"i-i'] On unusual form of suff. cf. GK. 60 a'. It is jussive, not indie, and

this is thought to account for the ^(Now.).— nin'> rr'a] Cf. o?/cos Oeov, i Tim.

315 Heb. 3« (cf. 32) Zc. 9^.

§ 10. Israel's kings and idols displeasing and destructive.

8^".— Israel's kings are of no divine appointment; and the calf

set up at Samaria will be utterly destroyed, 8*"^. The storm of

destruction will overwhelm the entire nation ; the fact is, Israel is

already being swallowed up among the nations, 8^'^". Israel's zeal

in worship is only zeal in sinning, no regard being paid to the

divine admonitions. Yahweh, instead of granting acceptance of

his sacrifices, will bring visitation and exile, 8""^^.
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This piece has been greatly modified by insertions. These are as follows

:

i) m^i lyo'? (v.*); 2) ]vp: iSov n'7 "tid ny (v.^); 3) n yon pN iSo3 (v.**);

4) the whole of v.i'* (z'.e.)
; 5) the whole of v.^* (z/./.). The following trans-

position is necessary: D2 '•flwS nin (v.*) to follow aosy (v.''), ncs (v.") being

treated as going with what precedes. With these modifications of the text,

the piece falls simply and naturally into three strophes of eight lines each,

each strophe in turn including two halves of four lines each. The measure is

a mixture of tetrameter and trimeter.

4. n^ti'n] Hal. iiu;n.— iny-i'] (5 iyvdipLcrdv fioi.— m'y] Read "11B7.

—

m3i] Read pi. with ^SFSTIL, viz. •in-i3\ Ru. <d^d^.— 5, iSjy rat] (S dird-

rpixf/ai Tbv fib^xov <rov = inji (Vol.; so also Hal.), or njT (Stek., Gr.), or njt

(Ko. SHi. 241). Complut. and codd. 22, 36, 42 = aTr6ppi.\pov; cod. 86,

airbppope; 5 oi-^ = inpr (Seb.) ; 'A., aTrwdrjaai' /x6crxoi/s (tov ; 1,., dire^X-qdr)

. . .; 9., dirbppopai; E', d7ro/3X7jr6s <rov iarlv 6 /x6irxos; "S projectus est vilulus

/tiics ; 2[ n'-'Jsj nna 'ij?tO; IL cotiiri, etc. Read, with Oort, njTN (^7'kT. and

^;«.; so We., Val., Now.). W'kl. (^Untersuch. 182), "'nmr (so Marti).

BSZ. nw.— 'fix] Umb. i2N (so Wii.).— ca] Oort {ThT. and £/«.), 13.—

iSor] Hal. i'?3in. One cod. of de R. Sdii (so also Oort, ThT. and Em.).

— p^ij] @ Ka6api(7di}vai ; 'A., d^ffjw^ijvat ; 2., Kadapdijvai ; U einiindari

;

^ ] ^iVwV Wkl. (^Untersuch. 182), DDjrpj, using n ''D from beginning of v.^.

Gardner, ^'3, the j of 'pj being a dittog. of prec. 1, and the p an error for a.

Oort, Nip: or rmp^n, inf. Niph. of Nip.— 6. Snic'D "io] @ ^v t<^ 'Itrpai^X,

joining with v.^ ; IL in Istrahel. Gr. iS>lN 1D1C. Oort om. ''D and joins "s^a

to v.^. Meinhold, li'-'N T'a •'D. Hal. 'tr'' no, joining to v.^. Ru. reconstructs

•ini;'5; lEhn r^niSjJD ^n, to follow ]nDtt' (v.^), the words 'ui t\-\t\ being misplaced.

— Nini] Om. 1 with ^ (so also Scholz, We., Gr., Gu., Now., Oet., Gardner,

Marti). — Nin QinVx nSi] Another reading, Nin ti'^n n*? d^dSni.— DOair ^3]

(5 5i6Tt TrXai'tDz' = al^c' or api'.l' (Vol.); S., d/caTcio-TaTos ; E', pe/i^eOuv

;

^ /« aranearum telas ; S 1—a-fcik.Jw^ = DOnt' (Seb.); cod. 86, irapairXtja-lus

T<? TTjs apdxvrjs IcttQ. Read, with Oort and Now., D'>33t:'3. Gr. n''D0a'3,

spider-webs. Ru. U'^arv ''lip?, or D^3--i7 (cf. Ju. 12^). St. Dnau' '3.

—

jncr Sj>'] (g and ^ = 'a' tSjy, as in v.^. W^kl. om. as gloss ; Ru. om. as

repetition. — 7. lyi?"'] Ru. lyir.— nnciDi] © Ka2 17 KaTaaTpo(pT] avrQv =
ar\Q^D\ Araniaicism (Vol.) ; S., Kal ffv(T<TeL<Tp.bv ; 9., koI Karaiylba. Gardner,

nPOiDi = and its end.— i"'ip'] (5 eKd^^erai avrd = iX3p> (Vol.).— . . . ncp

n?Dp n,:';.''] (§ 8pdyp,a ovk €X<"' lO'X^^ '''^^ TrotrjaaL &\evpov ; 2., trraxi/es

dKapiroi, fi7] TTOLOvvres AXevpov.— iS] Read, with We., nS (so Marti). Oort

(T/iT. and ^»2.), onV. Gr. id^.— na'>"' -3] Marti, nt'y-3. — 8. vn] Oet.

and Marti, n^n. Ru. ^•^^7\ (cf. Je. 22^8).— 13 ^en px] © dxRVO^Tov ; TB im-

mundwn. — 9. iSjJ nnn] Ru. -iSpn Djn.— iitpx] Oort {Em.), mitt'N.— nisj

1*? T113] (@ dvidoKev Kaff iavrbv; S., /caZ oy/c dviOoKev iv i/j,ol; cod. 86, ws

Svaypoi p.ovd^(j3v Ka& iavrbv diaiTdi/xevo^. Gr. n^J 'fl (cf. Is. 14^^). Marti

transfers this phrase to follow '^T'i j;S3J (v.^), and reads 'Ui ansN— anex]
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(S, 'A., S., and 9. join with preceding context. We. nnxn (so Val., Oct.,

Now.'-^, Marti). Oort {Em.), 0:^X3^1, for 'n iS.— a^^nx i:nn] @ Swpa

^dirTfffav = lanN D^JjnN (Vol.); U munera dederunt amatoribus suis

;

& Vq-»»9 ]£wC(JiQiiO = canM TJHN (Seb.). Gr. lans poN (cf. 91). We. ijn> (so

Val., Oct., Marti). Ru. aiiJ3 unm. Oort (-£/«.), oohn ijpj.— 10. >3 aj] (S 5ta

toOto; cod. 86, dXXd /cat Srav.— ijr^] @ irapadodriffovTaL, and S ^ Vi >A * 1

(= un^). — ^ny] S om.— asj|iN] Oet. axips (so Meinhold) or a>;£3jN. Ru.

axap'', with the subject nny, which is to be taken as the name of some Assyr.

people.— i'?n''i] Read, with (§, Kal KoirdcrovcrLv, I'r'ini (so also We., Or., Ru.,

Now., Oort {Em.); cf. GAS.). 'A., /cat XiTavevaovaiv ; S., /cat n.evov(Tiv

;

0., KoX diaXei^ova-i. ; F 1?^ quiescent ; S ^.tt^l/Mo = imn (Seb.); ST }iC3n\

Gr. ixSii or iSin^ (so Val., Oct., Marti). Oet. inir^i or iSinM. Hal. 'hrp).

Ru. inji(?). Gu. iSnM.— oyc] Ru. ay^, oy being the name of some Assyrian

province.— Nirnn] Read, with (5 and 0., rov XP^^'-") nrpn (so Oort {T/iT.

and Em.), Kue. (Einl.), Che., Gr., Val., Ru., Loft., GAS., Hal., Marti).

'A., dirb dpnaros; 1,., dirb (ftd^ov.— iSd] S^T and S., pi.; (5<SF2C, 'A., Arab.,

and many codd. of Kennicott and de R. join to following word by i (so also

Oort {ThT. and Em.), We., Gr., Ru., GAS., Now., Hal.).— aunts'] Linder

{SK. XXXIII. (i860), 746), anr.— 11. NonS] @ joins with foil, clause, et's

dfiaprias. Omit with We. (so Now., Oct., Marti). Or. NgnS (so Oet.; cf. Gu.,

Now.); Oort {ThT. and Em.), Ntan"^.— mnatD] Hal. niaiip.— NMnS/ (5 om.

(so also Gu.), and adds -rtya-n-qiiiva from v.i^ (Vol.); S., eh afxaprlav; F in
p 7 f 9

delictum ; S> )-C9 lat-JuM^i* = Snj xtDnS, or an 'S (Seb.). Oort and Ru. om. last

two words of this verse as a repetition.— 12. iS"ainDN] S> adds "and" (so

also Gr.). Zeydner {ThSt. VI. 249), a-n^N.— imn •'aij (g TrXridos /cat rd ri/it^d

U.OV (= irnini 3"\) ; 'A., irXrjdwofjiipovs v6fj.ovs; S., irXrjdr} vbfUiiv fiov ; U miilti-

//tVf^ /^^« w^a^/ S ^.^oiaJ? ll-s^oJS. Gr. (C^^-r/^. II. i. 469; so Oort, ThT.

and£w.),''min n.3i. Hi. \niin a^ (so We.,Val., Sm. (i^-?*?. 283 f.), Gu.,Loft.,

Marti). Zeydner ( ThSt. VI. 249), ^niini_ a\ Oet. iniin n'^a-i.— ina] Ru.

,^CN3.— ia-;'nj] S -^-'-^'^ ,—iJl « n 4 ». = arn with obj. (Seb.).— 13. 'na;

onan] @ evaiaarripia to. riyaTTTj/xdva = Drains B^na? (Vol.), joined to v.i2;

2., ^uo-fas ^TraXXijXoi/s ; 0., dvalas /ieTa(popC)v; 'A., ^vcr/as 4>^p€ (f>^pe; "B ho-

stias afferent; S ]aL=l^S ^-mS?. Oort and Ru. om. Marti, -lanx na.i;;

Sim. 'n inai.— inaf] Si, 'A., and 0. join to prec. context; (5 5t6Tt kdv di(TU(Tip

Ovfflav. Oort {Em.) inat\ Marti, inajM.— iSas^i nra] © /cai (jxiywffip Kpia.

Oort (£;«.), -a I'^axM.. Oort and Ru. 'a iSan^i nar. Oet. iSps-' irai.— ipDM]

We. om. 1. Oort ipDi (cf. ©).— law ansa] @ adds (so also Gu.) koX iv

'Affffvplois AKddapra <t>dyovTai. Ilal. transposes 'ir> 'D n::n to end of v.^.

—

14. P1S^^^] (5 TeM^;/^;. Besredka {A'ev. etudes Juives, 1893), na^Sn.

—

n^njDiN] @ Td Bip-iXia. avrCiv (so IL). Ru. vnjpnx (so Oort (£w.), Marti).

Gr. pipjmK. Oort treats v." as inserted later from Amos (so Scholz, We.,

Ru., GAS., Now., Marti; cf. Seesemann).
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4. Since they have made kings, but notfrom 7ne~\ This is not a

reference to (i) a contemporary king, e.g. Menahem (cf. 7^^) ;
*

nor to (2) the godless way of choosing kings referred to in 7^- ^' ^
; t

nor to (3) the fact of frequent choosing and deposition of kings

in the time of the prophet (cf. f-''
8^° 2 K. 15)4 The prophet

has in mind rather the circumstances under which the kingdom

was divided, the establishment of Jeroboam I., and the history

in detail, which followed these events. § He clearly condemns

the schism, although this had come about in part as the result

of prophetic work (i K. n^^-^i -12^^-^). This contradiction is

one which is to be expected as between prophets of a higher

and lower rank, and between those of an earlier and later period.

"A prophet could only declare the will of God with regard to

the particular case laid before him."
||

The contradiction is

not reconciled by the statement that while Jeroboam was God's

choice the people did not consult him (God) at the time, or

that Jeroboam, after being told God's purpose, took wrong means

to accomplish it.^ The two accounts proceed from different

points of view. In one, the schism is a punishment upon Reho-

boam and his followers ; in the other, it is the source of the evils

in existence in the prophetic times.— {And) since they have jnade

princes, but Iknew {theni) noi'\ This is only the poetical repetition

of the idea contained in the former line, referring perhaps to the

subordinate officers of the royal administration ;
** cf. 3'* 7^ 8^" 13^".

To knoiv is to recognize, i.e. to approve, regard as one's own, cf.

Jb. 9^^ 34* Ps. i^ Others, without sufficient ground, treat iTtrn

as = ITDM, and they ronove them If {v.i^.— With their silver and
gold made by them into idols'] Here for the first time a prophet

speaks against making images of Yahweh, and while the calves of

Jeroboam are included (some limit the reference to these ||), the

wider reference is to Israel's religious history. §§ The prophet

desires to place together two facts in Israel's history, and to show

that they are correlated. These are the kings established by men,

and the gods manufactured by men ; as with one, so with the

* Hi. t Ros. % Bauer, Wu., We., Marti.

$ AE., Ki., Ew., Hd., Sim., Pu., Ke., Che., Reu., Now. || Che. ; cf. Reu., Now.
H Ki., Cal., Pu. tt Ras., AE. \^ Sim., We.
** Hi., Sim. ++ Now.
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other.*— That they niay be cut off'\ For text v.s. The subject is

either the silver and gold, or the idols,^ but not the people. J If

fft^E is retained, the verb is collective. Destruction was, to be

sure, the result of their idolatry ; but since Israel " knew or could

have known " the result, to engage in idolatry was to purpose de-

struction. Purpose and result are not always clearly to be distin-

guished. § This clause breaks the continuity of thought, anticipates

the idea that is to follow, makes an incomplete line, and spoils the

symmetry of the strophic division ; it is better to regard it as a

gloss.— Mi?ie anger is kindled against them'] This clause, trans-

ferred from ^'', fits better in this place, furnishes the principal

idea, and prepares the way for the more specific statement with

which v.- begins. Its removal from between ^^ and ^* assists

greatly in improving the thought of vs.'^
°'"''

^
||

(v.i.) ; cf. Nu. ii^

2 K. 23-^ Is. 5-^— 5. I loathe thy calf, O Samaria'] This render-

ing (based upon the emendation of roiK for ni) accords with the

clause which precedes {mine anger, etc.), and comes appropriately

into close connection with the first part of v.^ (cf. 10^'). Other

renderings based on slight modifications of text {v.s^ are : (i) he

loathes thy calf, etc. ;\ (2) he has rejected thy calf ;** (3) thy calf

has rejected thee
; ft (4) thy calf is loathsome

; J J (5) my anger

has rejected thy calf §§ "Calf" is diminutive and sarcastic for

bull ; these representations of Yahvveh were placed in Dan and

Bethel, perhaps also in Samaria and Gilgal ; but it is possible that

Samaria is here a district; cf. 7^ 8^ 10^^ 13^^. On ^* v.s.— How
long will they be incapable ofpunishment ?] This gloss is an expres-

sion of the feeling of some later reader,
|| ||

being entirely paren-

thetical in its tone; cf. Je. 13^. The thought is not clear. Is it

interrogation^^ or exclamation?*** Is it incapacity for inno-

cency, i.e. inability to clear themselves of guilt,ttt or freedom from

punishment JJJ which is despaired of? Although the former mean-

* V. GAS. I. 277.

t Ki., Hi., Ew., Ke., Wu., Che., Reu., Now., Marti.

t Ros., Sim., Pu., Or.
||
Cf. Datlie, Bauer, Ru. ** Hi., Umb.. RV.

J Ros., Hd., Sim., Pu., Or., Now. H GAS. ; cf. Ew. tt AV., Stuck.

tt Ma., Dathe, Hd.. Wu., Sim., Ke., Or., Che.; K6. Stil. 241. ^^ Mau.

III!
So Marti, who om. also "<»; but i". Now. 2.

HH Ros., Hd., Or., Che., GAS., et al. *** Sim., We., Now.

ttt Ros., Sim., Or., Che., GAS., et al. +++ Hi., We., Now., BSZ., BDB.
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ing for 93 is found in Gn. 20^ Ps, 26^ 73", the context which de-

scribes the anger and loathing of Yahweh favors the latter, and this

is supported by Je. 25^ (cf. Ex. 21'*). The presence of ''B? in so

many cases favors the former view. It is unnecessary to read ye

for //ley (v.s.). For other unapproved suggestions, v.s.— 6. J^or out

of Israel is it~\ This clause states the ground for Yahweh's loathing

of the calf, and, with ^^ transferred and '"" treated as a gloss, joins

itself directly to the principal clause. The images of Yahweh have

never been sanctioned by him. The fact that these images are of

entirely human origin furnishes the basis for Yahweh's scorn (cf.

13' Is. 37^^ 40^''--'" 41")- The 1 of Sini seems to be superfluous.

If retained, it would be read is this also, referring to the kings,

who, like the idols, were without divine approval. This calf is

something which has its origin in Israel. The phrase in contrast

with Israel is not " other nations," as if the prophet was meeting

the plea that this custom was of foreign origin.* The next clause

finishes and amplifies the thought.— A smith made it and it is not

God~\ Cf. 13"; it has no real existence. The people addressed

have evidently come to believe that the image and God are

identical. The prophet assures them that it is from Israel and is

not God.f— Like splinters Samaria's calf shall become'] Utter

destruction awaits this emblem of and substitute for deity. This

reads 3 for "'S {v.s.), and makes the clause a part of the general

sentence beginning with this verse. On D'iStr v.i.

4. on] Not emph., but introducing the circ. cl., GK. 142 a, b. It is possible

to omit it as a dittograph, in which case the first two vbs. would be coordinate

with Vii';"; but v.i.— n''::'n] Cf. nion, Dn. ii^i; so here one cod. of Kenn.

and two of de R.; cf. also Dn. 9^1. For the form, cf. GK. t"] v; cf. Ru.'s

reading (7^5.).— 'IJI dddd] The subj. of the pass. Mr;', which in the act. would

take double obj., Ko. 327 w. This makes a third consec. circ. cl.— vi'>,"] To

be read Mt;';' pass, ptcp., followed by the S of agent (GK. 121/) although '''

might also mean here for.— ]>'c'''] Here points to an end inevitably involved

in the action described by the principal vb., but none the less deplorable; cf.

K6. 396 e.— 5. njTN] Cf. (5 imv. It is not to be connected with njT = to stink

(cf. Is. 19''), but with n:? = to loathe, reject (cf. v.^ Ps. 43^) ; cf. Assyr. zinQ =
to be angry (BDB.) — iSor] Not Hoph., but an old Qal pass.; cf. K6. I. i.

p. 407; GK. 69 r.— 6. Kim] If 1 is retained, it is strengthening and =
a/50, K6. 375^.— tt>-\n] Emph. pos.— aiD3t:'] This has been: (i) connected

* So Jer., Cal., Hd. t Sim.
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with the Arab. v_>^, to kindle, burn (cf. Schultens on Jb. i8°), i.e. the

splinter with which one kindles a fire; also with Arab. Sebibah = slice, little

piece (Ew.) ; (2) corrected to a^iau- (cf. Is. i-* 301-') (St.) ; (3) derived from

the Aram, lit = break ; cf. N3tt' fragtne7it {Thes. ; K6. II. i. p. 71; Now.),

and ,„>**«, to cut. V. No. Mand. Grata. 140; Hoffm. ZAIV. III. 121;

We. in loc.— "s '?J>] Cf. K6. Hauptprobleme, 53 ff.

7. ^(?r //iify sow 7vind and they reap w/iirhvi7id~\ A further

statement and explanation of the coming destruction. Wind rep-

resents the nothingness, the utter failure, of their present policy

;

but the outcome is still more serious, viz. 7vhirlwind, that which

is itself destructive; cf. 10". — A seed which has no stalky "h is

difficult (?;.j-.). According to ^^, it has no stalk, the pronoun

refers to Israel, but in that case 'Mth would be expected. If taken

as suggested,* rh would be expected instead of h, for nap is L-

feminine. The fact of the symmetry gained by this reading is,

however, convincing.— Which yields no grain'] i.e. is utterly

worthless.— If perchance it were to yield, strangers would devour

//] All that Israel might hope to gain will pass over into the hands

of the enemy.f The figure continues through to the end, J and does

not go over in the latter half to a description of actual events. § —
8. Israel is swallowed up] The nation is, as a matter of fact,

practically ruined. The prophet is speaking of the present, not

the future,
||
as appears from the tense (cf. inub^' v."), and from

the following parallel phrase rn nni?.^ It does not mean that the

nation as well as the fruit shall be swallowed, for ubsj is not a

prophetic perfect.**— Already are they among the nations] This

is the simple prose interpretation of the figures which have been

used (cf. 7*). The process of scattering, i.e. the loss of indepen-

dence, has begun, though they do not appreciate it. With this

clause there has been associated the gloss, like a vessel in 7vhich

is no pleasure] This, however, is entirely foreign to the thought of

the context. It is a not uncommon simile, denoting something

unserviceable and worthless; cf. Je. 22-** 48'^.— 9. For they have

gone up to Assyria] This fact is cited, not as a punishment to

* We. t Marti, without good reason, om. this sentence as a gloss.

X Ros., Mau., Ew., Sim., Ciie., We., Now. \ Marck, Hi., Umb.

II
So Hi. H Now. ** Marck.
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be inflicted upon them, viz. the exile, but as an act of faithlessness

and guilt. This statement presents still more literally and specifi-

cally the exact situation. Note (i) Israel is swallowed up;

(2) (the more prosaic form of the same thought) they are already

among the nations; and now (3) (the very specific expression)

they have gone up to Assyria. The going up to Assyria was for

assistance and marked dependence upon a foreign power.

—

A tvild ass faking his way by himself^ This is not Assyria,* but

Israel
; f fo'" (i) it is to Israel that the application of the figure is

appropriate, viz. wilfulness; (2) there is a pun on the words

Kia and DnSK. The wild ass usually moves in droves, \ but this

representation of solitariness marks Israel's case as all the more

peculiar. Perhaps this clause should go with the following, § but

it is more natural
||

to take i<"is as figurative of wilfulness than

as denoting love of independence (cf Gn. 16^- Jb. 39^"), as the

connection with the following would involve.— Ephraim gives

love-gifts'^ These are the gifts by means of which Israel sought

connection with Egypt and Assyria. Wellhausen's suggestion

to substitute " Egypt " for " Ephraim," rendering, to Egypt they

give love-gifts, is strongly supported by Jth6' parallelism ; cf. (§.—
10. Also if they give thejtiselves amojtg the nations, I must now

gather them in'\ This verse is a later addition.^ This is at once

apparent if D22pX is taken as a promise to gather them after they

have been scattered among the nations in exile; but it is clear

also upon the other interpretation. As Simson has pointed out, no

single word of this entire verse is of certain meaning. In ^"^ the

thought turns on the interpretation of D^rpx ; the suffix refers to

Israel,** not to the nations.ft The verbal idea is not a promise, \ \

but a threat. §§ If the nations were to have been gathered against

Israel, something indicating this would have been inserted. It is

Israel that is to be gathered in, i.e. brought back home, put under

restraint, imprisoned, deprived of judgment, taken into exile ; cf.

* Dathe, Bauer, Eich., Schro. \ Sim., et al.

t Ma., Ros., Hi., Sim., Or.
||
So Now.

\ See art. " Ass," EB. H Marti om. W" as a gloss.

** AE., Cal, Ew., Wii., Che., We., Now., et al.

tt Ki., Os., Mau., Hi., Or., et al. JJ Umb., Hd., et al.

\\ Stuck, Wii., Che., We., Now., et al.
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jMf. ^3T. gis g3_ 'pj^jg entering into relationship with outside nations

must cease. " The time has come for me to check their misplaced

activity." "2 DJ means therefore even if (cf. 9^'' Is. i^^ Ps. 23'*) rather

than yea though.* un" is treated, of course, like the unn of the pre-

ceding verse.— And they must ceasefor a luhilefrom the anointing

ofkings andpri?ices'] Here the uncertainty turns first upon the treat-

ment of ibn'l. Three principal suggestions may be considered ac-

cording as the word is taken from : (i) bbT^, to begin, i.e. they begin

to be diminished! (tsria = inf.), or to become less (tsria = adv.) %

on account of the burden, etc.
; (2) bin, to be in pain, to g?-ieve,

and pointed without the Daghesh ibnji (so 10 Mss. and 44 Edi-

tions §), i.e. and they shall suffer, or grieve a little on account of,

etc.
; II (3) "^in, the text being changed to ibini {v.s.), i.e. And

they will cease for a little (or soon), etc. Adopting the third, it

is better also to adopt the (§ text, nb^Ja, from anointing, instead

of sriaa {v.s^. The latter has been thought to refer to the

tribute imposed by the king of Assyria, D'nir ']bo being taken in

annexion, king of princes^ With the second suggestion made

above, this would fulfil the demands of the context in yielding a

statement having the force of a threat. The (^ text, however,

furnishes an easier solution, and one especially appropriate. There

will be a ceasing, says the prophet, from this continual anointing

of kings and princes (a case of asyndeton) . In this interpretation,

tira may be taken in the sense of soon (cf. Ps. 2^^ 81") ox for a

little while. The latter is of course the more usual and, here, the

more caustic.

7. "d] Cf. VS.6- 9- w,— nnpiD] On the final n_ cf. nnSijj, lo^^ Ez. 28I6; also

np->tv, Ps.4427; Tip'^Dn, Ez.'28i6; anacc. cf.Ko. 2873; GK. 90/; T>x.%\%20bs.

Note the assonance in ncp, nnx, and ncp.— 1S3] Cf. K6. 352^; GK. 152^.

—

•''-in] Cf. Ko. 390^; BSZ. 18.— 8. 'IJI >So3] An elliptical rel. cl., GK. 155 i;

K6. 380 c.— 9. n-id] On gender, K6. 247/; Albrecht, ZAW. XVI. (1896)

68; on deriv. Jensen, Kosmologie, no; cf. Assyr. parfl, which, however, means

wz^^/if, wild ass being purhnu; for other figures, cf. Je. 2^^ Jb. 24''.— unn] PI.

with coll. noun, cf. Ju. 5'*".— aons] PI. of psycholog. experience; cf. also

Dm, Ct. i2-<; DOJ}', Ez. 3382. cf. K6. 262^.— 10. o DJ] K6. 339 A— iShm]

Cf. GK. Ill w, N. Impf. continuing a historical present, Ko. 366^.

—

bj.'d]

* But cf. BDB. 169, Dr. 143. + Ma., Ros., Ke. t Hi. } de Rossi.

II
Gal., Stuck, New., Hd., Sim., Wii.; cf. Gu. II Eich., Hi., Ke., et al.
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On dag. cf. GK. 20 g; Ko. I. p. 54(5. On relation to vb., Ko. 412(2.— ^Sd

Dnu'] With superlative force, according to Ko. 309 k.

11. For Ephraim has made many altars'] It was the common
notion (Is. i") that the more sacrifices offered (or altars built)

the more pleasing was it to the national deity. The i^tanb, if

retained, indicates that the opposite of this is true, viz. that this

multiplication of altars results merely /// s/?i/ti;ig.* If retained

with the pointing S'tsn'? f (the inf. absolute being used for the sake

of the rhythm), the meaning would be that Ephraim's purpose

in all this was to make atonement, i.e. to secure expiation of sin ; a

purpose which the second member shows to have been futile ; but

this idea is scarcely consistent with this period. It seems better,

therefore, to omit the word in this line {zks.^ .— They are to him

altars—for sin/zing] What was thought to be action deserving

commendation is condemned. The more altars, the greater and

deeper is Israel's guilt, i^'crh is not used in a double sense, | viz.

the sin of the act and the calamity resulting from the act, since

the latter idea is not possible in this connection. § To retain the

KDPib of the first line involves a repetition amounting to tautology,

and greatly weakens, instead of strengthening, the sense.
||

It is

not enough to use the word in one sense in the first line, and in

another in the second.— 12. IFere I to write for him by myriads

my laius] Each word of this much-disputed sentence presents

difficulties. Is (a) the Qri ''an to be accepted with the render-

ing the multitudes of my la7v{s), or my many laws,% or the excel-

lencies of my law** or the great things of, etc. ; \\ or {F) the

K^thibh 131, by myriads, jj or the ten thousand things of, etc. ,• §§ or

{c') ah
II II

or ni3"i,^1[ multitudes ; or {d^ nan,*** the words of my
law{s) ? Is {a) the sg. "nnin, my lazv,'\\-\ or {b) the pi. ^rnin JJ J

to be preferred? Cf. also (^r) the combination 'nmni an. §§§ Is

ainax {a) to be taken as Qal, or {b) changed to Hiph. = cause

to write ; || || ||
and, in the former case, is it {/) an historical present

* Che. t Ma., Hi. \\ RV. t'H Get.

t Or. ^ Hd.
II II

We. et al. (i/.j.) .

II
So Now. against Ew., Hd. *** Gr., Gort {v.s^. fff Sim.

H Bauer, Dathe. ft AV. XiX ®5^ and most modern comm.
**Ma. ++ Hi., Ew., Hd., Sim., Ke. W\ <&.

|||||| Zcydner (z;.j.).
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indicating that what had occurred was continuing still; * or (^) a

future, I zuill w7-ite ; \ or ((?) a present perfect, I have written; \

or (/) a past, /wr<7/(f ; § or (^) an imperfect of customary action,

I am wont to write ; \\
or {h) hypothetical, were I to write, etc.,

though I wrote, etc.^ The importance of this utterance lies in

the testimony which it furnishes to the existence of laws or a code

of laws in Hosea's time. We decide first in favor of 13"], myriad

(although this occurs elsewhere only among late writers, v.i.^,

because : (a) "'5~i as a plural occurs nowhere else ; {b) nothing is

gained by substituting 3"i or any of its cognate forms, all convey-

ing the same idea, that of multitude, an idea which itself is identical

with that of isn, ten thousand; (c) while "'"iSi is easy and plausible,

it is impossible to imagine how, if once it had a position in the

text, anything could have been allowed to take its place. It

follows, almost without argument, that my taws (pi.) (for which

no consonantal change is required) combines more easily with

myriad or ten thousand than does my law (sg.) ; for the thought

plainly in Hosea's mind was the multiplicity, and not the unity,

of the laws. Little can be said for the Hiph., / cause to write

;

it only remains to settle the tense force of 3in2K. If the writer

had intended past or present perfect, i.e. if he had wished to mark

it as a definite fact, he would naturally have used the perfect

tense. The present, whether historical or voluntative, fails to

meet the demands of the context, although both would emphasize

the idea that the laws were still in process of being written or

collected, or, in other words, that the collection was not yet

finished. The future makes no sense whatever. Upon the whole

the hypothetical force seems to be preferable, Were I to write my
laws by myriads, i.e. if I were to write laws so many that they

could not be numbered ; or, if the laws that have been written

should be increased indefinitely (to ten thousand),— a statement

which presupposes : («) that in Hosea's time the custom was

established of reducing instruction to writing ;
** {b^ the possibil-

ity of increasing the number, i.e. a conception that the list was

incomplete
; ff (<r) that the laws in existence were not being ob-

* Ke. t Cl^. X S2r, AV, \ RV. ||
Che.

H Hi., Hd., Ew., Or. ** Cf. Holzinger, EM. 8,

tt Cf. Kue. The Hexateuch, 178 :
" With the prophets then the torali of Yahweh

Y
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served, although the prophets were defending them (cf. 4*^*)
; and

consequently (d) that they were not the ceremonial laws regulat-

ing the work of the priests, for this work the prophet condemns

because he does not regard it as a part of Yahweh's instruction

(cf. Is. \^^'^-)* but rather prophetic instructions, laws relating

to " civil justice and the applications of a plain but religiously

sanctioned morality (cf. the so-called Book of the Covenant,

Ex. 20^-23^)." t Among the prophets tdrah = instruction, and

refers to the admonition of the prophets (cf Is. i^" 2^ 8^^ Je. 18^^

26*-^ Ez. 7^*^ Is. 42* Hg. 2" Zc. 7^. In Deuteronomy statutes and

Judgments is the phrase which expresses the idea of law ; while

tdrah is still used of oral instruction. J It is urged § against this

interpretation : (i) that the analogy of other Semitic religions, in

which, from the first, the ceremonial and ethical appear together,

is against the position that the instruction referred to was ethical

rather than ceremonial
; (2) that this proposition does not explain

the fundamental significance of the symbolism of ceremony in

ancient religions; and (3) the existence of such ceremonial ele-

ments in the Decalogue and Book of the Covenant ; while (4) there

stands against it the presupposition of an extensive priestly law in

Deuteronomy. It is maintained, still further
1|

: (i) that even

granting the hypothetical translation, the passage proves "the

existence of a detailed and copious law embracing the subject

of sacrifice, which the prophet held to be from God, and charged

both priests and people with neglecting"
; (2) that, however, the

tense (pf.) of ID^rro renders the hypothetical construction impossi-

ble, and favors the treatment of mrOK as historical (cf. Ps, 103O;

and (3) that the hypothetical explanation involves certain incon-

gruities which are fatal, e.g. would ten thousand requirements be

more likely to secure obedience than a smaller number ? ^— As

those of a stranger they would be accounted '\
and therefore of no

is by no means a closed and completed whole, handed down from antiquity, but

the continuous and ever renewed indication to Israel of Yahweh's will."

* We. Prol. 57.

t Che ; cf. Briggs, The Hexateuch, 14 ; Carpenter and Harford-Battersby, The

Hexatcuch, I. 19.

X Cf. Addis, The Documents of the Hexateuch, II. 34, N. i. § Or.

II
Green, Moses and the Prophets, 114.

t Cf. Sm. Moses apud Prophetas, 13; Now.H.
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binding force ; for how could the laws of one nation be regarded

as authoritative by another? Cf. Gn. 19'. The matter may be

summed up : Hosea condemns those of his time, priests and peo-

ple, who are observing in great detail a sacrificial cult (v.") and

accuses them, although they are very busy in the observance of

this cult, of having forgotten Yahweh (4*^"*). These people, he says,

would count even a myriad of Yahweh's laws, if they were written

for them, as the prophecy of a stranger and therefore as not bind-

ing. They have in mind nothing but offerings ; they forget the

divine instructions delivered by the prophets.— 13. Afy offerifigs

of . . . they saci'ifice flesh, and they eat zV] The easiest disposi-

tion of the words "rn Ti-T, and the one most common, is to render

my sacrificial gifts {v.i.) they sacrifice, etc., which is interpreted to

mean that sacrifice, with them, is merely formal, the important

thing being the "luxury of a dinner of flesh-meat";* but this

is almost meaningless in this connection. The same thing may

be said of the slightly varying translations, sacrifices of my own

gifts,\ as a sacrifice of my gifts, \ etc. Essentially different are

the interpretations which understand ^'2.r\'2,r\ to mean raw flesh

(z/./.),§ or roast sacrifices (?^z.).
||

(© {v.s.') connects the first

two words with the preceding, viz. " and my laws were reckoned

as those of a stranger, the beloved sacrifices" ; while some treat

them as a gloss and thus secure the simple reading, they sacrifice

flesh and they eat zV.^ There is not very great choice in the

midst of so many difficulties.— Yahweh having no delight in them']

On n^-i, v.i. This is the important point.** Whatever the pre-

ceding words mean, they were intended to describe a cultus, a

worship, in which Yahweh took no pleasure, and consequently

Now must he remejjiber their guilt] Now = at last; the consum-

mation has been reached. Patience is exhausted ; he must re-

member, i.e. he feels himself obliged to remember and to take

notice of their guilt (cf. f (f Je. 14'"; in all of which, as here, the

verb in the parallel member is "ips, visit, punish.) — And visit

their sin] The usual and frequent technical term for punishment.

— Since they to Egypt shall return] Cf. 9'-^ ii^ This is either a

* Ki., Hd., Ke., St., Che., BDB. J Sim. ||
Or.

t Stuck, Hes.; cf. Bauer. { Ew. H Oort, Ru.

** But Marti om. this phrase as a gloss.
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poetical expression for captivity in general ; or a prediction of cap-

tivity in Egypt, parallel with the more frequent prediction of an

Assyrian captivity. In favor of the second supposition may be

cited (i) the repetition of the threat {v.s.), (2) the threat in

Is. 7^** of a double invasion from Egypt and Assyria, (3) the con-

stant vacillation between the two political parties, one of which

advocated alliance with Egypt, the other with Assyria ; but above

all (4) the predictions of restoration from Egypt in Is. 11"

Mi. 7^. It would be interesting if in this connection it could be

shown that (©'s addition to this verse (v.s.), and in Assyria they

shall eat the unclean thing, were anything but a gloss borrowed

' from 9^.*— 14. And so Israel forgot his maker and built palaces']

This verse is a later addition,! for (i) the reference to Judah is

uncalled for; (2) the style resembles that of Amos rather than

Hosea; (3) the natural conclusion of the discourse is in v.^^;

V." only weakens the climax; (4) the thought of Yahweh as

Israel's creator is unexpected in Hosea's time; (5) the verse is

superfluous in the strophic system. The abandonment of Yahweh

in the opinion of the prophet is contemporaneous with and in

proportion to the steps taken to exhibit self-dependence. Palaces

(rather than the more common rendering of mbs'n temples) must

be understood {v.i.), since we may ascribe neither to Hosea

nor to a later author the opinion that the building of the

temple was a wicked thing.— And Judah multiplied fenced

cities'] The poetic parallel for the preceding statement.— And

so I will send fire upon his cities, and it shall devour his palaces]

Cf. Am. i*-2^

11. NanS -fc] If ^% stands, an interesting case of repetition of a series

of words, H. 39, 5rt, rm. (<?).— 12. ain^N] Q^-rt shortens the longer form of

Rf'thibh.— 13-1] Q'^rl changes 1 of Knhtbh to \ thus securing a pi. cstr.

—

^1"•r^\\ For pass, used with ace, v. Pr. 17^8; also frequently, as here, with d,

cf^ is. 5^8 29I6 Jb. i83; K6. 338 v, y, e. On d. f. in r, cf. GK. 13 c—
13. ipflM . . • •13?''] Parallel acts, hence 1 rather than 'sm. Ko. 370/—
14. \nn'?i:'i] Waw consec. with pf. = impf. of threat, as seen from the con-

text, although no determining word precedes; cf. also 45" loi*; K6. 367;'.

* Cf., however, Gu. Marti treats since they to Egypt, etc., also as a gloss.

t So Sta. GVI.l. 577 ; Scholz, Oort, We. ; Che. in WRS. Proph. XVII. ff. ;
GAS.,

Now. ; Marti, EB. 2122 ; et al. ; but cf. Kue. EM. ^ 67, 8-10 ; Co. Einl. J 27, 3.
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§ 11. Israel's exile— a breaking up of social and religious

habits. 9^""-*. Israel should not rejoice too loudly in her har-

vest and vintage feasts, since, on account of her adultery, the

time is at hand when there will be no threshing-floors nor wine-

vats, no libations nor offerings ; for all food will be unclean, and

all who eat unclean (vs.^ '•^). Israel is to be carried into exile

in Assyria or Egypt, where it will be impossible to celebrate

feasts and festivals, and her own land will be thorns and thistles

(vs.^-^-^). Israel's days of visitation are coming,— days of bitter

experience, when prophets and spiritual guides will have been

driven mad because of Israel's faithlessness, and because of the

opposition which they encounter,— days of dire punishment

(vs.^-«).

This piece is marked by a peculiar definiteness and clearness. Perhaps

v.* forms an exception to this statement. It consists of three strophes, each

of which is introduced by a three-membered clause, after which come perfectly

regular couplets : strophe I, 3-|-2-|-2-|-2-|-2; strophe 2, 3 + 2 4- 2 -|- 2;

strophe 3, 3 -|- 2 -|- 2 -|- 2. Strophe i warns against the heathenish joy of their

celebrations, for soon there will be no libations nor sacrifices. Strophe 2

announces the exile, during which the celebration of feast-days and festivals

will be impossible. Strophe 3 describes days of visitation. The following

modifications are to be adopted: (i) the transfer of v.^ to precede v.^;

(2) the treatment of v.^ as a gloss.

1. S'j-':'n] (S m'?^!^ ev(ppaivov; so .SFST, all reading htt. Om. as a gloss

repeating ncirn Sn. Marti, 'rjn Sx.— dt^^d] Some codd. of Kenn. and de R.

a''cr3 (so also Abarb., Ros., Gr.). % adds terrae. — So"*?;;] S '''^J *^ —
pi] Om. with 5 as a dittog. of pj (v.2) ; this yields a trimeter line and permits

pj (v.2) to follow closely upon nuiJ, a construction demanded by the context.

— 2. oyT'] Read, with (g, €7j/w ayroi^s, o;;ti (so Houtsma, We., Oort {TkT.

and Em.), Gu., Ru., GAS., Now., Oct., Marti). ,S ^"^^ffli = ap/. (Seb.).—
na] Read, with (SSUE, D3 ; so Bab. cod. (so also Dathe, Ew., Bauer, We.,

Gr., Oort, Loft., Ru., Gu., GAS., Now., Oct., Marti).— 3. ^2V^'\ ® Kari^Kijaav

= i2U'\

—

2Z'y\ @ KaTc^Krjffev = 3ii'j; U om. 1.— 4. my] Read id-ij?> (so Kue.

//tdd. Led. 1882, pp. 312 f.; Oort, ^ThT. and Em.; Val., We., Gu., Loft., Ru.,

GAS., Now., Marti). Gr. 3ij7\ Gardner, nay (cf. Ex. 1312 Lv. iS^i).—

nn^na;] Join, contrary to accents, with what precedes; so S; but ®>J join

with following.— DnSs] Gardner, cnS •'D.— d^jin] ft 1 1, V^]- — an*^] T^ ejus.

Read orn^ (so Kue. Hibb. Led. 1882, pp. 312 f.; Oort, ThT. and Em.; We.,

Val., Gu., Ru., Loft., GAS., Now., Oct., Marti).— ni3^] GAS. in'o;. — 6. DvS]
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<S pi. (so also GAS.).— 6. loVn mn^ Gr. ^:hn p = if, etc.; Marti, D>:hr\ -n.

Read, with We., Val., and Now., r-D^\— iu'd] B ]-^'\-^^^ = "lii'^. Read, with

We., -nu'sx (so Val., Now., Oct., Marti). Ru. om. as a double of [a^jisc,

and supplies the town-name Dnjsnn before QS3pn.— icnn] (S Max/ids ( =
trcnD), due to confusion of T with foil. S and consequent resemblance to

familiar rcoD (Vol.). S. rd iirLdvfXT^fxara. Gr. JIDJDD. Marti, an''3Cnc. Read,

with Hi., •'icnn for S 'nn (so We.; Oort, Em.; Val., Oct., Hal.).— dodd^J

Gardner, annD'?. Hal. Dn>n3. Some codd. of Kenn. and de R. oa-Dj'? (so

Ru.). Marti om. as gloss. — U'lcp] @ SXe^pos = rpm (Vol.). S l^ffoS.

—

Dirii''] (5 K\7jpovoij.-^a-ei avrd = rc'y (so also Ru.).— 7. ij?"i^] (S KaKi^idij-

crerai = ;n\ Now. and We.^ ;;i\— Sn-\!:'i] Ru. adds idn and transfers here

from V.8, imSn a-p_ onsN, the text being changed.— nctD^'D njii 7Jij; 3T S;?]

(@ iiTrd Tov Tr\-f)dovs rwv ddiKLwv crov iTrXijdvvdTj /xavla crov = nji l^.V 3"^
'^P

.i3'a::'D (Vol.) ; Sb om. conj. with ®, and derives notoa'D from nab' =forsake

(Seb.) ; U renders last clause ei multitudinem amentiae. Read riNOnn 2ii

(so Ru., Now.; v.i.'), and, with Now., transfer nnoa'n to beginning of v.^

Gr. nr:iavc:7\ jii (so We., Oort {Etn.)). Oort, nnac'D n^i, omitting i with (g.

Hal. "tt'D na-i^. Ru. om. nss ncoa'D as a correction of the foil. ncaa'D.

—

8. nss] Gr. n-i>. Che. and Hal. npis. Oet. no nsb.— a>'] Grotius, dj?

(so Mich., Gr.). Che. iDyc. Oet. Sy. Ru. and Hal. D>'?. Oort om.— '•nSx]

(5 om. suff. Some codd. mSs (so also Oort, ThT. and E^n.; Ru., Hal.).

Oet. om. as dittograph of last word in verse. "inSx >' is to be omitted, with

Now., as a gloss.— c'lp^] Oort, rp' .— nnOifD] Om. as dittog. of 'D in v.'^—
9. ip^Djjn] (5 joins with v.s (so also Oort, Gr., We., GAS.). Oort, p^D^-n.—

innty] ® icpedp-qaav = ipne* (Vol.). Read, with We. and Now. 'rnnr.— >do]

Hal. •'pic.— npjjn] (B tov §ovvov ; so S.
—

"iw^] ,S inserts nny before '?i (so

also Ru.). 1L adds dabitiir after 'f.

IX. 1. Z><? ;;^/ rejoice, Israel, like the peoples] The words are

addressed to Israel at a time when the nation is engaged in

the midst of the wild and exuberant celebration of a harvest

feast. It is, perhaps, also a time when Assyria's hand, for a

moment, seems to have been lifted, and Israel permitted to

breathe more freely (cf. 2 K. is^''). Instead of (i) retaining

h'Th)^ = unto exultation = too loudly, cf. Jb. 3^- ;* or (2) reading

h^'f^'A (v.s.), which is irregular in that an imperfect would have

been expected ; it is better (3) to omit the phrase as a gloss

on n?:trn bii.-\ This harvest-rejoicing places Israel on a plane

* So Hd., RV.. ei at.

t Cf. Hal.'s sug. that Vij here = produce of the soil, being allied to Aram. nSij

(stalk), Arab. Jue>. (tribe), and Ethiop. e^-yat (child) ; cf. Dn. iio Ps. 6513.
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with other nations, i.e. makes her like the peoples, the heathen.

What, in the prophet's mind, constituted the difference ? The

people in their celebration acknowledge the harvest to be a

gift of the god of the land in return for their sedulous worship,

thus making material gain the goal and the reward of worship
;

while it is the prophet's contention that divine blessings are

bestowed for real worth and character (Dt. 28^"^). Here is

opposition between the folk-religion and the true Yahweh-religion

as preached by the prophet. It is here that D'au is first used

in the sense of heathen.*— That thou hast played the harlot

from thy God'\ Is this the ground of the command not to

rejoice,! or is that ground to be found later in the statement

that threshing-floor and wine-vat will not knoio them {yi')-\ In

the latter case, ': = that, in that, and the following clauses

furnish the substance of the rejoicing, not the reason or occasion.§

— Thou hast loved a harlofs hire upon all th?rshingfloors']

Accepting the harvest-fruits as from the Baalim commits Israel

to the service of the Baalim. Every celebration of a local

festival is, therefore, an act of harlotry, in which the harlot

acknowledges her paramour and accepts his gift, i.e. the harlot's

hire. The sin here is not worshipping on the high places, but ob-

serving a cult in which debasing tendencies are at work, instead

of those which would elevate and ennoble. It is, in other words,

a case of the material vs. the spiritual (cf. Zc. 14^^^^). p"i is

unnecessary and may be omitted.— 2. Threshing-floor and wine-

vat shall not know them'\ Feed them
\\

(cf. 4^*^) is not an easy

expression with the subject here indicated. The reading DrT

is very natural and is supported by the parallel phrase tra\ The

floor and the vat (the place within the press into which oil or

wine flowed, cf. Jo. 2"'') stand, concretely, for the grain and oil

and wine, these henceforth will not know, i.e. be known to,

Israel, not because a failure of crops is to be expected,^ but

because they are to be carried into exile.**— And the new wine

shall play them false] Cf. Hb. 3^^ The reading her, if correct,

is due to Israel's representation as a harlot; but (i) the versions

* We. \ Now., Marti. U Dathe, Mau., Hi., Ew., et al.

t Ke., Or., et al.
||
So iWt. ** Marck, Stuck, Umb.

X Hi., Ew., Now.
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(v.s.) read them; (2) everywhere else in chaps. 4-14, Israel is

spoken of as he (thou) or they (ye) (even in 4^" 10^^, in com-
parison with feminine animals).*— 4. They shall not pour liba-

tions to Yahweh'] t In eating and drinking at sacrificial meals

a portion of the wine was devoted to the deity and poured out

as a libation, the rest was drunk in connection with the offering

(cf. Am. 2* I S. i^* lo''). If this custom be interfered with in

the exile, the whole of the wine in general will become unclean,

and therefore unpleasing to Yahweh.— Nor prepare for him
their sacrifices'] This is the simplest treatment, although it re-

quires the change of laiy to isnu' {'^'•^•) and the connection

of D.TPIDT with this verb as object contrary to the accents.

J

To represent the sacrifices as unpleasitig to Yahweh § (cf. Je.
6^°

Mai. 3^) is inconsistent with v.''" and with chap. 3, which say

that there shall be no sacrifice at all. The word "[-lU, used

of laying in order the parts of the sacrifice, is common (Lv. i'*-^-

6^ Ex. 40^--^; cf. Ps. 23''''). It must be remembered that sacrifice

and feasting upon animal food were inseparable.
||
— Their bread

shall be like the bread of mourning] i.e. uavh for Wrh. Just

as the wine they drink and the flesh they eat will be taken

without giving thereof a due portion to Yahweh, and conse-

quently will be unconsecrated and unclean, and without " the

joy of the sense of the divine favor," so the bread which they

eat will be unclean ; it will be, in fact, like the bread of

mourning, i.e. the bread eaten during the days of mourning

for the dead (Nu, 19"), or, better, the bread used at the

funeral feasts and broken for the dead (cf. Je. 16^ Dt. 26").^

No stronger impression for impurity could have been found

;

and yet all bread eaten in exile will be thus impure.— All who

* Ew.

t Cf. Oort, Th T. XXIV. 491 f., who rejects vs.^ and 5 as a later addition for the

following reasons: (i) the difficulty of explaining nin'> no (v.^) as coming from

Hosea, since it cannot denote the temple at Jerusalem, and there was more than

one temple in North Israel; (2) these verses break the connection; (3) they

do not reflect the sentiment of Hosea's time, but that of the Deuteronomic

period; (4) they are inconsistent with vs.i-3. Marti makes **-5 late.

X Cf. RV., which takes this word with what follows. \ So ©SST.

II
WRS. Setn. 222 f. ; Sm. Rel. 140 f.

H Ros., Hi., Ew., Hd., Sim., Ke., Now., Marti.
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eat shall defile themselves^ The idea of cleanness and unclean-

ness is very old ; it is to be connected closely with the ideas

of ancestor worship and totemism, and is, in fact, only another

name for taboo ; * and there is, therefore, nothing in this to

prove the observance at this time of the Levitical cult.

—

For

their bread shall be only for their hunger~\ Instead of the double

purpose involved in eating as heretofore, viz. worship of, or

communion with, the deity, and satisfaction of desire for food,

only the latter shall now exist. All that was holy and sacred,

all that was spiritual, will have disappeared. This is the idea

whether we render CC'S:'? for themselves,-^ or for their belly, J or

for their desire or hunger % (cf also Is. 29^ 32^ Ps. 63^ 107^).

—

It shall not come into YalnveJCs house'\ i.e. any place consecrated

to Yahweh, e.g. the temple, or a high place.— 3. They shall not

dwell ifi the land of Yahweh'] This is the explanation of the

dire threat contained in vs.^" " * ; they will be compelled to

abandon their home land, the land of Yahiveh. This expression

furnishes the key to an understanding of the O. T. religion down

to the exile. The old Arabic tribal conception of God, involv-

ing on the one hand a belief in the personality of God which

opposes a tendency toward pantheism, and on the other, a belief

in the deity as an abstract representation of irresistible power

and force, which was opposed to polytheism, developed into

henotheism or monolatry, according to which each nation had

its own god (Chemosh, the god of Moab ; Milcom, the god of

Ammon). In this way Yahweh was the god of Israel (Ju. 11-*).

This was a worship of one god, but also an acknowledgment

of the existence of other gods for other lands and peoples.
||

As clear cases of this belief, cf. Naaman the Syrian, jvho takes

home earth from Palestine on which to worship Yahweh, who

had cured him (2 K. 5^") ; the flight of Jonah, who thought he

could thus escape the presence of Yahweh (Jon. i^) ; and the

feeling of David that in being driven out of Israel into another

•Cf. Sta. GVI. I. 481-487; WRS. Sem. 446 ff. ; Now. Arch. II. 275 f.; Benz.

Arch. 478-484; G. A. Simcox, EB. I. 8425.; Matthes, ThT. XXXIII. 293-318;

and other literature cited in my Priestly Element, etc., 126 ff.

t Ma., Umb., Hd., Ke., et al. + Ew. § Hi., Che., Now.

II
WRS. Proph. 54 f. ; Sni. Nel. 113 f. ; Schultz, Theol. I. 176 ff.
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land he was being forced to transfer his worship to other gods

(i S. 26'').— But Ephraim shall return to Egypt^ Cf. on 8^^

This reference is not simply a " type of the land of captivity,"

Assyria being intended and designated thus as a new Egypt.*

The fact is, that at this time Israel was between two great

threatening powers. It is not yet certain in the prophet's mind
whether Egypt or Assyria, or both, shall be the agent of Israel's

exile. Both are tyrannizing over her. Toward both Israel leans

(cf. 5'''^ 7"), Time will determine the issue more definitely,

—

And in Assyria they shall eat what is unclean'\ Cf. Ez. 4^^.

Living in a foreign land and eating that which is unclean are

synonymous terms. The situation is now squarely before them.

Perhaps they will consider (cf. (!9's addition to 8^'^).— 5. What
will ye do on the day of a festival ?'] How will the Sabbath and

the day of the new moon be properly celebrated ? How, indeed,

will they be celebrated at all in a foreign land, where Yahweh's

sanctuaries do not exist ? These days were the great days of

rejoicing, recurring weekly and monthly.j— Or on the day of

feasting to Yahweli] The T\ was the great harvest feast % (cf.

I K. 8" 12^^' Ju. 21^^ Ez. 45-^ 2 Ch. 5^), and not a general term

for all feasts and synonymous with nma. §— 6. For behold they

will go to Assyria'] This reading
||

{iks.) relieves two difficulties :

(i) the absence of a reference to Assyria in connection with

the mention of Egypt; (2) the confusion involved in the

rendering of the present text, they will go from the devastation,

i.e. they will leave their wasted land
; ^ or they will die ofhunger; **

or yea, if they are gonefrom the ruins, ft a protasis,— all of which

describe a departure on account of devastation, rather than a

deportation. \% — Egypt gathering them, Metnphis burying them]

Rapid strokes in a picture, intentionally left somewhat indefinite. §§

In this description reference is made to the numerous and vast

burial grounds of Egypt, one of the largest being at Memphis.
Memphis occupied an important position on the Nile, a short

distance south of Cairo, whence it commanded the whole of

Egypt, of which it was the most important city during the

* Ke. t See my Priestly Eletnctit in the O. T., p. 96. J Sim., Now.
§ Ke.

II
We., Now. IT Cal., Bauer. ** Ki., Dathe. ft Ew., § 357 -J.

XX Or. ^ Marti om. 'pn 'sc as a doublet of 'pn f)D.
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greater part of its existence.*— Nettles inheriting their precious

thifigs of siiver~\ Another side of the picture ; cf. g^'^\ The plural

^nana is probably to be read.f This has been taken : (i) as a

reference to idols of silver; J (2) as meaning treasure-houses

or palaces ;§ (3) as a proper name
; || (4) as connected with

D"i2pn, and meaning "on account of longing for their silver."^

— Thorns coining up in their tents'\ Cf. Is. 34^^. Their dwellings,

not tabernacles, or places of worship (cf. Ez. 16^^).— 7. The days

of visitation ivill come'\ The perfect is prophetic. This and the

following line tell what it is that Israel shall know, or experience.

— The days of recompense will come"] vh'p (cf. similar formation

in bl5S, binn) is an abstract noun, parallel in thought to visitation

(mps),** and is hardly a play on the proper name Shallum.ft

—

Israel shall know'\ It is better thus to connect this clause with

the preceding, I J than to make it a parenthetical clause and

connect it with what follows, "3 being understood. §§

—

A fool,

the prophet ; mad, the man of spiiit^ Two uncertainties exist

here: (i) Is this phrase (<?) the direct object of lUT, i.e. Israel

shall know (that) the prophet is a fool, etc., this entire clause,

ni"'.n . . . 11?T, being parenthetical, and the following nji ni"':'!;

depending upon 1S'2
; |1 1|

or {b^ is the phrase independent of what

precedes and to be taken only with what follows ?^^ (2) The

other question concerns the sense in which K'3: and rrnn C"K

are taken, whether («) of the false prophets, who have deluded

the people by their prediction of prosperity and are now con-

victed of folly and made insane by the divine judgment ;
***

or {b') of true prophets ? ftt Against the interpretation oi false

prophets it may be urged that the terms " fool," " madman," are

not Hkely to have been used by the people of false prophets who

had led them astray (Orelli), that nnn r'S must be used of a

truly inspired prophet, notwithstanding Mi. 2", and that v.* sup-

* See arts. " Memphis," DB., and " Noph," EB., by W. M. Muller.

t Hi., We., Now.
|| (5. ft We., Marti.

X Hess., Hi., We. H Marck, Ros. +t We., Or., GAS., Now., et al.

§ C, Jer., Ra., Ki., Wu., et al. ** Ki., Wu. \\ r, Marck, Hi.

III! 2r, Jen, Ki., Ra., Marck, Mau., Hi., Bauer, Ros., Wii.

HH Umb., Sim., Clie., Or., Now.
*** Ki., Abarb., Marck, Dathe, Ros., Mau., Hi., Hd., Kc.

ttt Ew., Umb., Sim., Ciie., We., Now., Marti,
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ports strongly this interpretation as a whole. The sentence is

to be taken with Novvack as a quotation from the mouth of the

people (cf. 6^ Is. 28"- ^°).* The prophet seems to say: You,

the people, maintain, do you, that the prophet has become a

fool, and the man of spirit a madman ? It is true, just as you
say, but learn that this great calamity has come upon them
because of the greatness of thine iniquity and the greatness of thy

sin'\ It is Israel's iniquity and sin (adopting Ruben's suggestion

to substitute riKDn, sin, for na'OlT^s) that have driven mad the

inspired messengers of Yahweh. This same thought is ampli-

fied in the following verses.— 8. This verse is almost hope-

lessly confused. The more important solutions proposed are

the following: (i) EpJiraim's watchman, appointed by my God,

even the prophet— a fowler's snare is in all his ways ; f this

interpretation involves the reading of DUD for nu, a a having

dropped out after nnsK ; and uses the word " watchman " as in

Je. 6^^ The result is a sentence giving an appropriate thought,

but so involved in expression as to make it very doubtful.

(2) Ephraim acts the spy with tny God; the prophet is a

fowler's snare Jipon all his {Israel's) ways. % Variations of

this interpretation are three : (a) Ephraim lays ambush against

the people (ai? instead of DU) of my God
; § {b) Ephraim looks

round about outside of (away from) my God (for foreign help)
; ||

{c) Ephraim looks after prophecies in addition to those from
my God.^ (3) Ephrai?n expects help frotn my God,** treating

nsnf as in Ps. 5^ Mi. f La. 4^^, and or as for Dpa (cf. Jb. 271^).

(4) There is hostility to the watchman in the house of his God

;

the prophet {finds) the snares of the foivler on all his ways, ft
This interpretation involves considerable change in the text, viz.

{a) the transfer of niatst'tt from the end of v.^ to the beginning of

v.*; {b) the omission of ^rhvi Dy D^nsx (cf. Ruben's suggestion

that these words stood originally in connection with bxitt^'' irT

(v.^) in this form : vnbK DUT D-'^SK "BK bKitt^" lUn^ the "Si^ having

dropped out, DUt being for ni?)
;

{c) the omission of natsirtt in **

as useless repetition
;

{d) the transfer of 'X rT'Sn to follow nsir,

* Cf. Ew., Oorf, We., Che.
J Mich. ** Hd.

t Che.
(I
Struensee, Sim. ff Now.

X GAS. ; cf. Ew., Umb., Ke., Or. f Dathe, Hi.
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— all this disorder being due to efforts to restore the meaning,

when by mistake nn'ora was placed at the end of v.', instead

of the beginning of vA The parallelism is perfect, and the

sense excellent.* I desire, however, to suggest the following

arrangement, which renders unnecessary certain omissions and

changes involved in Nowack's interpretation : Enjnity exists tow-

ards Ephraifn's watchman ; the prophet {finds) the snares of the

fowler in all his ways ; in the {very) house of his God they dig

for him a deep pit'\ This interpretation follows Nowack only in

transferring nc'J:r?a from the end of v.' to the beginning of v.^,

and in the omission of ^rhl^ DL\ A preposition, h or hv, must

be inserted. It adopts Wellhausen's suggestion to place the

first two words of v.^, innt' p'Dun, at the end of v.*, giving them

another pointing. With this interpretation v.^ supplements v.^,

adding three expressions, of which the first is the simple state-

ment, the second and third poetical pictures and illustrations.

The watchman (cf. Ez. 3''"^) of Ephraim meets persecution on

every side ; fowler's snares compass about the prophet ; a deep

pit is digged for him even in the house of his God. House

here, as in v.^^, means Canaan. — 9. As in the days of Gibeah'\

A gloss from io^;t here inconsistent because the thought has

to do only with Ephraim's persecution of Yahweh's prophets
;

cf Ju. ig-^'™ 20'"'^*.— He will remember their iniquity, he will

visit their sin'\ An insertion from 8'^.
%

1, S>j"'7n] If retained = inf. abs. or cogn. ace. with nctiT, although of

different stem; K6. 329 /i. For similar cases of combination of different

stems, v., e.g., Jb. 3^2 2 S. 19^ Zc. 82— pPN] Deriv. from njn (BDB; cf.

g9. 10. but cf \Yg_ ^}io regards these forms as corrupt and from jnj) with n

prosthetic and affix \^\ or from jrij (BSZ.) for jjhjn; cf. Ko. II. i. p. 96.

—

2. pj] Position of words chiastic with prec. verse and emphatic.— 4. on^nat]

The objection of Oet. and Hal. to the reading 'I yvi on the ground that it is

* Marti reconstructs vs.7- 8 as follows :
—

nnn tr^N pjB'D dSbti ''D'> in:i

IJiy 2-« Sy (or isn) isxp Snici ;;]>

cnNHn nail '•d;?! onoN yi;', (8")

T<.7. ''s ^^ ^V^ no (86)

dihS'n ni33 ncBii'Di

t So Now. \ So Now., Marti.
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not good Hebrew, cannot be maintained in view of tlie occurrence of n•>^y i^j;

Lv. 6^ In any case the poetic and prophetic use of •]-\-; must not be meas-
ured by the later strict and ceremonial usage.— a>jiN] The phrase coin nnS
occurs only here according to iME ; but cf. Ez. 24^^- --, where d>jin is probably
to be read for D^Z'iH. On this and similar practices see Sta. GFI. I. 387 ff.;

Schvvally, Zf/^^w nac/t d. Tode ; Frey, Tod Seelenglaube u. Seelenkult. — iNDtfli]

On assim. of p, cf. GK. 54 c, and cf. the Hothp, Dt. 24'*; the Hithp. is not pass.

but reflex.— D-^'fljS] If x&n&tt&A for themselves, it is emphatic in contrast with
their gods; Ko. 40.— 3. 3'l:'1 . . . nr^] Intentional similarity of sound.—
5. or*?] '7 is rarely used of ti)}ie to express concurrence {at ox on) rather than
duration in; cf. Is. 10^ Je. s''^; v. BDB. 517; Ko. 331/ — 6. loSn] Ace. to

£H2r, proph. pf.; cf. also ind, v.".— onapn . . . D>Tic] The rhythm and pictu-

resqueness of these circ. clauses is to be noted; the nouns beginning with ?:,

the first and second radicals of both vbs. being 3p; each word closing with

D_ ; cf. similar change in one consonant of a word in Is. 5''. — ^c] Is elsewhere

(Is. 19I3
Je.

2I6 44I 46". 19 Ez. 30I3 16) rij. n here is perhaps due to influence

of preceding c. The ancient Egyptian name was Men-nofer (= the good
abode) which was shortened into Mennefe and Menfe, which forms were trans-

ferred to other languages, e.g. Assyrian Mimpi.— innn] On the cstr. fol. by
prep. H. 9, 2 3; GK. 130 a; Ko. 336 w; cf. also Ko. 280 n, on the expression

of indeterminateness by cstr. with ^— l»'inp] On form cf. Ko. II. i. pp. 147,

461; Earth, NB. 45; Lag, BN. 117 f., 181 f,; Baer, in loc. In some Mss,,

!S'ra''p.— OCT'''] On pi. suf. used as collective, v. Ko. 346^.— mn] cf. Assyr.

hahin, "a thorny growth" (Dl. HWB.). Used as here parallel to mnp.
Is. 34I3. Laterwith meaning //(7(7/J, 2 Ch. 33"; cf. -i>D which also has both mean-
ings. Che. {EB. ) emends this verse freely and finds here the names of four

North Arabian districts.— 7. nipon] On d. f. in 3rd radical, cf. A. Miiller,

ZDMG. 1891, p. 234; Ko. II. i. pp. 199, 461.— aSa-n] On art. with nouns of

this form, Ko. 241 /; cf. 261 e.— 7. ncDS'c] d.X. from na-J', a by-form of ptr, to

oppose, be hostile; cf. Gn. 27" Jb. i69. Cf. the sugg. of BSZ. to connect it

with the Syr. >q.^, Pa. = bind with cords, the word being omitted from v.'^

— 8. a'ip'> ns] C'i|i^ only here; cf. c'lpi with same meaning, Ps. 918 Pr. (y>

Je. 526. For the phrase snare ofthe fo'wler, cf. Ps. 91^ 124". On ns, v. Am, 3^,

— 9. ip-iDyn] Vb. appos.; H. 36, 2; GK. 120^; a case of asyndetic appos.

—

"n^o] -i — as in, used pregnantly; cf. Is. ^^'^ 9^ Jb. 29^; cf. BDB. p. 453, on
original force of d as subst.; Ko. 319 d^ on the adv. force of preposition.

—

njjjjn] Art. with this proper noun sometimes used, at others omitted; cf.

Jos. 15^'' i823; Ko. 295^.

§ 12. Israel is corrupt ; the life of old as well as young licen-

tious. 9^°-^^ Israel started out with freshness and purity of

youth ; but contamination came at Baal-peor, and the abominable

thing took hold of them (9'"). Ephraim's glory is gone; no
children, no mothers; no fruit (vs."-^*'"-*). Even when children
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are born they are slain before maturity ; they are destined only

for slaughter (isc. 12a. 5.13^
_ Qj^,g them, O Yahweh, barrenness; in

Gilgal they have shown their wickedness, and for it I will drive

them forth
("-^^a. j.-^^ j ^^jj^ cg^se to love them, because of their

rebellion ; woe upon them. My God will make them vagabonds

for their disobedience (^15 «• 12 c. 17^ ^

This piece is commonly recognized as complete in itself; so Mich., Dathe,

Stuck, Mau., Hi., Ew., Ke., Che., Or., Val., Now., GAS., et al.; cf. however

Hd., Sim. It consists of five four-line strophes, in a movement essentially

tetrameter. Strophes i and 2 might be united ; so also strophes 3 and 4 ;

with this combination the order would be 8 + 8 + 4. Strophes l and 2 describe

the immoral life of the people and their consequent decay— no fruit. Strophes

3 and 4 assert that even those born are destined to captivity and slaughter

before they are grown, for they will be cast off— because of wickedness in

Gilgal. Strophe 5 declares that Yahweh, instead of loving them, will make
them wanderers in the earth— on account of their rebellion. This arrange-

ment involves the following transpositions: (i) v.^^ to follow v.^^ (^•2.);

(2) V.12C, ODD •'-iia'3 anS iik"dj""'3, to follow v.^^ {v.i.). Gr. arranges as follows

:

10. U a. 14. 11 6. 12. 13. 15. 16^

10. D'Djj.'] © sg.— nnioaD] (5 03% cKoirbv.— nnia-xna] Om., with S, as a

gloss; O Trpdifjiov; "ff in cacianine ejus,— ddth^n] (SSH 3 pi. suff. (so also

Ru.). — 7\r:7\'\ 2r<S = ncni (so Ru.).— niraS] Read, with We., Now., and

Marti, Sj?2^ — a^sip-J-] ©, S. oi i^deXvyix^voi = D^siptr (Vol.) ; so F; 'A. j85eXi^-

y/xaTa.— Djnso] <S ws ol riyairrifxivoi = D^2^i<'2 (Vol.); 'A. us riyair-qcrav

;

S. Strcfj -^yairrid-qaav; TB sictd ea quae dilexeruni ; Sb olo^?? vxu|. Gr. Dn''3nNn3.

Gardner, oniHnNa or aSnxj.— 11. Dino] (5 and U join with foil, clause.

(5 renders this and three foil, nouns as plurals.— jaac] BSZ. and Marti,

jban. — 16. 7\37\'\ (5 ^Trii/etrei/ = n^n (Stek.). Gr. pddi;.— u^-\z''] (^ ras ^l^as

avrov; 'A., S. i) pi^a airov; S connects with n:ir\ as ace. of specification.

— tt>2''] Gr. t:'3\— 1S2] Read, with Q^rl, '^2; so 40 codd. of Kenn. (so also

Gr., Ru.,Oet.).— 12. DinSx'iJ (3 areKPuO-ncrovTai; Ru. D'nnrcn. Gr. on'^ru'i.

— dine] @ i^ dvdpdnrwv; U in hominihus. Gr. DPC-in. Oort, nnivSC.

—

dhS iin] Ru. and Hal. Dn^';;"'ij;.— ana i-nra] ®, 0. adp^ /jlov (=: >yc-2) i^

airCsv; & )j| ^^i^ which Seb. corrects to \.j^f,'=iL^ (from iiD), or

^^i^ZxliC. Read, with Hi., 'Pirn (so Ew., Sim., Gu.). Ru. ona irx3\ Gr.

Dn'ja -lU'DC. Hal. on DijJE'D. Bauer, 17101 (so Oort (j^ot.) ).— 13. iti'NO onoN
v-iiNi] (S 'E(p. 6i> rpdirov; ©-^Q' add eldov. Omit '-\ 'D (v.i.). Gr. om. 'flS

as dhtog. from ^^i, Ew. nii'Kr for iu'n?. Hal. (or n>Ni) n^Ni ne'ji Dnw.— nixS]

Read, with <S, els O'^pav, iixS or iisS (so also Houtsma, We., Ru., GAS., Oort

(Em.), Oet., Marti); 'A., S. ws &kp6to/m)p; 9. ds ir^Tpav; U om. S and treats

lis as the subj. of nhntt'. ^ takes 'i as 2 p. sg. with iixS, treated as proper

name, as its obj. Hal. 11x3. — nSipii'] (^ Trap^cT-qffav — iSnr (so also Hal.),
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A

or ns inty (Houtsma). Read inr. Gr. n>i3B'. Qet. nS mr. Scholz, S ntr.

Ru. n'B'nS.— mj2] Read, with @, rd t^kto avrCiv^ onija (so also Scholz, Ru.,

Hal.), or better rj3 (so also Houtsma, We., Now., GAS., Oort {Em.), Oct.,

Marti); similarly 9. Gr. n^ja. S si i1 11 n'^, reading nija, as pi. (Seb.).

— anoNi] Oort suggests that this represents some vb.— Jin •?«] Read, with

(5, et's diroKii'TTicnv, Jin SiS (Vol.), or better njinS (so also We., Now., GAS.,

Oort (j5';«.), Marti); similarly &. Ru. Jin';'.— 14. Om., with <§, the second

Dnh jn (so also Bauer).— a^^c:;] Another reading mpci.— 15. S^] Gardner,

hy or So S;;.— Dnj,n] (S KaKlai avrCiv.— >n] (5 rds KaKias.— IDiNJ Oet. r)DiN.

— 17. "|^S^<] @ 6 6e6s; so Arabic and one cod. of Kenn.

10. Z/y^^ grapes in the wilderness Ifound Israel~\ i.e. with the

same satisfaction and pleasure with which one finds grapes in

a wilderness, I found Israel ; this connects "laijsa closely with

D'D31?3,* and not with "nx^ia f ( = I found Israel in the wilderness

like wild grapes belonging to no one, and under no one's protec-

tion, i.e. poor and helpless), nor with both "i^ias and D'^DUa J

(= hke grapes which have no place in the wilderness, and are

not expected to be found there, so was Israel ; and the discovery

of Israel in this unexpected place brought with it surprise and

joy). This interpretation is supported by the position of the

words, and by the parallel thought of the next line ; cf. Je. 2^,

also Ho. 2^^ 13^ This expression is an allusion to the dwelling

of Israel in the wilderness.— Like the first-fndi 071 a fig tree I saw

your fathers'^ The first ripe fig, on account of the lateness of the

fig harvest in Palestine, § was always a great dehcacy (cf. Is. 28*

Mi. 7^). In Je. 24--^ the better class of people are compared to

the first ripe figs. In its first time, i.e. when it begins to ripen,

is evidently a gloss, intended to make the statement still more

explicit. It is shown to be superfluous by the rhythm and the par-

allehsm. <2> omits it.— {But) they came to Baal-peor'] The whole

of ^*"'
is clearly in contrast with ^^", although no conjunction ex-

presses this contrast. Although Israel was so favorably regarded

and so tenderly treated by Yahweh, yet in the very beginning of

her history she showed her ingratitude and her faithlessness by

the episode of Beth-peor
||

(cf. Nu. 2^"-' 232s 3i'« Dt. 3^ 4^) for

* Theod., Rashi, Mich., Stuck, Hd.,Sim., Wii., Or., Che., Sharpe, Now., Marti.

t Hi., Ew. § Cf. G. E. Post, art. " Figs," DB.

X AE., Ki., Umb., Ke., Schm.
||
Creuzer, Symbolik und Mythologie, II. 411.
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which Baal-peor (perhaps an abbreviation of Beth Baal-peor*)

here stands. Peor was situated somewhere in the vicinity of the

hill of Pisgah t (Nu. 23"-^ Jos. 13'*); cf. VVellhausen's sugges-

tion I that it was identical with Pisgah.—And separated thernselves

to Baal^ fHSr = shame, is of later origin than Hosea, and by a

later copyist has here been substituted for the original " Baal." §

Yahweh is called Baal in 2^*^.
||

173 in the Niph'al refers to that

formal separation of oneself which may be called consecration.

— And they became aboiniuations like the object of their love'\

It may be questioned, with Wellhausen, whether D'iipc' is not

also an insertion, used perhaps instead of the word which stood

here originally, DnnX3 may be taken as here, i.e. an infinitive

construct ; ^ or as active participle or noun, /ike their lover,**

or loved object,-\-\ i.e. the thing loved at Baal-peor.— 11. Eph-

raim— his glory flies away like a bird^ With the swiftness of

the bird's flight will Ephraim's glory depart. The construc-

tion places special emphasis upon Ephraim, to bring the former

fruitfulness (the idea contained in the name) into contrast with

the coming calamity, which shall consist in lack of everything

which made up Ephraim's glory, i.e. prosperity, honor among

the nations, and, as a prominent element, children. — There

shall be no more birth, no more inothet-hood, no more con-

ception'] This, the greatest possible curse, was the punishment

threatened for their lack of chastity. The construction is singu-

larly terse and strong. The order is climactic : women will not

conceive ; if they do, the child will die in the womb ; if it should

survive the embryonic period, it will die at birth. Cf. 4'°. Does

not their sin against chastity deserve this ? Cf. Hal^vy's interpre-

tation of these words, in which he reverses the order of the climax.

— 16. Ephraim is smitten, their root ivithered~\ This verse inter-

rupts the thought in its present position, but fits in perfectly

between vs." """^ ^^ ; it is, therefore, to be transferred. J % This change
»

* EB. 406. +
J. d. Th. XXI. 580; cf. Di. on Nu. 2328.

t Cf. Dr., art. " Beth-peor," RB. \ We., Che., Gu., Now.

II
On the use of rttO as a substitute or nickname for S};3, cf. Dr. on 2 S. 4<;

Di. in Monatsberichte der Kon.-Preiiss. Academic der Wissenscka/ten zu Berlin, i88l,

June 16 ; Morris Jastrow, Jr., in JBL. XIII. 19-30.

t Kci. I. p. 395. ** B.SZ., Ke., Or., Now. ft Hi., BDB.

XX So We., Now., GAS., Oet. ; Marti transfers only ^^^.

z
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also relieves an important difficulty in the strophic structure. The

figure of the tree is adopted ; Ephraim is like a tree smitten by

worms (Jon. 4'') or by heat ( Je. 1 7*) ; and, worst of all, the very

root is destroyed, thus leaving no hope of further growth (cf.

Am. 2^ Mai. 4^ and for the opposite idea, Is. 11^ Ps. i'^).— Fruit

they cannot produce^ This is the sum and substance of the whole

thing.— Yea, though they beget children, I will slay the darlings of

their womb'] This means practically that they will bear no fruit.—
12. Yea, though they bring up their sons, I will bereave them that

there be not a man] Cf. i S. 15''^. This statement follows natu-

rally upon ^^*, and is in strict accord with the Hebrew method of

statement, viz. to make a general and absolute statement, and

then to add the exception or modification (cf. Jb. 31"^ Pr. 'f^).

V.^^" should follow v.^^ (z*./.).— 13. Ephraim—for a prey are

his sons destined] This rendering * is based upon (§ (v.s^ ; in

addition, it involves the omission of TTKi "irJO as unnecessary,

and inconsistent with the rhythm. The old rendering, Ephrai?n,

as I satv Tynis, is planted in a pleasant place, ^ means nothing,

(i) for Tyre ("i^, not as here m::) is entirely out of place;

(2) n'^inty =^ planted, does not fit as predicate to Ephraim
; (3) 3

would have been used with Tyre, not h. Other renderings of 112:

are : the palm ; \ like pleasure groves of Tyrians, reading "ICK as

a noun {v.s.);% Ephraim as I selected it for a Tyre, etc.
; |1

a

rock ;\ as I saw is like a tree planted in Tyre ;** ifI look asfar

as Ty7-e,\\ or toward Ty?-e.\\ — Ephraim 7?iust lead forth his

sons to slaughter] Hosea still continues his description of the

coming judgment. (f9's T'.Trh (v.s.), the abstract, slaughter, is

to be preferred to the JKST J"in bn = unto the slayer. %% —
14. Give them, O Yahweh— what wilt thou give ?] This is

imprecation,
II II

not deprecation. Iff The entire context pictures

* Cf. Houtsma, We., Now., GAS. Marti reads 13 as follows :
—

rja rh ntr "vh >n^Ni e'inj onox
TT T . - -

VJ3 nj-in*^ Nisin Snib'i xini
T T T •• - -

t AV. ; cf. RV.
II
Ke. ft De Watte.

I Cf. Arab. \y/C,palm; Hi. H 0., Bauer, Bockel. ++ Mau.

§ Ew. ** Cal. f § Ew., AV., Or., G\x.,eial.

nil Mau., Hd., Sim., Ke. Ht Cal., Ros., Hi., Ew., Umb., Or., Che., Now., Marti.
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Ephraim's ruin ; and this is an appeal for that absolute ruin

which is involved in the failure of a tribe or nation to propagate

itself. To understand that this ejaculation is born of a sympathy

which asks for the prevention of births that those born may not be

compelled to suffer is far-fetched. The imperative, give, implies

the opposite. The question is rhetorical, indicating excitement,

and is intended not merely to furnish a basis for the repetition

of v.", nor to ascertain the divine mind,* but = what would

I have thee give? i.e. the prophet's own wish and prayer.—A
miscarrying womb and dry breasts'] The give them found in fHC
is superfluous and spoils the hue. It is omitted in (!9. Unfruitful-

ness was regarded as a special and definite punishment from the

deity; cf. Gn. 25^^ 30^' ^ This punishment stands related as a

climax to that which has before been uttered ; it also bears upon

one of the chief sins of Jeroboam's time, the pride taken by the

people in their numbers and prosperity; cf. Am. 6^ *^ Ho. 2^ 10^

1 2^.t— 15. All their evil being in Gilgal] A circumstantial clause

= si7ice the consumjnation of their mischief (or calamity %) is in

Gilgal; this use of ^3 (cf. Ec. 12^^) § is strained in order to secure

paronomasia in connection with h'h'i: Gilgal was the seat of

Baalistic practices (cf. 4^^ 12" Am. 4* 5^) ; but there is no evi-

dence of its being the headquarters of human sacrifice
; ||

cf. 13^

— Yea, there I conceived hatred for them] ''3 is resumptive,

yea or therefore ; the verb is inchoative, = not / hated, nor /

learned to hate, \ but Iforined or conceived hatred.— For the evil

of their doings I will drive them out of my house] The house here

is not the temple, but Palestine, the land of Israel; cf. 8\ On
the use of tJ'ij cf. Gn. 3-'* 21^" (but there is no reference here to

the Abraham episode).^ The figure of the husband and wife is

again the basis of the expression (Nowack) ; cf. Lv. 2i'-^^ 22'^

— I will no more love them, all their nobles being rebels] A strong

anthropomorphic expression for the decision to withdraw all

favor and mercy from Israel. The reason assigned, one of the

most important in the whole list of causes of the coming destruc-

tion, is the apostasy of the leaders. The same phrase with its

* Umb. t Oort.
||
Hi.

t Marti om. H- 16 a)3. 17 as glosses. § Ma. H On the contrary, Ke.
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paronomasia is cited in Is. i^. The court power is plainly in

large measure responsible; cf. 7^*^-— 12c. Vea, even -woe upon
them, when I look away from theni] For text, v.s. This clause is

out of place in iiHCT, in which it not only has no logical connec-

tion with what precedes, but actually interrupts a closely con-

nected passage.* Here it forms a fitting climax to a series of

strong assertions, the idea of all of which is the abandonment of

Israel by Yahweh. ''3, here asseverative, is tautological if joined

with ^-*, which also is introduced by an asseverative ^3. The DJ,

here indicating the climax, is impossible after ^^*, as is seen by the

effort of interpreters to make it refer to Urh rather than tof 'IK.

The strophic structure is disturbed by its position in v.^^, but

entirely satisfied by the order here proposed.— 17. My God will

cast them away, for they have not hearkened to him'] The prophet

now speaks, summing up the thought of Yahweh as it has been
given in vs.^^ ^-^ Yahweh had said, " I will drive them out of my
house ; I will no more love them

; yea, even woe upon them !

"

The prophet says, My God (for since they will no longer listen to

him he may no longer be called Israel's God) will cast them away.
They had been chosen ("inn) from among all the nations; cf.

Dt. 32* Ez. 5^ Am. 6^ Mai. 3^^— And they shall become wanderers

among the nations] They will becoine (not be) wanderers, or fugi-

tives, Je. 4^ ; cf. use of "113, of birds who have been cast out of their

nest and fly hither and thither (Is. 16- Pr. 27*); cf. the use of

Cain, Gn. 4^-. In 7'^ it is used figuratively of wandering away
from Yahweh.

10. DOjr] Hebrew is particularly rich in different words for the grape
(cf. Che. EB. I9i6f.). Among these djv (the usual term, being found also

in Aram., Arab., and Assyr.) is the true word for the berry, S^rx being used
for the cluster (Gn. 40I0 Nu. xf^^.— ^i^-;^ ncn] On circ. cl. with pf., H. 45,
I a; GK. 142^; Dr. § 163.— lu^a '?;?3] For 'b -i n^3; for discussions on site,

cf. also {v.s.') Conder, Heth and Moab, 142 f.; PEF. 1882, pp. 85 f.; Buhl,

Geogr. d. alt. Pal. 123.— ,-^-3] Cf. Je. 32* iii3; the substitution of T\vi for

^•$1 is especially frequent in proper names, e.g. t\ti-\>, 2 S. il^i = '?;?3-\'', Ju.632.— D>xi|-iB'] On form. Earth, A"^. 102a'; GK. %\b,i. Its use is always late,

Je.
4I being apparently the earliest passage aside from this. As used for idols,

* Marti therefore makes it a gloss.

t Mau., Hi., We., Or., Gu., GAS., Now., et at.
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cf. also 2 K. 232* Je. f^ Ez. 2o''-8 Dn. 92"; v. Gunkel, Schopfung u. Chaos,

141.— oanNo] On form, BSZ. and BDB. ; only here and Pr. 7I8.— H. r^eiyn']

Hithpolel, only here; cf. Polel, Gn. i2' Is. 62 1429 306.— p] Three times

with the force of negative, H. 4i,4</; GK. 119.^; Ko. 406/.— mS] Rare
formation = niS GK. 69 ;«.— 16. Dl^n•.^' onijN] Chiastic order.— dj] On force,

Ko. 394 <:.
— 1'?2] K'thibh, but •> is prob. dittog.; so '?3 (Q''rt) is better; •'S^

is rarely used with finite vb., Ko. 352 r, </.— pa'J."'] On p, GK. 47 w.

—

12 c. niiro] For various readings v.s. In favor of niu'a is the appropriateness

of the meaning thus obtained, the slightness of the change involved, and the

fact that CJ is thus given its proper force. Against the interpretation of

^^1B'3 = moa (so 'A., 15%, Ros., Mau., Ke., We., Or., Now., et al.) is the fact

that Hosea regularly writes D; so 2*- 1^ 7I*. — 16. "inoni] 1 marks apodosis;

H. 48, 2/^; GK. 159/; on form of i ";• vb. without inserted o, GK. 72 y^.

—

ncnc] Cf. 9^; also La. 2* Jo. 4^; on form. Earth, A^B. 174.— 12. cn] = 1'^,

GK. IS9;«; cf. Ko. 372/^.— 13. N'lXinS] On ';•, H. 29, T,b; Ko. 399s.

—

14. pn-nc] On optative force, GK. 151 3; Kci. 354/^.— 15. lD\x] One of

the few jussives of ist pers. used for cohort.; GK. 109a'; cf. Ko. 191 c,g;

also 197.

§ 13. Israel is wicked in proportion to her prosperity : but an

end is coming of all that she has falsely trusted. lo'-^l Israel was

a luxuriant vine, but in proportion to her prosperity she multiplied

altars and pillars ; however, she will now be declared guilty, and

her altars and pillars will be destroyed (lo^--). On account of the

idol-calf, people and priest shall mourn ; for it shall be carried to

Assyria, a token of Ephraim's shame (lo'^"). The high places

shall be destroyed, thorns and thistles growing over them ; the

king of Samaria shall be cut off; and the people shall even pray

to the mountains and hills to fall upon them (10*"^^'').

This piece consists of six four-line, or perhaps better, of three eight-line

strophes. Removing the glosses in vs.^-*" (v.i.), the arrangement becomes

8 -|- 7 -f 7. The movement is trimeter, although dimeters are occasionally

employed, and in the last strophe the elegiac movement is used. Strophe i

(vs.^-2) pictures Israel as a fruitful vine, and with the increase of fruitfulness,

has come also an increase of idol-serving; but now that she has been found

guilty these emblems of idolatry shall be destroyed. Strophe 2 (vs.''-'')

describes the carrying away to Assyria of the idol-calf in which she has taken

such pleasure, which, therefore, has been her shame. .Strophe 3 (vs.*"- ^- *')

declares that the high places shall i)e destroyed, the altars grown over with

thorns and thistles, while even the king shall be cut off, and men in the con-

fusion of the judgment will call upon the mountains and the hills to fall

upon and cover them up.
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This arrangement involves the following modifications: (i) vs.^- * are to

be taken as a later insertion (z/.z.); (2) vj is to be transferred to stand

between 8«and86
(j/.j.).

1. pp^] (5 evK\7iij.aT0V(ra ; U frondosa ; *A. ew5/30s ; S. vXofiavovffa
;

^ |Jsn n ^> — |-in;s' (Seb.; so also Gr.) ; S!^ Nm^. Oet. nppii.— Sniu'i] Ru.

D^ncN.— ny^^l <§ (6 Kapirbs) evdtjvCov — rhz'-' or iSc (Vol.); 'A., S. i^i<T(b6r]
;

U adaequatus. Oort and Gu. iS iStr ms, or merely iSi:* ins. Gr. iS niE'^ r-iD.

Marti, nixj. Gardner, Nir. Read, with Oet., N^rj'^ (cf. Jb. 12^^ 36^^), an Ara-

maicism.— ina'^] We. om. S (so Now., Oet.).— 'dS nain] Gr, "a '"h 'n.

—

^a•'a^"l] (§ i^KodSfirjaev; 'A. ^<r7roi)5a(re (Trepi ffrrjXuiv).— 2. D^S pSn] ® ifi^pi-

aav KapSlas avrCiv =^ '^
^p\V' (Vol.); 'A., S., ip-epiadrj Kapbla. Read p'^n (so

Oort, Val., Now.). Oet. phn. Ru. D*??^ pSn, 'n being the name of some hostile

tribe. Briill (" Beitrage zur Erkl. d. Buches Yio." Jahrb. f. Jud. Gesch. u. Lit.,

v.-vi. (18S3) 1-62; so Gr.), ^:h-a lijiSnn,— nnj?] Ru. takes it here and in S^''

as the name of some hostile tribe.— iDtt'iv] <5 a(j>avL<jd-q(XovTat (cf. 5!*^) ; A., S.,

0. w\rip,fie\-^(Tov(n ; U interibunL Gr. idC'\ Ru. DDC'\— T^i"] @ Karaa/cii-

^et = myi or lyiy (Vol.).— ^^B'^] (5 TaXaiTrw^Tjo-oi^o-tj' = -nc'^ (Vol.).

—

3. sS 13] 5 om. ''3.— 4. 113^] (5 \a\Civ, = -\-i-\, agreeing with ^Sd of v.^;

U loqidmini. Oort, -\3-ii3 or -13-1 (so Val.). Read, with We., ->3l (so Gu,,

Ru., gas.. Now., Oort iEm.), Oet.).— Dn3^] Gr. D^3i3 (cf. f^~). Ru. ns"!.

— diSn] (5 irpo(pd(TeLs = ni*^;!, an Aramaicism (Vol.); U visionis. Ru. '7];d.—
NK*] Ru. Niiyn.— m3] (5 5ia(9T7(r£rat. Oort and Val. rrip. Gr. n^33. Hal.

nr3. Ru. m3\— tr-Ni] (5 dypioarts = Nun (Vol.) ; S. and 0. Xaxo-fov

(so. x^'^P"^'') ; 'S Ir^-*- Some Heb. codd. !:'}<13. Loft. B^ii.— tJflS'D] Ru.

I'crs u'n?. Oet. nsrn or n3rn (cf, 11'' 14^). Hal. nnrc.— nti' "'cSn S;-]

S ) /> • > o i^'1? ]^ " " ''^
; (§ f'Ti x^P'^'^" o.ypod. — 5. mSjj?S] Read, with

(3, 0., and &,h\y^ (so New., Oort, TV^r. and Em.; We., Gu., Loft., Ru.,

GAS., Now., BDB., Oct., Marti). Dathe, Val. and Che. (^CB.) nSjj;'-. Gr.

'?jy Sy.— ]Mi no] (5 toO oikov^Hv; 'A. rod oikov &s; 0. rod otKOv 6v. Oort and

Marti, Sn n''3.— imj^] (5<S, S. render dwell; U and ST worship ; 'A., O. y^ar.

Gr. nu'' or mjn\ Ru. mijn\ Che. mj\— pr] Read, with (5, /carotKoOvres,

\j3r (so New., Oort, TkT. and iE'w.; We., Val., Loft., Gu., Now., GAS., Oet.,

Marti).— o] Ru. Tinj? or 3Nr.— S3N] We. S3N.''. (so Gr., Val., Now., Oet.,

Marti).— inC3] © KadOis jrapeTriKpavav avrSv = innC3 (Vol.); & joins with

preceding.— r'?^] S = vS;n; (g om.— iSm''] Read iSip'' (so Oort, Gr.). We.

iS^'::. (so Val., Now., Oort (^;«.), Oet., Hal., Marti). Ru. I'^^'p:.;.
— '3-S>'] Gr.

'S'Syi.— 6. ipin] @ takes as obj. of an inserted Sijcavres, which GAS. accepts

as belonging to original text. — S3v] (5 dir-rivfyKav — ^'^'•'2V (so Si3C and

Arabic; so also We., Loft., Now., Oet, Marti).— nmc] (S^ pi.— 3i> iSn]

@ to; ^cLffike? 'lapeifi; U r^^' ultori ; 'A., 0. St/cdfovrt ; S. virepp-axovvri.

For other readings see on 51^.— nJt^'3] (S iv ddp-ari = njD3 (Vol.); "B con-

strues as subj. Gr. njnn. Gu. and Marti, ntt'3. Hal. nsSr. Mich, nju'3.

— inxyc] We. i3xyn (so Val., Now., Marti). Oort {Em.'), icxyo.— 7. nnij]
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@ dTT^ppi'/'ev = ncT (Vol.); "E transire fecit ; Z Z^A = •icn (Seb.); some

codd. of de R. n::-ij (so Oct.). Cornelius ^ Lapide, na-i-. Cappellus, ncnj.

—

jncr] Hal. 'u-'2. Che, (£j5. II. 2125, note), r^i^c.— l^'P^] (5 ws (ppvyavov;

so S. Gr. fia;?3. We. aspj. Che. {ioc. cii.), cm. as corrupt dittog. of pre-

ceding a-niiD (v.s.').— a''D ijo Sy] Che. (/of. «V.), anijx jinj,— 8. rxan]

<53C = pi. ; so some codd. of de R. We. om. 'n px as gloss (so Ru. , Now.,

Marti), while Che. (C^.) ora. ^n-\'i"> nsan. Gr. suggests that r^3 has been lost

from before px, because of likeness to mc.— tr"';"] S2> have suff. in 3d p.

X. 1. A luxuria7it vine is Israel^ i.e. a vine running luxuri-

antly, sending out shoots, a fruitful vine, prosperous.* With this

may be compared the view f that makes Israel a pillaged vine, i.e.

stripped of its fruit, which, however, after the robbing will lay up

fruit for itself ; and the very common view J which renders ppn

empty, i.e. one which pours out into leaves, but has no fruit.

This statement is an extension of 9^"- ^^
; cf. the vine nn"iD, Ez. 1 7^

Hal^vy makes ppr predicate with the meaning lay waste, destroy

(cf. Is. 24^ Na. 2") = Israel lays waste the vine which has fur-

nished him its fruit; but this is not supported by the history of

interpretation, nor by analogy {v.s.^.—He multiplies fruitfor him-

self '\
The thought here is obscure. The following have been

suggested : (i) Which yields fniitfor itself, referring to the vine ; §

(2) Who yields fruit for himself, referring to Israel
; 1| (3) He

putteth forth his fruit ^^ (4) And the fruit is like him;** (5)

Her {the vine's) fruit flourishing (so (!§ using perhaps 'hs or

nbc"; cf. Zc. 7" Jb. 21^3 Ps. 73I2
J 2 26 E2. 16"^) But none of

these gives an adequate sense. Perhaps the rendering given

above ft (reading X'Jt"), which furnishes an idea corresponding to

ppn of the preceding line, may be adopted. G. A. Smith (using

"V>r or n't') renders, " he lavishes his fruit," while Gardner's read-

ing gives just the opposite, " an evil fruit is his." —In proportion

to the increase of his fruit he multiplied altars ; in proportioji to

the prosperity of his land, he made beautiful the pillars~\ i.e. the

more fruit, the more altars did he build ; the more prosperous the

land, the more beautiful were the pillars (or statues) which he

* (EU, Theod.. Bauer, Ma., Hi., Ew., Sim., Ke., Schm., Or., Che., GAS., BDB.,

Now. t Cal. X ^r, AE., Schmidt, Os., Ros., Pu., Sharpe.

5 Ma., Hi., Ke., Or., RV. H Hd. tt Oet.

II
Ew., Pu. ** V, Mich.
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erected.* This points to a recognition by the prophet of the

influence exerted on Israel by the agricultural life which Israel

had come to adopt, for with this life there came the influence of
the Baal-cult. On the pillars, or massebahs, v. on 3^— 2. Their
heart is false'] Was their heart "divided," resting now on Baal,

and now on YahwehPf Or was it not rather "slippery, false,

deceitful "J {v.s. for text), since Hosea particularly inveighed

against a certain kind of Yahweh-worship ? Cf. the use of the

word with reference to tongue, lip, mouth, throat, and speech
(Ps. 59 12=5 5521 Pr. 53 and in Ez. 12-", where in parallelism

stands \hn Dopa . . . Kiur prn).

—

Now must they bear punishtnent

for /V§] Other renderings are: be guilty,
||

deserve punish-

ment,1[ suffer,** be punished, tt Ruben's hostile tribes {v.s:)

seem to be the offspring of a fertile imagination. Now is logical

= cofiseqiteiif/y.— {But) he will break the neck of their altars ; he

will ruin their pillars] " Breaking the neck " is a strong figure in

this connection. It is unnecessary to suppose there is any refer-

ence to the striking off of horns (Am. 3") ;++ the word used
elsewhere only of animals is here used metaphorically. The par-

allelism of order between these lines and the first of the strophe

is to be noted. This representation of punishment is in contrast

with the picture of prosperity just presented.— 3. For soon
they will say : we have no king] This confession is clearly incon-

sistent with the context and dates from a later period, probably
the exile. The inconsistencies of vs.''*'"**, as pointed out by
Novvack and Marti, §§ are : (i) they furnish an entirely different

explanation for the coming judgment, as compared withvs.^'"^;

(2) the lack of fear of Yahweh is not a true charge against the

Israel of Hosea's time
; (3) nnu in v.^ refers to the present or

immediate future, but in v.'' to a more remote future
; (4) they

break the connection of thought between vs.-""'*^, which are both
concerned with the destruction of Israel's high places. If from
the exile, the phrase zve have no king means what it says ; if from

* So Ew., Ke., Or., et al. II Bauer.

t Mich., Bauer, Hi., Hd., Pu., Or., RV. ** Ew.

X We., Val., Now., GAS., Marti. ff Hd.
k Hi., Sim., Ke., We., Gu., GAS., Now. ++ We., Che., Marti.

II
Cal. \\ Rel. 168 and Dodekapropheton ; so also Ru.; but cf. Now.2
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an earlier period, it means, we have no king worthy of the name
or from whom help can come, i.e. an expression of despair.* Cf.

(i) the view which places the sermon in the interregnum follow-

ing the death of Jeroboam II.
; t (2) the view that makes the

basis of this statement, the fact that all of Israel's kings were

established in opposition to Yahweh
; \ and (3) the view that

makes the statement interrogative, Have we not a king? i.e. the

king of Egypt. § — For Yahweh we have not feared ~\ This is the

evident point of inconsistency with the context. No Israelite of

Hosea's time could have acknowledged that he did not fear

Yahweh ; as a matter of fact he was engaged most assiduously in

a worship ev^ery part of which pointed in this direction. The
expression is not one of Hosea's time, but comes from that later

age when rightly it might have been uttered.— And the king,

what could he do for us .?] For nru, cf. Ec. 2'. If ^" means, we
have no king, this means, if we had a king, what could he do ; if

^"

means, we have no king worthy of the name, ^^ means, what can

the king we have do for us? In either case the answer is nothing.

— 4. Speaking words, swearing false oaths, making bargains']

With "IS"! the infinitive absolute {v.s. ; cf. 4- ; (§ = "la'n) we have

speaking words, i.e. mere words, words from the lips (Is. 36'^ 58^'')

in which there is no truth,— falsehoods (Is. 29-^). On swearing

false oaths,
1|

cf. 4^ ; on making bargains, i.e. making covenants,

cf. 5^^ 7'^ ; not in the ordinary affairs of life ; If nor with the

sanction of idols ;
** but rather with the great powers, Assyria

(or Babylon) and Egypt
; ff cf. 10^ 12^ — And laiu springs

forth like weeds iti the furroius of the field] We expect here

the punishment which is to be inflicted for the conduct de-

scribed in the preceding clause ; but, as Nowack has pointed

out, J I (i) t2Era does not mean judgment in the sense of in-

fliction, execution, but right (cf. 5", also Am. cf-^^-'' (p), an

indefinite term without special application; (2) the comparison

rx": is hardly clear or satisfactory; (3) while on the furrows

of the field fits in well in 12^^, it is here awkward, being sep-

* Mau., Ew., Hd., Sim., Or. \ Dathe; cf. Schmidt.

t Mich., et al.
||
See Coffin, JBL., 1900, p. 107.

+ Hi., Pu., Ke., Che., et al. II Pu.

•* Ros. ttMau.,Hd.,Ke.,Che.,Or.,Schm.; Val.Z/i^KXIII.247. JtCf.Ke.
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arated from trxi, to which it belongs. Perhaps this is a con-

tinuation of the preceding picture of wickedness, and in this

case (i) law may be used in the sense of laivsidt;* or (2) law

may be used ironically in the sense of legal injustice,^ cf. Am. 6^^

;

or (3), after 2^^., punishment, which shall be as bitter (cf. Dt. 29^*

La. 3^" Je. 9^^), and as plenteous as li>X"i. \ Cf. (©'s interpre-

tation = grass. It has been suggested by Novvack that either

another word be substituted for DSt^a, which shall mean " evil,"

or that Z')X~h I3sn be read after Am. 6^^ (cf. Ho. 4^), i.e. and

judgment they turn to poppy ; but (3) above seems satisfactory.

Cheyne suggests that this judgment began with the man who was

foremost in those illegitimate covenants— the prophet's royal name-

sake, Hoshea (2 K. 17''). t^'i<"l has been rendered ditterness,^

poppy,
\^
weeds,^ poison, or wormwood,** hemlock ;-\\ and tsst'D

has been emended {v.s.') to murder or backsliding, \X falsehood,

like this ties, %% destruction. ^\^
— 5. For the calf of Beth-aven the

inhabitants of Samaria shall tremble^ We come back now to the

original utterance, and to the beginning of the second 8-line

strophe. The occasion of the approaching punishment is here

stated to be the worship of the calf (cf the different representa-

tion in v.^"). The connection with v.^* is very close. While now
Israel identifies the calf-image with Yahweh, the prophet sees no

relationship between them. There are no words too scornful for

him to use of the calf Calf (cf. (§) is to be preferred to calves,

because of the singular suffix in vau and ViJiS and because prob-

ably only one image was set up in each place. For explana-

tions of this feminine plural, see p. 348. Beth-aven is probably

ironical and contemptuous for •?« n'2, cf. 4^^ Am. 7".m On
fStr, v.i. Cheyne's bemoan instead of tremble for is interesting in

view of the parallelism. For other readings, v.s.— Yea, his people

shall mourn for him'] The perfect, if retained,, is prophetic;

perhaps the imperfect should be read {v.s.).— And his priestlings

shall writhe for him] I'^'n' for 'h'T, v.s. The word ittD is used

only of idol-priests ; cf. 2 K. 23-' Zp. i^ In Syriac and Aramaic

*GAS.
II

Thes., Hd., Che. XX Oet.

tKe. H Ew., Or., GAS. hh Ru.
+ Ew., Hd.. Che. **Ki.

II II
Hal.

§U. ttAV. HU Ko. Stil. 297 f.
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it is used of priests in general without discrimination between

those of the true God and those serving idols. It is perhaps to

be connected with the Assyr. kamdru, to lay pros/rate, the priest

being one who prostrated himself* It is evidently used here as a

term of contempt. The interpretation rejoice is impossible.— Oti

account of his glory, that it is banished from hinf\^ Cf. i S. 4".

This is an insertion from a later hand, as is evident from the fact

that the suffix cannot possibly go back to h'JO, although this is

intended, and the connection with what follows is impossible.!

— 6. Yea, this they will carry to Assyria^ The emphatic word

this (imx) refers to the image.— As a present to king Jareb']

Probably a gloss based on 5^^, v.s. It was not uncommon to carry

presents of gold and silver from the temple to a foreign king;

cf. 2 K. 12'^ 16* 18^^^.— Ephraim shall take disgrace, and Israel

shall be ashamed because of his counsel^ The reading ia^l'tt =
because of his idol {v.s.) is good, but not necessary. Shame and

reproach will rest upon Israel for the counsel which has been

adopted as the basis of the national pohcy.— 8a. T/ie high

places of Avefi shall be destroyed, the sin of Israel'^ This arrange-

ment of the verses prevents the interruption of the thought, and

preserves the chmax. Perhaps the reading, the high places of

Israel shall be destroyed, both pK and nsan being taken as glosses

{v.s.), is better.— Thorn and thistle shall come up on their altars^

Cf. 9^— 7. As for Sarnaria, her king is cut off^ This is better

than to put king with the following clauses. \ The perfect is pro-

phetic ; cf. 8^ No particular king is intended ; nor is the refer-

ence to an idol-god. § — Like a chip on the face of the 7aaters] i.e.

tossed about, without ability to move in a definite path. s]i"p

means chip,
||

rather than foam.'H— 8 b. And they shall say to the

mountains cover us ; and to the hills, fall on us^ This petition

goes up in order that they may not fall into the power of their

enemies (cf. Lk. 23'^ Rev. 6^*' c^^').

1. ppa] But for the context and the general usage in this figure {v.s"!), it

would be unjustifiable to adopt here a meaning found nowhere else; and

* Cf. BDB. ; Dl. Hebr. Lang., 40 ff. ; Che. % Wii., We., Gu., Now., GAS.

t We., Now., Oet. \ Hess.

II
©a, Ki., Theod., Ma., Hi., Ew., Hd., Pu., Kc., Or., Che., Now., Marti,

It i^ar, 2., Rashi, Marck, Umb.
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yet the Arabic laJ = to be abundant (v. Lane), furnishes good ground for

this interpretation. BSZ. treats this case as an intrans. of the same pp2

(found in Is. 24} and elsewhere, ^0 empty^ = to pour oneself out, to spread out.

From this root Jabbok, the river, is probably named.— ma'i] Cf. GAS. I. 286,

note; Earth, ES. p. 66.— 3J On the more . , . the more, K6. 371 0.— 3^]

Is inf. cstr. fol. by ^, indicating dative of advantage (cf. Dt. i^ 2^ 326^ etc.);

K6. 286 a', 402/', 407^; and not subst. in cstr. before a gen. with *?, cf.

Ew.8 295 a.— 3ia] Inf. cstr. like 3-1 (57.5.).— i3'>a^n] PI., while n3^^ is sg.;

Ko. 346^'.— 2. pbn] This is not the Pu'al (SF®, Hi.) of pSn = ^aJLss.,

measure off; cf. Assyr. eklu, field, cf. Is. 33^3 Zc. 14I (Jager, BAS. II. 296);

nor Qal of pSn = (a*L^, make smooth, lie (Ke., Wii., We., RVm.) ; but

probably an adj. from latter, viz. p^n; cf. Pr. 5^.— nr;-] Lit., at the time,

an ace. of ny; cf. rX3\i at the time, now. Here without 1, used of present

or immediate future, a favorite construction of Hosea; cf. 4^^ 5' 8^- 1^.— ict:'N'']

On _, GK. 63 ^. On the dagh. in z\ GK. 13 r. On impf. of obligation,

H. 22, 3^; Dr. §39. :iZ'i< = to do a wrong {Y.z. 2512); then to be guilty

(cf. 4^^ 13^); then to be treated as guilty, to receive punishment (cf. 5'^ 14^).

Here in this third sense. The word seems to be a favorite with Hosea.

—

*\'\T'\ a denom. vb. from 11?, neck ; on the privative force of denom. vbs.

(cf. Pi'el) GK. 52 /i. The other cases, Ex. 13I3 3420 Dt. 2i*-6 Is, 663, ^U

refer to the breaking of the neck of an animal, e.g. calf, dog.— xin] Emph.
— 3. ri-^'i 13] The ordinary meaning, y^r //;^«, does not fit here; it refers to an

action in the future and = at that time = soon (v.s.).— 4. Dn3^] Cogn. ace.

= emph.— m'?N] P'or hSn, the usual form of inf. abs.; here with n under

influence of mj, cf. Is. 22^3; GK. 75 «; K6. 402 ^. On this use of inf. abs.,

H. 28, 5 a; GK. 113^.— m3i] Pf. with waw cons., continuing inf. abs., Ko.

3670.— OD'^'c] Cf.Se\Vm,Beitrage,U. 2^2; Sm. 7?^/. 389f.; Duhm, 77z^o/. ii4f.

— 'i'Nn] See on Am. 612.— na'] Art. omitted, K6. 293 «; cf. this form with

n-ii:'.— n^Jy] Read hyj (v.s.} ; the only case of the fem. used of the calf-

idols in North Israel. The fem. pi. of f^K (cf. the masc. suff. of the vs.)

has been explained (l) as heifers for calves used contemptuously (Jer., Cal.,

Bauer, Pu.); (2) because the images were those of young animals in which

sex was not prominent (Sim.)
; (3) because they were lifeless, man-made

things, cf. GK. 122 u (Ki.) ; (4) as an expression of indefinite generality, the

fem. being the proper form for the abstract (Ke.).— pi'] Sg. with preceding

predicate pi., Ko. 349/— v-i?:3] Suf. collective, K6. 348 .v.— 6. ini>s] On
ace. with pass, according to fflC (cf. Zc. 13^), GK. 121 b ; Ko. no; as obj.

of '731'' (@), its position is emphatic. — nj-iio] JVom t"z with affix j short-

ened from <z«/ Ew.8 163/; cf. Earth, A''.^. 210 <r; Ko. II. i. p. 185. Perhaps

ru'3 should be read {v.s.^.— 7. no^j] Ptcp., perhaps to be read, ncui;

Ko. 349/. This same word occurs also in 4^ \6^^.— noSn jnott'] The order

of words is difficult unless with Ko. 349/ (cf. 330/) we suppose 1 to have

dropped out before the labial c and read {y.s.') Samaria and her king;
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cf. Ex. 820» Dt. saSb, etc.— iSbj] Masc. for fem., the obj. added being fern.,

K6. 205 c.

§ 14. Israel's history consists of sin, guilt; the fruit of

such seed is a sad harvest, desolation, destruction, and death,

— even of the king. id'^^\ From the days of Gibeah, Israel has

sinned : Ephraim is a heifer desiring to tread the corn, but I will

spoil her beauty with a yoke upon her neck, and she shall be made
to draw, to plough, and to harrow (^- ") . Sow in righteousness

and reap in love ; break off evil habits ; there is still time to seek

Yahweh and obtain his favor
;

(I exhort you thus) for hitherto you

have sowed wickedness and reaped punishment
;
you have made

it your policy to lie, and to trust in chariots and warriors (^-- '^").

But for this reason ruin is coming, tumult, the destruction of

fortune ; and in a morning your king shall be cut off (^'^''- " '^),

This piece consists of three strophes, each having seven Hnes of the trime-

ter movement. The strophic structure and measure prove conclusively that

the piece is entirely distinct from 10^-^, although treating of the same subject.

For that matter, all of the chapters now treat of the same subject. Strophe i

brings up out of the past " days of Gibeah," when Israel sinned ; however

beautiful and prosperous she may be, hard burdens are before her— burdens

which will prove very heavy (vs.^H"). Strophe 2 recites the fact that it is

not too late to secure Yahweh's favor, if the right methods are followed, if

old habits are broken off; but to this end an entire change of policy will be

demanded in comparison with that of the past, in which deceit and faithless-

ness to Yahweh have been the principal elements (vs.*-- ^^"). Strophe 3

pictures the ruin which for this reason is coming quickly and surely— a ruin

that will involve land, city, and king (vs.^''''i'*'^- 1^). In this arrangement,

vs.io. 146 are regarded as later additions {v.i.).

9. '-r^r] Gr. t^s (so Marti, Rel. 168). — n^ajn] © ol jSouvo/ = mj?3jn;

5b |iieJ5. — nxon] S2C take as 2d p. of vb; (5U = 3d p. Gr. Nm (so Oort

{Em.)). Ru. PNon. Read HNm (We., Now.).— nny] We. nj3. Gr. n^n.

Hal. ncN. Get. i-nr. Gardner, n;-.'.— nS] Oort {Em.), nSi.— OJ'tfn] Under

(i'A'. XXXIII. 747), Drop. Gr. and Hal. 1J^i^•n. Gardner, nrrn.— nyaja]

Gr. n>'3J3. Oort {Em.) om. Marti om. nyaja . . . pNon as a gloss.— Sj?] Read,

with Gr., Ru., Now., ^Sjj. Gardner, "^n. — 7\^^y ••J3 S>'] Transfer to follow nc;?

(so Ru., Now.). Ru. inserts after this phrase, 'i'N n''23 Sjy ic'U'm (cf. i K. 122^).

Dathe joins to v.^ (so Oort, Oct.).— 10. mONi ipiNa] (5 rratSeCo-ai avTovs,

omitting \s3 and joining 'ni = zf\p\ (Vol.) to v.", ®*< and some codd. render

'Na by ^X^e = 'PN3; % ^1 1?»1 '•/] 1^. = D^D:^^ -ipnyja; probably ^ should

be corrected to s*£^]j3 = •'P-i3;3 (Seb.; so also Gr., Ru., Now.). Oort
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(£w.), r|fa.NNi did:«i 'pxd (so Marti; Dathe and Oet. also read »nNa). Hal,

Dl???< '3. Read anD\x ''n^ayp (so Gr., Now.).— Q-^dno] (g ^i- ry TraiSei^eo-^at

oi)toi>s = DiD>3; cf. Ps. 132I, inu^ (Vol.); S ^??£^J Jie = aiDinj (Seb.;

so also Oct.). Oort om. as dittog. We. onpi'? (so Oort (A/«.)). Hal. mpxa
(= anDsnn).— anJ^p tib''?] Q^rt, onjij?^-'? (so also Scholz, Gr., Gu,,Now., Oet,
et al.y, so @. Hal. ';? ixu-'. Oort, anij;;S.\ BSZ. oriry "S (cf. ©). Marti

om. -f^ 'DX3.— 11. onDNi] @ om. i (so also Now.).— mnSc] Om. as a gloss

(so We., Now.). Hal. 'Sd nS.— trn'?] @ vet/cos = jn (Vol.).— in-\2}'] Hal.

'ni2;? (cf. I K. 621). Ru_ q^^ ^g djttog. from v.io (5i). Marti, ''^'}_
Si? ^ma^jn.

— 3Vi3] S om.— 3>3-in] Insert nn;'i before 'in. Oort {T/iT.) and Val.

na^pnNi; but, in Em., 22-\h. Ru. substitutes -in for preceding -a;», and inserts

Sj? as its obj.— onoN] Ru. om.— B'nn''] @ irapao-iWTTTjo-o/xat = ti-nnN; 'A.,

6. dXoTjo-et; <S ^;jJo=ri-T'(?) (Seb.).— min^] Read, with Now., SNityi.

— "nii"] ® ewo-xwet = -n!y> (Vol.); S> IcuaJ. — iS] S> om. Gr. iS.

—

12. npii-S] S renders as an accusative.— non iflS] @ eis Kupirbv fw^s = nfl*?

''n. Read iDn naS.— nij 03'? nij] (g (purla-are eavrois 0ws; so <S; 51 in-

novate vobis novate.— nyi] (5 yvwcreus = d'J-\ (so also Oort, 77^7". and Em.;
Val., Oct.). Ru. -ipyi (cf. Dt. 9"i).— iJ-niS] ^ iK^-qT-qaare. Ru. mh-i.— ^y']

Gr. Tiy.— mri] Read, with (5, fevrqiiara, na (so also Oort, We., Val., Now.).

U qui docebit ; similarly, S'^T. Ru. Ti.i^i (cf. Jo. 2-3).— pis] Si = ipIV (so

also Ru.).— DD*^] @ 17/xti/. Oort, ncS (cf. @), joining it to v.^^.— 13. Dntrin]

@ tVa tI Trap€(nwTrrj(raT€ = '1J1 nnS, perhaps dittog. from ddS.— nnSi)j] 5 con-

nects with preceding.— anSsN] Ru. anSpNi.— 13i"i3] <3 if toTs a/jLapr-^fia-

<tLv crov, a corruption of &p/xa<Ti = 13313, which occurs in (g^Q. go read with

Ma., Dathe, Eich., Ew., Duhm ( T/ieo/. 130), Houtsma, We., Or., Che., Gr., Ru.,

Loft., Gu., GAS., Volz, Now., Oort (j5';«.), Oct., Hal.— ini3j] <& Swdfieibs

aov - rimi3J (Vol.) ; so S.— 14. yv;'] &&'B, sg. We. qnjja (so Gr., Ru.,

Oet., Che. (CB.), Hal.; cf. Marti). Oort (Em.), •\n]!n.— '-yl'v'} & olxvcre-

rai = 112" (Vol.). We. nu'i> (so Oct., Marti). — -ir;] <& ws apxw = ii:"3;

"A. ws irpovofiri; 2. /ca^ws 7)(pavl(T6r}.— jcSr] @ ^a\a/xdv; ' A. dwr]pTi<7fi4v7];

Tr[ Sa/mana; S iVi\ 4>; Syr.-Hex. = ^jjcSs. Che. (^5'.^:/., Nov., '97, p. 364,
and art. "Beth Arbel," £B.), o^hv. N. Herz (A/SL. XIV. 207 f.), oSx.—
'7N3-IN n^a] (5 ^/c ToO oiKov 'lepo^odp. = a>'3T' rria (so also Che. /oc. cit.; cf.

Gr. '-i> '3d); Si 'n>^j L.»^
"^T^

' ^ '^ donio ejus qui vindicavit Baal;
@^ lepo^adX; 'A. rod olkov tov dtKd^ovTO^; S. iv rf o'lKqi rov 'Ap^er)\; Q. iv4-

Spov; S; N^C33. N. Herz, '^NV3-iN noD, reference being made to Ju., chaps. 17,

18.— ai>] <5 pi.— ni-j-i] (5 r!Sd4>i(Tav=z it-'LD-i (Vol.); so «!. — 15. nz";^ Read,
with (5, iroiijo-w, nii'pN (so also We., Gr., Ru.', Now., Oort (Em.), Oct., Marti)

;

S = vj-j;. Hal. nu'p^— '^Nn-'3] Read, with (5, ol/cos toO 'lo-po^X, Snis'i ni3 (so

also Oort (TAT. and £/«.), We., Gr., Gu., Ru., GAS., Now., Oet., Marti).—
nV"i] Oort (TJiT. and Em.) and Gr. om. as dittog.; so (g^Q.— Don3,n]

@F2r pi. Hal. Drt';'D or D^P-si],— inB'3] Some codd. of Kenn. and de R.
'Z'j (so also Oort, Gr.) ; so some codd. of (S, ojs 6p6po<:. Oort (Em.), m;;i;'3

(cf. We., Now.''^, Marti). Ru. in-f ?JVr.— 'J ncij] (5 direpL(pr](7av direpl(pt)
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= DDiJ iDij; cf. lo^ (Vol.); @SF connect last clause of v.^^ with iii.

'A. KareffMirifidr]. Ru. na-;oi D]jn.

9. J^rom the days of Gibeah is Israel's «'«] i.e. the sin (nxisn

for nXttP! because the address is not continued *) of Israel is

something which goes back to earUest times. But what is meant

by the days of Gibeah, from which (not more than in which,'\ nor

as in which = -a'D, | Israel now sins) this sin dates ? Three

answers have been given : (i) The episode of the Benjamites at

Gibeah (Ju. 19") ; § but since there Israel (the eleven tribes)

was taking vengeance on one tribe (Benjamin) for an infamous

act, and here Israel is represented as committing sin, the allusion

is inappropriate
||

(cf., however, Cheyne's statement :
" True, Is-

rael as a people took summary vengeance on the Benjamites for

the outrage of Gibeah ; but the seed of wickedness remained,

and developed into evil practices worthy only of the Gibeah of

old"). (2) The beginning of the kingdom under Saul which

occurred in Gibeah^ (cf. i3^'''"), which (according to Wellhau-

sen) Hosea seems to regard as a sin perhaps second only to the

cult ; but does Hosea as a matter of fact oppose the kingdom as

such? Is it not rather the schism? (3) The idolatry of Micah

(Ju. 17^"^), which marked the beginning, according to tradition,

of that which has now spread so far and wide.**— At that time

there stood against me the sons of tmrighteousness^ This rendering

involves the reading of "''^y for bu, and the transfer of nbiu 'iS "hlS

from the end of the verse to follow Ti^l7,tt ^ change which permits

the passage to give a sensible meaning, and relieves two lines, one

of which is too short, the other too long. Dty is here temporal \\

rather than local ; cf. 2 K. 15^ Ps. 14^. The sons of unrighteous-

ness are either the Benjamites i^.s^, the Israelites as a whole in

the case of the selection of Saul, or those associated with Micah.

Wellhausen's suggestion, ti:d, is unnecessary. Other interpreta-

tions of niay are :
" stood still," as if Ephraim had acted traitor-

ously (cf. the great defeat of the eleven tribes, Ju. 20^^^^')
; §§ " have

* We., Now. X Ma., Gr., Meier [^SK. XV. 1030).

t AE., Bauer, Ros., Sim. \ Mich., Mau., Hd., Pu., Ke., Or., GAS., etal.

II
Now. 11 C, Sharpe, We., Now. ; Sm. Rel. 219.

** Jer. tt Ru., Now. %% Hi., Sim. \\ Mich.
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remained {i.e. sinful), should there not overtake them in Gibeah a
war against the sons of wrong?" * "stood firm against the sons

of wrong," in contrast with present attitude
; f

" there they stand
(now) defiant like the old Benjamites." J For interpretations

involving textual change, v.s.— Shall not war overtake them even
ifi Gibeah /] Interpreters {e.g. Ruben) have been greatly perplexed
to find any meaning for this line. The removal to the preceding
line of nbll? ''J3 "hvi seems to relieve somewhat the difficulty. §

This difficulty is seen, e.g., in G. A. Smith's rendering, " there

have they remained, and this without war overtaking them in

Gibeah against the dastards ;
" also Cheyne's, " there they stood

that the war against the sons of unrighteousness might not over-

take them at Gibeah,"— both utterly unintelligible, even with

the authors' additional remarks. The sense of the renderino-

adopted above is easy and natural. Inasmuch as they have
sinned, beginning at Gibeah, war shall overtake them, reaching

down even to Gibeah ; i.e. a war which, coming from the north,

shall cover the whole land, and reach even to the southernmost
limit, Gibeah

; ||
for Gibeah was most probably situated about four

miles north of Jerusalem, where the Tell-el-FUl now stands.^T—
10. I?i my wrath I will chastise them'] A reading based on S>

{v.s.). Other interpretations are: (i) (§»«" against the children

of unrighteousness I have come (= ^m'2) to chastise them ;
" **

(2) most common, "in my desire," "at my will," "when I de-

sire," cf Is. I-* Ez. 5^^^ ib'^.^^— And peoples shall be gathered

against them'] It is this sentence, together with the strophic

structure, that makes the authenticity of the verse suspicious.

The indefinite " peoples " marks a later date, it being the invaria-

ble custom of the prophets down to Ezekiel to name distinctly

the hostile country intended. Hosea always indicates Egypt or

Assyria, f J Giesebrecht {Beitrage ztir Jesaia-Kritik), in support

* Marck, Ew., Umb., Hd., GAS. f Sim., Pu. + Or.

\ Perhaps Hal. has come still nearer to the true solution in his rendering: "there
they said (ncN) : the war against the sons of iniquity shall not reach us (ij_) as
(it has reached) Gibeah (nyajj)." Worthy of note also is Oort's suggestion (based
on ©) : "Against the sons of iniquity (connecting these words with v.io), I come
('nN3) and I will chastise them."

||
Ru., We., Now.

II Cf. Robinson, Bib. Res. I. 577 ff. ; Stenning in DB. ; Now. ** Cf. Oort.

tt -t^, Ki., Rashi, Cal., Bauer, Or., Che., Reuss, GAS., RV. n Cf. Now. in loc.
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of Hosea's authorship, cites Is. 8^ 29^ Mi. 4"^- Je. 3^''^-. But

Mi. 4'^^- is late (v. in /oc), and Je. 3^^*- is suspicious (v. Duhm tn

/oc), while in Is. 8^ 29^ WCV probably refers to the various peoples

constituting Assyria's armies (cf. Stade, ZA IV. IV. 260). Some
read {v.s.),And I will gather, etc.— To chastise them for their

double sin'] Reading urt% Tie'? W-p-b {v.s.), following (5 and Si*

Both words of iiH^T have been in doubt, and interpretations have

varied according to the reading of the text; e.g. (i) "When
they have bound themselves (icx) in two furrows " {pi'v ; cf. r;:ri2,

I S. 14" Ps. i29'''),t a reference to ploughing; i.e. however Israel

might join together and thus strengthen themselves, Yahweh could

easily gather people and destroy them; (2) when I give them

over to captivity ("icx) because of their two sins
; X (3) when I

chastise them, etc. ; § (4) when I chastise them before both their

eyes (using the k'"thibh), i.e. openly, in the sight of the heathen,
||

but Tb'.y means " fountains," not " eyes " (cf Ewald, who assumes

a Syriac plural, T\M'V, and Schultens, Animadversiones phil. {v.

Wiinsche), who reads adpotationes (^r\'d)fo)itiu7n eonini)
; (5) when

they are bound to their two transgressions.^ What now are the

two sins? The idolatry of Micah and Jeroboam?** The calves

of Dan and Bethel? ft Apostasy from Yahweh and acceptance of

idols? \X Rather, the cult and, not the desertion of David's house

(3^)>§§ but (with Nowack) the establishment of the kingdom.

—

11. Ephraim, indeed, is a heifer loving to thresh] ma'^a, well

trained, is a gloss, for it is inappropriate beside "nans
|| ||

(cf. Ha-

levy, who inserts )^ = untrained, cf. Je. 31'*). Israel, in her past

history, is compared to a young heifer to whom is assigned the

easy task of walking round and round the threshing-floor, an

occupation that carries with it the privilege of eating freely, for no

muzzle was allowed (Dt. 25^). This pleasing and delightful work

she is still doing; cf. again Hal^vy, who (following the hint given

in (§, veiKos) interprets ^n as in Hb. 3'", strike with the foot, i.e.

* Cf. Ew.

t ar, AE., Ki.. Cal, Sim., Pu., AV., BSZ. ; cf. Mich. (" ploughshares").

+ Dathe, Bauer, Hi., Umb., Hd. ^ Che.

II
Here again Hal. interestingly suggests {v.s.)," in their being chastised they

will expiate their sins."

H Or., RV. tt Dathe, Hi., Marti. fj Hes., Ke., Wu.. Che.

**Jer. Jt'Iheod. ||||
We., Now.

2A
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to hurt or injure.— And even I myself have spared the beauty of

her neck'\ Upon the rendering of ISU turns the decision between

this translation and a second having ahuost the opposite meaning,

viz. " but I have come on her fair neck," * or " but I will come,"

etc.,! or " I will pass on beside her fair neck," J as a driver

beside his ox. § The rendering given
||

is to be preferred because

(i) it continues the thought of the preceding member, and thus

divides the strophe more satisfactorily as between the description

of Israel's past and her future
; (2) the real transition is marked

by the nnui, to be supplied (for various reasons) in the following

line
; (3) this usage of "131? to pass by is fully justified by its

occurrence in Mi. 7'^ Pr. 19^^ cf. Am. 7*^ 8', although commonly

in this sense h follows with the person
; (4) " it adds a beautiful

distinctness to the figure, for the heavy yokes used in the East

not only gall the necks of the animals, but often produce deep

wounds" (Cheyne)
; (5) the rendering "come over on," or "pass

over "IT (cf. I S. 14' ('r'U) 14' Ju. ii^^ ^^z ^l,^))
^t^erly fails to

fit the connection ; while (6) '2K1, although possibly adversative,

is more appropriately emphatic = and even I myself.— But now
I will make Ephrawi draiv'] This is to be the fate of Israel, viz.

captivity, in which heavy labor will take the place of the easy

life hitherto enjoyed. 23"i in Hiph. = " cause to ride," or " give a

rider to," ** but from the context {i.e. unn", lit'''), the secondary

meaning " draw " or " yoke to " (a plough or cart) is required
; ft

no analogy for this occurs; cf., on the other hand, Hal^vy, "J'ai

plac6 haut " = "J'ai fait monter sur mes bras " (cf. 1 1''')
. — Israel

must plough, Jacob must harrow for hijnself'\ Another kind of

work, that which precedes threshing, is now assigned to Israel,

viz. the rougher work of ploughing and reaping. Israel (not

Judah as in f&M) must be intended, J J for there is nowhere in

* GAS. ; and, essentially, Cal., Ma., E\v., Umb., Pu., Wii.

t We., Now. + Hd.

§ Hal., citing i K. 621, renders, "J'ai pourtant bien doucement mis la chaine k

son cou," and contrasts, with this loving and lenient treatment of Israel, Yahweh's

more severe attitude towards Judah, whose citizens as slaves will be compelled to

hard labor.
||
BSZ., Che. H So Now.

** Ew., Umb., Pu. ft Mich., Ma., Sim., Ke., Or., Che., GAS., Now., BSZ.

XX Now. ; Seesemann, 20 f. ; cf. Oort and Val., who regard mini as originally a

marginal note.
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the passage even the most remote reference to Judah. This line,

with "Israel" instead of "Judah," is original (cf, Marti,* who
suggests that mi.T and D"3"iN should be omitted as a gloss), since

(i) its thought is necessary to complete the picture of Israel's

change of occupation, and (2) the hne is needed to complete

the strophe. No good reason exists for reading 'b t instead of "h.

— 12. Soza for yourselves righteousness ; reap the fruit of love ;

break up your fallow gj-ound^ Here are given three successive

commands, each independent of the others, and all three making

up the total of the activity which in the prophet's thought is

demanded of Israel. % The second is not to be taken as the

consequence of the first ; the three are necessary, as the prepara-

tory steps toward seeking Yahweh. The figure thus em])loyed to

express the desired kind of life is taken from the field of hus-

bandry (cf. 8^, with which Israel for so long a time had been

familiar : (i) Sow for yourselves ?-ighlcous?icss, a rendering which

makes h = the accusative, § instead of according to or in,
||

i.e. act

righteously, let your deeds be righteous, direct your lives in such

manner as that the result will be a proper sense of justice towards

your fellows. (2) Reap the fruit of love, a rendering which reads

'"ie':' (with (5)^ for 'Db" in proportion to,** i.e. let your lives be

filled with the spirit of love, let the outcome of your activity be

characterized by love ; "icn here = not love of God for man, but

love of man for fellow-man,|t and with it, love of man for God
;

perhaps piety expresses the idea as well as any other English

word; cf. Ho. 4^ 6*". With this interpretation compare that

which binds together the two imperatives, lUil and lii'p, giving

them the conditional force ifyou will sow . . . you shall reap, \l

a construction in itself entirely legitimate, but not adapted to the

context §§ because of the absence of 1 and the presence of the

third imperative, ITJ. (3) Break up your fallow ground~\ Cf.

Je. 4^ Vergil, Georg. i. 71. The third and most significant of the

* Rel. 119. t Gr.

X Volz, 33 f., questions authenticity of vs.l2. 13
a; Marti om. v.12 as a gloss based

on Je. 48, and also i'"'- i<ap.

§ S, We., Now., GAS. ft Hi.. Ke. ; cf. Wu., p. 463.

II
AV., RV., Che., and many others. \X Ros., Mau.. GAS., et al.

II Gr., GAS. ** Che. §} Wu.
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prophet's injunctions ; before sowing the seed prepare the ground

which has hitherto been neglected, and in consequence has be-

come full of weeds and thorns, i.e. plough virgin soil ; in other

words, no result may be expected unless the old habits are changed

and new character formed.

—

Since there is time to seek Yahweh~\

i.e. there remains sufficient time; * not it is high time to seek.-f

— To the end that the fruit of righteousness may come to you'\

In favor of this rendering J and the text which underlies it are :

(i) (3 (v.s.)
; (2) the recurring phrases "fruit of righteousness"

(v.^^, " fruit of lies " (v.^^
; (3) the usage of "117 to express purpose

(cf. Jb. 14*^ Is. 22^^); (4) the impropriety of the idea of teaching

(iK2r mv) in this connection. The two most common renderings

(upon basis of pTn") are //// he come and rain righteousness, § for

which Is. 45^ and Ps. 85" are cited as analogies ; and //// he come

and teach you righteousness. \ Righteousness here = salvation,

deliverance, as frequently in Is. 40-66 (cf. Is. 46^- 54^^ 32^® 33*

Dn. 9-'*). " Righteousness is the divine principle faction, salvation

the divine principle in action " (Cheyne).— 13. Ye have ploughed

wickedness ; injustice ye have reaped ~\ Here, as before, the terms

used are not intended to designate consequence; sotv, reap, and

plough, reap, represent the ordinary activities, and these are, in

effect, wickedness and injustice or disaster. This is in direct

contrast with the demands set forth in v.^'.— Ye have eaten the

fruit of lies'\ The end of your present policy is already in sight,

utter disappointment.— Because thou dost trust in thy chariots,

i7i the multitude of thy mighty ones~\ Here begins a new strophe,

as is seen from (i) the change of thought, for nnt2D ^D must go

with the following rather than with the preceding lines, since

id) the reason for the disappointment expressed in '1J1 anbSK has

already been cited in Ye have ploughed, etc. ; {h) the 1 in D>{pl

is resumptive, pointing to an occasion or reason already given

;

(2) the change of form from second plural to second singular.

Nowack's first objection (that the ground of the judgment in v.^* is

by this assigned to something which is not elsewhere emphasized

in Hosea) is insufficient, for this is {a) only another way of saying

* Hi., Che. t Ras., Ke., Wu., GAS., et al. + We., Now.

§ AV., Ke., Che., GAS., et al.
||
SCF, Dathe, Hi., Hd., Pu., Or.
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that they no longer trust in Yahweh, and {^) exactly what Isaiah

in his early sermons (2^*^) emphasizes so strongly; while his

second objection (that the idea of arrogant self-trust is incon-

sistent with the actual weakness and hesitation of the time implied

in their throwing themselves into the arms, now of Assyria, now
of Egypt) is contradicted by Isaiah's representation concerning

Judah for the same period (cf. Is. 2'). Cf. Wellhausen, who like-

wise regards the lines as unauthentic. (3) The strophic structure,

which with these lines makes a strophe of seven lines correspond-

ing with the two preceding strophes. Volz* regards vs.'--^'^" as a

later insertion and v." as misplaced because (i) they interrupt the

connection, breaking into the middle of a threat of punishment

with a warning accompanied by a promise of deliverance to which

no reference is made in the context; (2) the figure changes,

—

in v.^^ Judah-Jacob is the animal engaged in agriculture, in v.'"

it is the sower
; (3) there are linguistic diflEiculties, e.g. T^p''\':i, which

occurs only here in Hosea, and pn^ denote a right state of heart,

the common meaning in late literature, while in Amos and Isaiah

they refer to external, forensic righteousness ; this usage of '^h is

paralleled in Pr. 12* 27^'; T3 it: seems more original in Je. 4^

than here ; UtTl (v.^'') is a late word; (4) there are echoes of 6'' in

X12'' and nnr and in niT nUTnx trmb (following i^). In reply to

these objections, Nowack urges (i) that the original significance

of vs.^- ^^ is too uncertain to make the connection of v." with them

certain, and (2) that the deeper significance of p'^n^ was doubtless

known in early times. The reading, iti thy chariots {v.s.^ (";2D"i2

for "l^il^) rather than in thy way f (= in thy policy) is based

upon (i) <§ (^••*'-)> Jerome, Syro-Hexaplar text
; (2) the parallelism

thy heroes ; (3) Ho. 14'^ Is. 2^; (4) the demands of the entire con-

text.— 14. Therefore the tumult {of tvar) shall arise atnong thy

peoples'] The 2 with Dp may mean against (Ps. 27'- Jb. 16" Mi. 7") J

or in, among. § The tribes are understood as peoples (cf. Dt. 33''^

Lv. 2 1''" Jo. 2") ; but cf. the suggested emendation {I'.s.') in thy

* Pp- 33 f- ; cf. also Ru. who regards v.12 as having " no connection with its sur-

roundings," and as being made up of two fragments, the first of which may, perhaps,

be restored by adding hdn nD DhSdni after iDn >a^. Ru. and Grimm, Lit. App,

72f., also reject V.12. '

'
' '' '

f Ke., Wii., AV., RV., t-/ «/.

X So Ke., Wu., et al. j Umb., Sim., We., Now., GAS., ct al.
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cities, which is hardly necessary. On tumult, of. Am. 2^ Is. 17'^

Je. 48^^ (sons of tumult = warriors).— And all thyfortresses shall

be ruined'\ We cannot fail to note here another idea which Isaiah

later develops (cf. 2'-'). The heroes and the fortified cities in

which Israel had put her trust shall be laid waste,— As Shalman

ruined Beth-arbcl in the day of war"] Both proper names have

been the subject of many conjectures, Beth-arbel has been iden-

tified (i) with the Assyrian Arbela on the Tigris,* but this was

too far away to have produced so strong an impression on the

Israelites; (2) with Arbela near Pella
; f (3) with Arbela on the

west of the Sea of Tiberias (cf. i Mace. 9"; Jos. Ant. XII. 11, i
;

XIII. 15, 4) ; + cf. the corresponding words in the versions

(z'.i".) ; ^^, rendering Jerubbaal, interprets the passage of Zal-

munna (Ju. chaps. 7 and 8) . § Shalman has been identified

with (i) Shalmaneser IV., the name being abbreviated (cf.

Coniah for Jehoiachin, Je. 22-*-* 37^) for the sake of rhythm,

who became king 727 b.c. and besieged Samaria 724-722 ; ||

(2) Shalmaneser III., who made an expedition to Lebanon (the

cedar-country) in 775 b. c. and to Damascus in 773-772, when he

may have invaded the country across the Jordan
; ^ (3) Salamanu,

a Moabitish king, contemporaneous with Hosea, mentioned ** by

Tiglathpileser as paying tribute
; If (4) Zalmunna (z'.5.)

; (5) the

name of a North Arabian tribe who invaded the Negeb. %% To be

noted further are the following points : («) the name occurs in

Arabian poetry and on a Palmyrene inscription
; (/^) the refer-

ence is evidently to some great city and well-known king ; this

would throw out the Moabitish Shalman and the Palestinian

Arbela
;

{c) the entire clause is a later insertion because the

most reasonable supposition is that the reference is to an Assyrian

king; but Hosea elsewhere speaks of the Assyrian king as "]ba

ST, and the king here spoken of would seem to be Shalmaneser IV.,

who lived after Hosea's time ; cf. Am. 6". Steiner takes n'D fabtr

bs'DiiS as a compound place-name, after the analogy of Abel beth-

* Eich., Ew. t Hi., Or., Che.

X Hd., Pu., Schr., Ke., Now.; cf. Robinson, Bib. Res. II. 399.

\ Also Syr.-He.x., Old Latin, F, Horsley, Geiger, New.

II
Ros., Umb., Pu., Hd., Ke., We. ft COT., Hal.; cf. Ru.

II Or, ** II. R. 67, 1, 60, ++Che. {Ci5.).
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Maacah (2 S. 20"*') and Almon-beth-Diblathaim (Nu. 32>*^^).—
T/ie mother being broken with the children'] Cf. Gn. 32" 2 K. S^

Ps. 137*" ^— 15. Thus shall I do to you, O house of Israel]

This rendering adopts (§'s nuTN for ,Ti'U, it being impossible to

find for nrr an appropriate subject ; * also (g's bsTi" n'S for

bxn"2 (cf. 6^°
8^).t Various subjects for nru have been given, e.g.

Bethel, \ Yahweh, § Shalmaneser
; 1|

but none of these is satisfac-

tory. The reading of *&, p-rjO 'laparjX instead of ^rjdrjX, has arisen

according to some from the shortened Ir]\
; % according to others

from the fact that the two are synonymous.**

—

Because of the

evil of your evil] i.e. your great wickedness, the doubled form ex-

pressing intensity.— In the dawn utterly undone shall be the king

of Israel] The king is to be cut off either (i) in the morning of

his work, z>. at the very beginning ;tt or (2) in the morning

dawn, when prosperity is once more to present itself; \% or

(3) as suddenly as comes the dawn after a night of slumber (cf.

Ps. 90^) ; §§ or (4) Hke the dawn (nntr:), Is. 58^
; || {|

or (5) in

the storm (iU?r3).T[^ The probability lies between (3) and (5).

9. n;'ajn] With art., cf. ''xi; Ko. 295 h.— ni'i;>] = rhr;; for other cases of

metathesis cf. at;- for U'a:; nvj fornj-ir; nScu' for T\-d-'t\— 10. didni] If fflST

is retained, on i cf. K6. \\^s; on assimilation of % GK. 71; on _ in pause,

GK. 60 a.— a''-\DN] Circ. c\. Ephraim being a heifer, oXc.— 11. ^nanN] For

other examples of the old case-ending in ptcp., v. GK. 90/; on >_ before

prep. S, Ko. 272^; cf. 3367^.— Tit:"] Very doubtful; only here and Is. 28-*

Jb. y^^; cf. H. W. Hogg, EB. 77; Vogelstein, Landwirtsch. in Pal. 36.

—

12. "iS] On S here and in "'-^d'^, GK. 117 «; K6. 289.— tij . . . n^j] Here

and Je. 4^ with cogn. ace; the only other occurrence Pr. 132*.— B'mS] = geni-

tive; cf. 2 K. 526 Ps. 102I* Ec. 32-5; K6. 281 /, 400^— 13. nnSiy] Chiastic,

K6. 339/; on n_, K6. 287*5; GK. 90^.— 14. DNpi] On the full (and rare)

writing of S, GK. 9 ^, 72 «, 23^. — TlI'v] Cf. Massoretic note; really a Qal

pass. (GK. 53 «; Bottcher, 906; Earth, Festschrift z. JidiHanin IliUesheimer,

(1890) pp. 145 ff.), though commonly called Hoph.; only here and Is. t,^.—
na'3] Inf. with subj. and obj.— dij3 S>' dx] Circ. cl., GK. 156 r ; cf. Ko. 402^'.

Sy = together with, GK. 1 19 aa, note 3; cf. Gn. 32^2.— aDPyn :^';-\'] After

analogy of Holy of Holies, Song of Songs ; GK. 133 i; Ko. 309 /; but cf. sugg.

of dittog. (v.s.') ; on _ retained after removal of tone, GK. 25 e. — nnij] Niph.

inf. abs. intensive.

* We., Or., Now.
||
Hes. tt Ke. ^^ Che.

t Oort, We., Or., Now. IT Cf. Raudissin, Rel. I. 39. |||| Oort, Gr.

JAV., Rashi.Wii. § Ew. ** Marck. ft Bauer, Hi. HH Wc.
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§ 15. Israel a child ; Yahweh his father, with all the love

of a father, even in the face of ingratitude and desertion.

11^'". I called Israel out of Egypt, but he wandered away from

me, rendering worship to other gods {^ -) . And yet it was I who

brought him up, teaching him to walk, carrying him in my arms
;

leading him kindly, treating him mercifully, gently feeding him (^•*).

He must go back to Egypt, or take Assyria as his king, for he has

cast me off (and the sword shall consume him for his bad policy)
;

he . . .
(^""). But how can I give him up to destruction like

Admah or Zeboim ! For I am God and not man. My voice,

like that of a lion in the distance, will call them to return (?)
/8a.96.10a\

This piece is made up of four strophes, each of six or seven lines, having

the trimeter movement. The first strophe (i-
-) describes Israel's rebellious

attitude toward his father, Yahweh. The second (^- *) pictures, in contrast,

the loving and fatherly attitude of Yahweh toward Israel. The third (*"^)

declares that he must go into a foreign land, his cities be destroyed, etc.

The fourth (8a. 96. lOa.-j depicts the agony of the father, who, indeed, is unable

to give up the son thus condemned to destruction and to exile, and con-

sequently sends forth the summons which calls him back. The following

parts are from a later hand: (i) vi3 nnSoi (v.^); (2) the closing section

(^VS_85. 9a. 10 6. UN

XI. 1-4. Israel has wandered away from Yahweh, although

he cared for him most tenderly.

1. 'J3'?] @ TO. riKva. avTov = rj^S; so 2C (so also Val., Gu., Marti).

S. 11165 /aoy (so <S) ; 0. (f/cdXecra) avrbv vl6v fiov. Wkl. •'ja iV (^Untersuch, 182;

so Ru., Che. J?.*-/. Nov. '97, p. 365; Hal.). Gr. ija iS. Oort, ijaS. Read, with

We., I'lD 'h, 'a belonging to v.^ (so Novv.2).— 2. in^p] @ KaOw^ /iere/cdXetra

= '>t<-\pD (so also Oort, Wkl., Val., Gu., Ru., Loft., GAS., Oct., Hal., Che. (Ci9.),

Marti) ; S also inserts r. Read, with We., ^i<-\p, with no from v.^. Gr. iu\S3

ixip. Oort (Efn.) ^nsip.— dh^j-dc] Read en ij£;?:, with @, ^k Trpoffdiirov /xov

(so S, Mich., Dathe, Bauer, Oort, We., Val., Gr., Gu., GAS., Now., Oct.,

Hal., Che. CB.; Marti). Wkl. ^j-iic, omitting an as dittog. of anS {Unter-

such. 182; so Ru., Loft., Oort {Em.)). — 3. DnflxS inSjnn] (5 (Tvvew65L<Ta;

S. iiraiSa'yw'Yovv; 6. Kara ir65as; S ^f— ?. Gr. 'N "h ^fiSnj. Oort and Hal.

ipSjnn.— Bnp] Read, with (§, dvi\aj3ov avrdv, anf^x (so also Ew., Umb., Olsh.

(§232 a), St., Or., Che., Oort {TAT. and £m.),We., Ru., Gu., Loft., Now.,

Oct., Marti). Hal. a\nnpS or rnnpS. Gr. annp.— vpyni ^';'] iS&'E have suff.

of 1st p. (so also Dathe, Or., Oort ( TA T. and Em.), We., Gr., Ru., Gu., Loft.,
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GAS., Now., Oct., Hal., Che. CB., Marli) ; (5 also makes noun sg.— d^hnd^]

Now. sugg. a''n'?iJ or OTipi^n (cf. We. and Is. i^). Gr. a\-i>-(£3.— 4. hir\'\

(5 biacpdopq. = San, with Aramaic force (Vol.).— din] Gr. (Psalmen, 144), ^p^l,

cf. We. (so Ru. ; Che. £xp. Nov, '97, p. 365 ; Now."-^, cf. Marti) . Gr. (£m.) sugg.

Diom or D^::inj (so Ru.; cf. Che. £xp.).— nanx] (g dyaTrrjjedi fwv = vnjnx.

Ru. adds here, '3 n^M, on the basis of S. ivofji.la-dr]v.— n^nwXi] Ru. n\nN ijn dj,

foil. <gA Kal iyu eaoixai.— an*^] Oort, iS.— "ancD] (g tbs pairl^ojv dv0pwiroi

= a^br (so also Houtsma, Ru.) or d-jn nrrr (Vol.; so Marti); Arab. = aj a
man st)iiting. Read, with S, sg, onnj (so also Oort {Th7\ and Eift.), Gr.,

Val., Gu., Now., Hal.); 'A. ws aipuv; S. ws 6 iiridels.— V;'] (g^T om, (so

Ru.),— V;] Read, with S, S;:? (so also Oort {T/iT. and ^w.), Val,, Now.,

Oct., Hal.), Ru. om.— Dn^n*?] (§ rds 0-10761/05 avroO. Houtsma, vnS (so

Oort, Val., Gu.). Oet. dhti'? or an^^riS, Hal, aon?.— vSn OvNi] (5 Kal iwi-

/SX^i/'Oyuai (= D3N1, so also Houtsma, Oort, Val.) irpbs airbv; 'A. Ka.1 eK\iva

irpbs aiiTdv; similarly S., 9.; & ^oi^ ^JLs?|o = dhiSn t3N\ Ru, ''^N D^3''i.

Read, with Hi., osj (so Sim,, We., Gu., Now., Hal.). Scholz, bni (so Oct.,

Now.-, Marti).— 713IN] (§ dvvi^crofiaL; ' A. ^puifiara; "Z. Tpo<p-f]v; Q. ^puxTLv;

& oliolo = iSrxi. Oort (TAT. and Em.), S^dnni. Gr. Sao. Ru. Sdi.s.

Val. S-ipwi. Hal. 'Shn. Marti, iS Sdini.— 5. n"^] Read ^'^, with (S ai^ry, and

join to v.* (so Dathe, Ma., Bockel, Eich., Houtsma, Scholz, We., Val., Gu.,

Ru., GAS., Now., Oct.). Gr. sugg. N'?n (cf. Or.). Oort (Em.) om.— 31::-]

@ KaTifKr]crev = 2Z''<; ,S3C = pi.; so one cod. of Kenn.; three codd. have

3ia'N.— inN '^n] (§ 'Ecppdi/j. iv = 2 onoN,— Nin] Ru. inr; cf. Now.'s sugg,

that it is the remnant of a vb, of which 13*70 was obj. Gr. n'n\— isSd]

S pi. suff. Between nwN and laSn Nin, Hal. inserts nin> o i*?' nS, and trans-

fers 31::''? UND •'3 to the end of v.^

1, JV/ien Israel was young, then I came to love hwi] As

before (cf. 9^'' 10^), the prophet goes back to Israel's earliest days

— this time (cf. 2^ in which the national existence dates from the

wandering in the wilderness) to the sojourn in Egypt. In 2^'

this same period is designated as the days of his youth. It was

at this period that Yahweh fell to liking him. The verb 2nK is

inchoative ;
* cf. KX", 9^'. ''a is temporal, not causal. "lUO is very

indefinite, including any age from youngest childhood (cf. ni7;n

~iU3, I S. 1-^) to some degree of maturity (Gn. 34" i K. 20'^

I S. 30'') ; but in its use here of the nation, it is evidently in-

tended of the child age. This representation of Israel as a man
— at one time young (as here), at another with gray hairs (7")—
is very striking.— And out of Egypt I called hint] The iJH2E here

• Hi., We., GAS., Hal. ; but, on contrary, Wu.
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presents serious difficulties of text and interpretation ; viz. (i) "Jib,

my son, implies a call out of Egypt to become Yahvveh's son ; but

in Ex. 4^- Dt. 14^ Je. 3^^ 31^'^, the standard passages for this

idea, no such statement occurs, he is already represented as

Yahweh's son ; * (2) Hosea everywhere represents Israel and

Yahweh as husband and wife, not as father and son f (but cf.

vs."*^)
; (3) (§ and ^T read "his sons"

; (4) difficulties in con-

nection with v.- (vj.). In view of these difficulties, the following

renderings have been made: (i) and called my son out of

Egypt, \ but this does not do justice to the preposition
; (2) and

. . . I called him to be my so7i, § but v.s.
; (3) and out of Egypt

I called his sons, \ following ^ and 2C, but this is inconsistent with

•nw as used of '?XTw"; (4) and out of Egypt I called him% (xe3.<l-

ing '12 'h instead of ^I'zb and taking ^"Q with following verse)
;

this is to be preferred. The use of this phrase in Matthew 2^^

has been understood (i) to determine the meaning of Hosea's

words as predictive of the Messiah;** (2) to represent Israel as

a type of Christ
; ft (3) to furnish an illustration of the historical

event which the evangelist was describing. J J This, however, is

but one of many instances in which the N. T. interpretation

has proceeded upon lines other than those which may be called

historical.— 2. The more I called them, the farther they went

away from me"] This reading rests upon a text, in which, (i) ""ns

(iKs^ has been substituted for •':2 and ''Kip for lK"ip (cf. #),
= according to my calling ; (2) according to (!5, C,1"£?3 has been

separated into cn 'isia (cf. S). The ordinary text, they called

them, so they went from them, (i) has nothing to which p may
correspond, although in AV, and most translations this is supplied

;

(2) leaves the subject (prophets, §§ or idols,
|| ||

all agencies ^f)

unexpressed, thus giving rise to unnecessary confusion
; (3) re-

quires the on of D,T3£!2 to be the prophets (subject of iK^p) though

the D,"t of wrh is Israel,— all of which is inconceivable. This,

then, is Yahweh's ground of complaint, that with every new effort

made by him through the prophets of succeeding centuries, Israel

became more and more hardened (Is. 6^" Je. 'f'--'^. If this were

* We., Now. § GAS. ** Hux. \\ Cal., Ew.

t Now.
II
Now. ft Meyer, Broadus, Weiss. |||| Eich.

t AV., RV. t We, XX Kiibel. HH Pu.
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true, why should the work of the prophets have been continued?

" It kept up a church within the nation, and it developed ideas

which bore fruit in due time " (Cheyne). But was it true? No;
for, as a matter of fact, Israel was making progress all the time.

Every century was raising Israel farther and farther away from the

heathenism on every side, and preparing the nation for the time

when the great doctrine of monotheism could and would be ac-

cepted. The prophet's statement, thus placed in Yahweh's mouth,

must be judged from the prophet's own point of view at the time

of utterance, and not from the larger point of view gained in the

comparative study of centuries of history.— They kept sacrificing

to the Baalim, making offerings to images'] Cf. 2*"^^. These are

details of the departure. The Baalim and the images (wood,

metal, stone) of 2 K. 17^^ Dt. 7^'^ are the same, viz. the calves

at Dan and Bethel. The imperfects are frequentative, expressing

customary action.— 3. Yet it was I luho taught Ephrai?n to walk,

taking them up in my arms'] The " I " is in contrast with the

Baalim, and introduces another description of Yahweh's exhibi-

tion of paternal love. Here again (!5, reading UTI^^ {v.s.) and

my arms, furnishes a better text. Only Ephraim is in the mind

of the prophet, although he is speaking of a time when Ephraim

and Judah were together. Teaching them to walk = keeping

them on their feet; i.e. directing in a providential way their foot-

steps. To this is added taking them up in my arms, another term

expressing paternal fondness and care, exercised when the child

is weary (cf. Is. 63^ Dt. i^i 32"). The rendering of fM. he

took them up has been interpreted of Moses.*— But they did not

know that I healed (?) them] Another reproachful touch; for,

notwithstanding all that Yahweh did, they failed to recognize his

presence and participation. The figure of " healing " is common
in Hosea (5^^ 6^ f ; cf. Ex. 15-^), but it does not seem in place

here, unless, perhaps, we supply the thought, f when they fell and

hurt themselves in their learning to walk. Wellhausen regards

dTiKSl as a disturbing element ; Nowack suggests that " I reared

them " (Is. I*) might have been expected ; the suggestion of

Graetz, " I redeemed them," is not bad.— 4. With the cords of a

* Rashi, Ki., Sim. t GAS.
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man I would (or used to) draiv them'\ The figure, as Hebrew
usage permits, now changes, and it goes back to that of the

" team of bullocks, in charge of a kind driver. Israel are no

longer the wanton young cattle of the previous chapter (10")

which need the yoke firmly fastened on the neck, but a team of

toiling oxen mounting some steep road." * The driver, Yahvveh,

uses cords of a man not cords of a heifer ; i.e. cords adapted to

men, such as men could bear. — With bands of love'\ A parallel

member interpreting cnx ; the first time the word " human " is

made synonymous with " love." f It is a tempting opportunity to

suggest a gloss J inserted to make clear the difficult phrase DIK 'h'zn,

but the thought may well be attributed to the prophet himself, and

not to a later reader.— And Iwas to them as one who lifts up the

yokefrom upon theirfaws^ This continues D^CJSX. The particu-

lar action here described is somewhat obscure, because of our

lack of knowledge of the form of ancient yokes ; but the general

sense is clear. The driver so disposes the yoke as to afford relief

to the animal, perhaps while eating, perhaps while resting. The

singular, D"""!?? (= lift up, not take away § nor lay upon
||
), is to be

adopted with (!l and % {v.s.) instead of the plural, fflST. bl? is

better read bu^ with S». Strangely enough, (§ omits bi?, yoke.

Forfa7as, cf. Ju. 1515- ^^ Dt. 18'^ Jb. 41- Is. 30-^; cf also the proper

name 'rh nan, Ju. 15". Hal^vy's " shoulders " for "jaws" is un-

necessary.— And I ificlined unto him and would give him to eat'\

For t3K"|, read t2Ki ; the object my ear being implied.^ Others

have taken this to be the adverb "OK = gently ; cf. i K. 21^ 2 S. 18^

Is. 8^ Gn. 33''* Jb. 15"-** but the construction thus obtained is

harsh beyond measure. (§ reads ta2Si^, and makes S'SiX HTph. of

"rb'^, " to be able." In either case the figure is that of one ap-

proaching his people with food in a most indulgent and com-

passionate manner. The Kb of v.^ is to be read '"h and joined to

the end of v.** with (§.

1. lyj] Predic, though noun precedes.— inanxi] y = and so; on form

of 3n«, GK. 68 yC— no] For ij3, literally according to the sjifficiency, or

abundance of; cf. Dt. 25^ Ne. 5^; the more usual correlative of p is iti'ND.

—

* GAS. t Ew. X Now. § Or.
||
Bauer, Bockel.

f Hi., Sim., We., Now. ** Ma., Hes., Ew., Umb., Ke., Che., GAS.
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2. S iN-ip] Call to a person, cf. i K. i^a Lv. 9I; also with Sn, Gn. f Ps. 50*;
even without a preposition, Gn. 27I.— p] -so = \n. the same proportion; here,
either without the preceding i:;'N3 (cf. other cases of omission, Is. 55'-» Je. 3*^

Ps.48*5; Ko. 371 lo), or with nj instead of irxo {y.s.'). Cf. the use of other par-
ticles for p, viz. r\2, t\j2, rNrr.— jnap^] On pi. end. p_, GK. 47 m.— 3. 'n'?jin]

A Taph'el; f.^. a causative with P preformative, denominative from ^i-\,foot;
other cases are mnn\ Je. la^ 22i5; ojnnc, Ezra 4"; GK. 55 k; Ko. II. i. p. 380;
but against the existence of such a stem. Earth, NB. p. 279.— anexS] S

here probably sign of ace., but this usage is very rare indeed in so early an
author; Ko. 289a.— Dnp] Corrupt for crii^N; but cf. GK. 19/, 66^.—
4. '?^^in] Hiph. of S3N; d = a, GK. 68 i; Ko. 11. i. p. 544.— ostt'DN-] I would,
or sought to, draw them ; Ko. 181.— r\i7\^'\ Elsewhere of God's love for Israel,

Je. 3i3 Is. 633 Zp. 3i7._ax;] So, rather than cxi; apocopation of nax; cf.

Jb.
23I1

Je. 156. Cf. Che.'s emendations on vs.^-^ in EB. col. 2826, and his

additional ones in CB., which involve Jerahmeel here as everywhere.

5-11. Israel inust be punished by going into exile, and yet how
can I, Yahweh, execute the punishment?

5. un:;] © sg. (so also Oort {Em^').— 3Vi'S] S. /xeToj/oijo-at. — 6. nSni]

@ KoX i)aQivr\(jev, and S> j.a.*J9 ffijjZU, both derive from nSp = be sick ;

5. KoX Tpavfjiarla-ei; "S coepit. Gr. nS^i or nSSji (cf. Je. 231^ 30^"). Marti

om. as corruption of nnS^l.— nriSji] @ koX KaT^iravcrev = n'?ji (Vol.); S. xai

avvreXiffei. Om. as corrupt dittog. of nSm.— mi] (S ^v rais x^P*^^" avrov

= T'T'3 ; cf. S ; S. TO!>s /3pax^o^as ayroO ; 3J electos ejus ; ST ''nn^J. Read,

with We., mya (so Marti). Gr. sugg. vjna (so Oet.) or rnna. Scholz, i;'3.

Gardner, rja.— h'^dni] <^ koI (pa-^ovrai; so S ; S. Kara^aXwcret. Oet. h'^dn].

Gardner, ai^oNi, taking first D of 'J7dd as vb. suff.— a.T'nix>'C3] Ru. Dri\nicxr3.

Oort {ThT. and £;,7.), on-'n'^-ixp (so Val., Gu.). Gr. Dn>mDixj7 (La. !'»).

Read, with We. and Now., Dnnx3C3 (cf. Marti). -^7. ''Dj?i] (S koX 6 Xods

ayroO = iDj?i.— OiNiSp] @ S. eTrt/cpe/adMews = NiSp; "S pendelnt. Oet. nN*^:

or "'JN'pn, which is to be adopted (cf. Now.^). Marti, Q-^^). — \'^3it:'c"'] <5 h
TTj% KaroiKlas avrov = niricS (Vol.) or inaiTDD (Now.). 'A. rfi iwiffTpocp^

fiov; Q. eis i'iri<TTpo(f>))v aiiTOv; S. eh rb iiri(rTpi(peiv irpSs p-e; 5i '~s£\.Vi\.

Gr. vpac'iD'?. Oort (Em.), injitt'cS. Oet. rrbiU'CD or 'U'cp, which is to be

adopted. Marti, o^axjr-SN.— Sj? SvXi] (5 kuI 6 6ebs iirl = hy Sn>. *A. Kal wpbi

i'vybv; 9. eis ^vybv; S. ^vybs B4; "B Jugum autem— all reading Sj." (so also

Oort, Oct.). S> lcal.jl = "^-N Sxi (Seb.; so also Gr.). Read, with Oct., ^j? Sn.

Ru. ^';2n Sni (so Marti, /?el. 147). Ilal. Sy Sni. Miiller (SAT. 1904, p. 126),

Sij; "^Ni.— inNn|i>] @ to. rlp-ia avroO = inpS 'A., 9. KaX^crei avrbv; 2. o-ui/avTi)-

ffei avTip; TH imponetur eis ; SS 3 pi. without suff. or with suff. taken as subj.

of foil. vb. Read iriN-\i72. Gr. Nini ixy. Ru. Nin k-^?\ Marti (AW. 147),

n|7\ Oet. imoN^.— DDn^ nh nni] © dvpixid-qcrerat, Kal ov p^ {nf/uxrji airrbv

= inccni nSi mn; (Vol.); S. 6/ioO, is oi)k dpd'^creTai; V sitnul, quod non
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auferetur, reading 'i"' as a passive; S >a-5.^^ |3o \y*^ V^jJ®, taking nn<

as adv. and joining with preceding. Read icnnS S'ln Nin, Gr. Drn-i'> x'?! ^n>;

cf. Ru. icn-jv Oort and Hal. Dnn\ Oet. aDn> vsS inN.— 8. ijpn T'n] ^ ji " -)

..v> w| — ijjcn] (5 VTrepaffTTiu) ffov; 'A. 6ir\ifi kiik\wo"w ere; G. dcpoTrXicruj ere;

2. ^/cSwo-o; (re; SC iJi-^tt'N; 5 >^9r^|. Hal. t^jcn or ^n^rx.— hdind] (5 joins

with foil. vb.

—

ic'J'n] ,S om. — in^] <3 ev r^ avri^ (cf. 2-); S. e;' Toi^Tifj

;

'S pariter.— ncDj] Gr. nnnj.— iDim] Read ''cn-i, with ©. rd o-TrXdYxw

Tov iX^ovs IJ.OV, and ^ -'^ ''" (so also We., Gr., Ru., Now,, Oet,, Marti) ; cf,

Gn. 43^° I K. 32'^ Lk. 24^2^— 9. |nn] (3 Kararriv opyriv. Read, with Gr., pinj.

— awN] <3 {yKaTa\iTri>}= 2vjii (Schleusner), or insc'N (Vol.).— ^2^p^] S joins

with U'lN nSi, Hal. u-ip2.— n^ya nun nSi] Read, with Volz (p. 34) and Now,,

•\];y D^N nSi, the last word being joined to v.^". One cod. of de R. -i''^'3.

Houbigant, i^j.-';'. St. IV2S (so Oort (T/iT. and £ot.), Val., Oet.). Marti

(/?e/. 133), "i''V2«? f*'^''' We, and GAS, i^iaS nais nSl Ru. and We.^ -\y3N nSi

(so Marti),— 10, nnx] Oort (T/iT. and ^;«.), T>inN, joined with v,9 (so

Val., Ru., We,3). Volz and Now, ''"in;.— idS-] (S -n-opevaopLai = "[Sn (so also

Ru.). Oort,
i';;.';

(so Val., We.^). Om., with Volz and Now., as gloss,

—

JN^^] 'A. pi.; ,S = adjectival impf, Ru, JNC'n.— JNU''' nih 13] Omitted in

Lucian's text, in three codd, of Kenn., and in three of de R, (so also Ru., Oet.).

— DID D1J2] (& riKva Mdrwj' = DID ij3; <S = D^r: a^j3. Ru. D^arip ija. Gr,

01DJJD '3. Che. {EB. s.v. " Javan "), a-jxD O'lja. Now. di iind a^ja (cf. Is, 11").

Oort {Em.), ^•<'0 T'J3. Oet, om, 'D '2 mmi as a corrupt repetition of

the first three words of v,ii. Hal, adds TDxri after D''D in view of the

parallel "Egypt" and "Assyria" in v,^^ Miiller {loc. cit.'), a^p '".n. Marti,

a^D D'jb,— 11, mn"'] 3J avolabunt, but in v,^'^ formidabunt. Oet, 'xy\—
ain::rvii] (§ diroKaTa<TT^<ro} = inniii'm. & ^qJ] .^soilo = a^narni (Seb.).

Read, with Gr,, B\-;i3^-f.ni (so Now,, Oort (Em.), Oet., Marti).— anipa Sy]

S .caijs£wk!i^, probably corrupted from ^ooi-^iS^ (Seb.). Now. 'pj'Sn (so

Oort (£•;«,), Oct.).

5. I/e must refui-n to the latid of Egypt~\ Cf. S^'' 9^'^ 11". The

prophets had both Egypt and Assyria in mind as places of exile

;

both powers are constantly threatening invasion ; cf. Is. 7^^ Pre-

dictions are made of restoration from both countries (cf Is. 11"

Mi, 7^^). The sense here is perfectly clear, whether it is obtained

(i) by transferring t^b = '"h to the preceding verse {v.s.), or

(2) by using Kb interrogatively, 6'/;c7// //<? not return?* but the

latter is hardly consistent with the following clause. The prophet

does not intend here to say that the people's desire to be free

from Assyria's influence, and to go back to Egypt (to be in alli-

ance with Egypt t) is not to be reahzed, for this was never true

* Mau., Schro., Ew., Or. t Jer., Ros., Hes.
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of the entire people, as this statement would indicate. Nor may

we take this reference to Egypt Uterally, and the others, cited

above, merely as types of a place of exile.*— Or Assyria will be

his king] The use of K'n in this connection is difficult. Nowack

suggests that it is the survival of a verbal form
;
perhaps n",T {v.s.)

is to be accepted. Halevy's insertion is far wide of the mark.

—

For they have refused to return {to me)"] The poet plays with r"w
;

Israel must turn back to Egypt, because they have refused to turn

(i.e. to me). This refusal has been shown in the nation's attitude,

on the one hand towards the prophets, and on the other towards

Baalism.— 6. And so the sword will whirl in their cities] The ' is

consecutive ; the reference is to the coming devastation, in which

the sword, the chief instrument of destruction, is represented as

twisting or whirling about in their cities as a person (cf. Ez. 14'^

Gn. 3-^).—And will destroy their branches] These words have

probably crept into the text in explanation of the words in the

preceding hne. The word ''na has been taken of (
i ) branches,

the suffix referring to Ephraim, the whole being the figure of a

tree (cf. 9^"'^*'),t but this is hardly appropriate in this connec-

tion; (2) great ones, princes of the land, J or his chosen ones,%

or his sons ; \\ (3) hatids, (i<S ; (4) his bars Qe. 5 r'^), i.e. the for-

tresses (cf. Na. 3^^ Mi. 5^ which protect the land ,\ (5) Magi, i.e.

false prophets.** But in view of the uncalled-for change of figure,

it is better to understand rnn as a modification of rnua, and nnba

of rhn, and to drop out the entire clauscft This is in harmony

with the strophic structure.— And will devour them in their for-

tresses] This clause furnishes the parallel for a7id the sword zvill

whirl in their cities. In this rendering D.T'ni^nea is substituted for

Dn"ni:iy!2)2, because the latter gives no satisfactory sense, or the

first !2 may be attached to the preceding verb {v.s.).— 7. And

7ny people having wearied me with their rebellions, unto the yoke

(i.e. captivity) Yahweh will appoint them, since he has ceased to

love them] For text, v.s. This verse is declared wholly cor-

rupt by modern commentators. JJ Of the verse as given in

* Ke., Wii. X rsr, Rashi, Bockel, Thes. t Hes., Ew., Wu., Clic, BDB.

t AE., Ki., Hi. § Gr. ||
Gardner. ** Hal.

tt We., Now. ; cf. GAS., who suggests that v.o may be an insertion, in view o*

corrupt text, and the fact that it weakens the climax of v.o. JJ We., Now.
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iJflQT, Nowack says in substance : While a representation of

Israel's sin must be expected, 'tf^b a'Nibn makes no sense ; the

expression " call upward " is extraordinary in the sense of calling

to repentance, and the lack of an object after DttiT is unusual.

With the thought of this line, cf. Is. 7^^ On the reading inKiJp^

instead of insni"?", i.e. HIph. of Kip = nip, cf. the exact equivalent

in Je. 32^'', "and thou causest this evil to fall upon them";

also Nu. 35". The " of "in"' is the remnant of Kll lost because of

the preceding suffix, in with the b of kS = bin ; for DttlT read

ianib /b /eve him* For parallel expressions, cf. 4^ 9^'.

V.7" has been rendered by others as follows: (i) My people are fastened

to defection (Cal.) ; (2) Since my people inclineth in order to fall away from

me (Ew.); (3) My people is bent upon apostasy from me (Ke.; cf. AV.,

RV., Or.); (4) And my people is in doubt whether to turn to my law (ST);

(5) And his people is suspended from its dwelling (©; cf. H) ; (6) My
people is hung up; i.e. is crucified, by the revolt from me (Oort); (7) My
people is weary because of its revoltings (Oct.) ; (8) My people have a bias

to turn from me (GAS.)
; (9) My people persists in its rebellion against

me (Hal.); (10) And my people has joined itself to idols (Marti). V.^'"'

has been rendered by others as follows: (i) Upwards it is called; never-

theless it striveth not upwards (Ew.); (2) One calls it to the yoke (of

the law) but no one takes the yoke upon himself (Mich.); (3) They call

them to him on high; no one raises up himself (Cal.)
; (4) And unto the

Baal (cf. Sellin, Beitrage II. 306, who thinks ^•;i impossible in view of nS

ocn^) he calls; he does not pity him at all (Ru.); (5) And unto God they

call; he is angry; he pities them not (Gr.)
; (6) And though they (the

prophets) call them upwards, none of them can lift them (GAS.); (7) To

a yoke will one call (or bind) him, which no one afterwards shall take away

(Oct.); (8) Unanimously they call the most high God, Lo-Yeromam, i.e. he

who should not be exalted (Hal.)
; (9) And they all meet the Baalim (Marti,

Dodekapropheton ; cf. Rel. 147, note); (10) And even if they should all

together, even to the suckling, call upon him, he would not lift them up

(Miiller). The case is certainly a desperate one. Perhaps the suggestion

given above is as satisfactory as any that has been offered.

8. How can I give thee up, O Ephraim /] Here begins the

struggle in the prophet's mind between what seems to be the

demand of justice and the claim of love. The How is exclama-

tory t and not interrogative
; \ it carries with it the negative

* Cf. Gr., Ru. t Wu., Or. % Umb.
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force : there is no way in which I can give thee up ; it is impossi-

ble (cf. Gn. 39^ 44* Is. 20*^ Ps. 137^).— How can I surrender

thee, O Israel /'\ A poetic repetition of the former line in which

pa, further defining fn:, expresses the idea of " deliver into the

hands of an enemy" (cf Gn. 14'"), a surrender (as in 2.), not a

deliverance (as in ^ and 'A.).— Hozv can I make thee as Admah !

How can I place thee as Zeboiim .'^ These cities were associated

with Sodom and Gomorrah (cf. Gn. 14" *, but the statement in

that passage is probably based upon this *) ; cf. Dt. 29-'' Je. 49^*

Mt. 10^^ Lk. 10^ j but Hosea, like the author of Dt. 29^, has

sources of his own on which he draws for information concerning

this catastrophe, i.e. sources other than Gn. 19 (?/./.). Amos and

Isaiah use Sodom and Gomorrah in this same way (cf. Am. 4"

Is. i'^- 3^ 13'^)- It is better, in accord with the parallelism, to

take na"iK2 with what precedes than (cf. ({5) with what follows.f

The I'X is expressed only twice, viz. in the first and third lines,

being omitted in the second and fourth, thus giving us a beautiful

example of the elegiac measure, 3 + 2, 3 + 2.— Aly heart is

turned upon ;«<?] This and the three lines following (vs.***'^")

are evidently late {v.s.). The thought of surrendering Ephraim

produces paroxysms of sympathetic feeling in the divine breast.

George Adam Smith (p. 297) says, "There follows the greatest

passage in Hosea,— deepest, if not highest, of his book— the

breaking forth of that exhaustless mercy of the Most High which

no sin of man can bar back nor wear out." On the phrase

upofi me ("'by), within me, cf. i S. 25^'' Je. 8'^. On ']Sn;, of the

heart turned in sorrow. La, i™,— Aly compassions grow hot to-

gether'] Dire occurs elsewhere (Is. 57^^ and Zc. i^^ only in the.

sense of comfort; consequently "ttn"!, 7ny compassions (cf. 2}^

Am. i") is suggested J as a better reading here. "iM in Niph'al

occurs elsewhere only with D'am (Gn. 43'"' i K. 3-'' ; cf. also

Lk. 24^^, and once with "liu, skin (La. 5'"). Light upon the

meaning of the root is obtained from the modern Syriac, kemr,

ferme7itation.% nn"' = D^3, begins the clause with emphasis (cf.

v.''; also Dt. 33' Ps. 41^).— 9. / will not act according to the

* Cf. Kue., We., Sta., Co., Bu., Bacon, Wkl., Ball, Che., and Gunkel. who make
Gn. 14 later than P. t We.

X We., Ru., Now. { Wetzstcin, ZDPV. XIV. (1891), 6.

2B
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fierceness of my anget-^ Cf. i S. 28'^. This follows the strong

expression of sympathy (v.**), and is only another way of saying

what has been said in *". So close is the connection between ***

and "" (the expression of compassion, and the determination, in

consequence, not to carry out his purpose of destruction), and so

complete a parallel does this furnish for ^"- and "' (/ cannot give

thee up, because I am God and not man) that*'' and'"'" are best

treated as an insertion of a later writer.*— / 7vill not turn to

destroy Ephraini] Cf. 2'^ This has been thought to mean : (i) I

will not turn from pity to destroy Ephraim
; f (2) I will not again

destroy Ephraim
; J (3) I vvill not bring back Ephraim to noth-

ing. § In any case, the expression is a confession of inability to

do the thing it has been asserted he would do. — For God am I,

and not nian'\ i.e. divine and not human (cf. Nu. 23^^). God
may have sympathy and compassion ; he may have still other

human attributes, e.g. anger ; but this anger may not divert

Yahvveh, as it might divert a man, from the execution of a well-

considered purpose. — Holy in the midst of thee'] i.e. holy in a

truly ethical sense.— And not human] iHil reads, and I will

not enter into the city ; \\
but this means nothing (cf. Ex. 20-'*);

it has been interpreted (i) any other city
; ^ (2) I am not one

of those who live in a city, i.e. a man (cf. 2 Ch. 6^*)
;
** (3) of

the omnipresence of Yahweh, occupying no space
; ft (4) of the

thought that Yaliweh's presence in a town must bring punish-

ment. J J None of these being satisfactory, it has been suggested

(i) to read TV = hate, terror, from "nU to boil (cf. Je. 15*; cf.

Rashi on i S. 28^^) ;§§ (2) to read iDS':', yet I come not to con-

sume;\\ (3) to read "lysb MS'K )^, Iam not willing to consume;%%

(4) to read "'"^ni^ "il'-b, joining first word of v.^", with a slight

change, to v.^ (cf. i K. 14^" 16' 21'-^);***
(5) to read D1i< man,

for X'lK, and close the verse with this, thus securing a perfect

paralleUsm (cf. Is. 3i*)-ttt This last suggestion seems, perhaps,

* Now. ; cf. We.3. "^S. H Rashi.

X AV., RV., Or., We., Now., Hal. ** Jer. ; Lowth, De sacra poesie, 242.

^ Che. tt Stuck.

II
Marck, Stuck, Ros., Hi., Pu., et al. W Hi.

\\ Schro., Dathe, Eich., Mau., Ew., Umb., Sim., Ke., Wii., Or.

nil
St., Che., GAS. HH We. *** Oort, Val. ttt Volz, Now.
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the most plausible, and may be adopted.— 10. Yalnveh will cry

like a lion'\ This is based on Volz's emendation,* which takes "T'ya,

last word of v.^, and nnK, first word of v.^", with nxT, reading

'•" nxs nrr. The ir'?"' following m.T is a gloss from the hand

of some one attempting to improve the passage in order to

make sense of it. This roar, like that of the lion calling together

its young, is the summons of Yahweh to the scattered people

to return (Am. i" 3*^ Je. 25^*), In Is. 27^^ the summons is

conveyed by means of a great trumpet. A different figure is

employed in Ho. 5" and I3^ The remainder of v.^", together

with ^\ is from a later hand, explaining and amplifying the force

and significance of the summons to return. The return is one

of the most common and significant elements in the prophets'

descriptions of the glorious future (cf. Is. ii"-^^ 27^'^ 43" Je. 3^^

Am. 9" Mi. 7^- Zc. 10'°). As a matter of fact, "lUD, to growl, roar,

occurs only in Je. 51^^, where, as here (if this emendation is

adopted), JXtT is the corresponding word in the parallel line.

Other treatments of these words {v.s^ are : (i) / will go, like a

lion I will roar,-\ joining nriK with v.'', and omitting m,T ; (2) Yak-

weh will go, like a lion he will roar ; \ also joining ''"in>< to v.^. —
As a lion he will roar, yea, he himself will roar, and there shall

come hurriedly . . .] Once more, with greater emphasis than be-

fore, the thought of the summons and the return is repeated.

Here emphasis is placed on the fact that Yahweh himself will

send the summons, § and there will come hurriedly {i.e. eagerly,

tremblingly; cf. 3^ ("ins), Ps. 18^^ (nn)) ;
— who? whence? Ac-

cording to fH^E, sons from the sea, i.e. faithful Israelites
||

(or also

the heathen t) from the west (({9 children of water, 7).s.) ; the west

being (perhaps D''a — W "sa. Is. 11") "the same as 'the islands

(or coastlands) of the sea ' in the latter part of Isaiah, except that

Hosea's knowledge of the coasts and islands of the western sea

would be much vaguer than that of his fellow-prophet " (Cheyne).

But how can the Israelites be called ffja in this connection, and

how can they come from the west when they have been repre-

sented as living in Egypt and Assyria? The reading D'atTtt, from

* Adopted by Now. t Ru- J Oort.

^ In six Mss. of Kenn. and de R. jvs;:''' Nin >3 is lacking.

II
Wu., Che. It Hes.
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their captivity,* would make good sense, but has no real basis.

Perhaps it is necessary here, as in some other cases, to acknowl-

edge our inability to meet the difficulties, and to leave the subject

of TT^ untranslated.I These words have been emended variously

{v.s^; e.g. (i) my children frovi their captivity ; % (2) sons

from Ara7n ; i (3) sons from the nations ;\ (4) sons from the

west and from the north,-^ (5) my sons from the west;**

(6) buildersfrom the west, ff— 11. They shall come hurriedly, like

sparrozus, from Egypt, and like doves frofn the land of Assyria']

The birds represent the speed || (cf. Ps. 55" Is. 60-) with which

they come, not the timidity and faint-heartedness ; §§ cf. 7", in

which the stupidity or foolishness of the dove is made a point

of comparison.
|| ||
— And I will bring them back to their houses']

Cf. Je. 32^\ This rendering 1^ really represents C"ni«'r,'i instead

of fHi2E DTi-t'in, which means / will cause them to dwell.***—
// is the declaration of Yahweh] These words are questioned by

Nowack, since they occur elsewhere in Hosea only in verses that

are unauthentic or suspicious (jz^^'^^-^). The closing verses of

this chapter (vs.**-^"-^'"'") are probably late,tft because (i) they

introduce an element of promise in the middle of a series of

threats, there being no preparation for this word of promise and

no reference to it in the following context; cf. also chap. 14,

where a promise appears, although introduced in a wholly

different way; (2) the expression, "I will not again destroy

Ephraim," is explicable only at a time after Ephraim has experi-

enced some severe chastisement; (3) there is no connection

between vs.^*^"'*^''.

5. 2^^<] He must not, etc.; cf. Dr. §39; Ko. 180; GK. 107 r.

—

'wS\

\ = or, here connecting alternative propositions; cf. Ex. 20'"- ^^ 21^^ Jb.

* Ru. ^ Che. {V.S.). ** Miiller (w.j.).

t So Oort, We., Gu., Now. || Gr. ft Marti.

X Ru, H Hal. ++ Che., Now. \\ Wu.
III!
On doves and sparrows cf. Now. Arck. I. 82 f. ; G. E. Post, " Dove," in DB.

;

A. E. Shipley and S. A. Cook, " Dove," in EB.; Tristram, The Natural History

of the Bible, 201 f., 211-220.

HH We., Now., GAS. *** Ew., Reuss, Or., Che., Gu., BDB.
ttt So Sm. j?^/. 215 (10- n certainly late) ; Volz (^'' genuine) ; Now. (9*- Wa genu-

ine; but N0W.2 makes 8*-u all late) ; Marti, Rel. (10. n late) ; Grimm, Lit.App. 73.

But cf. Seesemann, 28 f. ; Giesebrecht, Beitr'age sur Jesaia-Kritik, 211 f.
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2il3. 16. 26_— g_ nSm] Accent on ultima, although following syllable (a'lin) has

tone.— Bn>nixj;pc] With two accents.— 7. ''D>n] Introd. circ. cl.— O'NiSn]

Treated as n '"? not n "S; cf. Dt. 28^6; GK. 75 rr. — Sy] If f&M is correct,

a noun; cf. 7^ 2 S. 23I. On going over of the local idea into the temporal,

then into ideal (as in Arabic), cf. K6. 318 «.— 8. ijpn] Can, impf. of possi-

bility; Dr. §37; GK. 107^.— DiN3i'] Qf'rt.ayjs; but regularly o^'jiix, Gn. 142-8

Dt. 29"^. @ Se/3wei/i. The city was one of " the five cities of the plain,"

but its exact site is unknown.— 9. f^N'^V] K6. 352 /«.— 11. on>n3] On
form, GK. 96; Ko. II. i. p. 56; Sta. § 187 a; Wright, Cojtip. Gram. p. 88;

Philippi, ZDMG, XLIX. 206; Rahlfs, ThLZ. 1896, p. 587.

§ 16. Israel's falsity and faithlessness from the first, in

spite of efforts through prophets, must bring retribution and

ruin. 12^'^^. [English, ii'--i2".] Israel is false and faithless,

always doing that which ends in nothing ; turning now to Assyria,

now to Egypt ; he must be punished ; even before his birth he

was a supplanter (i«-2-«a^^ Israel is a trader using false balances;

rich and self-satisfied ; but his riches will count him nothing, for I

will cause him to dwell again in tents (^^") . Israel has been given

prophets, but with no effect; lies and demon-worship prevail;

bitter enmity has been aroused ; sudden retribution will come

upon him ; his altars shall be like stone-heaps in the furrows of

the field ("• 1^12).

The patriarchal episodes in vs.^'-'*^-^ (this is the correct order) and the

historical allusions in v.i* are from a later hand, and from a different and

conflicting point of view (v.i.'), as compared with that of the original material.

The original piece (omitting vs.^*- **"^- ^^- ^*) consists of three very symmetrical

strophes of ten lines each, in trimeter movement. The first strophe describes

Israel as he is and has been from the earliest times, viz. a faithless one, a

vacillating one, never knowing his mind, surely deserving punishment, since

all this has been so from the life of the patriarch in his mother's womb. The

second strophe (adopting the elegiac movement 3 + 2) characterizes Israel

as Canaan, a trader cheating all with whom he trades, becoming rich thereby,

but destined, in spite of present riches, to dwell again in tents as in days past.

The third strophe narrates the efforts put forth by prophets sent from Yahweh

to teach him the right way, the lack of any results, the prevailing falseness

and idolatry, the bitter enmity thus aroused, and the sudden punishment

which is its consequence. Three exceedingly interesting additions have been

made from the post-exilic period (i) v.^'', which includes Judah; (2) vs.''*'^

which recalls certain traditions of Jacob, putting him in a most favorable light;

viz. as having had intimate relationship and great influence with God; (3) on
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VS.13. 14 v.i. The order according to this arrangement is ^ "• 2-^ "• S-'"- "• '^- ^^ (v. is

preceding v.^''^ logically), with the additions U- 13. 4 6-7. i4_ Cf. the arrangement

of Oet., viz. i-5i3f'-6-8-i-i5; that of Hal., viz. i-W- i3.u. i2.n. 15. and that of

Gr., viz. i-U-1315.12.14,

1, (5 and U connect with chap. xi.— minii] (5S connect with pre-

ceding. Bewer {JBL. XXI. 109 f.) om. as later addition. — St< oy ti ij,']

@ viyc i~iv(j3 aiiTois 6 Qe6s — Sn ny-i' [njny (so also Scholz; cf. Loft, who

follows (3, but reads dmSn for oyi Sn); 'A. iwiKparwv . , . ; U (^Judas') autem

testis descendit cum Deo; Si loi^? oiioi* Iu«kJ> )^|^ — Sn >' ti^^ -i>"(Seb.),

BruU and Gr. "Ui 3^ n;j. Read, with Marti {Rel. 119; so Now.), 'ui ;;y^ ly-

Che. (^x/. Nov. '97, p. 365) Sn dj; Tin. Get. Sn dj? lib. Hal. 'ui t};d.

Bewer, Ss ayT' -lyi- Miiller (.SA'. 1904, p. 126), Sx-nj;.! •^^J?.— ICNj a^tynp d>'i]

© /cai Xads (X710J KiK\r\airai deov = "^N*? idnj tt'np DJ?1 (Vol.) ; ,S . • • | ViS

I
«^ H p = 'p ayj (Seb.); so ST. Gr. icn> o''ii'-ip oyi. Co. lasj a^fHp Di.n (Z^ ^.

VII.* 286 ff.; so We., Gu., Oort {Em.)). Halpx: xS K'ni^ dji. Che. (/o<r.

aV.) jDXj iB^np d;?!. Ko. § 348 </, jcn jCnjci D'ni^ D]i;i. Get. Ncaj D^iiHp a>;i_

Bewer, icn: oirnp u-;\ Bockel, mni dnj, for jcnj.— 2. nn n>'-i] (5 irovepbv

irvevfia — nn ny-i. Gort {T/iT. and j^/w.), nnn ;n. Marti, 'i nsi.— ovn Sa]

@S join with preceding clause.— T^J'i] Read, with (3, kuI fidraia, [n]vj'1 (so

also Gort (T/iT. and ^w.), We., Val, GAS., Now., Hal., Marti).— nan^]

Read, with &, ^2y_ (so also We., Now., Get., Marti).— nnai] With We. and

Now., om. 1.— imD^] (gU = sg. (so also Hal.).— Sav] (5 iveTropevero = Var

(so Hal.); H fereZ/at. Read, with S,
" '^ •^^], iSai'', taking 1 from beg. of v.^

(so also We., Now., Gort {£m.), Get., Marti).— 3. am] (5^'3L om. i (so

also Now., Gort {Em.)).— n-iin''] Read, with Gort, Ssnii'i (so Now., GAS.,

Get.).— -!pfl'?i] Gm. 1, with (5 (so We., Gr., Now.). Marti, npflNi.— vaiia]

U joins with foil. vb.— 4. jaaa] Gr. inserts rax before 'aa.— uixai] (§ /cai

ev K67ro:s avrov. Gm. 1 as dittog. from prec. i.— nntr] U directus est;

'A. KarJipdwcre. — D''nSx] Gr. 'x i;'\s (cf. Gn. 32^5).— 5. la'M] 'A., 0. Kal

KarJipdiocre ; "B et invaluit ; Si om. — 'D"'?x] Read, with We., Now., Get.,

Marti, 'D"nx.— "DM naa] (3 fKXava-av Kal ide-qdrjffdv fiov = ^h ijjnnii laa

(Vol.); S om. naa.— iV] Gr. adds xS.— '^xnia] © ^v rip o^/ctf; "flj' = n^aa

px (so also Gr.) ; % in templo meo.— uxsc^] (@ Arab., and one cod. of Kenn.

have I p. sg. suff.; ©, 'A., S., 9. suff. 3 p. sg. (so also Gr.).— an] Oort {E}>i.)

and Marti om. 1.— urj.'] <& ""pos avrois = onnj; (Vol.) . Read, with S, ^V/i^,

iDj;; so 'A., S., 6., <§•<, and also Dathe, Gort {T/iT. and Em.), We., Beer

{ZA IV. XIII. 285), Val., Gu., Loft., GAS., Now., Get., Marti.— 6. mn^i] Gort

( Th T. and Etn.) om. 1 (so Val., Get., Marti),— nar nvT'] (g etrrat ixv = 't n''n^;

S, 9. take 'r as 3 p. sg. of vb. with suff . Gr. -t xin(?). Hal. nir \— 7. iMSxa]

SIB = 'x"*??* (so also Get.), or -x'7 (so also Gr.). Marti, ^'i^^ixa.— av^n] We.

yaK'n(?).— ncir] Gr. ncirn.— nip] (5 ^77/fe = aip.— 8. i>'ja] Seb. jrJaa (so

Gr. (or ^jjijaa)).— PB'J?'^] IF calumniam. Read, with We., Now., and Marti,

apjjS. Gr. iirj;'? or -i^a'y'?.— 9. icx^i] Gr. om. i.— >'? px] © di'a\f/vxv'>

ip.avT(^; *A. dvucpeXis avrt^; "B idolu?n mihi ; S l-^l-^ >i»—*. Gr. iS pn.

—
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•ro] 5 = h^y— ''yj''] Read, with (3, oi -n-dvoi avroO, vj.'U'' (so We., Gr., Beer

{ZAIV. Xill. 288), Val., Now., Oet., Marti). — ins;:^] (5 €vpr)dri<7ovTai

= -iNSD^ (so also Gr., Oort) ; Sh )-asjfl.— ]y; "h"] @ ayrij) 5i' dSiKlas = i?

D^jiya ; Si l(n-Ju»»^ s*l^ = vyh •'S. Read, with Gr. and Now., pyS i*?. We.
pj;'? (so Beer, Oct., Marti). Oort, pyn iS. Oet. sugg. ijijjS.— Non na'N] Read,

with (&, &s TJ/jLaprev, Km t>:'n (so also We., Gr., Beer, Val., Now., Oct.). Oet.

N!2n Ti;'N^i(?).— 10. inNc] (S inserts dvTj7a76v ere = T'ni'?i'n, before 'nd (so

Oort (Em.)); & inserts >^Z:^£Ucl> = TTiNSin t^:'n (Seb.); so 2C.— EiSn^a]

Gardner, -pn'?N3.— nyiD ^d^d] ST mp ^crj = D-rp "id^^ (so Marti). Perles (Ana-

lekten, 44), -iy idi:i. Gardner, ipc3. Gr. and Now., aSij? icd (cf. Mi. 7"*').

Bu. (ATew World, Dec. '95) and We.^ l^iU'J 'no.— 11. Sj;] We. and Now., Sx.

— prn] (S<S pi.— -ca] @ pi. Gr. -|iai.— na-ix] @ w/iotti^Tji' = ddin as in

Is. 14I* (Vol.) ; "B assimilatus sum ; S £v.»^?^l- Gr. nN-iDi(?). Hal. Siyps.

Oet. qoN HD-iN, taking first word of v.^'^ with v." (cf. 4^). Cf. We. Marti,

nnns.— 12. \y; i^'i'j cn] (g el /utj TaXadS ^o-rti' = pN 'J DN; so 0. Read,

withS,)-=}^ fL^a^.T '''J:i(soWe.,Now.,Marti). Oort (77^7".), 'x SjSj on,

foil. Complutensian, raX7aXa; Oort (Em.) om. dn. Gr. px n>3i 'j DX.— "jx

vn xir] @5iF2r, 'A., and 2. join with foil, clause. % reads xiu''? and with S.

om. vn. Gr. on 'a* ix. We. iry '»> tix, of which is'j; is to be adopted {v.i.;

so Marti). Now. sugg. rni for vn and would transp. it to i^s.— oma' "^jSjo

in3T] (5 ^y FaXodS dpxovres 6v(xid^ovT€s = D^n3T onii' 'J3 (Vol.); several codd.

of (5, with Complutensian and Syr.-Hex., TaXyaXois; 'A. dvaid^ovres; U in

Galgal bobus htutiolaiites ; S ^i».«kS» |^n n .^ rnV '>«_JD ; ® pvipS (for

onir). Read, with Hi., d>-;b*|7 (so We,, Now.,'Oort (Etn.), Oet., Marti).

Gr. oniir'S.— Dmnarc] & 2 pi. suff.— qiSj] (g xf^i^mt; cf. 0. on Ec. 12^ and

Nestle (Exp. Times, XIV. 189). — 13. inr] Gr. adds pxx, foil.C— 14. X':]j3]

S pi.— ica'j] Gr. nDC'\— 15. D^pn] Oet. iD'>^Dn.— Dnnnn] (3 Kal irapdipyi-
y • T :

o-ev; ^ |iV|N^o. Oet. innns^i.— rnii] (SSF sg. Oet. om. 1.— rS;'] Oet.

Sj'.— ^^'la^] @ e/cxy^i5<reTa:; IJ veniet ; S |-A.]i^J. Gr. TitD\ Oet. iU'si.

—

i-ijix] @ om. suff. Oort (7"/; 7". and ^w.) transp. to foil. onDX. Marti reads

XII. 1. The past is here, as in other discourses, uppermost in

the prophet's mind. Ephraim has compassed me with lies, and

the house of Israel with deceit^ Yahweh is the speaker, and

he speaks out of an environment made up of Ephraim's hes, for

these Hes are so many as wholly to compass him about. Not

infrequently has the charge been made, and with these same

words, rn: and n^ai^ (cf. 4- 6' 7^3. 13 jo^i'*). The hes and de-

ceit have to do with Yahweh, for in another strophe their cheating

of each other is taken up. Israel is false to Yahweh whenever
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she turns to Egypt or Assyria, just as a wife is false to her
husband in joining with another man. With vn'3 may be com-
pared in, Je. 5"; and Utra, Is. 59^3. ^j^jj^ ^j^^ opposite of all

these words is n;?X. " Ephraim " and " the house of Israel

"

are synonymous.— A?id /uda/i is still knozvn 7vith God'\ The
question is, have the words of 1* a good sense, and are they
then from a later hand (for no motive can be conceived for

Hosea's inserting here a eulogy of Judah) ; or have they a bad
sense, and are they then really from Hosea's own hand ? Ul(Zr

bx Dy n-i -lb is difficult. The verb -m occurs only here and in

Je. 2^' Gn. 27^ Ps. 55^ It has been taken (i) as = rm = btt^a,

rule; i.e. only Judah rules with God (= only Judah's kings have
power with God) ;

* (2) Judah still serves his God; (3) with

ly instead of TiJ and Ti = ni", come down, Judas autem testis

descendit cum deo ; f (4) as = Arab, rdda = rove about, stagger,

waver, hesitate, be wayward with God; \ (5) as = UT, so (§ {v.s>)

= and as for Judah, God knows them noio ; but as Nowack
says, neither is m intelligible, nor do we expect a statement

of this sort after v.^"; (6) as = TT , but Judah is still known
{— betrothed, affianced) ivith God, which accords well with the

following line;§ (7) as = rebellious
; || (8) as = Dn, ^r^«//^

(9) but Judah walks tremblingly with God;** (10) and still

God knows them, Judah being a later addition.ff — And with the

holy one faithful '\ This seems upon the whole the most satis-

factory interpretation of another difficult clause. JttK: followed

by Dy is unknown ; but cf. Ps. 78^ (riK 'j). The plural in DT'np

is like that of D'nbx ; cf. Pr. 9^" 30^ The absence of the article

indicates that it is used as a proper noun. This construction

is preferable to (i) that which makes f»K3 an adjective modifying

D't^lp U (although this is possible if D-'^lp is regarded as an

intensive plural; cf. Ps. f^ Is. 19^), because the parallelism is

preserved; or (2) that which makes a^inp plural, and refers it to

angels, saints, patriarchs, prophets, etc. ; §§ or (3) ®, which seems
to have read n^KD b>^\b'] D^sr-tp dUl {v.s.); or (4) the reading

||||

* Rashi, Ki., Cal., Pu., AV. f U.

X Bauer, Schro., Ew., Hi., Hd., Ke., Wu., Or., Che., BSZ. ; Co. ZA W.Vll. 287.

§ Marti, /?tf/. 119; Now. It Briill, Gr. ft Bewer. ^^ }^r.

II
Hal. ** Che. {Exfi.) v.s. XX Wii.

|||| Bockel.
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fV\:T BK3, t.g. oracle of Yahweh, for jtiKJ, or, perhaps, worst of

all, (5) the reading "I^ICD DTip QV, "and with temple-prostitutes

joined himself," * referring to the custom of having such attend-

ants at the temples (cf. Nu. 25^^ Dt. 25''-'' Gn. ^S^^-^^-'^'- Ho. 4").

The chief grounds urged for this reading are (i) the paralleHsm

thus secured between '" and ^'^
; (2) the naK3 of (3, which is con-

sidered an intermediate form between the original n»^3 and Jttsj

;

(3) the fact that "ittSiD in the only other places it occurs is used

of a Hcentious cult (Nu. 25^-^ Ps. 106^^)
; (4) in the only other

passages where D'rnp are mentioned (i K. 14^* 15^^ 22*'' 2 K. 23^),

they are connected with Judah as here. In favor of regarding

^* as latef niay be urged, therefore, (i) the favorable estimate

given of Judah, which Hosea could have had no occasion to utter

;

(2) the evident interruption made by " in the prophet's state-

ment concerning Israel, which is continued in v."
; (3) the

peculiar, late usage seen in D'tnp (as plural and proper name).

Other renderings based on emendations (v.s.) are : (i) and with

the Holy One is not faithful
; J (2) and the people of the Holy

One it is called ; § (3) and with temple-prostitutes is defiled.
||

— 2. Ephraim herds the wind, and hunts the sirocco^ Ephraim

is a shepherd, a hunter; but is the outcome of his occupation

profitable ? His time is spent in herding— not flocks, but

the wind, in hunting— not game, but the sirocco, the deadly

southeast wind,1[ which in its course destroys everything that

it touches (cf. Ez. 17^° Jon. 4^ Ho. 13^^ Is. 27^). The outcome

of Ephraim's activity is, according to the figure, something ab-

solutely void and empty ; still more, something which is, in

itself, not only useless, but fatally injurious. This use of npn is

bold and strong, but not too much so for Hosea ; so that

(i) Wellhausen's comparison of nsci. (cf. Jb. 20^"), seek the favor

of, is unnecessary, although it is supported by the parallelism

;

(2) we are reminded of the T\T\ T?W~\ of Ecclesiastes ; (3) the

*Co. ZAW. VII. 286-289; adopted by We., but opposed by Oort, ThT.

XXIV. 498 f.

fSo We. Prol. 417; Oort, ThT.; Gu., GAS., Now.; Marti, Rel. 119, EB. II.

2122, and Dodekapropheton. % Hal. \ Gr., Bcvver; cf. (Bf.
||
Oet.

H Cf. Wetzstein in De. Job, on 2721 ; GAS. Hist. Geog. 67-69; Robinson,

Phys. Geog. 305 f.
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Jewish interpretation, idolatry* is too specific; (4) "friend of

the wind " f is forced
; (5) there is here a touch of " Wisdom,"

but Rosea is full of wisdom-thought {zk on 14").— All day long

they multiply falsehood and fraud^ This line explains the pre-

ceding ; without cessation the activity goes on, but the result

is that they increase (!)ST for 1 n3T +) falsehood {i.e. a false atti-

tude toward Yahweh, § not simply toward one another ||) and
fraud (S'lC? being substituted for fflS; no, cf. (§ 1C? ; since " vio-

lence " is not appropriate here, and the combination of falsehood

and violence does not elsewhere occur ).![— They strike bargains

with Assyria, and carry oil to Egypt'] Here the thought of the

prophet becomes still more clear and exphcit. Ephraim's activity

was fruitless and injurious ; it was false and deceptive ; but how
so ? Because it involved relationship with and dependence upon
other nations, and consequently acknowledgment of those nations'

gods. Of the four expressions for entering into covenant, or

alliance with, nn:3 D'pn, or jnD, or U\^, or nns, the latter is

chosen (cf. 5^ 7" Is. 2% Oil, one of the most important products
of Palestine (Dt. 8« i K. 5'^^ Ez. 16^''

2f'), was carried to Egypt,
which had no oil, as a present (Is. 57^) and as an article of
commerce.** Here the former is intended. Read 2n : ibnr ft
instead of mi : bar. It would be difficult to find a more in-

teresting parallel than is furnished for this verse in almost every
particular by Is. 30". The great sin is against Yahweh, and
consists in alhance with foreign powers, which involves distrust

of and faithlessness toward Yahweh. This is seeking for wind
and multiplying of falsehood. And for this reason,— 3. Yahweh
has a quarrel with Israel, to punish Jacob according to his

ways'] It is impossible to suppose that Judah is here spoken
of, because (i) Judah is not in the thought of the prophet
here, nor often elsewhere, but v. p. clix

; (2) if the text is cor-

rect, Judah is given the place of prominence, even before Jacob

* Rashj, Ki. + Now., We.
t Rashi, Oorf (v.s.). § Hd.. Ke., Now., e( al.

\\
Hi., Sim.

IT Che., We., Now., GAS. On the use of Niir cf. Coffin, JBL. XIX. 168-171.
** See Macalister, art. " Oil," DB.; Kennedy, art. " Oil," EB.
tt We., Loft., Now., GAS.; on basis of <5, and to secure uniformity of verbal

form in i3ii, imo"', iSjp.
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(Cheyne's suggestion that Jacob is here used for Judah, as in

Ps. 77^^, is plainly incorrect)
; (3) to accept the text is to accept

the impossible combination, viz. Yahweh has a strife with Judah

(even) in order to punish Jacob (for {a) (§ thus omits 1 with

npa"?"!, and (^) if retained, it must be rendered as above unless

the verse is assigned to a later period of the language, in which

the construction with *? is used to continue the ordinary imper-

fect*). We must, therefore, understand that some one changed

the original text, substituting Judah for Israel, perhaps when ^'',

which refers to Judah, was inserted, f With the phraseology

here, cf. 4^ Mi. 61 The omission of 1 before npsb (cf. (!l and

statement above) makes the second member dependent on the

first ; i.e. the purpose of the contention is to punish Israel, and

this is to be measured according to his 7vays ; i.e. in return for

and in proportion to his faithless conduct toward Yahweh. The
prophet desires to place special emphasis on the basis of judg-

ment which Yahweh will adopt, and to that end adopts a double

and striking rhetorical method of expression, repeating sub-

stantially what he has just said, and then illustrating the state-

ment by a significant example. This he proceeds to do in the

next two members of the parallelism. J
— Acco7'ding to his deeds he

will requite himi^^^a) ; in the womb he supplanted his brother']

The two clauses expressing the same thought are arranged

chiastically, and are followed suddenly and strikingly by a state-

ment concerning Israel's ancestor, Jacob, handed down by

tradition, which in a single stroke both announces and explains

the whole case. Jacob's supplanting of his brother in the womb
before birth indicates that fatal characteristic of the nation

which, as exhibited again and again in its history, has now

reached the point at which punishment must be administered.

This reference to traditional lore clearly carries with it reproach

(cf. the unfavorable sense in which the same verb is used,

Gn. 27^), and stigmatizes the nation as deceitful and untrust-

* GK. 114/ ; H. 29, 5 a. t We., Now., GAS.

J In view of the peculiarly symmetrical and artistic expression found in this

section, and of its highly poetic character, one wonders whether Che. was not

sleeping when he wrote (p. 113) in connection with chap. 12, "Again poetry is

dispelled by prose."
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worthy. In evident contrast with this single line, the long addi-

tion in vs.'*'''^ is occupied in the praise of Israel. 3pi7 is rendered

(i) "took by the heel," on the basis of 2py fiTHK 1T1 (Gn. 25-*'),

"and his hand was having hold of Esau's heel"; (2) "sup-

planted," on basis of Gn. 2f^^',i.e. Jacob's supplanting (!3py) Esau

twice, in the matter of the birthright and the blessing. But two

things are clear: (i) there is no basis for the rendering "took

by the heel"; (2) the word fta^i used with ipl? indicates a

source of authority distinct from the two Genesis sources.* The

statement, therefore, is to be taken as an additional reproach

upon Israel, and as indicating that his deceptive character

is inborn and ineradicable ;
* in distinction from the view

which makes this clause a statement of praise uttered of the

ancestor Jacob (in contrast with the degraded condition of his

descendants), since, even before birth he showed his pre-

eminence, how he was destined to anticipate his brother
; f for

in this case the prophet would surely have designated as sub-

ject of ^" the patriarch Jacob in distinction from the people

Jacob; or (3) the view that this "catching hold of Esau's

heel " was presented to Israel in order to encourage and

stimulate them, and to show that not merit but the mercy of

God was the source of the preeminence. \ Of the three views,

the first interprets the statement concerning Jacob as bad and

in accord with what has been said of Israel ; the second and

third, as good, but as in contrast with what has been said.—
13. Arid Jacob fled to the field of Aranf^ This verse seems

unquestionably to stand with ^ *"''.§ Like these verses it is his-

torical, and like them it is commendatory in its tone. The

abruptness of v.^^ was observed as far back as Rashi. Cf. Gn. 27*^

28^, for the fuller account. The phrase " field of Aram " is a

translation of the word Padan- (or Paddan-) Aram.

—

And Isf-ael

servedfor a wife, andfor a wife he herded {sheep)~\ Cf. Gn. 29^^*"

2q3i 2i38-4i^ Nowack's suggestion of a contrast between "wife"

and "prophet" (cf. v.") is imaginary, and disappears with the

separation of the two verses. — 4Zj. In his magi's strength he

* Now. t Ew., Wu., Che. J Cal., Ros.; Beer, ZAW. XIII. 281-293.

§ Cf. Now., Oet. ; Grimm, Lit. Afp. 7.3,-77.
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contended iviih God~\ n"itr is also rendered "wrestled,"* "had

power with." f As the writer puts together spy and 2pU, " sup-

plant," so also bsTky' and nntr, "contend." The pun is evident

(cf. Mi. i^""). Note that (i) the 1 of 151X21 is a dittograph of

the 1 of the preceding l*nx, dating, of course, from a time subse-

quent to the disarrangement of the original order
; (2) this line is

parallel with that which follows, not with that which precedes

;

(3) it is the first of four lines in close connection with each

other; (4) the contest with God (or the angel), occurring on

the return from being with Laban (Gn. 32"^), is here placed

first in order, whereas in Genesis, the Bethel story, occurring

on his outward trip (z'.z.) precedes
; (5) whatever specific inter-

pretation is adopted of these four lines, it is understood to be

praise of the patriarch Jacob. On i;iK3 v.i. D'nbK designates

any form of superhuman character: (i) as here, angel; (2) dis-

embodied spirits (i S. 28^'')
; (3) judges, as representing God

(Ex. 2 2*-^). This line praises Jacob, and is therefore incon-

sistent with ^''; yet some make ^* synonymous with ^^J and

understand the change to have taken place at the beginning of

v.^.— 5. Yea, he contended with the angel and prevailed^ The

poetical repetition of the preceding line, with one modification

(angel for God) and one addition (the fact that he prevailed).

For bi? read nx. § l^'^a = D'nbx ; cf. Gn. 16^" and xf^"^ Ex. \z^
and 14^''; and so in pre-exilic literature in general.

||
It is E

who in the Hexateuch makes large use of angels (cf. Gn. 21"

22" 28^^ 31" 32'-^ Ex. 23^°).^ Of course it was Jacob who pre-

vailed (':'3"'i) and not the angel.** Here the thought is that of

praise, i.e. the persistency and energy with which the patriarch

sought the divine blessing (cf. Gn. 32^).— He wept and besought

mercy of hini] i.e. Jacob wept. While (§ makes both Jacob and

the angel weep, and fSiM only Jacob, J (Gn. 32^^^^) says nothing

about weeping. Jacob's attitude is exactly that which the writer

would have Israel adopt, viz. anxiety, sorrow, and repentance,

not victory. But is this consistent with the thought of *"? Is it,

moreover, the point of view maintained in Gn. 32^ ?— At Bethel

* Ew. t AV., RV. t Or. } Now. || G. B. Gray, art. "Angel," EB.
H My statement, Hebraica, V. 261 ; cf. Carpenter and Battersby, The Hexateuch,

I. ii2f. **Hi.
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he met him {Yahweh) and there he {Yahweh) spoke with him'] Cf.

Gn. 28"«"- T,^"^^-. S him, is better than us {v.s.), (cf. Ewald, who
on the other hand (i) treats 13 of l3K:£ia'' as ist pi., not 3rd sg.,

(2) makes Yahweh subject * and not object, and (3) makes the

imperfects futures (in prediction) and not vivid pictures from past

history). Here is an allusion to Jacob's dream, but the point

of view is different from that of Gn. 28. That vs.**"^ present
a different and conflicting point of view as compared with vs.^"^" is

apparent. The unfavorable 3pu of ^^ is changed into a favorable

term, mc, in •**, and this favorable point of view is maintained
through v.^ in striking contrast with the condemnation expressed
in vs.--^".— 6. And Yahweh is God of Hosts ; Yahiueh is his

jiame] This is an interjectional gloss or addition from the hand
of some pious reader of very late days f (the 1 being confirmatory

of what precedes, and practically = as truly as %) rather than
the subject (l being omitted) of the preceding -i3T,§ for this

gives a cumbersome set of clauses for subject, and the 1 of nnKI
does not fit in. His memorial; i.e. his name, cf. Ex. 3^^—
7. So thou by the help of thy God shouldst turn back] The
address is to Jacob

||
(these being the words spoken at Bethel,

the clause being the object of nnT (v.^)), rather than to Israel; IT

it has the tone and the coloring of the later times. By thy

God, i.e. by his help, ** rather than to thy God, ff or in thy God,
i.e. " such being the character of God, who lets himself be won
by wrestling prayer, return thou to thy God and rest in him "

; J J

but none of these explanations is wholly satisfactory. Cf. Well-

hausen's suggestion (z;.j-.), thou shall swear (Gn. 21^3 Dt. 6^^ 10^).

Halevy urges in defence of v.^ that Hosea, after sharply contrasting

Israel's present dispirited and feeble state with the energy and
courage of their early days (vs.*''"'^^), continues in v.'' by assuring

them that Yahweh is the God of armies and is able to defend

the weakest against the strongest; therefore they should call

on him (reading nbT, imv.) instead of appealing to outside

nations.— Keep kindness and justice] In relation to men, cf.

* So Sim.
II

Hi., We., Now.
t So We., Volz, GAS., Now. H Ma., Hd.,Sim., Ke., Schm., GAS.,^;-*!/.

J BDB. 253 ; cf. Am. 95-6 Is. 55. ** Hi., GAS.
§ Oort, Val. ft AV., RV., Sim., et al. ++ Che.
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Ho. 4"' 6® Am. ^7^0-12. i5_

—

And wait on thy God without ceasi?ig'\

i.e. cultivate absolute faithfulness, cf. 11^- 9' ii'^ 7". Nowack

calls attention to the difficulty of taking v." as an address to

Israel, and suggests that were such the case, the verse must be

regarded as from another writer than the author of ^^'^. In

favor of regarding vs.'*'"^ as a later addition* he urges (i) the

poor connection between ^^ and **; (2) the extraordinary re-

versal of the historical order of events in the narrative of Jacob's

life
; (3) the bad connection of v.^ with v.^ ; (4) the fact that

v.^ continues the thought of v.^". This addition was occasioned

by the fact that one of the patriarchs was represented in the

original narrative in an unfavorable light, altogether at variance

with the ordinary view of the patriarchs. Effort has been made

to interpret vs.^'^ as a unit,t thus : Ephraim on account of his

persistent sins is threatened with punishment from Yahweh.

His ancestor Jacob should be his example. Jacob sinned once

(viz. JD32) ; but afterwards in sorrow and anguish he returned to

God (mc i3iX2), who received him graciously and promised him

aid on certain conditions. But this interpretation implies an

unnatural contrast between ftsaa and i;ii<3.

1. •naD] On extended (or uncontracted) form cf. GK. 67 a.— -n] The
possibilities of this word are very great in view of the several roots from

which these consonants might be taken; e.g. -\-\-\ (cf. Ps. 1442 Is. 45I), mi
(v.s.), Tc {v.s.), -in (v.s.), but the corruption of the text seems certain.—
oiiy-ip] The intensive plural Most Holy Ofte, H. 3, 2c; GK. 124/^; see

especially K6. 348 </; cf. 263^. Chiastic with Sn-djj.— pNj] Foil. Dit:'ip as

predicate of min\— 2. Sni^] Or iSor, with S of pers.; cf. Ps. 6?>^^ 76^2; for

other cases of final i connected wrongly with following word, v. Je. 221*, i "iji^n

= vjiSn; I S. 1421, DJi 30D = aj 133D; Je.
17II, nSi itrj? = nS na'i'; cf. Dr.

Sm. XXX f.— 3. ipoSi] Cf. GK. 114/; also 114^; K6. 413 w; but v.s.—
4. mr] Only here and Gn. 322^; in one case oy is the preposition, in the

other nx. On the connection of "'Xit:' with this root, cf. BDB., BSZ.; Nestle,

* Cf. We.3 (suspects ^7)_ Sm. Rel. 215 (rejects ''), Volz (who considers ^^^ an
archaeological note from a learned reader), Grimm (who rejects •*-7 as a "liturgical

appendix"), Wkl. GI. I. 59 (makes *-6 late). Stark, Studien z. Religions- u.

Sprachgeschichte d. A. T. II. 8 ff. (rejects <&-7), and Luther, ZAW. XXI. 67
(makes 5-7 late). Marti om. 3o. 5-7 as later additions.

f Beer, ZAW XV. 281 ff. ; Procksch, Gescliic/ilsdelracliiung u. gescAicMic/ter

Uberlieferung bei den vorexil. Proph. (1902), 19-23.
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Isr. Eigennamen, 60 ff.; Gray, Hebr. Prop. Names, 218; Qie. EB. 231 1 ;

Dr. DB. II. 530.— 5. -itrn] Generally treated as Qal. impf. of -\-\t', a cognate

of ma' (v.s.') ; GK. 72 /. The prep. Sn is hardly appropriate, and in view

of Gn. 32^9 ON is preferable (v.s., We.).— Ssm] With _ for 1, and _ because

of Zaqeph qaton ; on form, GK. 6gr; cf. 53 «.— S^n^a] Ace. of place;

K6. 330 >^. — UNJD''] For either in or 1: (v.s.); on impf., Ko. 157 <J.

—

6. mnii] This 1 is almost the Arab, waw of the oath {v.s.) ; cf. BDB., also

H. 44, I d, rm.; Evv.^ § 340, 3.— 'X 'Sn] The full form of the divine title;

cf. Lohr, Uiiterstich. 2. B. Amos, 39 ff.; K6. 2952.— 7. nip] For the use

of this word in Psalms, cf. Ps. 27I* 37^*.

8. Canaan !~\ Strophe 2 begins in a startling fashion, with the

derogatory epithet— Canaan.* The thought is a direct contin-

uation of strophe i i^'^"^). This strophe shows no recognition of

the personal story of Jacob in vs.^^'
^*'''. There is no reason for

supposing, as does Nowack, that after ^^ there originally existed

a line or sentence which explained ^"j for ^'^ needs no explanation
;

it is on account of its perspicuity and suggestiveness that the later

writer is led to give in contrast with it the interesting traditions

which point to another conception of Jacob's character. V.*

follows *" most fitly. Canaatt is not (i) an address, direct or

indirect, to the Canaanites or Phoenicians, whose reputation for

dishonesty was widely known
; f nor (2) a common noun, mer-

chant; % but (3) a proper noun used as a figurative epithet for

degenerate Israel, and equivalent to merchant, for the work of

merchandising in the cities had been in the hands of Canaanites

so long that " Canaanite " had become a synonym for " mer-

chant " (Pr. 31^* Jb. 41", also Zp, i" Ez. 17*; cf. r\'Q'^'2 = wares,

Je. 10"'). In the same way "Chaldean" and "astrologer" became

synonymous. To be rejected are (i) the making of jy33 an

appositive of Ephraim (v.^)
; § (2) its treatment as a vocative

; ||

in favor of (3) the construction as an independent nominative or

accusative.— In his hand are false hahinces, he loves to defraud']

Cf Am. 2^ 8^^ 'S^vh (cf *'^), to defraud, should be read^ instead

of yi^^h, to oppress, since the latter idea is not under consideration.

* On the etymological meaning, see Moore, PAOS., i8go, pp. Ixvii-lxx; GAS.
HG, 4f.; Buhl, Pal. §42; M. Jastrow, Jr., art. " Canaan," § 6, EB.

t Cf. Odys. XIV. 290, 291, and the Latin fides Punica.
||
Cal.

X 2r, Rashi, Marck, Ros., AV. § Bockel. U We., Now.
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The second line (two words) seems lacking in proportion, the

preceding line having four words ; but as suggested above, this

strophe seems to have the elegiac movement (3 + 2) ; it is surely

an elegy in its tone.— 9. And does Ephraim say, Yes, but I
have become rich ; I have secured for myself wealth'] This verse

contains (i) Israel's supposed reply to the charge of deceit

and dishonesty; together with which comes (2) Yahweh's reply

concerning the gains thus unrighteously acquired ;
* and not a

continued statement by Israel that his wealth will not be reckoned

as sin.t Israel's reply is of the self-congratulatory order, and

furnishes his defence for this apparent dishonesty toward God and

man (cf, Zc. 11^). 'yti)f,'"i = and has Ephraim said? i.e. a con-

dition (cf. Ps. 104-*^). "^K is not asseverative = surely, indeed;X
but restrictive, and in contrast with what precedes = howbeit,

still, yes, but, with something of astonishment on the part of the

speaker that such charges should be made. § Israel's defence is

twofold : («') I am prosperous, that's enough
;
{b) I have obtained

my wealth by my own efforts, and neither by the help of God
||

nor as a Canaanite (trafficker), cf. Zc. 14-^ pi< (= strength v.*)

must here be taken (cf. b'n) in sense of " wealth " (cf. Jb. 20^")
;

cf. also the reading ]':^, idol, of F.— (Let him know') that all his

gains are insufficientfor the guilt which he has incurred] This ren-

dering rests on @ and differs from fHST in {a) substituting 1 (3d

pers.) for ^ (ist pers.) ; (b) in prefixing the preposition b to py

;

{c) in reading «^n,l pf. 3 m. sg., for xpn. iK^ta^ here without

the n {sufficiency) , "^hich. is the fuller construction; cf. Lv. 12**

2526. 28 (^jti^ ,^) ^^^ jy_ 2 1" ** Nu. I i^.ft Cf. also the interesting

play on K^!3 between ^ and ®\ fSST has been rendered (i) all my

profits shall bring me no iniqiiity which is sin; \\ (2) as for all

my profits, etc.; §§ (3) they will not find in all my profits, etc.; \ ||

but whatever the specific rendering, two fatal objections present

themselves : («) these words furnish the basis of v.'", and must

be a part of the divine rejoinder, not the continuation of Israel's

defence, and must have the tone (as these do) of punishment

;

{b) there is implied an "unnatural distinction between iniquity

» Cf. Che., We., Now., Oet. H We., Che., Now. ++ So Wu.
t Cal., Hi., Ew., Pu., Or., et al. ** So BDB., and GFM. in loc. ^ Mau.
+ Che. § Wu.

II
A E. ft Also Now.

II II
A E.

2C
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and sin."*— 10. For I, YaJnveh'] mn" "'^JK is not an independent

sentence,! but the subject of "i^'tt'li^. %— Thy God froin the laud

of Egypt '\
Cf. 13^ j the God who brought you up out of Egypt,

who has since that day remained the same, and, therefore, has

given no just cause for your unfaithfulness.— Will again make

thee to dwell in tents']^ Is it a promise or a threat? (i) A promise §

that they will yet be delivered out of the degraded and dishonest

national life of the present into the pure, simple, and beautiful

life of primitive times, before the curse of civilization had pro-

duced its dire results ; i.e. " although it is true that Israel has

incurred condemnation, I, being the same that I have been from

the beginning of their history, will deliver them, and cause them

to renew their joy before me." This view is supported {a) by

that interpretation of lUlia 'tt'D (^'-^O which makes it represent an

occasion of joy; (Ji) by the absence of any definite reference in

this verse to the wilderness
;

{c) by the actual case of the Rechab-

ites, whose ideal it was thus to live apart from civilization (Je.

35*"*); {'^) by the fact that 11" may be interpreted consistently

with this
; («?) by the combination in 2 K. 13^ of the same ideas

;

viz. deliverance and dwelling in tents.
|| (2) A threat ^ that they

will again be driven away from home and compelled as in the

days of the wilderness to live in tents ; i.e. a wandering, nomadic

life. Being the same God as of old, he will now punish as

he punished in the past (Nu. 14-*^^"). This view is supported

{a) by the demands of the context, for what but a threat could

be uttered after the heartless and defiant words of Israel as ex-

pressed in ^"P {b) by the analogy of 2", which is unquestionably

a threat; and {c) by a correct understanding of "IU1)2 "Si'a (?'./.).

The evidence clearly favors taking the statement thus, nor is it,

as has been suggested, a threat with an indirect promise in the

far distant future, an idea growing out of the analogy of the

wilderness followed by deliverance ;
** or a suggestion that Yahweh

" could destroy all this commercial civilization "
; ft it is rather the

plain and definite prediction, in language borrowed from past

history and used figuratively, of certain destruction.— As in the

* Che. t Wii. + Che. ^ Jer., Ki., Cal., Marck, Hd., Pu., Marti.

II
The late origin of 2 K. 13^ is to be taken into consideration ; cf. Benz., Kit. in loc.

H Grotius, Dathe, Ew., Umb., Or., We., Now. ** Ke. ft GAS.
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days of the festal assembly'] This phrase, in IH^E nuitt 'Q'^, has

received widely differing interpretations : (i) According to the

appointed days, using "iritt as an appellative = an adjective.*

(2) = Feast of booths (Lv. 22;^-''; cf. i K. 12^- Dt. 31^"), the

time of "ingathering" (cf. Ex. 23^®). The significance of this

feast lay in the fact that it was an occasion of joy and thanks-

giving, celebrating the completion of the harvest, and as such it

was an expression of the characteristically Canaanitish idea that

the deity was the lord, the bdal of the land and the dispenser of

its fruits. The dwelling in booths is explained by W. R. Smith

as occasioned by the fear that the house and its contents should

become taboo and unfit for ordinary use, through contact with

the consecrated person of the worshipper during the progress of

the feast ; while Wellhausen attributes it to " the custom of the

whole household, old and young, going out to the vineyard in

time of harvest, and there camping out in the open air under

the improvised shelter of booths made with branches." t That

the feast was a reminder of the tent life of early days is, of course,

a late idea (P). Wellhausen's objection that a feast character-

ized by unlimited expressions of joy would not be appropriate

to the wilderness is met by Cheyne's statement that life in tents in

the feast-time was a matter of amusement, out-of-door sport ; but

in contrast, Israel will be compelled so to live, and this would be

another matter. J (3) A national feast, § i.e. a day of national

assembling. (4) Days of appointed season, i.e. festivals (cf. 9^

La. 2^-^. (5) Although the real wilderness-feast was the Passover

(Ex. 4-'^), it is to be remembered that there is no reference to

dwelling in tents in connection with the Passover,
||
and nothing is

known concerning the rites of this feast. In view of the difficulties

involved in the interpretation of IKCT, textual changes (^.s.^ have

been proposed, e.g., (1) Yet shall I bring thee back to thy God in

the appointed time
; ^ (2) as in the days of thy youth ;

** (3) as

* Ma.

t On the feast of booths v. Now. Arch. II. 150 ff.; Benz. art. "Feasts," EB.\

WRS. Sem. note K; We. Prol. 85, and my Constructive Studies in the Priestly Ele-

ment, W 96-106.

% Mich., Bauer; also Grotius, Dathe (although regarding it as a threat {shall

I longer cause them to dwell in booths ?)).

$ Hi.
II
Cf. We., Now. H Gardner. ** We.S; cf. Perles.
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in the days of old,* cf. nmby DVai .T-nu: ^a^S, 2", used of the

times of the wilderness, and note the full significance which "li?

now receives. Wellhausen says that vs."- ^^ belong in another con-

text and that there is no connection between them. The latter

part of his statement is correct, the first part wrong. G. A. Smith

says of vs."-", " I cannot trace the argument here." Marti treats
^g_96-ii.i3.i4 ^g ig^^gj. additions. If v." is taken as introducing a new
strophe, to be followed by v.^^ and then by ^- (v.^'' being placed

before ** and v." being regarded as a later addition from the same
hand as vs.^^- *'"'')

, there is symmetry of artistic form, together

with regular and close consecution of thought. — 11. And I
spake by the prophets'] As so frequently (cf Am. 2^*- Is. chap. 5)

the prophet, before saying the last word, recalls the fact that

earnest effort has been put forth to teach Israel the right things.

This is a new thought in this piece, and quite appropriately

introduces a new strophe ; close connection with either '"" or
"'*•''

is not to be expected (cf. on the contrary Nowack). TTQIi,

perfect with waw consecutive, expresses frequently repeated

action, and I used to speak, "^l? means by, by the hand of,

through ;\ no good reason exists for substituting ':»K
; % cf., how-

ever, or DU and (^ Trpos.— For it was I who multiplied visiofi

and by the hand of the prophets gave parables] Special em-

phasis rests on " I." § Parables, i.e. simiHtudes, sometimes

implied, as in 9^°, at others, definite, 7*"^ Is. 5^"^. The sug-

gestion to read
||

"^(aJ^ nanx (taking DK from v.^^, ijK^T) is

favored {a) by the parallel in 4^ ;
{F) by the non-occurrence

of the absolute meaning use parables elsewhere for 'r\i:r\, (/) by

the failure of DK to make sense at the beginning of v.^
;

{d) by

the meaning of ^'* which requires ^-^ to be absolute and not con-

ditional (cf. 6^)
;

{e') by the easier interpretation of vn as well as

IPiai as historical perfects ; and (/) by the fact that the idea of

destruction through a prophet is quite a common one (6^); but

* Gr., Now. t Cf. Kno. Propheiistmts, 1 . 201 ; Ke. in loc. X Now.H

\ On visions, cf. Giesebrecht, Die Berufsbegabiing der Alttest. Propheten, 38-72

;

Duhm, Theol. 86 ff.; Maybaum, Die Entwickelung d. isr. Proph., 1-6; Briggs,

Mess. Proph. 17 f.; Sm. Rel. 82 ff. ; K6. Der Offenbariingsbegriff d. A. T. II. 9-60;

Borchert, SK. 1895, pp. 217 ff. ; Kue. Prophets and Prophecy in Isr., 78-89 ; Schultz,

O. T. Theol. I. 275-9, 281 ff.
II
Oet.
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this is just the opposite idea from that which the prophet is

trying to express (cf. "" "*), and is consequently impossible. —
14. And by a prophet Yahweh brought Israel up from Egypt

;

and by a prophet he was shepherded^ With v.^- following v.^%

and v.^^ transferred to precede ^*, we have next v.", which is

a later insertion intended to state, still more fully and definitely

than Hosea had done, how Yahweh had made use of prophets in

Israel's instruction. This explains why in v.^^ the ist person is

used, but in v." the 3d, of Yahweh. In this verse, naturally, the

idea of warning (so prominent in the original utterance) is absent.

Although X-DJ is indefinite, only one prophet is in mind, Moses

(cf. Dt. 18^^. Nowack's remarks (p. 76, foot) are no longer in

place, because v.^'' has nothing to do with v.". It is possible that

"latt'D had a subject {e.g. Jacob), which has been lost ; the short-

ness of the line is noteworthy. For this use of iDtt', cf. Is. 21"

62^.— 15. Ephraim has given bitter provocatio?i] I gave Israel

instruction and warning in every possible way (v."), and what is

the result? Ephraim has, by his conduct, given me bitter provoca-

tion ; literally, he has provoked bitterly, no object being expressed
;

cf. I K. 2i~ 2 K. 21'^.

—

And his bloodshed he will leave upoji him']

Nowack * is in error in demanding for C"03 the meaning to sling,

to cast down; its original use is to leave, let alone (cf. Ex. 23" = let

the field lie fallow ; Nu. 11^', and left {the quails) by the camp)
;

so here Yahweh will leave f upon him (Ephraim) his bloodshed,

i.e. his guilt for the acts of bloodshed, of whatever form (not,

however, in connection with children offered to Moloch J) which

he has committed (cf. i* 4*). § — And his reproach his Lord 7vill

return to him] i.e. Yahweh will repay Israel (cf Is. 65'') for all

reproach brought upon him (Yahweh), i in inS"in being the ob-

jective genitive
; ||

or for the reproach of which Israel is guilty, 1

being a subjective genitive^ (just as 1 in the parallel phrase vm).
— 12. hi Gilead is iniquity, only vanity they have lurought] The
text is again corrupt. With DX no sense can be made

;
perhaps

we may read 3.** After the analogy of '?US in 6*^ we may change

vn to wy.ff Only, nought but (cf. similar force in Nu. 12- Jb. 19^'')

* Also Ew., Che., BSZ.

t Ke., Or. (thrust upon liim) ; GAS., p. 303, seems to have overlooked this word.

J Hi. ^ BDB. II
Che. II Wu., Now. ** ..s^j^ow^^ ft We.

7 '

:> rj V
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is satisfactory, and the proposed change of "[K to s]5< * is unneces-

sary. Gilead is singled out, as in 6*, as a place in which Israel's

wickedness has especially manifested itself. DK of f¥l2E has been

taken (i) as introducing an ironical, or rhetorical, question, Is

there iniquity in Gilgal? \ (2) as a particle of asseveration = j-^/;r/v

there is wickedness in Gi/gal ; \ (3) as a conditional particle,=
if there is i?iiquity in Gilgal. §— /// Gi/gal they sacrifice to demons']

Cf. Dt. 32^' Ps. io6'^^ D'nt'b for omty {v.s.), the b having been

dropped after the final b of bh^. The difficulty with lUflST is
||

(i) that the plural of ~\W appears only here; (2) that the sacri-

ficing of oxen was nothing in itself reprehensible
; (3) if the

meaning is "sacrifice to oxen," we should expect Dmtr?':' or, more

in accordance with prophetic usage, a"''7JDb ; and, in any case, the

worship of the calves is nowhere else mentioned as being con-

ducted at Gilgal. (*9's nnt' is clearly a misreading of n for t. ^
The ordinary translations have been either (i) they sacrifice

bullocks in Gilgal; ** i.e. they insult Yahweh by sacrificing in

connection with idolatrous places (cf. 4^^) ; or (2) they sacrifice

to the bullocks in Gilgal,ff but nowhere else is lltr used of the calf-

worship.— So their altars shall be as stone-heaps among the fur-

roivs of the field] This is the consequence of it all (cf. Mi. i^)

— a scene of desolation. The fulfilment is seen in 2 K. 15-''',

concerning which event Tiglathpileser himself says in a badly

broken passage, " The town of Gilead, . . . Abel [beth Maachah ?]

. . . which is a part of the land of bit-Humri \i.e. Samaria] . . .

the broad, throughout its extent I added to the territory of

Assyria; and established my officer as governor over them." \\

8. jjjjd] On casus pendens as a genitive attribute of the following clause,

cf. Ko. 341//.— pB'y'^] On use of '^, H. 29, 4^. — 11. •'3:ni] Peculiar position,

Ko. 339 «.— 12. dn] Retaining f^ ST, Ko. (389/) makes this conditional in

form, but causalin force. — rni] Dr. (§ 1367) and K6. (415 ^) treat this as an

*We. ^ Hi., Ew., Sim.. Ke., Or.

t Cal., Pu. + Stuck, Hd.
||
Cf. Now.

U On demon-worship, cf. Di. and Dr. on Dt. 32!^ ; Gray, art. " Demons," EB.
;

Che. on Ps. io63' ; WRS. Sent., v. Index ; Baudissin, Studien zur sent. Rel. 1. 130-36.

** or, Ke., Wu., et al. tt "S, Marck, et al.

t+ Annals, v. III. R, 10, 2, Is. 17 ff.; cf. KB. II. 30 ff.; KAT.'^ 264 f.; Dr. in

Hogarth's Authority and Archaeology, 98 f.
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apodosis expressing certain future.— ns;'] On absence of art., K6. 293 a.—
13. n:;'Na] A good example of the 2 of price, or substitution, Ko. 3320.

—

15. B^nc.-i] Adv. ace, Ko. 332 e\ on pi., K6. 262/!

§ 17. The utter destruction of Israel. 13^"". Israel in the

days of old stood high ; but they sinned and died ; and now grow

worse and worse in their devotion to idols, treating them as gods
^i.L'a.6^

. therefore, idolatrous through and through, they shall van-

ish like cloud or dew, like chaff or smoke (-''•^). It was I who res-

cued them from Egypt ; they have had no other god or saviour.

It was I who cared for them in the wilderness, but the more

prosperous they became, the farther they departed from me
(*-^-^. Therefore I will destroy them as if I were a wild beast

— jackal, or leopard, or bear, or lion f-^). In this impending

calamity, O Israel, who will help you? There will be no king to

save you ; for your kings, given in my anger, will be taken away

in my wrath (^").

The unity of this passage is evident; its symmetrical structure is more

than usually marked. In five strophes (8-1-6-1-8-1-6 + 8) announcement

is made of absolute destruction. The movement is trimeter, with occasional

dimeters and tetrameters. Strophe i contrasts the honored Israel of the past

with the fallen Israel of the present, all on account of faithlessness to Yahweh
(vs.^-2o-6). Strophe 2 presents a picture of destruction,— an utter vanishing

away, consequent on Israel's apostasy (vs.^^'-S), Strophe 3 contrasts Yahweh's

love and care, as manifested in their past history, with their ungrateful atti-

tude of neglect and forgetfulness in degree proportionate to the blessings

granted them (vs.^- '• ^). Strophe 4 presents a second picture of destruction—
a horrible devouring, as of wild beasts (vs.^- ^). Strophe 5 announces sternly

that no deliverance will be possible, since no leaders will remain to guide

them (vs.^ii). No important modifications of the text are involved in this

arrangement.

1. 1313] @ K-ard rhv X67oj' = -latD; similarly 'A.— nm] (5 diKaiui/xaTa

= rpn, or, better, m (Aramaic) in pi. (Vol.); S., 0. rpd/jLov; 'A. (pplKriv;

& looi Z]i = nn-1 with '£3N as subj. (Seb.). Gr. ncN(?). Oort (T/iT. and

£m.) and Val. nj?-i. Hal. npn.— Ntt'j] & \^b jouio = [nin]Kin n>i:'j (Seb.);

similarly W. Read, with S and Oort, n>k'J (so We., Gr., Val., GAS., Now.,

Oct.). Oort (^w.) and Marti, Nii'j— Nin] Gr. n^n(?).— dB'N''i] (S Kal edero

aiird = Q^:^'t'^^ (Vol.).— nci] Gr. tsinn.— 2. nnj,'] @ om.— ajn.io] (& /car'

eUdva; U quasi sijnilitudinem ; % ^ci^ai^j>o = OP'janD (Seb.); cf. ST. One
cod. of de R. anjnnD. Oort ( Th T. and Em!), full. (5, pji::.-; (so Gu., Loft.) or
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n^jara. Ew. onnn; fso Gr., GAS., Oct., Now.2), Hal. njiara. Read, with

We., Val., Now.', DPJicrr.— hSd] © <jvvTiTtKf.tiiJ.iva. = r^y, S om. Several

codd. of Kenn. and de R. iSr, and 6 codd. of Kenn. D^p (so Loft., Hal.).

—

on*?] (@ joins with preceding. Read, with Sta. (ZA IV. 111. 12; so Briill,

Jahrb. f. jild. Gesch. u. Lit. (1883); Gr.), a\i'?iV, or, with Now. and We.'^,

insert D'^hSn before nnV.— •nai] © Ovcrare = injr; 2. 6vffi.d.aaTe; iT immolate.

'I is perhaps a fragment of an original line, ''"irV D"'n2T Dj; iv.i.'). Gr. ''nj'i(?).

Ru. 'nDT, to be taken with ancN, which is to be rendered, they assign.— din]

Duhm (^Theol. 132), ai(?).— tip-"'] @ iKXeXoi-rrafftv, with 'r; as subj.; proba-

bly derived from pot' (Vol.); U adorantes ; 9. Tr/joo-Ki/^^trere; S » fi 4lSff.

— 3. li'D''] Oort, i>b' (so Gr., Now., Oct., Marti). — n^-ix?:] @ ciTro daKpuoju

= nansn (Vol.) ; A. d7r6 KarapdKTov; S |.<ia3 ^sD.— 4. T'h'^n] Foil, this

(5 inserts: "the one establishing the heavens and creating the earth, whose

hands created all the host of the heavens, and I did not show them to thee in

order that thou mightest follow after them; and I led thee," etc. On basis of

(@ and S insert TTiNSin -\y{<; cf. Oort (j^'w.), who inserts T'niS;;n (cf. 12'°).

—

5. TPyi'] Read, with (3, iirol/j-aLvdv ere, i\-iiy-\ (so S, Seb., We., Gr., Gu., Loft.,

GAS., Marti); cf. ST.— rivs-^] Now. and Oet. insert yr\^-;-\ before 'N3.—

niasSri] ©doi/cijra;; "B so/i/udi/tis ; S' )-S£w« }3? |lSi£yu», " a double rendering,

the latter being a gloss from the Alexandrine transl." (Seb.). Gr. n\s'^n.—
6. Drriyics] <3 Kara ras vofias (2. sg.) avTwv; ^ .oj] iv.Ai.^0. Oort (^ThT.

and Etti."), onv^c, joining it with v.^. We., Now., and Marti, D,"n>'"i3. Gr.

Dn'j?nD3. Hal. DP'';?"! Tr.— ly^i:'] S om.; (§ els irXea-fiov-^v. Read, with Oort,

VOB'(cf. ®); Oort offers an alternative, i-3U-'^.— D2^] (5 pi.— 7. ''nxi] (§ Kal

eo-o/xai = n^HNi (so also We., Now., Oct., Marti). Gr. and GAS. >nNi.— ivj'n]

Read, with ©, 'Acrcrvplwu, -nu-N (so SU, We., Val., Now., Oet.). Briill, Gr.,

Mcinhold, Now.-, and Marti, ip^i'x (cf. Je. 5*^). Hal. aiiu-x. — 8. ^^yz'] Oort,

foil. (S and U, n'?iDr.— d^DNi] (§ Kal Karacpdyovrai avrovs = d'7DN1 (so also

Oort, T/i T. and Ern.; Gu., Now., Marti). S '\aspo = d^=s^i or aSpsi (Seb.),

with X''^'? as subj. — at:'] Meinhold, Now.^, and Marti om.— so'^a] (5 <rKij/j.voi

BpvuoO = NoSp (Aramaicizing, Cappellus), or no*? (Schleusner), or an^sD (so

also Oort, T/i T. and £711. ; Gu., Now,), or -\')>_ >niD3 (Oct., Marti) ; S om. 3.—
9. One cod. of de R. om. v.^,— l^nr] Read, with (5, ttj dia<l>dopg. ffov, qrna'

(so GAS.) ; U perditio tiia ; S ; ^
'^ ^ - Val. ri^nnc' (so Gu., Now., Oet.,

Hal, Marti). Gr. i.^nu-a. — l^Tya ^1 '3] One cod. of Kenn. om. ^1. (@ ri%

§oy]Q-h(jei- \_^\•\^T ''D (so also Oort, ThT. and Em.\ Gr., Val., Gu., GAS.,

Now.). Read, with S, -f't-^ aJLic, qi7>'.3 ^r, cf. Ps. 118^ (so also Seb.,

Scholz, Dr. Exp. 3d ser. V. 260 f.; Hal.). 13 may be taken as a remnant of

^;j!< (cf. Now.). Oet. T'tji'^ >:: (cf. Marti, "^"^yii ^D '3).— 10. \in] Read, with

(SS, 'TN (so most comm.).— nisn] (5 oStos.— ^33] % — 'rji (so also Houtsma,

We.: Oort, ThT. and E.m.; Val., Gu., GAS., Now., Oct., Marti). IL et in

omnibus. Gr. Sdc. — Tiv] Gr. ^"1•j. Houtsma, t^t" (so Oort, ThT. and

Em.; We., Val., Gu., GAS., Now., Oet., Marti). — T'^^-m] (!| Kpipdrw ere

= "po-'^ (Vol.); S sg. ; so Arab, and some codd. of de R. Read, with
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Houtsma, ^vjsrM (so Oort, TkT. and Em.; We., Gu., GAS., Now., Marti).

Val. and Oet. Tirjjiri. Gr. :i-J2U'm. Hal. transposes to precede y\'} Ssj.

— msN nir'NJ S Zi^]o ^i^l-^» = mcNi •'Jcd rbv.v (Seb.).— on-iM]

®Si2r = sg. — 11. jn.v] (@ Kixl 'ih(j>Ka. (=jnNi); so S.— npNi] S = inriiiNi;

IL et habuisti.— Tnoi'^j 3L in impetu tuo.

XIII. 1. When Epht-aim used to speak, men trembled"] The
many interpretations of this line may be classified in three lists :

(i) Those which make nm an apodosis, following the tem-

poral clause expressed by an infinitive with a preposition, " When
Ephraim spoke (or used to speak, referring to the time of

Ephraim's prosperity, e.g. in the time of the judges*), there

was trembling," t i-^- respect for him, reverence in his pres-

ence ; cf. Is. 52^^. (2) Those in which nm as an infinitive or

participle (nnn) is made to modify the infinitive nm as an

object or adverbial accusative, the next fine serving as apodo-

sis. Here belong the renderings :
" When Ephraim spake stam-

meringly," J or "spake confusion, ambiguously, etc." § {i.e. when

Jeroboam introduced the calf-worship) ;
" when Ephraim spake

trembling "
II

{i.e. humbly); "when Ephraim spake of revolt"^

{i.e. alarm, uproar, the opposite of mbir), (3) Those in which

change of text has been suggested for nrn {v.s.), e.g. "judg-

ment," or " decree," ** " truth," ff " knowledge," JJ
" terror." §§

Nowack's statement that (i) is grammatically impossible, and

is devoid of good meaning, is too strong. It furnishes a fair

meaning, and, although unusual, is permissible ; cf. Gn. 4^ (if

riKt^ be correct ; cf. Gunkel).— He was a prince in Israel] Read-

ing K'f: for t<r3 of f$l2r. By some this is made (f.j'.) the apodo-

sis of the preceding line, e.g. "when he exalted himself in Israel

"

{i.e. made effort to get the ascendancy;
|| ||

or, "they rose to the

exalted position which their prophet-ancestors foreshadowed," cf.

Gn. 49^^^^^^) ; by others, as a parallel line, whether used in the

good *** or bad fft sense. Upon the whole, it seems clear that these

lines, in contrast with the following (cf. nnu, v."), describe Ephraim

* Hi. t Cal., Bauer, Hi., Sim., Or., GAS., Marti. + Mich. \ Ma.

II
Pococke, Pu. ; cf. Che. " when the Ephraimites in trembling accents re-

sponded to the divine call (2l5)_ etc."

HEw. -H-Gr. ^^S Hal. HH Che. ftt Ma., Ew.
**<&. t+Oort. nil Hi. ••*0r.
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in the glory of his past, before his fall,— a time when he needed

only to speak to produce awe among his fellow-tribes,— when he

stood highest in the nation, the prince. This, in the prophet's

mind, was either in the days of the judges (Ju. S^'^' 12^), or in

those of Jeroboam I. when the people took a retrograde step in

religion ; or he refers more indefinitely to the general position

always occupied in the past by Ephraim, as shown in its furnishing

leaders like Joshua and in its acknowledged supremacy through-

out its history.— Then he became guilty through Baal, and died'\

On DtTK, cf. 10^. Ephraim became guilty through accepting Baal-

ideas, and thus contaminating the purer form of his earlier reli-

gion. This corruption came about when, giving no heed to the

spiritual conceptions of the prophets, they devoted themselves to

the realistic worship of Yahweh in accordance with rites borrowed

from their Canaanitish neighbors (2^^-^*^). He died, to all intents

and purposes, in so far as it concerned his place in the progress

of religious thought (cf. Pr. 9^^ i Tim. 5^). Each step in this

direction was a step nearer death as a nation. Ephraim, in

Hosea's time, had been dying for a long time. The moment of

actual death was now not far distant. Such was early Israel and

later Israel.— 2. And now they continue to sin'\ The Israel of the

prophet's time is no better ; they, too, sin ; in fact, they continue

to sin ; they keep up the national retrogression. And then the

prophet gives in detail the several actions which constitute this

sin. Two quite distinct cults are here treated as one, the Baal-

cult and the image-cult.—And they make for themselves molte?t

gods from their silver'] As early as in the smaller book of the

Covenant (Ex. 34'") there had been prohibition of the " molten

gods." In Isaiah's time (2^ the land came to be full of idols,

and, in the later days of Isaiah, Hezekiah (2 K. 18^) undertook to

root them out. The history of the relation of the prophets and

sages to the image worship is a most interesting one. This pas-

sage is one of the earliest in the long list of such utterances.* It

is always to be remembered that the stage of image worship in

* Cf. George F. Moore, arts, on " Idol " and " Idolatry and Primitive Religion,"

EB. 2146-58 ; P. Scholz, GStzeridienst und Zauberruesen bei den alten Hebriiern und

den benachbarten Volkern (1877) ; Baudissin, Studien zur Sem, Rel. I. 84; WRS,
Sem. 204.
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the development of religion is a late one. With the attitude

of the Hebrew prophets towards image worship, and the actual

historical results of that attitude, may be compared the similar

attitude of the earliest Greek philosophers, together with the lack

of any such results.*— Idols according to their oton modei'\ Read-

ing an31)2n2. ftt<2r " understanding," if retained, must be mider-

stood as used sarcastically. S, " according to their figure," and

(&Yj^ favor the rendering adopted above. Other readings {v.s.)

vary but slightly.— Smiihs^ work, all of it'\ This is the point of

real importance ; there is nothing divine about it ; the whole

affair is human.f— To such they say : O God'\ W^b>^ is to be

read either as a substitute J for cnb, or directly before Urh. §

This seems necessary to meet the requirements of Ti'A, and is

justified by the similarity of the letters in UTh and D'ri':'i<.

Others reach the same result by allowing D'l^i^ to stand with-

out an object (cf. Ps. 4'^) ; e.g. " to such they speak !
"

||
while

ordinarily these words have been closely connected with the fol-

lowing clause : e.g. " to even these speak men who sacrifice,

etc.," % or " they say to one another while they sacrifice, etc." **

This statement concerning the ascription of deity to human handi-

work is the chmax in the prophet's representation of Ephraim's

sin. What, indeed, could be more heinous? With this the stro-

phe closes. Those interpretations which join with this line those

that follow fail to show a correct understanding of the logical

structure of the piece.— JVifh a people sacrificing to demons^

ffld is impossible. Since JipD' d'^bJU D1K furnishes an admirable

meaning, and complies with the demands of the measure, it is to

be accepted.It This leaves ^^S7 as the only fragment of a com-

plete line requiring three words. The meaning of this last line

must have been synonymous with that of the line beginning with

DTK. In view of the parallehsm thus required, and of 1 2", I ven-

ture to suggest D'Ttf':' D'PCT nu. It was easy for ay to have dropped

out when note is made of the several preceding words, ending in

B"'_ and Dn_ ; furthermore, D"'nu?'7 precedes a word not dissimilar

in form, diK. Perhaps little can be said for this conjecture, but

* Welcker, Griechische Gotterlehre, II. 114 f.

t Marti om. the phrase n'?^ , . . dcddd as a later substitute for the original text.

+ Sta., Briill, Gr. \ We., Now. jj Che., GAS. H Ew, ** Cal. ft «o Rn.
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certainly as much as for the many efforts hitherto made to meet
the difficuhies in this passage. Some of these are: (i) "they
say to one another, sacrificers of men, let them kiss, etc. ; " * i.e.

the absurdity of sacrificing men and worshipping calves is derided.

(2) "Those among men who sacrifice, let them kiss the calves," f
this construction being similar to that found in Is.

29^'''
Jb. 31^ Mi. 5^

I K. 19^^ In the latter case, the emphasis rests upon the absurdity

involved in human beings paying homage to calves. Ewald's con-

nection of these words with those preceding is interesting ; viz. to

even these speak men who, etc. ; cf. also Keil's discussion. Con-
cerning the first of these general interpretations, it is to be said

that {a) calf-worship and human sacrifice were never combined

;

{F) human sacrifice did not exist in Israel until much later than

Hosea's time, \ viz. that of Ahaz
;

{c) this erroneous interpretation

originated with (g, and has influenced commentators up to modern
times

;
{d) the prophet would hardly have treated human sacri-

fice in such a fashion. Concerning the second interpretation, it

is to be said that {a) the passages cited are not satisfactory

analogies, and {b) the awkwardness of the expression, thus inter-

preted, is very great. § Concerning both interpretations, it may
be said that {a) no adequate sense is conveyed ; {b) the paral-

lehsm, elsewhere scrupulously observed, is ignored
;

(<r) the de-

mands of the strophic structure are not met (cf. Ruben and
Duhm

;
v.s>j.

||
— With men kissing calves'] A second circumstan-

tial clause strictly parallel with the preceding one. For various

interpretations, v.s. The kiss was a token of homage or adora-

tion, and is referred to in the case of kings (Ps. 2^-), and, as here,

idols (i K. 19!^ Jb. 31^) .IF From the last passage, we learn that

it was customary to kiss the hand towards the idol.— 3. There-

fore they shall be like the morning cloud, and like the dew that

early passes away] A repetition, word for word, of 6^'' {v.s.), but

* U, Rashi, Theod., Jer., Cal., Mich., Stuck, Schro., Umb., Hi., Wii., BDB.
+ 5, AV., RV., Ki., Marck, Ma., Ros., Mau., Eich., Ew., Sim., Pu., Ke., Che.,

GAS., We., Now.

t On human sacrifice, v. Kamphausen, Das Verhaltnis d. Menschenopfers z. isr.

Rel. ; on Molech-worship, v. arts. " Molech " in DD. and EB. \ Cf. Or.

II
Cf. Marti's suggestion to (i) om. 'DX onS •'hSn as a gloss, thus leaving an

D^N >n3T, they are sacrificers of men, as the original text; or (2) point 3-'-ibN, i.e.

they are Amorites, sacrificers of men. H Cf. We. SK. III. 105.
''
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this is no ground for omitting it here, as is done by Nowack.

The quadruple figure (cf. the following) is very striking. These

lines, moreover, are demanded to complete the structure of the

strophe.— Like the chaff which whirleth up from the thrcshing-

floor\ Cf. Is. i7^^4i'^'^- Ps. I*. The threshing-floor was usually

situated on an eminence which the wind would easily strike (cf.

I S. 1
9" ((g) 2 S.

24i«
2 Ch. 3I).* The active form, fHS: irb',

is satisfactory, and need not be changed to the passive {v.s?).

— And like smoke from the window'] n3"iN, used of the win-

dows of heaven, whence comes rain (Gn. 7" 2 K. 7--^'' Mai. 3^"),

occurs also of the openings of a dove-cote (Is. 60^), of the eyes

(Ec. 1 2'^)
; and here, of the latticed opening or wijidow through

which smoke escapes. The comparison is not found elsewhere.

The strophe, as a whole, is very strong. This people, sacrificing

to demons and kissing calves, shall become nothing, just like the

cloud, the dew, the chaff, and the smoke.— 4. And it tvas I, the

Lord thy God, who brought thee up from the land of Egypt] i.e. I

do not forget, in thus threatening total extinction, that it was I

who brought them into existence as a nation. For other refer-

ences among the prophets to the Egyptian residence, cf. 2'^ 9^

11^ Am. 2^" 3^ ^ Mi. e'' Is. 10-'' ii'", etc. Who brought thee up is

from S» and (§. @ inserts much additional material after thy God
{v.s.').— And a god besides me thou knowest not] Cf. Dt. 32"^.

The meaning becomes clearer from the parallel line ; it is God
as saviour, deliverer, that is meant ; i.e. Israel has received

no favors from any other god. It may not be assumed that

Hosea beheved in the existence of only one God. At all events,

this expression does not show this. He says, however, that no

other god has exerted his power on behalf of Israel.— Nor has

there been a saviour except me] A poetic parallel of the preceding

line.— 5. // zvas / 7uho shepherded thee in the wilderness] This

reading follows (§ and S> {v.s.'). Lt was / who knew thee (cf. Am. 3-

Is. 58^ Na. i' Ps. 73" 144'^) is a common expression = show favor,

cf. Ps. i'' ; but its use of Israel in the preceding line seems to

justify this slight change of text. This, too, seems to be presup-

posed in v.^ Nowack allows / knew thee to remain in this line,

* Cf. Now. Arch. I. 232; Benz. Arch. 209; DB. I. 50; ED. 82 f.
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and supplies, for the sake of the parallel, I shepherded thee, at the

beginning of the next line. — In the land of drought'^ Cf. Dt. 8^^.

mssbn, drought, occurs only here (v.i.) .— 6. (But) when they fed,

they filled themselves full'\ This reading connects V^:2V (for lUStt^)

with the preceding verb, as a strengthening infinitive absolute. So

bounteous was the supply furnished that Israel, although filling

himself to the full, failed to recognize the source of the supply

(2» 4^ lo^; cf. Dt. 8"*- 31-" 32'^^**). This is expressed most

pathetically in the next line : And their heart ivas lifted up; con-

sequently they forgot ine'\ The history is thus epitomized of the

evil results which often flow from prosperity;* cf. 8^* Is. 17^".

— 7. And so I will be to them like a lion'] Because they have

forgotten me in the pride of their heart, I will treat them as

a lion treats his prey; cf., for a similar expression, 5^^ Some

prefer to render / have become, with reference to the fact that

the punishment has already been inflicted (7^^°), but (§ has the

future ; the imperfect with waw consecutive may = prophetic

perfect, or the word may be pointed {zks^ irnKi. — Like a leop-

ard on the way to Assyria] If m^rx is pointed as in fHST, Yahweh

is represented as concealed upon the way, ready to jump or leap

uponf (cf. Je. 5-^ but this is doubtful J) the passing traveller. §

According to If^Si and U, some Mss. and certain editions of the

Hebrew Bible {v.i.), the word should be pointed "il^K, and be

rendered " to Assyria."
||

Cheyne's objection to this translation,

that " the prophet has now to deal with the disease itself, not with

a mere symptom," seems hardly to meet the case. With " on the

way to Assyria " may be compared the more common treatment

of n)22i^' "i"n (6^). The strongest argument for treating IIUX as a

verb is the parallelism ; but {v.s.) the meaning required here is

hardly to be derived from nii:>, and besides, nt (v.*) seems to

require something more definite than "["^i, hv.— 8. / will fall

upon them like a bear robbed of its young] Cf. La. 3^° 2 S. 1 7^.—
And will tear the enclosure of their hearts] i.e. the breast.— And
there I will devour them like a lion] v.s. for the various sugges-

tions for (^. Evidently the line was treated by (§ like the following

* Marti om. 6 6 as a gloss. X Cf. Giesebrecht and Duhm in loc.

t So GAS. I. p. 305, note 4. ^ So Ew., Hd., Sim., Pu., Ke., Or., GAS.

II
So Stuck, Hi., We., Val., Now., Oet. ; cf. de Rossi's Mss. (i6).
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line, " and lions shall devour them," the personal " I " being aban-

doned. — While wild beasts fear theni\ A circumstantial clause. —
9. / am thy destruction, O Israel. Yea, who is thy help .?] This

reading is gained by two slight changes in the text {v.s^. "^XT^

may be pointed so as to be read as perfect 3d masc. " he has

destroyed thee "; * or perfect ist sg. " I have destroyed thee," or

" I destroy thee," f It has also been taken as a noun with 2d

person suffix " thy destruction = thou hast destroyed thyself," \ or

with the following ^"2 as a remnant of ''DjX (cf. Nowack), "I am
thy destruction." Still another group of interpreters have made

the following clause the subject ; § viz. " it has destroyed thee, that

(thou art) against me, etc." {v.i.). According to Kimchi it is

the calf which has wrought the destruction. Upon the whole, the

I St person is to be preferred as continuing the person already in

use. The perfect is prophetic. The logical relationship of this

clause is thus clear : when I destroy thee, as I am now about to

do, who then is to be thy help ? ("S: for 'n ; v.s.) .
"'3 may be

taken {v.s) for '^vX, or as the particle of asseveration, yea, theti ;

(§ and S are so clear on this reading that we may not doubt it.||

Oettli's pointing '^''"m, "thy helper," does not affect the sense.

D = " in the capacity of " or " in the character of," the so-called 2.

essentiae. ^ Ewald's translation, " that (thou) to me, {i.e. to thy

help !) becomest unfaithful " (these last words to be supplied, the

abruptness being attributed to the " laboring voice, interrupted by

sobs"), is an interesting but ineffectual effort toward the recon-

struction of this sentence. The verse, as read above, is strictly

in accord with the context. Who is to help thee ? (cf. Ex. iS"*:

for the God of my father was my help, lit. was in or as my help).

No one.— 10. Where is thy kitjg now .?] Reading n"K for \-iK

{v.s.).** The renderings, "I will be thy king," ff "Woe to thy

king," ++ do not accord with what follows. The question calls for

a negative answer ; this, however, does not mean that Israel's

*Cal., Che.,GAS. f 5, Bauer, Now., Get., Hal. J Hd.

§ Hi., Ew., Sim., Ke., Or., RV.

II
Dr. {Exp. 3d ser. V. 260 f.) points out in detail the difficulties of this passage,

and translates :
" Thou art destroyed, O Israel, for who is there as thy help ?

"

H Cf De. on Ps. 352. ** ©SUE, Pococke, Ew., Hi., Hd., Pu., Kc., Or., et al.

tt Cal. ++ Ma.
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kings have passed away, that kings no longer sit upon the throne

;

but rather that they are powerless to help. On N1S^s, v.i.— That

he may save thee^ This is to be closely connected with the pre-

ceding, and closes the first line. The accentuation in ifHST is

wrong.— Or all thy princes that they may rule thee .?] This line,

following Houtsma {v.s^, is the poetic equivalent of the preceding,

matching it in every particular.— Those of whom thou hast saicl'\

At different times in the history of the northern kingdom when new

dynasties were established.*— Give me kings and princes'] Other

passages in which Hosea refers to the kings are 'j^^- 8''-^° lo^-^^f

— 11. I give thee kings in my anger] The imperfect here is fre-

quentative in so far as it relates to the past ; but the history is

still in progress.—And I take tiiem away in my wrath] The

history of the northern dynasties has been one the only interpre-

tation of which must mean divine displeasure. Israel's experiment

had proven to be a failure. " Indulged self-will brought with it

its own punishment,— hardening of the heart in apostasy. Thus

our passage seems to mediate between the two different views of

Jeroboam's act presented in i^^ and i K. n^s-sa, Jn one sense

Yahweh ' gave ' ; in another he * gave not.' "
J

1. d] = qmnn, i = quando, in expressions of time; GK. 164^; Ko. 401 k-n.

The inf. here refers to the past; K6. 216.— nm] For form, cf. nnn, Jb. 6^1;

Lag. BN. 173 ; K6. II. i. p. 68 ; Sta. § 199 -5 ; Earth, NB. 7 b ; Ew.8 p. 384 ;

No. Mand. Granim. p. 116. Cognate words are: Aram. NPvm = tranbling

;

Arab. VJVn' = treniblijig ; a-^i. = /^rror, Je. 49-*.— 2. leDv] Although sep-

arated from 1 by nny, the force of 1 really continues ; H. 24, 3 <5 ; K6. 368 h.—
nn*?] With reflex, force, Ko. 28; GK. 135 i.— n^Dc] From iDj = pour out;

hence 'D = molten metal, 7nolten image.— Djians] So iI5l2C; on form, GK. 91 f;

Ew.8 p. 645. For similar interchanges of 2 and c, Ko. 330 0.— DOX>'] On d. f.

in 2, GK. 93 ee.— r\h2] Q^ri, 1^?; perhaps nSr, referring to hddc, or n'jp, refer-

ring to ai^sr, should be adopted (v.s.).— onS] Refers logically to naoo, but

grammatically to "iV, Ko. 349?.— Dncx] For cases in which icx is used

absolutely, i.e. without an obj., cf. Gn. 48 Ex. 1925.— ^n^t] Explained by

GK. 128 / as a gen. of genus ; by Ko. 337 a' as an appositional gen.; but v.s.

— 3. D-'D-^'c] On subordination of ptcp., GK. 120^; treated as ptcp. circ. cl.

by Ko. 412 c. — 4. ipSit] Lit. = with the removal of; cf. 2 S. 7- Ps. iS^'^

* Marti om. this and foil, clause as a gloss.

t On the relation of i S. S^f- as the basis of this, cf. Sellin, Beitr&ge, IL 185.

X Che. in loc.
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Is. 45^-^ 64'. On the obsolete ending '_ (cf. v'l'^a), cf. GK, 90 »?.

—

5. ni3N'^.-] Only here
;

pi. intens.; GK. 124^; Ko. 348 «.— 6. n-'jn::] Ver-

bal noun = inf. ; K6. 233 d.— iy3S"i] 1 cons, marks apodosis, in continuation

of an inf. cstr.; Ko. 366 /4.— 'JinTi;'] On _ in stative vb., GK. 43 a.— 7. ''Cd]

On poetical form, GK. 103 /&.— 8. 3i] On gender, cf. GK. \22e; Ko. 247 >4,

and 253 a; contra, Ew.^ § 175 a.— N^a^] Cf. Assyr. labbu ; Arab. JJ^Jj;

Lag. BN. 93; Erman, ZDMG. XLVI. 113; Hommel, Saugetkiere, 288 f.

—

9. t] On its function as connecting protasis and apod., cf. Ko. 415/. — '2]

= 'C ; on confusion of 3 and c, Ko. 330 m.— 10. nidn] Renders question

more vivid; GK. 150/; Ko. 353 J.— 11. iSc] On frequency of collective

usage, GK. 123; Ko. 254.— npxi] The impf. with simple 1 to express the

frequentative idea.

§ 18. Ephraim condemned to Sheol. 13^-"^". Ephraim's sin

is complete
;
judgment approaches, but he is unprepared ; he

cannot escape from the calamity which is bearing down upon him.

Shall I, now, rescue him from this certain death ? No ! it is too

late ; let Sheol's plagues attack him. I will no more show com-

passion. To Ephraim, although heretofore fruitful, an east wind

will bring drought and death ; all precious things shall be carried

away by the foreign invader. Samaria must suffer the conse-

quences of rebellion against Yahweh, viz., sword and horrible

destruction.

This section bears all the marks of unity, and is taken as a separate

address by many modern commentators (^e.g. We., Now., Marti). Some, on

the other hand, connect it closely with 13^"^^ (Ew., Or., Che., GAS.). It is

true the general subject is the same, but, after all, this is the subject of the

greater portion of the book. There are four strophes of trimeter movement,

with 6+5-1-6-1-5 lines. The elegiac measure is strongly marked ; while

in strophe 4 the dimeter is adopted for the purpose of adaptation to the

terrible content of the poem. vStrophe i announces the end, the judgment,

and the collapse of Israel. Strophe 2 pictures a momentary reconsideration,

which results in a reannouncement more direful than before. Strophe 3 puts

the matter in a more exact form, destruction by drought, by foreign invasion.

Strophe 4 explains that it is on account of Israel's sin, viz. rebellion, that the

sword and war will blot them out of existence.

12. in-i] (S av(TTpo(pr)i> (taken as obj. of npN, v.^^).— 13. sin] Now. Nini

(so Marti).— ddh nS p] © vl6s aov 6 ^p6vifios; 6 must be corrected to ov (so

Cappcllus, Schleusner, Vol.; cf. Oct., who also om. o-ou). & interprets the clause

as causal. — ry •'j] (g om. py ; ILSUST = nny 'j (so also Scholz, Seb., Gu. ( ?) )

.

2D
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Oort (77/7". and ^w.)» rii'3 (so Gr., Now., Marti), Oet. nyp ^3. Hal. nyp.

— icyi] Gr. ^^^2•;\— naa'D^] US iv awrpi^ri = U in contriiiotie, both literal or

etymological renderings. Gr. and Now. inrpn. Hal. tosc'an.— D-'n] % filio-

rum iuoriim. Cir. transposes to precede nS (of. 2 K. I9'^). Now. om,

—

14. 0^D^•] (5 pvaonai Kal, "perhaps (S read D as i" (Vol.).— mx] Read,

with <3&, nns (so Gr.); 'A., S. eVo/xat; 0. /cai eVrai; so ST. U <fro.— T'"'3i]

Many codd. of de R. have sg.; cf. (5, G. 17 5i/c7j erou = i^n (Vol., Loft.);

5 I /'•' "I: IB mors tua. Oet. T;?'^. Hal. T?3n. — l^ap] (§ t6 Kkvrpov aov;

'A. dijyfioi (7ov; S. d.K-r]dia <rov; 0. irX-qy-q (rov ; U morsus tuns; & t ifff nnS .

—

nnjj Hi. nnj. Gr. D''cm (cf. 11^). Hal. nn^. — 15. jo] Gardner, j-';? (foun-

tain). Gr.a'J3(?). Read, with We. j''5D (so Val., Now., Oct.).— d^hn] Oort

( T/i T. and £;//.), inx (so We., Val, Now., Oct., Marti). Gr. D'nNi(?). BDB.

DinN. Gardner, a"n. Read, with We., inx o^c.— n^-id^] <5 Stao-reXet = ms'
(Schleusner, Vol.; so also Seb., Gr.); so U diviJet; and ^ ^.a-cj.^.—
Nn^] (5 eird^ei = N121 (Vol.; so also Gr.), with '1 as subj.; so "S; similarly

2r.— nSy] (g cTr' aiirdv = V^y', SO Arab.; S ^*AaJl.— B'U''] ® dva^-rjpapei

= t:'>3v (so FS, We., Gr., Now., Oct., Marti). Read ira^v— nipc] (SFS pi.

— ann''] (5 e^ep7]p.w<T€i = T-\ni; so U desolabit (so also We., Gr., Now., Marti).

— 1Ji>'d] (5S pi.— HD'.i"'] (5 Kara^-npavei, probably a misreading for Kara^avei,

due to previous am^. (Vol., fol.Bahrdt). Gr. C'i3i\— isin] (g = i-^sin (so also

Oort, Gu.). Gr. n^- Read ivn; cf. GAS.— Sd] Gr. S31.— 1S3] ©SE pi.

Hal. ne.— XIV. 1. Dcxn] © dcpaviffdrjcreTai, deriving from ddU'; cf. 5^^ lo^

(Vol.). Gr. DB'n. Marti, OB'n.— iSc^] (5 TretroOi'Tat ayro^; hence Oort (^w.)

inserts m2r\ after 'C, and Gr. an.— oniSSy] (S<S>2C and Arab. = 'Spi (so also

Gr.).— i-inmni] Gr. nmm. Marti, oninnn.— iyp3i] Oet. yj;^2-> or njj,'i23n (so

Marti).

12. 7%^ iniquity of Ephraim is gathered up ; his sin is laid by

in store'] This is no word of promise = shall be forgotten ;
* the

context and the language itself indicate the opposite. The figure

(cf. Jb. 14^'') is taken from the custom of tying up money in bags

and hiding it in some secret place for preservation. Ephraim's

guilt is collected, carefully bound up ; it will be well guarded and

preserved, and no part of it will be lost sight of in the day of

judgment. In other words, the case is closed. No longer is

there opportunity to atone for their misdeeds. Cf. the noteworthy

parallel in Is. 8^", where, however, it is the teaching of Yahweh,

the testimony of the prophets, that is gathered up. On v.^-* cf.

Jb. 21^^.— 13. The pangs of childbirth come upon hitn'\ This

figure for anguish and distress is not uncommon (cf. Is. 13'^ 21^

* Umb.
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Mi. 4^ Je. 4^^ 13-^) ; the pain and suffering of a woman in travail

is a most striking representation of an inevitable period of afflic-

tion, since it is something which no power can turn aside. In

this instance the figure represents the woman as unable to perform

the act ; i.e. Israel is unable to extricate himself from the troubles

which have come upon him. But with the privilege of a Hebrew

poet, the figure suddenly shifts from the mother to the child that

is to be born.

—

He is an miwise so?i] This child is represented

as failing to do the part assigned him by nature ; and in this

failure he shows himself unwise and foolish. The result will be

that, instead of an occasion for rejoicing, viz. a new birth, there

will rather be an occasion for grief, for the parturition will be fatal

to both mother and son. Not only is there no new being in the

world ; that one which did exist is taken away. Israel, in order

to continue life, must be born again ; without such new birth, old

Israel must perish. The very failure to produce the new destroys

the old. This is explained in the following line.

—

For at this time

he should not stand i?i the mouth of the womb, or more freely, this

is no time to stand in the tnouth of the womb *] Whether nriy be

read, f or nys = " at this time," the meaning is not affected.

Graetz's " do not break through (the womb) " affords no real

help in the interpretation of the passage. The exact meaning

rests upon the modal usage of 1^i;\ If it is indicative, it signifies

that the child at the (right) time (cf. Ez. 27''*) does not stand, J

i.e. has not come forward to that place in the womb whence

egress at the proper moment is possible ; if it is optative, that

the child should not (at this time, or now) remain stationary in

the womb, thus failing to make the progress necessary to a normal

birth. § What is Israel doing ? By his lack of will-power or

inchnation to do the necessary thing, viz. make timely repentance,

he prolongs the agony and endangers even the possibility of the

new regime which the prophets have pictured and promised. The

figure has been interpreted of (i) premature birth; i.e. a child

who is impatient and waits not for the proper time, thus remain-

ing in the womb an insufficient period ; and this is coupled with

the interpretation of the passage as one of comfort
; || (2) retarded

» GAS. t SFC. X Ew., Ke., Or., Che., Now. \ Cal., Hd. || Stuck, Hcs., Umb.
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birth ; * but also (3) to a state of vacillation on the part of the

child at the critical moment, f — 14. Shall I deliver ihemfrom the

hand of Sheol?'\ It seems necessary, first of all, to determine what

is required by the context,— a promise! or a threat? Vs.^^"

seem (z^.x.) to announce punishment; vs.""""^^^ certainly have this

meaning; v." itself contains (z;./.) the statement repentance (not

resentment^ is hid from my eyes. How now can "" be taken in

any other way than as a threat ? But it has been suggested

( 1 ) that the simple translation is " From the hand of Sheol,

I will redeem them," there being no interrogative particle ; and

(2) that this translation is strictly in accord with the feeling of

a father who is thus represented as unable to contemplate the

thought of his son's final ruin
; (3) that it is also consonant with

Hosea's expression of ultimate redemption elsewhere, cf. i^"''
2^^^-

3^ 14*"^; (4) still further, that the language has been so taken by

#SFC, by Paul in i Cor. 15^; AV. and RV. In this case,

"repentance" (?a/.) must be changed to " resentment," and the

words treated parenthetically, i.e. " as an ejaculation of promise

in the midst of a context that only threatens." The argument is

almost if not entirely conclusive on the side of those who treat

the entire verse as a threat. But from this point of view, different

treatments have been accorded the passage: (i) (making the

imperfect a frequentative) " I have in past times repeatedly

delivered them, but, etc.";§ (2) (making the imperfect condi-

tional) " I would have delivered them, etc. (if they had been

wise, but— being foolish—) I will bring on them the plagues of

death, etc."
; 1| (3) (treating the sentence as interrogative, as

above) "shall I, or should I deliver them, etc.,"^ a negative answer

being implied. The " hand of Sheol " (cf. the " mouth," Is. 5",

the "belly," Jon. 2-) is here used poetically for "power," and

perhaps to give the line a third word. Sheol = underworld.—
Shall I redeem them from death .?] The poetic equivalent of the

preceding line ; on the synonyms bxj and ms, v.i. ; on the

synonymous use of "Sheol" and "death," cf. Is. 28'^ Ps. 6* 49".

— Where are thy plagues, O death ? Where, thy destruction (or

* So most comm. t Sim., Pu.

t Cf. Cal., Dathe, Ros., Umb., Mau., Ew., Hi., Ke. \ Rashi.

II
Ki., Eich., Sharpe. H Sim., Wu., Schm., We., Gu., GAS., Now.
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pestilence) , O Sheol ?'\ \-iK = .TK, where ?* So rendered by many,

who treat it in entirely opposite ways ; e.g. ( i ) as an expression

of triumph over Sheol and death, their plagues and pestilence

being powerless to do harm, inasmuch as Yahweh has determined

to deliver Israel;! and (2) as a command to Sheol and death

to do their worst, i.e. to bring on plagues and the pestilence which

shall destroy Israel = " come on, death, with thy plagues, and thou,

O Sheol, with, etc." % Others (reading ^'^« as ist singular imper-

fect apocopated of rrn) render / ivill be,% or / would be;
||

but

(') the I St person singular is rarely apocopated; (2) if Yahweh

asserts positively that he will deliver them from Sheol, this clause

must mean, I woiildbe thyplagues, if it were necessary, but the con-

text seems to require a positive declaration.^ Whether we read

pestilence as singular or plural is unessential {v.s.). Everything

that points toward death {)?tille viae leti) is to be reckoned a

pestilence ; while "'IP^i^ {v.i.) = destruction in general (Is. 28-)
;

in particular, epidetnic, disease, plague (cf. Dt. 32-* Ps. 91'^).

—

Repentance is hid from my eyes'] For this reason, Yahweh, having

determined not to deliver, calls upon Sheol to do its fatal work.

nni, occurring only here, has been emended to a form of Dm =
compassion. Ewald, on the basis of Gn. 27^- ("thy brother re-

sents thee unto death"), translates resentment, i.e. a secret, treas-

ured, ancient grudge, which will result in the death of an enemy

;

and this is something which God himself will not permit. But the

word means neither resentment nor conpassion.** It is the tech-

nical word for repentance. It refers therefore, either (i) to the

threat of v.^, ff of which Cheyne suggests it may once have been

the third member, but surely in its present position it could not

go so far back; or (2) to "" taken as a promise, J J i.e. a promise

which should never be repented of= irrevocable ; but the prom-

ise is regarded, even by those who so accept it, as of so transient

a tone as to make this doubtful ; or (3) to "" taken as a threat, §§

* V.S. ©SyST on Ho. 13W and ©, 'A., 5>, here; so New., Hi., Ew., Hd., Umb.,
Sim., Ke.

t Ew., Umb., Hd., Ke., Che. ** We.; cf. Thes., s.v.

X We., GAS., Now. ft Che.

k tUV, AV., Cal., Dathe, Ros., Mau., Pu. H Mau., Hd., Ke.

II
Mich., Bauer. H So Pu., Che. {J Or., GAS. Now., ef at.
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in view of what has already been said, and of the fact that there

is evidently needed here a statement of threat, in preparation for

what follows in v,^^— 15. Although he, as does the reed-grass in

the tnidst of water, show fruitfulness'\ A pun on the word DnsN,

cf. also 14^ Gn. 49-^, and Ewald's rendering, "though he be

among brothers a fruit-child." His name (for name = nature or

character) would have given ground for the expectation of fruit-

fulness ; i.e. prosperity. The reading adopted iv.s.) is favored

by the continuation of the same figure in v.^^. It would have

seemed impossible that there could have been disaster with every-

thing so prosperously situated (for the reed-plant in the midst of

the water,* cf. Gn. 41--^^ Is. 19^). As fatal to fK^T t is the fact

that Ephraim cannot be taken as one tribe among its brethren

the other tribes, because clearly it is used here, as elsewhere, of

all the northern tribes. J
— There shall come an east wind,—

Yahweh's wind~\ This wind, coming over the desert, is both

violent and scorching (cf. Arab. Sirocco = Eastern) ; cf (with

nil) Ex. 10^^ Jon. 4* Ps. 48^; as here, standing alone. Ho. 12^

Is. 2'f, etc. The figure represents Assyria, who comes from this

direction, cf. Is. 2i\ It is Yahweh's wind, because it is Yahvveh

himself who executes the judgment pronounced, Assyria being

the instrument (cf. Is. lo'-^^) § ; or because it is a mighty wind, in-

tensity being expressed by the use of the divine name (cf. Gn. 23^

Is. 14'^ Ps. 36^.11 " nn is thus to be taken as in apposition with

mp, and so as closely connected with it, and not as subject of

nbu.— Coming tip from the ivilderness'\ v.s.— And his fountain

shall dry up, atid his spring shall be parched^ A continuation of

the figure in ^^^ the source of fruitfulness will be destroyed. For

yoy^^ read ^"y^ (v.s.), as is clear from the parallel word : mn" ; cf.

(§'s treatment of the nouns as objects.— While he will strip the

treasure of all precious vessels'] The he is not emphatic, but used

as expressing the subject of the circumstantial clause. It does

not refer to Ephraim,^ who is thereby represented as himself

* So Rashi, Or., We., Val., Now.. Oort, Oet., et al.

t Retained by Ki., Cal., Marck, Bauer, Hi., Ew., Ke., Wu., Che., et al.

X So Now. $ Hd., Sim., Pu., Or.

II
So Bauer, Ew.,; cf. Da. Heb. Syntax, p. 49; K6. 309/; Kelso, AJSL. XIX.

152-8 ; on the contrary, Green, Heb. Gram. p. 298 ; Revue blblique, Oct., 1901.

t Sharpe, GAS.
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despoiling the treasury and turning over its precious things to

the enemy ; but rather to the enemy itself *— Assyria {i.e. the

east wind ; for here the figure changes) which carries off the

treasure consisting of all, etc. The change is confessedly abrupt,

but no greater than often occurs ; nor is it so great as to justify

Nowack's suggestion that this hne is the survival of a stanza or

sentence in which the antecedent of Kin appeared as Assyria.

The precious vessels (also rendered pleasant vessels,-\ precious

jewels X) include all articles of value.— 16. Samaria shall (or

inusf) bear the guilt~\ This now is the final summing up. Some
make Dtt'K = be laid waste, § but the rendering adopted is in

accord with 10- 13^ The measure now falls to two words in each

line.— For she has rebelled against her God'\ Cf. Is., chap. i.

— They shall fall by the sword ; their children shall be dashed in

pieces ; and their women with child shall be ripped up'] The

gender and number of the verb change from feminine singular

to masculine plural. For parallel expressions, cf. 10" Ps. 137^

2 K. 15^^ Am. i^^ The change back to masculine singular and

the hapax legomenon nv"in are not sufficient to raise suspicion

concerning the last clause. The customs of ancient warfare were

indeed horrible
; ||

cf. Jos. lo'" 2 Ch. 25^- Ju. i"*'- 2 K. 8^-.

12. On order of words, v. H. 39, i; GK. 141 /, m.— 13. iSan] Subj. here

emphatic.— Nin] GK. 141a.— Don n*?] A shortened attributive clause; K6.

385^.— n>'] If = nn!?, cf. K6. 331 /J; Ez. 16^7 273^ Hg. i2 Ps. 69I* Ec. S^.

If = np, note demonstrative use of art., GK. \2(ib.— 14. tic] Cf. ptfS tij,

Pr. 1 821; nanS n^n, Is. 47^^ etc. On the interrog. sense without particle,

GK. 150 a.— Sins'] On Hebrew conception of T, v. Charles, Crit. Hist, of

the Doctr. of a Future Life {v. Index, s.v. Sheol); Gruneisen, Ahnenkultus u.

Urrelig. Isr. (Index); Frey, Tod, Seelenglaube, tt. Seelenkult, 188-228; Da.

DB. I. 739 f.; Schwally, Leben nach dem Tode. — Snjn . . . Didn] Snj = act

the part of a kinsman ; hence always implies a more personal and intimate

relation between the redeemer and the redeemed than does mo, which is a

more general term denoting ransom.— I^Oi"'] On the form before the suff.,

GK. 93^. The masc. suff. (referring to Sinb') is used under the influence of

the preceding q_; K6. 249/— 15. NnD>] On intentional confusion of H"h

* Ki., Hd., Ke., Wii., Schm., Pu., Che., Dr., Now., et al.

t AV. + GAS. \ Cal., Pu., AV.

II
See DD. IV. 895; Now. Arch. I. 374; Benz. Arch. 363.
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and n-S forms for the sake of the pun, GK. 75 rr. The Hiph. may be treated

as intensive, GK. ^},d.— a-ni] For other cases of confusion between si'U and

!r3% V. Evv.8 § 122 f; GK. 78^.

§ 19. Later words of hope. iV"^ Israel will return from

her apostasy with words of true repentance (^•^''), saying to Yah-

weh, " Forgive the past, and we will render praise and thanks-

giving, for in thee the fatherless finds pity
(-*-3c). We will

henceforth enter into no alliance with Assyria or Egypt; nor

will we treat as God dumb idols" i^"-^). (Yahweh will reply)

" I will forgive the past, and love them ; instead of being angry

with them, I will show mercy (^•^"). As a result they shall

flourish; their prosperity shall be hke the olive, like Lebanon"

(***^). "Ephraim will no longer serve idols; it is I who will

care for him eternally and sustainingly " (^).

This piece, a picture of the final triumph of Yahweh's love, is added

in accordance with the prophetic thought of a much later period. Cf. § 5,

pp. 236-248, and also Introducti(jn. pp. clix ff. Six short strophes of the trime-

ter movement (exceedingly regular) are evenly divided between Israel and

Yahweh in their loving discourse with each other. Strophe i announces

the return, in the form of command, and prescribes the gift which they are

to carry (vs.^-S"*). Strophe 2 presents the petition for forgiveness and the

ground for the same (vs.^*'*'^). Strophe 3 contains the pledge given, never

again to desert Yahweh for dependence on outside powers or on graven

images (v.'*"-'). Strophe 4 announces in reply Yahweh's readiness to for-

give, to forget, and to be merciful (vs.^-^"). Strophe 5 pictures their great

prosperity now that they are loyal to Yahweh (vs.***- ^). Strophe 6 asserts that

henceforth Yahweh, not idols, shall be their everlasting support (v.^). If it

were not so clear that each of these four-line strophes contained a separate

and distinct thought, it might be well to arrange the piece in two strophes

of twelve lines each. In this arrangement, the following general modifica-

tions of the text have been assumed: (i) the transfer of v.^'= to follow v.^

iy.i.); (2) the omission of v.'^"" as a gloss (».«.); (3) the treatment of v.^ as

a later addition. There has been a growing tendency on the part of the most

recent writers to deal with this passage (vs.^^) as with Am. 986-15^ i,e. assign it

to a later age than that of Hosea (so We.; Che. in WRS. Proph. XIX. and

in Exp. Nov. '97, p. 363; Marti, Rel. 119, EB. 2122, and Dodekaprophetojt

;

Volz(?) ; Grimm, Lit. App. 91 ff.; on contrary, v. GAS. I. 309 ff.; Now.). In

behalf of this position it may be urged (i) that there is total lack of connec-

tion between vs.i »"<* -; (2) that " to have added anything to the stern warning

of 14I would have robbed it of half its force " (Che.) ; (3) that ^6, in contrast

with 5^ looks back upon the punishment as completed; (4) that the allusion
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to a covenant with Egypt (v.'*) is incomprehensible in Hosea's time; (5) that

Hosea certainly could not have spoken of Yahweh's wrath as having departed

from Israel ; (6) that the spiritual tone of vs.^-^ is in striking contrast with

the picture in 5^; (7) that the emphasis laid upon physical blessings (vs.'^ff)

is strange on the lips of Hosea, who constantly rebuked the Israelites for

their longing after material blessings rather than ethical and spiritual

;

(8) that the " whole description is wanting in unity ; entirely different

features are simply combined one with another " (Grimm)
; (9) that the

language and phraseology are very similar to those found in writings from

the time of Jeremiah and later (on language, v. especially Volz and Grimm)

;

(10) that the emphasis here laid upon words is in striking contrast with

Hosea's demand for deeds. On the other hand, it is claimed (see especially

GAS.), (i) that Hosea must have given utterance to such a hope as is here

set forth, his point of view being different from that of Amos, in that he was of

an affectionate disposition, and utterly unable to believe repentance impossi-

ble, and had indeed already predicted restoration on the basis of repentance

(chap. 2) ; but cf. pp. 236, 238; (2) that the epilogue introduces no idea which

was not already contained in the previous promises of the book; " there is, in

short, no phrase or allusion of which we can say that it is alien to the prophet's

style or environment, while the very key-notes of his book— return, backslid-

ing, idols— the work ofour hands, stich pity as a father hath, and perhaps even

the answer or converse of v.^— are all struck once more" (GAS.); (3) the

similarity between the epilogue and such passages as Je. 3110-20 jg (-q be

explained as due to the influence of Hosea on later writers; (4) while it is

unlikely that Hosea's ministry closed with this word of promise at a time

so close to the downfall of Northern Israel, it is probable that it comes from

some earlier portion of his career, when the moral failure of Israel was not

so clear, and the outlook still furnished occasion for hope. The present

position in the book, it is suggested, is due to Hosea or some editor who

thought it unfitting that the prophet's message should go down through the

ages closing with a threat of punishment. But the weakness of the old

position is seen in the unreadiness of those who hold it to permit this chapter

to stand at the end of the book.

2. Thv:i\^i\<iBivy]<ia%.— Z. ^>-\i-<\%, multos. Or. nat (cf. Pr. 4"') . With

® and % insert "your God" after "Yahweh."— nnx] U and many codd. of

de R. = ncNi.— Kivn So] (5 Sttwj /^t; Xd^-qre = wuTrSa (Vol.); S p" ^ ^ ''*

y i\ = N'iTi ^3(?) (Seb.); 'A. nacFav dpare; 0. IXaadrjuai. Some codd. of

(5, dvvacrai, iraaav a.(paipeii' (afiaprlav) ; hence Oort ( ThT. and Em.') and Val.

nNJy hSt. Or. NBrrSan. Scholz, -rrhti. Gardner, pa'n~'?3 {= regard not).

— npi] ®S pi. Oort {ThT. Sind Em.), nrii^ji (so Val., Oet. (or n,'?:!), Now.'-,

Marti). Gr. PNtani for aio npi, np being dittog, of prec. mp.— ncWji] S 3 p. sg.

= D^tt'ii. Gardner, Srji, connecting nn_ with following.— anfl] Read '-\a

with (S Kapirbv; so Si (so also Duhm, Theol. 132; Oort, ThT. and Em.; We.,

Val., Loft., Now., Marti); IB vitulos — •'-\_<^ (so also Oct.). Hi. pno. Gr.
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<"^nj. Gardner, nniD.— irnsB'] S = ornDO'. IL adds et aeptilabiiur in bonis

cor vestrum. Duhm, irnotrD. Gardner, ijiniDfc.— 4. Si begins with nnN\
— nt:'3,'c] (SF2r pi.— 13 iii'N] <3 iv croi; H ^w/a ^y«j, <7«z z« ^^ esi; G. firt

^j* <ro^ ; & IvJ]? 'V.JbiO' Oort and Gr. ^3 ''?.i:"!<. Hal. precedes by nnx ^r......
^ T -

— Dmi] @ i\e-fi<T€i = ony (Vol.); U tnisereberis ; & LJ| ^clmj^.— Din>]

Oort and Gr. cm. as dittog. of ann\ — 5. noin] Gr. dnqin.— onaiux]

(5 KaroiKlas aixQv = Dn>3B'iD (Vol.) ; .SUSC take in sense of penitence, con-
..7

version. Gr. Dn3itrcD. We. ijcc(?).— njij] Ss ^(Ji-i?,J. Hal. h^tj?:. —
at-'] @ a-KicTp^-^ev.— UDd] Hal. one.— 6. Sktj'iS]— -fi] U ertimpet, with

'IB' as subj. Houbigant, DM. Oort, n3>. Read, with We. and Now., ijSm.

Oet. i33p''i.— PJ3S3] 3L jzVm/ //iMj. Oort {ThT. and ^w.), njaSj (so Val.).

We., Now., and Marti om. as dittog. from v.^.— 7. isS^] S ^Q-«»a>Jo. Gr.

,nSs\— tij3'^D] iL3r=nJi3^3 (so also New., Gr.).— 8. i3t:"] Si ^oil^^Oc,

probably an error for ^asoiJo (Seb.). Val. 13U'>\— '»3tt'i] <S /cai /ca^toOvroi

= OB'M (Vol.) ; so S ; similarly S;. Read, with Oort ( Tk T. XVI. 298 f..

and XXIV. 503), i3rM (so We., Val., Loft., GAS., Now., Oet., Hal., Marti).

Oort {£m.), i3E';., omitting preceding 13B'\— iSx3] We., Now., Oct., and Marti,

iSsa.— rni] <3 i;-/i<ropTaL = vr\\ (Vol.); so &TrJ; cf. 3E. (5 inserts here /cai

/ue^uo-^ijo'OJ'Tot = mi (Vol.) ; some codd., <TTr}pi.x6v<rovTai. Oort (77^7". and

£m.), vn\ Perles, Now., and Marti, v)y, foil. (5, and considering ^rjaovTai

a later correction based on ii$l3C. Oet. rriM. Read, with GAS., foil. (5, vm
vni.— pi] Oort (77; 7'. XVI. 299, XXIV. 503, and £m.), p-i3, and adds

1113 nstn (in y5;«. utt'i). Marti, ]zn or jirnp or ijip. Read, with GAS. and

Oet., ]i3.— m-iDi] (S sg. Oort, mai, with nnoN, from beginning of v.^ in-

serted after JDJ as subj.— iidt] S = D"»2T. Oort {T/iT. and j5';«.) and Oet.

om. last three words of v.^ as a marginal note. Ew. njt. Gr. n;u'\ Marti,

nDn. Read, with GAS., nji (cf. Is. 66^).— pj3S] Some codd. of de R. 'Sa.

Gr.' and Hal. paVn (cf. Ez'. 27I8). Che. (£jr/. Nov. '97, p. 365), n.^aS.

— 9. S begins v. with ^^ps, and treats 'sx as its subj.; so ST.— i*?] Read,

with (5, avTi?, 1^ (so also New., Ew., Or., We., Gr., Loft., GAS., Now., Oort

{Efn.), Oct., Marti).— aisxj.-'^] @ = 7'^^ (so also Gu.).— imjj;] @ iraTrehuaa

ainbv = vnij;; (so also Dathe,Oort, 77;^. and^w.; Volz, Oct., Now.2) ; so S.

One cod. of Kenn. v-ijys. We. ^nr;. Gr. and Marti, rn^jj;. Hal. Tinijir.—
imrf^] (5 Karto-xi^cw ai^T^v = ijirx (Vol.) ; S -"" - ...^*..] = ui'fnn (Seb.)

;

U dirigam eum. Oort, int;'N\ Gr. uirNNV We. inic*N\ Val. q^.itrNi. Oet.

ij33irxi (so Now.2). Gardner, usib'ni. Marti, 1J3''C'}<1. Volz, jJ-ji u^nip. Che.

{Expi T. IX. (1898) 331), iB>n>ni ijj-;.— a'nsj] Hal. nnD or mrto.— nno]

Gr. inD(?) (so Volz, Oort (£w.), Marti).— nsdj] Volz, ncxi.

1. Return, Israel, to Yahweh thy God^ The introductory words

of the utterance. The imperative is predictive (cf. Is. 23^ 47^)

= the time will come when thou shalt return. For the consist-

ency of this prediction with the announcement to the effect that
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1

there was absolutely no hope, reference is made to (i) other

similar passages, viz. i^"-2^ 2^^-^ 3^^ 11^", but these are mostly

late
; (2) the suggestion that while the passages without hope

applied to the nation as such, such expressions as these were

addressed to the faithful few
; (3) the proposition that in all pre-

dictions of disaster there is a conditional element (cf. Je. 18^**
) ;

but these are not sufficient to overcome the difficulties suggested

above. Israel's apostasy was the cause of the whole trouble

(cf. Je. 2^^) ; his return is the first step to be taken toward

reconciliation.

—

For thou hast stumbled by thifie iniquity]^ Cf.

4^ 5^ Israel's iniquity (crookedness) occasioned the fall ; for

the calamity has already come (cf. 5'^*^- 7^*^-). — 2. Take with you

words and return unto Yahweh your God~\ The last two words

are found in (§ and S, and are required by the measure. Words

(not my words (v.s.), nor Yahweh's words,* for (a) in this case

something more definite would be required, and (b) this would

not be consistent with the following lines ; nor words which are

to be taken to heart f) are to be the gift carried to Yahweh, for

(Ex. 23^^ 34-'*') none shall appear before Yahweh empty ; words,

rather than sacrifice and burnt offering (cf. 5'^). These words

must express repentance, not fitful, but true and strong. J
—

Say unto him : Do thou 7vhoUy remove (x.e.forgiz'e^ iniquity'^ The

prayer begins with petition for pardon. The emphatic h'2 used

adverbially (cf. 2 S. 1° Jb. 27'') describes the pardon called for

as one entirely complete ; v.i. Oort's emendation {v.s^, " thou

art able to forgive," is very ingenious, but v. Nowack ; cf. also

Graetz, "Wilt thou not forgive?"— And do thou take good'\

i.e. take it well § that we pay, etc. ; or accept what is good, viz.

that we pay, etc.
; ||

or graciously receive (us) ; ^ or let thyself

be gracious ;** or take good things If (cf. Ps. 107^ Pr. 13- Is. 55^).

Graetz's suggestion (v.s.) means nothing; but Oort's, "and let us

receive good," furnishes a good meaning. (© and & have the

imperative 2d person plural " take ye," but this is inconsistent

with what follows. — A7id we 7uill pay the fruit of our lips'] i.e. if

thou wilt forgive, etc., we will pay, etc. ; or do thou forgive, etc.,

* Hi. X Umb., Sim., Now., and most comm. ** We., Now.

t Bauer. § Dathe, Sim. || Ke. H lid., AV. ft Pu., BDB.
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that we may pay, etc. JflST " We will pay the calves of our

lips " * is ungramraatical and senseless ; it is hardly any improve-

ment to render "we will pay (as if with) bullocks, (with) our

lips."t Cf Hitzig's rendering {v.i.), "thoughtless utterances"

(Je. 5^-). It is impossible to find any satisfactory treatment of

ons ; nor is it necessary when (3's suggestion of ns is so close
; {

cf. Is. 57^^ The fruit of the lips is, of course, the words spoken

in praise and thanksgiving (Ps. si'*^*- 69^*'). On D^IT, cf. Ps. 50".

— 3 c. For i7i thee the orphan finds mercy {ox pity)~\ This line

stands better here, because (i) "'la has nothing in v.^ to which it

may refer, while here it connects closely with the 2d person of

the verbs Kt'n and np
; (2) it explains here the ground of their

praise and thanksgiving, viz. for mercy shown, while with v.'^"* it

makes no logical connection
; (3) in its position in fttSC it has

nothing with which it stands in parallelism, and it interferes with

the strophic structure, while in the position here suggested it not

only relieves strophe 3, but completes strophe 2, which other-

wise would be incomplete. The orphan is " das von Menschen

verlassene, rein auf Yahweh angewiesene Israel " (Wellhausen)
;

cf. Jn. 14^^.— 3 a. Z). Assyria shall 7101 save us^ A pledge to give

up looking for help toward Assyria (cf. ^^^
'f^ 8^).— We will not

ride upon horses {from Egypt)'] A second pledge to leave off

trusting in Egypt, for alliance with Egypt included the provision

of cavalry by Egypt (cf. i^ 10" with Is. 30^^ 31^). From the

times of Solomon horses were brought into Palestine from Egypt

(i K. 10^ Ez. 17^^). See the prohibition in Dt. 17'".— And we
will no more say : " Our God,'' to the work of our hands] Cf. 13^,

This is the third pledge, viz. not to treat as God images which

were made by themselves. This is the chmax of the pledge.

With these three points covered, Israel will be at one with Yah-

weh. The chief planks in the platforms of both political parties

of earlier times are here rejected. In the phrase, " work of our

hands," is seen an example " of the splendid morsels of irony in

which" later prophecy "lashes idolatry" (cf. Is. 42^^ 44^™). § —
4. / will heal their backsliding] Although no words are used to

* So Cal., Hd., GAS., et al. f Dathe, Ma., Ew., Sim., Ke., Che.

t So S, St., Duhm, Oort, We., Loft., Val, Now.

§ Cf. Che. in loc. ; Marti considers 36. 4 j glosses within the interpolation 1-8.
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introduce a different speaker, the context leaves us in no doubt.

Yahweh in his turn repUes not directly to them, but in an indirect

way, as if speaking to the prophet concerning them; cf. ii'.

Their apostasy, or backsliding, is regarded as a disease, which

will be healed.— / will love them freely'] i.e. of my own free will

;

because of that which is in me, not because of anything in them.

This is added as a poetic parallel to the preceding, and is gram-

matically independent.— Since ( = now that) my anger is turned

awayfrom thetn'] The pronoun is 3d singular, i.e. collective. The

Babylonian Codex has from ;;/<?, a mistake growing out of Je. 2^.

'2 furnishes the ground for what follows in ^'', not what precedes.

This connection of *" with ^^ is clearly shown by the parallelism.

It is only in ^' and following that the subject changes from Yahweh

to Israel. For other cases in which ""S ( = on), with its explicative

clause, precedes the clause explained, cf Gn. 3"-" 18^" 27^"

Ex. i^^ 18^^ 2 S. 19^^ Is. 28^^— 5. / will be as the dew unto

Israel~\ The dew is here a figure of beneficence, kindness ; cf. its

very different force in 6'*. "^ta = night-mist or vapor, which comes

in the summer with the west wind. This counteracts much of

the evil effect wrought by the sirocco or east wind; cf. 13'^.

—

He shall blossom as the lily\ Cf. Ecclus. 39'*. This figure sug-

gests beauty and fruitfulness. On jUt', v.i.— And his root shall

spread (like Lebanofi)'] Cf. Is. 11^'^ 53^. Whether the cedars of

Lebanon * are intended, or the mountains,t is secondary, in view

of the doubt which attaches to the word pl^'r'^, partly because

of the abruptness of the change and the obscurity of the sense

gained, and partly because of the frequent occurrence of the

word in these last verses ; cf. v.^ On lab'l for "["I, v.s.— 6. A?id

his saplings shall spread '\ This seems to be a gloss intended to

explain^''; cf. Is. 53^, where npiV occurs as here, in the sense

of sticker, the superfluous shoots about the roots, which ordinarily

are cut out in order to strengthen the main stock.— And his

beauty shall be like the olive-tree] Cf. Je. 11'^ Ps. 52". This figure

suggests beauty, but also something of the greatest value.— And
his smell like Lebanon] i.e. like the smell of the cedars and

* 2r, Jer., AE., Ki., Geb., Mau., Sim., Pu., Wu., et al.

t New., Hes., Ke., Schm., Or.. GAS., et al.
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aromatic trees (cf. Ct. 4"). Smell = name; cf. Ct. i^ — 7. They

shall return and dwell in his shadow^ Cf. Ez. 31". This cannot

be a continuation of Yahweh's words, because it reads his shadow;

but whose shadow could it be if not Yahweh's (cf. v.*) ? The

shadow of Lebanon,* or Israel himself Pf (cf. Je. 3i'''^'). V.^ con-

tains only a repetition of what has been said. It is therefore

best to regard it as an interpolation by a still later hand, J and

to suppose that it was intended to be the utterance of the pro-

phetic writer, not of Yahweh. The text is difficult. Reading I2t:"l

for "DIT"' iiKS^, the sense becomes clear : Once more they will

dwell ^ tinder his shadow. This is better than (i) to connect

'[^yi:!'' with vn"' = 07ice more shall they that dwell, etc., bring corn

to life {i.e. cultivate corn),|| or (2) ^'^ = shall turn those who
dwell in his shadoiv {and') they shall revive^—And they shall

live well watered like a garden'\ = TTil p3 VPT'I iv.s.) ; cf. Ps. 36*.

With this translation may be compared ( i
) they shall revive (as)

the corn;** (2) dring corn to life-\-\ (cf. the statement in 7"),

neither of which seems satisfactory.

—

Atid they will sprout like

the vine'] The vine is frequently mentioned in figurative speech
;

e.g. 10^ Ps. 8o«" 1283 Ct. f Is. 34* Je. 2-^ 6^ Ez. i-j.— And their

renown will be like the wine of Lebanon] Ct. i''; cf. also ffl of

preceding verse, and Ho. 12^ Contrary to Nowack's a priori sug-

gestion that good wine could not be produced so far north, cf. the

testimony of von Troil (cited by Henderson), " On this mountain

are very valuable vineyards, in which the most excellent wine is

produced, such as I have never drunk in any country, though in

the course of fourteen years I have travelled through many, and

tasted many good wines." J J Perhaps l"i:i should be read with

G. A. Smith, nri, and in the sense given this word in Is. 66^,

they shall be fragrant; cf. (3.— 8. Ephraim, what more has he

to do with idols] Yahweh speaks here. V.* is in close connec-

tion with v.". "h should be read 'h {v.s^. If fH2E is retained,

the translation is, Ephraim {shall say ) : What have I to do any

more with idols .? §§ On the form of utterance, cf. Ju. 11^-28. 16'",

etc.— / respond {to hi?n) and look after him] i.e. it is I who, etc.

;

* Rashi. t AE., Wii., Che. + So Now.

§ So Oort, We., Val., Loft., GAS., Now., Oet., Hal. || Hi., Ew., Sim., Ke., Che.

H Wii., AV. ** Hd. ft Che. ++ Cf. Pliny, Nat. Hist. XIV. 7. ^ Sff, AV.
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cf. 2"-^-^. Yahweh now replies or gives response to Israel in the

same temper as that with which Israel met Yahweh, and besides,

he looks upon him for the purpose of rendering assistance (Ps. 84^

119^^- Jb. 33"), i-e. he looks after his needs. Cf. the opposite,

"to hide his face," Dt. 31^". Wellhausen's "his Anath and

Asherah " is a freak of the imagination. Volz's " I answered

him with wine and corn" is better, but not strong.— / am like

ail evergreen cypress'] It is difficult to read this of Yahweh, but

it is still more difficult to place it in Israel's mouth. In favor of

the former * is the fact that it is demanded by the following clause

of which Yahweh is certainly the subject. Yahweh's shelter and

protection of his people are likened to the refreshing shade of

the cypress. If the words be referred to Israel, there is the

difficulty that Israel is likened in two successive clauses to two

different kinds of tree, for the cypress is not a fruit tree. As

opposed to this, and in favor of the latter,t is the fact that

Yahweh is nowhere else likened to a tree. If the figure is used

of Israel, the punctuation of iiH2C must be disregarded, and this

clause be taken with inTNi = and I look after him like an

evergreen cypress. With all its difficulty, the former is to be

preferred.— From me is thy fruitfound] This is clearly in Yah-

weh's mouth, and announces, as the last word of the dialogue,

that from Yahweh comes all of Israel's prosperity.

2. ny] For '-N ; for other cases, v. Dt. 4^^ 302 Jo. 2^2 Am. 46- 8- 9-" La. f'^.

3. \y»\ . . . inp] Two consec. imvs.; H. 23, rm. i. On the change to pi. from

sg. of V.2, cf. K6. Stit. 237.— '?d] With adverbial force; GK. 1281?; but cf.

K6. 277 m, 339 r.— nns] Other cases of stat. abs. in place of stat. cstr., Ju. 5'^

Pr. 22^1 Dt. 33". — 4. -\2 iii'n] On causal force of ns'X, Ko. 389(7, 344^;

contra Ew.^ § 331 'J?'. On 2 marking agent, K6. 106. ^^ = through thee alone,

K6. Stil. 196.— 5. oariN] With o only in i p. sg.; elsewhere __, GK. 68/—
n2ii] = 'J3, Ko. 332^, cf. Dt. 232*.— 6. njrv.;'] A noun of unity, K6. 2.^^b.

For literature on form and origin, cf. BSZ. The reference is, perhaps, to the

fragrant white lily with six bell-like leaves, which grows wild in Palestine and
" is unsurpassed in its fecundity, often producing fifty bulbs from a single

root" (Pliny, Hist. Nat. XXI. 5). Possibly j i\Vi ,_A.a«^, the royal lily, is

meant. This is three or four feet high, with a stem of the thickness of a

* Rashi, Ki., Hd., Wu., Or., Now., et at.

t So I'Sr, Sim.; Ma. treats s? as a dialogue between Israel and Yahweh, this

clause belonging to Ephraim.
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finger and flowers of great beauty.— 7. laSi] Masc. with fern, subj., Ko. 205 e.

— 8. fiJa'?] Without art. (cf. VS.6 and 7)^ K6. 295 c.— -3 •'2C^] If retained, stat.

cstr. before prep., K6. 336 zt/.— 9. '"j • • . ''^'"nD] More usual 'i . . .'V"nD (but

cf. Je.
2i«)

; Ko. 376/

§ 20. The lesson to be learned. 14^. A man who desires

wisdom will study such things as these that are found in Hosea's

prophecy. It will be seen from these chapters that Yahweh's

ways are straight, and that by them men stand or fall.

In a five-line stanza (trimeter movement), a reader from a late period adds

his own understanding or interpretation of Hosea's writings as a whole. Two
elements in the verse betoken the lateness of the conception, viz. the strong

coloring of the wisdom-speech, and the division of humanity into two classes,

viz. the righteous and transgressors; cf. Pr. ii^ 15^^; also Ecclus. 39^*.

10. iSb'D"'] @ do-^ej/^o-ovo-ii/, cf. 5^— D3] Hal. Djiya.

9. Whoso is wise, let him discern these things'^ Here "'tt is used

indefinitely, in the sense of whoever, or if any one. The words

wise (D3n) and discern (pi) are technical terms of the wisdom-

vocabulary ; these things means, of course, the preceding dis-

courses of the prophet Hosea. The reader's advice is this

:

Notice how things work out in history, as iti t/ie case of Israel, and

acquiesce therein; for to do this is a mark of "wisdom."

—

Pru-

dent, then let him knozu thetn'\ A parallel statement, reenforcing

what has just been said, expressed Hkewise in wisdom-language

(cf. pnj, from pn iiKS?), and I?T, which might mean here either

acknowledge, cofifess (as in Je. 3^^^ Is. 59^^ Ps. 51''') or observe, per-

ceive, i.e. secure the lessons of wisdom they were intended to

teach ; cf. the absolute use of UT be wise, in Is. i^, and its use

with T^l^'y^ in Pr. 24^*).

—

For Yalnveli's ways are straight'\ "'3

= /or, not that. The word Providence would, perhaps, suitably

represent the frequently recurring phrase, Yahweh's ways, which

includes the ways in which he acts, as well as those in which men,

under his guidance, move. The reference is to Hosea's interpre-

tation of these ways. Yahweh's dealings put men on straight {i.e.

not crooked, but lying in an unbroken level ; cf. Is. 26*) or right

{i.e. righteous) ways ; cf. Dt. 32* Ps. 19^. — The righteous walking
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in them'] This word righteous (D'p'n:*) is not used elsewhere in

Hosea. This is not explained by the fact that there were none

such in his days,* but is due to the fact that this technical phrase

had not yet come into use. The clause is subordinate to the

preceding, not coordinate! with it. To walk in Yahweh's ways is

to adopt a course of conduct in harmony with Yahweh's will, and

consequently one which permits them io go forwa7-d prosperously.

— But sinners stuinbli?ig by them'\ That is, they fall and suffer

utter ruin. The same ways lead in one case to life, but in the

other to death ; cf. Dt. so^^-
'^

i Cor. i^l

10. >):] Although apparently an indefinite pronoun here, it is really inter-

rogative, who is 7vise ? let him, etc. (cf. similar cases after 'r, Je. 9^^ Ps. 107*^).

— Djjiii . . . pMJ On 1 with jussive marking what is really the apodosis of a

conditional sentence, GK. 166 «.— O'lp^ixJ In the sense oi jicst, ?.<?., right in

one's cause, this word occurs in E (Ex. 23^-*), Am. 2^ 5I-, but in the general

ethical sense it does not occur earlier than Jeremiah (cf. 20^2, Is. 3^° being

late). The two clauses at the end of the verse are closely parallel, and should

be taken together, both being subordinate to the preceding; v.s.

* Hd. t As We., Now., and most others make it.
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Strophe, clxviii.

Strophic arrangement, 13, 23, 27 f., 35,

38, 44, 48, 53 f., 60, 64, 73, 74 f.,

84,90, 102, 105, 109, 113, 118, 128,

129, 141,151.159.168, 174 f., 187,

195, 215, 225, 236, 238, 241, 244,

245, 248, 249, 252, 256, 260, 262,

267, 280, 299, 325, 335, 341, 349,

360, 373. 391, 401, 408, 416.

Strophic criticism, clxix.

Superscriptions, the, i ff., 20I ff.

Sycamores, 172.

Syria, country of, 15.

, history of, 15 f., 18, 192 f.

Taboo, 233 f., 269, 329.

Teraphim, 222,

Threshing instruments, 17 f., 21 f.

Tithe, 92, 95.

Tone-phrase, clxvi f.

Totemism, 242, 251, 329.

Trumpet, 43 f.

Tyre, 28 ff.

UzziAH, reign of, 5 f.

, identification with Azriya'u, 6.

Vintage, 198 f., 230.

Virgin, 107.

Visions, 3 f., 160, 388.

Vulture, 311.

Wisdom utterances, 260, 416 f.

Wormwood, 119.

Writing of prophecy, cxxv f.

Yahweh, day of, 62, 131 f., i8i, 247.

, titles of, 83 f., 158, 190.

, a national deity, 190, 329 f.

Yahwism, relation to Baalism, xc ff.

Zaw, the god, 276.

Ziun, 10.
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II. GEOGRAPHICAL.

ACHOR, valley of, 240.

Admah, 369.

Aminon, 34 ff., 37.

Arabah, stream of the, 157.

Ashdod, 26, 76.

Askelon, 26.

Aven, 19, 22.

Baal-Peor, 336 f., 340.

Bashan, 86.

Beer-sheba, iii, 1S4, 263 f.

Beth-arbel, 358 f.

Beth-Eden, 19 f., 22.

Bethel, 82, inf., 171, 188, 26:

Bozrah, 34.

Calneh, 144.

Caphtor, 192.

Carmel, 11, 189.

Gush, 191 f. .

Damascus, 14, 19, 138.

Dan, 184.

Dead Sea, 183. /

Ekron, 26.

Gath, 145.

Gaza, 23, 25 f.

Gibeah, 273, 35 if.

Gilead, 17, 2S8 f.

Gilgal, 91 f.. Ill, 263,339.

Gomorrah, 369.

274.

Hamath, 144 f.

, entrance to, 157.

Harmon, 88 f.

Jerusalem, 47.

Jezreel, 211 f.

Karnaim, 156.

Keryyoth, 41 f.

Kir, 20, 23, 192.

Lo-DEBAR, 156.

Mediterranean, 183, iJ

Memphis, 330.

Mizpah, 269.

Naioth, xxxiii.

Nile, I79f.

Padan-Aram, 380.

Rabbah, 36 f.

Ramah, 273 f.

Shechem, 290.

Shittim, 269.

Sidon, 28 ff.

Sodom, 369.

Tekoa, 3.

Teman, 33 f.

Zeboiim, 369, 373.

mjN, 194.

px, 112.

rSx, 58.

III. HEBREW.

mjDix, 22.

Ditr^tt'N, 224.

P-^^. 333-

oVn, 174.

DDDtrn, 120.

^^,^"J3 = Bir-^idri, 22.
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PP2, 347 f- S''Dr, 117. y weakening to n, 158

B'pj, no note, 113. -\Db, 122, i?.4. D1DJ?, 7 f.

in, 121. 2j-;, 340.

nja^, 261. d-d;, 200.

nSj, 20, 22 f. 15*;, 105.

njvS, 120.
T ":-

^<:)^ 319-

n>n, 200, 224/. in'-, 224. D^O-IC, 150,

h^, 120L

f-n, 1 10 note, 113. j^'p^c, 117. niNDi-, 158.

^>i", 387. nio'-i', 117.

•in, 127. p-\ii;, 150. HiX, 89.

j;u'in, 202, 205. TT", 62. -inx, 197, 200.

Sj^n, 181. 10, 334-

r\myT:, 334. lap, 94, 235.

";?!, 135- S^srr, 123. njip, 105, 108 f., 128.

njr, 214. csr::, 345 f. j;pv, 194-

nrn, 4, 170. n:, 59, u'n"-!, 158, 346.

nsan, 257. N^2J, 4. a''D''D-i, 158.

^n, 186. Saj, 150. v-;-^, 8.

in, 311. •nj, 128.

n^Sn, 235 f. laj, I72f. 0133^, 316 f.

onpj, 8. nar, 20.

'?S3n>, 309 f. nvj, 3i5f- nna' 311:', 199, 200.

T^'J, 311. njii'v^', 415 f.

m3D, 199. oSr, 139.

npv:, 117. D, interchange with r.

31^3, 175, l84f. 158. mm, 256.

103, 346 f. -CD, 89.

-»1J3, 150. inD, 194.
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"A decided advance on all other coviineniariesy— The Outlook.

DEUTERONOMY.
By the Rev. S. R. DRIVER, D.D., D.Litt.,

Regius Professor of Hebrew, and Canou of Christ Church, Oxford.

Crown 8vo. Net, $3.00.

" No one could be better qualified than Professor Driver to write a critical

and exegetical commentary on Deuteronomy. His previous works are author-

ities in all the departments involved; the grammar and lexicon of the Hebrew
language, the lower and higher criticism, as well as exegesis and Biblical the-

ology; . . . the interpretation in this commentary is careful and sober in the

main. A wealth of historical, geographical, and philological information illus-

trates and elucidates both the narrative and the discourses. Valuable, though

concise, excursuses are often given."— The Congregationalist.

" It is a pleasure to see at last a really critical Old Testament commentary

in English upon a portion of the Pentateuch, and especially one of such merit.

This I find superior to any other Commentary in any language upon Deuter-

onomy."— Professor E. L. Curtis, of Yale University.

" This volume of Professor Driver's is marked by his well-known care and

accuracy, and it will be a great boon to every one who wishes to acquire a

thorough knowledge, either of the Hebrew language, or of the contents of the

Book of Deuteronomy, and their significance for the development of Old Tes-

tament thought. The author finds scope for displaying his well-known wide

and accurate knowledge, and delicate appreciation of the genius of the

Hebrew language, and his readers are supplied with many carefully con-

structed lists of words and expressions. He is at his best in the detailed

examination of the text."

—

London Athenaum.

" It must be said that this work is bound to take rank among the best com-

mentaries in any language on the important book with which it deals. On
every page there is abundant evidence of a scholarly knowledge o. the litera-

ture, and of the most painstaking care to make the book useful to thorough

students."— The Lutheran Churchman.

"The deep and difficult questions raised by Deuteronomy are, in every in-

stance, considered with care, insight, and critical acumen. The student who

wishes for solid information, or a knowledge of method and temper of the

new criticism, will find advantage in cunsultintr the pages ot Dr. Driver." —

Zion^s Herald.
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"We believe this series to be of epoch-making importance''

— The N. Y. Evangelist.

JUDGES.
By Dr. GEORGE FOOT MOORE, D.D.,

Professor of Theology, Harvard University.

Crown 8vo. Net, $3.00.

" The typographical execution of this handsome volume is worthy of the

scholarly character of the contents, and higher praise could not be given it."

— Professor C. H. Toy, ofHarvard University.

" This work represents the latest results of ' Scientific Biblical Scholarship,'

and as such has the greatest value for the purely critical student, especially on

the side of textual and literary criticism."— Tke Church Standard.

" Professor Moore has more than sustained his scholarly reputation in this

work, which gives us for the first time in English a commentary on Judges not

excelled, if indeed equalled, in any language of the world." — Professor

L. W. Batten, ofF. E. Divinity School, Philadelphia.

" Although a critical commentary, this work has i.s practical uses, and by

its divisions, headlines, etc., it is admirably adapted to the wants of all

thoughtful students of the Scriptures. Indeed, with the other books of the

series, it is sure to find its way into the hands of pastors and scholarly lay-

men."— Portland Zion's Herald,

" Like its predecessors, this volume will be warmly welcomed— whilst to

those whose means of securing up-to-date information on the subject of which

it treats are limited, it is simply invaluable."— Edinburgh Scotsman.

" The work is done in an atmosphere of scholarly interest and indifference

to dogmatism and controversy, which is at least refreshing. ... It is a noble

introduction to the moral forces, ideas, and influences that controlled the

period of the Judges, and a model of what a historical commentary, with a

practical end in view should be."— The Independent.

" The work is marked by a clear and forcible style, by scholarly research, by

critical acumen, by extensive reading, and by evident familiarity with the

Hebrew. Many of the comments and suggestions are valuable, while the

index at the close is serviceable and satisfactory."— Philadelphia Presbyterian.

" This volume sustains the reputation of the series for accurate and wide

scholarship given in clear and strong English, . . . the scholarly reader will

find delight in the perusal of this - •• • -vu commentary."— Zion's Herald.
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**Richly kelfiful to scholars and ministers."—The Presbyterian Banner.

The Books of Samuel
BY

REV. HENRY PRESERVED SMITH, D.D.,

Professor of Biblical History atid Interpretation in A tnlurst College.

Crown 8vo, Net $3.00.

•Professor Smith's Commentary will for some time be the standard

work on Samuel, and we heartily congratulate him on scholarly work s*

faithfully accomplished."

—

The Athencctun.

"It is both critical and exegetical, and deals with original Hebrew and

Greek. It shows painstaking diligence and considerable research."

—

The

Presbyterian.

" The style is clear and forcible and sustains the well-won reputation of

the distinguished author for scholarship and candor. All thoughtful stu-

dents of the Scriptures will find the work helpful, not only on account of its

specific treatment of the Books of Samuel, on which it is based, but because

of the light it throws on and the aid it gives in the general interpretation of

the Scriptures as modified by present-day criticism."

—

The Philadelphia

Press.

"The literary quality of the book deserves mention. We do not usually

go to commentaries for models of English style. But this book has a dis-

tinct, though unobtrusive, literary flavor. It is delightful reading. The
translation is always felicitous, and often renders further comment need-

less."— The Evangelist.

"The treatment is critical, and at the same time expository. Conserva-

tive students may find much in this volume with which they cannot agree,

but no one wishing to know the most recent conclusions concerning this

part of sacred history can afford to be without it."

—

Philadelphia Preshy

terian Journal.

"The author exhibits precisely that scholarly attitude which will com-

mend his work to the widest audience."

—

The Churchman.

"The commentary is the most complete and minute hitherto published

by an English-speaking scholar."

—

Literature.

"The volumes of Driver and Moore set a high standard for the Old

Testament writers; but I think Professor Smith's work has reached the

same high level. It is scholarly and critical, and yet it is written in a spirit

of reverent devotion, a worthy treatment of the sacred text."

—

Prof. L. W.
Batten, of P. E. Divinity School, Philadelphia.
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*'A decided advance on all other eomineniarles,"—The OUTLOOK.

PROVERBS
By the Rev. CRAWFORD H. TOY, D.D., LL.D.

Professor o( Hebrew in Harvard University.

Crown 8vo. Net, $3.00,

" In careful scholarship this volume leaves nothing to be desired. Its in-

terpretation is free from theological prejudice. It will be indispensable to
the careful student, whether lay or clerical."'

—

The Outlook.

" Professor Toy's ' Commentary ' will for many years to come remain a
handbook for both teachers and learners, and its details will be studied with
critical care and general appreciation."

—

77ie Atheiiien/n.

"The commentary itself is a most thorough treatment of each verse in
detail, in which the light of the fullest scholarship is thrown upon the mean-
ing. The learning displayed throughout the work is enormous. Here is a
commentary at last that does not skip the hard places, but grapples with
every problem and point, and says the best that can be said."

—

Presbyterian
Banner

" Professor Toy's commentary on Proverbs maintains the highest standard
of the International Crhical Commentaries. We can give no higher praise.
Proverbs presents comparatively fdw problems in criticism, but offers large
opportunities to the expositor and exegete. Professor Toy's work is

thorough and complete."

—

The Congregationalist.

"This addition to 'The International Critical Commentary' has the same
characteristics of thoroughness and painstaking scholarship as the preceding
issues of the series. In the critical treatment of the text, in noting the
various readings and the force of the words in the original Hebrew, it leaves
nothing to be desired."

—

The Christian Inteltigetieer.

"A first-class, up-to-date, critical and exegetical commentary on the Book
cf Proverbs in the English language was one of the crying needs of Biblical
scholarship. Accordingly, we may not be yielding to the latest addition to
the International Critical Series the tribute it deserves, when we say that it

at once takes the first place in its class That place it undoubtedly deserves,
however, and would have secured even against much more formidable com-
petitors than it happens to have. It is altogether a well-arranged, lucid
exposition of this unique book in the Bible, based on a careful study of the
text and the linguistic and historical background of every part of it."

—

The
Jlitertor.

"While this commentary is called 'critical' and is such, it is not one in
which the apparatus is spread out in detail ; it is one which any intelli-

gent English reader can readily use and thoroughly understand "

—

TAa
Evangelist.
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" We deem ii as needfulfor the studious pastor to possess himselj

of these volumes as to obtain the best dictionary and encyclopedia."

—The Congregationalist.

ST. MARK.
By the Rev. E. P. GOULD, D.D.,

Lai* Frcfessor of 2^'cw Testament Exegesis, P. E, Divinity Sctwol, Philadelphia,

Crown 8vo. Net, $2.50.

"ill point of scholarship, of accuracy, of originality, this last addition to ti...,

series is worthy of its predecessors, while for terseness and keenness of exegesis

.

we should put it first of them all."— The Congregationalist.

"The whole make-up is that of a thoroughly helpful, instructive critical

etudy of the Word, surpassing anything of the kind ever attempted in th.-

English language, and to students and clergymen knowing the proper use q\

a commentary it will prove an invaluable aid."— The Lutheran Quarterly.

" Professor Gould has done his work well and thoroughly. . . . The com
mentary is an admirable example of the critical method at its best. . . . Tht
Word study . . . shows not only familiarity with all the literature of the sub
ject, but patient, faithful, and independent investigation. ... It will ranV,

among the best, as it is the latest commentary on this basal Gospel."— Th>
Christian Intelligencer.

" It will give the student the vigorously expressed thought of a very thought
ful scholar." — The Church Standard.

" Dr. Gould's commentary on Mark is a large success, . . . and a credit tc

American scholarship. . . . He has undoubtedly given us a commentary on
Mark which surpasses all others, a thing we have reason to expect will be true

in the case of every volume of the series to which it belongs."— The Biblical

World.

"The volume is characterized by extensive learning, patient attention to

details and a fair degree of caution."— Bibliotheca Sacra.

" The exegetical portion of the book is simple in arrangement, admirable

in form and condensed in statement. . . . Dr. Gould docs not slavishly follow

any authority, but expresses his own opinions in language both concise and
clear."— The Chicago Standard.

" In clear, forci!)le and elegant language the author furnishes the results of

the best investigations on the second (jospel, both early and late. He treats

these various sul)jects with the hand of a master." — Boston Zion's Herald.

"The author gives abundant evidence of thorough acquaintance with the

facts and history in the case. . . . I lis tii-atm>-i)t nf them is always fresh and
icboVarly, and oftentimes helpful." — Ihe I^ew York Observer.



"It is hardly necessary to say that this series will stand first

among all English serial commentaries on the Bible."

— The Biblical World.

ST. LUKE.
By the Rev. ALFRED PLUHHER, D.D.,

Master of University College, Durham. Formerly Fellow and Senior Tutor of
Trinity College, Oxford.

Crown 8vo. Net, $3.00.

In the author's Critical Introduction to the Commentary is contained a full

treatment of a large number of important topics connected with the study of

jhe Gospel, among which are the following : The Author of the Book— The
Sources of the Gospel— Object and Plan of the Gospel— Characteristics,

Style and Language— The Integrity of the Gospel— The Text— Literary

History.

FROM THE AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

If this Commentary has any special features, they will perhaps be found in

the illustrations from Jewish writings, in the abundance of references to the

Septuagint, and to the Acts and other books of the New Testament, in the

frequent quotations of renderings in the Latin versions, and in the attention

which has been paid, both in the Introduction and throughout the Notes, to

the marks of St. Luke's style.

" It is distinguished throughout by learning, sobriety of judgment, and
sound exegesis. It is a weighty contribution to the interpretation of the
Third Gospel, and will take an honorable place in the series of which it forms
a part."— Prof. D. D. Salmond, in the Critical Revierv.

" We are pleased with the thoroughness and scientific accuracy of the inter-

pretations. ... It seems to us that the prevailing characteristic of the book
is common sense, fortified by learning and piety."— The Herald and Presbyter.
"An important work, which no student of the Word of God can safely

iieglect."— The Church Standard.
"The author has both the scholar's knowledge and the scholar's spirit

Aecessary for the preparation of such a commentary. . . . We know of
nothing on the Third Gospel which more thoroughly meets the wants of the
Biblical scholar."— The Outlook.

" The author is not only a profound scholar, but a chastened and reverent
Christian, who undertakes to interpret a Gospel of Christ, so as to show
iChrist in his grandeur and loveliness of character."— The Southern Church-
man.
" It is a valuable and welcome addition to our somewhat scanty stock of

first-class commentaries on the Third Gospel. By its scholarly thoroughness
it well sustains the reputation whicli the International Series has already
won."— Prof. J. H. Thayer, of Harvard University.

This volume having been so recently published, further notices are not yel
zvailabie.
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" J^or the student this new commentary promises to be indispen-

sable."— The Methodist Recorder.

ROMANS.
By the Rev. WILLIAM SANDAY, D.D., LL.D.,

J^> Margaret Professor of Divinity, and Canon of Christ Church, O.vlord,

AND THE

Rev. A. C. HEADLAM, M.A., D.D.,

Principal of King's College, London.

Crown 8vo. Net, $3.00.

" From my knowledge of Dr. Sanday, and from a brief examination of the
book, I am led to believe that it is our best critical handbook to the Epistle,

It combines great learning with practical and suggestive interpretation." —
Professor George B. Stevens, of Yale Universily.

" Professor Sanday is excellent in scholarship, and of unsurpassed candor.
The introduction and detached notes are highly interesting and instructive.

This commentary cannot fail to render the most valuable assistance to all

earnest students. The volume augurs well for the series of which it is a mem-
ber."— Professor George P. Fisher, 0/ Yak University.

"The scholarship and spirit of Dr. Sanday give assurance of an interpreta-

tion of the Epistle to the Romans which will be both scholarly and spiritual."

— Dr. Lyman Abbott.
" The work of the authors has been carefully done, and will prove an

acceptable addition to the literature of the great Epistle. The exegesis is

acute and learned . . , The authors show much familiarity with the work
of their predecessors, and write with calmness and lucidity."— New York
Observer.

" We are confident that this commentary will find a place in every thought-

ful minister's library. One may not be able to agree with the authors at some
points,— and this is true of all commentaries,— but they have given us a work
which cannot but prove valuable to the critical study of Paul's masterly epis-

tle."— Ziott's Advocate.
" We do not hesitate to commend this as the best commentary on Romans

yet written in English. It will do much to popularize this admirable and
much needed series, by showing that it is possible to be critical and scholarly

and at the same time devout and spiritual, and intelligible to plain Bible

readers."— The Church Standard.
" A commentary with a very distinct character and purpose of its own,

which brings to students and ministers an aid which they cannot obtain else-

where. . . . There is probably no other commentary in which criticism has
been employed so successfully and impartially to bring out the author's

thought."— N. Y. Independent.
" We have nothing Imt heartiest praise for the weightier matters of the

commentary. It is not only critical, but exegctical, expository, doctrinal,

practical, and eminently spiritual. The positive conclusions of the books are

very numerous anri are stoutly, gloriously evangelical. . . . The commentary
does not fail to speak with the utmost ccvcreucc of the whole word of God."
The Congregationalist
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**This admirable series"—The London Academy,

EPHESIANS AND COLOSSIANS.

By the Rev. T. K. ABBOTT, B.D., D. Litt.

Formerly Professor of Biblical Greek, now of Hebrew, Trinity College,

Dublin.

Crown 8vo. Net, $2.50.

" The latest volume of this admirable series is informed with the very

best spirit in which such work can be carried out—a spirit of absolute

fidelity to the demonstrable truths of critical science. . . . This summary
of the results of modern criticism applied to these two Pauline letters is,

for the use of scholarly students, not likely to be superseded."

—

The Lon-
don Academy.

" An able and independent piece of exegesis, and one that none of us can

aiTord to be without. It is the work of a man who has made himself mas-
ter of his theme. His linguistic ability is manifest. His style is usually

clear. His exegetical perceptions are keen, and we are especially grateful

for his strong defence of the integrity and apostolicity of these two great

monuments of Pauline teaching."

—

The Expos'tor.

"It displays every mark of conscientious judgment, wide reading, and
grammatical insight. "

—

Lite^'ahire.

" In discrimination, learning, and candor, it is the peer of the other vol-

umes of the series. The elaborate introductions are of special value."—
Professor George B. Stevens, of Yale University.

"It is rich in philological material, clearly arranged, and judiciously

handled. The studies of words are uncommonly good. ... In the

balancing of opinions, in the distinguishing between fine shades of mean-
ing, it is both acute and sound."

—

The Church.

" The exegesis based so solidly on the rock foundation of philology is

argumentatively and convincingly strong. A spiritual and evangelical tenor

pervades the interpretation from first to last. . . . These elements, to-

gether with the author's full-orbed vision of the truth, with his discrimina-

tive judgment anti his felicity of expression, make this the peer of any com-
mentary on these important letters."

—

The Statidard.

" An exceedingly careful and painstaking piece of work. The introduc'

tory discussions of questions bearing on the authenticity and integrity (of

the epistles) are clear and candid, and the exposition of the text displays a

fine scholarship and insight."

—

Northweste7-n Christian Advocate.

"The book is from first to last exegetical and critical. Every phrase in

the two Epistles is searched as with lighted candles. The authorities for

variant readings are canvassed but weighed, rather than counted. The mul-
tiform ancient and modern interpretations are investigated with the ex-

haustiveness of a German lecture-room, and the judicial spirit of an English

court-room. Special discussions are numerous and thorough."

—

The Con-

Ifregationa list.
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"/ ftavf already expressed my conviction tltat the Initr-
national Critical Commentary is the best critical cotnmentary.
mt the whole Bible, in existence."—Dr. Lyman Abbott.

Philippians and Philemon
BY

REV. MARVIN R. VINCENT, D.D.

Pnvfessor of Biblical Literature in Union Theological Setninary, Uew York,

Crown 8vo, Net $2.00.

"It is, in short, in every way worthy of the series."

—

The Scotsman.

" Professor Vincent's Commentary on Philippians and Philemon appears
to me not less admirable for its literary merit than for its scholarship and its

clear and discriminating discussions of the contents of these Epistles."

—

Dr.
George P. Fisher.

"The book contains many examples of independent and judicial weigh-
ing of evidence. We have been delighted with the portion devoted to Phile-

mon. Unlike most commentaries, this may wisely be read as a whole."—
The Congregationalist

"Of the merits of the work it is enough to say that it fs worthy of its

place in the noble undertaking to which it belongs. It is ful? of just such
information as the Bible student, lay or clerical, needs ; and while giving an
aibundance ,of the truths of erudition to aid the critical student of the text, it

abounds also in that more popular information which enables the attentive

reader almost to put himself in St. Paul's place, to see with the eyes and feel

with the heart of the Apostle to the Gentiles."

—

Boston Advertiser.

" If it is possible in these days to produce a commentary which will be
free from polemical and ecclesiastical bias, the feat will be accomplished in

the International Critical Commentary. . . . It is evident that the writer

has given an immense amount of scholarly research and original thought to

the subject. . . . The author's introduction to the Epistle to Philemon
is an admirable piece of literature, calculated to arouse in the student's mind
an intense interest in the circumstances which produced this short letter from

t!ie inspired Apostle."

—

Commereiat Advertiser.

" His discussion of Philemon is marked by sympathy and appreciation,

and his full discussion of the relations of Pauline Christianity to slavery are

interesting, both historically and sociologically."

—

The Dial.

" Throughout the work scholarly research is evident. It commends itsel/

by its clear elucidation, its keen exegesis which marks the word study on
every page, its compactness of statement and its simplicity of arrangement."
—Lutheran World.

" The scholarship of the author seems to be fully equal to his i dcrtaking,

and he has given to us a fine piece of work. One cannot but se tlial il the

entire series shall be executed upon a par with this portion, thel tan be lit-

tle lefi to be aesired."

—

Philadelphia Presbyterian Journal.
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" T/ie best cotnmentary and the one most useful to the Bible

student is The International Critical."

—The Reformed Church Review,

ST. PETER AND ST. JLfDE
By the Rev. CHARLES BIGQ, D.D.

Regius Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the University of Oxford,

Crown 8vo. Net, $2.50.

•'His commentary is very satisfactory indeed. His notes are particularly

valuable. We know of no work on these Epistles which is so full and satis-

factory."—The Living Chinrh.

"It shows an immense amount of research and acquaintanceship with the

Views of the critical school. "

—

Herald and Presbyter.

" This volume well sustains the reputation achieved by its predecessors.

The notes to the text, as well as the introductions, are marked by eruditioo

at once aiifluent and discriminating."

—

The Outlook.

" Canon Bigg's work is pre-eminently characterized by judicial open-

mindedness and sympathetic insight into historical conditions. His realistic

interpretation of the relations of the apostles and the circumstances of the

early church renders the volume invaluable to students of these themes.

The exegetical work in the volume rests on the broad basis of careful lin-

guistic study, acquaintance with apocalyptic literature and the writings of

the Fathers, a sane judgment, and good sense."

—

American Journal of

Theology.

NUMBERS
By the Rev. G. BUCHANAN GRAY, D.D.

Professor of Hebrew, Mansfield College, Oxford.

Crown 8vo. Net, $3.00.

" Most Bible readers have the impression that ' Numbers ' is a dull

book only relieved by the brilliancy of the Balaam chapters and some
snatches of old Hebrew songs, but, as Prof. Gray shows with admi-

rable skill and insight, its historical and religious value is not that

which lies on the surface. Prof. Gray's Commentary is distinguished

by fine scholarship and sanity of judgment; it is impossible to

commend it too warmly."

—

Saturday Reidew (^Londo>i).
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EDITORS' PREFACE.

Theology has made great and rapid advances in recent

years. New lines of investigation have been opened up,

fresh light has been cast upon many subjects of the deepest

interest, and the historical method has been applied with

important results. This has prepared the way for a Library

of Theological Science, and has created the demand for it.

It has also made it at once opportune and practicable now

to secure the services of specialists in the different depart-

ments of Theology, and to associate them in an enterprise

which will furnish a record of Theological inquiry up to

date. '

This Library is designed to cover the whole field of Chris-

tian Theology. Each volume is to be complete in itself,

while, at the same time, it will form part of a carefully

planned whole. One of the Editors is to prepare a volume

of Theological Encyclopaedia which will give the history

and literature of each department, as well as of Theology

as a whole.

The Library is intended to form a series of Text-Books

for Students of Theology.

The Authors, therefore, aim at conciseness and compact-

ness of statement. At the same time, they have in view



editors' preface.

that large and increasing class of students, in other depart-

ments of inquiry, who desire to have a systematic and thor-

ough exposition of Theological Science. Technical matters

will therefore be thrown into the form of notes, and the

text will be made as readable and attractive as possible.

The Library is international and interconfessional. It

will be conducted in a catholic spirit, and in the interests

of Theology as a science.

Its aim will be to give full and impartial statements both

of the results of Theological Science and of the questions

which are still at issue in the different departments.

The Authors will be scholars of recognized reputation in

the several branches of study assigned to them. They will

be associated with each other and with the Editors in the

effort to provide a series of volumes which may adequately

represent the present condition of investigation, and indi-

cate the way for further progress.

CHARLES A. BRIGGS.

STEWART D. F. SALMOND.

Theological Encyclopaedia. P.y Charles A. Briggs, D.D., D.Litt.,

Prof, of Theological Encyclopedia and
Symbolics, Union Theol. Seminary, N. Y.

An Introduction to the Literature of By S. R. Driver, D.D., D.Litt.. Regius
the Old Testament. Professor of Hebrew, and Canon of

Christ Church, Oxford. (Jievised and
e}ilarged edition).

The Study of the Old Testament. By the Right Rev. Hkrbert Edward
Ryle, D.b., Lord Bishop of Winchester.

Old Testament History. By Henry Preserved Smith, D.D.,
Professor of Biblical History, Amherst
College, Mass. [Now ready.)

Contemporary History of the Old By Francis Brown, D.D., LL.D., D.Litt.,
Testament. Professor of Hebrew, Union Theological

Seminary, New York.

Theology of the Old Testament. By the late A. B. Davidson, D.D., LL.D.,
Professor of Hebrew. New College,
Edinburgh. (Now ?-eady.)
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An Introduction to the Literature
of the New Testament.

Canon and Text of the New Testa-
ment.

The Life of Christ.

A History of Christianity in the
Apostolic Age.

Contemporary History of the New
Testament.

Theology of the New Testament.

Biblical Archaeology.

The Ancient Catholic Church.

The Later Catholic Church.

The Latin Church.

The Greek and Oriental Churches.

The Reformation,

Symbolics.

History of Christian Doctrine.

Christian Institutions.

Philosophy of Religion.

The History of Religions.

Apologetics.

The Doctrine of God.

The Doctrine of Man.

The Doctrine of Christ.

The Doctrine of Salvation.

The Doctrine of the Future Life.

Christian Ethics.

The Christian Pastor and the Work-
ing Church.

The Christian Preacher.

Rabbinical Literature.,

By S. D. F. Salmond, D.D., Principal of
llie Free Church College, Aberdeen.
{/n press.)

By Caspar Rene Gregory, D.D., LL.D.,
Professor of New Testament Exegesis in
the University of Leipzig.

By William Sanday, D.D., LL.D.. Lady
Margaret Professor ol Divinity, and
Canon of Christ Church, Oxiord.

By .Arthur C. McGii-fert, D.D., Professor
* of Church History, Union Theological
Seminary, New York. {Now ready.)

By Frank C. Porter, D.D., Professor of
Biblical Theology, Yale University, New
Haven, Conn.

By Gkorge B. Stevens, D.D., Professor
of Systematic iheologv, Yale University,
New Haven, Conn. (Noiv ready.)

By G. Buchanan Gray, D.D., Professor of
Hebrew, Mansfield College, Oxford.

By Robert Rainv, D D., LL.D., Principal
of the New College, Edinburgh. (Now
ready.)

By Robert Rainy, D.D. LL.D., Principal
of the New College, Edinburgh.

By the Right Rev. Archibald Robertson,
D.D., Lord Bishop of Exeter.

By VV. F. Adeney, D.D., Professor of
Church History, New College, London.

By T. M. Lindsay, D.D., Principal of the
United Free College, Glasgow.

By Charles A. Briggs, D.D., D.Litt.,
Prof, of Theological Encyclopedia and
Symbolics, Union Theol. Seminary, N. Y.

By G. P. Fisher, D.D., LL.D., Professor
of Ecclesiastical History, YaleUniversily,
New Haven, Conn. {Revised and en-
larged edition.)

By A. V. G. Allen, D.D., Professor of
Ecclesiastical History, P. E. Divinity
School, Cambridge, Mass, {Now ready.)

By Robert Flint, D.D., LL.D., sometime
Professor of Divinity in the University of

Edinburgh.

By George F. Moore, D.D., LL.D.,
Professor in Harvard University.

By the late A. B. Bkuce, D.D., sometime
Professor of New Testament Exegesis,
Free Church College, Glasgow. (Revised
and enlarged edition.)

By William N. Clarke, D.D., Professor
of Systematic Theology, Hamilton The-
ological Seminary.

By William P. Paterson, D D.. Professor
of Divinity, University ol Edinbuig.

(Author will be announced later.)

By Georgk B. Stevens, D.D.. Professor ol
Systematic Tlieology, Yale University.

{/« ^rf.<:s.)

By S. D. F. Salmond, D.D., Principal of

the United Free College, Aberdeen.

By Newman Smyth, D.D., Pastor of Con-
grey;itii)iiril Cluinli, New Haven. (Re-
vised and enlarged edition.

)

By VVAsniN<;!oN Gladden, D.D., Pastor
of Coiigrf'iratii>nal Cluiicli, Columbus,
Ohio. {Now ready.)

(Author will be announced Liter.)

By S. Schechtkr, M.A., President of the
Jewish Tlieological Seminary, New York
City.



AN INTRODUCTION TO

The Literature of the Old Testament

By Prof. S. R. DRIVER, D.D., D.Litt,

Canon of Christ Church, Oxford

New Edition Revised

Crown 8vo, 558 pages, $2.50 net

•'It is the most scholarly and critical work in the English Ian-
gnage on the literature of the Old Testament, and fully up to the
present state of research in Germany."—Prof. Philip Schaff, D.D.

" Canon Driver has arranged his material excellently, is succinct
without being hurried or unclear, and treats the various critical prob-
lems involved with admirable fairness and good judgment."

—Prof. C. H. Toy.

"His judgment is singularly fair, calm, unbiassed, and inde-
pendent. It is also thoroughly reverential. . . . The service,
which his book will render in the present confusion of mind on this

great subject, can scarcely be overestimated."

—

The London Times.

"As a whole, there is probably no book in the English language
equal to this ' Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament'
for the student who desires to understand what the modern criticism
thinks about the Bible."—Dr. Lyman Abbott, in the Outlook.

"The book is one worthy of its subject, thorough in its treat-
ment, reverent in its tone, sympathetic in its estimate, frank in its

recognition of difficulties, conservative (in the best sense of the
word) in its statement of results."

—Prof. Henry P. Smith, in the Magazine of Christian Literature.

'
' In working out his method our author takes up each book in

order and goes through it with marvelous and microscopic care.

Every verse, every clause, word by word, is sifted and weighed, and I

its place in the literary organism decided upon."
'

— The Presbyterian Quarterly.

" It contains just that presentation of the results of Old Testa-
ment criticism for which English readers in this department have
been waiting. . . . The whole book is excellent; it will be found
helpful, characterized as it is all through by that scholarly poise of

mind, which, when it does not know, is not ashamed to present de-
grees of probability."

—

New World.

" • . . Canon Driver's book is characterized throughout by
thorough Christian scholarship, faithful research, caution in the
expression of mere opinions, candor in the statement of facts and of
the necessary inferences from them, and the devout recognition of
the divine invvorking in the religious life of the Hebrews, and of the
tokens of divine inspiration in the literature which records and em-
bodies it."—Dr. A. P. Peabody, in the Cambridge Tribune.
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OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY
By HENRY PRESERVED SMITH, D.D.

PROFESSOR OF BIBLICAL HISTORY AND INTERPRETATION, AMHERST COLLEGE

Crown 8vo, 538 pages, $2.50 net

This book gives a history of Old Testament times.

This it does by a narrative based upon those Bibli-

cal books which are historical in form. The nature

of these books is carefully considered, their data are

used according to historical methods, and the con-

clusions of recent criticism are set forth. The other

books of the Old Testament with the more impor-

tant of the Apocrypha are given their proper place

so far as they throw light on the development of

the Old Testament people.

,

" Professor Smith has, by his comprehensive and vitalized history,

laid all who care for the Old Testament under great obligations."
— TAe Indepe7ident.

" The volume is characterized by extraordinary clearness of con-

ception and representation, thorough scholarly ability, and charm
of style."

—

The Interior.

" Dr. Smith's volume is critical without being polemical, inter-

esting though not imaginative, scholarly without pedantry, and radi-

cal but not destructive. The author is himself an authority, and his

volume is the best single presentation with which we are familiar of

the modern view of Old Testament history."

—

T/ie Outlook.

"This volume is the result of thorough study, is free from the

controversial spirit and from any evidence of desire to challenge older

theories of the Bible, is written in straightforward, clear style, does

not linger unduly in discussion of doubtful matters, is reverent and at

the same time fearless. If one has accepted the main positions of the

Higher Criticism, while he may still differ with Professor Smith's

conclusions here and there, he will find himself in accord with the

spirit of the author, whose scholarship and achievement he will

gladly honor."

—

The Congrei^ationalist.

"We have a clear, interesting, instructive account of the growth

of Israel, embodying a series of careful judgments on the countless

problems that face the man who tries to understand the life of that

remarkable people. The ' History' takes its place worthily by the side

of Driver's Introduction. The student of today is to be congratulated

on having so valuable an addition made to his stock of tools."
— The Expository Times.



The Theology of the Old Testament.
BY THE LATE

A. B. DAVIDSON, D.D., LL.D., Litt.D.

Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament Exegesis, New College, Edinburgh.

EDITED FROM THE AUTHOR'S MANUSCRIPTS

BY

S. D. F. SALMOND, D.D., F.E.I.S.

Principal of the United Free Church College, Aberdeen.

Crown 8vo. 568 pages. $2.50 net.

" It is one of those monumental works whose publication the scholar hails

with gratitude. Principal Salmond has edited Professor Davidson's manu-

scripts with care and fidelity. It would require much more space than we

can give this volume in our crowded columns even to indicate the many points

in which this, one of the greatest of Hebrew scholars, shows himself a lineal

descendant and successor of the ancient prophets whom he loved so well; but

it is enough to say that the work is fitted by its scholarship and its tone to

become a standard in every theological seminary. Great pains have been

taken with the Hebrew text, so frequently quoted, and its use is distinctly

illuminative. His learning is never introduced to dazzle, but always to en-

lighten the reader."— T/te Interio}-.

" We hope every clergyman will not rest content till he has procured and

studied this most admirable and useful book. Every really useful question

relating to man— his nature, his fall, and his redemption, his present life of

grace, his life after death, his future life — is treated of. We may add that the

most conservatively incUned believer in the Old Testament will find nothing

in this book to startle him, while, at the same time, the book is fully cogni-

zant of the altered views regarding the ancient Scriptures. The tone is rever-

ent throughout, and no one who reads attentively can fail to derive fresh light

and benefit from the exposition here given."— The Catiadiati Chtirclunan.

"Dr. Davidson was so keen a student, and yet so reverent as to his Bible,

that anything from his pen must be of profit. The book gives evidence that

his eyes were wide open to all modern research, but yet he was not led astray

by any of the vagaries of the schools. Through all the treatment of the

theme he remains conservative, while seeking to know the truth."— Examiner.

" No one can fail to gain immense profit from its careful study. We rejoice

that such a work is added to the store of helpful literature on the Old Testa-

ment, and we express the hope that it may find wide reading among ministers

and teachers of the Bible."— The Standard.

"In its treatment of Old Testament theology, there is nothing to equal it

in the English language, and nothing to surpass it in any language. While it

is prepared for scholars it will prove an education in the Old Testament to the

intelligent laymen or Sunday-school teachers who will give it a faithful read-

ing. The style is so clear that it cannot help but prove interesting. We com-

mend this book with a special prayer, believing that it will make the Old

Testament a richer book; and make the foundation upon which the teachings

of the New Testament stand more secure to every one who reads it."

— The Heidelberg Teacher.
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A HISTORY OF

CHRISTIANITY IN THE APOSTOLIC AGE

BY

ARTHUR CUSHMAN McGIFFERT, Ph.D., D.D.

tyasAium Professor- of Church History in tJu Union Theological Seminary, N*w Yiotil:

Crown 8vo, 681 Pages, $2.50 Net.

" The author's work is ably done. . . . This volume is worthy of

Its place in the series."

—

The Congregalionalist.

" Invaluable as a resume of the latest critical work upon the great forma-

tive period of the Christian Church."

—

The Christian World (London).

"There can be no doubt that this is a remarkable work, both on account

of the thoroughness of its c/i'^cism and the boldness of its views."
— 77ie Scotsman.

" The ability and learning of Proisssor McGiffert's work on the Apos-

tolic Age, and, whatever dissent there may be from its critical opinion, its

manifest sincerity, candid scholars will not fail to appreciate."

—Dr. George P. Fisher, of Yale University.

" Pre-eminently a clergyman's book; but there are many reasons why it

should be in the library of every thoughtful Christian person. The style

is vivid and at times picturesque. The results rather than the processes of

learning are exhibited. It is full of local color, of striking narrative, and of

keen, often brilliant, character analysis. It is an admirable book for the

Sunday-school teacher."

—

Boston Advertiser,

" For a work of such wide learning and critical accuracy, and which deals

with so many difficult and abstruse problems of Christian history, this is re-

markably readable."

—

The Independent.

"It is certain that Professor McGifTert's work has set the mark for

future effort in the obscure fields of research into Christian origin."
—New York Tribune.

"Dr. McGifTert has produced an able, scholarly, suggestive, and con-

structive work. He is in thorough and easy possession of his sources and

materials, so that his positive construction is seldom interrupted by citations,

'.he demolition of opposmg views, or the irrelevant di.scussion of suboramate

questions."

—

The Methodist Review.

"The clearness, self-consistency, and force of the whole impression of

Apostolic Christianity with which we leave this book, goes far to guarantee

its permanent value and success."

—

The Expositor.
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THEOLOGY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

By GEORGE B. STEVENS, D.D.

Professor of Systematic Theology, Yale University.

Crown 8vo, 480 pages, $2.50 net.

'In style it is rarely clear, simple, and strong, adapted alike to the gen.

eral reader and the theological student. The former class will find it read-

able and interesting to an unusual degree, while the student will value its

thorough scholarship and completeness of treatment. His work has a sim-

plicity, beauty, and freshness that add greatly to its scholarly excellence and

worth."

—

Christian Advocate.

" Professor Stevens is a profound student and interpreter of the Bible, as

far as possible divested of any prepossessions concerning its message. In

his study of it his object has been not to find texts that might seem to bol-

ster up some system of theological speculation, but to find out what the

writers of the various books meant to say and teach."

—

N'. Y. Tribime.

" It is a fine example of painstaking, discriminating, impartial research

and statement."

—

T/ie Cojtgregationalist.

" Professor Stevens has given us a very good book. A liberal conser-

vative, he takes cautious and moderate positions in the field of New Testa-

ment criticism, yet is admirably fair-minded. His method is patient and

morough. He states the opinions of those who differ from him with care

and clearness. The proportion of quotation and reference is well adjusted

and the reader is kept well informed concerning the course of opinion with-

out being drawn away from the text of the author's own thought. His

iudgments on difficult questions are always put with self-restraint and

sobriety."

—

TAg Churchman.

" It will certainly take its place, after careful reading, as a valuable

svnopsis, neither bare nor over-elaborate, to which recourse will be had by

tne student or teacher who requires within moderate compass the gist oi

modern research."

—

The Literary World,



THE ANCIENT CATHOLIC CHURCH
From the Accession of Trajan to the Fourth

General Council (A.D. 98=451)

By ROBERT RAINY, D.D.
Principal of the New College, Edinburgh-

Crown 8vo. 554 Pages. Net, $2.50,

"This is verily and indeed a book to thank God for ; and if anybody has
been despainng of a restoration of true catholic unity in God's good time, it

is a book to fill him with hope and confidence."

—

The Church Standard.
* Principal Rainy has written a fascinating book. He has the gifts of an

historian and an expositor. His fresh presentation of so intricate and time-
worn a subject as Gnosticism grips and holds the attention from first to last.

Familiarity with most of the subjects which fall to be treated within these
limits of Christian history had bred a fancy that we might safely and profit-

ably skip some of the chapters, but we found ourselves returning to close up
the gaps ; we should advise those who are led to read the book through this

notice not to repeat our experiment. It is a dish of well-cooked and well,

seasoned meat, savory and rich, with abundance of gravy; and, while no
one wishes to be a glutton, he will miss something nutritious if he does not
take time to consume it all."

—

Methodist Review.

"It covers the period from 98-451 a.d., with a well-marked order, and
is written in a downright style, simple and unpretentious. Simplicity, in-

deed, and perspicuity are the keynotes, and too great burden of detail is

avoided. A very fresh and able book."

—

The Nation.

"The International Theological Library is certainly a very valuabk collec-

tion of books on the science of Theology. And among the s-st
'-' good books,

Dr. Rainy's volume on The Ancient Catholic Church .s entitled to a high
place. We know of no one volume which contains jO much matter which
is necessary to a student of theology."

—

The Living Church.

" Of course, a history so condensed is not to be read satisfactorily in a day
or even a week. The reader often will find ample food for thought for a

day or more in what he may have read in two hours. But the man who
will master the whole book will be amply rewarded, and will be convinced
that he has been consorting with a company of the world's greatest men,
and has attained an accurate knowledge of one of the world's greatest and
most important periods."

—

Christian InteUigencer.

"As a compend of church history for the first five centuries, this volume
will be found most useful, for ready reference, both to those who possess

the more elaborate church histories, and for the general information desired

by a wider reading public ; while the temperate presentations of the author's

own theories upon disputed points are in themselves of great value."

—

Bibhotheca Sacra.

" Principal Rainy of the New College, Edinburgh, is one of the foremost
scholars of Great liritain, and in Scotland, his home, he is regarded by his

countrymen as the chief figure in their ecclesiastical life. There can be
little douljt that this recent volume will enhance his reputation and serve to

introduce him to a wider circle of irienda.^'—Congregationa/ist, Boston.



History of Christian Doctrinec
BY

GEORGE P. FISHER, D.D., LL.D.,

Titus Street Professor of Ecclesiastical History in Yale Univorsit}''.

Crown 8vo, 583 pages, $2.50 net.

" He gives ample proof of rare scholarship. Many of the old doc-
trines are restated with a freshness, lucidity and elegance of style
which make it a very readable book."

—

The New York Observer.

"Intrinsically this volume is worthy of a foremost place m our
modern literature . , . We have no work on the subject in English
eoual to it, for variety and range, clearness of statement, judicious
guidance, and catholicity of tone,"

—

London Nonconforrnist and Inde-
pefidenL

" It is only just to say that Dr. Fisher has produced the best His-
tory of Doctrine that we have in English."

—

TAe Netv Yotk Evatigelist.

" It is to me quite a marvel how a book of this kind (Fisher's
•History of Christian Doctrine') can be written so accurately to
scale. It could only be done by one who had a very complete com-
mand of all the periods."— Prof. William Sanday, Oxford.

"It presents so many new and fresh points and is so thoroughly
treated, and brings into view contemporaneous thought, especially
the American, that it is a pleasure to read it, and will be an equal
pleasure to go back to it again and again."

—

Bishop John F. Hurst.

" Throughout there is manifest wide reading, careful prepara-
tion, spirit and good judgment,"

—

Philadelphia Presbyterian,

" The language and style are alike delightfully fresh and easy
. . . A book which will be found both stimulating and instructive
to the student of theology."

—

The Churchman.

" Professor Fisher has trained the public to expect the excellen
cies of scholarship, candor, judicial equipoise and admirable lucidity
and elegance of style in whatever comes from his pen. But in the
present work he has surpassed himself."

—

Prof. J. H. Thayer, o/

Harvard Divinity School.

" It meets the severest standard; there is fullness of knowledge,
thorough research, keenly analytic thought, and rarest enrichment
for a positive, profound and learned critic. There is interpretative
and revealing sympathy. It is of the class of works that mark epochs,
in their several departments."

—

The Outlook.

" As a first study of the History of Doctrine, Professor Fisher's
volume has the merit of being full, accurate and interesting."

—Prof. Marcus Dods
"

. . . He gathers up, reorganizes and presents the results of

Vnvestigation in a style rarely full o£ literary charm."
— The Interior.
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CHRISTIAN INSTITUTIONS.

By ALEXANDER V. G. ALLEN, D.D.

Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the Episcopal Theological School
in Cambridge.

Crown 8vo, 577 pages, $2.50 net.

" Professor Allen's Christian Institutions may be regarded as thi mos
important permanent contribution which the Protestant Episcopal Charch
of the United States has yet made to general theological thought. In a few
particulars it will not command the universal, or even the generaJ assent of

discriminating readers ; but it will receive, as it deserves, the respect and
appreciation of those who rightly estimate the varied, learned, and independ-
ent spirit of the author."

—

77ie American Jon?'nal of Theology.

" As to his method there can be no two opinions, nor as to the broad,

critical, and appreciative character of his study. It is an immensely sug-

gestive, stimulating, and encouraging piece of work. It shows that modern
scholarship is not all at sea as to results, and it presents a worthy view of a

great and noble subject, the greatest and noblest of all subjects."

—

T/ie In-
dependent.

"This will at once take its place among the most valuable volumes in the
' International Theological Library,' constituting in itself a very complete
epitome both of general church history and of the history of doctrines.

A single quotation well illustrates the brilliant style and the pro-

found thought of the book."

—

The Bibliotheca Sacra.

" The wealth of learning, the historical spirit, the philosophic grasp, the

loyalty to the continuity of life, which everywhere characterize this thorough
study of the organization, creeds, and cultus constituting Christian Institu-

tion. . . . However the reader may differ with the conclusions of the

author, few will question his painstaking scholarship, judicial temperament,

and catholicity of Christian spirit."

—

The Advance.

" It is an honor to American scholarship, and will be read by all who
wish to be abreast of the age."

—

The Lntheraii Church Review.

" With all its defects and limitations, this is a most illuminating and sug-

gestive boqk on a subject of abiding interest."

—

The Chris/tan Intelli-

gencer. " ^

"It is a treasury of expert knowledge, arranged in an orderly and lucid

manner, and more than ordinarily readable. . . . It is controlled by the

candid and critical spirit of the careful historian who, of course, has his

convictions and preferences, but who makes no claims in their behalf which
the facts do not seem to warrant."

—

The Congregationalist. >

" He writes in a charming style, and has collected a vast amount of im-

portant material pertaining to his sul)ject which can be found in no other

work in so compact a form."*""^i<K^ AVw York Observer
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Apologetics

;

Or, Christianity Defensively Stated.

By the late ALEXANDER BALMAIN BRUCE, D.D..

ProfMsor of Apologetics and New Testament Exegesis, Free Church College,
Glasgow ; Author of " The Training of the Twelve," "The Humilia->

tion of Christ," " The Kingdom of God," etc.

Crown 8vo, 528 pages, $2.50 net

Professor Bruce's work is not an abstract treatise on apologetics,
but an apologetic presentation of the Christian faith, with reference
to whatever in our intellectual environment makes faith difficult at
the present time.

It addresses itself to men whose sympathies are with Christianity,
and discusses the topics of pressing concern—the burning questions
of the hour. It is offered as an aid to faith rather than a buttress of
received belief and an armory of weapons for the orthodox believer.

" The book throughout exhibits the methods and the results of
conscientious, independent, expert and devout Biblical scholarship,
and it is of permanent value."

—

T/ie Congregatiojtalist.

'

' The practical value of this book entitles it to a place in the
first rank."— The Independent.

" A patient and scholarly presentation of Christianity under
aspects best fitted to commend it to 'ingenuous and truth-loving
minds.' "— The Nation.

"The book is well-nigh indispensable to those who propose to
keep abreast of the times."

—

Western Christian Advocate.

"Professor Bruce does not consciously evade any difficulty,

and he constantly aims to be completely fair-minded. For this
reason he wins from the start the strong confidence of the reader."

—

Advance.

" Its admirable spirit, no less than the strength of its arguments,
will go far to remove many of the prejudices or doubts of those who
are outside of Christianity, but who are, nevertheless, not infidels."

—

A'ew York Tribune.

" In a word, he tells precisely what all intelligent persons wish to
know, and tells it in a clear, fresh and convincing manner. Scarcely
anyone has so successfully rendered the service of showing what
the result of the higher criticism is for the proper understanding of
the history and religion of Israel."

—

Andover Review.

" We have not for a long time taken a book in hand that is more
stimulating to faith. . . . Without commenting further, we repeat
that this volume is the ablest, most scholarly; most advanced, and
sharpest defence of Christianity that has ever been written. Nc
theological library should be without it."

—

'^ions Herald.
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